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Thank you for your interest in the Asian Classics Institute’s Correspondence Courses. A complete
Formal Study Course consists of audio recordings from the original class series in New York,
along with the supporting text materials from each class. The text and audio may be
downloaded (see www.world-view.org in the on-line teachings section), or ordered by mail (see
the Courses by mail section of the web site).

This Course consists of eleven classes, each of which has approximately two hours of audio,
along with corresponding written materials. The audio can be ordered by mail, listened to on-
line as streaming Real Audio, or downloaded onto your computer in mp3 or RA format for
playback later. The written materials for this Course are contained in nine on-line files which can
be downloaded, printed and assembled into a three-ring binder.

A complete Course binder contains the following sections in this order: a binder cover and spine,
an overview of the teacher training program, prayers, a course syllabus, readings, class notes,
homework, quizzes, a final examination, answer keys and Tibetan study materials. (The class
notes were taken by a student in the original live classes, and you’ll need these for reference as
what’s written on the board isn’t always spoken.) For ease of binder assembly, be sure to print
the files on three hole paper.

Each class lecture has a corresponding homework, quiz, meditation, and class notes. Most classes
have readings, although not every class does. After listening to the audio from a class, the
homework, quiz and meditation should be completed for that class before continuing on to the
next class. The homework can be completed using your class notes, open book style. The
quizzes should be completed from memory only, without the aid of notes or other materials. (A
good approach is to look at an answer key after you have finished that homework, and to use
that answer key to study for that quiz.) A final exam is given at the end of the Course.

You may grade your own papers using the supplied answer keys or, if you wish to do so, you
may mail your quizzes, homework and final examination to the Asian Classics Institute to be
graded. All of the quiz and final exam questions come from the homework, so the homework
answer keys are also used to grade the quizzes and the final exam.

If you use the answer keys to complete your homework or quizzes by copying, please do not
mail your papers to the Institute for grading. If you do mail your papers in, upon successfully
passing, you will be presented with a certificate of proficiency from the Institute.

If you choose to have your papers graded by the Institute (this is completely optional), please
mail all of the homework, quizzes and the final for the Course together – DO NOT mail papers
from individual classes, or a partially completed Course. Once you have completed the entire
Course, mail it to: The Asian Classics Institute, Correspondence Courses, 7055 Juniper Drive,
Colorado Springs, CO 80908. Please make a copy of all materials that you send to us, in case
they are lost in the mail. Be sure to provide a self-addressed, stamped envelope of appropriate
size and postage to have your papers returned.

We would like to emphasize finally that, although recordings and written materials can be
extremely helpful, it is essential for serious Buddhist practitioners to meet and study directly with
a qualified Teacher who can give the necessary guidance and personal instructions of the lineage.

The wisdom of Enlightened Beings has been passed down in an unbroken lineage in these
teachings. May you put them into practice in your life, gain every realization, and benefit all.
May every goodness grow and spread in all directions right now!
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Overview of the Formal Study Course Teacher Training Program

The Six Great Books of Buddhism outlined below are the subject of a geshe's eighteen
year program of monastic study. The Asian Classics Institute condenses these Six
Great Books of Buddhism into a series of 15 Formal Study Courses.

Book One
Geshe Study Subject: The Perfection of Wisdom (Prajnya Paramita)
School of Buddhism Studied: Beginning Middle-Way (Madhyamika Svatrantika);

also includes some material from Mind-Only (Chitta Matra)
Main Root Text: The Jewel of Realization (Abhisamaya Alamkara)
Written by: Maitreya (the Future Buddha) as related to Master Asanga, circa 350 AD
Traditional period to cover this subject: Six years in a Tibetan monastery
Summarized in ACI Courses:

Course II: Buddhist Refuge
Course XV: What the Buddha Really Meant

Principal monastic textbooks used for ACI Courses: Analysis of the Perfection of
Wisdom, Overview of the Art of Interpretation, Overview of the Twenty Practitioners,
Overview of Dependent Origination, Overview of the Form and Formless

Written by: Kedrup Tenpa Dargye (1493-1568); Gyalwang Trinley Namgyal (fl. 1850)
Typical Subjects: The three kinds of refuge; The wish for enlightenment; What is

nirvana?; The proofs for emptiness; Who is Maitreya?; The twelve links of
dependent origination in the Wheel of Life; Deep levels of meditation; How
do we know when the Buddha was speaking figuratively?; A flow-chart for
liberation.

Book Two
Geshe Study Subject: The Middle Way (Madhyamika)
School of Buddhism Studied: Advanced Middle Way (Madhyamika Prasangika);

also includes some material from the Mind-Only School (Chitta Matra)
Main Root Texts: Entering the Middle Way (Madhyamaka Avatara) and A Guide to the

Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Bodhisattva Charya Avatara)
Written by: The first by Master Chandrakirti, circa 650 AD in explanation of Master

Nagarjuna, about 200 AD; and the second by Master Shantideva, circa 700 AD
Traditional period to cover this subject: Four years in a Tibetan monastery
Summarized in ACI Courses:

Course VI: The Diamond-Cutter Sutra
Course VII: The Vows of the Bodhisattva
Courses X, XI, XII: A Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life
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Principal monastic textbooks used for ACI Courses: Overview of the Middle Way; A
Commentary on the Diamond-Cutter Sutra; The String of Shining Jewels, on the
Three Sets of Vows; The Point of Entry for Bodhisattvas, a Commentary to the "Guide
to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life"

Written by: Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432); Kedrup Tenpa Dargye (1493-
1568); Choney Lama Drakpa Shedrup (1675-1748); Geshe Tsewang Samdrup
(c. 1830)

Typical Subjects: Emptiness and the Wish for enlightenment; Emptiness and the
bodies of a Buddha; The future of the Buddha's teaching; Emptiness and
karma; The direct perception of emptiness; Emptiness and paradise; How
empty things still work; The root and secondary vows of a bodhisattva; How
to keep the vows; How to purify bad deeds; Taking joy; How to fight mental
afflictions; The perfection of giving; How anger destroys good karma; The
nature of anger; Where bad things really come from; Dealing with jealousy;
Quietude; Stopping attachment; On the joys of solitude; Devoting oneself to
meditation; On the need to see emptiness; The two realities; The emptiness of
feelings; The sliver of Diamond.

Book Three
Geshe Study Subject: Higher Knowledge (Abhidharma)
School of Buddhism Studied: Detailist (Vaibhashika)
Main Root Text: The Treasure House of Higher Knowledge (Abhidharma Kosha)
Written by: Master Vasubandhu, circa 350 AD
Traditional period to cover this subject: Two years in a Tibetan monastery
Summarized in ACI Courses:

Course V: How Karma Works
Course VIII: Death and the Realms of Existence

Principal monastic textbooks used for ACI Courses: Light on the Path to Freedom, a
Commentary to the Treasure House

Written by: Gyalwa Gendun Drup, the First Dalai Lama (1391-1474)
Typical Subjects: The nature of karma; The role of motivation; The correlation of

deeds and their results; How karma is carried; The relative severity of deeds;
The three realms of existence; The nature of the bardo (intermediate state
between birth and death); A description of time and space; The destruction of
the world; How to do death meditation

Book Four
Geshe Study Subject: Vowed Morality (Vinaya)
School of Buddhism Studied: Detailist (Vaibhashika)
Main Root Text: A Summary of Vowed Morality (Vinaya Sutra)
Written by: Master Gunaprabha, circa 500 AD
Traditional period to cover this subject: Two years in a Tibetan monastery
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Summarized in ACI Course:
Course IX: The Ethical Life

Principal monastic textbooks used for ACI Course: Essence of the Ocean of Discipline;
Daymaker--A commentary on the "Essence of the Ocean"

Written by: Je Tsongkapa (1357-1419), Master Ngulchu Dharma Bhadra (1772-1851)
Typical Subjects: The nature of the vows of freedom; Their divisions; The specific

vows (note: nuns and monks' vows are presented only to those with
ordination); Who can take vows; How vows are lost; The benefits of keeping
vows.

Book Five
Geshe Study Subject: Buddhist Logic (Pramana)
School of Buddhism Studied: Sutrist (Sautrantika)
Main Root Text: The Commentary on Valid Perception (Pramana Varttika)
Written by: Master Dharmakirti, circa 650 AD, on Master Dignaga, circa 450 AD
Traditional period to cover this subject: Three months per year for 15 years in

a Tibetan monastery
Summarized in ACI Courses:

Course IV: The Proof of Future Lives
Course XIII: The Art of Reasoning

Principal monastic textbooks used for ACI Courses: The Four Reasonings; Light on
the Path to Freedom, An Explanation of the "Commentary on Valid Perception";
Jewel of the True Thought; An Explanation of the Art of Reasoning; An Explanation
of the Path of Reasoning; The Collected Topics of the Spiritual Son; The Collected
Topics of Rato; A Clear Exposition upon Mind and Mental Functions

Written by: Khen Rinpoche Geshe Lobsang Tharchin (b. 1921); Gyaltsab Je Darma
Rinchen (1364-1432); The First Panchen Lama, Lobsang Chukyi Gyaltsen
(1567?-1662); Geshe Yeshe Wangchuk (1928-1997); Master Tutor Purbuchok
Jampa Tsultrim Gyatso (1825-1901); Master Ngawang Trashi (c. 1700); Master
Chok-hla U-ser (c. 1500)

Typical Subjects: The meaning of valid perception; The nature of omniscience; Proofs
for past and future lives; The qualities of a Buddha; Why study the art of
reasoning?; The definition of a reason; How to do Buddhist debate; The parts
of a logical statement; Cause and effect; The nature of the subject mind; The
concept of negatives and positives; The nature of definitions; The concept of
time.

Book Six
Geshe Study Subject: The Steps to Buddhahood (Lam Rim)
School of Buddhism Studied: Advanced Middle Way (Madhyamika Prasangika)
Main Root Text: The Great Book on the Steps to Buddhahood (Lam Rim Chenmo)
Written by: Je Tsongkapa (1357-1419)
Traditional period to cover this subject: Intermittently over a period of 15 years

in a Tibetan monastery
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Summarized in ACI Courses:
Course I: The Principal Teachings of Buddhism
Course III: Applied Meditation
Course XIV: Lojong, Developing the Good Heart

Principal monastic textbooks used for ACI Courses: A Gift of Liberation, Thrust into
Our Hands; The Principal Teachings of Buddhism; A Commentary on the Principal
Teachings of Buddhism; A Thousand Angels of the Heaven of Bliss (Ganden
Hlagyama); Preparing for Tantra (The "Source of All My Good" and its
Commentary); A Collection of Lojong Texts; Offering of the Mandala; How to Offer
the Mandala in Thirty-Seven Parts

Written by: Khen Rinpoche Geshe Lobsang Tharchin (b. 1921); Je Tsongkapa (1357-
1419); Pabongka Rinpoche (1878-1941); Master Ngulchu Dharma Bhadra (1772-
1851)

Typical Subjects: The Meaning of Rennciation, the Wish for enlightenment, and
correct world view; How to do a daily practice; How to meditate; What to
meditate on; How to practice at work and other everyday situations; How to
offer the mandala; How to practice love and compassion; Brief presentations
of the entire path to Enlightenment; How to prepare for the secret teachings.
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Idam guru ratna mandalakam niryatayami.

Offering the Mandala

Here is the great Earth,
Filled with the smell of incense,
Covered with a blanket of flowers,

The Great Mountain,
The Four Continents,
Wearing a jewel
Of the Sun, and Moon.

In my mind I make them
The Paradise of a Buddha,
And offer it all to You.

By this deed
May every living being
Experience
The Pure World.

Idam guru ratna mandalakam niryatayami.
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drola penchir sangye druppar shok.

Refuge and The Wish

I go for refuge
To the Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha
Until I achieve enlightenment.

By the power
Of the goodness that I do
In giving and the rest,

May I reach Buddhahood
For the sake
Of every living being.
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dampa kunyi topar shok.

Dedication of the Goodness of a Deed

By the goodness
Of what I have just done
May all beings

Complete the collection
Of merit and wisdom,

And thus gain the two
Ultimate bodies
That merit and wisdom make.
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A Buddhist Grace

I offer this
To the Teacher
Higher than any other,
The precious Buddha.

I offer this
To the protection
Higher than any other,
The precious Dharma.

I offer this
To the guides
Higher than any other,
The precious Sangha.

I offer this
To the places of refuge,
To the Three Jewels,
Rare and supreme.
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Level Three of Middle Way Philosophy (Madhyamika)

Course Syllabus

Reading One
Subject: The Author, Structure, and History of the Text

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life by Master Shantideva (circa
700 AD), with a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas, folios 1A-3B, 5B-6A.

Reading Two
Subject: The Benefits of the Wish for Enlightenment

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 6B-8B.

Reading Three
Subject: How to Make Offerings

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 14B-17B.

Reading Four
Subject: How to Purify Bad Deeds

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 18B-25A.



Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Course Syllabus

Reading Five
Subject: Rejoicing; Asking the Lamas to Teach and to Stay; How to

Dedicate

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 25A-26B.

Reading Six
Subject: Taking Joy

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 28B-29B.

Reading Seven
Subject: How to Fight the Mental Afflictions, Part One

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 35A-37A.

Reading Eight
Subject: How to Fight the Mental Afflictions, Part Two; Why the

Perfections are Mental

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 37B-38B, 42B-43B.

Reading Nine
Subject: Awareness

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 46A-48B.

Reading Ten
Subject: The Perfections of Giving and Ethical Living

Reading: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, with commentary from Entry
Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, folios 52A-55A.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I

Reading One: Author, Structure, and History of the Text

The following story recounts in brief some of the events in the life of the great
bodhisattva Shantideva. It is a paraphrase of sections from the Life Stories of
the Lineage Teachers of the Steps of the Path (Lam-rim bla-ma brgyud-pa'i rnam-thar)
written by Yongdzin Yeshe Gyeltsen (1713-1793), the teacher of the eighth Dalai
Lama.

**********

Master Shantideva was born to the west of Bodhgaya, the Seat of the Diamond,
in a place called Yulkor Mosang. His father was a king named Armor of
Virtue, and his mother was said to be an emanation of Vajra Yogini, the Angel
of Diamond. He was able to choose the details of his birth, and when he was
born he was given the name Armor of Peace. In his childhood he had all the
favorable conditions that he needed, and from his earliest age he revealed
himself to be a master of the traditional philosophical and other sciences.
When he was six years old he met a great practitioner of the secret teachings,
and received an initiation and a practice for reaching the enlightened being
named Manjushri, or Gentle Voice. As a child he made great efforts in this
practice, doing its meditations and reciting its secret words, and was soon able
to meet Gentle Voice himself. After meeting this holy being, Master
Shantideva was able to receive many teachings from him directly.

When his father the King passed away, all the people of the land requested
Prince Shantideva to be King. Because he had practiced the bodhisattva path
in many previous lives, he had no desire to live a life of royalty, but so as not
to upset the people he agreed. The night before his crowning ceremony
though he had a dream. In the dream he saw Gentle Voice sitting on the
King's throne, and He said, "Son, this is my seat and I am your Teacher. It
would be improper for us to sit on the same seat." Upon waking he realized
that it was wrong for him to enjoy the pleasures of owning a kingdom, and he
ran away.
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Master Shantideva first went to Nalandra Monastery where he met the
supreme leader of all the learned scholars there. His name was Angel of
Virtue, and from this teacher he took the commitment to leave the home life.
It also was from this master that he received the name Shantideva, which
means "Angel of Peace." At the monastery he served his preceptor well,
studied the three collections of scripture, and became a great scholar. He
continued to receive many teachings from Gentle Voice himself, and was able
to grasp the meaning of all the Buddha's teachings, both open and secret. He
eliminated all the different kinds of distraction, both inner and outer, and with
this incredible focus of mind he reached a very high spiritual level. He then
composed the works entitled the Compendium of Trainings, the Compendium of
the Sutras, and other books which describe the amazingly powerful and
effective way of the life of a bodhisattva. Master Shantideva perfected within
himself the three characteristics of a great Buddhist master—teaching, debating,
and writing—and continued to rise up all the spiritual levels and paths. He
achieved the ability to remember everything he had ever been taught, the
ability to perform miracles effortlessly, and incredible clairvoyance; thus he
became a god among bodhisattvas.

This was his inner life, but to the eyes of impure people Shantideva seemed to
be interested in only three things: eating, sleeping, and going to the toilet. He
thus became known by the name Bhusuku, which means "Mister Three
Thoughts." Because the only fitting activity for a man who has left the home
life is to involve himself in teaching, some of the monks who could not see
who he really was perceived Master Shantideva as someone who was just
living off the kindness of the laypeople, and decided that they should expel
him from the monastery. They asked him to recite a scripture from memory
before a gathering of the monastery, hoping that their request would cause him
to decide to leave on his own. He answered them by saying, "How could
someone like me ever be able to recite scripture?" and declined. However
they insisted that he do so, and eventually he agreed.

The entire monastery was then invited to this gathering, and a very high
throne was set up, one without any stairs—so there was no way for anyone to
climb atop it. But when the bodhisattva Shantideva reached the front of the
throne, he touched it gently, and without the slightest effort he appeared
sitting on top of it. He then asked and said, "Would you like me to recite
something you have heard before, or something which you have never heard?"
The assembly asked that he recite something that they had not heard before,
and so he began to recite that book which we call the Guide to the Bodhisattva's
Way of Life. He began at the very beginning of the text, and by the time he had
gotten about a third of the way through the ninth chapter he began to rise up
into the sky. He rose higher and higher, and it seemed as though the sky and
his knowledge were pitted in competition, until he could no longer be seen at
all, only heard. Then he totally disappeared.
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Later on some of the monks who had clairvoyance of the ear, and others who
were masters of total recall, pieced the whole book together. The group who
were from Kashmir said that it had nine chapters, and the group from central
India said it had ten. People then began to get curious about two of his other
books which were mentioned in the fifth chapter of the Guide, and so they sent
two monks to the place where Master Shantideva was living. They travelled
to a stupa in the south of India called Pelyun Chen to invite him to come back
to Nalandra. The master refused to come, but he did tell them that the people
from central India were correct, and that the two books they sought could be
found written in tiny letters hidden in the rafters of his old room at the
monastery. He then gave these monks a complete explanation of the both the
Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life and the Compendium of Trainings.

Later Master Shantideva was wondering what he could do to help others, and
so he decided to check with his clairvoyance. He saw in the east a great many
people whose lives were disturbed by a terrible dispute and, seeing that he
could help, set off in their direction. While he was there he acted as the
opponent of the great argument maker who was causing all the trouble, and
with his great powers he was able to bring everyone back together.

He then thought to himself, "What further could I do to benefit people?" The
idea then came to him that he should travel to the kingdom of Magada in
order to help the people living there who had fallen into the chasm of wrong
views. When he arrived, he found a great many people who had extremely
weird wrong views, and he decided to stay with them for some time. One
day, due to his extraordinary power and to the purity of the prayers these
people had made in their past lives, there occurred an enormous blizzard. The
storm lasted for seven days, and the community ran out of food and drink.
They began to go crazy, and decided that whoever was able to come up with
something to eat and drink would become their leader. The bodhisattva
Shantideva was miraculously able to fill a single alms bowl with rice, and from
it fed everybody in the community. As their leader he was then able to
demolish their wrong views, and lead them into the Buddha's teachings.

Master Shantideva next checked with his clairvoyance to see who else needed
help. He saw many people suffering from a famine, in desperate need of help,
and thousands about to die. He provided these people with sustenance, taught
them the teachings of the Buddha, and thus brought them to happiness.

Then the great bodhisattva thought to himself, "What could I do to help the
teachings of the Buddha?" He saw that if he were to assist a certain king it
would aid many people. He journeyed to the crossroads near his palace, and
began to assess the situation. He found a great crowd of mighty, but merciless
people. There were a lot of them gathered already, and many others like them
on their way. These people were aware of the king's great wealth, and this fact
was causing the king much distress. He thought that if he were to use all of
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his wealth to pay off these people, then having obtained the kingdom would
be of no point; but also that if he did not, then they would surely separate his
mind from his body. Master Shantideva took a liking to the king, and arranged
to be his bodyguard. Because he had limitless power and might, he was able
to overpower all of the evil people, and put the king and his people at ease.
During all this time Master Shantideva had no weapon other than a single
wooden sword, a sword resembling the sword of Gentle Voice.

The whole kingdom began to develop great faith and respect for Master
Shantideva, and made many offerings to him. But there was one man who
was very jealous of him, and could not bear all of his success. He went to the
king and told him that Master Shantideva was a devious man. He told the
king that Shantideva had nothing more then a wooden sword, and that he
would never be able to protect him if anything happened. He said to the king,
"This man is a deceiving you. Even his sword is nothing more than wood, and
so he could never be able to guard your body"; and advised the king to
investigate. The king became angered, went to Master Shantideva, and told
him to take his sword out of its scabbard. The bodhisattva replied saying,
"Your Highness will be hurt if I do so," but the king told him to do it anyway,
whether it hurt him or not. Master Shantideva then said to him, "I agree then
to take it out, but I advise Your Highness to cover one of your eyes. The king
covered one eye as instructed, and when the great bodhisattva pulled out the
sword, it blazed with such a light that the king's exposed eye was blinded.
The King apologized, took refuge in Master Shantideva, and entered into the
teachings of the Buddha.

After this Master Shantideva thought to himself, "What next can I do to be of
help to others?” He checked with his clairvoyance, and saw there were many
non-Buddhists who opposed the Teachings and needed to be subdued. He
went to where they lived in the south, and dressed himself as a beggar. One
day a servant of the King saw him and noticed that drops of water which
touched his body instantly began to boil.

There was a non-Buddhist teacher living in this land who decided that he
wanted to compete with a Buddhist in miraculous powers. He made a deal
with the king that whoever lost this competition would have to convert to the
other's religion, and that the winner could burn all of the monasteries and
books of the loser's religion. The King could find no one of the Buddhist
community who would agree to these conditions, and he grieved. Then the
servant who had seen the miracle with Master Shantideva told him about it.
The King sent out messengers to seek him, and to beg for his help in defeating
the non-Buddhist teacher.

The bodhisattva Shantideva told them that he would be able to help, and that
they should prepare a large bowl of water, two bolts of cloth, and a fire. On
the day of the competition the whole kingdom gathered, and a throne was
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prepared for the King. The two opponents began their debates, and because
of the power of Master Shantideva's reasoning and scriptural knowledge, his
opponent was unable to even respond. Because of this he thought he'd try to
win with his miraculous powers instead, and so he began to draw the secret
world of a powerful Hindu god in the sky. But before he had finished
drawing even its eastern side, the bodhisattva Shantideva went into a deep
meditation on the element of wind and brought about a great storm which
began to tear apart the entire area.

The King, Queen, and the others assembled ran for cover, and the non-
Buddhist teacher and his secret world were thrown about in every direction,
like sparrows caught in a hurricane. A great darkness descended upon all the
land, and Master Shantideva sent rays of light out from a spot between his
eyes to light the way for the King and the Queen. Their clothes had been
ripped off and they were covered in dust, so the great bodhisattva bathed them
in the water from the bowl, dressed them in the cloth, and put them near the
fire, where they could warm themselves.

Master Shantideva's activities were exclusively dedicated to the benefit of
living beings, and to helping the Buddha's teachings. Everything he did was
meant to express the truth of the saying: "Men are like the mango fruit.
Sometimes they look ripe on the outside, but are not ripe on the inside. Others
are ripe on the inside, but don't look ripe on the outside. Some look and are
ripe both inside and out, and others that don't look ripe truly are not." For
people like us who haven't seen emptiness directly, it is very difficult to judge
another's mind. Generally speaking then we should never allow ourselves to
think that anyone at all has any bad qualities, and we should realize more
specifically that criticizing anyone who has entered the Buddha’s teachings is
like playing near a pit of embers concealed in ash. It is important that we not
criticize other people, and to try to see all things as pure. It is to express this
fact that Master Shantideva lived the way that he did.

He also taught us by example many other lessons. Never be satisfied with
wrong or partial paths. Train yourself in paths which are complete. Practice
what is taught in this bodhisattva's books. If you take Gentle Voice as your
personal Angel, you will be able to achieve all wonderful qualities. It isn't
fitting to put any faith in books which can't bring you to total enlightenment.
The only entry point for those who wish for freedom is the teachings of
Enlightened Beings. So if you wish to practice the teachings of the steps of the
path to enlightenment, make supplication to this great bodhisattva; and learn
about, contemplate, and meditate on his words.

**********
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The following selections are taken from the Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma
Rinchen (1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life
(Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

"-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;<)&C#&3/=&9$&\%&<[?'&0+'%&3(>'%&

%+""

Herein contained is the
Entry Point for Children of the Victorious Buddha

a commentary upon the
Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life.

"]1&3 ?̂:&=#&;&W?'%&]1&J1:&;+&=0&_:&;&C#%&,)&(3%&$&'>%&;%&P'&<K$&$+"

With deep respect I bow down to the feet of the revered ones,
the holy ones, to those who possess great compassion!

"'0&')&#`1:&;&71%&;&B>:&a=&#K:&=;1<)&=;$&<35&UV&3()<)&

=,)$&<b+5&J+%&=-)0%&#b5&<O'%&21"

"W?'%&]1&J1:&;+%&H:&$'&ZQ'&c?<)&'%?0&')&<+=&a15&

#W<&H%&<A+&$&Z)&#1=&53&<d+&()0&"

"eV:&@)%&AQ3&c)0&9.:&#)&<J=&;<)&#f=&;&3a0&;+%&

#W<&H%&<A+&3<)&#?:&;&%1$&#f=&;"

"W?3&=30&C#%&=0&Y&#&I1%&J1:&<[#&;<)&=-0%&,)&

(3%&$&3='&:)&'>%&;%&P'&<K$&$+"

To those whose knowledge has eliminated all bad qualities
And rises high in the sky of the ether of phenomena
As a sun disc of the four holy bodies
Blazing with the glory of the marks and signs;
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To those who by their great compassion,
Beam out to an endless number of beings
The immaculate light rays of holy speech
Which possesses sixty wonderful qualities;
To those who dispel the darkness
Of infinite living creatures
Spontaneously in an unbroken stream
Of pure and holy activities;

With great respect I bow down to them,
To the feet of the Lords of the Able,
To my Lamas, to all great beings,
And to He who is of Gentle Voice.

"50&7)=&KS&53%&B>:&2g&<Z)%&P)5&=0&"

"U$&#7#&'(:&$<0&O:&;5&<@.5&h#&=>"

"9$&\%&=#&;<)&D+=&$&<[?'&;&H)"

"KM'&=+:&#b%&;<)&3(1=&;&3():&=>&i)"

In accordance with the positions
Which the great masters hold to be true,
I shall write about the meaning of the words
In the Guide to the Way of Holy Children
So that it may always be familiar to me
In the string of my future lives,
And with the thought that it may also be helpful
To others who share such an interest.

"50&j&#J+'&<fM:&('%&;%&3c)0%&;&H)%"

"=#:&;<)&-0&J?3&W+3&;5&-1=&;&$"

"a3&#+<)&=1&7)=&k+'%&;&#)&='+%&(1%"

"3(1=&;&$+'&;5&<J=&C#%&3%$&@)%&7+:"

Those of you who are bound by the noose
Of holding wrong views as supreme
Who say you needn’t realize profound suchness
In order to reach lower enlightenments:
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Listen carefully all of you people
Who teach this mistaken position!

"=1&$&<=)5&9$&3&W?3&;<)&=30&;+&=1&7)=&,)%&=0&;+5&-0&J?3&,)&#J+'&2g&%1#%&

3I1=" 35&=>&3U$&;&A0%&#1=&=>&#5&N):&%+'%&O5&P):&@)&D+=&;%&KL'%&

'7)%&T+'%&;5&-%&/)0&" #W5&#0+:&;5&T+'%&;5&%0%&9%&:%&J+%&,)&

<b+5&$+&5)#&;&'%?#&=>&3U+5&35&#f=&=1"

First, the Lord of the Able Ones developed the wish to achieve supreme
enlightenment. Then over many countless eons he worked to complete the two
collections [of goodness and of wisdom] by carrying out the activities of giving
and the other perfections. Finally he reached total enlightenment and turned
the wheel of the Dharma in three stages.

=0&;+5&<O'%&;<)&3=1:&;&3()&$&$1:&'%?#&=>&38%&/)0&C#&;&3c?&'7)%&%?&

3U+5&35&#f=&=+" "7:&W+%&,)&5)'%&c:&9.=&l):&;&b&c)'&$&:)&3=1:&;&3()&

3X:&;&^#&@)%&,0&" k1:&<-.0&m+%&;<)&#W<&=0&i$&3&b+0&=>&J?=&;5&<@.5&

$" #'+:&;+&nV&op3&,)&3X:&3c+%&=0&" 5)'%&;&ZQ'&c?&;<)&<A1$&;&q+3&=;+:&

8&3&A'%&;%&34$&;&j5" W1'&;&=#:&;<)&r1&s+=&C#%&$%&=0+%&%?&H0&

3='&#1=&d&#+&$:&=>&#5&'%?0%&%+" "=1&:%&#=+&9%&<i)0&3rV%&'%?#&%+'%&

'0&a'&=0&J+%&$&3='&#1=&9%&;5&X+:&;<)&J+%&,)&<b+5&$+&'7)%&;&3U+5&

35&#f=&=+" "=1&:%&W3%&,)&J&9&J1:&;+&=0&3c%&;<)&P)5&#)&_+'&;<)&<b+5&

$+<)&'2#&J+%&,)&<b+5&$+&'%?#&;&3U+5&35&#f=&=+"

The Buddha first turned the wheel by teaching the Four Truths of Realization
three times through in twelve different aspects. From this teaching on the Four
Truths alone, some disciples who belonged to the class of Listeners and whose
minds were ripe grasped the meaning of dependent origination, free from the
extreme of thinking of things as self-existent. It has been explained by the
savior Nagarjuna in his treatises, and by Master Chandrakirti in his work on
the Commentary on the Sixty Verses on Reasoning, that the scriptures of the
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Lower Way even describe explicitly the most subtle form of selflessness on
many occasions. The second time the Buddha turned the wheel he taught in
great detail about the selflessness of both the person and phenomena as is
found in the brief, medium-length and extensive sutras on the Perfection of
Wisdom, as well as in other works. The third time he turned the wheel he
gave the teaching of the Cycle of No Return which deals extensively with the
subject of method.

"=1&$&D)5&'%?0&53&#W<&='&')&='+0%&;&<A1$&()0&" `=&;5&=>&W1'&;&J1:&

;+<)&r1&s+=&,)&='+0%&;&T+'%&;5&34$&:%&'%?0&53&#W<&='&W1'&;&J1:&;+<)&

5)'%&=0&_:&;<)&'0&a'&'c)'&%0%&9&3<)&$#&@)&H:&$' [)&j5&7#%&

%?&$:&;<)&K?$&9%&;5&'2:&$&<313%&;<)&=#&;<)&J+%&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;&:)&

'0&3/=&;5&-&3<+"

What I am going to explain is the holy Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life
which, in general, comments upon the true intent of all the speech of the
Buddhas, the highest of all spoken word. More particularly, however, this
book thoroughly explains the true intent of the scriptures of the Greater Way.
In so doing, it establishes in detail how every instance of the Buddhas' speech
is a part of a path to reach enlightenment which can be put into practice by
any particular person who belongs to the family of the Greater Way.

"3X:&3c+%&<=)<)&#f=&;&;+&:)&q+3&=;+:&<O'%&;&()&3<)&e&'%?0&53&#W<&='&

')&='+0%&;&T+'%&;5&k+'%&/)0&" 3='&;%&'(:&'c1%&;<)&W?'%&]1&J1:&;+&

=0&_:&;" 50&7)=&<3<&()'&')&3=1&3&$&j+%&;&#1=&;&'(:&@)&O:&3=1&$&#W<&

'c)'&2g&'(+$&3" `=&;5&=>&C$&<-+5&Y&#1=&,)&/):&2g&m+%&#1=&,)&D+=&;&D=&

;<)&t+&:%" W1'&;&J1:&;+<)&$#&T+'%&;5&#f=&;&=1&7)=&=+"

The author of this treatise is that master and realized being, Shantideva, who
had perfectly understood the true meaning of every instance of the highest
form of the spoken word. Master Shantideva was possessed of the great
compassion which treasures others more than oneself, and he totally lost
himself to helping others and making them happy; he was completely free of
the tendency of thinking only of his own happiness. More specifically, he was
a being who succeeded in employing the activities of extreme non-
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conceptualization found in the Unsurpassable group of secret teachings, and
so brought the path of the Greater Way to its ultimate conclusion.

"=1%&#f=&;<)&3X:&3c+%&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;&$&3()" #K:&

@)&=+:" <@.5&@)&P' '(>0&')&=+:" <[?'&')&=+:&2+"

The book which he wrote, the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, has four
major sections: the meaning of the title, the translator's obeisance, the meaning
of the body of the text, and some concluding remarks.

Meaning of the Title

"=0&;+&:)" 9&'5&:&U=&5)'%&3()&H+=&;&$%&%F&uv&2<)&U=&=>" 3X:&3c+%&

<=)<)&#)0&3+&")w)&:)&3+=&U=&=>&-0&J?3&=0&" %&x&:)&%1#%&=;<&=0&" ^y!&:)&D+=&;&

=0&" E&3&2&5&:)&<[?'&;&(1%&-<+"

The title of this book in Sanskrit, one of the four great languages of ancient
India, is Bodhisattvacharyavatara. The meaning of this title can be explained in
the following way. The word bodhi [jang-chub in Tibetan] means
"enlightenment," the word sattva [sempa] means "warrior," charya [chupa] means
"activities," and avatara [jukpa] means "to enter."

Translator's Obeisance
"3#&;+&=0&;+"

"%0%&9%&=0&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<&W#%&c=&$&P'&<K$&$+"

Here begins the first bampo:

I bow down to all Buddhas and bodhisattvas!
"'7)%&;&:)" %0%&9%&=0&(1%&%+'%&21&P+'%&'0&=>&'2+'%&;&0+%&3a?0&3<+"

"=1&H0&<@.5&@)&35&J=&()&3&=0&" r1&s+=&#W<&='&')&='+0%&<A1$&H):&H0&"

'^L&3+5&#=+&r1<)&r1&s+=&,)&='+0%&<A1$&=>&/1%&;5&-<+" "3#&;+<)&A0%&,)&

3/=&;&'+&35&q&3%&#&3B+=&=+"
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The purpose of including the line which contains the words "Buddhas and..."
is to indicate which section of the scriptures this book is included into. This
involves preventing obstacles to the translation, and serves to help you realize
that even through this is a commentary upon all of the collections of scripture,
it focuses mainly upon the sutra collection.

The words which indicate the beginning of the first bampo, or major textual
division, are easy to understand, and thus require no commentary.

Meaning of the Body of the Text

"'%?#&;&$&'7)%" W1'&;&J1:&;+<)&$#&@)&5)#&;&3/=&;&$&<[?'&;<)&-&3"

$#&@)&5)#&;&3/=&;&=0+%&%+"

I will explain the meaning of the body of the text in two main parts: first will
be an explanation of the preliminaries which precede an explanation of the
steps of the path of the greater way, and then the actual explanation of the
steps themselves.

"=0&;+&$&'%?#" "#J+=&3]+=&=0&" 3/=&;5&=#&3c<&=0&" b10%&Iz0&()0&

{+#&;5&m+&3<)&9.&#K:&:+"

The preliminaries to the actual explanation will be in three sections: Master
Shantideva's offering of praise, his pledge to compose the work, and then
finally words to prevent pride arising, along with the reasons why he takes joy
in composing this work.

"=0&;+&$&'%?#" ='+%&=+:&=0&" 3rV%&=+:&=0&" KM'&=+:&2+"

The offering of praise can be explained in three parts: its purpose, what it
includes, and its wording itself. It begins as follows:

"3=1&'/1'%&J+%&,)&UV&#0<&\%&3c%&=0&"

"P'&<+%&B>:&$<0&'>%&;5&P'&<K$&21"

I bow down with great respect
To Those Who Have Gone to Well-Being—
Those who possess the Dharma Body—

And to all of their sons and daughters,
And all others worthy of prostration!
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"=0&;+&:)" H?$&`=&;5&c:&@)&H+:&2:&3]+=&c)0&I3%&%?&%+0&3%&50&7)=&

I1%&3?&=#&;5&k+'%&;&=0&" 3X:&3c+%&{+#&;&%+'%&,)&35&J=&()&3&=0&"

#W5&01%&$1'%&W+3&c)0&'=>$&-&'(:&@)%&,0&=1<)&]1%&%?&(>'%&;%&$1'%&

KL'%&%?&W#%&c=&<AQ3&;<+"

The reason why Shantideva here expresses the wonderful spiritual qualities of
an extraordinary being, and why he goes for refuge, is so that other people will
understand that he is himself a holy person. Another reason he does so is to
prevent any obstacles which may come up as he is writing this book, or in any
of his other endeavors. His ultimate purpose is that he may achieve definite
good, and that by following in his footsteps other disciples will also be able to
achieve every single good thing that there is.

"'7)%&;&:)" =B+:&#J+'&'%?#&=0&P'&-&3<)&<+%&%?&@.5&;&'(:&='&$&H0&

P'&<K$&3&3X:&2+"

This verse shows us that Master Shantideva in bowing down to the Three
Jewels, as well as to everyone else who is worthy of being prostrated to.

"'%?#&;&:)" %?&'&2<)&o&*0%&;&=0&k+'%&;&'7)%&$&3/=&=>&H+=&;%&*0%&

;&O?:&KL'%&,)&H+:&2:&:)" I1%&3?&'a?'%&$1'%&;&3():&=>&7+:&#+0%&;<)&o)3&;&

a=&;5&*0%&;%&$1'%&;<#&#fS%&;5&'/1'%&;&=0&" 5)#%&:=&$1'%&;5&

-0&3&3():&=>&7+:&#+0%&;<)&=30&')%&q5&<b+5&35&#)&_+'&;5&'/1'%&;&=0&"

3?#&;&$1'%&;5&'0&3&3():&=>&7+:&#+0%&;&c:&#&H):&;<)&#&5)'&;&a=&;5&

*0%&;%&#&$?%&;5&'/1'%&;%&3=1&35&'/1'%&;<+" "3=1&3&:)&$1'%&;&

%+'%&=0&" '/1'%&;&:)&=1<)&3='&7)=&=>&%+:&;<+"

The Sanskrit word Sugata [Those Who have Gone to Well-Being] can be
explained in two ways. We can explain it in reference to either the things
which an Enlightened Being has eliminated, or in reference to the things which
he or she has realized.
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First I will explain it in terms of that excellent virtue an Enlightened Being
possess of having totally eliminated every single bad quality there is. Because
an Enlightened Being has completely cleaned Himself of all the obstacles which
are related to bad thoughts, we can say that he has gone well, or beautifully,
and is like someone who has an well-formed body. Because he will never have
to return back to this cycle of suffering life by force of things poisoned with the
afflictions of the mind, we can say that he has gone like someone who has been
completely cured, or made well, from an illness. And because he has totally
removed all of those kinds of ignorance which are not related to the mental
afflictions, we can say that he has totally gone like a vase which is well-filled.
It is in this way that we call such a being One Who Has Gone to Well-Being.
We say "well-being" to refer to the different qualities described above with the
word "well", and we say "gone" to indicate that these beings have gone to the
nature which embodies those very qualities.

"=1&'%?#&@)%&5)#&;&3():&=>&P)&5+$&;<)&J'%&i$&=0&" 9.:&(>'%&P)5&<+0&

%+'%&=0&" =#:&;<)&=A&3c+#&$%&`=&;5&=>&-%&;<+"

Using the word "well" in these three different ways serves also to distinguish
Those Who Have Gone to Well-Being respectively from non-Buddhists who
have freed themselves of desire; from stream-enterers, once-returners, etc.; and
from lower foe-destroyers.

"k+'%&;&O?:&KL'%&,)&=30&=>&-%&:&3='&#1=&;&'7)%&,)&=1&b+&:&7)=&#0+:&%?#&

=>&#`1:&;&=0&" #`1:&;&3k1:&;&=0&" #&$?%&;5&#`1:&;%&3=1&35&'/1'%&

;<+" "=1&='&')%&,0&5)#&;&3():&=>&'0&a'&'%?#&$%&`=&;5&=>&<O'%&;<+"

Now, I will explain "Sugata" in terms of an Enlightened Being having perfected
every single realization there is. Such a being has gone well in the sense that
His knowledge has directly perceived the suchness of the two kinds of lack of
self-nature, that His knowledge is firm, and that His knowledge is total. These
qualities of His knowledge respectively indicate how such a being is
exceedingly higher then the three groups of practitioners mentioned above.

"=1%&%0%&9%&=B+:&#J+'&$&3X+=&;&3X:&2+"

This is Master Shantideva's praise of the Buddha Jewel.

**********
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"'7)%&;&$&'7)%" D)<)&C#&'('&=0&" %+&%+<)&=+:&3/=&;<+"

The second section, the actual explanation of this book, is in two parts. First
will be a presentation of the overall structure of the book, and then an
explanation of each individual part.

"=0&;+&:)" 3X:&3c+%&<=)%&I1%&3?&J1:&;+<)&3%#&;&N+0&3<)&H:&$'&2g&I1%&3?&

J?0&<i)0&')&3%#&;&N+0&3&R+:&=>&320&:%" -0&J?3&,)&#J+'&2g&%1#%&3I1=&=1&

D+=&;&N):&;&$&%+'%&;<)&O&5+$&2g&P):&;&ZQ'&$&3q3%&:%" %0%&9%&;<)&

$#&@)&5)#&;&T+'%&;5&X+:&;&H):&:+"

This book presents, in their entirety, each one of the steps of the path to
enlightenment. It begins by telling you the way to practice the contemplations
for people of lesser and medium capacity as an adjunct to practicing the
contemplations for people of great capacity. Then it goes on to teach you how
to develop the wish to achieve supreme enlightenment, and how—after you
have developed that wish—you should train yourself in the perfection of
giving, along with the other five perfections.

"=1&$&W+'&#5&-0&J?3&,)&#J+'&2g&%1#%&3I1=&;&$&=1<)&O:&H+:&$1'%&;5&

3%#%&:%&m+&/>'%&e'&;5&<O1$&3&()'&='+%&;&$1<?&=0&;+%&X+:&$&I1%&3?&

J?0&<i)0&')&3%#&;&N+0&3&=1<)&H:&$'&2g&<J=&=+"

The first chapter explains how, in the beginning, you must increase your joyful
energy to its very highest by thoroughly contemplating the benefits which
come from developing the wish to achieve supreme enlightenment. This
chapter also touches upon the way you should practice, as an adjunct, the
contemplations for people of lesser and medium capacity.

"=1&:%&-#%&;&=0&h)0&]1<)&{&3&c:&@)&-0&J?3&,)&#J+'&2g&%1#%&3I1=&;&$&

<b+5&$+&|z5&3<)&9$&;+&D:&<Z1:&;<)&':%&b0&%+'%&-)&=+5&-1=&;&3():&=>&

<'$&}1:&o)3&;&3/'%&;&=0&" #W?:&}1:&KL'%&3%'%&:%&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&

'a?0&='+%&;<)&R&#&$1<?&'7)%&;&=0&" P)&#&$1<?&'%?#&;%&3X:&2+"
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You must go about developing the wish to achieve supreme enlightenment,
that wish whose very root is love and compassion, in the same way that you
would go about preparing to welcome a King who ruled the entire world by
cleaning your house, and so on. You will be able to acquire this wish by
purifying all of the factors which obstruct your spiritual realizations, and
gathering together the power of good deeds which promote them. These two
subjects are covered respectively in the second and third chapters.

"%1#%&3I1=&:%&D+=&;&$&q+3&;<)&='1&3&C#%&#)&7#%&;<)&H:&$'&3'&H+=&

3X1:&='+%&;&$1<?&3()&;%&3X:&$" O5&P):&ZQ'&7#%&%?&$1:&;<)&K?$&:)&<+'&

#&C#%&,)%&3X:&21&=1&$&Z:&;&=0&/1%&3():&3\Q0&3<)&t+&:%&K?$&~)#%&$&

q+3&;<)&K?$&9%&;5&$1<?&�&;%&3X:&$" 3a+=&;&=0&3{+:&<AQ%&=0&3%#&

'2:&=0&/1%&53&$&q+3&K?$&=1&:%&$1<?&3()%&5)#&;&3():&3X:&21"

The fourth chapter teaches you why you must be careful once you have
developed the wish, so that the good energy you have amassed from training
yourself in the activities of a bodhisattva does not degenerate.

The chapters which follow teach you how to put the six perfections into
practice. With regard to this, the fifth chapter is devoted to an extensive
presentation of how to train yourself to live an ethical life through maintaining
your mindfulness and awareness, and the next four chapters are successively
devoted to how to train yourself in not getting angry, joyfully doing good
deeds, meditative concentration, and wisdom.

"$1<?&3c?&;%&$?%&$+0%&D+=&='1&3&C#%&'(:&$&'2+0&;<)&%1#%&;&N+0&K?$&

9%&;5&3R+&3%&`=&;5&=>&-%&:%&X+:&;%&N):&;&$&q+3&K?$&9%&;5&$1<?&3c?&

;%&X+:&$" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'a?0&3&%+'%&,)&U3%&%?&H0&X+:&2+" "<i%&3?&

%0%&9%&,)&':%&K?$&$1<?&='>&;%&3X:&2+"

The tenth chapter explains in detail how you can learn that attitude which
wants to give away to others your own body, all of your possessions, along
with every good thing you've ever done. And it teaches you how to sweeten
your acts of giving through dedication. Although the tenth chapter treats with
great thoroughness how it is that you should train yourself in the perfection
of giving, this subject is also taught on other occasions, such as in the chapter
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on how to develop the wish for enlightenment. The subject of what it is to be
a Buddha, which is the final result, is treated in the ninth chapter.

**********

The names of the ten chapters of the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life are
as follows:

�� -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&,)&O:&H+:"

I. Benefits of the Wish for Enlightenment

�� r)'&;&3/'%&;"

II. Purifying Bad Deeds

�� -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'a?0&3"

III. Acquiring the Wish for Enlightenment

�� 3'&H+=&3X:&;"

IV. Using Carefulness

�� 3():&3\Q0&3"

V. Guarding Awareness

�� 3a+=&;&3X:&;"

VI. Not Getting Angry

�� 3{+:&<AQ%&3X:&;"

VII. Joyous Effort

�� 3%#&'2:&3X:&;"

VIII. Meditative Concentration
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�� /1%&53&,)&$1<?"

IX. Wisdom

��� 3R+&3<)&$1<?"

X. Dedication
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I

Reading Two: The Benefits of the Wish for Enlightenment

The following reading is taken from the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Byang-chub-
sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

**********
"'7)%&;&$&3()" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&,)&O:&H+:&3/=&;&=0&" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&

0+%&3a?0&3&=0&" =1&$&O:&H+:&=1&='&<-.0&3<)&9.&#K:&=0&" -0&J?3&,)&

%1#%&t+#&;<)&'0&a'&$&3X+=&;<+"

The second part [the more detailed contemplation upon the benefits of the
wish for enlightenment] has four divisions: an explanation of the benefits of the
wish for enlightenment, identifying just what the wish for enlightenment is, a
presentation of the reasons why these benefits occur with the wish, and words
in praise of persons who are practicing the wish.

"=0&;+&$&'%?#" r)'&;&#W<&='&<[+#%&/)0&='1&3&#W<&='&3op3&:>%&;&

=0&" #)0&=0&=+:&`=&;5&c:&W+3&;&=0&" O:&H+:&=;1%&3/=&;<+"

The first of these divisions has three sections of its own: a description of how
the wish has the power to destroy all bad deeds and to accomplish all good
deeds; how those who achieve the wish attain both an exceptional name, as
well as the point of the name; and metaphors which are used to explain the
benefits.
"=0&;+&$&'%?#" r)'&;&J1:&;+&<[+#%&;&=0&" 3=1&3&#J+'&3op3&:>%&;&=0&"

[)&j5&<=+=&;<)&=+:&3op3&:>%&;<+"
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The first of these sections has three of its own: how the wish has the power to
destroy great bad deeds; how it has the power to accomplish the highest form
of happiness; and how it has the power to bring about anything you might
ever wish for.

"r)'&;&X+3%&J1:&/):&2g&#)&3a=&;"

"=1&:)&T+'%&;<)&-0&J?3&%1#%&#):&;"

"='1&'(:&'0&')%&a)$&@)%&':+:&;5&<@.5"

What kind of goodness could there ever be
Other than the wish for total enlightenment
That could overwhelm those negative deeds
Of dreadful and awesome strength?

"=0&;+&:)" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'7)%&3t+#&;&$&<3=&;5&5)'%&21" =�$&3<)&9.&

$&%+'%&;<)&r)'&;&#)&3a=&;&=1&:)&T+'%&;<)&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&#):&;&='1&3&

'(:&'0&')%&a)$&@)%&':+:&;5&<@.5&21&'0&')%&,0&a)$&@)%&':+:&#)&:>%&

;<)&P)5&5+" "=+:&=#&%1#%&3I1=&,)%&o)3&;<)&%&3+:&*+0&3<)&:>%&;&H+=&;&

<=)5&3/=&-<)&' L̂&3+&#&H):&@)" <=)5&:)&B>:&T+3&%1#%&3I1=&,)%&0:&<A+<)&9.&

R5&3%'%&<='&c)0&P)&#&9.:&'c+=&;5&-1=&;<)&O:&H+:&3X:&2+"

Making great efforts to practice the two forms of the wish for enlightenment
is something which is very right to do. This is because we have committed
negative deeds of dreadful strength, deeds that would cause us to be born into the
hells, or the like. And what kind of goodness could there ever be, other than the
wish for total enlightenment, that could overwhelm them? The answer is that there
is no such other goodness.

The main point being mentioned here is not the fact that the ultimate form of
the wish has the power to eliminate the seeds for spiritual obstacles. The
intent rather is to indicate the benefit of the wish where, in its "deceptive"
form, the wish functions to clear away those causes already created which
would take one to the births of misery, and also functions to prevent the
continued creation of these causes in the future.
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"3U$&;&=>&#5&53&='+0%&#f=&;&H)"

"W?3&=30&C#%&,)%&<=)&7)=&O:&;5&'a)'%"

The Lords among Victors contemplated the question
For many millions of years and saw
That this alone could be of benefit.

-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&3t+#&;&$&<3=&;5&5)'%&21" 3U$&;&A0%&#1=&=>&#5&

%1#%&c:&$&O:&;<#&W3%&$&53&2g&='+0%&/)0&%1#%&;5&#f=&;<)&W?3&=30&

C#%&,)%&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&3I1=&;&<=)&7)=&%1#%&c:&$&O:&;5&'a)'%&/)0"

Again we can say that making efforts to practice the wish is something which
is very right to do. This is because the Lords among Victors have considered and
contemplated, for many "countless" periods of millions of years each, the question
of what could be of benefit to, or a way to achieve the ends of, all living beings.
And what they saw was that this wish for enlightenment alone would be so.

"<=)%&:)&K=&#1=&I1&3+<)&KL'%&C#%&,)%"

"3=1&#J+'&3=1&Y'&7)=&=>&W+3&;5&-1="

It is this wish which allows a limitless
Mass of sentient kind to attain
The highest form of happiness, with ease.

"'7)%&;&:)" %1#%&3I1=&;&<=)&:)&%1#%&c:&K=&#1=&;<)&I1&3+<)&KL'%&C#%&

,)%&3=1&3&#J+'&u&<3$&3&$&%+'%&;<)&=B<&D=&$&j+%&;&#1=&;5&$#&3=1&

3%&3=1&Y'&7)=&=>&W+3&;5&-1=&:>%&;<)&%&3+:&j&3?&H):&;<)&P)5&5+" "3=1&:%&3=1&

35&<A+&3&$" "%1#%&/1%&%?&()'&|)=&$?'&<@.5" "(1%&<J=&;&j5&5+"

It is this wish for enlightenment which is like a special seed, one that has the
power which allows a limitless number of living beings, a great mass of sentient
kind, to attain the highest form of happiness. And it allows them to do so with
ease, with perfect ease—that is, without having to undertake any such difficult
spiritual practices as undertaking the life of a cave-dwelling yogi. It's just as
the lines say which go,
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What person with any intelligence at all
Would lose heart in going easily to ease?

"\)=&;<)&rV'&3R$&39&d'&'(+#&<=+=&c)0&"

"%1#%&c:&#)&3=1&3%$&35&<=+=&;&=0&"

"3=1&#0&39&d'&D+=&;5&<=+=&;%&,0&"

"-0&J?3&%1#%&7)=&k'&2g&'20&#)&-"

Those who hope to smash the thousand pains
Of the cycle of life, or to solve
The unhappiness of every living being,
Or bring them to the many thousand forms
Of happiness, must never give up
This very wish for enlightenment.

"'%?#&;&:)" 50&'(:&B>:&$&O:&;<)&W3%&#J+'&H):&;%&%1#%&=1&7)=&3t+#&

;5&5)'%&21" I1%&3?&<i)0&')&3%#&;&N0%&;%&50&9.=&,)&\)=&;<)&rV'&3R$&

39&d'&'(+#&<=+=&c)0&I1%&3?&J1:&;+<)&3%#&;&N0%&;%&%1#%&c:&W#%&c=&

,)&#)&3=1&3&3%$&35&<=+=&;&=0&" #0+:&#W+&=0&01%&$1'%&,)&3=1&#0&39&d'&

D+=&;5&<=+=&;%&,0&W3%&#J+'&2g&@.5&;&'(:&#1=&;%&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&7)=&

3I1=&;5&-&()0&=>%&k'&2g&320&3&X1&7#%&;5&#)&-<+"

And we can say once more that it is very right to practice this very wish, for
it is the highest means of helping all living things, both oneself and all others.
This is because there is no higher method for persons of any level, whether
you are one of those who is practicing the attitude of those of medium capacity,
and who thus hopes to smash the thousand pains of the cycle of life as they exist
within your own being; or whether you are one of those who is practicing the
attitude of those of greater capacity—who hopes to solve the unhappiness of
absolutely every living being, or to bring them to the many thousand forms of
happiness, meaning the happiness of the higher realms and definite good.
These persons then must strive to develop this very wish for enlightenment, and
never give it up, which is to say, never let it degenerate once one has succeeded
in developing it.
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"-0&J?3&%1#%&I1%&@.5&:&U=&c)'&')%"

"<b+5&3<)&3^L:&55&3r#%&;<)&7#&W'&C#%"

"3=1&'/1'%&C#%&,)&\%&(1%&3]+=&-&()0&"

"<[)'&k1:&e&#)5&3c%&;%&P'&-5&<@.5"

Once they've succeeded in developing
The wish for enlightenment, then even
Those miserable beings chained in the prison
Of cyclic life are in an instant referred to
By Those Gone to Bliss as their very own
Daughters or sons, and are worthy to be bowed to
By the entire world, of men and gods.

"'7)%&;&:)" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&3I1=&;&$&<3=&;5&5)'%&21" l+:&;&=0&<[?'&

;<)&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&I1%&;5&@.5&:&=1&#&W'&;<)&U=&c)'&')%&#)0&`=&;5&c:&

3=1&35&'/1'%&;&C#%&,)&\%&(1%&3]+=&;5&-&()0&#)0&')&=+:&`=&;5&c:&<[)'&

k1:&;&e&#)5&3c%&;&W$&#+&N+5&3&=0&" P'&-&35&<+%&;<)&':%&%?&<@.5&3<)&

P)5&5+"

And again we can say that it is a very right thing to make great efforts in
developing the wish for enlightenment, for the following reasons. Suppose
that any person succeeds in developing the wish for enlightenment, in either the
form of a prayer or activity itself. Within the very next instant after doing so
they are given an exceptional name, for Those Gone to Bliss then refer to them as
their very own daughters or sons. They also attain the point of this name, which
is that they become worthy to be bowed to, worthy to have the entire world, of
both men and gods, clasp their hands at their breasts and prostrate to them.

%&J1:&;+&$&3(>'%&;<)&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<&C#%&<3<&()'&H+:&2:&=1&='&=0&

_:&;&#&H):&21" $%&7+:&@)&=30&')%&<b+5&3<)&3^L:&55&3r#%&;<)&7#%&

W'&;&C#%&,)%&,0&%1#%&3I1=&:&=1&#&W'&O:&H+:&=1&='&W+3&;<)&P)5&5+"
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And it is not the case that only those great bodhisattvas residing at high levels
obtain these benefits, because even those miserable beings chained by their mental
afflictions and past deeds in the prison of cyclic life also reap these same benefits
in the very next instant after succeeding in developing the wish.

"'%?#&;&$&ZQ' =#:&;&#J+'&2g&3|z5&3<)&=;1" �1=&=B<&()0&5):&W0&J1&3<)&

=;1" <i%&3?&#)&a=&c)0&<O1$&3<)&=;1" <[)'%&;&J1:&;+&$%&I+3&:>%&;<)&=;1"

r)'&;&KS'%&#1=&;5&<[+#%&;<)&=;1" O:&H+:&#=+&$%&3X:&;<)&K?$&$+"

Here is the third part, where metaphors are used to explain the benefits of the
wish. There are six such metaphors, to express the following: changing the
inferior to the supreme; being difficult to find and very precious; giving
unending results and continually increasing; being able to protect one from
some great fear; smashing bad deeds without any difficulty at all; and finally,
being described as beneficial in the sutras.

"'%15&<@.5&{)&H)&C#&;&#J+'&j&3?"

"#)&'^0&$?%&<=)&Y0%&:%&9$&3<)&UV"

"5):&J1:&5)0&W0&#1=&;5&3|z5&3%&:"

"-0&J?3&%1#%&(1%&-&3&53&3k:&a?0&"

Keep this thing called the "wish for enlightenment"
As firmly as you can, for like
The highest form of alchemical elixir
It transforms this filthy body you've taken
To the holy form of a Victorious One,
Of immeasurable value beyond all value.

"=0&;+&:)" O:&H+:&<=)&='&3%#%&:%&,0&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&(1%&-&3&Y0%&

:%&#)&7#%&;5&53&2g&3k:&;5&3a?0&()'&X1&3a?0&35&-&X1" '%15&<@.5&{)<)&

C#&;<)&#J+'&'%15&<@.5&@)&{)&\0&'c)'&')%&�'%&\0&X+0&'%15&=>&3|z5&

;5&:>%&;&j&3?5&9.&=0&0+&3+<)&t+&:%&,0&#)&'^0&3<)&$?%&<=)&Y0%&:%&=1&7)=&
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9$&3<)&UV&5):&J1:&5):&W0&#1=&;5&%1#%&=1&7)=&,)%&3|z5&3%&:<+"

Once you have contemplated its benefits, then you are to keep—that is, you
must keep—this thing called the "wish for enlightenment" as firmly as you can: find
it, and then prevent it from ever lessening. This is because it is like the highest
form of alchemical elixir, the kind where you need only a single gram of the
elixir to change a thousand grams of iron into gold. And this is so because
with the wish, and with it alone, you can transform this filthy body you've taken
on—a body which is filthy both in the sense of what has brought it about, and
from the point of view of the stuff from which it is made—into the holy form of
a Victorious One, of immeasurable value beyond all value.

"r+0&;+&3B+=&;&$" =0?$&J?<)&5)'%&'%15&=>&s0&3&(1%&-&3&\0&'c)'&')%&

�'%&\0&X+0&'%15&=>&3@.5&:>%&;&=;15&#f=&:%&%1#%&3I1=&,)&O:&H+:&

'%?0%&;&3rV%&;<+"

This is an abbreviated presentation of the benefits of the wish explained in the
scripture known as Stalks in Array, where it uses the metaphor of that kind of
quicksilver known as "goldmaker," where you can use a single gram of the
elixir to transform a thousand grams of iron into gold.

"<A+&3<)&=1=&=;+:&'c)'&;?&K=&#1=&Y+%"

"$1'%&;5&H+0%&%?&3k'%&:&5):&J1&3%"

"<A+&3<)&':%&=0&i$&35&<=+=&;&C#%"

"5):&J1:&-0&J?3&%1#%&$1'%&3k:&;5&a?0&"

Those who seek to be free of the state
Of living beings should keep, well and firm,
This precious jewel, the wish for enlightenment,
For that single captain of living kind
Has searched at length with a state of mind
Beyond all limit, and found it to be of great value.

"'7)%&;&:)" <A+&3<)&':%&<b+5&3<)&�>=&;&#W<&='&=0&i$&35&<=+=&;&

C#%&,)%&5):&;+&J1&=30&')&9$&;+&j&3?<)&5):&J1:&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&$1'%&;5&
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3I1=&:%&#)&7#%&;5&3k:&;5&'a?0&35&-&X1" =1=&=;+:&#b%&;%&KL0&;&

C#%&5):&;+&J1<)&6)0&=>&<~)=&;&j5&<A+&3<)&=1=&=;+:&8&#1=&;%&'c)'&;?%&

%0%&9%&=0&" K=&#1=&Y+%&21&K=&#1=&;<)&Y+&A+%&'0&$&#0<&3&=1%&<A+&3<)&

=3?$&3&%1$&3<)&W3%&#J+'&'0&H):&$1'%&;5&H+0%&%?&3k'%&:&-0&J?3&,)&

%1#%&=1&7)=&5):&J1&3%&21&=B+:&;&=0&O:&<=+'%&J1&3<)&W3%&%?&'a)'%&;<)&P)5&

5+"

Those who seek to be free of the state of living beings—that is, who seek to be free
of each and every one of the troubles of this cycle of life—should seek to
develop, well, the wish for enlightenment, and then keep it firm, without ever
lessening, for it is like the king among the lords of all precious jewels. That
single and matchless captain of living kind, the Buddha, is like a master ship
captain who guides the merchants of old to the Isle of Jewels. He and all those
beings who possess the state of mind beyond all limit—unlimited wisdom—have
searched at length, very thoroughly, to find what it is that would be the highest
method of clearing away all the poverty of living kind. And they have found
that the wish, and only it, is of great value; that is, they have seen that it is a
method of great rarity and benefit.

"='1&3&'(:&B>:&J?&/)0&3():&=>&:)"

"<i%&3?&3I1=&:%&a=&;5&<@.5&3&7)="

"-0&J?3&%1#%&,)&�+:&/)0&k'&;5&H0&"

"<i%&3?&<-):&;%&#)&a=&<O1$&35&<@.5"

All other good deeds are like the plantain tree,
That gives its fruits and always dies away;
The wish for enlightenment though is an evergreen
That never dies by giving its fruits,
But rather ever increases.

"'%?#&;&:)" ='1&3&#)&a=&c)0&<O1$&35&<=+=&;%&,0&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&3t+#&

;5&5)'%&21" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&,)%&#&a):&;<)&='1&3&'(:&B>:&J?&/)0&3():&=>&:)&
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<i%&3?&3I1=&:%&q5&H0&<i%&3?&3I1=&;<)&:>%&;&a=&;5&<@.5&3&7)=&H):&$"

=;'&3%#%&@)&/)0&3():&=>&-0&J?3&%1#%&,)&�+:&/)0&k'&;5&H0&<i%&3?&

<-):&;%&#)&a=&c)0&'+0&:%&'+0&=>&<O1$&35&<@.5&3<)&P)5&5+"

Practicing the wish for enlightenment is moreover a right thing to do for those
who hope to see their good deeds never die, but increase ever further. This is
because all other good deeds, meaning those that are not imbued by this wish,
are like the plantain tree: they give their fruits and, once they have done so, it is
always the case that their ability to produce further fruits dies away. The wish
for enlightenment though is an evergreen: it is like a wish-giving tree, in that it
never dies by giving its fruits, but rather ever increases, higher and higher.

"Y+&A+%&#)&a=&;%&3X:&;<)&#=+&$%" 9&#KL&J1:&;+5&eV0&3<)&J?<)&W)'%&;&

3U$&;<)&#W<)&35&=>&#)&a=&;&3():&=>&-0&J?3&2g&3R+%&;<)&='1&3&H0&-0&J?3&

,)&h)0&;+&$&W?'&')&35&=>&#)&a=&;5&'%?0%&%+"

As the Sutra Taught by Inexhaustible Understanding states,

A drop of water which falls into the great sea never disappears, even in
the period of an eon of millions of years. Virtues which have been
dedicated to enlightenment are just the same: they never disappear
before the state of perfect enlightenment is achieved.

"r)'&;&/):&2g&#)&3a=&-%&:&H0&"

"=;<&$&3k1:&:%&<[)'%&;&J1:&;+&j5"

"'0&$&3k1:&:%&H?=&,)%&o+$&<@.5&3"

"=1&$&3'&c:&C#%&,)%&c)%&#)&3k1:"

A person may have committed deeds
That are dreadful in the extreme, and yet
Anyone who relies on this can be freed
From all of them in an instant, as though they relied
On a warrior to save them from some horrible fear.
Why then would those who live with care
Not choose to rely upon this very wish?
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"3()&;&:)" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&3t+#&;&=1&$&Y0&=+5&$&3a+=&;&eV5&$1:&;<)&3'&

c:&C#%&,)%&9.&#K:&c)%&#)&3k1:&3k1:&;5&5)'%&21" =B+:&#J+'&'%?#&$&

':+=&;&=0&#K#%&#1=&%+'%&r)'&;&/):&2g&#)&3a+=&;&-%&:&H0&=;<&3+&X+3%&

_:&$&3k1:&:%&$#&@)&<[)'%&;&J1:&;+&I+3&;&j5&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'0&$&

3k1:&:%&0:&<A+<)&<[)'%&;&=1&='&H?=&^#&@)%&o+$&35&<@.5&3<)&P)5&5+"

For what reason, why, would those who live with care (meaning those who have
gladly taken it upon themselves to master the way of life relating to the
practice of the wish for enlightenment) not rely upon this very wish? It would
be right for them to do so, for the following reason. A person may have
committed deeds that are dreadful in the extreme, may have done things to hurt the
Three Jewels, or else committed one of the immediate deeds or something
similar, and yet they can be freed from all the fears of the lower realms in an
instant, if they rely on this wish for enlightenment. This is because it is like
relying on a warrior to save oneself from some horrible fear that one might meet
with while travelling along some road.

"=1%&:)&=>%&#W<)&#1&3():&r)'&J1:&C#%"

"U=&c)'&'c)'&')%&01%&;5&\1'&;5&-1="

It burns with certainty, in an instant,
Even the greatest of bad deeds, as if it were
The fire that comes at the end of time.

"�&;&:)" %1#%&3I1=&=1&r)'&;&<[+#%&;<)&:>%&;&J1:&;+&=0&_:&21" %1#%&

3I1=&=1%&:)&3U$&;&<[)'&;<)&=>%&#W<)&#1%&3%#&'2:&=0&;+&#:&J=&,)&s+=&

\1'&;&3():&=>&=�$&3&I1=&;<)&r)'&;&J1:&;+&C#%&=>%&U=&c)'&'c)'&')%&01%&

;5&\1'&;5&-1=&;<)&P)5&5+" "=1%&:)&�+0&01%&,)&$%&,)&:>%&;&<[+#%&;5&-1=&

:>%&:&#&01%&;&j&c)&l+%&%+" "/)0&k&J1:&;+&C#%&,)%&X+3%&3()&K0&3<)&3/'%&

;%&�+0&01%&,)&$%&,)&C#&;5&l):&;&H0&<='&c)0&�+0&01%&%?&3/=&;&:)"
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'71:&;+<)&P+'%&3t+#&;&#1=&:&�+0&01%&%?&$?0&=0&5)'%&;&=>&#%&op3%&%+"

This wish for enlightenment has a tremendous ability to destroy the effects of
bad deeds. It is as though this wish were the fire that comes at the end of time,
meaning at the end of the eon of destruction—the fire that destroys the entire
physical world from the first meditation level on down. This is because the
wish can burn, with certainty, and in a single instant, even the greatest of bad deeds:
those deeds which would force one into a birth in the hells.

If the wish, by the way, has the power to destroy even those kinds of karma
which are certain to produce an experience, then there is no need to say that
it has the ability to do so with those types of karma which are not certain to
produce an experience. Those of the Greater Vehicle can utilize an act of
purification, in which all four of the forces of purification are present, in order
to purify themselves of the expected ripening of those types of karma which
are certain to produce an experience. The expression "certain to produce an
experience" then refers to those kinds of karma which are proven, through
many cases of scriptural authority and also through reasoning, to be certain to
produce an experience unless one practices the appropriate antidote to their power.

"=1&H)&O:&H+:&=;'&2g&#1=&;&='

"-#%&#'+:&Y+&=0&_:&;%&:+5&3a0%&3/="

The benefits of this wish, beyond all reckoning,
Were spoken to Sudana by the Gentle Protector,
The One who Possesses Wisdom.

"ZQ'&;&:)" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&$&O:&H+:&=1&='&01%&;5&<-.0&X1" %1#%&=1<)&O:&

H+:&=0&3R'%&;&=;'&2g&#1=&;&='&-#%&#'+:&Y+&=0&_:&;&-0&J?3&%1#%&

=;%&r0&;+&3B+=&;<)&#=+5&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<&3(+:&:>&:+5&3a0&$&o&[)&3():&

;5&3/=&;<)&P)5&5+"

The benefits of the wish for enlightenment, as described above, are certain to
occur if you succeed in developing it. This is because the benefits of this wish,
and its praises, which are beyond all reckoning, really are just as they were
spoken to the younger bodhisattva Sudana, in the sutra called Stalks in Array, by
the bodhisattva who is the Gentle Protector, the One Who Possesses Wisdom.
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"r+0&;+&3B+=&;&$%" 5)'%&,)&3?&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&:)&%0%&9%&,)&J+%&W#%&

c=&,)&%&3+:&j&3?<+" "<A+&3&W#%&c=&,)&=B5&;+<)&J+%&C#&;5&<O1$&;5&-1=&

;%&()0&j&3?<+" "(1%&;&:%&3%#&;&W#%&c=&H+0%&%?&T+'%&;5&-1=&;%&3?#&

;&3a0&;+&j&3?<+" "7+:&#+0%&;<)&=A&O#&;5&-1=&;&$&#=>0&W?0&j&3?<+" "(1%&

%+'%&9&J15&'%?0%&%+"

This point is explained in great detail in the sutra mentioned on such occasions
as where it begins by saying,

Oh son of noble family, this wish for enlightenment is like a seed for
each and every quality of an enlightened being. And because it makes
all the pure white qualities of every living being grow and increase, it
is like a rich field of soil. . .

And continues up to,

. . . It is as well like an excellent [wish-giving] vase, for it fulfills
your every wish. And it is, finally, like a spear, in that you can
use it to defeat the enemy of anything related to the mental
afflictions.
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Reading Three: How to Make Offerings

The following reading is taken from the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Byang-chub-
sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

**********

�""'7)%&;&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'7)%&3I1=&:%&D+=&;&$&q+3&;<)&K?$&$&'7)%"

-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'a?0&3&=0&" D+=&;&O&5+$&2g&P):&;&$&q+3&;<)&K?$&$+"

The second major section concerns how to train oneself in the activities of a
bodhisattva, once one has been able to develop the two forms of the wish for
enlightenment. This section itself has two parts: how to acquire the wish for
enlightenment, and how to train oneself in the perfections, which are the
activities of the bodhisattva.

"=0&;+&$&'7)%" N+5&3<)&H:&$'&P'&=0&#J+=&;&=0&I3%&<A+&R+:&=>&320&

X1&X+3%&3()&K0&3<)&t+&:%&<'$&}1:&r)'&;&3/'%&;&=0&" ='1&3&$&]1%&%?&

H)&50&3&%+'%&#W?:&}1:&KL'%&'%+'&;&R+:&=>&320&X1&%1#%&'a?0&3&=0+%&%+"

The first of these two parts has two divisions of its own. The first concerns
purifying oneself of the hindering conditions that consist of bad deeds. This
is done by applying all four of the forces of purification, once one has already
performed the preliminary practices of prostration, offering, and going for
refuge. The second concerns the actual practice of acquiring the wish for
enlightenment, once one has already completed the actions of accumulating
conducive conditions, which is done through the various practices which begin
with rejoicing in virtue.
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"=0&;+&$&'7)%" $1<?<)&'(>0&3/=&;&=0&" $1<?<)&#K:&:+" "=0&;+&$&3()"

#J+=&;&=0&" P'&=0&" I3%&<A+&=0&" r)'&;&3/'%&;<+" "=0&;+&$&

'7)%" #J+=&;&O?$&;<)&='+%&;&=0&" #J+=&;&=0+%&%+"

We will explain the first of these two divisions in two steps: an explanation of
the actual text of the chapter, and an explanation of the chapter's name. The
former of these will proceed in four stages represented by the four practices
of offering, prostration, going for refuge, and purifying oneself of bad deeds.
For the first of these we will cover the need to make offerings, and then the
kinds of offerings themselves.

"5):&J1:&%1#%&=1&'a?0&35&-&3<)&P)5"

"=1&3():&'/1'%&;&C#%&=0&=#&;<)&J+%"

"=B+:&#J+'&Z)&#&#1=&=0&%0%&9%&\%"

"H+:&2:&9&#KL&C#%&$&$1'%&;5&#J+="

Make offerings, in an excellent way, to Those
Who have Gone That Way; to the holy Jewel
Of the Dharma, the absence of impurity; and to
Those oceans of high spiritual qualities:
To the sons and daughters of the Buddhas,
In order to acquire this jewel wish.

"=0&;+&:)" =0+%&;+&@&:+#&;&=0&3%#&;&=0&N+5&3&'>%&;%&$1'%&;5&#J+=&

;5&-<+" "'0&')&J1=&=>&:&%1#%&c:&W#%&c=&,)&$1'%&KL'%&W#%&c=&<-.0&

3<)&5):&J1:&%1#%&=1&'a?0&35&-&3<)&P)5&=><+" "H?$&'0&$&#J+=&:&=1&3():&

'/1'%&;&C#%&=0&<O'%&;&=#&;&C#%&,)&H):&;%&=#&;<)&J+%&=B+:&#J+'&

50&3():&@)%&='&;&$&6+&3?5&@)&Z)&#&#1=&;<)&W1'&;&J1:&;+<)&<'+'&;&=0&$#&@)&

3=1:&;&=0&" <O'%&;&D:&5%&'a)'%&=30&P.'&=0&" <[#&;<)&=-0%&$&

%+'%&;&%0%&9%&,)&\%&H+:&2:&@)&9&#KL&J1:&;+&C#%&$<+"
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You should make offerings in an excellent way, meaning that you should offer the
most exquisite objects with thoughts and in a manner which is filled with
reverence. What should be the goal of making these offerings? You should
present them in order to acquire the jewel of the wish for enlightenment, which
supplies every single good thing there is to every single living being.

And to whom should you make the offerings? They should be made first of
all to Those Who Have Gone That Way. And then they should be made to the
holy jewel of the Dharma, so called because it is the Dharma of holy realized
beings. This Dharma consists of the truth of cessation, and the truth of the
path, in the greater way. The truth of cessation here includes both natural
purity and also the absence of any temporary impurities.

And you should finally make offerings to those great ones who are like oceans
of high spiritual qualities: to sons and daughters of the Buddhas who are realized
beings such as the Lord, Loving Eyes (Avalokiteshvara), and Gentle Voice
(Manjushri).

"'7)%&;&$&'%?#" 3='&;+%&#&3a?0&3<)&T%&,)&#J+=&;&=0&" 50&')&$?%&

=3?$&=0&" Y+%&mp$&;<)&#J+=&;<+" "=0&;+&$&'%?#" #J+=&;<)&T%&=0&"

[)&j5&=3?$&3<)&K?$&=0&" 3='&;+%&#&3a?0&3<)&T%&<3?$&3<)&9.&#K:&:+"

We will discuss the kinds of offerings in three parts: the offering of things
which have no owner; the giving of your own body; and the offering of things
which you emanate with your own thoughts. For the first we will describe
what it is we offer, and then how it is we offer it, and finally the reason for
giving things which have no owner.

"#1&2+'&<i%&3?&[)&h1=&H+=&;&=0&"

"l:&@)&C#&;&'0&()'&H+=&;&=0&"

"<[)'&k1:&5):&J1:&[)&h1=&H+=&;&=0&"

"J?&'^0&H)=&=>&<+0&3&c)&H+=&=0&"

"5):&J1:&5)&3+&=0&:)&=1&3():&=>"

":'%&K$&%&P+'%&=31:&()0&7#%&='<&=0&"
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"�+:&/)0&#1&2+'&9:&m%&*V=&;&=0&"

"/)0&'0&<i%&3a0&H$&'&=>=&;&=0&"

"e&%+'%&<[)'&k1:&:&H0&Z)&=0&:)"

"*+%&=0&=;'&3%#&/)0&=0&5):&J1:&/)0&"

"#&�+%&<~Q0%&;<)&$+&2+'&C#&;&=0&"

"'(:&H0&#J+=&;5&<+%&;<)&9:&C#%&:)"

"#KL&=0&T)0&3?&;=&#%&39:&;&='

"00&;&/):&2g&U=&h:&H)=&<+0&_:"

Give flowers, and fruits, as many as exist;
And all the different herbs, as many as there may be.
Give each and every precious substance contained in the planet,
All the pure and lovely water that exists.
Give the precious mountains, and so too
The forests, quiet places of refuge, and lovely spots;
Give the plants, studded with flowers, and adorned,
The trees whose branches are bent low under fine ripe fruit.
Give fragrances and incenses, even those which are found
In the worlds of pleasure beings and the like;
The wishing tree, and the tree of precious substances.
Give grain that grows without ever being planted,
And any other lovely object which is worthy of presenting—

Lovely lakes and bathing ponds bedecked with lotus blossoms
And water birds of beauty, singing their splendid songs.

"=0&;+&:)" <[)'&k1:&:&3='&;+%&#&3a?0&3<)&#1&2+'&;=&#&%+'%&#1&2+'&=0&"

E&5?&5&%+'%&<i%&3?&[)&h1=&H+=&;&=0&" '&;?5&%+'%&l:&@)&5)'%&,)&C#&;&

'0&='&H+=&;&=0&"<[)'&k1:&@)&b#%&:&'%15&=0?$&%+'%&5):&J1:&[)&h1=&H+=&

;&=0&#KL&=0&T)0&3?&%+'%&J?&'^0&H)=&=>&<+0&3&c)&H+=&;&=0&" '%15&$&%+'%&
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;<)&5):&J1:&5)&3+&39=&$&%+'%&;&=0&:)&=1&3():&=>&:'%&K$&=0&%&P+'%&=31:&

()0&7#%&='<&3&=0&�+:&/)0&50&')&#1&2+'&s&KL'%&;<)&9:&@)%&m%&/)0&

#fS%&;5&*V=&;&=0&" /)0&'0&<i%&3?&3a0&;+&l):&;&�)&3%&H$&'&W?5&$&=>=&

;&=0&e&=0&nV&$&%+'%&;<)&<[)'&k1:&:&H0&e:&c)'&I1%&;&=0&N5&3&$%&-.0&

3&=0&" @.5&;&$%&-.0&3<)&Z)&3a0&;+&=0&:)&3=>'&;<)&*+%&=0&='+%&<=+=&<-.0&

3<)&=;'&3%#&�+:&/)0&=0&5):&J1:&s&KL'%&$%&AQ3&;<)&/)0&=0&" H)=&3():&

@)&#KL&=0&~Q%&,)&T)0&3?&;=&#%&39:&;&=0&=1&:&00&;&/):&2g&o&h:&;&o+'&;&

H)=&=>&<+0&3&=0&" W+0&3/+$&@)%&#&�+%&;&50&<~Q0%&;<)&$+&2+'&')&C#&;&=0&

=1&$&%+'%&;<)&'(:&H0&=B+:&#J+'&$&#J+=&;5&<+%&;<)&9:&#fS%&;&C#%&:)&

=3?$&35&3@)<+" "<A1$&;<)&=+:&#&'+&3&b&c)'&')%&'(>0&')&'+&5)#%&'(:&=>&

3/=&=+"

You should first give those things in the world which have no owner. Give
flowers, flowers like the lotus, and give the fruits of the trees, like the olive, as
many as exist everywhere. Then give all the different herbs of the earth, camphor
and the like, as many as there may be. Give each and every precious substance
contained in the planet: gold, silver, and anything of the sort. Give all the pure
and lovely water of every ocean, lake, and other bodies of water that exists. Give
the eight precious mountains of gold and all the rest, and so too give all the
forests, give all the quiet places of refuge, all the lovely spots, all the many kinds
of plants, each studded with a variety of jewel flowers, each adorned in beauty.
Give all the trees whose branches are bent low under the weight of fine ripe fruit.
Give all the fine fragrances and incenses that exist, whether they be natural, or
concocted, or transformed, and include even those which are found in the worlds
of pleasure beings, serpent-beings, and the like. Give the wishing tree, which
supplies your every wish, and give the tree made of precious substances. Give
lovely lakes and bathing ponds, ones that grant your every desire, bedecked with
lotus blossoms, and give the waterbirds who live upon them, in all their beauty,
singing their splendid songs. Give every kind of grain, growing of its own accord,
without ever being planted. Offer these, and offer any other lovely object which is
worthy of presenting to the Jewels. Certain authors who failed to understand the
commentary have explained the order of the root text in a different way.
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":#&#b<&53&<-#%&b#%&,)&#W%&'2g'%&:"

"H+0%&%?&'a?0&3&#1=&;&=1&='&B>:"

"Y+&H)%&Y0%&:%&W?3&;&I1%&,)&#J+'

"\%&=0&3c%&;&C#%&$&$1'%&<3?$&:"

"H+:&':%&=#&;&W?'%&]1&J1&C#%&,)%"

"3='&$&3^S5&='+0%&3='&')&<=)&='&3(1%"

I imagine in my mind each and every one
Of those objects owned by no one
Which may exist in all the infinite expanse
Of all of myriad space. I offer these
In an excellent way, to the highest
Of all living beings, to the Able Ones,
Along with their sons and daughters.
May all of these beings of highest spiritual qualities,
Who possess the ultimate form of compassion,
Look upon me with love, and accept all I offer.

"'7)%&;&:)" :#&#b<&53&<-#%&b#%&,)&#W%&32g'%&;&#W<&H%&;&:&

3='&;+%&H+0%&%?&3a?0&3&#1=&;&=1&='&B>:&3='&')%&Y+&H)%&Y0%&:%&#J+=&

;<)&H?$&W?3&;&I1%&3?&C#%&,)&#J+'&\%&=0&3c%&;&C#%&$&'>%&;%&$1'%&

;5&<3?$&:&H+:&':%&=#&;&B>:&$&W?'%&]1&J1:&;+&#0<&3&C#%&,)%&3='&$&

3{1&35&='+0%&:%" 3='&')&#J+=&;&<=)&='&3(1%&/)'&c1%&;<+"

Here next is the way in which we offer those things which have no owner.
Think to yourself, "I imagine in my mind each and every one of those objects owned
by no one which may exist in all the infinite expanse, upon the limitless number,
of all the myriad planets there are in all of space. I offer these objects in an
excellent way, with great reverence, to certain special beings; that is, to the
highest of all living beings, to the Able Ones, along with their sons and daughters.
May all of these beings of highest spiritual qualities, all those who possess the
ultimate form of compassion, look upon me with love, and so accept all these objects
which I offer."
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"3='&:)&3%+=&:#%&#)&_:&341:&J1:&21"

"#J+=&;<)&:+5&'(:&3='&$&c0&#&#J)%"

"=1%&:&'(:&=+:&='+0%&;<)&#'+:&@)%&<=)"

"3='&')&=+:&q=&7)=&,)&#W?%&3(1%&/)'

I am not the kind of person who has merit,
I am extremely poor, and I have no other kind
Of wealth that I might offer. I beg you therefore,
Protector who thinks of what might be
Of benefit to others, to use your power
To accept these offerings, all for my own sake.

"'%?#&;&:)" H)=&$%&-.0&3<)&#J+=&;&^#&c)<)&P)5&-1=" =0+%&;+&H)=&=>&<+0&3&

=1&=0&=1&=0+%&%?&<3?$&35&5)'%&%+&(1&:" 3='&:)&R+:&3%+=&:#%&9&J1:&;+&

3%'%&;&=0&#)&_:&;%&[)&j5&<=+=&;<)&$+0%&D+=&#1=&;<)&341:&J1:&=>&@.5&21"

#J+=&;<)&:+5&'(:&50&=30&c:&3='&$&c0&#&#J)%&;%&=1%&:&#W<&'c)'&2g&

'(:&=+:&$&='+0%&;<)&#'+:&@)%&3='&;+%&#&3a?0&3<)&#J+=&;&<=)&='&3='&

')&=+:&@)&q=&=>&7)=&,)&#W?%&3(1%&/)'&c1%&;<+"

Here is the explanation of why we offer things which have no owner. One
may begin with the following question: "What is the use of offering things
which are only imagined in the mind? Would it not be better to actually offer
some lovely object or another?" I am not the kind of person who has been able,
in the past, to accumulate any great amount of merit, and so I am extremely
poor, in the sense that I possess none of the things that I would like to. And
so I have no rights at all to any other kind of wealth that I might offer. I beg you
therefore, you who are the Protector who thinks exclusively of what might be of
benefit to others, to use your power to accept this offering I have made, this object
which has no other owner, and to do so for my own sake.

"9$&=0&=1&\%&C#%&$&3='&')%&:)"

"3='&')&$?%&B>:&'2:&=>&=3?$&35&3@)"
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"%1#%&=;<&#J+'&C#%&3='&:)&H+0%&3(1%&/)'

"'>%&;%&`1=&,)&<30%&%?&#J)&35&3@)"

I offer my own body forever to the Victors,
And to their sons and daughters; and I beg
These supreme warriors to accept me, totally,
For in reverence I offer myself as your subject.

"'7)%&;&:)" 3='&$&=3?$&35&-&3<)&$?%&H+=&;%&=1&=3?$&35&-<+&(1%&;&:)"

9$&3&=0&=1<)&\%&C#%&$&3='&')%&:)&50&=30&3<)&3='&')&$?%&C#&;&B>:&2g&

3='&')5&-&3<)&Y+&=+5&:%&=>%&'2:&=>&=3?$&35&3@)&3%&%1#%&=;<&#J+'&

C#%&3='&')&$?%&H+0%&%?&3(1%&/)0&" "O?$&3<)&='+%&;&==&c)0&'>%&;%& 1̀=&

,)&<30%&%?&<J)&()0&3B<&3():&=>&3op3&;5&3@)<+"

Here next is the giving of your own body. The next section of the text is
meant to say, "But I do have a body that I could offer you, and so I do." I do
have the rights to my own body, and I hereby give up, forever and in every way,
any concept of it belonging to myself. I offer it instead to the Victors, and to their
sons and daughters. I beg these supreme warriors to accept me, my body, totally.
I am impelled by my faith and reverence for you to offer myself as your subject,
and I will do whatever you command me to do.

"3='&:)&`1=&,)%&H+0%&%?&3a?0&3%&:"

"\)=&:&#)&<[)'%&%1#%&c:&O:&;&3@)="

"R+:&@)&r)'&$%&H0&='&<=<&3@)=&c)0&"

"r)'&;&'(:&H0&q:&J=&#)&3@)=&=+"

Because you have taken me into your care,
I no longer need to concern myself
With the fears of the cycle of life;
I can be of benefit to all living things.
I will transcend, totally, all the bad deeds
Of the past, and from this point on
I will never commit any new bad deeds.
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"O?$&:%&-&3&c)&()'&-1=&:&3='&:)&`1=&,)%&H+0%&%?&3a?0&3%&:&<[)'%&;&

W#%&c=&=0&i$&3<)&I3%&$&3k1:&;%&\)=&;&:&#)&<[)'%&/)0&<[)'%&;&=0&

i$&:%&%1#%&c:&C#%&$&O:&;5&3@)=&c)0&" 50&7)=&,)%&=+:&#1=&;<)&R+:&@)&

r)'&;&3%'%&;&$%&H0&='&;5&<=<&35&3@)=&c)0&r)'&;&'(:&H0&q:&J=&

\+'&$&33&,0&#)&3@)=&=+"

And what will I do, once I have offered myself to you? Because you have taken
me into your care, I have reached a kind of protection where I am free of all
fear. And because I no longer need to concern myself with the fears of the cycle of
life, because I am finally free of every fear, I can be of benefit to all living things.
I will transcend, totally, all the energy of any bad deeds which I accumulated in
the past; and from this point on, I will never commit any new bad deeds, even should
it cost me my life.

"'%?#&;&Y+%&mp$&;<)&#J+=&;&$&'7)%" "=0&;+&$&3c?&'7)%" ~Q%&=0&" :&

3a<&=0&" 9:&=0&" -.'&;&=0&" #1&2+'&=0&" *+%&=0&" ($&a%&=0&" s0&

'%$&=0&" '($&#1=&b0&=3?$&3&=0&" '=>'%&=0&" 5+$&#+&=0&" #J+=&

;<)&C#&;&9.:&#)&<J=&;5&-):&@)%&3�3&;<+" "=0&;+&$&'%?#" ~Q%&b0&=0&"

~Q%&'%+$&3<)&K?$&=0&" UV&P)&3<+"

There are two major divisions to our third point, the offering of things which
you emanate with your own thoughts. The first of them has twelve parts of
its own: the offering of bathing, of lovely clothing, precious adornments,
ointments, flowers, incense, fine foods, lights, mansions, parasols, and music,
followed by the act of blessing, so that the stream of offering can continue
never-ending. The offering of bathing covers three subjects: the bathing
chamber, the way in which to offer the bathing, and how to wipe dry the holy
body.

"~Q%&,)&b0&;&/):&2g&Z)&()#&;"

"/1$&@)&%&'()&'%$&()0&<KS5&3&X5"
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"5):&J1:&<35&3<)&B&3&H)=&<+0&_:"

"#?&2)'&<+=&J'%&Y&51&i1%&;&=15"

I make this offering in a great bathing chamber,
Filled with fine fragrance, and with a floor
Made of crystal, perfectly clear, sparkling, gleaming.
The chamber has lovely pillars,
Glowing with precious jewels,
And a canopy stretched across it,
With pearls, and radiating light.

"=0&;+&:)" ~Q%&'0&=>&'%+$&:&~Q%&,)&b0&;&^:&=:&$&%+'%&;%&J'&J'&323&

;%&/):&2g&Z)&()#&;&=0&" /1$&@)&%&'()&b&=+'&'%$&()0&<+=&<KS5&3&-)&=+5&@)%&

3X5&3&$&5):&J1:&<+=&<35&3<)&B&3&=0&'=>0&$&%+'%&;&H)=&=>&<+0&3&=0&_:&

;&=0&X10&=>&#?&2)'&')%&m%&;%&<+=&J'%&;<)&Y&51&i1%&;&=15&5+"

Here is the offering of bathing. Where does one perform this offering? In a
great bathing chamber, strewn with sandalwood and other scents, so that it is
filled with fine fragrance. The floor of the chamber is made of crystal: it is perfectly
clear, and sparkles with light. The entire surface of the room gleams, for it has
been cleaned and shined perfectly. The chamber has lovely pillars, rafters, and
details; they glow with the light of precious jewels. Stretched above it all is a
great canopy, studded with fine pearls that radiate light of their own.

"=1&3():&'/1'%&=0&=1&H)&\%&C#%&$"

"5):&J1:&3?#&;&#0&;+&*+%&,)&J?"

"H)=&<+0&$1'%&;5&3B0&3&6V&=0&:)"

"5+$&#+5&3c%&;&=>&#%&UV&~Q%&'%+$"

Make this offering of bathing to the holy bodies
Of Those Who Have Gone That Way, and to
Their sons and daughters. Use many great
And precious vases, filled with water
Which is scented, and lovely; make the offering
With a great number of songs, and music.
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"'7)%&;&:)" =1&3():&'/1'%&;&=0&=1<)&\%&C#%&$&5):&J1:&'%15&$&%+'%&

;<)&3?#&;&#0&;+&Z)&()#&;+&=0&N5&3<)&*+%&,)&J?&H)=&=>&<+0&3&#1&2+'&=0&3c%&

;%&$1'%&;5&3B0&3&h:&;<)&6V&=0&:)&5+$&#+5&3c%&;&=>&#%&UV&~Q%&'%+$&

35&-<+"

You should make the offering of bathing to the holy bodies of Those Who Have Gone
That Way, and to their sons and daughters, by using many great vases, filled with
water which is scented with various fragrances, and made of gold and other
precious materials. The water should also be mixed with lovely blooms, and the
bathing done while singing a great number of beautiful songs, and playing
wonderful music.

"=1&='&UV&$&#K?0%&;&#1=&;<)&'+%"

"'^0&$&Z)&53&3t+%&;%&UV&P)<+"

Wipe the holy bodies of these ones
Using immaculate towels, beyond all compare,
Imbued with the sweetest of scents.

"'%?#&;&:)" =1&:%&#J+=&H?$&=1&='&')&UV&$&#K?0%&;&#1=&;<)&'+%&<[#&()0&

'^0&$&Z)&()#&;+%&53&2g&3t+%&;%&UV&P)<+"

After this you should wipe the holy bodies of these ones to whom you have made
the offering of bathing, using soft and immaculate towels beyond all compare,
imbued with the sweetest of scents.

"=1&:%&=1&$&b&=+'&$1'%&3|z5&3<)"

":&3a<&/):&2g&Z)&()#&=#&;&<3?$"

"'+%&3a0&\3&$&<[#&;&s&KL'%&=0&"

Next offer them the highest of all clothing,
Stained the excellent color, and wafting
With the finest fragrance. Offer them a whole
Variety of rich raiments, sheer and soft.
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"'7)%&;&:)" -)&=+5&-%&;<)&]1%&=1&:%&#J+=&H?$&=1&$&b&=+'&$1'%&;5&3|z5&

3<)&:&3a<&/):&2g&Z)&()#&;&=#&;&<3?$&$+" "`)#&;<)&J&-=&c:&H):&:&'+%&

3a0&;+&\3&$&<[#&;&=-)3%&=0&b&=+'&s&KL'%&=0&3c%&;&=3?$&35&-<+"

Once you have wiped the holy bodies of those to whom you are making the
offering, then next offer them the highest of all clothing, stained the excellent color,
and wafting with the finest fragrance. If they are ones who wear the clothes of
a householder, then offer them rich raiments, sheer and soft, in a whole variety of
styles and hues.

"9:&#J+'&39&d'&=1&=0&=1&='&')%"

"<O'%&;&B>:&=>&3a0&=0&<[#&=-0%&=0&"

"<[)'&k1:&=30&P.'&%+'%&$<0&39:&;5&3@)"

Offer too hundreds of highest ornaments,
Of every different sort, to those realized beings
Such as Excellent One, and the Undefeatable,
To Gentle Voice, and the Lord of All the World.

"'%?#&;&:)" C&9:&$&%+'%&;<)&9:&#J+'&39&d'&=1&=0&=1&='&')%&(1%&;&:)&

'=>3&3?&%+'%&%+" "=1%&<O'%&;&B>:&2g&3a0&=0&#)&O#&;&=0&<[#&=-0%&

=0&<[)'&k1:&=30&P.'&%+'%&$<0&39:&;5&3@)<+"

The "hundreds of highest ornaments" here refers to earrings and other such
adornments. "Of every different sort" means armbands and others of the like.
These too you should offer, to those realized beings such as Excellent One
(Samantabadra), and the Undefeatable (Maitreya), to Gentle Voice (Manjushri), and
to the Lord of the World (Avalokiteshvara).

"X+0&'%?#&B>:&2g&Z)&0=&_0&3&H)"

"Z)&#J+'&C#%&,)%&W?3&=30&B>:&@)&UV"

"'%15&N0%&3^L&#&-)&=+5&-%&;&j5"

"<+=&J'%&<35&3&=1&='&-.'&;5&3@)"
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Now take the highest of all fragrant ointments,
With scents that pervade the thousand groups
Of a thousand collections of a thousand planets each,
And use them to anoint the holy bodies of every one
Of the Lords of the Able Ones, those who are like
Pure refined gold, shined to a perfect polish.

"3()&;&:)" X+0&'%?#&B>:&2g&Z)&()#&;+<)&0=&_0&3<)&Z)&#J+'&C#%&,)%&W?3&=30&

B>:&@)&UV&'%15&Z)&#&N0%&;<)&' L̂&#&-)&=+5&$1'%&;5&-%&;&3():&=>&<+=&J'%&

/)0&<35&3<)&UV&=1&='&-.'&;5&3@)<+"

Now take the highest of all fragrant ointments, with scents that pervade the thousand
groups of a thousand collections of a thousand planets each, and use them to anoint
the holy bodies of every one of the Lords of the Able Ones, those whose forms gleam
and blaze with light, as though they were made of pure refined gold, free of
every impurity, shined to a perfect polish.

"W?3&=30&#J+=&':%&#J+'&$&H)=&<+0&3<)"

"#1&2+'&#:&=&5&=0&;=&#&=0&"

"E?2&;$&$&%+'%&Z)&()#&W#%&c=&=0&"

"d10&3&*1$&$1'%&H)=&<+0&C#%&,)%&#J+="

Make offerings to the highest object of all offerings,
To the Lords of the Able Ones; offer every
Different kind of flower, like the mandara,
The red lotus, and the blue lotus,
Arranged as well in lovely garlands.

"�&;&:)" W?3&=30&#J+=&':%&#J+'&$&=3?$&35&3@)<+" "'0&')%&:&H)=&=>&

<+0&3<)&#1&2+'&#:&=&5&3&=0&;=&#&=0&E?2&;$&$&%+'%&;&Z)&()#&;+&W#%&c=&

'%)$&#5&-%&;&=0&" #1&2+'&')&d10&3&*1$&$1'%&/)0&H)=&=>&<+0&3&C#%&,)%&

,0&#J+=&;5&3@)<+"
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Make offerings, to the highest object of all offerings, to the Lords of the Able Ones.
With what kinds of offerings? Offer to them every different kind of flower:
beautiful, fragrant blooms like the mandara, the red lotus, and the blue lotus. Offer
the flowers loose, and offer them as well arranged in lovely garlands.

"*+%&#J+'&H)=&<d+'&Z)&0=&`3&;&H)"

"3=>'&;<)&m):&KL'%&C#%&,0&=1&$&=3?$"

Offer them too supreme incense powders, exquisite,
Great clouds of incense that send forth all their scent.

"ZQ'&;&:)" 3=>'&;<)&*+%&#J+'&H)=&<d+'&;&E&B&5?&$&%+'%&;&Z)&=0&P+'%&

3c?5&`3&;&H)&3=>'&;<)&m):&KL'%&C#%&,0&=1&$&=3?$&35&3@)<+"

Offer them too supreme incense powders, exquisite, such as the akaru and others.
Give great clouds of incense that send their scent throughout the ten directions of
space.

"($&a%&3a<&32g0&s&KL'%&3c%&;&H)"

"e&3/+%&C#%&,0&=1&$&=3?$&35&3@)"

Also offer the repast of the gods, fine foods,
And every sort of refreshment.

"3=>:&;&:)" ($&a%&,)&`=&;5&$)&b&5&=0&32g0&3<)&`=&;5&%+'%&3a<&32g0&

b&=+'&Z)&5+&s&KL'%&=0&3c%&;&H)&e&3/+%&C#%&,0&9$&3&\%&3c%&=1&$&

=3?$&35&3@)<+"

Also offer to the Victors, and to their sons and daughters, the repast of the gods:
special kinds of fine food, like the sweet likara, and special kinds of drink or the
like: every sort of refreshment, in a wide assortment of forms, smells, and tastes.

"'%15&@)&;=&#&K5&=>&=05&3&H)"

"5):&J1:&o+:&#&C#%&,0&=3?$&35&3@)"

Offer in addition lamps made of precious jewels,
On lotuses of gold, lined in array.
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"39=&;&:)" s+=&'%15&@)&;=&#&K5&=>&=05&3&X1&=>&#&3o)'%&;<)&:0&=>&3('&

;&<+=&<35&3<)&5):&J1:&o+:&#1&C#%&,0&=3?$&35&3@)<+"

Offer in addition lamps made of precious jewels, burning forth their light, set into
holders that are lotuses of gold, lined in array: that is, set forth in long rows.

"%&'()&3X5&3&*+%&,)%&-.'%&;&=15"

"#1&2+'&H)=&<+0&%)$&#&=A#&;5&-"

"'($&#1=&O+&i0&3X+=&=-0%&H)=&<+0&_:"

"#?&2)'&5):&J1:&9:&<P0&#fS%&<35&3"

"=;'&H%&:#&#b<)&9:&@.5&=1&='&,0&"

"W?'%&]1<)&50&3():&c:&$&=3?$&35&3@)"

Offer, to those whose nature is compassion,
The earth, set forth in a lovely way,
Smeared with incense powder, and strewn
With lovely blooms of loose flowers;
And upon it great mansions, palaces,
And within them those singing out lovely
Songs of praise. The mansions are decked out
In jewels, pearls and precious gems,
Adorning the sky itself, and blazing.

"='>&;&:)" %&'()&$1'%&;5&3X5&3&*+%&,)%&-.'%&;&=15&#1&2+'&H)=&=>&<+0&3&

%)$&#&34#&;5&-%&;" '($&#1=&,)&O+&i0&:0&:&e&#+&C#%&,)%&3X+=&

=-0%&h:&;&H)=&=>&<+0&3&=0&_:&;&=0&" #?&2)'&=0&5):&J1:&=>&#<)&9:&@)&J?:&

3?&<P0&3%&#fS%&;&=0&<+=&<35&3&=;'&H%&,)%&X10&')&:#&#b<&#fS%&;5&

-%&;&:#&#b<)&9:&=>&@.5&;&=1&='&,0&W?'%&]1<)&50&3():&c:&$&=3?$&35&

3@)<+"
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Offer as well, to those whose nature is compassion, the earth, set forth in a lovely
way, smeared with incense powder, and strewn with lovely blooms of loose flowers.
Upon this earth offer great mansions, palaces, and within these palaces goddesses,
singing out lovely songs of praise. See the mansions decked out in strings of
thousands of jewels, pearls and precious gems, and see these great edifices
adorning the sky itself, blazing in displays of limitless light.

"5):&J1:&'=>'%&#fS%&'%15&@)&H?&3&c:"

"b+5&H?'&9:&@)&C#&;&H)=&<+0&_:"

"=-)3%&$1'%&3j&:&rV'&;&3o10&3&H0&"

"k'&2g&W?3&=30&C#%&$&=3?$&35&3@)"

Constantly offer to the Lords of the Able Ones
Lovely parasols made of precious substances;
They have golden handles, and around the edge
They are covered with lovely adornments that look
Like jewelry. Stand them thus,
With their excellent outlines, exquisite to the eye.

"3c?&;&:)" 5):&J1:&s&KL'%&$%&-%&;<)&'=>'%&#fS%&;&'%15&@)&H?&3&c:&

#W<)&b+5&H?'&5):&;+&J1&=>&#%&m%&;<)&9:&@)&C#&;&H)=&=>&<+0&3%&39:&c)0&

=-)3%&$1'%&;&#)'&')%&3j&:&rV'&;&O?3&X1&3o10&;&H0&=>%&k'&2g&W?3&=30&

C#%&$&=3?$&35&3@)<+"

Constantly offer too to the Lords of the Able Ones lovely parasols made of a whole
variety of precious substances. Imagine that they have golden handles, and that
around the edge they are covered with lovely adornments that look like jewelry,
studded with a great many precious gems. In your mind stand the parasols
up—raise them—and think of their excellent outlines, exquisite to the eye.

"=1&$%&'(:&H0&#J+=&;<)&KL'%"

"5+$&#+&=-0%&h:&H)=&<+0&_:"

"%1#%&c:&rV'&3R$&KM#&-1=&;<)"
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"m):&C#%&%+&%+5&':%&@.5&c)'

Think then of a whole mass of offerings
Beyond those you have already offered:
Lovely music and song, and think,
"May each one of them be there,
In a separate cloud, to satisfy
The pain of every living being."

"3c?&'c)'&;&:)" R5&O?$&3&=1&$%&'(:&H0&#J+=&;<)&KL'%&T&�&$&%+'%&;<)&

5+$&#+&=0&=-0%&h:&;&H)=&=>&<+0&3&=0&_:&;&W+%&;&^#&@)%&%1#%&c:&@)&

rV'&3R$&3%$&:%&KM#&;<#&H)=&%)#&;5&-1=&;<)&m):&C#%&%+&%+5&':%&

/)0&<-.0&35&@.5&c)'&;<+"

Think next of a whole mass of offerings beyond those you have already offered.
Think of lovely music and song, the sounds of the clay drum and others; think
to yourself, "May each one of them be there, may each of them come, in a separate
mass or cloud of offerings, and may each of them have the power to remove
the pain of every living being, and to satisfy them—completely fill them—even if
all they do is catch the sound for a moment.

"=#&J+%&=B+:&#J+'&W#%&c=&=0&"

"#J+=&k1:&C#%&=0&UV&'a?'%&$"

"5):&J1:&#1&2+'&$&%+'%&J5"

"9.:&#)&<J=&;5&<33&;5&/+'

And think, "May a great rain fall,
In a never-ending stream, precious gems,
And flowers, and other such offerings,
Upon each and every expression
Of the Jewel of the Holy Dharma,
Upon shrines of offering,
And upon the holy bodies."

"3c?&'7)%&;&:)" '%?0&53&H:&$'&3c?&'7)%&=0&<'+'&$#&@)%&3rV%&;<)&

=#&J+%&=B+:&#J+'&W#%&c=&=0&W?'%&,)&k1:&5)0&3\1$&@)&h)0&;+&c:&@)&#J+=&
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k1:&C#%&=0&5)&#+5&i)%&;&$&%+'%&;<)&UV&'a?'%&$&5):&J1:&#1&2+'&$&%+'%&;&

#J+=&;<)&J5&<b+5&3&[)&\)=&@)&35&9.:&#)&<J=&;5&<33&;5&/+'&c)'&;<+"

And now think to yourself, "May a great rain of offerings fall, in a never-ending
stream, for as long as the cycle of suffering itself continues to exist. May there
be a rain of precious gems, and flowers, and other such offerings upon each and
every expression of the Jewel of the Holy Dharma, which in itself includes all
twelve divisions of the highest form of the spoken word. And may the rain fall
as well upon those places where the holy minds of the enlightened ones stay:
on the offering shrines which have at their hearts the relics that come from these
beings. And may it finally fall upon the bodily representations of these same
beings, whether they be drawn on paper, or in any other form."

"[)&j5&<[#&=-0%&$&%+'%&;%"

"9$&3&C#%&$&#J+=&#f=&;"

"=1&3():&3='&')%&=1&3():&'/1'%"

"#'+:&;+&\%&=0&3c%&C#%&#J+="

And think, "May I be like those named Gentle Voice,
And all the others, who present
Their offerings to the Victors.
May I, like them, make offerings
To all of Those Who have Gone That Way,
To the Protectors, and to their sons and daughters.

"'7)%&;&Y&:&#1=&;<)&J+=&;&:)" [)&j5&<[#&=-0%&=0&B>:&2g&3a0&;+&$&%+'%&

;&=30&W+3&;<)&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<&C#%&,)%&[)&j5&3(1=&;<)&#J+=&T%&:#&

#b<&'0&3&mp$&:%&9$&3&C#%&$&#J+=&;&#f=&;&=1&3():&=>&3='&')%&,0&=1&

3():&'/1'%&;&e&#)&C#%&,)&#'+:&;+&\%&=0&3c%&;&C#%&#J+=&;5&3@)<+"

Here secondly is the unsurpassable offering. "And may I be like those named
Gentle Voice (Manjushri), and Excellent One (Samantabhadra), and all the other
bodhisattvas who have gained the power; those who fill the entire expanse of
space with offerings emanated in their thoughts, and present them to the Victors.
May I, like them, make these same offerings to all of Those Who have Gone That
Way, to the Protectors of gods and men, and to their sons and daughters as well."
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"=B+:&#J+'&2&$&$5" #1&2+'&O$&J15&2+'&Y&51&=0&" "#1&2+'&3B+=&;<)&<+=&

a15&53&3@)&X1" "#1&2+'&s&KL'%&B>:&2g&34#&-%&:%" "3='&7)=&J1:&;+&=1&='&

9$&3&#J+=" "c1%&'%?0%&;&j5&5+"

The scripture called the Precious Tala says,

The great ones make offerings to the Victors,
With a shower of flowers, a flower canopy,
With flowers sent forth in rays of light,
With every flower that ever exists,
Strewn all over the earth itself.
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I

Reading Four: The Four Forces of Purification, Part One

The following reading is taken from the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Byang-chub-
sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

**********

"3()&;&X+3%&3()&K0&3<)&t+&:%&r)'&;&3/'%&;&$" D)<)&C#&'('&:)" =0&;+&

7)=&:%&71%&D+=&,)&#&'+%&;&$&<3=&;5&-&$" <3=&,0&3'&#1=&;&=0&7+:&

#+0%&#0&3&$&%+'%&;<)&=30&')%&71%&;&-.0&:&[)&#)&h#&;5&3('&2g&#)&5?0&

3%" X+:&;&W?'%&]1&c:&@)%&P)5&3c+%&;<)&W3%&'%?0%&;&C#%&$&<3=&

='+%&%+"

The fourth section here concerns purifying yourself of bad deeds, through
using all four of the forces together. We begin with a general presentation.
You should from the very beginning make efforts to see that you are not
sullied by performing any harmful actions. Despite your efforts, however,
such an action may occur, due to some instance of carelessness, an attack of
mental afflictions, or the like. It would be a mistake in such a case to simply
ignore the bad deed; you should rather exert yourself in the various methods
of repairing the damage. These methods were taught by our compassionate
Teacher.

"=1&H0&jV0&3&P)5&3c+%&:)&r+#&;&'+0&<+'&%+&%+&:%&'%?0%&;&j5&-&$&r)'&;&

P)5&3c+%&;&:)&X+3%&3()<)&t+&:%&-&X1" J+%&3()&3X:&;<)&#=+&$%" -#%&;&
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-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<&%1#%&=;<&J1:&;+&J+%&3()&=0&_:&:&r)'&;&-%&/)0&

3%'%&;&H0&a)$&@)%&':+:&;5&<@.5&5+" "3()&'0&(1&:" <=)&j&X1" C#&;5&

%?:&<-):&;&B>:&2g&D+=&;&=0&" '71:&;+&B>:&2g&D+=&;&=0&" 71%&;&$%&38+'&;<)&

X+3%&=0&" k1:&@)&X+3%&%+&(1%&'%?0%&21&-%&/)0&3%'%&;<)&$%&:)&�+0&01%&

H):&;%&=1&a)$&@)%&':+:&:>%&:&#&01%&;&j&c)&l+%"

Instances in which you have committed some transgression of your vows, at
whichever level of vows you may have, should be repaired according to the
methods prescribed for those particular vows. For repairing the damage
caused by other kinds of bad deeds you should utilize the four powers. As the
Sutra on the Four Practices states,

If, oh Loving One, some great bodhisattva has
succeeded in the four practices, then even those bad
deeds which have been both committed and
collected can be overcome. What are the four
practices? They are as follows: the activity of
destruction; the activity of applying the antidote;
the force of restraining from the particular bad
deed; and the force of the foundation.

The expression "committed and collected" refers to actions whose karmic
results are "certain to be experienced." If even these types of karmic results can
be overcome by the four practices, then there is no need to mention those
which are not certain to be experienced.

=1&$&X+3%&=0&;+&:)&#)&='1&3<)&$%&-%&;&$&<@+=&;&#0&3&H):&21&<=)&I1&3&$&#)&

='1&3<)&$%&,)%&<i%&3?&'%?#&3I1=&K?$&$1'%&;5&3t+#&='+%&%+"

The first of these four forces involves feeling strong regret over having
committed some negative action. In order to achieve this level of regret, you
must contemplate carefully the way in which negative actions trigger three
different karmic results.

"X+3%&'7)%&;&$&3q3&32g%&$%&'%?0%&;&j5&#=+&r1&a3&#+&$&3k1:&;&=0&"

X+0&;&7)=&3t+#&;&=0&" 38%&;&$&3k1:&;&=0&" UV&'a?'%&$&3k1:&;&=0&"
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#J+=&;&$&3k1:&;&=0&" #K:&$&3k1:&;&%+'%&%+"

The second force, as described in the Compendium of Trainings, consists of
performing practices such as studying the profound scriptures of the canon,
meditating on emptiness, reciting secret words, preparing physical
representations of the holy bodies of enlightened beings, making offerings, and
reciting the names of high beings.

"X+3%&'%?#&;&:)&P):&J=&#)&='1&3&H0&='&;5&r+#&;<+" "3()&;&:)&-0&J?3&,)&

%1#%&3t+#&;&%+'%&%+" "<=)5&:)&X+3%&=0&;+&9%&;5&'%?0%&%+" "=1&$&H0&

r)'&;&-%&;<)&=>%&=0&" 9.&=0&t+&=0&" N+5&3&=0&" H?$&=0&[)&^#&-%&;&

C#%&Z:&;5&-<+"

The third force is to restrain yourself perfectly from ever committing these
negative actions again in the future. The fourth consists of meditating upon
the wish for enlightenment, and similar practices. Here it is the first force
which is described in great detail. The points to be considered are the time at
which the bad deeds may have been committed, the cause, the mode of
expression, the undertaking of the deed, its object, and how the deed was
committed.

"%+&%+<)&=+:&$&3()&X1" C#&;5&%?#&<-):&;&B>:&2g&D+=&;<)&X+3%&=0&" k1:&@)&

X+3%&=0&" '71:&;+&B>:&2g&D+=&;<)&X+3%&=0&" 71%&;&$%&q5&_+'&;<)&X+3%&

%+"

Next we present some detail on each of the four: the force of the activity of
destruction; the force of the foundation; the force of the activity of applying the
antidote; and the force of restraining from the particular bad deed.

THE FORCE OF THE ACTIVITY OF DESTRUCTION

"=0&;+&$&3()&X1" r)'&;&[)&j5&-%&;<)&K?$&3k'%&21&<@+=&;&-&3&=0&" r)'&

;&=0&3c%&3():&=>&<J)&3%&<[)'%&:%&<@+=&;&3t+#&()0&I3%&%?&<A+&3&=0&"

=+:&#1=&;<)&r)'&;&-%&;<)&K?$&9%&;5&3%#%&:%&<@+=&;&3t+#&;&=0&"
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r)'&;%&<[)'%&;<)&K?$&3%#&;<+"

We will explain the first force in four steps: an explanation of the process of
regret, which you reach by examining the way in which you have committed
the negative deed; the practice of developing regret out of fear that you may
die while you still possess the negative deed, along with an explanation of how
to go for refuge; the practice of developing regret by considering with special
attention the way in which you have committed a negative deed which is
meaningless; and the practice of learning to fear negative deeds.

"=0&;+&$&3()" '0&$&r)'&;&3/'%&;<)&H?$&$&# 1̀:&;5&'%+$&3&=0&" =>%&

=0&9.&=0&C#&;&%+'%&,)&t+&:%&r)'&;&-%&;&D)5&3/'%&;&=0&" H?$&`=&;5&

c:&$&r)'&;&X+3%&_:&-%&;&3/'%&;&=0&" #)&<=+=&;<)&<i%&3?&$&3%#%&

21&<@+=&;%&3/'%&;<+"

The first of these steps has four parts of its own: requesting the one to whom
you are going to reveal your negative action to attend to your confession; a
method for a general purification of negative actions you have committed,
according to time, cause, type, or other detail; a method for the purification of
especially powerful negative actions which have been committed towards some
special object; and learning to perform purification due to regret inspired by
having considered carefully the unwanted karmic results that the action will
bring you.

"P+'%&C#%&B>:&:&3(>'%&;&H)"

"T+'%&%0%&9%&=0&-0&J?3&%1#%"

"W?'%&]1&J1:&;+&#0<&C#%&$"

"W$&#+&N5&21&'%+$&3&:)"

I make supplication, with my palms joined at my breast,
To the totally enlightened beings, and bodhisattvas,
Who reside in every direction of the world:
To those beings who possess great compassion.

"=0&;+&:)" P+'%&C#%&B>:&:&3(>'%&;<)&T+'%&;<)&%0%&9%&=0&-0&J?3&
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%1#%&=;<&W?'%&]1&J1:&;+&#0<&3&C#%&$&W$&#+&N5&21&r)'&;&-%&;&<@+=&

;%&3/'%&;5&'%+$&3&<=13%&;&:)<+"

Here is the first. I make supplication, with my palms joined at my breast, to the
totally enlightened beings, and bodhisattvas who reside in every direction of the world:
to those beings who possess great compassion. I request them to hear my
confession, which I make out of regret for the negative deeds I have
committed.

"W+'&#&#1=&_:&<b+5&3&:%"

"KS&53%&<=)&<#&'(:&='&2g"

"3='&')%&#&<K$&r)'&3@)%&;<#"

"3@)=&=>&�$&3&7)=&=0&:)"

"'2)&#?'&<~Q$&;%&3='&:+:&21"

"]1%&%?&H)=&50%&'0&3@)%&;"

":+0%&;&=1&:)&#W+0&3@)%&:%"

"3%#&;&W'&;%&#'+:&$&3/'%"

In the cycle of life without beginning,
In both this and my other lives,
I committed bad deeds without understanding
And encouraged others to commit them;
Overcome by my total failure to understand, I took joy.
Now I see my mistakes, as many as I may have made,
And I confess them to the Protectors
From the bottom of my heart.

"'7)%&;&:)&=>%&W+'&#&#1=&;&=0&_:&;<)&<b+5&35&<b+5&3&:%&3a?0&X1&KS&53%&

<=)<#&'(:&='&$&3='&:)&$%&,)&C#&l):&$&�+0%&;5&@.5&;<)&=30&')%&50&

')%&r)'&;&3@)%&;&=0&" '(:&='&3@)=&=>&{$&3&7)=&=0&:)&$%&<i%&$&
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�+0%&;<)&'2)&#?'&<~Q$&;%&3='&:+:&21&'(:&@)%&r)'&;&-%&;&$&]1%&%?&H)&

50&3&'0&3@)%&;<)&:+0%&;&=1&:)&50&')%&:+0%&;5&#W+0&35&3@)%&:%&<@+=&

3():&=>&3%#&;&W'&;%&#'+:&;+&C#%&$&3/'%&21&#)&<J3&c)0&#)&�1=&;<+"

Here is the second point. During all the time that I have circled around in the
cycle of life, for time without beginning, in both this and my other lives, I have
committed bad deeds myself. I have as well encouraged others to commit them.
And because of the fact that I was overcome by my total failure to understand the
principles of deeds and their consequences, I took joy in the negative actions
committed by others. I see now that all of my mistakes, as many as I may have
made, truly are mistakes, and with regret that comes from the bottom of my heart
I confess these mistakes to the Protectors—I conceal nothing, I hide nothing.

"3='&')%&=B+:&#J+'&'%?#&=0&:)"

"O&#<#&Y&#&'(:&='&$"

"7+:&#+0%&t+&:%&$?%&0'&=0&"

"H)=&,)%&':+=&3@)%&'0&$'%&=0&"

I confess whatever harm I may ever have done towards
The Three Jewels, my parents, and other high objects
With my actions, my speech, and my thoughts
Caused by the mental afflictions.

"'%?#&;&:)" <~Q$&;&c:&3='&')%&H?$&=B+:&#J+'&'%?#&=0&:)&O&#<#&

3%+=&:#%&,)&()0&Y&#&'(:&='&$&9.&7+:&#+0%&;&=>'&'%?#&@)&t+&:%&r)'&;&

<-.0&3<)&t+&$?%&0'&=0&H)=&,)%&':+=&;&3@)%&;&'0&$'%&;&3/'%&;5&

3@)<+"

Here is the third point. The person who was mistaken—that is, I
myself—confess whatever harm I may ever have done towards the Three Jewels, or
towards my parents, and towards any other such high object of merit; I confess
all these actions, which were caused by the mental afflictions known as the three
poisons, and which were expressed with either my bodily actions, my speech, and
my thoughts.
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"71%&;&=>&#%&I+:&J'%&;<)"

"r)'&c:&3='&')%&r)'&;&'0&"

"/):&2g&#)&3a=&3@)%&;&=1"

"W#%&c=&<Z1:&;&C#%&$&3/'%"

I am a person full of negative actions;
I have been infected by a great number of bad deeds.
I confess to every one of the Guides
All the dreadful negative deeds I've done.

"3()&;&:)" =�$&3&$&%+'%&;<)&<i%&3?&<-):&;<)&9.&J'%&%+'%&71%&;&=>&#<)&

I+:&J'%&;<)&r)'&c:&3='&')%&\+'&'c+=&%+'%&r)'&;&'0&rV'&3R$&J1:&;+&

3I1=&;%&/):&2g&#)&3a=&;&3@)%&;&=1&W#%&c=&<Z1:&;&C#%&$&3/'%&%+"

Next is the fourth point. I am a person full of negative actions; I have been infected
by a great number of bad deeds, by emotions such as attachment, which will act
as causes that will bring me the karmic result of a birth in the hells or the like.
All the negative deeds that I have done, actions like killing and the like, are going
to create for me immense suffering; they are therefore dreadful, and I confess
them to every one of the Guides.

"3='&:)&r)'&;&#&-0&35"

"R+:&=>&<'>#&;5&<@.5&=>&#J)"

"[)&j5&<=)&$%&01%&W5&35"

"�.5&3<)&K?$&@)%&3I3&2g&'%+$"

I could be finished off first, before
I can clean myself of my negative deeds.
And so I beg you protect me, speedily,
In any way I'll be certainly freed.

"'7)%&;&:)" r)'&;&=1&#&W'&#&3/'%&:&3='&:)&r)'&;&#&-0&35&r)'&;&=0&

3c%&21&<J)&3='&')%&R+:&=>&<'>#&;5&<@.5&=>&#J)&()0&0:&<A+5&I1&3%&W3%&
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[)&j5&-%&:&r)'&;&<=)&$%&01%&;5&W5&35&<@.5&35&�.5&3<)&K?$&@)%&3='&

$&3I3&2g&'%+$&$+"

Next is the part about developing regret out of fear that you may die while
you still possess the negative deed, and so on. Suppose that I die while I still
possess the negative deed: suppose I was unable to clean myself of the deed
immediately after committing it, and failed to clean it from my mind. The
Lord of Death then could come and I could be finished off first, and I would have
to take a birth in one of the lower realms. And so I must avail myself of any
way possible in which I will certainly be freed from my negative actions, and that
I do so speedily; and so I beg you protect me, by helping me to do so.

"H)=&3k:&#)&5?0&<J)&3='&<=)"

"-%&=0&#&-%&#)&r+=&;%"

":&=0&#)&:&B>:&@)%&,0&"

"6+&3?5&KS&$&H)=&#)&3k:"

This Lord of Death cannot be trusted,
He waits for no one, finished or not.
He takes all sorts suddenly, those sick and well,
So feel not certain about your life.

"r)'&;&#&-0&35&=>&#)&<J)&3%&�.5&=>&3I3&c)&='+%&(1&:" =>%&U=&c)'&,0&H)=&

3k:&#)&5?0&3<)&<J)&3='&<=)&r)'&N+0&-%&;&=0&#&-%&;&$&%+'%&;<)&=>%&$&

#)&r+=&c)0&-&3&K5&#&K5&$&#)&j+%&;%&'0&a'&:&3&=0&#)&:&3&B>:&@)%&,0&KS&

K=&#&T+'%&,0&6+&3?5&=>&<J)&3%&KS&$&=1&5)0&#)&<J)&3&^#&$&H0&H)=&#)&3k:&

c)0&H)=&3k:&#)&5?0&3%&r)'&;&�.5&=>&N0&35&-<+"

"What kind of protection," one may ask, "is it that we need, so quickly, while
we have yet to die, and have still not purified ourselves of our bad deeds?"
This Lord of Death cannot be trusted, even for a single moment of time, and he
waits for no one: he has absolutely no interest in whether you have finished
purifying yourself of your negative actions or not. His coming in no way
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depends upon whether what you have hoped to do is done or not. All sorts
of people die suddenly, before their life has reached its normal length, and
whether they have gone through some sickness or whether they are well.
Therefore you should feel no certainty about your life, no assurance even that you
will not die this very day. And since this fact that you can feel no certainty is
true, you should quickly purify yourself of your negative actions.

"'%?#&;&$&3()" '71:&=0&$?%&$+0%&D+=&%+'%&H)=&3k:&#)&5?0&35&#&/1%&

;%&=1&='&')&=+:&=>&r)'&;&-%&;&<@+=&;&=0&" <J)&3<)&KS&Z:&;<)&H?$&^#&=>&

<@.5&3<)&=;1&=0&" H)=&3k:&#)&5?0&3&=1&j5&H0&#0+:&%?#&=>&AQ3&;%&=1&='&

')&=+:&=>&r)'&;&-%&;&<@+=&;&=0&" 50&7)=&:#&<J)&01%&;&#1=&;5&#&k+'%&

;%&r)'&;&-%&;&<@+=&;<+"

Next is the point about meaningless misdeeds. Here first we cover the kind
of regret you have about negative actions you have committed for the sake of
your relatives, or for the sake of your body or possessions or anything of the
like, all because you failed to realize how they were nothing you could ever
depend upon. After that will come a metaphor to show how, at the moment
of death, none of these is anything more than a memory. Then we will cover
the kind of regret you reach about having committed these kinds of negative
actions once you have seen directly as well how none of the things for whom
you committed the actions were in any way something you could depend
upon. And then finally we will discuss the regret that you develop over the
negative deeds you committed because you failed to realize that there was no
certainty at all when you would die.

"W#%&c=&3+5&21&J%&='+%&;5"

"3='&')%&=1&j5&#&/1%&:%"

"#f<&=0&#)&#f<)&=+:&@)&P)5"

"r)'&;&C#&;&s&KL'%&-%"

I'll have to give up it all and travel,
But I've failed to realize this fact,
And so I've committed an entire variety
Of bad deeds for friends and enemies.
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"=0&;+&:)" '71:&=0&$+0%&D+=&%+'%&=0&e:&c)'&I1%&;<)&/&5?%&%+'%&W#%&

c=&3+5&21&50&7)=&'c)'&;?&O&5+$&2g&J&='+%&;5&3='&')%&=1&j5&#&/1%&;%&

#f<&3&3\Q0&3&=0&#)&#f<&3&'(+#&;<)&=+:&@)&P)5&r)'&;&C#&;&s&KL'%&-%&

;%&<@+=&;<+"

Here is the first of the four points. I will have to give up it all—my relatives,
and all my possessions and the rest, and even the flesh and blood and such
which came with me when I was born—and travel on to the life beyond, alone,
by myself. But I have failed to realize this fact, and so I have committed an entire
variety of bad deeds for the sake of protecting my friends and defeating my
enemies. This is one reason why I should now feel regret.

"#)&#f<&C#%&,0&#1=&<@.5&()0&"

"#f<&3&C#%&,0&#1=&;5&<@.5"

"3='&,0&#1=&;5&<@.5&3&X1"

"=1&3():&W#%&c=&#1=&;5&<@.5"

The enemies cease to exist,
The friends too cease to exist,
I myself cease to exist as well;
And everything else ceases too.

"=1&='&')&=+:&=>&r)'&;&-&35&#)&5)'%&21&#)&#f<&3&C#%&,0&=1&#&W'&#1=&;5&

<@.5&()0&#f<&3&C#%&,0&#1=&;5&<@.5&$&3='&,0&#1=&;5&<@.5&3&X1" =1&

3():&=>&'71:&=0&$+0%&D+=&%+'%&W#%&c=&#1=&;5&<@.5&3%" H)=&3k:&c?0&

a=&,0&#)&5?0&3%&=1&='&')&J1=&J'%&r0&')%&r)'&;&-%&;&<@+=&;<+"

And it was wrong to commit bad deeds for these reasons, because shortly
afterwards the enemies cease to exist, and the friends to cease to exist, and I myself
cease to exist as well. Just so everything else, the relatives and the possessions
and so on, ceases too. Nothing is in the least bit dependable, and so I should
also feel regret at having committed negative actions due to any attachment or
dislike for any of them.
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"�)&$#&7#%&%?&�+0&3&3():"

"=0+%&;+&'0&=0&'0&D=&;"

"=1&=1&Z:&;<)&H?$&=>&<@.5"

"<=%&;&W#%&c=&#W+0&#)&<@.5"

All the objects you use are the same
As something experienced during a dream.
They are soon nothing but some memory;
All things that have passed are no longer here.

"'7)%&;&:)" =;15&:&�)&$#&=>&3=1&3&c?0&a=&c)'&7#%&%?&�+0&3&%=&;<)&KS&Z:&

;<)&H?$&^#&=>&<@.5&;&3():&=>&R5&3=1&35&�+#&;<)&=0+%&;+&'0&=0&'0&$+0%&

D=&;&=1&=0&=1&<J)&3<)&KS&Z:&;<)&H?$&^#&=>&<@.5&3%&=&j&7)=&:%&J+%&<3<&

()'&-&35&W'&'c+=&;&$:&#0&=>&-<+" "'0&=0&'0&<=%&;&W#%&c=&#W+0&

35&#)&<@.5&35&Z:&;<)&H?$&^#&=>&a=&;<+"

Think of some minor pleasure that you might experience during a dream. When
you wake up, the pleasure is no longer anything but a memory. All the objects
that you might deceive yourself into thinking are pleasant in this life, and
which you use, are the same. When you die they are soon nothing but some
memory. Therefore you should resolve, from this moment on, and time and
time again, that you will only practice the Dharma. All those things that have
passed are no longer here, and so they become nothing more than a memory.

"51&()'&'%+:&KS&<=)&7)=&$"

"#f<&=0&#)&#f<&=>&#&<=%"

"=1&='&=+:&=>&-%&;<)&r)'

"#)&3a=&'0&H):&#=>:&:&':%"

Even here in the present moment,
In the time that we have lived,
Many friends and enemies have slipped to the past.
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But all the negative that we committed
For their sakes lies before us still.

"'%?#&;&:)" '(:&H0&51&/)'&'%+:&;<)&KS&<=)&7)=&$&H0&R5&#f<&3&=0&#)&

#f<&3&=>&#&<=%&;&�+0&3%&AQ3&$&=1&='&')&=+:&=>&-%&;<)&r)'&;<)&C#&l):&#)&

3a=&;&'0&H):&;&#=>:&:&':%&;%&rV'&3R$&U$&'(:&#)&$1:&:" "'1'%&

-1=&#f<&3%&c)&()'&-" "(1%&'%?0%&;&j5&=1&='&')&=+:&=>&r)'&;&-%&;&$&

<@+=&;&H0&=0&H0&=>&3%#&;5&-<+"

Even here in the present moment, in the time that we have lived, we have seen many
who were our friends, and many who were our enemies, slip into the past. But
whatever dreadful consequences there may be from all the negative that we
committed for their sakes still lies before us. It's like the lines that say,

Since they can never take upon themselves
Any share of the suffering,
What use then are the best of friends,
Who only serve to hinder us?

Thus we must feel, over and over again, deep regret at having committed bad
deeds for their sakes.

"=1&j5&3='&:)&6+&3?5&(1%"

"3='&')%&k+'%&;5&#&@.5&;%"

"'2)&#?'&J'%&=0&(1&r0&')%"

"r)'&;&C#&;&=>&#&-%"

As I live in this condition, suddenly,
Without my even realizing it,
I commit a great number of different bad deeds,
Due to my ignorance, to liking and disliking.

"3()&;&:)" =1&j5&3='&:)&:#&<J)&01%&;&#1=&;&KS&H?=&^#&@)%&6+&3?5&3&(1%&

3='&')%&k+'%&;5&#&@.5&;%&'2)&#?'&=0&<=+=&J'%&=0&(1&r0&')%&r)'&;&
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C#&;&=>&#&-%&/)0&r)'&;%&0:&<A+5&jV0&3%&<J)&01%&;&=0&" :#&<J)&01%&

#1=&=0&" <J)&3<)&KS&J+%&#&'2+'%&'(:&'0&')%&,0&#)&O:&;&3%#&()0&"

0:&<A+<)&71%&=#)'%&3%#%&$&r)'&;&-%&;&$&<@+=&;&$:&=>&#5&3t+#&;5&

-<+"

In just a single instant of time as I live in this condition, of having no certainty
when it is that I will die—that is to say, suddenly, without my even realizing it,
I commit a great number of different bad deeds, due to my ignorance, my tendency
of liking some things, and disliking other things. These now will take me to a
birth in the lower realms. I must contemplate thus the facts of how my death
is certain, and how the time that I will die is not certain at all, and how when
I die there is nothing at all that can help me except the Dharma. I must think
carefully too of all the problems of these lower realms. I must feel, and feel
again and again, deep regret then at having committed these negative deeds.

"3()&;&$&3()" KS&$&s+:&;&#1=&c)0&<i)=&-1=&;5&#&J=&=>&H+=&;%&01%&;5&<J)&

()0&r)'&;&=0&3c%&3():&=>&<J)&3%&<[)'%&;&=0&" r)'&;&#&='&:&KS&<=)&7)=&

=>&H0&rV'&3R$&�+0&='+%&;&=0&" <[)'%&;&J1:&;+&<-.0&3<)&9.&#K:&=0&"

P)&#5&rV'&3R$&@)%&'=>0&35&<@.5&3<)&K?$&$+"

This brings us to the fourth step in the explanation of the first of the forces: the
practice of learning to fear negative deeds. Here too there are four parts. The
first is learning to feel fear about the certainty of death, which is a fact because
you cannot add any time onto your life, which is melting away constantly,
without a moment's hesitation; and to feel fear that you might die while you
still possess negative deeds. The second is thinking about how, if you fail to
purify yourself of the power of negative actions, you will be forced even in this
very life to experience suffering. The third is a description of the reason why
great fear will come, and the fourth a description of how, in your future life,
you will be tormented by pain.

"7):&#K:&r+=&;&H+=&#1=&;5"

"KS&<=)&k'&2g&'+=&<@.5&()0&"

"s+:&;&'>=&:%&<+0&#1=&:"
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"3='&j&<J)&35&c)%&#)&<@.5"

Day and night, without hesitating
This life is forever dropping,
There is no extra life set aside
That is ever going to come to you.
How then could it ever happen
That someone like me wouldn't die?

"=0&;+&:)" <A+&<J'&7$&'%?#&'0&-1=&,0&7):&#K:&U=&c)'&,0&r+=&;&H+=&

#1=&;5&KS&<=)&k'&2g&'+=&;%&21&i)&35&<@.5&()0&s+:&;&'>=&:%&c?0&a=&^#&H0&

<+0&3&#1=&:&3='&j&3?&01%&;5&<J)&35&9.&#K:&c)%&#)&<@.5&01%&;5&<J)&()0&"

:#&<J)&01%&;&#1=&;%&r)'&;&N+0&;&$&<3=&;5&-<+" "<'+=&c1%&;&j5&:&7):&

#K:&@)%&KS&%+&%+5&<'+=&;<)&=+:&2+"

Here is the first of the four. No matter which of the three kinds of activities
you may be engaged in—going somewhere, sitting somewhere, or sleeping;
and during all the day and all the night, without hesitating even for a moment,
this life is forever "dropping," which is to say, decreasing. There is no extra life set
aside somewhere that is ever going to come to you later. How then, for what
reason, could it ever happen that someone like me would not certainly die? It is
definite that I will die, and there is no certainty when I will die. Therefore I
must make great efforts to purify myself of all my negative actions. If one
reads the Tibetan word for "drop" in this verse with an alternate spelling, it
becomes the word for "mark," and the section could then be read as "life
marked by days and nights."

"'7)%&;&$&'%?#" r)'&;&#)&-0&:&\+'&<J=&;<)&rV'&3R$&'71:&3/1%&

%+'%&,)%&I+3&#)&:>%&;&=0&" 3%+=&:#%&#&-%&;%&<[)'%&;&=0&" <@+=&

;%&'=>0&3<+"

Our discussion of the suffering in this life has itself three sections, which are
all based on what would happen if you failed to purify yourself of negative
actions. These are descriptions of how people like your family and friends
have no ability to protect you; how you will have to fear if you have not been
able to perform any good deeds; and how you will be tormented by regret.
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"3='&:)&#$&:&<=>'&3():&=>"

"'71:&3/1%&B>:&@)%&#W<&3U+5&,0&"

"\+'&<J=&;&H)&KL5&3&='

"3='&7)=&'c)'&;?%&�+0&35&<@.5"

"'/):&]1<)&O+&7%&a):&;&$"

"'71:&@)%&c)&O:&3/1%&c)&O:"

You may be lying down on your bed
Surrounded by your friends and family,
But it's only you, and you alone,
Who will have to undergo the pain.
When Lord Death's messengers take hold of you.
What's the use of your family,
And what use are your friends?

"=0&;+&:)" 3%+=&:#%&#&-%&:&<J)&3<)&KS&3='&:)&#$&:&<=>'&3():&=>&'71:&

3/1%&[)&j5&3{1&'=>0&J1&3&C#%&,)%&#W<&U+5&H0&\+'&'c+=&;<)&KL5&3<)&rV'&

3R$&='&3='&7)=&'c)'&;?%&�+0&35&<@.5&()0&<[)'%&;&%1$&-1=&#1=&;5&#&

a=" <[)'%&;<)&/&K?'%&c:&@)&'/):&]1<)&O+&7%&a):&;&$&'71:&H+=&;%&c)&O:&

3/1%&,)%&c)&O:&J+%&<3<&()'&I3%&%?&@.5&;<+"

Here is the first. If you fail to perform good deeds, then when you die you
experience the sufferings caused by the sensations of having life stop; you may
be lying down on your bed surrounded by your friends and family, people who love
you with their whole hearts, but it is only you, and you alone, who will have to
undergo the pain. And the problem is not only that there is no one there who
can stop the terror—the messengers of the Lord of Death, in hideous forms, take
hold of you. What is the use of your family at this point? And of what use are
friends? Only the Dharma can protect you at that moment.

"=1&KS&3%+=&:#%&'c)'&3I3%&:"

"=1&H0&3='&')%&#&3X1:&2+"
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At that moment protection is good deeds alone,
Though I failed to follow them during my life.

"'7)%&;&:)" =1<)&KS&I3%&<A+&=0&K?$&~)#%&3\Q0&3&%+'%&3%+=&:#%&'c)'&

;?&I3%&,)&#J+'&H):&:&=1&H0&3='&')%&#&3X1:&2+" "(1%&;&='1&3&#&-%&;%&

<@+=&;<+"

Here is the second point. At the moment of death, the highest of all protection
is good deeds, and good deeds alone: practices such as going for refuge, and
maintaining an ethical way of life. I failed though during my life to follow these
practices. These lines are describing another kind of regret, the kind you feel
about having failed to do good deeds during your life.

"#'+:&;+&3'&#1=&3='&')%&:)"

"<[)'%&;&<=)&<Z&#&<K$&:%"

"#)&k'&KS&<=)<)&J1=&='&2g"

"r)'&;&#0&;+&71&35&3op3%"

Oh Protectors, I've been careless, and wasn't aware
I'd be faced with terrors like this;
And so I accomplished many negative deeds,
All for the sake of this fleeting life.

"'%?#&;&:)" I3%&':%&$&#'+:&;+&(1%&3+%&:%&3'&#1=&3='&')%&:)&0:&

<A+<)&<[)'%&;&<=)&<Z&H+=&;&#&<K$&()0&#&/1%&:%&KS&#)&k'&;&'71:&%+'%&

KS&<=)<)&J1=&='&2g&r)'&;&#0&;+&71&35&3op3%&;%&<@+=&;<+"

Here is the third point. Here you are calling out to the sources of protection,
with the words, "Oh Protectors." I have been careless, I was not aware, I did not
know, that I would be faced like this with the terrors of the lower realms. And so
I accomplished many negative deeds, all for the sake of people such as my relatives
of this life, this life which is so fleeting, so impermanent.

"I1&3+&H:&$'&3c=&;<)&%5"
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"=1&5)0&~)=&;<0&i1=&<@.5&21"

"b&U#%&#)'&{&0:&$&%+'%"

"R&$%&'(:&=>&<@.5&s0&:"

"'/):&]1<)&O+&7&<[)'%&<[)'%&j<)"

"/&K?'%&c:&@)%&3a?0&@.5&c)0&"

"<[)'%&J1:&:=&,)%&W13%&@.5&;"

"53&2g&7#&W'&l+%&c)&='+%"

There are people who are about
To have one of their limbs cut off;
And on the day they're dragged away
To the place, they are seized with terror.
Their whole appearance from before is transformed:
Their mouths go dry, eyes bulge, and the rest.

Suppose then that you are taken hold of
By the messengers of the Lord of Death,
By those monstrous and terrifying creatures,
And are stricken by that great fear, the unique pain.
If one can go through the change before
Then what need then is there ever to speak
Of this most desperate of all situations?

"'%?#&;&:)" I1&3+&<'<&()'&J=&;&3c=&;<)&=+:&=>&H:&$'&'c+=&;<)&%5&=1&

5)0&#)%&~)=&;<0&i1=&;5&<@.5&21" b&U#%&;&=0&3():&@)&#=0%&7#%&;&=0&

" #)'&{&0:&;&$&%+'%&;&R&#&$%&C#&<@.5&'(:&=>&<@.5&35&s0&:&50&=0&

U$&3&#)&#7#&;<)&'/):&]1<)&O+&7&<[)'%&<[)'%&j&3?<)&/&K?'%&c:&@)%&3a?0&

35&@.5&c)0&<[)'%&;&J1:&;+&<J)&3<)&:=&,)%&W13%&;5&@.5&;%&53&2g&7#%&

W'&;&$&<[)'%&;&J1:&;+&H+=&;&l+%&c)&='+%" =1%&:&r)'&;&$&<@+=&;5&-<+"
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This brings us to our description of the reason why great fear will come. There
are kinds of people who are about to undergo some punishment where they will
have one of their limbs cut off; on the day that the guards drag them away to the
place where the sentence is to be carried out, they are seized with terror. Their
whole appearance is transformed from what it was before: their mouths go dry from
the fear, their faces go pale, their eyes bulge from their sockets, and the rest.

Suppose now that you are taken hold of by the messengers of the Lord of Death, by
monstrous and terrifying creatures from another realm altogether. And suppose
as well that you are stricken by that great fear, by the unique pain of death itself.
If people who are about to have nothing more than a limb cut off go through
the change we just spoke of before, then what need is there ever to speak of the
incredible terror that you will, in this most desperate of all situations, come to
experience? This is another reason why you should feel regret for the wrong
things you have done.

"%?&()'&<[)'%&J1:&<=)&$%&3='

"$1'%&;5&I+3&;5&-1=&<@.5&(1%"

"i1=&/&W+:&;<)&#)'&3A=&:%"

"P+'%&3()5&I3%&='&KL$&35&-1="

"P+'%&3()5&I3%&#1=&#W+0&:%&:)"

"=1&:%&B>:&2g&H)&#?'&<@.5"

"':%&=15&I3%&H+=&#&H):&:"

"=1&KS&3='&')%&[)&j5&-"

Where is there now anyone who can
Save me completely from this horror?
Your face takes on a look of terror,
Your eyes open wide with panic,
And you turn in every direction
To look for someone who can help.
You realize that there is no one to protect you,
No one in any direction at all,
And the darkness then comes and envelops you.
In this place, there is no one at all who can protect you;
At that moment nothing you can do for yourself.
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"3()&;&:)" =�$&35&I1%&:%&=�$&\Q0%&C#%&#W+0&3<)&KS&,)&�g=&I1%&3?&%?&

()'&')%&<[)'%&;&J1:&;+&<=)&$%&3='&$1'%&;5&I+3&;5&-1=&;5&<@.5&(1%&

/):&2g&u'&c)0&i1=&/&<W+:&;<)&#)'&3A=&:%&P+'%&3()5&I3%&='&KL$&35&-1=&

$&=1&j5&3^$&H0&P+'%&3()5&I3%&#1=&;5&#W+0&:%&:)&=1&:%&B>:&2g&H)&#?'&

<@.5&3%&=&j&7)=&:%&=B+:&#J+'&'%?#&$&I3%&%?&<A+&35&-<+" "=1%&:&

=�$&3<)&':%&=15&<[)'%&;&$%&I+3&;<)&I3%&H+=&;&#&H):&:&=>%&=1<)&KS&

3='&')%&[)&j5&-&W3%&c)&H0&#1=&;%&=&j&7)=&:%&<[)'%&;&=0&i$&3<)&9.&

$&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here now is the fourth part: the description of how, in your future life, you
will be tormented by pain. And once you have taken your birth in the hells,
and you see the hellguards coming for you, then will you be overcome with
fear, and scream out, "Ah! Where is there now anyone who can save me completely
from this horror?" Your face takes on a look of terror, your eyes open wide with panic,
and you turn in every direction to look for someone who can help. You can look, but
then you realize that there is no one to protect you, no one in any direction at all, and
then the darkness comes and envelops you. Thus it is that you must, from this
very moment, take refuge in the Three Jewels. Once you are in this place, in the
hells, there is no one at all who can protect you from the terrors of the hells, there
is at that moment absolutely nothing that you can do for yourself. And so you
should, right now, make efforts in those practices which can save you from the
terror later.

THE FORCE OF THE FOUNDATION

"'7)%&;&k1:&@)&X+3%&$&'%?#" =&j&7)=&:%&=B+:&#J+'&'%?#&@)&I3%&$&

3k1:&;&=0&" l+:&$#&@)&X+3%&c:&@)&9$&3<)&\%&$&3k1:&;&=0&" I3%&%?&

%+0&:%&=1&='&')&3B<&3():&=>&3op3&;<+"

With this we have reached our explanation of the second the four forces, which
is the force of the foundation. We proceed in three steps: instructions on
seeking refuge in the Three Jewels from this very moment; seeking help in the
sons and daughters of the Victors, those who possess the power of prayers;
and carrying out their wishes, once you have taken refuge in them.
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"=1&3%&9$&3&<A+&3<)&#'+:"

"<A+&3&I+3&;<)&=+:&3{+:&;"

"X+3%&J1:&<[)'%&;&B>:&%1$&$"

"=1&5)0&7)=&:%&I3%&%?&#J)"

The Victorious Buddhas, the Saviors of all living kind,
Exert themselves in order to protect beings.
Thus it is that you should take refuge today itself,
In those of great power, who remove every kind of fear.

"=0&;+&:)" 0:&<A+5&I1%&;<)&KS&I3%&3^$&H0&#)&�1=&;&=1&3%&:&9$&3&<A+&

3<)&#'+:&;+&N+5&3%&<A+&3&W#%&c=&I+3&;<)&=+:&=>&3{+:&;&<[)'%&;&$%&I+3&

;<)&#W?&O?$&=>&-.0&3&#0<&3%&X+3%&J1:&;+&<[)'%&;&B>:&%1$&:>%&;&$&�.5&=>&

=1&5)0&7)=&:%&I3%&%?&#J)&35&-<+"

Here is the first. Once you have taken birth in the lower realms, you can seek
for some kind of protection, but you will find none. The Victorious Buddhas, the
Saviors of all living kind, exert themselves in advance, in order to protect every
sentient being, and they possess a consummate ability to achieve this protection.
Thus it is that you should take refuge quickly, today itself, in those of great power,
who have the ability to remove every kind of fear.

"=1&H)&W?'%&%?&J?=&;<)&J+%"

"<b+5&3<)&<[)'%&;&%1$&3&=0&"

"-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&KL'%&$&H0&"

"=1&3():&H0&='&I3%&%?&#J)"

You should as well take total refuge
In the Dharma which they have grasped completely,
The Dharma which eliminates this cycle's every fear,
As well as in the assembly of bodhisattvas.
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"'(:&H0&9$&3&=1&H)%&W?'%&%?&J?=&;<)&J+%&3X1:&:&<b+5&3<)&<[)'%&;&%1$&

3&J+%&=B+:&#J+'&=0&" <O'%&;<)&'+&<O0&3�1%&;<)&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&

KL'%&$&H0&=1&3():&=>&H0&='&;5&I3%&%?&#J)&3&X1&$#&op3&;<)&A+'%&%?&

b%&Y0&35&-<+"

You should as well take total refuge in the Dharma which they, the Victorious
Buddhas, have grasped completely, the Dharma jewel which, when you rely on it
properly, eliminates every fear in this cycle of life. And you should do so too with
the assembly of bodhisattvas who have been able to reach the state of a realized
being. You should accept them as companions in helping you to practice the
path.

"='&:)&<[)'%&;%&C#&u'&;%"

"B>:&=>&3a0&$&3='&7)=&<3?$"
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"r)'&_:&3='&$&3I3&2g&'%+$"
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"O+&7&$&%+'%&r0&3&C#%"

"u'&:%&P+'%&3()5&<-15&-1=&;"

"�+&]1&c:&$&I3%&%?&#J)"

And so I offer myself to the Excellent One.
I, myself, offer this body of mine to Gentle Voice.
I call out in a voice from a desperate situation,
I cry out to the savior Loving Eyes,
The one who lives in compassion, who is free of all error;
And I beg you to protect me,
A person who had committed great bad deeds.

I seek protection in all those saviors
Whose hearts are filled with great compassion:
I cry out, from my heart to the realized pair
Named "Essence of Space" and "Essence of Earth."

I take refuge as well in the One with the Diamond;
When those full of hate, such as the messengers of death,
Catch sight of him, they're filled with fear,
And forced to flee in every direction.

"'7)%&;&:)" 3='&:)&0:&<A+<)&<[)'%&;%&C#&u'&:%&l+:&$#&@)&X+3%&c:&
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'%+$&(1%&;<+" "<[#&;<)&=-0%&$&3='&7)=&,)%&21&'(:&@)%&3UV$&3&#&
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9.:&#)&<J=&;&'7)%&,)%&'(:&=+:&#f=&;<)&W?'%&]1<)&D+=&;&#&<~Q$&3&c:&

D:&5%&'a)'%&#'+:&=1&$&H0&<[)'%&;%&7#%&W'&;<)&0&5+%&<+&=+=&<3+=&=+"

"[)&j5&(1&:" r)'&_:&3='&$&3I3&2g&'%+$&(1%&%+" "=1&3():&=>&-0&J?3&
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o)3&;&C#&%1$&%+'%&W?'%&]1&J1&#'+:&W#%&c=&$&I3%&%?&KL$&()0&" h)0&:%&
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I feel absolute terror over the fears of the lower realms, and so I offer myself to
the Excellent One (Samantabadra), that son of the Victors who possesses the
power of prayers, and beg him to protect me from these fears. I myself—that
is, without the urging of anyone else at all—offer this body of mine as well to
Gentle Voice (Manjushri), with thoughts of great faith. And I call out in the voice
from a desperate and frightening situation, I cry out, to that one who
accomplishes the aims of others in two ways—with perfect spontaneity and in
an uninterrupted flow: to the one who lives in compassion, who is free of all error,
to the savior—whose name is Loving Eyes (Avalokiteshvara). And how is it that
I cry out? In the words, "I beg you to protect me, a person who has committed great
bad deeds." Just so do I seek protection in all those saviors whose hearts are filled
with great compassion: those realized bodhisattvas such as the pair named "Essence
of Space" (Akashagarba) and "Essence of Earth" (Kshitigarba), and so too Loving
One (Maitreya), and the Ender of Obstacles (Nivarana Vishkambi). "I cry out,
from my heart, so please, protect me." And finally I take refuge in the One with
the Diamond, in the Holder of the Diamond (Vajrapani). When those full of hate
living beings—when those such as the messengers of death or the
hellguards—catch sight of him, they are filled with fear, and are forced to flee in
every direction.

"R+:&J=&`1=&,)&3B<&$%&<=%"

"=&:)&<[)'%&;&J1&#W+0&:%"

"`1=&$&I3%&%?&#J)&$'%&,)%"

"<[)'%&;&�.5&=>&3%$&=>&'%+$"

I have, up till now, acted against your wishes:
Now though I have seen the great terrors
And so I take refuge in you, and beg you
To remove my fears with all speed.

"'%?#&;&:)" 3='&')%&R+:&J=& 1̀=&,)&3B<&$%&<=%&:%&r)'&;&-%&/)0&='1&
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$&I3%&%?&#J)&$'%&,)&Y0&=+5&@)&':%&$&`1=&,)&3B<&3():&=>&3op3%&;%&

<[)'%&;&�.5&=>&3%$&=>&'%+$&/)'&;<+"

I have, up till now, acted against your wishes: I have committed negative actions,
and I have failed to engage in positive actions. Now though I have seen the great
terrors of the limitless cycle of life, and the lower realms. And so I take refuge,
and commit myself to carrying out your every wish concerning those things
which I should take up, and those things which I should give up. I beg you to
remove my fears with all speed.
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I

Reading Five: The Four Forces of Purification, Part Two;
Rejoicing; Asking the Lamas to Teach and to
Stay; How To Dedicate

The following reading is taken from the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Byang-chub-
sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

************

THE FORCE OF THE ANTIDOTE

"'%?#&;&'71:&;+&B>:&2g&D+=&;<)&X+3%&$&'7)%" r)'&;&N+0&3&$&<3=&;5&

5)'%&;<)&9.&#K:&=0&" �.5&=>&<3=&;5&5)'%&;<+" "=0&;+&$&'7)%" :=&,)&
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"=0&;+&$&'%?#" =;1&=+:&='+=&;&=0&" =>'&'%?#&@)&:=&71%&=#)'%&J1&()0&=1&

<[+#%&;<)&l:&=B+:&;&=0&" =1%&:&l:&;&#J+'&X+:&;<)&'%?0&j5&op3&5)'%&

;<+"

Here next is our expanded explanation of the third of the four forces: the force
of the activity of applying an antidote. Here there are two parts: the reason
why it is fitting for you to make efforts in purifying yourself of your bad
deeds, and why it is fitting to do so quickly. The first of these parts has itself
two points: using the metaphor of a patient in order to demonstrate why you
must purify yourself of your bad deeds quickly, and then using the metaphor
of a cliff to demonstrate why you must purify yourself. The former of these
contains three sections: setting forth the metaphor and what it refers to; a
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description of the very serious problems caused by the illness of the three
poisons, and of the rarity of the medicine used to cure them; and finally why
it is therefore appropriate to follow the advice of the supreme physician, the
Teacher.

"W&#$&:=&,)%&<[)'%&:&H0&"

"l:&;<)&0'&3():&-&='+%&:"

"<=+=&J'%&$&%+'%&71%&;&39<)"

":=&,)%&k'&323&l+%&c)&='+%"

Even in a case where you're endangered
By some normal illness, you must still
Follow the advice of a physician.
There's no need to mention then
What you should do in the clutches
Of the disease of a thousand evils,
Of liking things and the rest.

"=0&;+&:)" �V0&#~)%&%+'%&<~Q'%&;<)&W&#$&;<)&:=&,)%&<[)'%&:&H0&/)5&
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Even in a case where you are endangered by some normal illness—that is, where the
components such as wind or bile within your body are in a state of
disturbance, and you have reason to fear that this might be fatal—you must still
follow the advice of a physician, as a method for curing your disease. People like
you and I though have been in the clutches of the greatest and most chronic
disease of all, the three poisons of liking things and the rest, constantly, for time
with no beginning. And these three are a disease which acts as the source for
many thousands and millions of evils. If we would listen to the advice of a
physician in the case of the normal disease, then there is no need to mention how
fitting it would be for us to follow the antidote that has been prescribed for us
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by the highest of all physicians, by the victorious Buddhas, as an antidote for
removing our sickness. Therefore it is fitting for us to make great efforts in
applying the antidotes for negative deeds.

"=1&'c)'&')%&,0&<f#&6)0&:"

"':%&;<)&#)&B>:&3�'&-1=&$"

"=1&='&'%+&3<)&l:&'(:&:)"

"P+'%&C#%&B>:&:%&#)&�1=&:"

Even a single instance of these is enough
To waste all the human beings in our world,
And you will never find anywhere at all
Another medicine that can treat them.

"'7)%&;&:)" -0&J?3&%1#%&=;<&$&b+0&~+&3&j&3?&:)&=1&='&'c)'&')%&,0&<f#&

3?<)&6)0&:&':%&;<)&#)&B>:&=�$&35&�'&;5&-1=&;%&':+=&;&J1:&:=&=1&='&

'%+&3<)&l:&'71:&;+&$#&t+#&;<)&K?$&%+'%&X+:&;<)&'%?0&$%&'(:&:)&K0%&

;<)&<[)'&k1:&%+'%&P+'%&'(:&B>:&:%&#)&�1=&:&X1&#&�1=&;%&/):&2g&=B+:&;<+"

Even a single instance of these deeds such as anger at a bodhisattva is enough
to waste all the human beings living in our world; that is, to send them to the
hells. Where then could you ever find an antidote, other than the holy words
that impart teachings such as how to practice the path—where could you find
any other medicine for treating these great harms? You could search everywhere,
even in the realms of the worldly god named Pure One, or other such beings,
but still never find another; and thus it is extremely rare.

"=1&$&l:&;&W#%&c=&#`1:"

"a?'&��&W#%&c=&<-):&;&H)"

"3B<&j5&#)&-1=&%1#%&;&:)"

"/):&2g&'2)&#?'&l=&;<)&':%"
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The Omniscient One is a physician for this;
He's given instructions for uprooting all pains,
Though we fail to follow and concentrate.
It's incredibly ignorant, disgraceful.

"'%?#&;&:)" 7+:&#+0%&;<)&:=&=1&$&=1&%1$&3<)&l:&;&W#%&c=&#`1:&;&7+:&

#+0%&;<)&a?'&��&W#%&c=&<-):&;5&#f=&;<)&3B<&j5&#)&-1=&;5&<b+5&3&

#W<&#1=&=0&0:&<A+<)&9.&$&%1#%&;&:)" /):&2g&'2)&#?'&'+&(1%&l=&;<)&':%&

H):&;%&h)0&W'&;&:%&X+:&;&$&I3%&%?&%+0&X1" X+:&;<)&3X:&;&K?$&3():&=>&

7#%&%?&Y0&35&-<+"

Here is the third point. The Omniscient One is a physician for this illness; he is
one who removes all of it, all the sickness of the mental afflictions, and who
has spoken the instructions for uprooting all the pains of these afflictions. We
though fail to follow these instructions, and concentrate on the causes that keep
us in the cycle of life endlessly, that throw us to the lower realms. This is, as
the text says, "incredibly ignorant," meaning a situation which is disgraceful. As
such you must, from the bottom of your heart, go for refuge in the Teacher,
and practice the teachings of this Teacher in the proper way.

"'H0&%&W&#$&J?0&0?&$<0&"

"3'&H+=&':%&;5&-&='+%&:"

"=;'&K=&X+0&=>&eV0&3&H)"

"H?:&5)0&'H0&%5&l+%&c)&='+%"

A person must be very cautious
Even of small, ordinary cliffs;
There is no need to say then
That we must take care around
Those many thousands of yojana high,
And where a fall means a very long time.

"'7)%&;&:)" '0&$&eV0&:&H:&$'&^#&':+=&;5&<@.5&3<)&5)&$&%+'%&;&

'H0&%&W&#$&3&J?0&0?&$<0&eV0&=+'%&:%&3'&H+=&;%&':%&;5&-&='+%&:&
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=;'&K=&X+0&d'&=>&#%&#KL:&;<)&=;'&K=&%?#&~)&7)%&X+0&%+'%&,)&'H0&

%5&eV0&3<)&'H0&%5&H?:&5)0&;+5&':%&='+%&;&$&3'&H+=&-&='+%&;&l+%&c)&

='+%&;%&7+:&#+0%&,)&'71:&;+&3X1:&;&$&<3=&;5&-<+"

A person must be very cautious whenever there is any danger of falling even from
one of those small, ordinary cliffs, the kind around a mountain or the like—the
type of cliff where, if you fall off, all you can hurt is one of your arms or legs.
There is no need to say then that you must be cautious about the kind of cliffs
such as the one which is 32,000 yojana high [about 154,000 miles, or the
distance at which the hell of No Respite is said to be located below the earth].
This is what the expression "many thousands of yojana" is meant to represent;
a special kind of cliff from which, once you fall, you must stay at the bottom
for a very long time. This too is a reason why you must make efforts in
applying the antidotes for the mental afflictions.

"'7)%&;&$&'7)%" =1&5)0&7)=&:%&r)'&;<)&'71:&;+&3X1:&;&$&<3=&;5&-&3&

=0&" rV'&3R$&@)%&#)&<[)'%&;&$&9.&#K:&c)&H0&#1=&;%&$#&3t+#&;&$&$1&

$+&-&35&#)&5)'%&;<+"

Here next is the discussion of why you must purify yourself quickly. This
section has two parts of its own: instructions to make efforts in applying the
antidotes to negative deeds, beginning today itself; and an explanation of why,
since there is no reason at all that we can feel free of the threat of suffering, it
is inappropriate to feel laziness about practicing the path.

"=1&5)0&b+&:&#)&<J)&(1%"

"3=1&35&<=>'&;&5)'%&#&H):"

"3='&:)&#1=&;5&<@.5&3<)&=>%"

"=1&:)&'=+:&#)&a&35&<-.0&"

It is not right to relax and think,
"I will never die right now, today;"
For without a doubt the time will come
When you have disappeared.
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"=0&;+&:)" '71:&;+&$&<3=&='+%&,0&8&3&P)&#&=0&$+&P)&#&$&<3=&;5&-<+&h#&

:" =1&5)0&7)=&:%&<3=&;5&5)'%&21&=1&5)0&b+&:&#)&<J)&(1%&'71:&;+&$&#)&<3=&

;5&3=1&35&<=>'&;<)&$1&$+%&':%&;&5)'%&;&#&H):&21&=1&5)0&#)&<J)&3<)&H)=&

3k:&#1=&;%&3='&:)&/)&:%&#1=&;5&<@.5&3<)&=>%&=1&:)&%0&O$&J15&'=+:&#)&a&

35&<-.0&3%&$1&$+&#)&-&35&=1&5)0&7)=&:%&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here is the first of the two. You might think to yourself, "Admittedly I should
make some efforts in applying the antidotes; but I think I will do so next
month, or perhaps next year." The correct thing to do though would be to
start making efforts today itself, because it is not something right to simply live
in laziness, and to relax without making any efforts towards the antidotes,
thinking to oneself, "I will never die right now, today." There is absolutely no
certainty though that you will not die today, and we can fairly say that, without
a doubt, the time that you have died and disappeared will come tomorrow. Thus
you should stop this tendency to be lazy, and begin to make your efforts today
itself.
"B&:)&B<)&m)0&H)'&$%" <=)&%0%&=10&:)&<=)&-&(1%" "-&3&#)&$&3a0&;+&#):"

":#&()'&`+=&:)&#1=&<@.5&3<)" "%0&=1&'=+:&#)&a&35&<+0&" "(1%&;&j5&5+"

It is just as the Epistle of Kanika states:

It's no good thing for a human being
Ever to say, "I'll do it tomorrow;"
The tomorrow when you are no longer here
Is a day that beyond any doubt will come.

"3='&$&#)&<[)'%&%?&H)%&-):"

"<=)&$%&[)&j5&01%&W5&(1%"

"'=+:&#)&a&35&#1=&<@.5&:"

"[)&j5&3='&H)=&3=1&35&<=>'

Who was it that granted you the power not to fear?
How could you ever gain any certain freedom
That you would, beyond doubt, not disappear?
Why is it you sit there relaxed?
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"'7)%&;&:)" <J)&H0&<[)'%&;&-%&;%&#)&O:&;%&<[)'%&#)&='+%&%+&(1&:"

'(:&W#%&c=&<J)&3&#W+0&()0&W+%&$&/)&:%&0:&<A+5&eV0&3<)&<[)'%&;&H+=&

3():&=>&3='&$&<J)&3&=0&r)'&;%&<[)'%&#)&='+%&(1%&#)&<[)'%&;&I1%&3?&

=#&;&%?&H)%&-):" X15&;&;+&%&H0&#1=&;%&'71:&;+&$&#&<3=&:&r)'&;&=0&<J)&

3&<=)&$%&[)&j5&01%&;5&W5&;5&<@.5&21&#)&W5&;%&/)&:%&'=+:&#)&a&35&#1=&

;5&<@.5&:&r)'&;<)&'71:&;+&$&#)&<3=&;5&c)<)&P)5&$1&$+<)&=30&')%&3='&H)=&

3=1&35&<=>'&;&#)&5)'%&;%&$#&3t+#&;&$&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here is the second point. You might then say, "Even if it's true that we're
going to die, it's no use to be afraid of it—there is no point to being
frightened." But you are here in the midst of the fear that comes from seeing
and hearing of the deaths of everyone else, and the fear that you might fall
into the lower realms. So who was it, what holy being, that blessed you and
granted you the power not to fear: to say that, despite all this, there is "no point
to being frightened," no need to fear death, or your own bad deeds? The fact
is that there is no being who could grant you any such power. So if you fail
to make efforts towards applying the antidotes, then how could you ever gain any
certain freedom from your negative deeds, and from death itself? You never
could be free. And then when you died you would, beyond any doubt, disappear.
So why is it that you fail to make any efforts in applying the antidotes, and
why is it that you sit there, relaxed, lost to the effects of laziness? It is wrong to
do so, and thus you should make every effort in practicing the path.

THE FORCE OF RESTRAINT

"3()&;&71%&;&$%&q5&_+'&;<)&X+3%&$&'%?#" r)'&;&$&<@+=&;%&P):&J=&

r+#&;&=0&" R5&-%&3/'%&;&=0&" # 1̀:&;5&'%+$&:%&71%&;&$%&_+'&;5&

=#&3c<&3<+" "=0&;+&$&'7)%" =+:&#1=&;<)&r)'&;&*0&3&=0&" 7):&#K:&B>:&

2g&r)'&;&$%&W5&;<)&W3%&$&<3=&;<+"

Next is our expanded explanation of the fourth of the four forces: the force of
restraining yourself from bad deeds in the future. Here there are three parts:
restraining yourself from negative actions because of your feelings of regret;
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purifying yourself of what you have already done; and pledging to restrain
from negative actions, which is done once you have requested holy beings to
listen to your resolution. There are two sections to the first of these parts:
giving up bad deeds, which are meaningless; and making efforts, day and
night, to practice the methods for freeing oneself from negative actions.

The first section has two steps of its own: why being attached to your
possessions is so inappropriate, since they are in no way reliable; and why it
is wrong to be attached to relatives and the like. Here is the first.

"R+:&J=&�+0&X1&()'&;&$%"

"3='&$&e'&;&c)&H+=&:"

"3='&:)&=1&$&#0+:&(1:&:%"

"Y&#<)&3B<&=0&<'$&35&-%"

All which you have enjoyed
Up to this point has fallen apart;
And what further do you have?
All because of your craving for these,
You've acted against your Lama's wishes.

"=0&;+&$&'7)%" $+0%&D+=&$&H)=&3k:&#)&5?0&3%&J'%&;5&#)&5)'%&;&=0&"

'71:&%+'%&$&J'%&;5&#)&5)'%&;<)&=0&;+&:)" R+:&J=&<b+5&35&$+0%&D+=&

�+0&X1&H)=&3k:&#)&5?0&35&()'&;&$%&=&=>0&3='&$&h)0&;+&=0&3c%&;<)&$+0%&

D=&e'&;&c)&H+=&:&c?0&a=&,0&#1=&;%&3='&:)&h)0&;+&#1=&;&=1&$&#0+:&;5&(1:&

c)0&J'%&:%&Y&#<)&3B<&=0&<'$&35&-%&/)0&r)'&;&-%&;%&<@+=&;<+"

All of the possessions which you have enjoyed up to this point in the cycle of
suffering have been unreliable; that is, they have fallen apart. And can we say
that, among those possessions which you still have now, there are any further
ones which have any essence? No, none at all. And yet, all because of your
craving and attachment for these objects with no essence, you have acted against
the wishes of your Lama, and committed negative deeds. You must feel regret
for this.
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"'%+:&KS&<=)&=0&=1&3():&=>"

"'71:&=0&3/1%&;&C#&*0%&:%"

"'c)'&3?&'&/1=&<A+&='+%&:"

"#f<&=0&#)&#f<&B>:&c)&5?0&"

You will give up this, that was
While you lived, and just so
With friends and relatives;
Then go on alone to who knows where.
Of what use then are any of
Your friends or enemies?

"'7)%&;&:)" 3='&')&$?%&h)0&;+&#1=&;&'%+:&;<)&KS&<=)&=0&=1&3():&=>&'71:&=0&

3/1%&;&C#%&,0&*0%&:%&50&7)=&'c)'&;?&01%&;&#1=&;<)&P+'%&'&/1=&50&

=30&#1=&;5&<A+&='+%&:&#f<&3&=0&#)&#f<&3&B>:&@)%&c)&()'&5?0&X1" O:&;&

c?0&a=&,0&#1=&;%&=1&$&J'%&;5&#)&5)'%&%+"

Here is the second point. You are going to have to give up everything: this
body that you have here, while you are alive, and just so your friends and relatives
as well. And then you will have to go on alone, to "who knows where;" that is, to
a place which you cannot now know for sure. And so what is the use of any of
your friends or enemies? They can be of no help at all, and thus it is wrong for
you to feel any attachment for them.

"#)&='1&3&$%&rV'&3R$&<-.0&"

"=1&$%&[)&j5&01%&W5&(1%"

"7):&#K:&k'&2g&3='&')%&:)"

"<=)&7)=&<3<&()'&3%#&;<)&5)'%"

Suffering comes from negative actions;
It is fitting that you spend all your time,
Day and night, devoted to only
This contemplation, and think to yourself:
"How can I gain definite freedom?"
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"'7)%&;&:)" \+'&'c+=&%+'%&#)&='1&3&$%&=�$&3&$&%+'%&;<)&rV'&3R$&

<-.0&3%&rV'&3R$&=1&$%&[)&j5&01%&;5&W5&;5&<@.5&(1%&7):&#K:&k'&2g&

3='&')%&:)&='1&#)&='1<)&$%&<i%&<=)&7)=&<3<&()'&3%#&;<)&5)'%&%+"

"$%&<i%&$&3%#&;&W'&;&:%&01%&;&#&�1=&:&J+%&'0&$&H0&9$&3&=@1%&

;<)&01%&;&#)&�1=&;%&B>:&@)&<=)&$&<3=&;5&-&X1" b&c)'&X+0&;&7)=&$&01%&;&

�1=&;&U=&a15&:%&$%&<i%&$&#)&{)&;&:)" '+&3&P):&c)&$+'&2g&%+0&35&'%$&()0&

" X+0&;&k1:&<-.0&')&=+:&=>&':%&;&$&01%&;&#&�1=&;<+"

Here next is the point about making efforts night and day. The suffering of the
hells and the like all comes from negative actions such as taking life. As such it
is fitting that you spend all your time, day and night, devoted only to this
contemplation of good and bad deeds, of the principles of actions and their
consequences, thinking to yourself, "How can I gain definite freedom from all these
sufferings?" If you are unable to find with certainty, if you are unable to
contemplate deep within your heart, the principles of actions and their
consequences, then you will never be able to grasp with any certainty, with
any of the kind of certainty which pleases the victorious Buddhas, any spiritual
teaching at all.

Therefore it is right that you make great efforts in all these things. There are
certain people who claim to have reached the point where they grasp
emptiness clearly, and who still do not consider the principles of actions and
their consequences to be of any importance. This is obviously a complete
misunderstanding, and reflects a failure to grasp clearly the fact that emptiness
is a reflection of dependent origination.

"3='&:)&#)&/1%&'2)&#?'&;%

"50&3():&b&:&#&W+<#"

"3c%&;<)&r)'&;&'0&H):&$%"

"'0&H0&5?0&3&3@)%&;&C#%"

Deeds which are wrong by nature,
And deeds which are forbidden,
Any bad deed at all that you might
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In dark ignorance, due to your failure
To grasp, ever committed at all.

"'7)%&;&$&'7)%" 3/'%&-<+&=0+%&;+&=0&" 3/'%&;<)&K?$&$+" "=0&;+&:)"

3='&:)&$%&<i%&$&�+0%&/)0&#)&/1%&;&'2)&#?'&;%&3c%&;<)&k1:&c:&H):&#):&

@)&'0&a'&%?&'0&')%&-%&,0&r)'&;<)&5)'%&%?&':%&;&50&3():&@)&b&:&#&W+&

3<#&3c%&;<)&k1:&c:&b+&:&$&=1&j5&':%&;&3c%&;<)&r)'&;&'0&H):&;&$%"

-&3&0:&;&'0&H0&5?0&3&3@)%&;&C#%&%+"

Here next is the part about purifying yourself of what you have already done.
We proceed in two steps, concerning the thing it is that you purify, and then
the way in which you purify yourself of it. You are purifying yourself first of
those deeds which are wrong by nature: those that are negative actions no matter
who commits them; that is, regardless of whether the person in question is one
with vows or not. And secondly there are the deeds which are wrong because
the Buddha has forbidden them: those which are wrong only for those who have
taken vows. What you are purifying yourself of is whichever of these you may
have committed; in short, you are purifying yourself of any bad deed at all that
you may ever have committed, out of your lack of understanding and your dark
ignorance, your failure to grasp, the principles of actions and their consequences.

"#'+:&;+<)&D:&R5&#0+:&%?#&=>"

"W$&N5&rV'&3R$&<[)'%&%1#%&,)%"

"H0&=0&H0&=>&P'&<K$&21"

"=1&='&W#%&c=&3/'%&;5&3@)"

You stand here in the Protector's direct presence,
Joining your palms at your breast,
And with a sense of fear for suffering
Prostrate, over and over again,
And thus undertake to purify
Yourself of all these.

"'7)%&;&:)" %0%&9%&\%&=0&3c%&;<)&#'+:&;+<)&D:&R5&#0+:&%?#&=>&D+=&

$#&W$&#+&N5" 3%#&;&rV'&3R$&$&<[)'%&;<)&%1#%&,)%&H0&=0&H0&=>&
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P'&<K$&21&r)'&;&=1&='&W#%&c=&3/'%&;5&3@)<+"

To purify these deeds you stand here in the direct presence of the Protectors, before
the Buddhas and their sons and daughters; you express yourself by joining your
palms at your breast. In your thoughts you develop a sense of fear for suffering.
And then you prostrate, over and over again, and undertake thus to purify yourself
of all these negative actions.

"<Z1:&;&C#%&,)%&3='&')&r)'

":+0%&;&$'%&;5&'a?0&=>&'%+$"

"<=)&:)&3a0&;+&#&$'%&;%"

"q:&J=&3='&:)&H+0&#)&3@)="

The bad deeds I have committed, my Guides,
I ask you to consider mistakes.
They are nothing good, and from this moment on,
I'll never commit any single one.

"'%?#&;&:)" 9.&#K:&=1&3%&:&<Z1:&;&C#%&,)%&3='&')%&r)'&;&-%&;&:+0%&

;&$'%&;%&:+0%&;&$'%&;5&'a?0&=>&'%+$&r)'&;&-%&;&<=)&:)&-&3&3a0&;+&

#&$'%&;%&q:&J=&3='&:)&\+'&$&33&,0&H+0&H1&#)&3@)=&=+" "(1%&;&:)&=10&

P):&J=&9.:&'c+=&c)0&r+#&;5&3@)=&;<+" "'%?0&53&='+0%&<A1$&=0&3c%&;&

C#%&:%&r)'&;&N+0&3<)&t+&#0&=>&'%?0%&,0&'71:&;+&H+0%&%?&T+'%&;&:)&

X+3%&3()&K0&3<)&3/'%&;&<=)%&3/'%&;&H):&$&=1%&�+0&01%&,)&r)'&;&H0&

<='&;5&k+'&'1&<35&3&=0&" 39=&X+0&<A1$&J1:&%+'%&$%&'%?0%&%+"

Next is the pledge to restrain ourselves. For this reason I make the following
request to the Guides: "The bad deeds I have committed are mistakes, and I ask you
to consider them mistakes. The bad things I have done are nothing good, and from
this moment on, even at the cost of my life, I will never commit any single one of
them at all, ever again." By doing so we stop the flow of our bad deeds, and
restrain ourselves from them again.
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The teachings of the Buddha, and the commentaries upon them, present a great
number of ways in which we can clean ourselves of our bad deeds. The one
antidote which is totally complete though is this purification, this practice of
using all four forces together to do the purifying. It is stated in a number of
scriptures—for example, in the Blaze of Reasoning and in the Great Commentary
to the Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Verses—that this practice can erase
even those bad deeds which are definite to lead to the experience of a karmic
result.
"50&c'&$%&<i%&,)&C#&=-1&$&#)&#b%&/)0&" c?0&a=&/1%&,0&<=+5&$1:&K?$&

3():&=>&#)&-1=&;&$&7)&#&51&51&()0&r)'&;<)&t+&=>&#&<-.0&3%&9.:&=>&X+3%&3()<)&

3/'%&;<)&$#&=>&<[?'&;5&-&()0&" `=&;5&=>&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&I1&3<)&'1'%&

N+0&3&$&=#)'%&:%&<3=&;5&-<+"

People like you and I have no great knowledge of the various laws of actions
and their consequences. Even that very little bit which we do understand we
are unable to put into practice as we should. Every single day then we commit
negative actions in a great variety of different ways. Because of this we must
follow the path of purifying ourselves of our bad deeds on a continual basis.
And we should make efforts in the practice especially with the intention of
purifying ourselves of those thoughts and actions which block us from being
able to develop the true wish for enlightenment.

"J'%&=0&d'&=+'&�+#&;%&b10%&;&H)":+0%&;%&'a)5&$&%1#%&#J+'&#)&I1&

3%" "$?%&0'&H)=&,)%&<~Q$&;&'0&3@)%&;" "=1&B>:&3%#&;&W'&;%&#'+:&

$&3/'%" "3rV&3<)&KM'%&%?&3c=&;<+"

I was crushed by the mistake
Of being filled with the arrogance
Of deluded desire and jealousy,
And it kept me from reaching
The highest wish of all.

Before the Protectors then,
From the depths of my heart,
I confess every error
That I may have made
In thought or word or deed.

This is just a brief verse to summarize the chapter.
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"-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;&$%"

"r)'&;&3/'%&;<)&$1<?&X1&'7)%&;<+""

This concludes the second chapter
Of the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
Entitled "Purifying oneself of negative deeds."

"'7)%&;&$1<?<)&#K:&:)" -0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;<)&C#&3/=&9$&

\%&<[?'&0+'%&(1%&-&3&$%&r)'&;&3/'%&;<)&$1<?&X1&$1<?&'7)%&;<)&<A1$&

;<+""

Here lastly we cover the name of the chapter. This then is the explanation of
the second chapter, the chapter on purifying oneself of negative deeds, from the
"Entry Point for the Sons and Daughters of the Victorious Buddhas," a
commentary upon the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life.

***************

"'7)%&;&='1&3&$&]1%&%?&H)&50&3&%+'%&#W?:&}1:&KL'%&'%+'&;&R+:&=>&320&

X1&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'a?0&3&=0+%&$&'7)%" $1<?<)&'(>0&3/=&;&=0&" $1<?<)&

#K:&:+" "=0&;+&$&'%?#" N+5&3&=0&" =0+%&'()&=0&" #[?'&')&-&3<+"

"=0&;+&$&�" ='1&3&$&]1%&H)&50&3&=0&" J+%&,)&<b+5&$+&3U+5&35&3UV$&3&

=0&" �&0:&$%&#)&<=<&35&'%+$&3&'=3&;&=0&" ='1&3&3R+&3&=0&" N):&

;<)&O5&P):&7#%&%?&$1:&;<)&H:&$'&R+:&=>&$?%&$+0%&D+=&='1&{&'2+0&3<)&

%1#%&;&N0&3<+" "=0&;+&$&'%?#" #0+:&#W+&9.&<i%&,)&='1&3&$&]1%&%?&H)&

50&3&=0&" W5&;&^#&@)&9.&<i%&,)&='1&3&$&H)&50&3&=0&" Y&:&#1=&;<)&-0&

J?3&,)&9.&<i%&$&H)&50&3<+"

Here is the second major section, which is actually acquiring the wish for
enlightenment, once you have already assembled the conducive conditions for
its development: rejoicing in good deeds, and so on. This section has two
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parts, which are an explanation of the text of the chapter, and then a note on
the name of the chapter. There are three steps to the first of these two parts:
what to do for the preliminaries, for the main stage, and then for the
conclusion. The preliminaries are five—rejoicing in good deeds; urging
teachers to turn the wheel of the Dharma; requesting holy beings not to pass
into "nirvana;" dedicating good deeds; and, as a step towards the practice of
the perfection of wisdom, cultivating the state of mind in which we give up
our bodies, our possessions, and the power of all the good we have done.

REJOICING

Rejoicing we will cover in three steps: rejoicing in those good deeds which act
as a cause for birth in the higher realms, and in the result they cause; rejoicing
in good deeds which act as a cause for freedom alone, and in the result they
cause; and rejoicing in good deeds which act as a cause for unsurpassed
enlightenment, and in the result which they cause.

"%1#%&c:&B>:&@)&0:&%+0&')

"rV'&3R$&0$&%+<)&='1&3&=0&"

"rV'&3R$&c:&='&3=15&':%&$"

"='<&3%&]1%&%?&H)&50&0+&"

I rejoice, with joy, in the virtuous deeds
Which relieve the torment of the lower realms
For every being; and in the fact
That these suffering beings could ever come
To live in happiness.

"=0&;+&:)" <b+5&35&':%&;<)&%1#%&c:&B>:&@)&0:&%+0&')&rV'&3R$&0$&3%+&

()0&#0+:&#W+&`=&;5&c:&W+3&;5&-1=&;<)&9.<)&='1&3&=0&" =1<)&<i%&3?&rV'&

3R$&c:&='&#0+:&#W+<)&3=1&35&':%&;&$&3%#&;&='<&3%&=1&j&3?&H+=&;&E&

51&$1'%&h#&=>&]1%&%?&H)&50&0+&"

Here is the first of the three. I rejoice in the good deeds which act as a cause to
help relieve the torment of the lower realms for every being in the cycle of suffering;
and I rejoice as well in those which act as a cause for all of them to achieve a
very special form of birth in the higher realms. I also rejoice in the result
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which these causes bring about: I rejoice in the fact that these suffering beings
could ever come to live in the happiness of the higher realms. How do I rejoice?
I think to myself, with thoughts of joy, about what a wonderful thing it is that
these good deeds exist in the world.

"-0&J?3&9.5&@.5&='1&3%'%&;"

"=1&$&]1%&%?&H)&50&0+&"

"$?%&c:&<b+5&3<)&rV'&3R$&$%"

"01%&;5&W5&$&H)&50&0+&"

I rejoice in their having collected together
Good deeds which act as enlightenment's cause.
I rejoice in living beings' certain freedom
From the sufferings of cyclic life.

"'7)%&;&:)" 7:&50&')&-0&J?3&,)&9.5&<@.5&3<)&W5&;&J&#W?:&@)&='1&3&%+'%&

3%'%&;&=1&$&H0&]1%&%?&H)&50&0+&" "=1<)&<i%&3?&$?%&c:&C#%&<b+5&3<)&

rV'&3R$&$%&01%&;5&W5&:%&�0&<=%&W+3&;&=1&$&H0&H)&50&0+&"

Here is the second. I also rejoice in the fact that beings have collected together
good deeds such as those which are consistent with reaching freedom: those
deeds which act as a cause for the enlightenment of the listeners and self-made
Buddhas. I rejoice as well in the result which these good deeds bring about: the
certain freedom from the sufferings of cyclic life which living creatures can attain
through these deeds—that is, I rejoice in the fact that they will achieve nirvana.

"I+3&;&C#%&,)&-0&J?3&=0&"

"9$&\%&%&$<0&H)&50&0+&"

"%1#%&c:&W#%&c=&3=1&#f=&;<)"

"W?'%&3I1=&='1&3&9&#KL&=0&"

"%1#%&c:&O:&;&#f=&;&$"

"='<&3%&]1%&%?&H)&50&0+&"
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So too I rejoice in the enlightenment
Of those who protect, and in the levels
Of the sons and daughters.
I rejoice with gladness in the ocean
Of the goodness of the wish for enlightenment
Which brings every living being to happiness;
I rejoice too in what they undertake
To help all living kind.

"'%?#&;&:)" <A+&3&'(:&I+3&;&C#%&,)%&T+'%&;<)&-0&J?3&=0&9$&\%&

C#%&,)&%&3c?&$<0&H)&50&0+&" "=1&='&')&9.&%1#%&c:&W#%&c=&3=1&35&#f=&

;<)&J1=&=>&-0&J?3&#J+'&2g&W?'%&3I1=&;<)&='1&3&9&#KL&j&3?&=0&N+5&3%&

%1#%&c:&$&O:&;5&#f=&;<)&D+=&;&$&H0&H)=&3=1&3&=0&#K?0%&_:&@)&=0&

3<)&==&;&3t+#%&/)0&='<&3%&]1%&%?&H)&50&0+&"

Here is the third. So too I rejoice in the total enlightenment which has been
reached by those who protect all other living beings; and in the ten levels which
the different sons and daughters of the victorious Buddhas have attained. I
rejoice as well in the causes for all these states, in the veritable ocean of the
goodness of the wish for enlightenment: the thought to attain highest
enlightenment in order to bring every living being to happiness. Beyond this I
rejoice in the actual deeds of the beings with this wish: in the activities they
undertake to help all living kind. I rejoice, with gladness, and I dwell in the faith
of admiration, which is mixed in my mind with feelings of great happiness.

ASKING THE LAMAS TO TEACH

"P+'%&C#%&B>:&@)&%0%&9%&$"

"W$&#+&N5&21&'%+$&3&:)"

"%1#%&c:&rV'&3R$&#?:&<W+#%&$"

"J+%&,)&o+:&#&*5&=>&'%+$"
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I join my palms at my breast and make
Supplication to all the Buddhas in every
Corner of the universe.
I request them to light the lamp of the Dharma
In order to illuminate every one
Of the living beings who wander confused
In suffering and darkness.

"'7)%&;&:)" %0%&9%&:%&5)0&;+5&#&$+:&;&J+%&#)&'%?0%&;5&3(>'%&;<)&

P+'%&C#%&B>:&@)&%0%&9%&$&D+=&$#&W$&#+&N5&21&'>%&;%&'%+$&3&<=13%&

;&:)" ='+%&;&%1#%&c:&rV'&3R$&()0&#&5)'&;<)&#?:&;5&<W+#%&;&C#%&$&

W5&;<)&$#&'%$&35&-1=&;<)&$?0&k+'%&,)&J+%&,)&o+:&#1&�5&=>&'%+$&c)'&;<+"

Here is the second. I think of all the Buddhas in every corner of the universe who
have only recently achieved their Buddhahood, and who have yet to teach the
Dharma. Physically I join my palms at my breast and, with great respect, make
supplication to them. What is the goal of my supplication? I request them to light
the lamp of the Dharma, of both the Dharma in the minds of people and the
Dharma in the form of words, in order to illuminate the path which frees every
living being from wandering confused in suffering and the darkness of ignorance.

ASKING THE LAMAS TO STAY

"9$&3&�&0:&<=<&3(1=&$"

"W$&#+&N5&21&'%+$&3&:)"

"<A+&<=)&_+0%&;5&#)&='+=&c)0&"

"3U$&;&A0%&#1=&3(>'%&;5&'%+$"

I join my palms at my breast and make
Supplication to those Victorious Ones
Who've determined to pass into "nirvana."
I beg them not to leave behind
All these living beings so blind,
And to remain for countless eons.
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"'%?#&;&:)" 9$&3&�&0:&$%&<=<&35&3(1=&;&$&W$&#+&N5&21&'%+$&3&:)&

<A+&3&<=)&C#%&#&5)'&;%&Y+&A+%&,)&#)'&_+0%&;5&#)&='+=&c)0&X1&#&5)'&;<)&

#?:&;&'%$&3<)&J1=&=>&3U$&;&A0%&#1=&;5&3(>'%&;5&'%+$&$+"

Here is the third point. I also join my palms at my breast and make supplication
to those Victorious Ones who have determined to pass on into "nirvana." All these
living beings are blinded—their eyes of wisdom are blinded—by ignorance, and
I beg the Victors not to leave them in this condition: I ask them to remain for
countless eons, so that they might remove from these beings the darkness of
ignorance.

DEDICATION

"3()&;&$&3()" D)5&3R+&3&=0&" :=&;<)&=+:&=>&3R+&3&=0&" 341%&U+#&%1$&3<)&

=+:&=>&3R+&3&=0&" <=+=&='>&<-.0&3<)&9.5&3R+&3<+"

There are four parts to the fourth point: dedication in general, dedication for
the sake of the sick, dedication so that hunger and thirst may be removed, and
dedication so that everything they ever wish for comes true.

"=1&j5&<=)&='&B>:&-%&21"

"='1&3&3='&')%&3%'%&;&'0&"

"=1%&:)&%1#%&c:&W#%&c=&,)"

"rV'&3R$&W#%&c=&3%$&35&/+'

Through performing all these activities,
Great goodness have I gathered.
I pray that, by this virtue,
The pain of every single living
Creature may be removed.

"=0&;+&:)" =1&j5&#J+=&;&:%&3a?0&X1&'%+$&3&<=13%&;<)&35&<=)&='&B>:&-%&

21&='1&3&3='&')%&c)&3%'%&;&=1%&:)&%1#%&c:&W#%&c=&,)&rV'&3R$&W#%&

c=&3%$&35&/+'&/)'&;<+"
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Here is the first of the four. I have gathered together a great deal of goodness
through performing all these activities: through everything from making offerings
on up to the supplication just mentioned. And I pray that, by this virtue, the
pain of every single living creature may be removed.

"<A+&3&:=&;&[)&\)=&=>"

":=&%+%&@.5&@)&35&=>&:)"

"l:&=0&l:&;&7)=&='&=0&"

"=1&H)&:=&'H+'&-1=&;5&/+'

I pray as well that I may become
The medicine, and the physician,
As well as nurses for all who are sick,
Until the day they are cured.

"'7)%&;&:)" ='1&3&=1&='&')&#W?%&<A+&3&:=&;&C#%&[)&\)=&=>&:=&3%+%&@.5&@)&

35&=>&:)&3='&7)=&l:&=0&l:&;&7)=&='&=0&:=&;&=1<)&:=&'H+'&-1=&;5&/+'&

c1%&;<+"

Here is the second. I pray as well that, through the power of these same acts
of virtue, I may myself become the medicine, and the one great physician, and the
nurses for all these sick living beings, until the day they are cured of their illness.

"a%&=0&U+#&@)&J5&O3&X1"

"341%&=0&U+#&;<)&rV'&3R$&3%$"

"#?&'1<)&3U$&;&35&#<)&KS"

"3='&:)&a%&=0&U+#&=>&@.5"

I pray that a shower of food and drink
May fall and that, when the intermediate eon
Of famine arrives, I may become
Food and drink as well.
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"'%?#&;&:)" 341%&U+#&c:&C#%&$&a%&=0&U+#&@)&J5&O3&X1&3a<&32g0&s&

KL'%&;%&341%&;&=0&U+#&;<)&':+=&;&#W<&='&3%$&:>%&;&3U$&;&35&#&

'%?#&$%&#?&'1<)&3U$&;&35&#<)&KS&3='&:)&%1#%&c:&=1&='&')&a%&=0&U+#&=>&

@.5&:%&341%&U+#&()&35&-1=&:>%&;5&@.5&c)'

Here is the third. I pray as well that there falls a shower of food and drink—that
is, a whole variety of sustenance and refreshment—all with the power to
remove every kind of harm in the form of hunger or thirst. There are three
types of intermediate eons, and one of them is the intermediate eon of famine. I
pray that, whenever this kind of eon arrives, I may become food and drink, and thus
be able to remove the hunger and thirst of every living creature who needs me.

"%1#%&c:&O+0%&/)0&=3?$&3&$"

"3='&:)&#)&a=&'215&@.5&21"

"H+&-=&#b+&='>&s&KL'%&%?"

"#=>:&=>&71&35&':%&@.5&c)'

I pray that I may become myself
A great treasure house,
One that can never be exhausted,
For all living beings who are poor, and lack.
May I become too anything they need
Or want, an entire range
Of the different necessities for life,
And so appear to their very eyes.

"3()&;&:)" %1#%&c:&H+&-1=&,)%&O+0%&/)0&=3?$&3&$&3='&:)&$+0%&D+=&;%&#)&

a=&;<)&'215&=>&@.5&21&c)&<=+=&;<)&H+&-1=&#b+&='>&s&KL'%&%?&<@.5&()0&3op3&;&

$&<3=&{+$&#1=&;5&#=>:&:&71&35&':%&;5&@.5&c)'

Here is the fourth. I pray too that I may become a great treasure house, one that
can never be exhausted, for all those living beings who are poor, and lack the things
they need. I pray that I can become anything they need and want, an entire range
of different necessities for life, and then appear before their very eyes, without any
effort at all to make it happen.
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I

Reading Six: Taking Joy

The following reading is taken from the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Byang-chub-
sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

**********

"'%?#&;&#[?'&$&'7)%" 50&='<&3&3t+#&;&=0&" '(:&='<&3&3I1=&=>&

'(>'&;<+" "=0&;+&$&'7)%" 50&')&=+:&AQ3&;&=0&" '(:&@)&=+:&AQ3&;<+"

"=0&;+&$&'%?#" %1#%&'a10%&X+=&=1&='<&3&3t+#&;&=0&" %1#%&=1&�1=&:%&

3'&H+=&3t+#&;&=0&" �1=&=B<&3<)&%1#%&�1=&;%&='<&3&3t+#&;<+"

The third part in our explanation of the actual body of the third chapter of the
Guide is the conclusion. Here there are two sections: practicing the taking of
joy yourself, and bringing joy to others. The first of these has two sections of
its own: how the wish achieves your own goals, and how it achieves the goals
of others. The first of these will come in three steps: taking joy by uplifting
your heart; practicing care once your have attained the wish; and practicing the
taking of joy, over having attained a wish that is very hard to find.

"=1&j5&Y+&=0&_:&;&H)%"

"53&=0&-0&J?3&%1#%&3a?0&:%"

"#[?'&,0&9%&;5&-&3<)&P)5"

"%1#%&:)&<=)&j5&'a10%&3X+=&=+"
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Those of intelligence should in this way
Then attain the wish for enlightenment
With great devotion, and in conclusion
Lift up their hearts, in the following manner,
To engage in an ever increasing way.

"=0&;+&:)" =1&j5&Y+&=0&_:&;&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<&H)%&%1#%&53&2g&=0&3&

='<&3&=0&==&;%&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&'7)%&3k:&;5&'a?0&:%&#)&7#%&/)0&

<O1$&3<)&W3%&<[?'&,0&9%&;5&7#%&%?&Y0%&;5&-&3<)&P)5&%1#%&:)&<=)&

j5&m+&3&3I1=&c)0&'a10%&X+=&=+"

Those of intelligence, meaning bodhisattvas, should in this way then attain the two
forms of the wish for enlightenment, and attain it so it is firm, through thoughts
that are filled with great devotion, and gladness, and faith. And they should
then, in conclusion, undertake as well a method to keep this state of mind from
being lost, and to increase it ever further. It is in order to engage in this state
of mind in an ever increasing way that your should take joy, and uplift your heart,
in the following manner. [The Entry Point seems to read 'jug here for mjug by
mistake.]

"=10&=>&3='&KS&<i%&3?&H+="

"#)&H)&\)=&;&$1'%&;5&W+3"

"=)&5)0&%0%&9%&5)'%&%?&I1%"

"%0%&9%&\%&%?&3='&=10&@.5"

With this moment my life has become fruitful;
I have truly achieved a human life
Today I have been born into the family of the Buddhas;
Now I have become a child of the Buddhas.

"[)&j5&(1&:" %1#%&3I1=&c)0&r+#&;&3a?0&3<)&=>%&=10&=>&3='&')&KS&<i%&3?&

H+=&;5&-%&/)0&#)<)&\)=&;&$1'%&;5&W+3&;&=$&<-+5&=+:&H+=&;5&-%&;<+"

"=1&5)0&%0%&9%&,)&5)'%&%?&I1%&;&-0&J?3&%1#%&=;5&@.5&;<+" "%0%&9%&
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,)&\%&%?&:#&()'&<@.5&:&h#&=>&l+:&;&=1&%0%&9%&\%&%?&0&@.5&2+&h#&=>&

='<&3&3t+#&;<+"

How is it that we uplift our hearts? With this moment—that is, at the point
where I develop the wish and take the vows—my life has become fruitful; now
I have truly achieved a human life, in the sense that I have given meaning to the
spiritual leisure and fortune with which I was born. Today I have been born into
the family of the Buddhas: I have become a bodhisattva. Practice the feeling of
gladness, thinking to yourself, "Now I have become a child of the Buddhas"—for
this is the prayer wherein one thinks to oneself, "When is it that I will become
a child of the Buddhas?"

"=&:)&3='&')%&c)&:%&,0&"

"5)'%&=0&#W?:&;<)&$%&3{#%&21"

"I+:&#1=&3^?:&;<)&5)'%&<=)&$"

"�+'&;5&#)&<@.5&=1&j5&-"

Now, no matter what, I will undertake
Only those actions which are fitting
For those who belong to the family,
And I will assure that this holy
And faultless family is never defiled.

"'7)%&;&:)" =1&^#&@)%&J+'&'#&h#&:&=&:)&3='&')%&c)&:%&,0&H3&%0%&

9%&,)&5)'%&=0&#W?:&;<)&t+&'%?#&@)%&$%&3{#%&21&W+'&#W<&35&'%?#&=>&

I+:&#1=&c)0&H+:&2:&<3<&()'&')%&39:&;%&3 ?̂:&;<)&5)'%&<=)&$&l+:&;&=0&

<[?'&;<)&3q3&-&=0&<'$&3<)&71%&jV0&')%&9.=&�+'&;5&#)&<@.5&3<)&W3%&=1&

j5&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here is the second point. You may wonder whether this act alone is enough.
It is not, for you must then make the resolution: "Now, no matter what, I will
undertake only those actions of the three doors which are fitting for those who belong
to the family of my new fathers, the Buddhas. I will keep my family one which
is holy, one which is at all times—in the beginning, and during, and at the end
of any action—forever made beautiful: faultless, and filled only with wonderful
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qualities. I will make every effort I can to assure that my mind is never defiled
by breaking my vows—the rules that have been set forth for those that are
following the wish both in the form of a prayer, and in the form of action.

"$+0&3%&P'&=5&O?0&;+&$%"

"[)&j5&5):&J1:&�1=&;&j5"

"=1&3():&[)&()'&j5&X1%&:%"

"-0&J?3&%1#%&<=)&3='&$&I1%"

Suppose a beggar were to find
Some precious jewel in a pile of garbage.
I am just the same, for by dumb luck
I have been able to develop
The wish for enlightenment.

"'%?#&;&:)" =3?$&()0&O+0%&;<)&$+0&3%&P'&=5&@)&O?0&;+&$%&[)&()'&j5&5):&

J1:&�1=&;&j5&=1&3():&=>&[)&()'&j5&X1%&:%&21&X1%&=30&')%&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&

5):&;+&J1&<=)&3='&$%&I1%&;&:)&01%&;5&%0%&9%&,)&#W?<+"

Here is the third point. Suppose a poor and penniless beggar were to find some
precious jewel in a pile of garbage. I am just the same, for by "dumb luck"—that is,
through simple good fortune—I have been able to develop this precious wish for
enlightenment. It is surely only something that has happened through the
miraculous power of the Enlightened Ones.

"'7)%&;&$&'%?#" %1#%&c:&@)&rV'&3R$&%1$&:>%&;&=0&" =1<)&9.&o)3&;&%1$&

:>%&;&=0&" O:&3=1&#W<&='&op3&:>%&;<+" "=0&;+&$&�" <A+&3<)&<J)&3='&

<[+#%&;&=0&" =3?$&3&<[+#%&;&=0&" :=&<[+#%&;&=0&" D)5&\)=&;<)&rV'&

3R$&<[+#%&;&=0&" `=&;5&0:&<A+<)&rV'&3R$&[+#%&;<+"

How the wish achieves the goals of others we will cover in three steps as well,
describing how it has the power to remove the sufferings of living beings, how
it has the power to remove the obstacles that cause these sufferings, and finally
how it has the power to accomplish all help and happiness. The first of these
three has five parts of its own: descriptions of how the wish destroys the Lord
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of Death within every living being; how it destroys poverty; how it destroys
illness; how it destroys the general suffering of the cycle of life; and, more
particularly, how it destroys the sufferings of the lower realms.

"<A+&3<)&<J)&3='&<[+#%&-1=&;<)"

"3=>=&{)&#J+'&,0&<=)&H):&:+"

The supreme nectar of deathlessness,
Which acts to destroy the Lord of Death
Within every living being, is as well this wish.

"=0&;+&:)" 50&=30&#1=&;5&<J)&3<)&<A+&3<)&<J)&3='&<[+#%&;5&-1=&;<)&

3=>=&{)&#J+'&,0&-0&J?3&,)&%1#%&3I1=&;&<=)&H):&21&�&/)&#1=&;<)&%&$&<'+=&

;<)&P)5&5+"

Here is the first of the five. There is a supreme nectar of deathlessness, one which
acts to destroy the Lord of Death within every living being—which stops this
condition of having helplessly to die. And the nectar is this wish for
enlightenment, because it leads us to the state where there is no aging, and no
death.

"<A+&3<)&=3?$&3&%1$&3&H)"

"#)&a=&'215&H0&<=)&H):&:+"

This same wish is an endless
Treasure house which removes
The poverty of every living thing.

"'7)%&;&:)" a0&a)0&=0&J+%&,)&$+0%&D+=&#)&a=&;&X15&3%&<A+&3<)&=3?$&3&

%1$&3&H)&#)&a=&;<)&'215&H0&%1#%&3I1=&;&<=)&H):&:+"

Here is the second. There is as well an endless treasure house which removes the
poverty of every living thing, for it grants never-endingly a wealth of both
material things and the Dharma. The treasure too is this same wish for
enlightenment.

"<A+&3<)&:=&53&()&-1=&;<)"

"l:&@)&#J+'&,0&<=)&H):&:+"
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This same wish is a supreme medicine
Which puts a final end
To the illness of living kind.

"'%?#&;&:)" <A+&3<)&:=&#W<&='&53&2g&()&35&-1=&;<)&l:&@)&#J+'&,0&<=)&

H):&:+"

Here is the third. There is a supreme medicine which puts a final end to every
illness of living kind, and it too is this same wish.

"\)=&$#&<`#&()0&=>3&;&H)"

"<A+&3<)&0$&%+&�+:&/)0&H):"

The wish is a great tree which refreshes
All those beings who have tired themselves
Wandering along the road of cyclic existence.

"3()&;&:)" \)=&;<)&$#&=>&<`#&()0&=>3&;&H)&<A+&3<)&rV'&3R$&@)&0$&3%+<)&

':%&'%)$&3&X15&3<)&�+:&/)0&H0&H):&:+"

Here is the fourth. There is a great tree which provides a cool spot that refreshes
and clears away the sufferings of all those beings who have tired themselves by
wandering along the road of the cycle of existence. This too is the wish.

"<A+&3&W#%&c=&0:&<A+&$%"

"o+$&35&-1=&;<)&D)&X1'%&H):"

The wish is a great span
That allows all living beings
To escape from the lower realms.

"�&;&:)" <A+&3&W#%&c=&0:&<A+&$%&o+$&35&-1=&;<)&D)&X1'%&B>:&@)&a#&;&

H0&%1#%&3I1=&;&<=)&H):&:+"

Here is the fifth. There is a great span, a bridge, that allows all living beings to
escape from the lower realms. This too is the wish.
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"<A+&3<)&7+:&#+0%&'=>0&%1$&3<)"

"%1#%&,)&8&3&/5&3&H):"

The wish is a moon that rises
In the mind, to clear away
The mental afflictions
That torment living creatures.

"'7)%&;&$&'7)%" 7+:&o)3&%1$&3&=0&" /1%&o)3&%1$&3<+" "=0&;+&:)" %1#%&

3I1=&;&<=)&<A+&3<)&7+:&#+0%&,)&K&'=>0&%1$&3<)&%1#%&,)&8&3&/5&3&H):&21"

7+:&o)3&#W<&='&<[+#%&:>%&;<)&P)5&5+"

The power of removing obstacles we will cover in two parts: how the wish
removes the obstacles that are mental afflictions, and then how it removes the
obstacles to total knowledge. Here is the first. The wish for enlightenment is
a moon that rises in the mind, to clear away with its cool light all the heat of the
mental afflictions, which torment living creatures. This is because it has the power
to destroy each and every one of the obstacles which are mental afflictions.

"<A+&3<)&#)&/1%&53&5)3&='

"=-)%&<-):&7)&#&J1:&;+&H):"

The wish is a great sun
That rises to obliterate,
To rip out, the cataracts,
The lack of knowledge,
In every living being.

"'7)%&;&:)" <A+&3<)&7+:&#+0%&;&c:&#&H):&;<)&#)&/1%&;&/1%&o)3&,)&53&5)3&

='&=-)%&21&{&3&:%&<-):&;<)&7)&#&J1:&;+&/5&3&H0&H):&21" KL'%&9&J1:&;+%&

39:&;<)&X+0&7)=&k+'%&;<)&/1%&53&,)%&/1%&o)3&,)&%&3+:&a=&;5&-1=&;<)&P)5&

5+"

Here is the second part. The wish is also a great sun that rises to obliterate—that
is, to rip out from its roots—the cataracts of the obstacles to total knowledge in
every living being: the lack of knowledge which is not directly related to the mental
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afflictions. This is because the state of wisdom which perceives emptiness, and
which is further enhanced by great accumulations of good deeds, functions to
terminate completely the very seeds of the obstacles to total knowledge.

"=#&J+%&<+&#&3\Q3%&;&$%"

"#5&@)&7)0&b?&-.0&3&H):"

The wish is the very essence
Of butter, distilled from churning
The milk of the holy Dharma.

"'%?#&;&$&'7)%" O:&;&#W<&='&3op3&;&=0&" 3=1&3&#W<&='&3op3&;<+"

"=0&;+&:)" %1#%&3I1=&;&<=)&:)&'%?0&53&=#&;<)&J+%&<+&#<)&9&#KL&J1:&;+&W+%&

3%#&@)&/1%&53&,)&3\Q3&/)0&')%&$1'%&;5&3\Q3%&;&$%&h)0&;+&P.0&3&H):&

;%" O:&;&#W<&='&3I1=&;<)&5+&:>%&=0&_:&;<)&#5&@)&7)0&b?&O?0&3&H):&;%&

B>:&@)%&<=)&$&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here thirdly is how the wish achieves the goals of others, in two stages of how
it brings about every kind of benefit, and how it brings about every kind of
happiness. This wish for enlightenment is the very essence, something that has
been distilled from the great ocean of the milk of the holy Dharma, the highest of
all spoken words. It has been distilled through the process of churning this
milk with the great paddle of wisdom which has come from listening and
contemplation. It is like a great heap of the very essence of butter, a butter that
has a special nutritional value, in that it can help everything of any kind of
benefit at all to grow. As such, everyone should make efforts to reach this
state of mind.

"<A+&3<)&#A+:&;+&\)=&;<)&$#&9.&()0&"

"3=1&3<)&$+0%&D+=&D=&;5&<=+=&;&$"

"<=)&:)&3=1&3<)&#J+'&2g&715&':%&21"

"%1#%&c:&#A+:&J1:&KM#&;5&-1=&;&H):"
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Sentient beings are travelers
Wandering here and there
Along the roads of the three realms,
Hoping to win pleasant experiences.
This wish remains the highest method
Of all for happiness: it brings
Satisfaction to all these travelers,
Every living being.

"'7)%&;&:)" <b+5&35&<`#%&;<)&<A+&3<)&#A+:&;+&\)=&;&'%?#&;+<)&$#&=>&9.&

()0&e&#)<)&3=1&3<)&$+0%&D+=&$&D=&;5&<=+=&;&$&%1#%&3I1=&;&<=)&:)&3=1&3&

op3&;<)&W3%&#J+'&2g&71&35&':%&21&%1#%&c:&@)&#A+:&J1:&KM#&;5&-1=&;&H):&

21" %1#%&c:&W#%&c=&,)&#0+:&#W+&=0&01%&$1'%&3op3&;5&-1=&;%&%+"

Here is the second point. Sentient beings are like travelers who are wandering
in the cycle of suffering: they wander here and there along the roads of the three
realms, and hope to win all the pleasant experiences of a birth among humans, or
the pleasure beings. It is this wish for enlightenment which remains the highest
method of all for achieving happiness: it brings satisfaction to all these travelers, every
living being. This is because it allows all living kind to reach the higher realms,
and definite goodness.

"3='&')%&=)&5)0&I+3&;&W#%&c=&,)"

"D:&R5&<A+&3&3=1&'/1'%&7)=&=0&:)"

"35&=>&3=1&$&#A+:&=>&3+%&a):&@)%"

"e&=0&e&#):&$&%+'%&='<&35&@)%"

I stand today in the presence
Of all the Protectors.
I invite every living creature
As my guest, to partake
In the very state of Those
Who have Gone to Bliss, and in
Happiness until they reach it.
I call on every pleasure being,
On near pleasure beings, and
All such creatures, to take joy
In this as well.
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"'7)%&;&:)" 3='&')%&=1&5)0&9$&3&\%&=0&3c%&;<)&I+3&;&W#%&c=&,)&D:&

R5&<A+&3&%1#%&c:&W#%&c=&#W5&W?'&O:&3=1&W#%&c=&T+'%&;<)&3=1&35&

'/1'%&;&7)=&=0&:)&=1&#&W+3&,)&35&=><0&e&#)<)&3=1&3&$&KM#&;5&$+0%&D=&;%&

J+'&;<)&#A+:&=>&3+%&a):&@)%&=10&P):&J=&e&=0&e&#):&=0&j+&<P1&$&%+'%&;&

C#%&,0&='<&35&@)%&/)'&c1%&'(:&$&='<&3&3I1=&=>&'(>'&;<+"

With this we have reached how to bring joy to others. I stand today in the
presence of all the Protectors: the victorious Buddhas, and their sons and
daughters. And in your presence I invite every living creature, every being, to
come here as my guest, for I will serve them to their heart's content the very state
of Those Who have Gone to Bliss: the ultimate culmination of every kind of help
and happiness. And until they reach this state I offer them as well to partake, to
their own satisfaction, all the happiness that can be found among humans and
pleasure beings. And once I have made this invitation, I ask others to take joy
as well: I call on every pleasure being, and near pleasure being, and serpent-like
naga, and all such creatures to feel gladness.

"%1#%&'7)%&3I1=&;<)&R+:&=>&3X:&3c+%&<=)&:%&3/=&;&j5" <'$&}1:&o)3&

;&N+0&3&=0&" #W?:&}1:&KL'%&'%+'&;&R+:&=>&320&:%&%1#%&3I1=&;&:)" =$&

<-+5&@)&k1:&$&h)0&;+&$1:&;<)&#J+'&2g&/1%&;5&-%&:%&<3=&;5&-<+"

As Master Shantideva's text explains, there are certain preliminaries that must
be fulfilled before one can develop the wish for enlightenment. We must
purify ourselves of the obstacles which are factors that work against being able
to develop the wish, and we must gather together all the factors that are
conducive to reaching it. You should understand that this process, of
undertaking all the preliminaries and then reaching the wish itself, is the very
highest way of all to get the essence out of having achieved this human body
and mind, with all their spiritual leisure and fortune. As such we must make
great efforts in the practice of these preliminaries.

"=$&<-+5&#)&$?%&W+3&;<)&/1%&_:&='&"9$&3<)&'%?0&53&B>:&@)&h)0&;+<)&=+:"

"9$&\%&-1&3%&3A+=&;<)&$#&'c)'&3?" "-0&J?3&%1#%&'7)%&3I1=&$&<3=&

;5&-" "3rV&3<)&KM'%&%?&3c=&;<+"
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All those ones of intelligence
Who have reached a body
With spiritual leisure and fortune
Should make every effort in finding
The two forms of the wish,
For this is the essential point
Of all the highest of words—
The teachings of the Victors,
And the one and only road
Travelled by many millions
Of their sons and daughters too.

This is just a brief verse, to summarize the chapter.

"-0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;&$%" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&H+0%&%?&'a?0&3&

(1%&-&3&X1&$1<?&'%?#&;<+""

This concludes the third chapter of the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of
Life, entitled "Attaining the Wish for Enlightenment."

"'7)%&;&$1<?<)&#K:&:)" -0&J?3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;<)&C#&3/=&9$&

\%&<[?'&0+'%&(1%&-&3&$%" -0&J?3&,)&%1#%&H+0%&%?&'a?0&3<)&$1<?&X1&

$1<?&'%?#&;<)&<A1$&;<+""

Here finally we cover the name of the chapter. This then is the explanation of
the third chapter, the chapter on attaining the wish for enlightenment, from the
"Entry Point for the Sons and Daughters of the Victorious Buddhas," a
commentary upon the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life.
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I

Reading Seven: How to Fight the Mental Afflictions, Part One

The following reading is taken from the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Byang-chub-
sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

**********

"'%?#&;&7+:&#+0%&*+0&3&$&3'&-&3&$&'%?#" 7+:&#+0%&;<)&71%&=#)'%&

3%#&;&=0&" 7+:&#+0%&*+0&3<)&=B<&D=&$&I+&35&#)&5)'%&;&=0&" <3=&;%&

*0%&:&*+0&��%&;&7)=&��&m+&3&3t+#&;<+"

The third part, which is taking care to eliminate the mental afflictions, has
three divisions: considering the problems of mental afflictions; the reasons why
it is wrong to feel discouraged over any hardships one may have to put up
with during the process of eliminating the mental afflictions; and practicing the
emotion of joy over the fact that, should one make serious efforts to eliminate
them, the mental afflictions really are something that can be eliminated
completely.
"=0&;+&$&'%?#" 7+:&#+0%&,)%&50&$&':+=&;&-1=&;<)&K�$&3%#&;&=0&" 7+:&

#+0%&$&3a+=&;&3t+#&#)&5)'%&;&=0&" =1&'(+#&;<)&J1=&��&Y+<)&X+3%&3I1=&;<+"

"=0&;+&$&3()" 50&=30&#1=&;5&-1=&;&=0&" r�'&3R$&=;'&#1=&$&N+5&3&

=0&" ':+=&;&-1=&;<)&��%&#W<&H%&;&=0&" 7+:&#+0%&,)&A+'%&-5&#)&5?0&3<)&

9.&#K:&:+"
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The first of these divisions has three parts of its own: considering how the
mental afflictions hurt us; reasons why it is wrong to tolerate the mental
afflictions; and developing courage for the task of destroying the afflictions.
There are four separate steps to the process of considering how the mental
afflictions hurt us: thinking about how they leave us powerless; how they send
us to unthinkable suffering; how the time that they hurt us is infinite; and the
reasons why it is wrong to make friends with the mental afflictions.

"(1&r0&\1=&%+'%&=A&C#%&:)"

"�0&$'&$&%+'%&H+=&#):&$"

"=;<&#f0%&#):&H0&[)&()'&j5"

"=1&='&')%&3='&i:&3():&-%"

The great enemies of anger, desire and the rest
Are not creatures with hands, legs, or the like.
Neither are they great warriors, or wily masters.
So how did it happen, that they
Have made me like their slave?

"=0&;+&:)" {&3&=0&71&3<)&7+:&#+0%&,)%&3r�%&;<)&(1&r0&=0&\1=&;&%+'%&3='&

')&=A&C#%&:)&�0&$'&=0&$'&� &#KL:&W+'%&;&$&%+'%&;&H+=&;&#):&$"

3{+:&;&J1&3<)&=;<&3&=0&W3%&#b%&;<)&#f0%&;&#):&H0&c)&()'&j5&7+:&

#+0%&=1&='&')%&3='&i:&3():&��&50&=30&#1=&;5&-%&;<+"

Our great enemies—"anger and desire and the rest," which incorporates all the
primary and secondary mental afflictions—are not some kind of creatures with
hands or legs, that could carry weapons in their hands, or the like. Neither are
they great warriors, full of energy, or wily masters who can find clever ways to
get what they want. So how did it happen, that these mental afflictions have made
me powerless, like I were their slave?

"3='&')&%1#%&$&':%&3():&��"

"='<&#¡�5&3='&$&':+=&-1=&;"

"=1&$<0&#)&~+&3a+=&;&:)"
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"':%&#):&3a+=&;&l=&;<)&':%"

They live in my mind,
And hurt me at their absolute will,
It's completely wrong that I should tolerate,
And not feel anger for them:
My patience with them is a disgrace.

"'7)%&;&:)" 3='&')&%1#%&$&':%&3():&��&='<&#¡�5&3='&$&=�$&3<)&

r�'&3R$&$&%+'%&;<)&':+=&;&-1=&;&=1&$<0&#)&~+&35&3a+=&;&:)&':%&#):&;&

$&3a+=&;&-1=&;&/):&� &l=&;<)&':%&H):&;%&7+:&#+0%&$&=A5&3j%&:%&=1&

<'+'&;&$&3{+:&;5&-<+" "=1&H0&7+:&#+0%&,)&#K:&7)=&=0&" =-1&3&=0&" 9.&

=0&-1=&$%&%+'%&#0+:&;<)&3X:&3c+%&$%&<-¢0&3&j5&/1%&;5&-&()0&'^L&

3+5&71%&=#)'%&3t+#&;&$&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here is the second point. The mental afflictions live in my mind, and at their
absolute will they hurt me, and drag me to the sufferings of the lower realms,
and other kinds of pain. It's completely wrong that I should tolerate them, and not
feel anger for them: my patience with them is a disgrace. Therefore I should see the
mental afflictions as my foe, and make great efforts to stop them. We should
exert ourselves in studying the definitions, divisions, causes, functions, and
other details of the mental afflictions, as presented in the treatises on higher
knowledge. Most importantly we must think over and over again about the
problems which the afflictions bring to us.

"'$&21&e&=0&e&#):&C#%"

"W#%&c=&3='&$&=A5&$0%&,0&"

"=1&='&')%&,0&#:5&#1=&;<)"

"#1&:0&~)=&c)0&<[?'&#)&��%"

"7+:&#+0%&X+3%&c:&=A&<=)%&:)"

"'0&=0&d=&:&5)&53&,0&"
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"W$&3&H0&:)&#)&$?%&;"

"=15&3='&U=&c)'&'c)'&$&<=+5"

Suppose the mighty pleasure beings, and
Near pleasure beings, all rose to be my enemy;
Still they would never be able to lead me to
The fires of No Respite, and throw me in.
But my great enemies, the powerful mental afflictions,
Can in a single instant throw me into fires so powerful
That if the great Mount Meru were to brush against them
Not even dust would remain.

"'$&21&e&=0&e&#):&C#%&W#%&c=&P+'%&'c)'&� &3='&$&=A5&$0%&,0&7+:&

#+0%&;<)&=30&��&#&@£5&:&=1&='&')%&,0&#:5&#1=&;<)&#1&:0&~)=&c)0&<[?'&#)&

��%&$&50&9.=&,)&7+:&#+0%&X+3%&c:&=A&<=)&H)%&#:5&#1=&,)&#1&'0&=0&d=&:&

5)&53&,0&W$&3&H0&:)&#)&$?%&;5&-1=&;&=15&3='&U=&c)'&'c)'&$&<=+5&35&

-1=&;%&7+:&#+0%&;<)&=A&'(+#&;&$&3{+:&;5&-<+"

Suppose the mighty pleasure beings, and near pleasure beings, all rose together as
one to be my enemy. Still they would never be able to lead me to the fires of the hell
called "No Respite," and throw me into the fires, so long as I could prevent
myself from falling under the power of the mental afflictions. Just one of my
great enemies though, one instance of a powerful mental affliction within my own
mind, can in a single instant throw me into the fires of this same hell, into fires
which are so powerful that—if the great Mount Meru were to brush against them
slightly—it would be totally destroyed, and not even dust would remain. Thus
I should make great efforts to smash this enemy, the enemy of everything
related to the mental afflictions.

"3='&')&7+:&#+0%&=A&3+&'0&"

"��%&5)0&W+'&#W<&#1=&;&j5"

"=A&'(:&¤�:&,0&=1&j&3?5"

"H?:&5)0&W?3&;&#&H):&:+"
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This great enemy of mine, the mental afflictions,
Can live for a very long time:
For time without beginning or end.
But there is not a one of my other enemies,
None of the worldly ones, who can live so long.

"'%?#&;&:)" 71%&=#)'%&'(:&H0&3%#&;&3='&')&7+:&#+0%&=A&3+&'0&��%&

5)0&;+&W+'&#W<&#1=&;5&':%&;&j5&<[)'&k1:&;<)&=A&'(:&¤�:&,0&7+:&#+0%&

=1&j&3?5" KS&H?:&5)0&;+&W?3&;&#&H):&:+" "7+:&#+0%&;<)&'71:&;+&W?:&51&^#&

3t+#%&;%&c)5&H0&#)&<@£5&3%&7+:&#+0%&'(+#&;&$&3{+:&;&J�&3+<)&9.:&j5&

3{+:&;&$&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here is the third point. Consider now another problem with the mental
afflictions. This great enemy of mine, the mental afflictions, can live for a very long
time: for time without beginning or end. But there is not a one of my other enemies,
none of the worldly ones, who can live so long. If I apply the various antidotes for
everything related to the mental afflictions only occasionally, nothing will
change at all. Thus I must not only make great efforts to destroy the mental
afflictions, but I must do so continuously, in a steady stream like a great river
of water.

"#W?:&;5&5)#&A+&3X1:&-%&:"

"W#%&c=&O:&=0&3=1&-1=&$"

"7+:&#+0%&C#%&:)&3X1:&-%&:"

"P)5&()0&r�'&3R$&':+=&;&-1="

All look to help you and make you happy,
If you make an effort to relate to them
And serve them in a friendly way;
But if you try to relate to the mental afflictions,
They turn on you—hurt you, and bring you pain.

"3()&;&:)" <[)'&k1:&;<)&=A&'(:&$&b&a%&%+'%&=1&=0&#W?:&;5&5)#&A+&-%&

21&3X1:&;5&-%&:&=1&W#%&c=&50&$&O:&;&=0&3=1&3<)&A+'%&-1=&:" 7+:&#+0%&
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;<)&=A&C#%&:)&3X1:&c)0&=1&=0&#W?:&;5&-%&:&X+3%&<O1$&:%&P)5&()0&r�'&

3R$&@)%&':+=&;&-1=&;%&=1&'(+#&;&$&3{+:&;&7)=&50&7)=&3=1&3<)&W3%&H):&

:+"

The other kinds of enemies—that is, the worldly ones—all befriend you, and
look to help you and make you happy, if you make an effort to relate to them and serve
them in a friendly way, with food and the like. The mental-affliction enemies
though are different: if you try to relate to them, or get friendly with them, then
they become stronger and stronger; and then they turn on you, and hurt you,
bring you pain. The best way to help yourself then is to concentrate on this one
task: destroying them completely.
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They've been thus my constant enemy for a very long time;
And are the one single cause that feeds and nourishes
The entire mass of harmful things.
How could I ever be free of all the terrors
Of cyclic life, and feel gladness so long as
They are rooted and fixed in my very heart?
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There are two parts to the explanation of why it is wrong to tolerate the mental
afflictions: considering how they hurt the mind, and considering how they hurt
the body. Here is the first. They—the mental afflictions—have been thus my
constant enemy for a very long time, for time with no beginning: they are the one
single and matchless cause that feeds and nourishes the entire mass of harmful
things, of suffering and all the rest. How could it ever happen then, so long as
these afflictions are rooted and fixed in my very heart, that I could ever reach any
point where I was free of all the terrors of cyclic life, and feel any kind of gladness?
Happiness would be an impossibility. I must therefore make true efforts in
destroying my mental afflictions.
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They are guards for the prison of cyclic life,
For the hells and all the like;
They are butchers that kill you.
How could it ever be possible
That I could have happiness,
So long as they are living
In the net of desire that stays in my mind?
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Here is how the afflictions hurt the body. The mental afflictions prevent you
from getting beyond the cycle of life, and so they are guards for the prison of
cyclic life—they throw you into the dungeon of the hells and all the like. They are
also butchers that kill you, whether you are living in the lower realms, or the
higher realms. How could it ever be possible then that I could ever have a
moment's happiness, so long as these mental afflictions are living in the net of
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desire that stays in my mind—that is, so long as they exist among the
misimpressions within my thoughts? The answer is that I never could have
a moment's happiness, in my body or my mind.
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Even in temporary situations
Where someone does me some minor harm,
I feel anger, pride comes, and until I ruin them
I do not even stop to sleep.
Therefore I must exert myself,
Without letting up in my effort for even a moment,
Until such time as I have directly,
And finally, destroyed this enemy.
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Each and every thing which ever happens that I don't want is caused by
something related to the mental afflictions. Therefore the right thing for me to
do is to exert myself, without letting up in my effort even for a moment, until such
time as I have directly, and finally, destroyed this terrible enemy. Even in the
everyday world, in temporary situations such as where someone does me some
minor harm, does no more than say a few hard words to me, I immediately feel
anger, and then some kind of pride comes where I begin to dwell on hard
feelings for the person, and then do whatever I can to ruin this enemy, and
don't even stop to sleep until I do so. If I act this way with worldly enemies then
it is completely appropriate then that I make great efforts to smash the other
enemy, the mental afflictions.
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Here next is the second general division, on the reasons why we should never
be discouraged by the hardships necessary to destroy the afflictions. This
division has three parts of its own: putting on armor that allows us to destroy
the mental afflictions, and refusing to be discouraged by any hardships that
this effort brings us; considering the benefits of making every effort to destroy
the afflictions; and a description of why it is therefore completely proper to
exert ourselves in actually undertaking to destroy the mental afflictions.
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There are poor deluded ones who are willing to suffer
For those who are going to die by their very nature;
They advance to war with fanatical hopes of destroying:
Completely ignoring the pain of being hit,
Never to turn back, never to withdraw from the field,
Until they have achieved their aim.

With the true enemy, an enemy who is an enemy by nature,
Who is the cause of all of our sufferings, all the time,
There is no need to say that I must be the same.
Whatever comes, I must never become discouraged,
I must never lessen in my resolve,
Even if it brings me hundreds of sufferings.
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Here is the first. There are those "poor deluded ones," meaning people who are
worthy of our pity, who are willing to suffer to kill those who are going to die by
their very nature; that is, who will die by themselves anyway, without anyone
having to kill them. These people "advance to war," meaning they go to fight
in a war, with fanatical hopes of destroying their enemy. They are so intent on
this goal that they completely ignore whatever suffering is inflicted upon
themselves, the pain of being hit by some weapon like an arrow or spear. They
have decided never to turn back, never to withdraw from the field, until they have
achieved their aim of destroying their opponent. We on the other hand are faced
with enemies that are the cause of all of our sufferings, all the time. They are the
true enemy, a pure enemy: an enemy who is an enemy by nature, and who has
always been so, from the moment we were born. There is no need to say that I
must be the same as those other fighters: I must never become discouraged, never
lessen in my resolve, never lose my warrior's heart, no matter what hardships I
may have to face in the task of destroying this enemy. I must bear with
whatever comes, even if it brings me hundreds of sufferings such as cold, hunger,
thirst, or anything of the like. And it is right that I must never let up my
efforts until I have been able to subdue the enemy of the mental afflictions.
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The second part has three sections of its own: how it is right to bear with
hardships for the reason that they are a cause for the culmination of my own
goals; how it is right to bear with them for the reason that they are a cause for
the culmination of the goals of others; and the reasons why I must bring to a
final end the pledge I have made before.
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Like some ornament for their body
A person treasures even the mark of a wound
Meaninglessly put there by an enemy.
So why should we consider a problem
The pain we feel in our quest
To attain a very great purpose?
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Here is the first. Consider how, in the everyday world, a person treasures, like
some ornament for their body, even the mark of a wound that was put there by an
enemy for some meaningless reason, over some insignificant thing, and then
shows it off to other people, saying "This is how I got this one..." We, on the
other hand, have undergone some kind of hardship, some kind of pain, for a
very great purpose: that is, in our quest to attain total enlightenment. Why should
we consider these pains then a problem? We should rather embrace them, for
they can only help us.
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Even fishermen, butchers, farmers, and the like
Endure willingly all kinds of harms
Such as cold or heat, thinking of nothing
More important than their livelihood.
Why then shouldn't someone like myself
For the sake of the living being's happiness?
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Here is the second point. Consider now fishermen, who make their living by
killing fish; butchers, the slaughter-house workers who are by tradition
considered an inferior caste; farmers, those who make their living through
tending the earth; and the like. Even they endure willingly all kinds of harms, such
as cold or heat, thinking of nothing more important than their livelihood. Why then
should someone like myself not be able to endure hardships for the sake of bringing
about every sort of happiness for all living beings? I should endure them.
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You have pledged yourself to free all living beings
In the ten different directions from their mental afflictions.
At the same time you have failed to free you yourself
From your own mental afflictions,
Are you not some kind of madman then,
To say so while you've failed to judge your own level?
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Here is the third point. Someone might make the following statement: "I admit
that I am a person who has agreed to undertake the destruction of the mental
afflictions within the minds of other persons. It would be wrong though for
me to work to destroy the mental afflictions in my own mind, because if I
succeeded in doing so I would have fallen into what is called the 'extreme of
personal peace.'" You have though pledged yourself, and developed the wish, to
free all living beings, beings as vast in extent as the ten different directions of space
itself, from their mental afflictions. If at the same time you have failed to free you
yourself from all your own mental afflictions, then you have failed even in the
endeavor of accomplishing all your own needs, much less those of others. Are
you not some kind of madman then, to say that you are going to free every other
living being from their mental afflictions, while at the very same moment you
have failed completely to judge your own level—the fact that you yourself are still
at the mercy of your own mental afflictions? No one chained in the cycle of
suffering of life themselves could ever accomplish all the goals of other living
beings, and so you should rather make efforts to destroy the mental afflictions
within your own mind.
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The third section, on why it is right to make great efforts to destroy the mental
afflictions, has two parts: making efforts in applying the antidotes to the
mental afflictions, and making efforts never to become controlled by the mental
afflictions.
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I should therefore never turn back
Even for a single moment from the task
Of destroying the mental afflictions.
I should get attached to them,
And learn to hate and make war.
These kinds of mental afflictions
Act to destroy the mental afflictions
And so are not counted among them.
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Here is the first of the two. The mental afflictions are, therefore, things which
deserve to be eliminated. As such, I should never turn back, either in my
thoughts or my actions, from the task of destroying them, even for a single moment.
I should get attached to these antidotes for the mental afflictions; that is, I should
make use of the antidotes. And I should learn to hate the mental afflictions, and
make war on them, and smash them.
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Someone may ask the following question: "You seem to be describing some
kind of bias in the attitude we should have towards the antidotes that
eliminate our mental afflictions, and you have spoken about hating the thing
that the antidote is supposed to eliminate. Aren't these types of thoughts
themselves just another kind of mental affliction—that is, the very thing which
we are trying to eliminate?" These kinds of attitudes—of being attached to the
antidotes for mental affliction, and of hating the mental afflictions we are
trying to eliminate—are themselves only apparent mental afflictions. Because
they are included into the antidote side—that is, because they are part of what
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acts to destroy the mental afflictions—they are not counted among the objects which
we seek to eliminate from our minds. There are commentaries which do state
that these are themselves something to be destroyed later, but what they mean
by saying this is that, once one has finished off all the objects to be eliminated,
one need no longer make war.
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You can tie me to a stake and burn me, kill me,
Or you can cut off my head—that would be fine.
But I will never in any shape or form submit
To my great enemy, the mental afflictions.
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Here is the second. Someone may ask another question: "Wouldn't it be easier
just to cooperate with the mental afflictions, rather than possibly having to
undergo infinite thousands of sufferings during the task of eliminating them?"
You can tie me to a stake and burn me, kill me. Or you can cut off my head—that
would be fine. The only thing that would happen is that I would lose the body
which I possess in this life. But I will never in any shape or form submit to—that
is, I will never allow myself to come under the control of—my great enemy, the
mental afflictions: those things which create the great sufferings of the hells and
such, those things which block me from reaching the goals I hope for.

"'%?#&;&$&'%?#" 50&9.=&,)&7+:&#+0%&{&3&:%&P¢0&:&=1&':%&;<)&k1:&#1=&;&

=0" 9.&P):&c)&$+'&$%&-¢0&3%&3{+:&;&3X1:&:&*+0&��%&;&=0" {&3&:%&P¢0&:&
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=1&':%&;<)&k1:&'0&:&H0&#1=&c)0&*+0&5)'%&;<+"

The third section from before describes how we should take joy in the fact that,
if we make efforts, the mental afflictions can be removed. Here there are three
parts: describing how, if we are able to eradicate the mental afflictions
completely from our minds, they have nowhere else to go; how, because the
mental afflictions spring from a cause which is a misperception, they really can
be eliminated if we make great efforts; and how, if they are eradicated
completely, there could be nowhere else for them to go at all—and should thus
be eliminated.

"W&#$&=A&3+&H?$&:%&P¢0&H0&:)"

"H?$&'(:&='&� &':%&H+0%&3a?0&:%"

"��%&;&3k%&:%&=1&:%&P)5&_+'&')

"7+:&#+0%&=A&K�$&=1&=0&<Z&#&H):"

If you push a normal enemy out of your country,
They can still go on to other lands,
Make their home there, and get reinforcements;
And then they can return.
The way in which the mental afflictions behave
As enemies though is not the same.

"=0&;+&:)" '$&21&7+:&#+0%&$:&c)'&':%&:%&P¢0&H0&<[)'&k1:&;<)&=A&j5&

��%&;&�1=&;&=0" q5&H0&':+=&;&-1=&;%&=1&=0&#W?:&;5&-&5)'%&%+&(1&:" #)&

#K�0%&21&W&#$&;&<[)'&k1:&;<)&=A&3+&$:&c)'&H?$&:%&P¢0&H0&:)&H?$&='&� &

':%&/)0&=15&H?$&H+0%&%?&3a?0&:%&��%&;&3k%&/)0&X+3%&�1=&:%&=1&:%&

':+=&$:&<[$&3<)&J1=&��&P)5&_+'&')&7+:&#+0%&;<)&=A&K�$&=1&=0&<Z&3&#&H):&

21" {&3&:%&P¢0&:&'(:&��&':%&;&H0&#1=&��%&;&�1=&:%&P)5&_+'&;<0&#)&\)=&

;<)&P)5&5+"
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Here is the first of the three. "Still," one may begin, "it would be better to
simply coexist with the mental afflictions, because if they are like normal
enemies in the everyday world, they can—if you remove them from the mind
one time—go back and regroup, then return to hurt you again." But they are
not the same as normal enemies. If you push a normal enemy, a worldly enemy,
out of your country one time, they can still go on to other lands, stay there, make
their home there, and then regroup—get reinforcements. Then they can return to
seek revenge upon you. The way in which the mental afflictions behave as enemies
though is not the same. Once you eradicate them completely from your mind,
there is nowhere else for them to go, and it is completely impossible for them
to regroup and return.

"7+:&#+0%&7+:&#+0%&/1%&53&#)'&')%&*0"

"3='&H)=&$%&3%$&'0&��&<A+&35&<@£5"

"'0&��&':%&:%&3='&':+=&-&P)5&<+0&"

"Y+&(:&3='&$&3{+:&;&#1=&;5&a="

The mental afflictions are such that
Once I have eliminated them,
Cleared them from my mind
By using the eye of wisdom,
They have nowhere else to go—
No place they can make their home,
No way to return and harm me.
It all comes down to the fact
That my mind is so very weak:
I do not have the energy.

"'7)%&;&:)" 7+:&#+0%&$:&c)'&{&3&:%&P¢0&:&':%&;<)&k1:&#1=&;<)&P)5" 7+:&

#+0%&;&{&3&P):&c)&$+'&$%&-¢0&3%&X+0&7)=&k+'%&;<)&/1%&53&,)&#)'&')%&%&

3+:&*0&3&$&<3=&=1&*0%&:%&3='&')&H)=&$%&3%$&:%&'0&��&<A+&35&

<@£5&k1:&'0&��&':%&:%&��%&;&�1=&;&=0&3='&$&':+=&;&-&3<)&P)5&<+0&X1"

#)&\)=&;<)&P)5&5+" "=1&j5&H):&H0&Y+&(:&;&3='&$&$:&c)'&{&3&:%&<=+:&;<)&

3{+:&;&#1=&;5&a=&;%&':+=&;&-1=&;&H):&:+"
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Here is the second point. The mental afflictions are such that, once I have
managed to eradicate them from my mind a single time, they have nowhere
to stay. I should therefore make efforts in using the eye of wisdom—the
perception of emptiness—to eliminate the seed of the mental afflictions: for
everything related to mental affliction springs from a root which is a
misperception. Once I have eliminated these seeds, once I have cleared the
mental afflictions away from my mind in this way, they have nowhere else at all
to go, no place they can make their home, no place to regroup, no way to return to
do me harm—it would be a complete impossibility.

Even though this is the case, the mental afflictions do continue to hurt me, and
it all comes down to the fact that my mind is so very weak: I do not even have the
energy to throw the mental afflictions out even the single time that would be
needed.

"7+:&#+0%&C#%&:)&H?$&:&#)&':%&=30&KL'%&$&#):&35&:<0&#):"

"=1&$%&'(:&:<0&#):&:&<=)&='&'5&':%&<A+&3&¤�:&':+=&-1="

"<=)&:)&|z&<Z&=1&P)5&h)0&$&<[)'%&*+0%&/1%&P)5&3{+:&;&3X1:"

"=+:&#1=&7)=&��&3='&$&=�$&%+'%&C#%&%?&c)&X1&':+=&;&-1="

It's not true that the mental afflictions
Exist among objects, neither do they exist
Among the group of the powers,
Nor somewhere throughout, nor somewhere other.
There is nowhere at all that they can stay
To do harm to every living being.

They are like an illusion, and so
I should eliminate this fear from my heart,
And rely on the practice of making great efforts,
Working to develop wisdom.
Why should I subject myself pointlessly
To the pains of the hells and the rest?

"'%?#&;&:)" '$&21&7+:&#+0%&;&C#%&,0&50&')&9.=&$%&I1%&/)0&50&3():&

@)%&AQ3&;%&:&'c)'&,0&*+0&#)&��%&%+&(1&:" 7+:&#+0%&;&C#%&:)&'a?'%&$&

%+'%&;<)&H?$&:&50&3():&@)%&#)&':%&21" =1&j5&:&=A&3c+#&;&C#%&,)%&
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,0&'a?'%&#W+0&3&$&%+'%&;<)&KS&:&7+:&#+0%&I1&35&W$&3<)&P)5&5+"

Here is the third point. Someone else might come and assert the following:
"We could never be able to eliminate mental afflictions even once, because they
grow with the mind itself, and exist as part of the very nature of things." It's
not true that the mental afflictions exist by nature among the objects which we
perceive: visual objects and the rest. If this were the case, then mental
afflictions would start to grow even in enemy destroyers, as they looked upon
visual objects and such.

"#)'&$&%+'%&;<)&=30&;+<)&KL'%&$&H0&=1&j5&':%&;&#):&21" ':%&$?'%&

,)&=+:&%1#%&;<)&KS&#)'&H+=&,0&7+:&#+0%&#&=#)'%&;<)&P)5&5+"

Neither do the mental afflictions exist in this way among the group of the physical
powers, such as the eye. This is because a person who is directing his or her
thoughts towards the meaning of the actual reality of things may still possess
the power of the eye, and yet not have any mental affliction.

"=1&='&')&35&:<0&':%&;&#):&$&=1&$%&'(:&:<0&':%&;&#):&:&$:&c)'&{&

3&:%&P¢0&3&=0&50&3():&@)%&AQ3&;&<=)&='&'5&':%&:%&<A+&3&¤�:&$&':+=&

;&-1=&=1&'0&��&H0&#)&':%&;<)&P)5&5+"

Nor do the mental afflictions exist somewhere throughout these two possibilities,
nor somewhere other than the two: once you have eradicated them from their
very root, there is nowhere at all that they can stay: that they can by some kind
of nature go and remain, to return then to do harm to every living being.

"7+:&#+0%&<=)&:)&50&3():&@)%&AQ3&;%&X+0&3():&��&50&3():&@)%&AQ3&;5&s0&

3&|z&#&=0&<Z&3&=1<)&��%&50&3():&@)%&AQ3&;%&{&3&:%&*+0&#)&��%&h#&��&h)0&

$&<[)'%&;&*+0&$&X+0&7)=&k+'%&;<)&/1%&53&3I1=&:%&7+:&#+0%&*0&3<)&P)5&

3{+:&;&3X1:&;5&5)'%&,)&=1&j5&��%&3():&��&=+:&#1=&;&7)=&��&3='&$&=�$&3&

$&%+'%&;<)&0:&%+0&C#%&%?&c)&X1&':+=&;&-1=&��&<[?'&X1&<[?'&;5&#)&5)'%&%+"

"R&#&C#%&%&3+:&P¢0&:&':%&=1&='&� &#)&':%&;&$&H0&3/=&=+"
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One might have the following thought: "These mental afflictions are empty of
any natural kind of existence, but at the same time they do appear to have
natural existence, and so they are like an illusion. As long as this is the
case—because they do exist through some nature of their own—I could never
eliminate them from their root." It is good though if I can eliminate this fear
from my heart, and rely on the practice of making great efforts to remove my mental
afflictions, through working to develop the wisdom which perceives emptiness.

Given that I therefore have at the present moment the ability to remove these
afflictions, it is not good on the other hand that I subject myself pointlessly to the
sufferings of the lower realms, to hells and the rest. Why should I put myself
through these pains? Some commentators have also explained the previous
lines as referring to the fact that, once we remove the seeds for the mental
afflictions, they can no longer stay in these various places.

"=1&j5&C#&3%#%&[)&U=&3/=&;&H)"

"3q3&;&3op3&;<)&J1=&��&<3=&;5&-"

"l:&;<)&0'&#&#7:&:&l:&='&')%"

"3c+%&='+%&:=&;&%+%&;&'&$&H+="

In this way we must engage in different
Kinds of contemplations and make great efforts
For the purpose of accomplishing the rules
As they have been described.
If you—a patient who absolutely had
To be treated with specific kinds of medicine—
Refused to listen to your physician's advice
How could you ever be cured?

"'%?#&;&=+:&3r�&3&=1" '+0&��&3/=&;&=1&j5&C#&;&��&#5&3%#%&$&R5&[)&U=&

3/=&;<)&-0&J�3&,)&%1#%&=0&" 3q3&;&3\Q0&3<)&J1=&��&X+:&;%&[)&j5&

'%?0%&;&j5&3'&H+=&3t+#&;&$&<3=&;5&-&X1" #)&3=1&:&l:&;<)&0'&#&7:&

;5&l:&='&')%&01%&;5&3c+%&='+%&;<)&:=&;&3%+%&;&'&$&H+=&=1&#)&'%+%&;&

3():&:+" "=1%&:&l:&;&J1:&;+&X+:&;<)&'%?0&3():&��&7+:&#+0%&*+0&3&$&<3=&

;5&-<+"
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Here is the third overall section, which is the summary of the chapter. In this
way—that is, as explained above—we must engage in contemplations of many
kinds, and make great efforts in the practice of carefulness, just as the Teacher has
taught us to do, for the purpose of accomplishing the ends of both the wish for
enlightenment, and the various rules for bodhisattvas, as they have been described
earlier. Suppose you were sick, but refused to listen to the advice of your
physician. How then could you ever be cured, if you were a patient who absolutely
had to be treated with specific kinds of medicine? I would never be cured.
Therefore we must exert ourselves in the task of eliminating our mental
afflictions, just as that Great Physician, the Teacher, has taught us to do.

"50&9.=&71%&;<)&�+'&;&=0&i$&()0&"

"='1&3&#)&7#%&'+0&��&<O1$&3&:)"

"01%&;5&3'&H+=&3t+#&$&5'&$%&;%"

"#b%&;%&k'&� &3'&=0&_:&;5&-"

Freeing yourself of the dirt
Of the faults in your own mind
And keeping your good deeds increasing,
And never becoming less,
All depends without a doubt
On the practice of carefulness;
As such the wise should ever after
Live their lives with care.

"3r�&3<)&KM'%&%?&3c=&;<+"

This is just a brief verse, to summarize the chapter.

"-0&J�3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;&$%" 3'&H+=&3X:&;&(1%&-&3&X1&$1<?&

3()&;<+"

This has been the fourth chapter, the presentation on carefulness, from the
Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life.
"'7)%&;&$1<?<)&#K:&:)" -0&J�3&%1#%&=;<)&D+=&;&$&<[?'&;<)&C#&3/=&9$&

\%&<[?'&0+'%&(1%&-&3&$%" 3'&H+=&3X:&;&(1%&-<)&$1<?&X1&$1<?&3()&;<)&

<A1$&;<+""
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Here finally we cover the name of the chapter. This then has been the
explanation of the fourth chapter, the presentation on carefulness, from the "Entry
Point for the Sons and Daughters of the Victorious Buddhas," a commentary
upon the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life.

************

'7)%&;&$&ZQ' "N):&;&%1#%&$&5'&$?%&;&=0&" K�$&~)#%&%1#%&$&5'&

$?%&;&

=0&" 3a+=&;&%1#%&$&5'&$?%&;&=0&" 3{+:&<AQ%&%1#%&$&5'&$?%&;&=0&"

3%#&'2:&%1#%&$&5'&$?%&;&=0&" /1%&53&%1#%&$&5'&$?%&;<+"

The second section, a demonstration that the fine qualities depend on the mind,
has six different parts, consisting of an explanation of how giving, an ethical
way of life, not getting angry, joyful effort, meditation, and finally wisdom
each depend on the mind.

"=0&;+&$&'7)%" N):&;<)&O5&P):&T+'%&;&<A+&3&#W<&='&')&=3?$&3&3+5&3&$&

j+%&;&#&H):&;&=0" '2+0&3<)&%1#%&;&'+#%&;%&#W5&P):&;5&<@£5&3<+"

We will present the first of these in two steps of its own: a demonstration of
the fact that the culmination of the perfection of giving does not depend on
removing the poverty of each and every living being; and an explanation of
how one can reach the final end of a generous state of mind through continual
practice.

"'$&21&<A+&3&=3?$&3+5&:%"

"N):&;<)&O&5+$&P):&H):&:"

"=&5?0&<A+&341:&H+=&:&R+:"

"I+3&;&[)&j5&O&5+$&P):"

Suppose something were the perfection
Of giving when it removed
The poverty of every living being.
If there were living beings though
Who suffered still from hunger,
How then could the Protectors of
The past have reached the perfection?
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"=0&;+&:)" '$&21&N):&;<)&O5&P):&T+'%&;&<A+&3&#W<&='&')&=3?$&3&3+5&:%&

N):&;<)&O&5+$&� &P):&;&='+%&;&H):&:" =&��0&<A+&3&341:&;&H+=&:&X1&H+=&;<)&

P)5&R+:&I+3&;&%0%&9%&C#%&[)&j5&N):&;<)&O&5+$&� &P):&;&T+'%&21&T+'%&;&

#)&<W=&;5&<@£5&5+"

Here is the first. Suppose someone were to assert the following: "We can posit
something as the perfection of giving when the culmination of this perfection of
giving results in removing the poverty of each and every living being." If though
there were living beings who still suffered from hunger, and there are, how then
could the Protectors of the past, the Buddhas, ever have reached the culmination
of the perfection of giving? It would be illogical.

"3=+'&;&W#%&c=&<i%&3c%&21"

"I1&3+&¤�:&$&320&%1#%&,)%"

"N):&;<)&O&5+$&P):&'%?0%&21"

"=1&j%&=1&:)&%1#%&7)=&=+"

It was spoken that the perfection
Of giving is the thought
To give all that one has,
Along with the results,
To every living being.
This then is the reason why
It's the state of mind alone.

"'7)%&;&:)" =1%&:&$?%&$+0%&D+=&='1&{&3=+'&;&W#%&c=&320&3<)&<i%&3?&

3%+=&:#%&=0&3c%&21&I1&3+&¤�:&$&320&35&<=+=&;<)&%1#%&'+#%&;&7)=&,)%&

N):&;<)&O&5+$&� &P):&;&T+'%&;5&'%?0%&21&9.&#K:&=1&j&3%&:&N):&;&=1&:)&

%1#%&$&5'&$?%&;&7)=&=+" "(1%&=+:&3r�&3<+"

Here is the second point, which is a kind of summary: "Therefore it was spoken
that the culmination of the perfection of giving occurs when one has perfectly
accustomed oneself to the kind of thought where one wishes to give all that one
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has—one's body, one's possessions, and the total sum of one's good deeds,
along with the power of the virtue that results from giving these things
away—to every living being. This then is the reason why, it is because of this, that
giving is only something that depends upon the state of mind."

"'7)%&;&$&'7)%" K�$&~)#%&,)&O5&P):&T+'%&;&\+'&'c=&-<)&%1#%&c:&a=&

;&$&j+%&;&#)&<W=&;&=0" *+0&%1#%&'+#%&;&$%&T+'%&;5&<@£5&3<+"

The second part, on the ethical way of life, has two sections of its own: a
demonstration that it would be incorrect to say that the culmination of the
perfection of an ethical life depends on the final end of any living being who
is being killed; and that the culmination of the perfection comes from constant
practice of the attitude of wanting to give up harm to others.

"7&$&%+'%&;&'0&()'&� "

"=1&='&'%+=&#)&<@£5&35&3u="

How could you ever chase fish and such
To a place where no one could kill them?

"=0&;+&:)" K�$&~)#%&,)&O5&P)5&T+'%&;&\+'&'c=&-<)&%1#%&c:&#1=&;5&-%&

;&$&j+%&='+%&;&#&H):&;5&W$" 5)&©'%&=0&7&$&%+'%&;&H?$&'0&()'&� &=1&

='&#W<&='&%?%&,0&'%+=&��%&;5&#)&<@£5&35&3u=&=1&u+=&#)&��%&;<)&P)5&5+"

Here is the first point. It must be incorrect to say that the culmination of the
perfection of an ethical life should depend on trying to reach the end of the last
living being who is being killed. Because how could you ever chase every wild
beast, and every fish, and every other such being to some place where no one could
kill any of them? You never could.

"*+0&3<)&%1#%&:)&W+3&;&$%"

"K�$&~)#%&O&5+$&P):&;5&3/="

It is explained that the perfection
Of an ethical way of life consists of
Attaining a way of thinking wherein
One wishes to abandon.
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"'7)%&;&:)" 9.&#K:&=1%&:&<KS&3<)&3%#&;&=0&#&-):&;5&$1:&;<)&3%#&;&

%+'%&*+0&3<)&%1#%&;&'+#%&;&T+'%&;5&W+3&;&$%&K�$&~)#%&,)&O&5+$&� &P):&

;&T+'%&;5&#=+&$%&K�$&~)#%&,)&O&5+$&� &P):&;&'0&(1&:" '(:&$&':+=&;&

*+0&3<)&%1#%&;<+" "(1%&3/=&;%&%+"

Here is the second. Therefore, for this reason, it is explained in sutra that the
culmination of the perfection of an ethical way of life consists of attaining the
culmination of the constant practice of a way of thinking wherein one wishes to
abandon any idea of harming someone else, or of stealing anything. The sutra
at this point says, "What is the perfection of an ethical way of life? It is the
way of thinking in which one abandons anything that is harmful to others."

"%1#%&c:&#)&\Q:&:#&#b<&3():"

"=1&='&'(+#&@)%&H+0&#)&$0"

"~+&3<)&%1#%&<=)&'c)'&3c+#&:"

"=A&=1&W#%&c=&J+#%&=0&<Z"

It would be a complete impossibility
Ever to destroy altogether those
Irritating people, vast as space.
But the destruction of a single object,
The thought of anger, is comparable
To destroying each and every enemy.

"'%?#&;&$&'%?#" =+:&=0" =;1&=0" =;1&=+:&N5&3<+" "=0&;+&:)" ~+&3<)&

%1#%&:)&'c)'&;?&3c+#&:&P)&5+$&@)&=A&=1&W#%&c=&J+#%&;&=0&<Z&35&3a+=&;&

T+'%&;&H):&@)&"b+0&~+<)&=#)'%&H?$&a=&;&$&j+%&='+%&;&#&H):&;5&W$"

%1#%&c:&#)&\Q:&;&:#&#b<&3():&��&#W<&H%&;%&=1&='&¤�:&'(+#&@)%&

H+0&=1&H1&:%&%#" '2:&:%&#)&$0&3<)&P)5&5+" "=1%&:&3a+=&;&H0&%1#%&$&

5'&$?%&%+"
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The third part, on the perfection of patience, has three sections: the point, a
metaphor, and the connection between the point and the metaphor. Here is
the first. You have reached the culmination of patience with the destruction of
a single object—the thought of anger, which is comparable to destroying each and
every one of your external enemies. You would have to admit that the
culmination of this perfection is not something that depends on finishing off
every possible object which could make you angry though, because it would be
a complete, or entire, impossibility ever to accomplish the destruction of every
single irritating person, for these are as limitless in extent as space itself.
Therefore patience is also something that depends upon the mind.

"%&X10%&<=)&='&B+%&'H+'%&%?"

"=1&h1=&B+&3%&'&$&$0&"

"e#&#W)$&^#&@)&B+&3%&:)"

"%&X10%&W#%&c=&'H+'%&=0&<Z"

How could you ever find enough leather
To cover the entire surface of Earth?
Covering simply the soles of your feet
Is comparable to the entire surface.

"'7)%&;&:)" �0&;&$&KS5&#&$&%+'%&;&<)&':+=&;&*0&3<)&=+:&��&%&X10&<=)&

='&W#%&c=&B+&3%&'&H+'&� &=1&h1=&,)&B+&3%&'&$&$0&=1&j&:&H0&KS5&#&$&

%+'%&;%&#)&':+=&;&$&e#&#W<)&^#&@)&B+&3%&:)&50&')%&�0&;&'&H+'%&:%&

%&X10&W#%&c=&'&H+'%&;&=0&<Z&3<)&P)5&5+"

Here is the second point. Suppose you decided to cover the entire surface of
Earth with leather, in order to prevent the thorns and so on there from hurting
your feet. How could you ever find enough leather to do so? Even in this case
you would simply wrap your own feet in enough leather to cover the area of
the soles of your feet, in order to keep the thorns and such from hurting you.
This would be comparable then to covering the entire surface of the Earth with
leather.

"=1&3():&P)&5+$&=0+%&;+&H0&"

"3='&')%&P)5&38+'&#)&$0&')
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"3='&')&%1#%&<=)&P)5&38+'&-<)"

"'(:&C#%&38+'&'+&c)&()'&='+%"

Just the same it would be an impossibility
For me to stop every single outer object;
Rather I should stop this tendency of my own mind.
Why should I stop all the others?

"'%?#&;&:)" =;1&=1&3():&��&P)&5+$&@)&':+=&-1=&,)&=0+%&;+&H0&#W<&='&3='&

')%&P)5&38+'&;5&-1=&;%&#)&$0&')%" 3='&')&%1#%&<=)&H?$&=1&='&$&

=#)'%&:%&b+0&~+&3I1=&;&$%&P)5&38+'&;5&-<)&=1&'+#%&;&$%&3a+=&;&T+'%&

;5&<@£5&@)" ~+&3<)&H?$&'(:&C#%&3='&')%&c)&()'&38+'&X1&38+'&#)&��%&

/)0&='+%&;&#1=&;<)&P)5&5+"

Here is the third part. My present case is the same as this metaphor. It would
be an impossibility for me to stop every single outer object that might bring me any
kind of pain. Rather I should stop this tendency of my own mind to focus on these
same objects and then feel anger. It is through the constant practice of this
action that I could eventually bring patience to its culmination. Why though
should I try to stop all the other objects, everything that could ever make me
angry? I never could, and there is no need even to try.

"%1#%&'%$&'c)'&3I1=&<i%&3?&'0&"

"K0%&$&%+'%&;&H):&;&j5"

"$?%&0'&3c%&;<)&<i%&3?&H0&"

"D+=&;&(:&;%&=1&j&#):"

A single instance of clear mind
Can as a result lead you
To the Pure One or the like.
Along these same lines the related actions
Of body and speech are unable to give
A result if one's efforts are feeble.
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"3()&;&:)" 3{+:&<AQ%&,0&'+#%&;&#W5&P):&;&%1#%&$&5'&$%&21" 3%#&

'2:&=0&;+<)&h+#%&<[?'&$&%+'%&;&3t+#&;&$&m+&3<)&%1#%&'%$&;+&h+#%&

<[?'&')%&3rV%&;&c¦0&a=&c)'&3I1=&;<)&<i%&3?&H0&K0%&;&$&%+'%&;<)&

':%&%?&I1&3&H):&;&j5&%1#%&X+3%&_:&=0&#&<i1$&:&$?%&0'&=0&3c%&;<)&

%1#%&,)&<i%&3?&H0&m+&3&J�0&3<)&D+=&;&(:&;%&=1&j5&3%#&'2:&=0&;+&

%1#%&%?&I1&��%&;&#):&;%&%1#%&X+3%&_:&$&5'&$%&;<+"

Here is the fourth point. Joyful effort as well is something that depends upon
the mind, something that depends on your constant practice of it to bring it to
its final conclusion. Consider the fact that a single small instance of clear and
focused concentration, in which with a joyful state of mind you are practicing
meditation upon something like the first concentration level, can as a result lead
you even so far as a birth in the place of the Pure One (Brahma), or the like.
Along these same lines, an instance of the mind, and the related actions of body and
speech, which are not related to a powerful state of mind are unable to lead to
a desired result, such as the development of the the state of mind of the first
concentration level, if one's efforts are feeble—meaning where one has little joy
in the task. Therefore it all depends on a powerful state of mind.

"38%&3]+=&=0&:)&=B<&W?3&¤�:"

"H?:&5)0&��%&%?&D=&-%&,0&"

"%1#%&'(:&'H10%&;%&-%&;&:)"

"=1&7)=&5)'&;%&=+:&#1=&'%?0%"

Suppose you attempt every kind of practice
Where you repeat, or do other asceticisms,
Over a long period of time.
If you allow your mind to be distracted
To other objects, then understanding
The true nature is meaningless.

"�&;&:)" 3%#&'2:&@)&O5&P):&T+'%&;&H0&-)0&�+=&=0&i$&()0&=0&35&<@£5&
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3&=0&" I+&35&<@£5&3<)&H)=&-1=&,)%&a):&;<)&%1#%&$&5'&$%&21&'a?0%&

R'%&,)&38%&3]+=&=0&:)&§z0&':%&$&%+'%&;<)&=B<&W?3&¤�:&H?:&5)0&;+<)&

��%&%?&D=&;5&-%&,0&%1#%&'(:&��&'H10%&;%&-%&;&:)&=1&7)=&#)&5)'&;&

%0%&9%&,)%&#=+&$%" ='1&q+0&='&<=+=&;&$&%1#%&'H10%&;<)&=B<&W?3&

=0&b&2+:&$&%+'%&;&:)&<i%&3?&#1=&;5&<@£5&5+" "(1%&%+'%&<=+=&;<)&<i%&

3?&#)&<-):&;%&=+:&#1=&;5&'%?0%&;<)&P)5&5+"

Here is the fifth point. The culmination of the perfection of meditation as well
is something that depends on the mind—a mind which is free of dullness and
agitation, and which is lucid; a mind which is under the constant influence of
thoughts of sadness over this life. Suppose now that you attempt every kind of
practice where you repeat a great number of secret mantras, or asceticisms, such
as fasting or the like, over a long period of time. If you allow your mind to be
distracted to other objects as you do these practices, then you will be unable to
understand the true nature of things.

As the Buddha himself has stated in scripture, "Oh monks! The practices of
asceticism or of recitation, or any of the like, are fruitless when the mind is
distracted to the objects of desire." What Lord Buddha is saying is that
practices done this way are meaningless, in the sense that they can never lead
to the desired result.

"'0&')%&J+%&,)&'^L&3+&#J+'

"%1#%&,)&'%0&<=)&#&/1%&:"

"3=1&W+3&r�'&3R$&'(+#&<=+=&,0&"

"=1&='&=+:&#1=&@)&:5&<`#"

Suppose any particular person fails
To understand this secret of the mind;
The highest import, the principal teaching.
They may hope to reach bliss and smash all suffering,
But will wander nonetheless, just as they
Always have, without reaching their goal.
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"ZQ'&;&:)" /1%&53&H0&%1#%&$&5'&$%&21" '0&a'&'0&')%&J+%&,)&'^L&

3+<#&=+:& ;+&#J+'&� &@£5&;&s+=&#):&$&#)&3X:&;%&:&%1#%&,)&'%0&3&=+:&

=#&;<)&3=1:&;&<=)&#&/1%&:&Y&:&#1=&;<)&3=1&3&W+3&;&=0&" <b+5&3<)&r�'&

3R$&'(+#&;5&<=+=&,0&=1&='&<=+=&;<)&=+:&#1=&;&@)&:5&50&='5&<`#&;%&

/1%&53&%1#%&$&5'&$%&;<+"

Here is the sixth point. Wisdom is also something that depends upon the
mind. Suppose any particular person fails to understand this secret of the mind,
ultimate reality, because they are no proper vessel for being taught the highest
import of all, the principal instruction of this teaching. It may be the case that
they hope to reach matchless bliss, and to smash all the sufferings of the cycle of
life. They will nonetheless be left without reaching the goal they wish for; they
will be left wandering here and there, wherever, just as they always have been.
Therefore the perfection of wisdom depends on the mind.
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"'%?#&;&$&'7)%" Z:&;&I1&K�$&=0&" =1&$%&/1%&3():&I1&K�$&$+"

The third section covers how to develop awareness through recollection. There
are two steps to this explanation: how to develop recollection, and then how
awareness is developed from this.

"=1%&:&%0%&9%&]1%&Z:&;<0&"

"=1&$&H0&=0&H0&��&<-¢0&"

Because of this, recalling to mind
The Buddhas will also come
To him or her again and again.

"=0&;+&:)" =1&j5&3%#%&;&=1%&:)&J+%&=0&='1&<��:&=0&3c%&;<)&%0%&9%&,)&

H+:&2:&]1%&%?&Z:&;<0&'0&a'&=1&$&H0&=0&H0&��&<-¢0&3%&=B+:&#J+'&

'%?#&Z:&;&3=1&Y'&� &I1<+"

Here is the first. If any particular person performs the contemplation described
above then, because of this, recalling to mind the high qualities of the Buddhas,
along with those of the Dharma and the Sangha, will also come to him or her
again and again. They will thus be able to develop with ease the practice of
recalling the Three Jewels.
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"'0&KS&Z:&;&H)=&t+&:%"

"3\Q0&3<)&=+:&��&':%&@£5&;"

"=1&KS&/1%&3():&<+0&<@£5&()0&"

"%+0&3&='&,0&<+0&35&<@£5"

Suppose a person reaches a point
Where they're able to keep their recollection
Very solid; where they are able
To use their mind to protect.
At this point it will lead to awareness,
And even should these two
Disappear, they nonetheless return.

"'7)%&;&:)" Z:&;&=1&$%&'0&')&KS&Z:&;&H)=&,)&t+&:%&7+:&#+0%&3\Q0&3<)&=+:&

��&':%&;5&@£5&;&=1<)&KS&-&3&=0&-&3&#&H):&;<)&':%&U3%&$&k+'&c)0&[)&j&3&

3():&��&/1%&;<)&/1%&3():&H+=&;5&<@£5&()0&" $:&c)'&7#%&:%&%+0&3&='&

,0&P)5&<+0&35&<@£5&3%&3op3&;&7#%&$1:&$&#b%&#)&#b%&:)" Z:&;&=0&

/1%&3():&@)&I1=&K�$&$&5'&$%&;%&=1%&=1&$&#b%&;5&-<+"

Here is the second point. Suppose a person reaches a point where he or she is able
to keep their recollection very solid—is able to use their mind to protect themselves
against mental afflictions. At this point then the recollection will lead this person
to gain a kind of awareness, where they are able to watch themselves and grasp
properly the distinction between occasions when their actions are proper, and
when they are improper. It is also the case that, even should these two attitudes
slip and disappear at some point, they nonetheless return. Therefore the question
of whether one becomes a master of Buddhist practice or not hinges upon how
well one can maintain their recollection and awareness; and thus one should
seek to become a master of these two attitudes.

"'%?#&;&Z:&;&=0&/1%&3():&@)%&%1#%&3\Q0&3<)&D+=&;&$&3q3%&;<)&K�$&$&

'%?#" r+#&;<)&K�$&~)#%&$&q+3&K�$&=0&" ='1&3<)&J+%&r�=&;&=0&" %1#%&

c:&=+:&-1=&,)&K�$&~)#%&$&q+3&K�$&$+" "=0&;+&$&'7)%" t+&'%?#&@)&¤�:&D+=&
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='&;&$&<3=&;&=0&" 7#%&;&3\Q0&3<+" "=0&;+&$&'%?#" $?%&0'&')&¤�:&

D+=&$&3k'&;&=0&" %1#%&,)&¤�:&D+=&$&3k'&;&=0&" ':0&3B'&')&-&3<)&

U3%&3/=&;<+" "=0&;+&$&3()" $?%&,)&-&3<)&R+:&��&¤�:&q+0&$&3k'&;&=0&"

j&3&%+'%&=0&<i1$&3<)&3q3&-&=0&" D+=&$#&'(:&$&N5&3&=0&" ':%&

;<)&¤�:&D+=&$&3k'&;<+"

Here next is the third point from before, which covers how one should train
oneself in the act of using recollection and awareness to guard one's mind. We
proceed in three separate sections: how to train oneself in the ethics of
restraint, in the ethics of collecting goodness, and in the ethics of working for
the benefit of all living beings.

The first section has two parts of its own, which are striving for purity in the
actions of all three doors of expression, and protecting oneself from slipping.
The first of these three has three divisions: how to watch one's physical and
verbal behavior; how to watch one's mind; and then an explanation of
situations which are allowed, and those which are not. Watching one's
physical and verbal behavior will be presented in terms of examining one's
motivation prior to any physical action; advice concerning how to look around,
and other subjects; applying this advice to other activities; and then finally
watching how one is staying.

"51&()'&=0&;+&<=)&<Z<)&%1#%"

"<=)&:)&I+:&3c%&/1%&-%&:%"

"=1&KS&3='&')%&/)0&3():&��"

"a?0%&W?3&;5&:)&':%&;5&-"

At the particular moment
You should decide:
This state of mind has something
Wrong with it.
At this point freeze

Exactly as you are—
Stay like a bump on a log.
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"=0&;+&:)" <A+&3&%+'%&,)&KS&51&/)'&=0&;+&¤�:&q+0&<=)&<Z<)&%1#%&<=)&:)&I+:&

3c%&=0&" <=)&:)&I+:&#1=&;<+&(1%&/1%&;5&-%&:%&=1<)&KS&¤�:&q+0&I+:&c:&-¢0&

:&'71:&;+&Z:&3():&��&71%&;%&#)&'H+&35&'a?0%&W?3&;5&:)&':%&;5&-<+"

Here is the first. Whenever one is about to go somewhere, or do anything of
the kind, one should at the particular moment—that is, before anything
else—examine one's motivation: one should decide, "This state of mind has
something wrong with it," or "This state of mind has nothing wrong with it." If
at this point you find that your motivation does have something wrong with it,
then you should apply the appropriate antidote, which is to freeze exactly as you
are, like a bump on a log, and refuse to be moved by something which is not
good.

"'7)%&;&$&3()" #)'&')%&3j&3<)&¤�:&D+=&D)5&3X:&;&=0&" ��3&;<)&KS&[)&j5&

-&3&=0&" '0&a'&'(:&ZQ0&��&<+0%&;&$&[)&j5&-&3&=0&" 0$&3%+%&;<)&KS&[)&

j5&-&3<+"

The advice relating to how one should look around comes in four separate
steps: a general presentation on how you should undertake the activity of
using your eyes to look around; instructions on what to do if you become
tired; what to do if someone approaches you; and what to do when you have
finished refreshing yourself.

"=+:&#1=&'H10&35&j&3&:)"

":#&H0&3='&')%&#)&-&X1"

"01%&;5&%1#%&;%&k'&� &:)"

"#)'&:)&O3&X1&3j&35&-"

I should never look around
Meaninglessly or with distraction,
But rather be sure to fix my mind,
And always keep my eyes lowered.

"=0&;+&:)" =+:&#1=&;5&P+'%&%?&'H10&35&3j&3&:)&��%&:#&H0&3='&')%&#)&-&
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X1&%1#%&7#%&;5&<@£5&3<)&P)5&5+" "='1&3<)&=#)'%&;&$&01%&;5&%1#%&;%&

��%&k'&� &:)&3j&3<)&KS&'7<&/)0&'0&^#&��&#)'&:)&O3&X1&3j&35&-<+" "j&3&

0$&3%+<)&J1=&��&:)" "51%&<'<&P+'%&%?&3j&35&-"

Here is the first. I should never, at any time, look around from side to side
meaninglessly, with my mind distracted. This is because of the fact that, should
I do so, my mind will get worse. Rather I should be sure to fix my mind on a
virtuous object: whenever I look around, I should always keep my eyes lowered,
looking ahead no farther than the length of a plowshare, [which is explained
in scripture as one armspan].

3j&3&0$&3%+<)&J1=&��&:)"

51%&<'<&P+'%&%?&3j&35&-"

To refresh myself
From looking this way,
I should look around
For the time being.

"'7)%&;&:)" b#%&'%+&3&=0&��3&:&3j&3&0$&3%+&3<)&J1=&��&:)&51%&<'<&#)'&

321'&X1&P+'%&%?&3j&35&-<+"

Here is the second point. If the time should come to invigorate myself—that
is, if I find that I have become tired looking this way—then to refresh myself I
should for the time being raise my eyes, and look around.

"<'<&()'&#)'&$#&s0&@£5&:"

"3j%&:%&<+0%&;&$1'%&(1%&3]+="

"$#&%+'%&<[)'%&;&3k'&;<)&P)5"

"H0&=0&H0&��&P+'%&3()5&j"

It may happen that someone
Comes into my line of vision;
I should look at them and say,
"It is good to see you."
I should look around me
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On all sides again and again,
To check if there are dangers
Or the like on the way.

"'%?#&;&:)" =1&j5&3j%&;%&<'<&()'&#)'&')&$#&��&s0&35&@£5&c)0&#��:&��&

<+0%&:%&<f?#&;%&3j%&:%&<+0%&3&$1'%&%+&(1%&3]1=&;5&-<+" "'(:&H0&

$#&��&ª�'%&;<)&KS&$#&%+'%&%?&<[)'%&;&H+=&#1=&3k'&;<)&P)5&H0&=0&H0&

��&P+'%&3()5&3j&35&-<+"

Here is the third point. When I have started to look around this way, it may
happen that someone comes into my line of vision, and approaches me. At this
point I should look at them and give them a smile, and say, "It is good to see you."
Moreover, as I move down the road it may be necessary to check whether or
not there are any dangers or the like on the way, and in such a case I should
look around me on all sides, again and again.

"0$&3%+%&b&:)&P)5&3j%&:%"

"93&,)&P+'%&%?&3j&35&-"

"#��:&=0&93&� &3k'&-%&:%"

"<A+<#&H0&:&<+0&-&X1"

When I've finished refreshing myself
I should then turn around,
And look at the things behind me;
I should check
In front and in back of me,
And then either go, or come.

"3()&;&:)" H0&0$&3%+%&:%&<A+&3<)&KS&b&:)&P)5&$&3j%&:%&93&,)&P+'%&%?&

T%&$&%+'%&;&3j&35&-<+" "#��:&=0&93&� &'H0&%&H+=&#1=&%+'%&3k'&;&

-%&:%&[)&j5&5)'%&;%&<A+&3<#&H0&:&<+0&35&-&X1<+"

Here is the fourth point. When I have finished refreshing myself and it is time to
go on, then I should turn around and look at the things behind me. I should check
in front of me and in back of me—to see if there is anything there like a cliff—and
then either go, or come, as may be fitting.
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"=1&j5&':%&U3%&W#%&c=&��"

"='+%&;&/1%&:%&D=&;5&-"

I should act the same way
In every circumstance,
Acting only after determining
Whether there is any meaning.

"'%?#&;&:)" =1&j5&$?%&0'&-&3&$&<[?'&;<)&':%&U3%&W#%&c=&��&50&(:&

$&O:&;<)&='+%&;&H+=&;5&/1%&:%&D=&;5&-<+"

Next is the third section from above, on applying this advice to other activities.
I should act the same way in every circumstance in which I am about to engage in
any physical or verbal action. That is, I should act only after determining whether
there is any meaning, any benefit, to myself and others.

"$?%&,)%&<=)&j5&':%&-&(1%"

"-&3&3r+'%&:%&=1&:%&:)"

"U3%&%?&$?%&<=)&[)&j&3?5"

"':%&;&H):&(1%&3j&35&-"

I should prepare myself and say,
"This is how my body is engaged now."
And then I should look at myself and say,
"For this particular length of time
Just how will my body be engaged?"

"3()&;&:)" ':%&'0&��&r+=&;<)&KS&$?%&,)%&<=)&j5&':%&;5&-<+&(1%&3%#%&

21&$?%&,)&-&3&3r+'%&:%&=1&:%&:)&35&U3%&%?&$?%&<=)&D+=&$#&[)&j&3?5&':%&

;&H):&(1%&3j&35&-&()0&71%&;&#1=&;<)&¤�:&D+=&$&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here is the fourth part, about how to stay in different states. Whenever I am
engaged in anything at all, I should consider myself, prepare myself, and say,
"This is how my body is engaged right now." And then I should look at myself and
say, "Now I am going to undertake some activity for a particular length of time;
just how will my body be engaged, in what kind of activity?" After this, go and
try your best to undertake some activity which is free of any kind of wrong.
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"%1#%&@)&60&J1:&�+%&;&:)"

"J+%&$&%1#%&;<)&B&J1:&$"

"[)&j5&32'%&;&#)&<J+5&35"

"=1&j5&<3=&;&¤�:&@)%&3k'

My mind is a wild elephant:
I must tie it properly to the strong stake
Of a spiritual object of focus.
I must try with my every effort
To watch that it stays this way,
Without ever getting loose.

"'7)%&;&$&'7)%" %1#%&='1&3<)&=#)'%&;&$&'='%&;&=0&" ='1&3&$&{1&

'c)'&;5&<@£5&#)&<@£5&3k'&;<+" "=0&;+&:)" %1#%&,)&60&J1:&#&��$&()0&

�+%&;&:)&'c)'&� &-&35&b%&Y0%&;<)&J+%&$&%1#%&;<)&=#)'%&;<)&B&J1:&$&[)&

j5&32'%&;&#)&<J+5&35&=1&j5&<3=&;&¤�:&@)%&3k'&;5&-<+"

Next comes the second point, on how to watch one's mind. Here again there
are two divisions: tying the mind to some virtuous object, and checking
whether or not you are keeping your mind one-pointedly fixed upon a virtue
or not.

Here is the first. My mind is an elephant that has yet to be trained, and is still
wild. I must tie it properly to a strong stake; that is, to the spiritual object where
I have promised to keep the focus of my mind, one-pointedly. I must try now
with my every effort to watch that it stays this way, without ever getting loose.

"c)&:%&2)0&<fM:&3{+:&;&:)"

"U=&c)'&'c)'&,0&#)&<J+5&H0&"

"3='&')&H)=&<=)&'5&D+=&c1%"

"=1&j5&H)=&$&%+&%+5&3k'
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No matter what I will make efforts
In single-pointed concentration
That never for even a second slips.
I will examine my thoughts
Constantly in a certain way, saying
"What is my mind engaged in?"

"'7)%&;&:)" 3='&')%&c)&:%&,0&='1&3<)&J+%&$&#&H10%&;<)&2)0&01&<fM:&$&

3{+:&;&:)&U=&c)'&'c)'&,0&=1&$%&'(:&��&#)&<J+5&35&-%&21" 3='&')&H)=&

<=)&-&3&=0&-&3&#&H):&;<)&J+%&'5&D+=&c1%&=1&j5&H)=&$&H0&=0&H0&��&%+&

%+5&3k'&;5&-<+"

Here is the second division. Now no matter what I will make efforts to achieve
a kind of single-pointed concentration which is focussed on a virtuous object, and
which is never distracted elsewhere. I will see that my concentration never slips
away, for even a single second, to any other object. And I will examine my
thoughts constantly in a certain way, which is by saying to myself, "What is my
mind engaged in right now; is it something which is proper, or something which
is improper?"

"<[)'%&=0&='<&X+:&%+'%&<i1$&35"

"'$&21&#)&��%&c)&3=15&-"

"<=)&j5&N):&;<)&��%&='&� "

"K�$&~)#%&320&h+#%&-&35&'%?0%"

Suppose that in danger or celebration,
Or anything related, I find myself unable;
I should do then the convenient.
It's stated that, at any specific moment
In the act of giving this way,
You should leave the ethical way of life.

"'%?#&;&:)" 50&')&\+'&$&':+=&;<)&<[)'%&;&=0&=B+:&#J+'&#J+=&;&$&

%+'%&;<)&='<&X+:&=0&" =1&3%&J1%&e'&;<)&%1#%&c:&@)&=+:&%+'%&=0&<i1$&
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3%&$?%&%1#%&,)&D+=&;&/):&� &d&3&50&')%&'$&21&#)&��%&;&-¢0&:&c)&3=15&-&35&

':0&X1" Y+&A+%&#)&a=&;%&ª�%&;<)&#=+&$%" <=)&j5&N):&;<)&��%&%?&K�$&

~)#%&3r�%&21&320&h+#%&%?&-<+" "(1%&'7)%&B&��%&'c)'&� &#)&��%&/)0&N):&;&

$&q+3&;&' L̂&3+5&@£5&;<)&N):&;<)&��%&='&� &K�$&~)#%&d&#+&op3&#)&��%&;&320&

h+#%&%?&3('&;5&'%?0%&%+" "$#&@)&'+&5)#%&$&#b%&;5&-%&:%&5)#%&

c:&��&T+'%&;5&-&='+%&;<)&=+:&2+"

Next is the third point, an explanation of situations which are allowed, and
those which are not. Suppose there is a situation where there is some danger
that threatens my life, or I am engaged in some celebration such as an offering
to the Jewels, or else I have to do anything related to something which is of even
greater benefit to living beings, or anything of the like. And suppose that
during one of these occasions I find myself unable to maintain very fine scrutiny
of the actions of my body and my mind.

In such a case we are allowed to continue as we may find most convenient. The
Sutra Requested by Unending Understanding states, "At any specific moment, when
you are performing the act of giving in this way, then you should withdraw
somewhat from the practice of the ethical way of life, and leave it for the
moment." This quotation is saying that, if you are unable at the same moment
to maintain both of these two practices, then assuming it is the time for
giving—that is, assuming you are concentrating primarily on learning the
practice of giving at this point—then you should leave off the practice of an
ethical way of life, as far as those fine points which you are unable to maintain
at the moment. The point of this verse is that we must become masters in
understanding the proper order of the path, and then complete each step of the
path in its proper order.

"'0&()'&3%#%&21&-5&3{#%&;"

"=1&$%&'(:&��&#)&3%#&X1"

"=15&'2=&;&H)&3%#&;&H)%"

"=1&7)=&51&()'&3op3&;5&-"
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"=1&j&:&:)&¤�:&$1'%&-%"

"'(:&��&'7)&'5&#)&<@£5&5+"

"/1%&3():&#&H):&71&7+:&#+0%"

"=1&j&:&:)&<O1$&#)&<@£5"

With any action first consider,
And then undertake it,
Without thinking of any other.
If you focus your mind on this,
Then for the time being undertake
To practice it alone.

If you keep this way then everything
Will come out perfectly;
Otherwise you will fail in both.
If you follow this too then
The secondary afflictions of failing
In watchfulness will never grow.

"N):&;&$%&K�$&~)#%&#J+'&� &@£5&;%&[)&j5&320&h+#%&%?&-&(1&:&'+&5)#%&

01%&c:&��&q+3&='+%&;<)&-&3&'0&()'&')&W+'&#5&Y+%&3%#%&21&-&35&3{#%&

;&=1&$%&'(:&��&#)&3%#&X1&W+'&#5&3{#%&;<)&N):&;&=0&H)=&'2=&;<)&3%#&

;&H)%&N):&;&=1&7)=&51&/)'&op3&;5&-&X1&$#&$&'+&5)#%&01%&c:&��&3q3%&;&=1&

j&:&:)&¤�:&$1'%&;5&-%&;5&<@£5&@)&'(:&��&'+&5)#%&_+'&:&R&P)&'7)%&B&

#W5&P):&;5&#)&<@£5&5+" "5)#&;&#)&/1%&;<)&/1%&3():&#&H):&;<)&71&3<)&7+:&

#+0%&C#%&$#&5)#&;&3():&��&/1%&;&=1&j&:&:)&<O1$&35&#)&<@£5&3%&$#&@)&'+&

5)#%&$&#b%&;5&-<+"

One may raise the following objection: "The practice of an ethical way of life
is superior to the practice of giving; how is it then that we are supposed to
leave off the former practice for the latter?" With any series of actions that you
must practice in a definite order, you must be careful to consider carefully
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which should come first. Then you should undertake this first action and not
think of some other one.

If you are starting with the practice of giving, if you are focussing your mind on
this, then you should for the time being undertake to practice it only. If you train
yourself this way where there is a path that must be followed in a certain fixed
order, then everything will come out perfectly; whereas if you do otherwise, and
reverse the order somehow, you will fail in bringing both the earlier and the
later steps to their proper conclusion.

There are secondary types of mental affliction which are a kind of failure to
understand the stages of the path, a failure of watchfulness, and if you follow this
understanding of the stages then they will never grow strong within you. As
such you must become a master in understanding the proper order of the
stages of the path.
"'7)%&;&7#%&;&3\Q0&3&$&'7)%" $?%&,)&3q3&;&7#%&;&3\Q0&3&=0&"

%1#%&,)&3q3&;&7#%&;&3\Q0&3<+" "=0&;+&$&'%?#" C#&'H10&')&=30&��&#)&

320&3&=0&" =+:&#1=&;<)&D+=&;&*0&3&=0&" -&3&-1=&;<)&KS&¤�:&q+0&')&3%#&;&

3k'&;<+"

Here is the second major section, on how to prevent oneself from slipping.
This section itself has two parts: preventing yourself from slipping in the rules
for the body, and preventing yourself from slipping in the rules for the mind.
The first of these has three divisions, which are keeping yourself from falling
under the control of distraction; giving up activities which are meaningless;
and checking your motivation whenever you engage in any action.

"i1&#+<)&'2#&:)&s&KL'%&=0&"

"0+&#K5&j=&#+&C#&#0&;+"

"¤�:&$&<[?'&;5&@£5&;&:"

"=1&$&J'%&;&*0&35&-"

Even if I must engage
In all sorts of useless conversation,
Or all those many kinds
Of interesting spectacles,
Still I should abandon
Any desire for them at all.
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"=0&;+&:)" 9$&;+&=0&J+#&�g:&@)&'2#&%+'%&i1&#+<)&'2#&:)&s&KL'%&;&=0&6V&

'5&$&%+'%&;<)&0+&#K5&3<)&j=&#+&C#&;&#0&;+&¤�:&$&<[?'&;5&#)&-&()0&"

='+%&;&H+=&;<#&'(:&@)&0+5&<[?'&;5&@£5&;&:&-&3&=1&$&J'%&;&*0&35&

-<+"

Here is the first. I should keep myself from engaging in all sorts of useless
conversation such as talk about the leaders of countries, and criminals or the
like; I should as well avoid all those many kinds of interesting spectacles such as
performances of music or dance. Even if there is some pressing need to engage
in these things, or if I do so out of consideration for others' wishes, I should still
abandon any desire at all for these things.

"=+:&#1=&%&�+&«&'c+=&=0&"

"%&5)%&<Z)&%+'%&-1=&@£5&:"

"3=1&'/1'%&3q3&;&Z:&-%&:%"

"u'&;%&=1&H)&#+=&$&=+5"

One should recall the rules
Of Those Who Have Gone to Bliss,
And out of terror desist immediately
From any activity such as digging the earth,

Cutting living plants, or drawing in the soil
Without any particular need.

"'7)%&;&:)" ='1&q+0&#):&H0&=+:&#1=&;5&%&�+&3&=0&«&'c+=&;&=0&" %&5)%&

<Z)&3&%+'%&-1=&;5&@£5&:" 3=1&'/1'%&,)&3q3&;&Z:&;5&-%&:%&71%&

=#)'%&$&u'&;%&=1<)&#+=&$&=+5&35&-<+"

Here is the second division. Even though one may not be a fully ordained
monk, one should still recall the rules established by Those Who Have Gone to Bliss,
and out of terror for the problems that would come to oneself desist immediately
from any activity such as digging the earth, cutting living plants, or drawing in the
soil without any particular need to do so.
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"'0&KS&3I+=&;5&<=+=&@£5&2#"

"¥&35&<=+=&;5&@£5&:&H0&"

"=0&;+5&50&')&%1#%&3k'%&:%"

"3k:&;%&5)'%&;&_:&;5&-"

Whenever I feel a wish to move
Or any wish at all to express myself,
I will first check my own mind;
I resolve firmly to act
In accord with what is right.

"'%?#&;&$&'%?#" 3X:&;&=0&" 3/=&;&=0&" =+:&3r�&3<+" "'0&')&KS&$?%&

3I+=&;5&<=+=&;5&@£5&2#&0'&¥&35&<=+=&;5&@£5&:&H0&=0&;+5&50&')&

%1#%&$&3k'%&:%&71%&;<)&=30&��&#)&320&35&3k:&;%&<[?'&_+'&[)&j5&

5)'%&;&=0&_:&;5&-<+"

The third division has three parts of its own: the teaching, its explanation, and
a summary. Whenever I feel a wish to move my body, or any wish at all to express
myself in speech, I will first check my own mind. I will not allow myself to fall
under the power of anything wrong, and I resolve firmly to act in accord with
what is right: with what I know should be done, and should not be done.

"'7)%&;&$&�" 7+:&#+0%&I1&<=+=&;<)&KS&[)&j5&-&3&=0&" �+=&;&%+'%&,)&KS&[)&

j5&-&3&=0&" �1=&3¤�5&%+'%&,)&KS&[)&j5&-&3&=0&" '(:&=+:&$&%1#%&;<)&KS&

[)&j5&-&3&=0&" ~+&3&=0&ª�#&;&%+'%&I1&<=+=&;<)&KS&[)&j5&-&3<+"

The explanation comes in five sections: what to do when you feel as though
you want to have a mental affliction; what to do when agitation or similar
thoughts come; what to do when you feel desire for material gain or fame, or
anything of the like; what to do when you should be thinking of the benefit of
others; and what to do when you feel as though you want to have a feeling
like anger, depression, or such.
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"'0&KS&50&H)=&J'%&;&=0&"

"~+&35&<=+=&;&=1&H)&KS"

"$%&%?&#)&-&¥&#)&-"

"/)0&3():&��&:)&':%&;5&-"

Whenever I feel as though I want
To have attachment, or else anger,
I should keep from going into action,
I should keep from speaking out,
I should stay as a bump on a log.

"=0&;+&:)" "'0&')&KS&50&')&H)=&J'%&;&=0&~+&35&<=+=&;&=1<)&KS&$?%&,)%&$%&

%?&#)&-" 0'&')%&¥&35&#)&-&35&'71:&;+&3a?0%&W?3&;&/)0&3():&��&:)&':%&;5&

-<+"

Whenever I feel as though I want to have attachment, or else anger, I should keep my
body from going into action, and I should keep my speech from speaking out. I
should stay as I am, working on the antidote, and stay as still as a bump on a log.

"='+=&=0&'&(5&3c%&;<#"

"'$&21&0&9$&9'%&_:&;<#"

"#K0&<iQ&3&H)&3%#&;&=0&"

"'$&21&I+5&<-):&qV&%1#%&%#"

Suppose I feel agitation,
Or an urge to humiliate someone,
Or pride, or else conceit;
Suppose it occurs to me
That I should expose
Another person's faults,
Or deceive another
By pulling the wool over their eyes.
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"'7)%&;&:)" H?$&$&<P5&3<)&�+=&;&=0&3(=&'=&,)%&c+&<Z)&3<)&'&(5&3c%&

;<#" '$&21&H+:&2:&@)%&b10%&;<)&0&9$&=0&" $0&KL&%+'%&,)%&9'%&;&

=0&_:&;<#" '(:&@)&#K0&<iQ&3<)&3%#&=0&" '$&21&I+5&<-):&21&J+'&#)&

/1%&;%&b1&KL$&3&=0&'H+&9.%&'(:&3qV&35&%1#%&%#"

Here is the second section. Suppose I begin to feel agitation, where my mind
floats from one object to another, or else an urge to humilate someone, by
laughing at them derisively. Or say that I start to feel pride, where I am puffed
up by thinking of my own qualities, or else conceit, which comes from thinking
of my own youthful vitality or the like. Suppose as well that it occurs to me that
I should expose another person's faults publicly, or that I should pull the wool over
another's eyes; that is, deceive another person by some devious action motivated
by my own lack of contentment, my desire for some kind of profit for myself.

"'0&KS&3='&3X+=&e¨5&$1:&;<#"

"'(:&$&l+=&;&7)=&=0&:)"

"'/1&3c%&<@1=&=0&3c%&@£5&;"

"=1&KS&/)0&3():&':%&;5&-"

Or suppose a time comes
That I feel the urge
To sing my own praises,
Disparage others, or else contend.

In every such situation
I should stay like a bump on a log.

'0&')&KS&H+:&2:&3]+=&;<)&t+&:%&3='&3X+=&e¨5&$1:&;<#" I+:&3]+=&;%&

'(:&$&l+=&;&7)=&=0&:)&U�5&3&<=13%&;<)&'/1&3&=0&3c%&;&=0&" {+=&c)0&

<@1=&;&=0&3c%&;5&@£5&;&=1<)&KS&'71:&;+&50&}&W?3&;&#)&'H+&35&/)0&3():&��&

':%&;5&-<+"
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Or suppose a time comes that I feel the urge to sing my own praises, describing to
everyone my good qualities; or else to disparage others by criticizing them, or
to scold them with words of contempt. Suppose finally that I feel the need to
engage in some argument with someone else, to contend with them. In every
such situation I should stand completely still, and not move the slightest, and
stay like a bump on a log.

"�1=&=0&3¤�5&X)&A'%&<=+=&;<#"

"'H+'&<b+5&=+:&��&'715&<=+=&;<#"

"3='&%1#%&5)#&A+&<=+=&@£5&:"

"=1&KS&/)0&3():&':%&;5&-"

Suppose as well that I feel
A desire for gain, or else for honor;
For a great circle of servants,
Or else the service of others.
On these occasions too I should stay
Still as a bump on a log.

"'%?#&;&:)" :+5&$&%+'%&;<)&�1=&;&=0&3¤�5&X)&'=:&<=)0%&;&%+'%&=0&h:&

;<)&A'%&;<#" "'H+'&<b+5&=+:&��&'715&<=+=&;<#" 3='&')&%1#%&U�&#71&

%+'%&5)#&A+&<=+=&;5&@£5&:&H0&=1<)&KS&/)0&3():&��&'71:&;+&3a?0%&W?3&;5&

':%&;5&-<+"

Here is the third section. Suppose as well that I feel a desire for gain—in the form
of money for teaching or the like; or else honor, such as when others prepare a
seat upon which I shall teach; or reputation. Or perhaps I may begin to hope
for a great circle of servants, or else desire the service of others, who come to honor
me by massaging my body. On these occasions too I should stay still as a bump
on a log, stay concentrating on the antidotes that work against these attitudes.

"'(:&=+:&H$&35&<=+5&3&=0&"

"50&=+:&'715&35&<=+=&;&=0&"

"¥&35&<=+=&;<)&%1#%&-¢0&:"
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"=1%&:)&/)0&3():&':%&;5&-"

Suppose I ignore the needs of others,
Or strive only for my own needs,
Or else get the urge to simply talk;
When I am like this, I should stay
As still as a bump on a log.

"3()&;&:)" 50&'(:&@)&=+:&$&%1#%&;<)&KS&'(:&=+:&H$&35&<=+5&3<#" 50&

=+:&<3<&()'&=+:&��&'715&35&<=+=&;&='&=0&" 0'&¥&35&<=+=&;<)&%1#%&-¢0&

:&'0&a'&=1%&:)&/)0&3():&��&':%&;5&-<+"

Here is the fourth section. Suppose that, while I am supposed to be intent on
reaching the goals of both myself and others, I ignore the needs of others, or else
begin to strive only for my own needs, or else get the urge to simply talk. Whenever
I am acting like this kind of person, I should stay as still as a bump on a log.

"#)&3a+=&$1&$+&<[)'%&;&=0&"

"=1&3():&D)&k+$&#?&c+5&=0&"

"50&')&P+'%&(1:&%1#%&-¢0&:"

"=1&KS&/)0&3():&':%&;5&-"

Suppose I can no longer endure,
Or feel laziness, and fear.
Just so I might want to act
In some uncontrolled way,
Or engage in some irrelevant chatter,
Or get the thought to feel
Some bias for my own kind.
At such times too I should stay
As still as a bump on a log.

"�&;&:)" ~+&3&=0&r�'&3R$&%+'%&#)&3a+=&;&=0&" ='1&3&$&#)&m+&3<)&$1&$+<)&

=30&')%&='1&3&3op3&;&%+'%&$&<[)'%&;&=0&" =1&3():&��&¤�:&� &#&3r#%&

;%&O+=&J1&3<)&D)&'2+$&=0&<i1$&#1=&,)&#?&c+5&¥&3&=0&" 50&')&P+'%&'71:&
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%+'%&$&(1:&;<)&%1#%&-¢0&:&=1%&:)&N+5&3%&'71:&;+&3a?0%&W?3&;&/)0&3():&��&

':%&;5&-<+"

Here is the fifth section. Suppose I reach a point where I feel I can no longer
endure another's anger, or some suffering, or anything of the like. Or suppose
I fall under the power of laziness, meaning a lack of joy for performing virtuous
deeds, and so develop a fear for accomplishing good deeds or such.

Just so I might want to act in some insistent, uncontrolled way, lacking any self-
restraint at all, or else feel the urge to engage in some irrelevant chatter. Or else
I may get the thought to feel some bias for my own kind, my own relatives or the
like. At such times too I should stop myself, and stay as still as a bump on a log,
and maintain the antidotes for all these actions.

"=1&j5&¤�:&:%&7+:&#+0%&=0&"

"=+:&#1=&3{+:&;<)&H)=&3k'%&:%"

"=1&KS&=;<&3+%&'71:&;+&H)%"

"=1&:)&3k:&;+5&'a?0&35&-"

I should in this way check myself
For thoughts filled with mental afflictions,
Or those thoughts where I want
To make some kind of meaningless efforts.
Whenever they do come,
I should act like a warrior,
Using the antidotes
To keep my mind firm and steady.

"'%?#&;&=+:&3r�&3&:)" =1&j5&¤�:&:%&7+:&#+0%&;<)&H)=&=0&=+:&#1=&;&$&3{+:&

;<)&H)=&$&3k'%&:%&=1<)&KS&=;<&3+&X+3%&_:&=0&<Z&3<)&'71:&;+&H)%&H)=&=1&

:)&-&3&0:&;&$&#)&<[?'&;5&3k:&;+5&'a?0&35&-<+"

Here finally is the third part from above: the summary. I should then in this
way check myself for thoughts which are filled with mental afflictions, or else for
those thoughts where I want to make some kind of meaningless efforts. Whenever they
do come, I should act like some great and powerful warrior: I should use the
proper antidote attitudes, and keep my mind firm and steady, preventing it from
engaging in any negative action.
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Reading Ten: The Perfections of Giving and Ethical Living

The following reading is taken from the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs), a commentary by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432) on the book called Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Byang-chub-
sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).

************

"'%?#&;&$&'%?#" N):&;<)&()0&`=&;5&c:&$&N):&;&-&3&=0&" ='1&3<)&$%&

C#%&50&X+3%&,)%&-&3&=0&" ='1&3&'+0&:%&'+0&��&`=&ª�'%&/)0&='+%&;&

3k'%&:%&-&3<+"

Here is the third part, [which is advice that you should involve yourself only
with virtuous activities]. This part has three sections of its own: advice to
perform the act of giving towards exceptional objects; advice to perform
virtuous activities on one's own accord; and advice to develop the perfection
of giving ever higher, and to act after once one has examined the purpose of
acting.

"k'&;5&#0+:&(1:&@)%&3q0&3<#"

"'71:&;+&H)%&:)&3q0&3&7)="

"H+:&2:&=0&:)&O:&<=+'%&()0&"

"r�'&3R$&3&$&='1&J1:&<@£5"

The power of the virtue
Is so much more powerful
If done all the time,
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Motivated by strong enthusiasm,
Only by the antidote, or performed
Towards objects of high spiritual qualities,
Those who've been of great benefit,
Or those who are suffering.

"=0&;+&:)" ='1&3&k'&;5&9.:&��&-&3&=0&" #0+:&(1:&@)%&3q0&3&X1&<��:&;&

Z'&;+%&-&3&=0&" #&J'%&;&$&%+'%&;&#)&#W?:&P+'%&,)&'71:&;+&H)%&:)&¤�:&

:%&3q0&3&7)=&,)%&()0&#J+'&� &@£5&;&H+:&2:&=0&_:&;<)&()0&=B+:&#J+'&

'%?#&$&%+'%&;&=0&O&#&%+'%&O:&<=+'%&;<)&()0&=0&" =3?$&O+0%&%+'%&

r�'&3R$&c:&@)&()0&$&-):&;%&='1&3&J1:&;+5&<@£5&3%&<3=&;5&-<+"

Here is the first. Since the power of the virtue is so much more powerful, I should
exert myself in the following kinds of virtuous activity:

* Giving which is done "all the time," meaning on a regular basis;

* That which is motivated by strong enthusiasm—performed with fierce
good feelings;

* That which is motivated only by attitudes such as a lack of
attachment—by thoughts which provide the antidote for
negativities;

* That which is performed towards the highest objects: objects of high
spiritual qualities such as the Three Jewels or the like, and objects
who have been of great benefit, such as your parents;

* That which is performed towards objects which are suffering—the poor
and the like.

"#b%&/)0&_0&=0&_:&-%&:%"

"$%&C#%&3='&')%&k'&� &-"

"$%&C#%&¤�:&$&%?&$&H0&"

"j+%&;5&-&3&#&H):&:+"
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I should become a master, and learn
To have great faith and enthusiasm;
They will lead me to perform deeds at all times.
I will learn to accomplish all kinds of virtue
Even if there's no one else at all
On whom I can depend.

"'7)%&;&:)" Y0&=+5&=0&<[?'&_+'&$&#b%&/)0&='1&3&$&==&;&=0&_:&;5&

-%&:%&='1&3<)&$%&C#%&3='&')%&k'&� &-<+" "'(:&<3<&()'&-1=&��&<[?'&

;&j&3?&='1&3<)&$%&C#%&¤�:&$&A+'%&%?&$&H0&j+%&;5&-&3&#&H):&:+"

Here is the second. I should become a master of engaging in those actions which
are to be taken up, and of avoiding those actions which are to be abandoned.
And I should learn to have great faith and enthusiasm for virtuous deeds. These
then will lead me to perform virtuous deeds at all times. And I will not perform
these good deeds only because others have induced me to do so; I will learn to
accomplish all kinds of virtue even if there is no one else at all on whom I can depend
to help me.

"N):&;<)&O&5+$&P):&$&%+'%"

"'+0&:%&'+0&��&`=&ª�'%&D="

"J�0&0?<)&P)5&:)&J1&#)&'20&"

"'^L&J15&'(:&@)&=+:&3%#&#+"

I will perform the perfections
Of giving and the rest
So they are heightened ever further,
And never give up the greater for the less:
Concentrate on others' aims.

"'%?#&;&:)" N):&;<)&O&5+$&� &P):&;&$&%+'%&;&/1%&53&,)&35&��&'+0&:%&'+0&

��&`=&ª�'%&/)0&<O1$&3&D=&;5&-<+" "N):&;&=0&K�$&~)#%&%+'%&='+%&;&

=0&='1&3&J�0&0?<)&P)5&:)&J1&3&#)&320&()0&J1:&;+&$&<3=&;5&-<+" "¬�'%&,)%&

'7)%&B&c)'&c5&#)&��%&/)0&:0&<=+#%&:&J1:&;+&3\Q0&3<)&=+:&��&J�0&0?&320&35&
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3X:&2+" "J1&J�0&'0&')%&<[+'&c1&:&KS&<=)<)&50&=+:&=0&'(:&=+:&j&3?&'c)'&

-%&;%&c)'&/+%&7#%&;5&<@£5&:" '^L&J15&'(:&@)&=+:&3%#&#+"

Here is the third. I will perform the perfections of giving and "the rest," meaning
all of those up to wisdom, in such a way that they are heightened ever further;
that is, so they increase in strength. Whenever I engage in the perfections of
giving, an ethical way of life, or any of the others, I should never give up
activities which are of greater virtuous power for those which are of less—I
should rather concentrate my efforts on the greater.

These lines are indicating, by implication, the following: where one is unable
to perform both the action of lesser power and the one of greater
power—where a time has come where one must choose between the two—then
we should give up the deed of lesser virtue to prevent the greater one from
being lost. How do we establish which deeds are greater, and which are
lesser? If for example there is a choice between accomplishing one's own aims
or someone else's aims in this present life—if by bringing about one you would
lose the other—then you should concentrate on others' aims.

"'%?#&;&%1#%&c:&=+:&-1=&,)&K�$&~)#%&$&3q3&;&$&'%?#" '(:&=+:&e¨5&

Y0&3&=0&" 50&71%&;%&#&'+%&;5&'(:&3r�&3<)&D+=&;&=0&" %1#%&c:&@)&

%1#%&]1%&%?&3\Q0&()0&71%&;%&#)&'+%&;<)&D+=&;&$&3q3&;<+"

The third general section concerns training oneself in the ethical way of life in
which one acts for the benefit of others. Here there are three parts: throwing
oneself into the service of others; acting in ways which attract others to the
teaching, while still striving to avoid being sullied by any bad deeds oneself;
and training oneself in ways to preserve the opinions of others, and acting so
that one is left unsullied by bad deeds.

"=1&j5&5)'&-%&'(:&=+:&$"

"k'&� &3{+:&;5&':%&;5&-"

"W?'%&]1&#0<&3&5)0&'a)'%&;%"

"3B'&;&C#%&,0&=1&$&':0&"
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They should in this way learn,
And then make efforts always
To fill the needs of others.
Those who possess compassion,
Who see the distant, have allowed
Even the prohibited.

"=0&;+&:)" R5&3/=&;&=1&j5&-0&J�3&%1#%&=;<&Y0&=+5&@)&':%&5)'&;5&-%&

21&'(:&=+:&$&k'&� &3{+:&;5&':%&;5&-&$" '(:&=+:&$&-&3&s&KL'%&op3&

='+%&;%&50&7)=&71%&;%&'+%&;5&<@£5&5+&(1&:" W?'%&]1&#0<&3&%0%&9%&

,)%&5)0&3<)&+'&@£5&@)&=+:&C#%&,0&#0+:&%?#&��&'a)'%&;%&$?%&0'&')&#)&

='1&3&3��:&$&%+'%&;&7:&W+%&50&=+:&'^L&3+5&-1=&;&$&3B'&;&C#%&,0&

U3%&%?&33&;<)&KS&-0&J�3&%1#%&=;<&=1&$&':0&3%&71%&;5&#)&<@£5&35&#&

a=&KL'%&J1:&;+5&<@£5&21" '%0&J1:&W3%&$&#b%&;<)&#=+&$%" =1=&=;+:&

h)0&]1&J1:&;+%&#)&:'&;+&3%=&;%&3U$&;&��&#<)&<b+5&3&3�)$&35&'%?0%&;%&

=0&" i#&a1<)& 1̀<?&U5&#<)&-¢0&3&$&'%?0%&;&j5&5+" "H0&:&W?'%&]1&#0<&3&

5)0&'a)'%&;&$?%&0'&')&3��:&':0&3<)&-0&J�3&%1#%&=;<&7)=&$&3/=&;5&

-<+"

Here is the first. One may ask the following question: "Bodhisattvas should, in
this way mentioned above, learn the art of which actions to take up, and which
to give up. And then they should always make efforts to fill the needs of others.
Isn't it true though that, because filling the needs of others may require us to
undertake a wide variety of different actions, we might ourselves become
sullied by some bad deeds?"

Those who possess compassion, the Buddhas, see directly even those objects which
are "distant," in the sense of being abstruse. There are certain actions, like the
seven bad deeds of body and speech, which they have prohibited for
listeners—for those who are working primarily for their own aims. On certain
extraordinary occasions though, they have allowed even these same actions to
bodhisattvas; when such persons perform these acts they are not only not a
bad deed, but rather become the accumulation of great goodness.
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The Sutra on Skilful Means, the Great Secret, for example mentions the ship
captain named Great Compassion, who killed evil persons and thereby erased
many eons of his future suffering in the cycle of life. There is also the incident
that is stated to have occurred with the Brahmin youth named Karma.

The phrase "those who possess compassion, who see to a distance" can also be
explained as referring to these bodhisattvas—the ones for whom the seven
deeds of body and speech are allowed—themselves. [It should be noted at this
point that the practice of performing one of the seven bad deeds for great
goodness is severely restricted, to those who have been practicing the
bodhisattva path literally for millions of years, and should not be construed as
allowed for others.]

"'7)%&;&$&'7)%" a0&a)0&')%&3r�&3&=0&" J+%&,)%&3r�&3<+" "=0&;+&$&

'%?#" a%&'+%&N):&;&=0&#)&N):&;<)&`=&;5&=0&" -&3&d:&KS'%&,)&J1=&��&

$?%&$&':+=&;5&#)&-&3&=0&" $?%&N):&;5&'2+0&3<)&��%&=0&='+%&;&3/=&

;<+"

The second part has two of its own: attracting others to the teaching through
the use of material things, and attracting them through the Dharma. The first
of these has three further sections: an explanation of the distinction between
when to give food and clothing, and when not to give them; advice not to
harm the body in order to accomplish some minor deed; and a description of
the time and purpose when it would be appropriate to give up even one's own
body.

"$+'&;5&e¨0&=0&#'+:&#1=&=0&"

"3®w$&ª�'%&':%&$&3'+&-&()0&"

"5:&;&^#&��&3a<&-&X1"

"J+%&'+%&'%?#&#&'2+'%&;&N):"

I should offer an equal share
To those who have fallen wrong,
Who have no one to protect them,
Who are engaged in asceticism.
I myself should eat only the proper amount,
And give away any possession
Except for my three dharma robes.
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"=0&;+&:)" a%&$&$+0%&D+=&;<)&KS&$+'&;5&j¨0&3&��=&<A+&=0&" H)&©'%&=0&"

#'+:&#1=&;<)&:=&;&%+'%&=0&" 3®w$&ª�'%&$&':%&;&K0%&;&#K�0%&;5&

D+=&;&H+=&:&=1&$&H0&J&51&3'+&35&-&()0&" 50&7)=&,0&W#%&c=&$&H0&KL=&

5)'&-" (1%&'%?0%&;&j5&a%&$&3k1:&;<)&b&:&#&W+&3&#1=&;5&5:&;&^#&��&

3a<&35&-&X1" ¤�:&q+0&%+'%&3/1%&m)0&$%&'%?0%&;&j5&-<+"

Whenever I partake of food, I should also offer an equal share to each of the
following, should they be present: to "those who have fallen wrong," meaning
animals and tormented spirits; to the sick and others who have no one to protect
them; and to those "who are engaged in asceticism"—referring to celibate,
ordained persons.

I myself should follow the advice expressed in the phrase, "In all things judge
the proper amount," and eat only the proper amount of food, without committing
any of the inappropriate deeds which relate to partaking of food. The
motivation and such for eating should be the same as that described in the
Letter to a Friend.

"-0&J�3&%1#%&=;<&='1&q+0&')%&s#&N5&=0&" Y&'+%&=0&" W0&'+%&21&J+%&

'+%&'%?#&#&'2+'%&;5&H+&-=&'(:&H+=&:&N):&;5&-<+" "J+%&'+%&'%?#&

H0&e'&;<)&H+&-=&H+=&:&N):&;5&-<)" K:&;&'c)'&$%&#1=&:&N):&;5&#)&-&X1"

K0%&;5&D+=&;<)&35&J=&��&<@£5&3<)&P)5&5+"

A bodhisattva who is a fully ordained monk should be ready to give away any
possession he has, with the exception of his three dharma robes: his outer robe, his
inner robe, and his lower robe. Even with these three robes, the bodhisattva
may give away any extra ones that he may have, but may not give away those
where he has no more than one, since this would be an obstacle to his practice
of celibacy.

"=#&;<)&J+%&:)&D+=&;<)&$?%"

"d:&KS'%&J1=&��&':+=&#)&-"
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"=1&j5&-%&:&%1#%&c:&@)"

"3%#&;&�¢5&��&T+'%&;5&<@£5"

I carry out the holy Dharma
With my body; I should never harm it
For some minor benefit.
If I am able to act this way,
Then I can quickly fulfil
The hopes of every living being.

"'7)%&;&:)" '0&()'&3\Q0%&:&50&'(:&@)&=+:&9&J1:&;+&<AQ3&;<)&=#&;<)&

J+%&:)&D+=&;<)&k1:&��&@£5&;<)&50&')&$?%&'(:&$&O:&;&d:&KS'%&,)&J1=&��&':+=&

;5&#)&-&X1&�&3():&��&3\Q0&35&-<+" "=1&j5&-%&:&=$&<-+5&$&3k1:&:%&3q3&

;&'%?#&T+'%&;<)&t+&:%&%1#%&c:&@)&3%#&;&�¢5&��&T+'%&;5&<@£5&3<)&P)5&

5+" "3()&39&;&$%" $?%&:)&=A&j5&#W+0&#+=&,)" =1&j&:&H0&=1&3\Q0&-"

"~)#%&_:&H?:&5)0&<KL&3&:)" "=1&$%&3%+=&:#%&J1:&;+&-1=" "c1%&'%?0%&;&

j5&5+"

Here is the second section. My body is a base from which I carry out the holy
Dharma; it is something with which, if I care for it properly, I can accomplish
vast purposes for myself and others. I should never do any kind of harm to it
merely for some minor benefit that it might do for someone else—I should shield
it in the same way I would an open wound. Why is this so? Because if I am
able to act this way, then I can—by using the spiritual leisure and fortune which
I've found—reach the culmination of the practice of the three trainings, and in
this way quickly fulfill the hopes of every living being. As the Four Hundred Verses
says,

We should admittedly view this body
as though it were the enemy;

But all the same it is a thing
we must protect as well.

It is an action which creates
tremendous stores of merit

To live a life of many years
maintaining one's morality.
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"h)0&]1<)&3%#&;&#&='&;5"

"$?%&<=)&'20&35&#)&-&X1"

"c)&:%&<=)&=0&'(:&��&H0&"

"=+:&J1:&op3&;<)&9.5&'20&0+"

I should never give away my body
With impure thoughts of compassion.
I should no matter what give away
My body, to achieve great goals
In both this and the future.

"'%?#&;&:)" -0&J�3&%1#%&=;<&=0&;+&:%&$?%&$&%+'%&;&%1#%&c:&$&

3%#&;&W'&;&:%&320&#+=&,0&" $?%&,)&/&$&%+'%&;&q+0&3<)&=B<&D=&,)%&

H)=&<-¢0&35&<@£5&3&=0&" ]1%&%?&<@+=&;&%+'%&3='&;%&'(:&'c1%&;<)&

h)0&]1<)&3%#&;&#&='&;5&N+5&3%&$?%&<=)&320&35&#)&-&X1" 9%&;5&3q3&

3� %&%?&#=+&Z0%&;&j5&��%&#&H):&;5&'2+0&3&3��=&,)&$%&%?&'%?0%&;<)&P)5&

5+"

Here is the third part. It is admittedly true that bodhisattvas do, from the very
beginning, offer their own bodies and the like to living beings from the very
bottom of their hearts. I should never though perform the asceticism of giving
away the flesh of my body or something of the like to someone who requests it
in a way which involves an impure version of the thoughts of compassion where
I am supposed to cherish others more than myself; that is, in such a way that
I would feel distaste, or regret my offering later, or anything of the like. This
point is expanded upon in the Compendium of Training, where a sutra is quoted
which states that giving away things at the wrong time is the work of demons.

"50&0+%&:%&%15&C&%+'%&N):&;<)&'1'%&=0&i$&()0&71%&#1=&��&KL'%&J1:&;+&

T+'%&;5&<@£5&3<)&KS" c)&:%&,0&KS&53%&<=)&=0&'(:&��&H0&=+:&J1:&;+&op3&

;<)&9.5&<@£5&3<)&KS&320&0+"
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When there comes a time however when I have, on my side, freed myself from
stinginess and other obstacles to the perfection of giving, and when I could
without any problems thereby accumulate a great deal of virtuous energy, then
I should no matter what give away my body, for this would act as a cause for me
to achieve great goals in both this and all my future lives.

"'7)%&;&$&'%?#" J+%&3/=&��&#)&5?0&3<)&7:&;&;+<)&$?%&,)&¤�:&D+=&=0&" s+=&

,)&3%#&;<)&`=&;5&3k'&;&=0&" 9&J1:&;+&$&#+%&;&=#:&;&$&N5&35&#)&-&

3<+"

Here is the second part from above, about attracting others to the teachings
through the Dharma. Here there are three points: notes on the proper behavior
of a person who is listening to the Dharma—that is, a description of persons
to whom it would be improper to teach the Dharma; learning to judge details
of the state of mind of the person who is to receive the teachings; and
instruction not to take a person who has an aptitude for the wide-reaching
path and introduce them to one which is lesser.

"#&¡�%&;&$&J+%&#)&3/="

"#)&:&3():&��&#'+&=4)%&=0&"

"'��'%&=0&<b5&3&#KL:&W+'%&=0&"

"#'+&3+&'H+'%&;&='&$&#):"

I should not teach the Dharma
To those who have no respect;
To those not ill wearing veils;
Who hold an umbrella, staff, or weapon;
Or who cover their heads with cloth.

"=0&;+&:)" J+%&=0&J+%&¥&3&$&#&¡�%&;&$&J+%&#)&3/=&c)0&D+=&$#&@)&`=&;5&

#)&:&3():&��&#'+&=4)%&;&=0&" $'&:&'��'%&=0&" <b5&3&=0&" #KL:&J&
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Here is the first. I should not teach the Dharma to those who have no respect for the
Dharma, or no respect for the one teaching the Dharma. Nor should I teach
the Dharma to those who exhibit certain kinds of behavior, such as wearing veils
or the like (assuming they are not doing so because they are ill); holding an
umbrella, a staff, or some weapon; or covering the tops of their heads with cloth or
such.

"=#:&$&a3&=0&9&J1&=0&"

"I1%&;&#1=&;5&3?=&#1=&#):"

"=#:&=0&#J+'&')&J+%&C#%&$"

"#K�0%&;5&¡�%&;%&¤�:&��&D="

I should not teach the profound
And far-reaching aspects to the lesser,
Nor a woman without a male.
I should follow the behavior
Of respecting all Dharma equally,
No superior or inferior kinds.

"'7)%&;&:)" s+=&#&H):&;<)&3%#&;&=#:&;&$&a3&;&=0&9&J1&3<)&J+%&#)&3/=&

;&=0&" I1%&;&#1=&;5&3?=&#1=&'c)'&;?&$&H0&#):&:+" "W1'&;&J1&J�0&')&J+%&j&

3?&=#:&;&=0&#J+'&')&J+%&C#%&3a0&0:&=0&" 5)'%&#)&5)'%&=0&" %0%&

9%&W3%&%?&<@£5&#)&<@£5&%+'%&%+&%+5&P1&:&J+%&*+0&��&'%?0%&;%" ¤�:&$&
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Here is the second. I should not teach the profound and far-reaching aspects of the
Dharma to those of lesser minds, to those who are not fit to receive these
teachings. Nor should I teach the Dharma to a woman alone, without another
male present.

It is further stated that one has committed the bad deed of rejecting the
Dharma if one discriminates between different parts of the teaching, by saying
for example that the teachings of the greater and lesser ways are, respectively,
superior and inferior kinds of Dharma—one better than the other; one more proper
than the other; one a way to enlightenment, and the other not; or anything of
the like. I should therefore follow a code of behavior where I respect all of them
equally, and put each of them into practice.
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"9&J1:&J+%&,)&s+=&@£5&;"

"=#:&;<)&J+%&$&N5&#)&-"

"D+=&;&H+0%&%?&=+5&#)&-"

"#=+&=0&R'%&,)%&<Z)=&#)&-"

I should never take one who is fit
To receive the teachings of the far-reaching
And introduce them to a teaching which is lesser.
Neither should I ever abandon the code
Of behavior, nor abuse the open and secret
Teachings through deceiving someone.

"'%?#&;&:)" 9&J1:&;+<)&J+%&,)&s+=&��&@£5&;&W1'&;&J1:&;+<)&5)'%&c:&7:&W+%&,)&
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Here is the third. I should never take a person who is the type who can follow
the greater way, one who is fit to receive the teachings of the far-reaching way, and
introduce them to a teaching which is lesser—that is, I should never lead them
along the path of the listeners. This is because it is stated that, should I do so,
I will have committed a transgression of my vows.

Neither should I ever abandon the code of behavior contained in the morality of
restraint: I should never abuse the open and secret teachings through deceiving
someone who is fit to receive their actual content by telling them that, to make
themselves pure, all they need to do is to recite the open and secret teachings
out loud.
"'%?#&;&$&'7)%" 9%&;5&3/=&;&=0&" =+:&3r�&3<+" "=0&;+&$&'%?#"
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Here is the third overall section from above, which concerns training oneself
in ways to preserve the opinions of others, and acting so that one is left
unsullied by bad deeds. Here there will be an expanded explanation followed
by a summary. The former of these two has three parts of its own: giving up
physical actions which are wrong, and anything which would cause others to
lose their faith; how to act when pointing out a road, or something of the like;
and how to undertake the act of sleeping.

"%+&/)0&=0&:)&#J)$&#&='
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"'c)&$&%+'%&;<0&$+0%&D+=&;<)"

"J�&=0&W0&$&=+5&3&l="

I should, whenever I throw out
The cleaning stick, or spit,
Cover them up.
Disposing of urine or anything similar
In water or on a piece of ground
Which others use is rebuked.

"=0&;+&:)" W?:&#+0%&;<)&<��$&3<)&r1&s+=&$%&'%?0%&;<)&¤�:&D+=&C#%&-0&
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Here is the first. Bodhisattvas who have also left the home life must, except
in those cases which are specifically allowed, strictly maintain each detail of the
code of behavior spoken in the collection of scripture devoted to discipline,
which is something shared by both the greater and lesser ways. And even
those bodhisattvas who are still leading the home life must as well maintain
these points, in order to preserve the faith of others.
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Therefore I should—whenever I throw out the so-shing stick which I use to clean
my mouth, or whenever I spit—cover them up with dirt or the like. And since
I would be rebuked by the powerful pleasure creatures and other such beings
if I did so, I should avoid ever disposing of excrement or urine, or else mucus
from my nose, or anything similar in water or on a piece of ground which others use
along with me.

"b&3B0&3&=0&o&3c%&=0&"

"b&'=0%&:%&:)&3a<&#)&-"
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I should never eat with my mouth stuffed,
Nor with noise, or with my mouth open.
Neither should I stick my legs out while I sit
Nor rub my shoulders together.

"a%&,)%&$1'%&;5&b&3B0&3&=0&c'&c'&$&%+'%&;<)&o&J1:&;+&=0&3c%&;&

=0&" $1'%&;5&b&'=0%&:%&:)&3a<&35&#)&-<+" "~)&$&%+'%&;&$&<��'&;&
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I should never eat in such a way that my mouth is totally stuffed with the food,
or so that I make a loud smacking noise or anything of the like, or else with my
mouth wide open. When I sit on a Dharma throne or similar seat, I should never
stick my legs out touching the ground, or such. Neither should I rub myself on
my shoulders together, meaning at the same time. It is however no fault if you
rub yourself on your shoulders one at a time.
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I should never stay in or on
A single conveyance, a single bed,
Or in the same place with another
Who is a woman. I should avoid
Any kind of behavior which might cause
People of the world to lose their faith,
Whether the obvious or the acquainted.
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[As a monk,] I should never stay in or on a single conveyance, something like a
horse or the like, or on a single bed, or in the same place with another person who
is a woman. Even those bodhisattvas who are laypeople should avoid staying
together with women who are not their own relatives.

In brief, I should avoid any kind of behavior which might cause people of the world
to lose their faith, whether it is behavior that is obviously a problem to everyone
everywhere, or whether it is something peculiar to that particular place or time,
and therefore something that I might not already be aware of, but would have
to acquaint myself with.

"%+5&#+%&3�&:)&#)&-&X1"
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I should never point something out
With my individual fingers,
But rather use all my right hand,
Right and with respect.
Thus too should I guide
Any person along a way.
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Here is the second. When I am pointing out something to someone, I should
never do so with individual fingers of my left hand, since this would be
something insulting them. Rather I should point with an attitude of respect,
using all the fingers of my right hand, and turning it palm up, right. This too is
the manner in which I should guide any person along a way.
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I should never gesture with my hands
In a very animated way, but rather
Move them only a slight bit
And make some type of noise
Or snapping with them.
Were I to act differently though
It would show a lack of control.
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Unless there is some specific purpose to be served by doing so, I should never
gesture with my hands in a very animated way, since this might lead me to
become careless. Rather I could move my hands only a slight bit, and make some
type of a noise or snapping with them. It would though show a lack of controlled
behavior if I were to act differently, and make this noise too loudly.
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I should sleep in the desired direction,
In the way the Savior laid down in "nirvana,"
With awareness from the very beginning
I should be sure to rise up quickly.
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Here is the third. Whenever I go to sleep, I should emulate the way that the
Savior acted when he laid down and pretended to pass into "nirvana." That is,
I should first lie with my head in the desired direction. Then I should lay with
my right side down, and place my left leg atop my right. I should put my
head down on my right hand, and wrap myself nicely in my dharma robes,
and sleep.

As I go off to sleep I should place my mind on a virtuous object, and utilize
the attitudes of recollection and awareness. From the very beginning, as sleep
comes, I should be sure to keep a very luminous state of mind, where light fills
my mind, and I should reflect upon how I will rise up from my sleep quickly.
As I drift off I should think of how I am about to sustain my body with the
sleep, and then afterwards make great efforts in performing virtuous deeds.
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The different types of activities
Described as something that bodhisattvas
Should undertake are limitless.
I must acquaint my mind with them,
And practice til the time arrives,
As it surely will, when I can
Put them in my own life.
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Here is the second point from above. The various scriptures, and the
commentaries which explain their true intent, describe different types of activities
to be undertaken by bodhisattvas, activities which are unlimited. I would never be
able to accomplish each and every one of these at present. Therefore from the
very beginning I must, as mentioned above, acquaint my own mind with these
activities, and practice until the time arrives, as it must, when I can put in my own
life each and every one of these ways of living.
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CLASS NOTES
Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class One: The Author, and Structure of the Text

The reason you're in this class is because you're going to die. Getting old and dying has a cause.
The purpose of the class is to study the forces which cause your world, and the causes which
give you things and also will take it all away (including your life and identity). The point of
class is to study and change those forces, so that life isn't endlessly about change, loss and
suffering. The Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life is a handbook on how to affect those forces
so that you don't have to suffer and die. The point of Buddhism is to learn how not to suffer—
to live in paradise forever. This is the guidebook on how to do that.

The Root Text and Author:
JANG-CHUB SEMPAY CHUPA LA JUKPA Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
Buddhahood warrior way of life entering the main text for the course

Bodhisattva - charya - avatara (skt.) into

CHUN JUK The short name for the text.
learning how to act

GYALSE SHIWA HLA skt: Shantideva (c. 700 A.D.) The author of the Guide
Bodhisattva peace angel

Shanti deva

The Commentary:
GYALTSAB JE DARMA RINCHEN (1364-1432) is his monk's name. He
throne holder of Je (Tsongkapa) was Je Tsongkapa's student, who wrote the commentary:

GYALSE JUK-NGOK Entry Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas
child of Buddhas entry point

DUSHE SUMBAWA (skt: Bhusuku) "Mister Three Thoughts." This was Master
on your mind only 3 things Shantideva's nickname in the monastery

Outline of the 10 Chapters:
1. JANG-CHUB KYI SEM KYI PEN YUN Benefits of the Wish for Enlightenment.

Getting you excited about being a bodhisattva
and having bodhichitta, which means to be a
spiritual warrior and to fight against the
mental afflictions in your own mind, the true
battleground.

2. DIKPA SHAKPA Purifying Bad Deeds. The process by which you set
your mind up to become a bodhisattva; you clean
your mind and its negative energies in preparation to
becoming a bodhisattva.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class One, continued

3. JANG-CHUB KYI SEM SUNGWA Acquiring the Wish for Enlightenment. Includes
a) developing the state of mind of a bodhisattva, and
b) the ceremony to commit yourself to becoming a
bodhisattva. It covers many techniques for collecting
good energy. You learn to draw in the spiritual
energy of the universe, after first getting rid of
negative energy through the methods described in
chapter two; you clean out your mind and then build
up positive energy so that you have the basis to
acquire bodhichitta.

4. BAK-YU TENPA Learning to Be Careful. Once you learn how to think
and act like a bodhisattva, you must take good care of
that new frail ability, like a newborn baby.

5. SHE-SHIN SUNGWA Guarding Awareness (and recollection). Setting the
watchman which alerts you when you're about to
misbehave, and keeps you focused on what you're
supposed to be thinking about.

6. SUPA TENPA The Chapter on Not Getting Angry. The art of not
getting angry when circumstances warrant becoming
angry.

7. TSUNDRU TENPA Joyous Effort. Having a good time doing good
things; being excited or enthusiastic about doing
good.

8. SAMTEN TENPA The Chapter on Meditation. Meditation is the
platform from which you can see emptiness directly.

9. SHERAB KYI LEU The Chapter on Wisdom.

10. NGOWAY LEU The Chapter on Dedication. Taking a good thing
you've done, trying to see the long-term effects of that
deed, and dedicating it towards a particular goodness.
Seeing the outcome of what you did.

The Six Perfections— A bodhisattva's activities, and how they correspond to the chapters:

1. Giving ................................ Chapter 10 4. Joyous Effort ................ Chapter 7
2. Morality ............................. Chapter 5 5. Concentration .............. Chapter 8
3. Not Getting Angry .......... Chapter 6 6. Wisdom ........................ Chapter 9
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Two: Bodhichitta, the Five Paths

JANGCHUB SEM KYE Bodhichitta
Enlightenment mind develop

The Five Paths:

LAM NGA The Five Paths. Five stages you progress through in order
path five to become enlightened, five levels of spiritual development:

1. TSOK LAM Path of Accumunation. Real renunciation is reached on this
accumulation path path. It's very hard to reach.

2. JOR LAM Path of Preparation. It's marked by four stages. You begin
preparation path to understand more about emptiness with each stage, which

leads to...

3. TONG LAM Path of Seeing. You see emptiness directly in the first
seeing path instant of the Path of Seeing, while in very deep meditation.

It lasts 15-20 minutes the first time. The second part of the
Path of Seeing is what you experience when you come out
of the direct perception of emptiness. It leads to...

4. GOM LAM Path of Habituation. You are getting used to what you saw
habituation path during the path of seeing. You're applying what you saw at

the path of seeing to your everyday life. It leads to...

5. MI LOB LAM Path of No More Learning. If you have bodhichitta at this
no more study path level, you reach total Buddhahood; if not, you reach nirvana.

This path is the final result, the ultimate goal.

Maitreya's Definition of the Wish:

SEMKYE PA NI SHENDUN CHIR YANGDAK DZOKPAY JANGCHUB DU
wish for enlightenment for sake of all beings total enlightenment want

bodhichitta to reach

"Bodhichitta, the Wish for enlightenment, is the desire to reach total enlightenment for the
benefit of all beings."
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Two, continued

Bodhichitta Felt after Seeing Emptiness:

You feel a very special instance of bodhichitta just after seeing emptiness directly; this is very
different from the general bodhichitta. It relates to two types of wisdom:

1. NYAMSHAK YESHE The wisdom attained in extremely deep meditation, the direct
extremely deep wisdom perception of emptiness.

meditation

2. JE TOB YESHE The wisdom you attain just after the direct perception
subsequent wisdom of emptiness.

If you're on the Mahayana track, then you have an extraordinary, almost orgasmic thought to
help every living being, as though a flood light is emanating out of your chest. All your
relationships, all your money, everything is for others. It's great to be released from the attitude
of taking care of yourself alone. One minute of this feeling is worth everything. You overcome
selfishness. You must meditate 1-2 hours every day to reach this state.

Two Kinds of Bodhichitta:

(This description of the two kinds of bodhichitta specifically relates to seeing emptiness, not to
general bodhichitta without seeing emptiness.)

1. MUN SEM The wish for enlightenment in the form of a prayer. The emotion that
you will devote all of your future lives to helping others. It's like planning
and wanting to do it, having this ideal.

2. JUK SEM The wish for enlightenment in the form of action. All throughout every
day you constantly look around to see how you can help others. It's not
a conscious thought, but an undercurrent which leads you to always be
looking for opportunities to help others. Committing yourself to
bodhisattva vows and doing the six perfections.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Three: Preliminaries to Gaining Bodhichitta

Three Preliminaries:

GEL KYEN TUN KYEN
hindering condition conducive condition

There are things which block you from reaching a state where you care about others as much
as yourself, and there are things which are conducive which you must gather and arrange. The
blocks are inner spiritual obstacles, which you are not even aware of, that prevent you from
reaching your spiritual goals.

After you have aspiring bodhichitta and engaging bodhichitta you must remove the obstacles
to achieving real bodhichitta. You do that by removing negative imprints (karma). Before you
can purify negative karma, you must clear the obstacles to successfully purifying negative
karma.

DIKPA SHAKPA Purification.
bad deeds split yourself open

Three Preliminaries to Purifying Karma:

1. Doing prostrations
2. Taking refuge
3. Making offerings.

You must do these to collect the positive energy needed to be able to purify karmic imprints.
You can't purify karma without doing these. If you do not purify karma, you will never be
able to develop real bodhichitta.

1. CHAK TSELWA Prostrations.
hand to look for something

When you prostrate the idea is that you think, "I'm in the presence of the Dharmakaya, and I
must get down on the ground." You think, "I believe the Dharmakaya is present, and the
Buddha exists, and I acknowledge it." That's the point of prostrating; if you don't think that,
then there is no point in prostrating. It's a chance to do something that is purely a sacred act,
not commercial, admirable to others, etc.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Three, continued

The objects of our prostrations (also of taking refuge and making offerings):

KOYN CHOK SUM The Three Jewels:
very rare highest three

A. SANGYE KONCHOK Pictures representing the Buddha are the "nominal" (so
Buddha Jewel called) Buddha Jewel. They are not the main Buddha Jewel.

The main Buddha Jewel is the Dharmakaya, the emptiness of
the Buddha. (The Buddha Jewel is different than the
Buddha.)

B. CHU KONCHOK The books and teachings are the nominal Dharma Jewel. The
Dharma Jewel real Dharma Jewel is seeing emptiness directly, the five Paths

which lead to the direct perception of emptiness, and the
cessations which result from seeing emptiness. So we bow
down to the direct perception of emptiness and its resulting
cessations. (The Dharma Jewel is different than the Dharma.)

C. GENDUN KONCHOK The nominal Sangha Jewel is ordained monks and nuns.
Sangha Jewel The real Sangha Jewel is everyone who has perceived

emptiness directly.

2. KYAM DRO Taking Refuge. You take refuge in the Three Jewels. Taking refuge is
what makes you a Buddhist. You take refuge for protection from suffering
and death. **** Buddhism offers almost no protection until you
understand emptiness well. Emptiness is the protection. ****

3. CHUPA Making Offerings. You should offer things that are significant to you, and
without any ulterior motives of personal gain. It's a statement that you
believe there are beings beyond this world. Those beings derive no benefit
from your offering. They experience everything as bliss all the time; your
offerings give them nothing unique—offerings are not for their benefit, but
for your own. You are preparing for purification—you must change
yourself, your mind, and its predispositions. Offering creates positive
energy for that.

Three Kinds of Offerings:

1. DAKPU MASUNG WAY DZE Offering things that no one owns: mountains,
the sky, etc.

2. RANG GI LU ULWA Offering your own body: putting yourself
your own body offer at the service of the Three Jewels; spending

your life doing service.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Three, continued

3. LU TRULWAY CHUPA Offerings you send out with your own mind:
with emanate offer Fantasize beautiful things in your mind and
mind and offer them. Really get into it and enjoy it.

It changes your thoughts and behavior. Master
Shantideva mentions twelve such offerings.

If you go for refuge, prostrate, or make offerings without thinking about the emptiness of the
Buddha, the direct perception of emptiness, and those who have seen emptiness, you're not
doing it properly and it won't prepare you to purify negative karma. You won't be able to
purify negative imprints and gain bodhichitta.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Four: How to Purify Negativity

Removing Obstacles to Getting Bodhichitta:

Preparing and setting things up properly is critical for succeeding in any undertaking. If all the
causes and conditions are established, the result must happen—you can't stop it. Acquiring
bodhichitta is very difficult, and to get it all of the preliminaries must be in place. If you
establish the causes and conditions it must, and will, arise in your mind. Prostrating, going for
refuge and making offerings are a warm-up to prepare you to purify your mind of bad deeds.
Purification is necessary to develop bodhichitta, and if you don't do these, purification won't
work.

To become enlightened you must stop collecting negative karma (doing non-virtue), eliminate
all old bad karma, and collect only good karma. Purification is the practice of wiping out old
negative mental imprints (karma).

Purifying Negative Mental Imprints:

TOB SHI Four Forces. If you have these four elements, you can wipe out the
forces four negative imprints (karma) in your mind, or reduce their effect so

those that would lead to a hell rebirth ripen as merely a headache,
for example. All four forces must be present for this to work.

CHU SHI TENPAY DO Sutra which Teaches the Four Practices. Lord Buddha
practice 4 which teaches sutra taught the four forces. This is the name of the sutra

which Gyaltsab Je refers to in his teaching of the four
forces.

The Four Forces:

1. NAMPAR SUN JINPAY TOB Destruction Force: Regret. The "intelligent regret of
rip out, destroy force an educated Buddhist." This is the one that badly

damages the imprint—regret is behind the destruction.
This is the regret of a person who understands how
karma is planted in the mind, and how once you have
commited a bad deed you have just set yourself up to
suffer in the future. This intelligent regret is very
different from feeling guilty.

2. TEN GYI TOB Foundation Force: Refuge and Bodhichitta, the
foundation of force foundation which you use to get back up after falling.

You need some solid ground to stand upon. By
remembering refuge (emptiness) and bodhichitta (the
wish to help others) you re-establish that correct
motivation as your foundation, as the ground and
basis of your behavior.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Four, continued

3. NYENPO KUNTU CHUPAY TOB Antidote Force. Undertaking an activity to make up
antidote activity force for what you did.

Six Antidote Activities:
1. DODE SAMBO LA TENPA Study the scriptures that teach emptiness. You must

sutras profound study have in mind that you are studying for the purpose
of purifying a specific misdeed. Even just fifteen
minutes of study is okay.

2. TONGPA NYI GOMPA Meditate on emptiness. This is the most powerful
emptiness of meditating antidote.

3. DEPA LA TENPA Recite secret mantras. In order for a mantra to work,
repeat practice it must have been composed by a very holy being,

and the person who is reciting it must have a good
heart, and pure motivation. If both of these elements
are present, mantras can be incredibly powerful. To
use a mantra for purification, think of the bad deed,
and wish to purify it as you recite the mantra.

4. KU SUK LA TENPA Practice of the holy bodies. Making altars, statues,
holy body practice paintings, stupas, and so on of the images and forms

of holy beings.

5. CHUPA LA TENPA Practice giving offerings.
offering practice

6. TSEN LA TENPA Practice the names. Learning and reciting the names
name practice of holy beings, with devotion.

4. NYEPA LE LARN DOKPAY TOB Restraint Force. The resolution not to do the deed
bad deed turn away from force again. This is the one which makes the four forces

work. Resolve not to do the bad deed for a realistic
amount of time, so that you will not also be telling a
lie by saying that you will never do it again when
you will slip, or forget and do it again. Promise that,
"I won't have that negative thought for the next hour,"
or "I won't do that deed at all in the next month."

We collect vast amounts of karma (mostly non-virtuous) each day. Doing purification once in
a while will not be significant enought to destroy vast accumulations of negative karma. You
must do karmic purification consistently and frequently, or it will never keep pace with and
overcome your negativities. You should do the Four Forces every day, and you don't have to
be in meditation to do it. Every time Master Atisha had a bad thought, he would stop
immediately to purify it.
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Course X: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part I
Class Five: Collecting Goodness and Removing Obstacles

The Antidote to Negative Karma:

NYENPO KUNTU CHUPAY TOB The antidote force for purifying negative karma.
Understanding emptiness is the ultimate antidote.

Two thoughts can't co-exist in one mind at the same time. When you have an understanding
of emptiness in your mind, other afflicted reactions/thoughts can't be there at the same time.
This is why emptiness is the ultimate antidote to negative afflictions and karma. This antidote
is applied to:

The Three Poisons:

DUK SUM The Three Poisons, the main disease in our minds which causes
poison three afflictions. These poisons are in our mind all the time, circulating

constantly like poison in your blood. They hurt you, and are always with
you. If could you get rid of them, you would feel much better. The three
poisons are: liking things ignorantly, disliking things ignorantly, and
ignorance itself.

The technical definition of liking things ignorantly (aka, desire, attachment):

SAK CHE KYI NGUPO LA YI-ONG DU NGANG NE
impure of thing attractive appears to be

RANG TOB KYI MI DREL WAR DUPAY SEM-JUNG SEMPA
independently doesn't want to lose wants mental function thought

A mental function (thought) that doesn't want to lose something which is actually impure, but
which appears as attractive.

Liking something ignorantly means to like something which is impure, and will later change into
suffering—being attracted to things in a way which can't bring you ultimate satisfaction or
happiness. The karma behind the object you're attracted to will wear out and you will lose it.

Ignorant desire misapprehends or mistakes its object; it sees the object and misunderstands it.
When you see the object as anything other than your own projection forced upon you by your
past karma, you are misperceiving the object. When you misperceive the object, then you can
have mental afflictions toward it-"stupid" desire, or "stupid" disliking. When you perceive the
object correctly—as an empty object which you're perceiving a certain way because of your past
karma—you can't have stupid desire or disliking toward it. "Stupid" implies you would do
something non-virtuous to get it.
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Class Five, continued

Four Steps for Collecting Negative Karma.
1. You misunderstand the object; you think it exists independent of your own projections
2. You want the object
3. You are willing to do something unethical to get it
4. You collect bad karma

If step number one isn't present, you can't collect bad karma. If you understand that good
objects only come from doing good, you won't commit non-virtue to get good objects. "Stupid"
liking and disliking is based upon being willing to do non-virtue because of ignorance about the
nature of where good things come from.

Non-stupid liking or disliking is to have wisdom, to understanding the emptiness of an object
while you are experiencing it. For example, wanting good things while understanding that you
must do virtue to experience empty objects as enjoyable; or disliking unpleasant things and
thinking that you must avoid non-virtue to avoid experiencing empty objects as unpleasant
things.

Intelligent liking is enjoying something while understanding it's emptiness, while
understanding that the experience is forced upon you as a result of virtue done in the past,
which you must experience as a good result. Revel and rejoice in your past virtue!

Three Reasons to Use the Four Forces to Purify Negative Karma:
1. LENDRE KYI NAMYE LA MIKEPA

actions/consequences all details don't understand

We don't understand what's right and wrong very well. Therefore we must purify the bad
deeds we do, even through we may not be aware that we did anything non-virtuous.

2. CHANGSE SHE-KYANG DOR LEN TSUL SHIN DU MI JEPA
a bit may understand, but take up/give up in the proper way don't do

Even if we understand karma a little, we can't control ourselves to do the right thing: we can't
apply what we do know very well; we are unable to do what benefits us and avoid what hurts
us. We are constantly collecting bad karma at a vast rate. Purification must be well applied,
serious, and consistent to overcome our non-virtues. If you do this, the purification overcomes
the bad deeds and things will improve in your life in a noticeable way. Wimpy purification won't
have much noticeable effect. As you purify old bad karmas they ripen as small sufferings and
things will seem worse to you. After the old collection of bad karma is used up in this way
your life will begin to improve, unless you generate more non-virtue than you purify.

3. JANG SEM KYEWAY GEK - JONG
bodhichitta able to develop obstacle remove it

Purification clears away the obstacles to reaching the state of mind where you can love others
as much as you love yourself.
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After you have cleared away the obstacles (negativities in your mind) to getting bodhichitta by
doing the Four Forces, you must collect some positive energy—conducive conditions—which
help bodhichitta to grow.

Five Practices for Collecting Positive Energy Needed to Gain Bodhichitta:

1. YI RANG Rejoicing. Be happy about the good things that you and others do.
Feel joy about them.

Three Levels of Rejoicing:
1. Being happy about anything good you're doing to get to a higher realm is called

first-level rejoicing. This mostly involves avoiding the ten non-virtues.
2. Being happy about you or another doing good things to get to nirvana. This

mainly involves doing things to permanently remove your mental afflictions, and
most specifically involves seeing emptiness.

3. Being happy about things done by yourself or others to become fully enlightened.

2. KULWA Asking holy beings to teach dharma. Buddhist teachers normally won't
teach you unless you ask (three times is traditional), and you must ask in
the right way. Asking in the right way means primarily to demonstrate
that you're applying what they've already taught you, and are making
others happier rather than the opposite.

3. SOLNDEB Requesting your teachers to stay, not to pass on to nirvana, not to pass
away. The act of asking them to remain creates the karma for them to
continue appearing to you. If your karma wears out, your teacher will
leave you.

4. NGOWA Dedication. Putting your good virtue in the bank to be saved and used for
enlightenment, rather than cashing it in on temporary pleasures. If you
don't dedicate your virtues, they can be destroyed by non-virtue.

Four kinds of Dedication:
1. General dedication: "May all beings become enlightened by this deed."
2. Dedicating virtue to help sick people.
3. Dedicating virtue to help hungry and thirsty people.
4. Dedicating virtue so that all beings can get anything they want.

5. TONG SEM Generosity, Surrender. Total willingness to give up everything you have
for other people—your body, anything you own, and all your goodness
(good karma). This isn't the perfection of giving, but a warm up for it.

If you don't practice all five of these strongly and sincerely, you won't get bodhichitta.
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We have thus far described three steps that must be taken to successfully develop bodhichitta:
1. Doing the three preliminaries prior to purifying negative mental imprints.
2. Purifying the negative mental imprints which are obstacles to gaining bodhichitta with

the four forces.
3. Collecting the positive energy needed to gain bodhichitta through the five practices.

The next step is to take bodhisattva vows for aspiring and engaging bodhichitta. After that there
is another step, which is tonight's subject. Traditionally, there are two bodhichitta ceremonies.
The second ceremony was to commit yourself to engaging bodhichitta; the first ceremony was
to vow to try to get bodhichitta "in the form of a prayer." This initial ceremony includes:

1. Purifying obstacles
2. Collecting positive energy
3. The ceremony to get the wish
4. Taking joy, after the ceremony occurs:

Taking Joy:

GAWA GOMPA Taking Joy. Being totally happy that you took the bodhisattva
joy meditating on vows. Having joy and dwelling on the emotion of joy. Being very

happy that you took the ceremony and the pledge. This is a very
important step after you have taken the ceremony; it cements it into your mind and sets the
stage for your bodhichitta to increase and flourish after the ceremony. You must sit down and
feel happy after the ceremony. This is very important.

Being happy after the ceremony has two parts: being happy for yourself, and making others
happy.

Being happy for yourself: Think about how bodhichitta is going to accomplish your own
goals. This has three parts:

1. SENG TUPA Uplift your heart. Be happy and pumped up that you made a
commitment to help all others for the rest of your life. Just making
the commitment is a great thing, even if you keep it weakly.

DENGDU DAKTSE DREBU YU; MIYI SIPA LEKPAR TOB
from this moment my life fruitful human rebirth well achieved

DERING SANGYE RIKSU KYE; SANGYE SESU DAK GYUR TO
today Buddhas their family born into Buddhas royal child I have become

From this moment on, my life has become fruitful;
I have truly achieved a human rebirth, been born again;
Today I've been born into the Buddha's family;
Now I have become a child of the Buddhas.
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2. Now that you have this commitment, you should wish to keep it, and to keep it nicely.

3. Think about the rarity of what you have just done. You are one in a million. Of all those
in existence, almost no one has bodhichitta. You have determined to make every act be
for others' benefit, to devote everything, to give up your whole life to try to reach
enlightenment to help all beings be happy. This is the incredible rarity of getting the
bodhichitta commitment.

Being happy about how you can help others by having bodhichitta:
Think about how you will be able to destroy all of the sufferings of others by having
bodhichitta. You now have some ammunition to destroy others' sufferings.

Five ways you can liberate others from suffering by having bodhichitta:

1. DROWAY CHIDAK JOMPA Destroy the lord of death for other beings. The lord
beings lord of death destroy of death is inside you. It is the condition which you

are born with, your impending death. If you develop
real compassion, you will be able to stop other
people's death, as well as your own. Only by
developing compassion can you become fully
enlightened and stop your own death, and then you
can teach others to do the same.

2. ULWA JOMPA Destroy material and spiritual poverty. If you get
poverty destroy real bodhichitta or take the wish, you are taking the

first step toward being able to remove the poverty of
others. You get to that state yourself (being freed of
poverty) and teach others how to do it.

3. NE JOMPA Destroy the mental afflictions and physical illness
illness destroy of others (using the same process as above.)

4. CHIR DUK-NGEL JOMPA Destroy the suffering of others in general—every
in general suffering destroy kind of suffering in all the realms.

5. KYEPAR NGENSON GYI DUK-NGEL JOMPA Destroy the suffering of the
particularly 3 lower realms of suffering destroy three lower realms (hells,

craving spirits and animals) in
particular.

You eliminate the sufferings of beings, and you also eliminate the two causes of those sufferings:
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Two Causes of All Sufferings:

1. NYUN DRIP Mental affliction obstacles are obstacles which primarily prevent
mental affliction obstacle you from reaching nirvana, and secondarily prevent you from

reaching full enlightenment. There are certain states in your mind
which are preventing you from reaching nirvana. These obstacles
are: mental afflictions themselves, and the tendency to see things as
self-existent. Once you remove these obstacles you have reached
nirvana. You must see emptiness directly to do this.

2. SHE DRIP Obstacles to total knowledge (omniscience). When you remove
knowledge obstacle these, you become an enlightened being. You destroy the subtlest

seed for seeing self-existence.

After you have removed your mental affliction obstacles (which occurs on the eighth bodhisattva
level), you must remove the obstacles to your omniscience (on bodhisattva levels nine and ten
you are working mainly to gain omniscience) and destroy your subtle imprints to see things as
self-existent.

Obstacles to knowledge and mental afflictions obstacles cause all sickness, suffering, and death.
By stopping them, you stop the cause of suffering.

Be happy that you have committed yourself to ultimate compassion. Ultimate compassion
involves finding out what really makes people get sick and die, and then stops those things.
Take joy that you will be able to identify what it is in people's hearts that makes them get
sick and die, and that you'll learn to stop these things.
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NYON MONG Mental afflictions, bad thoughts, thoughts which harass you;
skt., klesha from "klish," to bother, bug, disturb, distress, harass you

SEM-GYU MASHIWAR JEPAY SEM-JUNG
mind stream no peace makes thought

The definition of a mental affliction is, "A thought which ruins your peace of mind." Reaching
nirvana is to remove all of your mental afflictions forever.

Mental afflictions hurt you because they make you unhappy. They ruin your day. Their
function is to ruin your day. There is no unhappy state of mind which is virtuous, other than
regret. Any unhappy state of mind is a non-virtue.

The Top Six Mental Afflictions:

1. DU CHAK Liking things ignorantly (elsewhere called desire or attachment.)
For this to be a mental affliction and therefore a non-virtue, you
must like a thing which you see as self-existent in your mind. You
like something self-existently and don't want to lose it. To be a
mental affliction you must misunderstand the object; this implies
that you would do a non-virtue to get or keep the things you like.

2. KONG TRO Disliking things ignorantly (elsewhere called anger or hatred.) It
means seeing something in your mind as self-existent and being
willing to do non-virtue to avoid it. For example, yelling back at
someone to get them to stop yelling at you.

3. NGA GYEL Pride, literally, "I, the king." Feeling like you're better than others,
based upon real or imagined qualities. Self-confidence or pride
which uplifts and motivates you is fine, and is similar to rejoicing
in true goodness. But pride where you are very full of yourself and
treat others badly, arrogantly, condescending, etc. is an affliction.
Pride afflicts our mind. Pride also karmically leads to stupidity and
dull mental faculties. You should focus on the impermanence of
your good qualities.

4. MA RIKPA Ignorance. Not clearly understanding things like the laws of karma
(this does not refer to seeing things as self-existent).

5. TE TSOM Doubt, lazy doubt. Not analyzing and evaluating things with your
mind. You don't accept and fully pursue a teaching or practice
because you're too lazy to find out about it, to investigate, and to
pursue it actively. You don't feel like making the effort to clarify
things because then you'll have to act.
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6. TAWA Wrong view. There are five primary wrong world views which are
big time mental afflictions:

Five Wrong World Views:

1. JIKTA Perishable view. This focuses upon something which will
be destroyed. It focuses upon "me" or "my things", and think
that these things are self-existent. "Me" means my body, self,
arms, legs, etc. "Mine" means my house, clothes, etc. You
do all your non-virtues because of this; it's the source of all
the mental afflictions.

2. TARTA Extreme view. Holding that things are either non-existent,
or that they never change. Having extreme views that things
exist in the way that they appear to exist, or that nothing
exists at all.

3. LOKTA Wrong views. Actively believing that there's no such thing
as karma and future lives. Actively means having decided
and firmly holding the conclusion.

4. TAWA CHOK DZIN Having the attitude that your wrong views are best,
world views best believe that they are superior. Rejoicing in your own

ignorance.

5. TSULTRIM DANG TULSHUK CHOKDZIN GYI TAWA
morality and asceticism believe they're the best

To believe that mistaken spiritual hardships and morality are the best; including
spiritual practices like starving yourself, causing yourself pain, beating yourself
and the like. It's no help spiritually to intentionally hurt yourself, to damage your
body or mind.

Master Shantideva's Battle Cry:
These six primary mental afflictions are the scourge of humanity, and are your enemy. They are
your mortal enemy and cause you great suffering. This enemy has ruined you for all time.
Make war on this enemy and annihilate it. Recognize, seek, and destroy them, literally; don't
tolerate them for even an instant in your mind. Cancer and aging are caused by the mental
afflictions that created this suffering body. Stress, bad habits, every nasty thing in our lives
come from them. So make war against them and don't stop until the job is completely finished.
The main weapon is to understand the emptiness of the object, to know where it's coming from.
Another tactic is to study karma and understand what mental afflictions will do to our future,
and then to intelligently smash them. If you realize the severity of this problem, you will pay
the price and do anything it takes. Ultimately, understanding emptiness is the only way to
stop mental afflictions.
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20 Secondary Mental Afflictions:

NYE NYUN Secondary Mental Afflictions. These follow after and along with the six
primary mental afflictions.

1. TROWA Anger. It stems from ignorantly not liking things, and is a prelude to
hurting someone. It's the first few minutes of anger.

2. KUN DZIN Retaining Anger over a longer period of time, after the initial anger.

3. TSIKPA Irritation. Starting to get annoyed; pre-anger which leads up to anger.

4. NAM-TSE Malice. Being willing (deciding in your mind) to hurt someone either
verbally or physically.

5. TRAK DOK Jealousy. Because of your desire for gain or admiration, you're unwilling
to let others have good things. This is a form of anger. Jealousy is
common and very dangerous in dharma centers.

6. GYU Insincerity, denial, falsity. You won't admit your faults or shortcomings,
and so can't receive knowledge because you feel you know it all.

7. YO-WA Pretense. Pretending you have qualities which you don't have so that
others will honor you.

8. NGO-TSA MEPA Shamelessness. Not having a conscience which keeps you from
doing non-virtue when no one is looking.

9. TREL ME Inconsideration. Not caring what anyone thinks or feels when you do
something, not avoiding a bad deed which will cause other to lose faith.

10. CHAP-PA Hiding your faults. The longer you hide a fault the more the karma
grows.

11. SER-NA Stingy, cheap, not generous, don't want to give anything.

12. GYAK PA Conceited, puffed up, focusing on your own temporary good qualities (like
being rich or beautiful) and being stuck up about them.

13. MA DE PA Lack of faith. Feeling lazy and having a lack of admiration toward holy
beings who deserve our devotion.

14. LE LO Laziness. Spiritual laziness, a lack of joy in doing goodness. Lying around
your home on the weekend instead of going out doing good deeds.
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15. BAK MEPA Carelessness. Not being careful with your spiritual life; being careless and
thereby doing non-virtue.

16. JE NGE Forgetfulness, losing focus. Not remembering your commitment to ethical
behavior throughout your daily activities.

17. SHE-SHIN MAYINPA Losing watchfulness, not being aware. Not watching
yourself to catch your non-virtuous behavior. Losing the
mental watchdog, your vigilance against non-virtues.

18. MUKPA Dullness of body or mind, torpor, fogginess, like when you eat too much
or don't sleep enough. This will lead to other mental afflictions.

19. NAM-YENG Distraction towards a pleasant object; it comes from wanting things
ignorantly.

20. GUPA Scattering. Not being able to stay focused on one thing; distractedly going
from one thing to another.

Where afflictions abide:

Is it possible to totally destroy the mental afflictions? The afflictions all come from ignorance—
seeing things as self-existent—and they can be removed from our mind stream when we reach
nirvana. Once we remove them from our mind, could they possibly hide out somewhere else,
then re-infect the mind? There are three possible places where mental afflictions can reside: in
your mind, in the outer objects we perceive, and in the senses doing the perceiving.

1. SUK SOK YUL LA MI-NE In the outer world. If mental afflictions resided in
the outer world, then everyone would be infected by
them, including arhats (who have eliminated mental
afflictions permanently). So afflictions can't be based
in outer objects.

2. MIK SOK WANGPO LA MI-NE In our sense powers. Anyone perceiving emptiness
has their sense powers, but not a mental affliction, so
the afflictions can't reside in the senses.

3. BAR LA MI-NE There's no place else for them to go. If they're not in
the outer world, or in your mind, or in the sense
powers linking the mind and the outer world, then
there's no place else for them to exist and they have
been completely eliminated, with no basis to ever
return and arise again. Once they are eliminated
from your mind, they're gone forever.
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The Six Perfections: These are the six general activities of a bodhisattva. If you do these
things, your world will change.

PAROL TU CHINPA skt., param-ita PAROL TU CHIN JE
other side to went other side to take you

"Went to the other side," to perfection. These six activities are called perfections because:

1. When you reach Buddhahood they can be done perfectly.
2. They will bring you to perfection, to Buddhahood.

1. JINPA Giving. Material objects, dharma, or protection.

2. TSULTRIM An ethical way of life. Keeping your vows, from avoiding the ten
non-virtues up to tantric vows.

3. SUPA Not getting angry when the time is ripe.

4. TSUN DRU Joyful effort. Enjoying doing good things.

5. SAMTEN Meditation, concentration.

6. SHERAB Wisdom. Understanding emptiness.

These are the activities which can give you the karmic energy to become enlightened in this life.
You must spend your life doing these things. "Perfection" means that you have perfected the
state of mind which wants to do, and does these things. You want to give everything you have
to help others, for example. Perfecting giving doesn't mean that everyone has everything they
want. It means that you are willing to give because you enjoy giving, regardless of the outcome;
regardless of whether or not anything seems to improve from what you gave. You have
perfected your attitude of giving.
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DRENPA SHESHIN Recollection and Watchfulness. You must have these two
recollection watchfulness states of mind in order to think and act like a bodhisattva.

Recollection:

Recollection is holding a virtuous object in your mind and not losing it. This refers to
recollecting several specific things. Recollect your ultimate goal to become fully enlightened,
recollect your virtuous practice for the day, and recollect the three close recollections:

The three close recollections:

1. First Close Recollections: Buddha Jewel. Walk around thinking, "I'm going for the
ultimate goal, and I want to have omniscience, a body in paradise, and the ability to
emanate countless bodies everywhere to help all beings." Also remember the Buddha's
emptiness and your emptiness; this emptiness functions to allow you to become a
Buddha. This last point is the essence of the Buddha jewel, and is very important.

2. Second Close Recollection: Dharma Jewel. The most important aspect of it is the direct
perception of emptiness. As you walk down the street recollect the quality of seeing
emptiness directly.

3. Third Close Recollection: Sangha Jewel. Those beings who have seen emptiness
directly. As you walk around, think of those who have seen emptiness.

So, as you walk down the street, recollect your final ultimate goal (enlightenment),
recollect the emptiness of a Buddha, the direct perception of emptiness, and those people
who have seen emptiness directly. This is the ultimate recollection, thinking about
various aspects of emptiness.

There is also another kind of recollection. With this kind of recollection you choose your
virtuous activity for the day (for example, giving), and you keep it in the back of our mind and
recollect it all day long. You should pick one thing and keep it in your mind as a practice until
you get good at it.

Watchfulness:

Watchfulness is the mental alarm. When you lose your recollection of giving or emptiness, etc.,
the watchfulness in the back of your mind sounds the alarm that you've lost the object of
recollection and concentration. Watchfulness watches your thoughts, speech, and actions.
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Master Shantideva states that if there is too much sensory stimulation, it's not possible to keep
your recollection and watchfulness. There are methods to keep your mindfulness and to help
tune out distraction and regulate your sense stimulation. One practice is dropping your eyes:

- keep your eyes down, look at the ground.
- look up to refresh your mind if you get bored, don't get distracted.
- if you meet someone you know, look at them and greet them normally, don't be weird

or unfriendly, then go on your way.
- when you look up to refresh yourself, check for cars, telephone poles, etc. and be careful

not to physically endanger yourself by looking down.

The Order of the Six Perfections:

As you go through the six perfections each perfection is more serious and important than the
prior one. Wisdom is the highest perfection and giving is the lowest. The bodhisattva levels
(bhumis) are ordered according to the increasing sophistication of the six perfections. Level two
is more important and difficult than level one. On the first bodhisattva level you have already
seen emptiness directly with bodhichitta in your heart. Even though you have all six perfections
on the first bodhisattva level, you are concentrating on perfecting giving. You get very, very
powerful at the practice of giving. On the second level you are still practicing all six perfections,
but you get really good at living an ethical way of life.

When you are practicing the six perfections, concentrate on number one (giving) and get good
at it. Then focus sequentially on getting good at numbers two, three, etc. Generally accomplish
the perfections one at a time in the proper order. First get good at number one, then focus on
number two, then focus on number three, etc.

The reason that one perfection leads to the next is as follows: when giving, not being concerned
with possessions, and not being attached to things are important attitudes to have. These
attitudes leads naturally to an ethical way of life—if you're not too attached to material objects
and worried about keeping them, then it's much easier to keep your morality. You're not going
to harm others, lie, etc. for those objects. An ethical way of life includes restraining yourself
from negative actions, which leads naturally to the next perfection of not getting angry.
Learning to restrain yourself, and to fight and struggle with your negativity is hard, and sets the
stage to be happy when you do good things (perfection number four). If you have joyous effort,
you will be doing good things non-stop day and night. You will focus on doing only that. The
activity of concentrating your life single-pointedly on one thing leads naturally to concentrating
during meditation. You must be in deep meditation to see emptiness directly, which is the
ultimate form of perfection number six.
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Situations in which you should "freeze":

SHING SHINDU MEPA Stay like a piece of wood, freeze. This is mindfulness. When you
wood like stay catch yourself in a misdeed, just stop mid-stream. Basically, when

any primary or secondary mental affliction arises, catch yourself and
stop it. Master Shantideva gives some examples of situations in
which bad habits and bad deeds are likely to occur:

1. CHAKPA Liking something ignorantly. Ignorantly means you misunderstand its
nature, and wanting it would make you do something unethical to get it.

2. TROWA Disliking things ignorantly. Disliking something to the point you would
do something non-virtuous to avoid it.

3. NGA GYEL Pride, literally, "I king"

4. GYAKPA Conceit, when you feel superior to others.

5. TSANG DRUWA Criticizing, when you want to publicize others' faults or mistakes.

6. YO-GYU Deceiving others, when you want to put on a facade or hide your bad
qualities.

7. DAK-TU Praising yourself.

8. SHEN MU Putting down others.

9. SHEWA Scolding, yelling at someone.
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The six perfections are activities to undertake once you've decided to become enlightened for the
sake of all beings. This class covers the first two perfections: giving and living an ethical life.

The Perfection of Giving:

I. JIMPAY PARCHIN The Perfection of Giving. There are three categories of giving:
giving perfection

1. SANG SING GI JINPA Giving material things like food, clothes, shelter, etc.
material things of giving

2. MIN JIKPA JINPA Giving protection from fear. Protecting others from harm,
not fearing giving thieves, muggers, etc.

3. CHU KYI JINPA Giving the Dharma. This is the highest form of giving. It's
dharma of giving trying to lead people to having realizations in their hearts.

Things that make a karmic result more powerful: (giving is the example used)

1. GYUN DU JAWA Doing it in a stream. Give over and over again, continually.
in a stream giving

2. DUNPA DRAKPO Doing it with very strong feelings, like intense caring, compassion,
motivation fierce etc. Have a strong intention to lead someone to enlightenment

when you give them something.

3. MI TUN CHOK Doing it as an antidote for the three poisons in your mind. For
example, give away stuff toward which you feel attachment, or give
praise to someone you're jealous of.

4. YUNTEN GYI SHING Give to a powerful object. Your Lama and the Three
good quality of powerful Jewels are examples of powerful karmic objects.

object

5. PEN DOKPAY SHING Give to people who have helped you greatly, such as your
helper to do special object parents who gave you a human body and mind with which

you can reach ultimate paradise. Acknowledge this benefit.

6. DUNGEL CHEN GYI SHING Give to someone who is suffering, in trouble, tired,
suffering someone of powerful stressed, someone who badly needs your help.

object Anyone in real, dire need is a powerful karmic object.
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Prioritizing the Perfections:

JAWA NYI DOM When there are two options, which one do you choose? Should
action two converge you give to person number one or person number two? You need

to prioritize your choices. You must do the higher perfection rather
than the lower one when you can only do one or the other. For
example, you should meditate rather than give, in a situation where
both activities can't be done. The higher perfections ultimately are
of greater benefit to us and to others.

Also, when practicing a single perfection, focus it toward a higher object rather than a less
powerful karmic object. For example, give to the Three Jewels rather than to a person who
doesn't need your gift and is not karmically powerful, if the choice must be made. Prioritize
to do the highest perfection to the most powerful karmic object to get to enlightenment the
fastest.

The Perfection of Living an Ethical Way of Life:

TSULTRIM GYI PARCHIN The Perfection of Living an Ethical Way of Life.
morality of perfection

There are three kinds of ethical behavior:
1. Keeping your vows.
2. Undertaking behavior which collects good energy.
3. Behavior aimed at liberating yourself and other beings. Master Shantideva concentrates on

this third type of ethical behavior, which itself has three parts:

1. SHENDUN HLURLANG Totally go for it, do everything you possibly can to serve
for others' benefit go for it others.

2. SHEN DUWAY LAPPA Attract and entice others to practice Dharma. Make it
others gather train affordable and easy to access. Don't proselytize or preach,

but if they're somewhat interested lure them sweetly with
either material things or through offering the dharma in a
way that will attract them:

How to attract people to Dharma:

A. Use material things:

a. SEGU JIN MIJIN Share your resources (food, clothes) appropriately.
food, clothes give not give If it will help to attract them, give things away, but

don't break any of your vows to do so.
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b. LU LA MI NU Don't hurt your body. Take care of your health and
body to don't hurt basic comforts, and your family's basic needs. Don't

prematurely hurt yourself for minor goals before
you're able.

c. LU JIN DUGU When the time comes and you're ready, give up
body giving time, your body and your life. "Ready" means that you

purpose would have no regrets in the intermediate state after
death.

B. Attracting others to Dharma by how you give the Dharma:

a. NYENPOY KUNCHU If the student doesn't behave well (with
the student the behavior respect for the teacher and the Dharma) then

don't teach them.

b. NU KYI SAMPA The level the student is on. Judge their level
vessel of level and teach at their level, not above or below it.

c. GYACHEN MULA MEN MIJAR If you find a student with great potential,
vast attracted lower don't don't teach them lower paths. Teach them

capacity to teachings put the highest possible level.

3. SEM JESU DZINPA Keep others' faith. Behave in a way that sets a good
mind keep others' example for others and inspires their faith and admiration

faith for Dharma. Represent bodhisattvahood well.

Three kinds of behavior to attract people:

A. MA DEPA PANG Prevent others from losing faith. Your activities as a
losing faith prevent bodhisattva should prevent other people from losing their

faith in Buddhism because of the way you're acting.

B. LAM TUN PA Have good manners when you give directions and interact
the path showing with others. Have a generally pleasing manner; be polite

and sensitive to others' needs. Be considerate and
thoughtful.

C. NYELWAY KUNCHU Go to sleep properly, in a nice way. Lie on your right side
going to sleep proper as you fall asleep. Think of some very virtuous object as

behavior you fall asleep. Think that you're going to sleep in order to
wake up rested, so that you can do great virtue.
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Answer Key, Class One

1) Name the root text we will be using in our study of the bodhisattva’s way of life, its
author, and his approximate dates. (Tibetan track in Tibetan)

Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life by Master Shantideva, from about
700 AD

!"#$%&#'()'#*+,-#./*#+#0#,123#+4

jangchub sempay chupa la jukpa

5/&#*+/6#7-#&#84

loppun shiwa hla

2) Name the famed commentary upon this text that we will be using; give the author’s
two names, and his exact dates. (Tibetan track in Tibetan)

Entry Point for the Children of the Victorious Buddhas by Gyaltsab Je,
Darma Rinchen, 1364-1432

90#:'#,123#"/3'4

gyalse juk-ngok

90#;&#<(4 *=#)#=-6#$(64

gyaltsab je darma rinchen
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3) Describe briefly the event in Master Shantideva’s life which taught the monks of
Nalandra Monastery that they should never judge a person from his or her outward
appearance. (Tibetan track also give in Tibetan the name which was given to this master
by certain misguided people.)

Because he chose not to reveal his extraordinary spiritual qualities
outwardly, Master Shantideva was given the derogatory name “Mister
Three Thoughts,” implying that he was only interested in eating,
sleeping, and defecating. In an attempt to induce him to leave the
monastery, certain other monks attempted to embarrass him by asking
him to teach publicly. He then recited the Guide, displayed miraculous
powers, and disappeared into the sky. Later the monks located him, and
he granted them explanations of two of his greatest works.

,>?#@('#3'2)#+#&4

dushe sumpawa

4) Name the ten chapters of the Guide. (Tibetan track in Tibetan)

(1) Benefits of the Wish for Enlightenment

!"#$%&#A-#'()'#A-#B6#C/64

jangchub kyi sem kyi pen-yun

(2) Purifying Bad Deeds

D-3#+#&@3'#+4

dikpa shakpa

(3) Acquiring the Wish for Enlightenment

!"#$%&#A-#'()'#3E2"#&4

jangchub kyi sem sungwa
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(4) Using Carefulness
&3#C/*#&F6#+4

bak-yu tenpa

(5) Guarding Awareness
@('#&7-6#&:G"#&4

sheshin sungwa

(6) Not Getting Angry
&E/*#+#&F6#+4

supa tenpa

(7) Joyous Effort
&H/6#IG'#&F6#+4

tsundru tenpa

(8) Meditative Concentration
&')#3J6#&F6#+4

samten tenpa

(9) Wisdom
@('#=&#A-#0(,24

sherab kyi leu

(10) Dedication
&K/#&,-#0(,24

ngoway leu
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1) Give the definition of the wish for enlightenment (bodhichitta) according to Lord
Maitreya. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The definition of the wish for enlightenment is the wish to achieve total
enlightenment in order to help all living beings.

'()'#&L(*#+#6-#376#*/6#M-=4

C"#*3#N/3'#+,-#!"#$%&#,*/*4

semkyepa ni shendun chir
yangdak dzokpay jangchub du

2) Name and describe the two forms of the wish for enlightenment. (Tibetan track name
in Tibetan and describe in English.)

a) The wish in the form of a prayer. Like planning to go on a trip; a
decision to commit to reaching total enlightenment for the sake of
others.

O/6#'()'4

munsem

b) The wish in the form of action. Like actually taking the trip; taking
the bodhisattva vows and keeping them, engaging in the six
perfections.

,123#'()'4

juksem
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3) Describe first five metaphors used to describe the benefits of the wish for
enlightenment.

a) The wish is like an alchemical elixir which can change the inferior
body we have now into the supreme body of a Buddha.

b) The wish is like a precious jewel which is difficult to find and able
to clear away the poverty of living kind.

c) The wish is like an evergreen tree which doesn't die after bearing
fruit a single time, but rather continually grows and gives more
fruits.

d) The wish is like a great warrior who is able to protect one from great
fear, and danger.

e) The wish is like the fire which comes at the end of an eon: it is able
to burn away all your bad deeds without any difficulty at all.

4) The sutra called Stalks in Array says this holy wish is like a seed, a rich field, a wish-
giving vase, and sword. Explain each of these metaphors.

a) The wish is like a seed because from it grow each and every quality
of an enlightened being.

b) The wish is like a rich field of soil because it makes all the good
qualities of living beings grow and increase.

c) The wish is like a wish-granting vase because it can fulfill your every
wish.

d) The wish is like a spear because you can use it to defeat the enemy
of anything related to the mental afflictions.

5) Explain how the wish for enlightenment destroys your bad deeds, and prevents you
from being born in one of the lower realms?

Because one wishes to become a Buddha to help all living beings one
keeps one's vows carefully, and uses the four forces to eliminate the
power of previous past deeds.
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6) Explain why nothing less then this precious wish could ever transform your entire
world and your very being into something totally pure and enlightened.

Because the wish for enlightenment involves a decision to reach
enlightenment for oneself in order to help an unlimited number of other
beings, the highest state of being that anyone can achieve, it creates the
karma for one's entire future world to be totally pure.
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1) Give the four general divisions of the second chapter of the Guide to the Bodhisattva's
Way of Life. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Offering

)$/*#+4

chupa

b) Prostration

M3#,;0#&4

chaktselwa

c) Going for refuge

L&'#'2#,I/#&4

kyabsu drowa

d) Purifying oneself of bad deeds

D-3#+#&@3'#+4

dikpa shakpa
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2) Name and describe the highest objects of the practice of making offerings.

The three highest objects are the Buddha Jewel (which refers primarily
to the Dharma body, or the emptiness of the bodies of the Buddha); the
Dharma Jewel (which refers primarily to the direct perception of
emptiness, and the permanent cessation of spiritual obstacles); and the
Sangha Jewel (which refers to those who have perceived emptiness
directly).

3) List the three general types of offering described in the Guide. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

a) The offering of things which have no owner

&*3#+/'#)#&E2"#&,-#N'#A-#)$/*#+4

dakpu masungway dze kyi chupa

b) The offering of one's own body

="#3-#02'#*&20#&4

rang gi lu ulwa

c) The offering of things which you emanate with your own thoughts

P/'#QR0#&,-#)$/*#+4

lu trulway chupa

4) List the twelve kinds of offerings that you can make by emanating them in your
mind. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Offering of bathing

SG'4

tru
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b) Offering of fine clothing

6#&E,4

nabsa

c) Offering of ornaments

964

gyen

d) Offering of ointments

!T3#+4

jukpa

e) Offering of flowers

)(#J/3

metok

f) Offering of incense

U/'4

pu

g) Offering of fine food

70#E'4

shelse
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h) Offering of light

V"#3'04

nangsel

i) Offering of mansions

370#)(*#W"#4

shelme kang

j) Offering of parasols

3>?3'4

duk

h) Offering of music

=/0#)/4

rulmo

i) Blessing offerings, so that they can continue in an unbroken stream

)$/*#+,-#X)#+#9Y6#)-#,$*#+=#!-6#Z-'#&[&#+4

chupay nampa gyun michepar jin-gyi lappa

5) Describe briefly why the act of taking refuge can actually protect you.

By taking refuge in the Three Jewels we are actually re-asserting our
belief in the perception of emptiness. This protects us when we are able
to stop reacting badly to negative events and people, because we realize
that these reactions will create karmic imprints that force us to undergo
sufferings once again in the future.
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1) Give the name of the original source of the teaching on the four forces of purification.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The teaching on the four forces of purification derives originally from
the Sutra on the Four Practices

$/'#&7-#&F6#+,-#)*/4

chu shi tenpay do

2) List the four forces in the order in which they are presented in the detailed treatment
of the forces in Gyaltsab Je's commentary upon the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) The force of destruction

X)#+=#'26#,!-6#+,-#F/&'4

nampar sunjinpay top

b) The force of the foundation

\(6#Z-#F/&'4

ten gyi top

c) The force of applying an antidote

3](6#+/#^?6#_`#./*#+,-#F/&'4

nyenpo kuntu chupay top
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d) The force of restraining from the bad deed

]('#+#0'#5=#&a/3#+,-#F/&'4

nyepa le larndokpay top

3) Is the practice of the four forces effective even with bad deeds where the karma has
been both committed and collected, making the experience of the result of the deeds
certain?

Yes; the energy of even these types of bad karma can be removed by the
four forces, so needless to say other types of bad karma can be removed.

4) Name the method we can use to achieve the level of regret required for the first of
the four forces.

We must think about the way in which negative actions trigger three
different types of karmic results.

5) Name six different kinds of practices that can be effective in the practice of the third
of the forces. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Studying the profound scriptures of the canon

)*/#D(#E&#)/#0#&\(6#+4

dode sabmo la tenpa

b) Meditating on emptiness

F/"#+#]-*#&b/)#+4

tongpa-nyi gompa

c) Reciting secret words

&a'#+#0#&\(6#+4

depa la tenpa
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d) Preparing physical representations of the holy bodies of enlightened
beings

cd#3E23'#0#&\(6#+4

kusuk la tenpa

e) Making offerings

)$/*#+#0#&\(6#+4

chupa la tenpa

f) Reciting the names of high beings

);6#0#&\(6#+4

tsen la tenpa

6) Describe the four steps used by Master Shantideva in his explanation of the first of
the four forces.

a) An explanation of the process of developing regret which is attained
through considering the way in which a negative deed has been
committed.

b) The practice of developing regret out of fear that one might die while
still possessing the karma of negative deeds.

c) The practice of developing regret by considering especially how you
have committed negative deeds which are meaningless.

d) The practice of learning to fear negative actions.

7) Name the three steps in the explanation of the force of the foundation.

a) Instructions on seeking refuge in the Three Jewels from this very
moment.

b) Seeking help from the sons and daughters of the Victors, those who
possess the power of prayers.

c) Carrying out their wishes, once you have taken refuge in them.
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8) What is the point of the comparison of the terror of death to a kind of punishment in
which one of a person's limbs is cut off?

The point is that, if a person's entire appearance is completely
transformed by the terror of the expected punishment of having a limb
cut off, then the fear of the moment of death is even more unbearable.
We are able to observe the former, and it should give us an insight into
the inner feelings during the latter process. We should have strong
regret now for our past negativities and continuously apply the four
fources to pufity our negative karma so that we can avoid the pain and
terror of death.
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1) In his discussion of the third of the four forces of purification, Master Shantideva
advises us to think of ourselves as sick people in need of medicine and a supreme
physician. Describe the chronic disease that we are said to have. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

We are chronically and constantly sick with the three poisons of
ignorantly liking things, ignorantly disliking things, and ignorance itself.
It is important to understand the description of liking and disliking.
Liking for example is defined in the literature on the perfection of
wisdom as "An independent thought wherein one wishes not to lose an
impure object which appears to be attractive."

E3#&e'#A-#*"/'#+/#0#C-*#,/"#>?#V"#6'#="#F/&'#A-'#)-#,f0#&=#

,*/*#+,-#'()'#!T"#'()'#+4

sakche kyi ngupo la yi-ong du nang ne rang top kyi mindrelwar dupay
semjung sempa

2) Name three important reasons why we should make great efforts in the practice of
purifying ourselves through all four of the forces, together. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) We don't understand the laws of actions and their consequences.

0'#,f'#A-#X)#*!(#0#)-#)W'#+4

lendre kyi namye la mi-kepa

b) We are unable to follow what little we do understand, and constantly
collect new and powerful karmic imprints.

eg"#E*#@('#A"#,*/=#0(6#;%0#&7-6#>?#)-#!(*#+4

chungse she kyang dorlen tsulshin du mi jepa
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c) We must remove obstacles to reaching the true wish for enlightenment.

!"#'()'#L(#&,-#3(3'#h/"#&#0#*)-3'#6'#,&*#*3/'4

jangsem kyeway gek jongwa la mik ne be gu

3) Name five activities that function to help us collect the positive energy needed to
reach the true wish for enlightenment. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Rejoicing in goodness.

*3(#&#0#<('#'2#C-#="#&4

gewa la jesu yi-rangwa

b) Urging holy beings to turn the wheel of the Dharma.

$/'#A-#,W/=#0/#&c/=#&=#&cd0#&4

chu kyi korlo korwar kulwa

c) Requesting holy beings not to pass into "nirvana."

i#"6#0'#)-#,*,#&=#3'/0#&#3*&#+4

nya-ngen le mindawar solwa dappa

d) Dedicating our good deeds.

*3(#&#&K/#&4

gewa ngowa

e) Surrender, through practicing the state of mind where you want to
give up your body, your possessions, and the power of your good
deeds.

02'#0/"'#./*#*3(#H#3J/"#&,-#'()'#+#h"#&4

lu longchu ge-tsa tongway sempa jangwa
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4) Name three different levels of virtue in which we can rejoice.

Virtuous deeds by ourselves and others that are going to lead to the
higher births, to nirvana alone, and to highest enlightenment.

5) Name and describe the opposite of rejoicing.

Jealousy, which is a kind of anger or unhappiness that someone else has
attained some happiness or good personal quality. Jealousy is extremely
improper for bodhisattvas, who are working so that every living being
can have every kind of happiness.

6) Name four kinds of dedication, and then describe what it is we are dedicating.

a) General dedication

.-=#&K/#&4

chir ngowa

b) Dedication for the sake of the sick

6*#+,-#*/6#>?#&K/#&4

nepay dundu ngowa

c) Dedication for the sake of removing hunger and thirst

&j('#c/)#'(0#&,-#*/6#>?#&K/#&4

trekom selway dundu ngowa

d) Dedication so that all that everyone's wishes for can come about

,*/*#*k?#,!T"#&,-#9Y,-#&K/#&4

dugu jungway gyuy ngowa
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What we are dedicating: The virtuous power of all the deeds we have
done, from offering up to requesting holy beings not to enter into
"nirvana."

7) What are we wishing for when we make dedication?

We are wishing that we ourselves could become enlightened through our
virtue, so that we ourselves could become the medicine, cure, and
physician for the sick; become food and drink for the needy; become the
very things and people that all beings wish for, in a temporary and an
ultimate sense.
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1) Why does Master Shantideva recommend the practice of taking joy, once one has
attained the two forms of the wish for enlightenment?

This is a way of preventing the wish from being lost, and of causing it
to increase ever further.

2) Describe four things that uplift our hearts as we first gain the two forms of the wish.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Our lives have become fruitful

&*3#;l#,f'#&2#C/*4

daktse drebu yu

b) We have truly achieved a human life

)-#C-#:-*#+#0(3'#+=#m/&4

miyi sipa lekpar top

c) We have been born into the family of the Buddhas

'"'#9'#=-3'#'2#L('4

sanggye riksu kye

d) We have become a child of the Buddhas

'"'#9'#:'#'2#Zn=4

sanggye sesu gyur
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3) Name five ways in which the wish has the power to remove the sufferings of living
beings. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) It destroys the Lord of Death within every living being.

,I/#&,-#,$-#&*3#,1/)'#+4

droway chidak jompa

b) It destroys poverty (within every living being, same with all the rest).

*&20#&#,1/)'#+4

ulwa jompa

c) It destroys illness.

6*#,1/)'#+4

ne jompa

d) It destroys the general suffering of the cycle of life.

.-=#:-*#+,-#Dd3#&K0#,1/)'#+4

chir sipay dukngel jompa

e) It destroys, more specifically, the sufferings of the lower realms.

o*#+=#"6#,I/,-#Dd3#&K0#,1/)'#+4

kyepar ngendroy dukngel jompa

4) How is it that the wish can remove these sufferings in every living being?

A person who has the wish can reach full enlightenment, and once
enlightened they are perfectly qualified to teach and help all other
sentient beings remove all of their suffering, and thereby to reach their
own perfection.
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5) Name and describe the two kinds of obstacles that the wish has the power to destroy.
(Tibetan track name in Tibetan and describe in English.)

a) Obstacles which are related directly to mental afflictions: the obstacles
to the achievement of nirvana

]/6#p-&4

nyundrip

b) Obstacles which block one from the state of total knowledge:
obstacles to the attainment of Buddhahood

@('#p-&4

shedrip

6) What, according to Gyaltsab Je, is the "very highest way of all to get the essence out
of having achieved this human body and mind"?

The process of undertaking all the necessary preliminaries—purifying
ourselves of obstacles that work against getting the wish, and gathering
together all the factors that are conducive to reaching it; and then
actually reaching the wish itself.
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1) Name four different steps in the process of considering how the mental afflictions hurt
us.

a) Considering how they leave us powerless.

b) Considering how they send us to unthinkable suffering.

c) Considering how the time that they hurt us is infinite.

d) Considering the reasons why it is wrong to make friends with the
mental afflictions.

2) Give the standard definition of a mental affliction. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

A mental function which is of the type that works to ruin the peace of
the mind with which it is associated.

="#*"#);%"'#q6#Z-#'()'#9Y*#)#7-#&=#!(*#+,-#=-3'#36'#A-#

'()'#!T"#4

rang dang tsungden gyi semgyu ma-shiwar jepay rikne kyi semjung

3) Name the six primary mental afflictions. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Liking things ignorantly

,*/*#$3'4

duchak
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b) Disliking things ignorantly

W/"#,S/4

kongtro

c) Pride

"#904

nga-gyel

d) Ignorance

)#=-3#+4

marikpa

e) Doubt

m(#;r)4

te-tsom

f) Wrong views

s#&4

tawa

4) Name and describe briefly the five kinds of wrong views that make up the sixth
primary mental affliction. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Perishable view. Focuses on the parts of a person and holds the
person to be self-existent.

,1-3#s4

jikta
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b) Extreme view. Focuses on the person upon which perishable view is
focusing, and holds this person to be either unchanging or non-
existent.

)m=#s4

tarta

c) Wrong view. Belief that actions and their consequences, or past and
future lives, and the like do not exist.

0/3#s4

lokta

d) The view of holding one's wrong views as highest. Believes that all
wrong views other than this one itself are inferior to have.

)$/3#,tu6#Z-#s#&4

chokdzin gyi tawa

e) View that mistaken morality and asceticisms are highest. Belief that
spiritual practices which hurt oneself etc are the best ones to do.

;%0#S-)'#*"#&vw0#x?3'#)$/3#,tu6#Z-#s#&4

tsultrim dang tulshuk chokdzin gyi tawa

5) What does Master Shantideva say about the idea that one should hold off achieving
nirvana until others do so first?

Since nirvana is defined as the permanent destruction of the mental
afflictions, it would be a silly thought to hold onto your mental
afflictions until others got rid of theirs first. You would also be unable
to lead others to destroy their mental afflictions if you had not yet
destroyed your own.
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1) There are twenty secondary mental afflictions. Name and describe any six of them.
(Tibetan track name in Tibetan and describe in English.)

(1) Anger—This stems from disliking and causes you to prepare to harm
someone by threatening and so forth.

S/#&4

trowa

(2) Retaining anger —This is a part of disliking. It is the continued
maintenance of a harmful thought over a long period of time, and
causes intolerance.

W/6#,tu64

kundzin

(3) Irritation—This is an impatience which derives from anger and
irritation and causes you to speak harsh words.

,;u3#+4

tsikpa

(4) Malice—This is a kind of disliking whose activity is
uncompassionate harmfulness. It is the state of mind which is
ready to hurt someone.

X)#+=#,;l#&4

nampar tsewa
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(5) Jealousy—This is a part of anger. It is the inner disturbance of the
mind which out of a desire for gain and honor cannot bear the
sight of other's happiness. It is a mental discomfort, it disturbs
the mind, and supports wrongdoing.

y3#*/3

trakdok

((6) Denial—This is the crooked state of mind which out of attachment
to gain and honor hides its faults and thus conceals them
continuously. It obstructs you from receiving true instruction.

z{4

gyu

(7) Pretence—This is pretending to have qualities that you do not
actually possess for the sake of gain and honor. It is a devious
misleading of others, reinforces the other mental afflictions, and
supports the practice of wrong livelihood.

3C/#&4

yowa

(8) Lack of shame—This is not avoiding bad deeds for reasons which
relate to yourself.

"/#;#)(*#+4

ngo-tsa mepa

(9) Lack of consideration—This is engaging in bad deeds for reasons
which related to others.

S(0#)(*#+4

trel mepa
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(10) Concealing one's faults —This is failing to follow good urgings, and
wishing to conceal your faults. It is the cause of regret and
prevents your knowledge from staying.

,$&#+4

chappa

(11) Stinginess—This comes from liking and wants the things which
other's have. It acts to prevent your wealth from increasing.

'(=#V4

serna

(12) Conceitedness—This is the haughty state of mind in which you
rejoice and become attached to your own impure qualities such as
your good health, your intelligence, or your youth.

93'#+4

gyakpa

(13) Lack of faith—This is a kind of ignorance. It is a lack of spiritual
admiration for the objects of correct faith and for good deeds. It
functions to support laziness.

)#**#+4

madepa

(14) Laziness—This is a fondness for the pleasant feeling of such
activities as sleeping and lounging around. It is a lack of
enthusiasm for doing good deeds, and the opposite of joyful
effort.

0(#0/4

lelo
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(15) Carelessness—This affects your practice of doing good deeds and
avoiding bad deeds. It is the opposite of mindfulness. It
functions to increase non-virtue and to decrease virtue.

&3#)(*#+4

bak mepa

(16) Forgetfulness of goodness—This is the obscuration and forgetting
of a virtuous object. It is the opposite of recollection, supports
mental agitation, and is a support for the mental afflictions.

&<(*#"('4

je-nge

(17) Lack of awareness—This is heedless and careless activity which you
do with your thoughts, your words, and your deeds, and is a
support for breaking your vows.

@('#&7-6#)#C-6#+4

sheshin mayinpa

(18) Dullness—This is a heaviness of the body and mind which renders
you incapable of penetrating the object of your attention. It is the
inward contraction and incompetence of the mind, and a support
for the mental afflictions.

|}3#+4

mukpa

(19) Distraction—This is the following of a pleasant object which
presents itself to your mind. It is included as a part of desire.
Because it is the escape of the mind toward an object it is an
obstacle to mental quiescence.

X)#3C("#4

nam-yeng
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(20) Scattering—This is the mind moving and straying toward objects
instead of abiding one-pointedly on a virtuous object.

~/*#+4

gupa

2) What does Gyaltsab Je have to say about the idea that a strong love for the Path, and
hatred for your mental afflictions, are mental afflictions themselves?

He says that, because they are elements of the Path itself, the Path which
helps you destroy the mental afflictions, they cannot be considered a
part of the group of objects which must be eliminated from the mind.
He further says that those commentaries which explain that these two
attitudes must be eliminated later are only referring to the fact that, once
the mental afflictions have been eliminated, these two will no longer
function in the fight against the mental afflictions.

3) Why is it important that the continued existence of the mental afflictions depends on
a misperception?

Because the mental afflictions are rooted in a misperception, they can be
eradicated completely, as the misperception is corrected by the eye of
wisdom; and then they will never be able to return.

4) State three reasons why the mental afflictions have no place else to go, once they are
eliminated from the mind. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) The mental afflictions are not a natural part of the various objects of
perception, for if they were, then even enemy destroyers would
have to get mental afflictions when they look at visual forms, etc.

]/6#)/"'#+#X)'#6-#3E23'#0#'/3'#+,-#C20#6#="#&7-6#Z-'#

)-#36'4

nyonmongpa nam ni suk lasokpay yul na rangshin gyi mi-ne
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b) The mental afflictions are not a natural part of our sense powers, the
eye and the rest, because it is impossible for a person who is
focussing on emptiness to have a mental affliction, even though
they can at that moment have sense powers such as the eye.

)-3#0#'/3'#+,-#*&"#+/,-#;r3'#0#C"#="#&7-6#Z-'#)-#36'4

mikla lasokpay wangpoy tsok la yang rangshin gyi mi ne

c) The mental afflictions do not exist by nature anywhere in between
these other two possibilities.

*(#*3#3-#&=#6,"#)-#36'4

de dak gi bar na-ang mi-ne

5) List the six perfections, the six principal activities of a bodhisattva, and explain why
they are perfections. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The six perfections are giving, an ethical way of life, not getting angry,
joyful effort, concentration, and wisdom. They are called perfections
because, in the mind of an enlightened being, they have been perfected.
They are also called perfections if they occur in the mind of a being who
has committed himself or herself to the wish for enlightenment, because
they function to bring one to perfection.

h-6#+4 ;%0#S-)'4 &E/*#+4

jinpa tsultrim supa

&H/6#,IG'4 &')#3J64 @('#=&4

tsundru samten sherab

B#=/0#_`#M-6#+4 B#=/0#_`#M-6#!(*4

parul tu chinpa parul tu chinje
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6) Does the perfection of giving depend on its external perfection? Why or why not?

It does not depend on its external perfection, because we can see that
there are still people in the world who are afflicted by poverty. If
removing all beings' poverty were the essence of the perfection of
giving, then the enlightened beings of the past can not have perfected
giving. Therefore the perfection of giving is the perfection of the
willingness to give (which is also expressed to the ultimate of one's
current ability).

7) Name the external objects which need not be eliminated for each of the first three
perfections to be perfect.

a) Needy individuals.

b) Beings who are being hurt.

c) Irritating individuals.
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1) Describe the context in which Master Shantideva distinguishes between recollection
and watchfulness. (Tibetan track also give the names for these two in Tibetan.)

Master Shantideva joins his palms at his breast and entreats us with the
following words: "Those who wish to protect their minds should do
whatever they can to maintain—even at the cost of their lives—their
recollection, which functions to prevent you from forgetting a particular
virtuous object of the mind, and their watchfulness, which examines
what is happening with the three doors of expression at any given time."

2) Give the four divisions of the section devoted to how one should maintain how they
look with their eyes. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) General advice on how you look with your eyes.

)-3#3-'#&s#&,-#^?6#./*#.-=#&F6#+4

mik gi taway kunchu chir tenpa

b) What to do with your eyes when you are tired.

>?&#+,-#;l#1-#s=#!#&4

duppay tse jitar jawa

c) What to do when you find yourself in the presence of another person.

3"#E3#376#�G"#>?#,/"'#+#0#1-#s=#!#&4

gangsak shen drung du ongpa la jitar jawa
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d) What to do when you have finished resting yourself.

"0#&'/'#+,-#;l#1-#s=#!#&4

ngel supay tse jitar jawa

3) Name three special circumstances under which one may be allowed to let up,
temporarily, from the normally very detailed scrutiny of one's thoughts and bodily
actions.

Master Shantideva mentions the following circumstances: when one's
life is threatened; when one is engaged in a celebration of offering to the
Three Jewels; and when it is of some very great benefit to living beings.

4) Explain the reasoning behind the ordering of the six perfections. (Tibetan track
mention the six in Tibetan also.)

Not being concerned with possessions, and not having attatchment to
them, is necessary for the perfection of giving and leads naturally into
the perfection of ethical living. The perfection of an ethical life includes
restraining oneself from negative actions, and this leads naturally into
the perfection of patience. The perfection of patience involves the
ability to bear great hardships for the Dharma, and this leads naturally
into the perfection of joyful effort. The perfection of joyful effort
involves making constant efforts night and day, which leads into single-
pointed meditation. The perfection of meditation involves reaching a
point where the body and mind are well-trained for meditation, which
leads to the wisdom which realizes perfectly the true nature of all
objects.

5) Name six separate occasions on which Master Shantideva says we should freeze, and
stay like a bump on a log. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

Whenever one of the following comes to us (choose any six): liking
things ignorantly (chakpa); disliking things ignorantly (trowa); pride
(nga-gyel); conceit (gyakpa); the thought to harp on someone else's faults
(tsang trupa); deceit (yu gyu); praising oneself (dak tu); criticizing others
(shen mu); scolding someone (shewa); arguing (tsupa); desire for fame
(nyekur dupa); ignoring others' needs (shendun yelwar dorwa); paying
attention only to one's own needs (rang dun bashik dupa); losing patience
with hardships related to Dharma (mi supa); lack of joy in doing good
(lelo); these are some of the situations mentioned by Master Shantideva.
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$3'#+4 S/#&4

chakpa trowa

"#904 93'#+4

nga-gyel gyakpa

);"#,fG#&4 3C/#z{4

tsang druwa yo-gyu

&*3#&F/*4 376#O/*4

dak tu shen mu

3@(#&4 H/*#+4

shewa tsupa

�(*#&^?=#,*/*#+4 376#* /6#C0#&=#,*/=#&4

nyekur dupa shendun yelwar dorwa

="#*/6#,&,#7-3#,*/*#+4 )-#&E/*#+4

rang dun bashik dupa misupa

0(#0/4

lelo
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1) Name six different qualities mentioned by Master Shantideva that make the perfection
of giving very powerful karmically. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Performing a virtuous activity constantly

9Y6#>?#!#&4

gyundu jawa

b) Performing it with strong virtuous motivation

,>?6#+#�3#+/'#!#&4

dunpa drakpu jawa

c) Performing it with strong corrective thoughts, such as freedom from
desire

)-#)m26#M/3'#A-'#^?6#6'#&5"#&4

mitun chok kyi kunne langwa

d) Performing it towards a very virtuous object, such as the Three Jewels

C/6#J6#*"#q6#+,-#7-"#4

yunten dang denpay shing
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e) Performing it towards someone who has helped one

B6#,*/3'#+,-#7-"#4

pendokpay shing

f) Performing it towards someone who is suffering greatly, such as those
oppressed by great poverty

Dd3#&K0#e6#Z-#7-"#4

dukngel chen gyi shing

2) What two things does Master Shantideva say about prioritizing one's efforts in the six
perfections? (Tibetan track: Give the word for "prioritization" in Tibetan.)

a) Within one perfection, such as giving, we should perform the more
important act of giving if there is a choice between a more and a
less important act at any given moment.

b) Within the six perfections themselves, we should perform the higher
(latter) one if there is a choice between two perfections at any
given moment. In Tibetan, this principle is called jawa nyi
dompa.

!#&#3]-'#,*/)'#+4

jawa nyi dompa

3) State three principles which Master Shantideva discusses with regard to the morality
of acting on behalf of living beings. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Throwing oneself into helping others

376#*/6#8�=#P"#&4

shendun hlur langwa
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b) Training in activities for preventing oneself from being polluted by
bad deeds, and attracting others to the Dharma

="#]('#+'#)#3/'#+=#376#&Dd#&,-#./*#+#0#&5&#+4

rang nyepe magupar shen duway chupa la lappa

c) Training in activities that maintain the good opinions of others in the
Dharma, and prevent oneself from being polluted by bad deeds

'()'#e6#Z-#'()'#<('#'2#&:G"#7-"#]('#+'#)-#3/'#+,-#./*#+#

0#&5&#+4

semchen gyi sem jesu sung shing nyepe mi-gupay chupa la lappa

4) Name three principles in the practice of attracting other persons to the Dharma
through material giving. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) When to give and not to give food and clothing

E'#3/'#h-6#+#*"#)-#h-6#+,-#o*#+=4

se gu jinpa dang mi-jinpay kyepar

b) Advice not to hurt the body in order to achieve minor goals

!#&#y6#;l3'#A-#$(*#>?#02'#0#36/*#+=#)-#!#&4

jawa trentsek kyi chedu lu la nupar mijawa

c) Explanation of the proper time and purpose for which to give one's
body

02'#h-6#+=#3J/"#&,-#>?'#*"#*3/'#+#&@*#+4

lu jinpar tongway du dang gupa shepa
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5) Name three principles in the practice of attracting other persons through the giving
of the Dharma itself. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Students to whom, because of their behavior, it is improper to teach
the Dharma

$/'#&@*#>?#)-#=2"#&,-#]6#+#+/,-#02'#A-#^?6#./*4

chu shedu mi-rungway nyenpapoy lu kyi kunchu

b) Judging the capacity of the student and teaching what fits them

V/*#A-#&')#+,-#o*#+=#&\3#+4

nu kyi sampay kyepar takpa

c) Being careful not to lead those who are attracted to the widespread
teaching (the Mahayana) along a lower path (the Hinayana)

9#$(6#+/#0#)/'#+#*)6#+#0#h=#&=#)-#!#&4

gya chenpo la mupa menpa la jarwar mi jawa

6) Name three principles for the practice of training oneself in activities that maintain
the good opinions of others in the Dharma, and that prevent oneself from being polluted
by bad deeds. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Avoiding types of behavior that are improper and which would cause
others to lose their faith

02'#A-#./*#0)#]('#+#*"#&e'#@-"#376#)#**#+#U"#&4

lu kyi chulam nyepa dang che shing shen ma-depa pangwa

b) How to act when you point out a path, and the like

0)#0#'/3'#+#F/6#+,-#;l#1-#s=#!#&4

lam lasokpa tunpay tse jitar jawa
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c) The proper method of sleeping

]0#&,-#^?6#./*#1-#s=#!#&4

nyelway kunchu jitar jawa
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jangchub sempay chupa la jukpa

5/&#*+/6#7-#&#84

loppun shiwa hla

90#:'#,123#"/3'4

gyalse juk-ngok

90#;&#<(4 *=#)#=-6#$(64

gyaltsab je darma rinchen

,>?#@('#3'2)#+#&4

dushe sumpawa

!"#$%&#A-#'()'#A-#B6#C/64

jangchub kyi sem kyi pen-yun

D-3#+#&@3'#+4

dikpa shakpa
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!"#$%&#A-#'()'#3E2"#&4

jangchub kyi sem sungwa

&3#C/*#&F6#+4

bak-yu tenpa

@('#&7-6#&:G"#&4

sheshin sungwa

&E/*#+#&F6#+4

supa tenpa

&H/6#IG'#&F6#+4

tsundru tenpa

&')#3J6#&F6#+4

samten tenpa

@('#=&#A-#0(,24

sherab kyi leu

&K/#&,-#0(,24

ngoway leu
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Class Two '()'#&L(*#+#6-#376#*/6#M-=4

C"#*3#N/3'#+,-#!"#$%&#,*/*4

semkyepa ni shendun chir
yangdak dzokpay jangchub du

O/6#'()'4

munsem

,123#'()'4

juksem

Class Three
)$/*#+4

chupa

M3#,;0#&4

chaktselwa

L&'#'2#,I/#&4

kyabsu drowa

D-3#+#&@3'#+4

dikpa shakpa
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&*3#+/'#)#&E2"#&,-#N'#A-#)$/*#+4

dakpu masungway dze kyi chupa

="#3-#02'#*&20#&4

rang gi lu ulwa

P/'#QR0#&,-#)$/*#+4

lu trulway chupa

SG'4

tru

6#&E,4

nabsa

964

gyen

!T3#+4

jukpa

)(#J/3

metok
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U/'4

pu

70#E'4

shelse

V"#3'04

nangsel

370#)(*#W"#4

shelme kang

3>?3'4

duk

=/0#)/4

rulmo

)$/*#+,-#X)#+#9Y6#)-#,$*#+=#!-6#Z-'#&[&#+4

chupay nampa gyun michepar jin-gyi lappa

Class Four
$/'#&7-#&F6#+,-#)*/4

chu shi tenpay do
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X)#+=#'26#,!-6#+,-#F/&'4

nampar sunjinpay top

\(6#Z-#F/&'4

ten gyi top

3](6#+/#^?6#_`#./*#+,-#F/&'4

nyenpo kuntu chupay top

]('#+#0'#5=#&a/3#+,-#F/&'4

nyepa le larndokpay top

)*/#D(#E&#)/#0#&\(6#+4

dode sabmo la tenpa

F/"#+#]-*#&b/)#+4

tongpa-nyi gompa

&a'#+#0#&\(6#+4

depa la tenpa

cd#3E23'#0#&\(6#+4

kusuk la tenpa
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)$/*#+#0#&\(6#+4

chupa la tenpa

);6#0#&\(6#+4

tsen la tenpa

Class Five
E3#&e'#A-#*"/'#+/#0#C-*#,/"#>?#V"#6'#="#F/&'#A-'#)-#,f0#&=#

,*/*#+,-#'()'#!T"#'()'#+4

sakche kyi ngupo la yi-ong du nang ne rang top kyi mindrelwar dupay
semjung sempa

0'#,f'#A-#X)#*!(#0#)-#)W'#+4

lendre kyi namye la mi-kepa

eg"#E*#@('#A"#,*/=#0(6#;%0#&7-6#>?#)-#!(*#+4

chungse she kyang dorlen tsulshin du mi jepa

!"#'()'#L(#&,-#3(3'#h/"#&#0#*)-3'#6'#,&*#*3/'4

jangsem kyeway gek jongwa la mik ne be gu

*3(#&#0#<('#'2#C-#="#&4

gewa la jesu yi-rangwa
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$/'#A-#,W/=#0/#&c/=#&=#&cd0#&4

chu kyi korlo korwar kulwa

i#"6#0'#)-#,*,#&=#3'/0#&#3*&#+4

nya-ngen le mindawar solwa dappa

*3(#&#&K/#&4

gewa ngowa

02'#0/"'#./*#*3(#H#3J/"#&,-#'()'#+#h"#&4

lu longchu ge-tsa tongway sempa jangwa

.-=#&K/#&4

chir ngowa

6*#+,-#*/6#>?#&K/#&4

nepay dundu ngowa

&j('#c/)#'(0#&,-#*/6#>?#&K/#&4

trekom selway dundu ngowa

,*/*#*k?#,!T"#&,-#9Y,-#&K/#&4

dugu jungway gyuy ngowa
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Class Six
&*3#;l#,f'#&2#C/*4

daktse drebu yu

)-#C-#:-*#+#0(3'#+=#m/&4

miyi sipa lekpar top

'"'#9'#=-3'#'2#L('4

sanggye riksu kye

'"'#9'#:'#'2#Zn=4

sanggye sesu gyur

,I/#&,-#,$-#&*3#,1/)'#+4

droway chidak jompa

*&20#&#,1/)'#+4

ulwa jompa

6*#,1/)'#+4

ne jompa

.-=#:-*#+,-#Dd3#&K0#,1/)'#+4

chir sipay dukngel jompa
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o*#+=#"6#,I/,-#Dd3#&K0#,1/)'#+4

kyepar ngendroy dukngel jompa

]/6#p-&4

nyundrip

@('#p-&4

shedrip

Class Seven
="#*"#);%"'#q6#Z-#'()'#9Y*#)#7-#&=#!(*#+,-#=-3'#36'#A-#

'()'#!T"#4

rang dang tsungden gyi semgyu ma-shiwar jepay rikne kyi semjung

,*/*#$3'4

duchak

W/"#,S/4

kongtro

"#904

nga-gyel

)#=-3#+4

marikpa
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m(#;r)4

te-tsom

s#&4

tawa

,1-3#s4

jikta

)m=#s4

tarta

0/3#s4

lokta

)$/3#,tu6#Z-#s#&4

chokdzin gyi tawa

;%0#S-)'#*"#&vw0#x?3'#)$/3#,tu6#Z-#s#&4

tsultrim dang tulshuk chokdzin gyi tawa

Class Eight
S/#&4

trowa
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W/6#,tu64

kundzin

,;u3#+4

tsikpa

X)#+=#,;l#&4

nampar tsewa

y3#*/3

trakdok

z{4

gyu

3C/#&4

yowa

"/#;#)(*#+4

ngo-tsa mepa

S(0#)(*#+4

trel mepa
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,$&#+4

chappa

'(=#V4

serna

93'#+4

gyakpa

)#**#+4

madepa

0(#0/4

lelo

&3#)(*#+4

bak mepa

&<(*#"('4

je-nge

@('#&7-6#)#C-6#+4

sheshin mayinpa
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|}3#+4

mukpa

X)#3C("#4

nam-yeng

~/*#+4

gupa

]/6#)/"'#+#X)'#6-#3E23'#0#'/3'#+,-#C20#6#="#&7-6#Z-'#

)-#36'4

nyonmongpa nam ni suk lasokpay yul na rangshin gyi mi-ne

)-3#0#'/3'#+,-#*&"#+/,-#;r3'#0#C"#="#&7-6#Z-'#)-#36'4

mikla lasokpay wangpoy tsok la yang rangshin gyi mi ne

*(#*3#3-#&=#6,"#)-#36'4

de dak gi bar na-ang mi-ne

h-6#+4 ;%0#S-)'4 &E/*#+4

jinpa tsultrim supa

&H/6#,IG'4 &')#3J64 @('#=&4

tsundru samten sherab
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B#=/0#_`#M-6#+4 B#=/0#_`#M-6#!(*4

parul tu chinpa parul tu chinje

Class Nine )-3#3-'#&s#&,-#^?6#./*#.-=#&F6#+4

mik gi taway kunchu chir tenpa

>?&#+,-#;l#1-#s=#!#&4

duppay tse jitar jawa

3"#E3#376#�G"#>?#,/"'#+#0#1-#s=#!#&4

gangsak shen drung du ongpa la jitar jawa

"0#&'/'#+,-#;l#1-#s=#!#&4

ngel supay tse jitar jawa

$3'#+4 S/#&4

chakpa trowa

"#904 93'#+4

nga-gyel gyakpa

);"#,fG#&4 3C/#z{4

tsang druwa yo-gyu
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&*3#&F/*4 376#O/*4

dak tu shen mu

3@(#&4 H/*#+4

shewa tsupa

�(*#&^?=#,*/*#+4 376#* /6#C0#&=#,*/=#&4

nyekur dupa shendun yelwar dorwa

="#*/6#,&,#7-3#,*/*#+4 )-#&E/*#+4

rang dun bashik dupa misupa

0(#0/4

lelo

Class Ten 9Y6#>?#!#&4

gyundu jawa

,>?6#+#�3#+/'#!#&4

dunpa drakpu jawa

)-#)m26#M/3'#A-'#^?6#6'#&5"#&4

mitun chok kyi kunne langwa
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C/6#J6#*"#q6#+,-#7-"#4

yunten dang denpay shing

B6#,*/3'#+,-#7-"#4

pendokpay shing

Dd3#&K0#e6#Z-#7-"#4

dukngel chen gyi shing

!#&#3]-'#,*/)'#+4

jawa nyi dompa

376#*/6#8�=#P"#&4

shendun hlur langwa

="#]('#+'#)#3/'#+=#376#&Dd#&,-#./*#+#0#&5&#+4

rang nyepe magupar shen duway chupa la lappa

'()'#e6#Z-#'()'#<('#'2#&:G"#7-"#]('#+'#)-#3/'#+,-#./*#+#

0#&5&#+4

semchen gyi sem jesu sung shing nyepe mi-gupay chupa la lappa

E'#3/'#h-6#+#*"#)-#h-6#+,-#o*#+=4

se gu jinpa dang mi-jinpay kyepar
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!#&#y6#;l3'#A-#$(*#>?#02'#0#36/*#+=#)-#!#&4

jawa trentsek kyi chedu lu la nupar mijawa

02'#h-6#+=#3J/"#&,-#>?'#*"#*3/'#+#&@*#+4

lu jinpar tongway du dang gupa shepa

$/'#&@*#>?#)-#=2"#&,-#]6#+#+/,-#02'#A-#^?6#./*4

chu shedu mi-rungway nyenpapoy lu kyi kunchu

V/*#A-#&')#+,-#o*#+=#&\3#+4

nu kyi sampay kyepar takpa

9#$(6#+/#0#)/'#+#*)6#+#0#h=#&=#)-#!#&4

gya chenpo la mupa menpa la jarwar mi jawa

02'#A-#./*#0)#]('#+#*"#&e'#@-"#376#)#**#+#U"#&4

lu kyi chulam nyepa dang che shing shen ma-depa pangwa

0)#0#'/3'#+#F/6#+,-#;l#1-#s=#!#&4

lam lasokpa tunpay tse jitar jawa

]0#&,-#^?6#./*#1-#s=#!#&4

nyelway kunchu jitar jawa
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Level Four of Middle Way Philosophy (Madhyamika)

Course Syllabus

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs).

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. The folios numbers correspond to ACIP electronic
editions TD3871 and S5436, respectively. Each lesson is accompanied by the
full detailed outline of the relevant section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

***********

Reading One
Contemplations on the Perfection of Patience, Part I

Contemplation One: Anger destroys good karma
(ROOT TEXT FOLIO 14B; COMMENTARY FOLIOS 57A-58A)

Contemplation Two: Anger ruins our happiness and our relationships
(RT 14B; COM 58A)

Contemplation Three: Anger begins with being upset, and it is useless
ever to be upset
(RT 14B-15A; COM 58B-59A)

Contemplation Four: Perfect patience is like any other habit, and can be
developed with practice
(RT 15A; COM 59B-60A)

Contemplation Five: Patience is a decision, a state of mind
(RT 15A; COM 60A-60B)

Contemplation Six: Learn to disregard wounds in battle
(RT 15A; COM 60B)
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Reading Two
Contemplations on the Perfection of Patience, Part II

Contemplation Seven: We should then be angry at unwitting physical
objects (RT 15B; COM 61A-61B)

Contemplation Eight: Who really made the things that make us angry?
(RT 15B; COM 62A-62B)

Contemplation Nine: People do so much hurt to themselves that it is no
surprise if they hurt us
(RT 16A; COM 63B)

Contemplation Ten: If people are harmful by nature, it is no surprise
when they hurt us; if they are only harmful
at moments, we should bear with them
(RT 16A; COM 63B-64A)

Contemplation Eleven: Should we be angry at sticks?
(RT 16A; COM 64A)

Contemplation Twelve: Who it is that actually created the objects that
bring us anger
(RT 16A-16B; COM 64A-64B)

Reading Three
Contemplations on the Perfection of Patience, Part III

Contemplation Thirteen: What harm can words really do us?
(RT 16B; COM 65B)

Contemplation Fourteen:What to do if someone tries to hurt the
teaching or a teacher
(RT 17A; COM 66B-67A)

Contemplation Fifteen: On not being able to bear the happiness of others
(RT 17B; COM 68B)

Contemplation Sixteen: On taking joy in the misfortunes of those you
dislike
(RT 18A; COM 69B-70A)

Contemplation Seventeen: How those we dislike help us in our practice
(RT 18B; COM 72B)

Contemplation Eighteen: Serve living beings as you do the Enlightened
Ones
(RT 19A; COM 73A-73B)

Contemplation Nineteen: To serve living beings is to please the
Enlightened Ones
(RT 19A; COM 74B)

Reading Four
Contemplations on the Perfection of Effort, Part I

Contemplation One: What moves the flame?
(RT 20A; COM 77A)

Contemplation Two: Effort is joy
(RT 20A; COM 77A)

Contemplation Three: What stops effort?
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(RT 20A; COM 77A-77B)
Contemplation Four: What causes laziness?

(RT 20A; COM 77B)
Contemplation Five: Lambs to the slaughter

(RT 20A; COM 77B-78A)
Contemplation Six: "I still have time"

(RT 20A-20B; COM 78A)
Contemplation Seven: What it feels to die

(RT 20B; COM 78B)
Contemplation Eight: Examine your expectations

(RT 20B; COM 79A)

Reading Five
Contemplations on the Perfection of Effort, Part II

Contemplation Nine: The armies of the King
(RT 20B; COM 79B)

Contemplation Ten: On feeling discouraged
(RT 20B; COM 79B-80A)

Contemplation Eleven: The courage of no choice
(RT 20B-21A; COM 80A-80B)

Contemplation Twelve: The lesser pains of the physician's treatment
(RT 21A; COM 80B)

Contemplation Thirteen: A blissful path to bliss
(RT 21A; COM 80B-81A)

Reading Six
Contemplations on the Perfection of Effort, Part III

Contemplation Fourteen: The joyful gift of life
(RT 21A; COM 81A-81B)

Contemplation Fifteen: The use of power
(RT 21A-21B; COM 81B-82A)

Contemplation Sixteen: On being unstoppable
(RT 22A; COM 84A-84B)

Contemplation Seventeen: Alone, by myself, if need be
(RT 22A; COM 84B-85A)

Contemplation Eighteen: The dead snake
(RT 22A; COM 85A)

Contemplation Nineteen: Determination, but not pride
(RT 22B; COM 85B)

Contemplation Twenty: The lion
(RT 22B; COM 86A)

Contemplation Twenty-One: Child's play
(RT 22B; COM 86B)

Contemplation Twenty-Two: The razor and the honey
(RT 22B; COM 86B-87A)

Contemplation Twenty-Three: The duel
(RT 23A; COM 87A-87B)

Contemplation Twenty-Four: The pot and the sword
(RT 23A; COM 87B)
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Reading Seven
Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation, Part I

Contemplation One: Quietude
(RT 23A-23B; COM 89A-89B)

Contemplation Two: Attachment to the world
(RT 23B; COM 89B)

Contemplation Three: Stopping attachment
(RT 23B; COM 90A)

Contemplation Four: The rewards of attachment
(RT 23B; COM 90A-90B)

Contemplation Five: Don't be with children
(RT 23B; COM 90B-91A)

Contemplation Six: On seeking to please the world
(RT 24A; COM 92A-92B)

Contemplation Seven: On the joys of solitude
(RT 24A-24B; COM 92B-93A)

Contemplation Eight: Die before death
(RT 24B; COM 93B-94A)

Contemplation Nine: On men and women
(RT 25A; COM 95A-95B)

Contemplation Ten: The living cemetery
(RT 26A; COM 97B-98A)

Contemplation Eleven: Life in the world
(RT 26A; COM 98A-98B)

Contemplation Twelve: On the futile service of money
(RT 26A-26B; COM 98B-99A)

Reading Eight
Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation, Part II

Contemplation Thirteen: Where to devote yourself to meditation
(RT 26B; COM 99B-100A)

Contemplation Fourteen: What to meditate upon: the service of others
(RT 27A; COM 100A-100B)

Contemplation Fifteen: They are a part of you too
(RT 27A; COM 100B)

Contemplation Sixteen: What makes pain mine?
(RT 27A; COM 100B-101A)

Contemplation Seventeen: Logical proofs for compassion and love
(RT 27A; COM 101A)

Contemplation Eighteen: The democracy of love
(RT 27A; COM 101A-101B)

Reading Nine
Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation, Part III

Contemplation Nineteen: Being beyond oneself
(RT 27A-27B; COM 101B-102A)

Contemplation Twenty: Are we only what we control?
(RT 27B; COM 102A-102B)

Contemplation Twenty-One: The power of habit
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(RT 27B-28A; COM 103B-104A)
Contemplation Twenty-Two: The sources of all happiness and pain

(RT 28A; COM 104A)
Contemplation Twenty-Three: How far can we go?

(RT 28A; COM 104A)
Contemplation Twenty-Four: On the definition of "myself"

(RT 28A; COM 104B)
Contemplation Twenty-Five: The enemy of the body

(RT 28A; COM 105A)
Contemplation Twenty-Six: On the evil we do for the body

(RT 28A; COM 105A-105B)
Contemplation Twenty-Seven: If I use it myself, what will I have to

give others?
(RT 28A-28B; COM 105B)

Contemplation Twenty-Eight: No many words are needed
(RT 28B; COM 106A)

Reading Ten
Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation, Part IV

Contemplation Twenty-Nine: On the ultimate and immediate pains of
selfishness
(RT 28B; COM 106A-106B)

Contemplation Thirty: Let the fire go
(RT 28B; COM 106B)

Contemplation Thirty-One: The master and the servant
(RT 29A; COM 107A)

Contemplation Thirty-Two: The exchange of yourself and others
(RT 29A; COM 107B)

Contemplation Thirty-Three: Bodhisattva talking to yourself
(RT 29A; COM 107B-108A)

Contemplation Thirty-Four: Don't hurt us by hurting yourself
(RT 29A; COM 108A-108B)

Contemplation Thirty-Five: Bodhisattva watching out for yourself
(RT 29A-29B; COM 108B-109A)

Contemplation Thirty-Six: The foolishness of thinking you get nothing
out of serving others
(RT 29B; COM 109B-110A)

Contemplation Thirty-Seven: A few drops of sperm and blood
(RT 29B; COM 110A)

Contemplation Thirty-Eight: The secret life of bodhisattvas
(RT 30A; COM 110B-111A)

Contemplation Thirty-Nine: The endless thirst of attachment to your
own needs
(RT 30A; COM 112A)

Contemplation Forty: Satisfaction, the ultimate pleasure
(RT 30A-30B; COM 112A-112B)

Contemplation Forty-One: The suffering of deciding what is "me"
(RT 30A-30B; COM 112B)

Contemplation Forty-Two: The ingratitude of the body
(RT 30B; COM 112B-113A)

Contemplation Forty-Three: The goals of quietude
(RT 30B; COM 113B-114A)
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading One: Contemplations on the Perfection of Patience,
Part I

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 14B-15A and 57A-61A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation One
Anger destroys good karma

!"#$%&%'()%*+%",-,%&%./!

!0/1%2)%"23%-43-,%56(2%$%,(-,!

!$3-,%72%-)%./1%23%8+1%.)%!

!9()%:(%-;/-%-/,%<=(5,%&>%?32!
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A single instance of anger
Destroys whatever good deeds
You may have amassed in thousands
Of eons spent in practices
Like giving, or making offerings
To Those Who have Gone to Bliss.

!@3%A)%B%"C</%A/-%&%532!

!"D(2%&%B%"C</%2E<%FC"%532!

!23%",%"D(2%$%11%G1%*+!

!H%IJ-,%IK$%*+%"L(5%&>%?!

There is no kind of deed
As evil as the act of anger;
There is no spiritual hardship
Like patience. Practice it then,
Concentrate on patience,
In many different ways.

9()%:(</%M3,%25/-,%2)%! "D(2%&</%N1%.(1%",5%&<(! !2)%&(%$%-,C5! 5%

5F()%"</%M3,%25/-,%2)%! 5F()%"</%M3,%25/-,%2)%! M3,%25/-,%"AO,%G3%

"'1%&<(! !2)%&(%$%-M/,! 9()%:(,%2-3%P%<=(5,%&%2)%! :(%"%2)%"D(2%&</%

Q(1%.(1%43,%1,%"D(2%&%"L(5%&%$%<"2%&>%?%"<(! !2)%&(%1/!

We must contemplate upon the problems that anger causes, and upon the
benefits that come from patience. The problems we will cover in three steps:
those that we cannot see, those that we can see, and then a summary of the
problems. The problems that we cannot see will be presented in two parts:
how anger destroys our store of good karma, and advice to make efforts in the
practice of patience, once we have learned well the problems of anger and the
corresponding benefits of patience. Here is the first.

2-3%"</%6(,%R5,%Q3%"%2)%-1,%&</%-3-,%?32%5F>%FC-%&%9()%:(%./1%&,%23</%

M3,%25/-,%",5,%1,%23%<-(-%&%$%"P(1%&>%?%'3! "#$%&%"S%2)%'()%*+%
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",-,%&%./%0/1%&%$,%?T)%"</%2-3%"%2)%"23%-43-,%56(2%&%$%,(-,%2E(1%

56(-%-,C5%56(2%&%2)%! "L(5%&%2)%IK$%:/5,%$,%?T)%"</%$3-,%72%-)%

./1%&%23%8+1%U)%?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%$%25/-,%&</%9()%:(%-;/-%-/,%P%"%1,%

<=(5,%&>%?32%2(!

Anger is the ultimate obstacle that prevents the initial growth and then
continuation of every virtuous thing. As such we should contemplate upon the
problems it brings to us, and then make great efforts to stop it. This is because
of its effects on whatever good deeds you may have amassed in hundreds or
thousands of eons spent in practices like giving, or making offerings to Those Who
have Gone to Bliss (or to any of the other members of the Three Jewels), or
meditating, or maintaining an ethical way of life. A single instance of anger
focused upon a bodhisattva destroys all this virtue, from the root.

!23>%5%D2%F5,%;2%.(2%V</%A3%&,%<2(1%&</%$C)%"W"%"XY,%,C%Z),%&%$,!

2-3%W()%-/,%23%"@/1%-43-,%&</%2"C%[%2)%,31%5(</%56(2%\31%$%,35,%22%&,%

]-%?,%&</%$C,%U/,%=/%^5%1(1%&</%-,3>%_/%<9(>%$(%$%FC-%&</%">%_/% à$%_/%

b),%=/%c32%.(2%&%'()%<_d>%_/%<9(>%$(%"ef>%"%F("%&</%2-3%"%23%I),%&%

5IK),%&>%7(2%&%$%g%?T)%",%<=(5,%&>%-,C),%,(! !9()%:(,%"#$%&%"S%

2)%'()%*+%",-,%&</%2-3%P%-;(2%&</%9()%:(</%.C$%$%?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%

2-(,%&>%-,C),%,(! !23%"@/1%*+%2"C%5%$%<=C-%&%$,%U)%"42%2(!

Beyond all this is a quotation found in the Compendium of the Trainings, one
which is recited by the Buddhist group known as "Those Who Profess Them
All":

Suppose a monk, heart filled with devotion, prostrates himself
before an offering shrine containing the holy hair or fingernails
of One Who has Gone Thus. Imagine the number of atoms
contained in the ground which his body covers, going all the way
down into the planet up to the point where it touches the disk of
gold. Then imagine that each of these atoms represents the
amount of good karma required to attain a birth as the Emperor
of the Wheel, the King of the World. Now multiply all that by
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a thousand. This is the amount of good karma which you
destroy by speaking badly of one of those persons who is
maintaining the pure way of life—that is, an ordained person.

It is stated, by the way, that for an instance of anger to destroy the store of
good karma that one has amassed over hundreds or thousands of eons, it must
be anger which is focused at a particular object: that is, at a bodhisattva. This
same point is described in Entering the Middle Way.

!-1,%5$%-@/</%5-(</%<*+$%"%S%63>%<b3$%$,! 9()%:(,%A(5%&%-;(2%&>%

"42%&%1/! 9()%:(%'(",%;1%_/,%2-3%P%";2%&%$%"@32%&>%-,$%$(! !-@1%

.)%\(-%-3%<">%">%$(-%B%2)%-1(2%,35,%U/,%2-3%P%<=(5,%&>%"42%&,%

9()%:(%,(-,%"hi)%"%$%<"2%&>%?<(!

In the opening section of the Monastic Practices relating to Arrangements for
Housing there is also a discussion of the statement in the Extensive Commentary
on Vowed Morality where it says that anger can destroy your vows. This
discussion clarifies the fact that the statement refers to the destruction of stores
of good karma by anger of tremendous intensity. It is moreover stated in the
Blaze of Reasoning that one's store of good karma can be destroyed by wrong
view and by malice. Given all this, we must make great efforts to shield our
minds from anger and the rest.

!-M/,%&%1/! $5%Q3%"</%-3-,%?32%&%2)%2-3%"%<=(5,%&%$%@3%A)%B%"C</%A/-%

&%532%$! M(1%5(),%U/%I%-*+)%<=(5,%&%$%"D(2%&%B%"C</%2E<%FC"%532%&%23%

",%1%"D(2%&%"L(5%&%$%11%G1%*+%L(%2)%F",%H%IJ-,%U/%IK$%_/%"L(5%&>%

?<(!

Here next is the advice. There is no kind of deed as evil as the act of anger for the
way in which it acts as an obstacle to prevent the growth of the spiritual path
within us, and destroys our good karma. Nor is there any spiritual hardship like
patience for breaking the relentless heat of the mental afflictions. You should
practice it then, concentrate on the practice of patience, and use the method of
finding many different ways, an entire variety of techniques, to do so.
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Contemplation Two
Anger ruins our happiness and our relationships

!@3%A)%DC-%jk</%,35,%<6)%1!

!./2%1/%@/%"%M5,%5/%l()%!

!2-<%2)%"23%"<)%5/%<F("%$!

!-M/2%5/%<()%@/)%"\1%532%<_d>!

If you hold to the sharp pain
Of thoughts of anger, your mind
Can know no peace;
You find no happiness,
No pleasure. Sleep stays away,
And the mind remains unsettled.

!-)%2-%1(>%2)%"8+>%'/%./,!

!Z/1%?/1%23%$%"\31%_d>%&!

!23%2-%U)%1/%A)%m1%&</!

!n3%2&(1%23%$%-,(2%&>%o($!

Suppose there were a master
Who bestowed upon all those
Within his care both wealth
And honor as they wished;
Still they'd rise to kill him
If he lived in fury.

!23%./,%5p<%"43,%Q(%">%<_d>!

!0/1%&,%"AO,%U)%"'31%5/%?32!

It leaves your friends and family
Tired of being with you;
They refuse to stay on even though
You may entice them with gifts.
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!52(>%1%:(%"%<2/>%-1,%&!

!23%1/%<-<%.)%.(2%5%./1!

!:(%"</%2b%./,%23%$%,(-,!

!AO-%"q$%2-%1/%?32%&>%<_d>!

To put it simply,
There is no one with anger
Who can be happy.
Anger our enemy
Brings us these
And other pains as well.

!-M/,%&%$%-M/,! 9()%:(,%$C,%,35,%"23%"</%#",%532%&>%?32%&%2)%!

5p<%"43,%,(-,%<=(5,%&>%?32%&<(! !2)%&(%1/! AO-%"q$%Z-%&(%"Q32%&,%

@3%A)%DC-%jk%B%"C</%,35,%<6)%1%./2%1%AO-%"q$%@/%"</%2-<%"%M5,%,C%5/%

l()%@/)%./2%2-<%"%2)%! $C,%"23%"<)%5/%<F("%$%-M/2%5/%<()%@/)%,35,%R$%

*+%N",%&</%"\1%&<)%532%&>%<_d>%>(!

We will discuss the problems of anger that you can see in two parts: how
anger denies you any feelings of physical comfort or mental peace, and how
it destroys friends, relatives, and the like. Anger is like a sharp pain in that it
causes you a fierce feeling of suffering. If you hold to thoughts of it then your
mind can know none of the joy that one feels when he or she has reached the
peace where suffering is gone. A person with anger also finds no happiness
mentally, nor any pleasure in the body. Sleep stays away, and the mind remains
unsettled, off balance.

!-M/,%&%1/! 9()%:(%;1%-)%2-%1(>%2)%"8+>%'/%./,%Z/1%?/1%G3%"Q),%&%N1%

?32%23%$%"\31%&>%_d>%&%23%2-%U)%1/%@3%A)%2)%m1%&</%n3%2&(1%23%$%-,(2%&>%

o($%"%.(2%2(!

Suppose there were a master of an estate who bestowed upon all those within his care
both wealth and honor as they wished; that is, who supported them, and gave
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them every help. Still if the master were the kind of person who lived
constantly in the emotion of fury, then even these dependents would rise against
him, and kill him.

!9()%:(%23%./,%5p<%"43,%U)%./2%,C1%1,%Q(%">%<_d>%$%0/1%&,%"AO,%U)%

2-<%",%"'31%&>%5/%?32%&,%23%r()%"%$%<"2%&>%?<(!

It—meaning anger—leaves your friends and family tired of being with you, since
you cause them so much trouble. Even though you may try to entice them with
gifts, they will find it no pleasure to be around you, and will refuse to stay. This
again is a reason why you should put forth great efforts to eliminate this state
of mind.

!-,C5%&%1/! 52(>%1%:(%",%"23%">%-1,%&%23%1/%<-<%.)%.(2%&%5%./1%&,%

23,%1%:(%"</%2b%./,%q>%"42%&</%M3,%25/-,%23%$%,(-,%&%<2/%]/</%AO-%

"q$%2-%1/%?32%&>%<_d>%"</%Ss%NC$%*+%]/1%&<(!

To put it simply, there is no one with anger who can be happy, and so it is that our
enemy, anger, brings us pains in the form of the problems just mentioned, and
others as well—it is the perfect way to suffer.
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Contemplation Three
Anger begins with being upset, and it is useless ever to be upset

!./2%5/%"23%"</%D,%t32%1,!

!@3%A)%"\,%G3%"2-%<=(5,%,(!

Anger feeds on the food
Of feeling upset, then strengthened
Turns to smash me.

!23%B,%"2-%-/,%2b%"(%23</!

!D,%1/%R5%&>%-@(5%&>%?!

And so then I will smash
The sustenance that feeds
This enemy of mine.

!<2/%B>%"2-%$%-1(2%&%$,!

!2b%<2/%$%1/%$,%-@1%532!

My foe knows no other
Kind of work at all
Except to cause me pain.

!;/%$%""%U)%"2-%-/,%1/!

!2-<%"</%./2%1/%2ui-,%5/%?!

!5/%2-<%?,%U)%<2(2%5/%<bi"!

!2-3%"%2-%1/%M5,%&>%<_d>!

No matter what happens
I will never allow
My joy to be disturbed.
Feeling upset cannot accomplish
My hopes, and only makes me lose
The goodness that I have.
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!-$%G3%";(,%,C%.(2%1%1/!

!23%$%5/%2->%;/%@/-%.(2!

If there is something
You can do about it,
Why should you feel upset?

!-$%G3%";(,%,C%532%1%1/!

!23%$%5/%2-<%?,%;/%N1!

If there is nothing
You can do about it,
What use is being upset?

!2)%&(%1/! 9()%:(,%AO-%"q$%"Q32%&</%IK$%=/%B%"C%@3%1! >)%2)%>)%-/%"%$%

5/%<2(2%&%?,%&%2)%<2(2%&%<bi"%&</%-3-,%?,%&%$,%?T)%">%_d>%&</%./2%5/%

"23%1/%@3%A)%<N3$%"</%D,%./1%&,%./2%5/%"23%"</%D,%t32%1,! @3%A)%-/%$C,%

"\,%G3%'(",%S,%1,%<2/%2)%-@1%*+%"2-%<=(5,%,(!

Here is the first point, on the nature of the causes of anger, and the problems
they bring. "Just how is it," one may ask, "that anger leads me to suffering?"
Consider the emotion of becoming upset, when something you don't want to
happen does happen, either to you, or to someone or something you consider
yours. Consider this same emotion when something happens to prevent you
from getting what you do want. This feeling upset is a kind of food that anger
feeds upon. When anger finds this food, its body is strengthened—fortified—and
then it turns to smash me, in both this and my future lives.

!-M/,%&%1/%23%B%",%1%"2-%-/%2b%"(%@3%A)%23</%D,%./2%5/%"23%"%1/%R5%&>%

-@(5%&>%?%'3! <2/%B>%"2-%$%-1(2%&%?32%&%$,%"2-%-/%2b%@3%A)%<2/%$%

1/%$,%-@1%532%&,%2b</%-^J%"(%<2/%-@(5%&%$%<"2%&>%?<(!

Here next is the point about making efforts in the methods of stopping anger.
And so then I will smash the emotion of feeling upset, the sustenance that feeds this
enemy of mine, this anger. I will put all my effort into destroying my anger,
who is worst of foes, for he knows no other kind of work at all except to cause me
pain.
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!-,C5%&%$%-M/,! ./2%5/%"23%"Q32%5/%>/-,%&%2)%! 23</%Ss%5I1%1(! !2)%&(%

1/! <(%1%./2%5/%"23%=/%B>%r)%@3%1! AO-%"q$%2)%*+%v),%&</%N1%.(1%

",5,%1,%;/%$%""%U)%"2-%-/,%1/%>)%-/%2-<%"</%./2%1/%2ui-%&>%5/%?%

c5%*+%$3-,%&>%",5,%G3! ./2%2-<%"%1/%./2%5/%"23%"</%-M31%&(%./1%&,%5/%

<2(2%&%;/%?T)%.)%23%$%5/%2-3%"%"%?,%U)%<2(2%&</%2(1%5/%<bi"%;/)%<2(2%&</%

<w,%"C%<?/1%&</%2-3%"%2-%1/%M5,%&>%<_d>%",%AO-%"q$%5F<%2-%"Q32%

&>%<_d>%>(!

The third point, on the actual methods for stopping anger, has two parts: a
description of how very wrong it is to become upset, and then the reasons why
it is so wrong. Here is the first.

"How can I get rid of the emotion of being upset?" you may ask. You should
first contemplate the benefits of learning to accept suffering gladly. Then you
must learn to think to yourself, clearly, "No matter what happens, I will never
allow my joy to be disturbed." Joy is the antidote for feeling upset; and no matter
what happens that you don't like, doing something which is non-virtuous in
return cannot accomplish your hopes, and only makes you lose the goodness that you
do have, the goodness that can in fact produce the result you are hoping for.
If this happens, then every other sort of suffering will come as well.

!-M/,%&%1/! -)%$%./2%5/%"23%Q3%"</%.C$%23%$%-$%G3%";(,%,C%.(2%1%1/%23%$%5/%

2-<%">%?%"</%Ss%;/%@/-%.(2! 23%5%F-%";(,%&,%./2%5/%"23%"%532%&>%<_d>%

"</%]/>%>(! !-$%G3%";(,%,C%532%1%.)%23%$%5/%2-<%"%?,%&,%;/%N1%G3%15%

59<%F(-,%";,%U/,%'()%&%$%5/%2-<%"%?,%U)%5/%N1%&%"@/1%1(!

Let us consider any of the objects over which we feel upset. If there is
something you can do about it, then why should you ever feel upset at all? You
could take the necessary action to fix it immediately, and never need to feel
upset. If on the other hand there is nothing you can do about it, then what is the
use of being upset? It would be as useless as getting upset at empty space, at
a place where nothing was.
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Contemplation Four
Perfect patience is like any other habit, and can be developed with practice

!-(5,%1/%W%">%5/%<_d>%"</!

!2)(,%23%-)%.)%.(2%5%./1!

!23%",%-1(2%&%6K)%-(5,%&,!

!-1(2%&%631%&(%"D(2%&>%?(,!

There is nothing in the world
Which does not come easily
If you make a habit of it;

Make then a habit
Of bearing the small pains,
And thus endure the greater.

!2)%&(%1/! "D(2%&%-(5,%1%AO-%"q$%.)%"D(2%&>%<_d>%G3%,35,%U/%<px1%

'),%F5,%;2%-(5,%&</%P%"%;1%./1%&,%-(5,%1%W%">%5/%<_d>%"</%,35,%

U/%6(,%U/%2)(,%&(%23%-)%.)%.(2%&%5%./1%1(!

Here is the first point, which is establishing that patience is easy to rely upon
once you have accustomed yourself to it. If you make a habit of patience, then
you will be able to endure any kind of suffering. The way we think of
anything is based primarily on how we have become accustomed to think, on
our mental habits. As such there is nothing in the world—that is, no quality of
the mind—which does not come easily if you make a habit of it.

!Ss%5I1%23%",%1%I%b)%2)%-@1%_/,%Ix-%Pk"%V%"%$%,(-,%&</%-1(2%&%6K)%

)C%2)%*+%v),%1,%"D(2%&%"L(5,%&,%2l$%"</%53%$%,(-,%&</%-1(2%&%631%

&(<)%"D(2%&>%<_d>%">%,35,%&>%?(,%4/-

For this reason then you should learn to think this way: "Suppose I can bear, and
learn to accept gladly, the small pains—things like feeling too hot or too cold,
or else situations like having someone say something unpleasant to me. If I
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make a habit of this, I will thus be able to endure the greater pains as well: things
like the fire of the hell-worlds, and so on.

!."%h,%<=$%"</%52(%$,! ";(5%m1%<2,%6(,%F5,%;2%$%"23%">%<b(%"%

@3,%?%"</%G/)%)3%<px1%56/,%G3! G/)%)3%<px1%23%-)%-/,%F("%&,%?)%6K"%,35,%

2&<%25/-,%&</%2)(,%&(%F5,%;2%$%"23%"</%IJ>%"%4%'-%l()%">%<_d>%@/)%

AO-%"q$%_/%IJ>%"%5/%l()%$! @3,%&%1,! 23%$%,35,%;1%2l$%"</%-1(2%&,%

-1(2%&%"_/,%U)%"23%"</%<*+%43,%M3%">%-1,%&>%<_d>%"%2)%! @3,%,(-,%S%

63>%-,C),%,(!

The sutra entitled The Meeting of the Father and the Son describes this in greater
detail, for example in a section that begins:

Oh Victorious One, there is a kind of concentration called "living
in happiness over everything that is." Any bodhisattva who
attains this type of concentration feels a sensation of pleasure,
and only pleasure, whenever they focus on any object at all; they
never feel any kind of unpleasantness...

The sutra then continues with,

. . . These types of persons could even be assailed by the
sufferings of the realms of hell, and yet still maintain their
perception of it as pleasure.
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Contemplation Five
Patience is a decision, a state of mind

!$%$%"2-%-/%:-%5F()%1!

!2&<%"\1%y-%&>%Q3%<_d>%.(2!

!$%$%-@1%_/%:-%5F()%1!

!"(-%;/)%"S$%">%<_d>%"%.(2!

Some when they catch sight
Of their own blood
Rise to a higher ferocity.
Some when they see
Another person's blood
Faint and fall unconscious.

!23%1/%,35,%U/%))%"\1%2)%!

!A>%5</%IK$%$,%_d>%&%./1!

All of this derives
From either steadfastness
Or cowardice, in the mind.

!23%",%-1(2%&%z2%",2%;/)%!

!AO-%"q$%R5,%U/,%5/%IK-,%?(,!

!59,%&,%AO-%"q$%?T)%.)%1/!

!,35,%U/%>"%2)%t(-%5/%?!

Learn then to disregard
Harms, and never allow
Any pain to touch you.
Hurt may come; but the wise
Never let suffering cloud
Their clarity of mind.
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!"@/%&%1/! Q3,%"C%2&<%"%$%$%>)%$%-@1%_/,%5IJ1%"HO1%&</%"2-%-/%:-%

5F()%1%2&<%"\1%y-%&>%Q3%">%<_d>%"%.(2%$! "`>%5%$%$%-@1%_/%:-%

5F()%1%.)%"(-%;/)%"S$%">%<_d>%"%.)%.(2%&,%23%1/%]/%>($%_/%%2)(,%&(%

-;/-%5FC%63%;{)%)C%_d>%&%2)%! $C,%$%h%t/%,(-,%U/%z2%&>%5%./1%_/%,35,%U/%

))%"\1%&%2)%"`>%5</%IK$%$,%_d>%&%./1%&,%AO-%"q$%2)%$31%_/%"D(2%&%

"L(5%&%$%<"2%&>%?<(!

Here is the fourth point, where an example is presented to show how, once
you have accustomed yourself to it, patience can be made very powerful.
There are some kinds of people, warriors, who when they catch sight of their own
blood after another person has struck them with a weapon are incited, and rise
to a higher level of ferocity in the battle. There are also some other types,
cowards, who when they see even someone else's blood faint and fall unconscious.

These reactions are not something which depends upon any distinction such
as the relative force of the external blow, or the amount of resilience to the
blow exhibited by the body. Rather all of this derives from something in the
mind, either steadfastness or cowardice. Therefore we should exert ourselves in
learning to practice the kind of patience where we can take suffering upon
ourselves gladly.

!-M/,%&%1/! 23%",%1%,35,%"\1%&>%_/,%$%>)%$%-1(2%&%?T)%"%z2%*+%",2%

1,! AO-%"q$%R5,%U/,%5/%IK-,%&>%?(,%4/- ! F3-%&%631%&(</%$5%"L(5%

&%$%59,%&,%IJ>%"%AO-%"q$%?T)%.)%5/%"D(2%&>%?,%1,%,35,%U/%>"%XY%

2)%"%:(%",%t(-%&>%5/%?<(!

Next is a summary on the points mentioned above. For these reasons then we
should learn to make our minds tough, and to disregard the harms that come to
us: never allow any type of pain to touch you. Feelings of hurt may come, but those
who are wise—in the sense of being skilled in the greater way—should never
let anger cloud the clarity of their mind, no matter what sufferings they may meet
with.
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Contemplation Six
Learn to disregard wounds in battle

!M(1%5(),%R5,%2)%-.C$%<_32%$!

!-.C$%<_32%I|%1%-1(2%&%5)%!

!AO-%"q$%F5,%;2%z2%",2%1,!

!@3%A)%$%,(-,%2b%<=(5,%&!

!23%2-%S$%?32%2&<%"(%'3!

!y-%5%>(%$%-,2%&<(!

We are locked in combat
With mental affliction, and in war
Many wounds are sustained.
Ignore then any pains
That might come; smash
The foes of anger and such.

Conquering these is the thing
That makes a warrior; the rest
Are killing only corpses.

!"@/%&%1/! :(%"%$%,(-,%&</%r)%?%M(1%5(),%R5,%2)%-M31%&(%-%.C$%<_32%&%

$%-.C$%<_32%&</%I|%1%AO-%"q$%_/%-1(2%&%5)%.)%! <=/-%\31%&%5IJ1%N(-%

&</%AO-%"q$%z2%*+%",2%1,%2b%-,(2%&%2&<%"(>%?32%1%$C,%,35,%U/%AO-%

"q$%F5,%;2%z2%*+%",2%1,%@3%A)%$%,(-,%&%M(1%5(),%&</%2b%<=(5,%&%

M(1%5(),%23%2-%$,%S$%">%?32%&%$%2&<%"(%@3,%?%'3! y-%5%5%",2%U)%

))%-/,%<6/%"</%Q3%"(%",(2%&%1/%>(%$%-,(2%&%2)%<Z%",%2&<%"(%@3,%5/%?<(!

Here is the fourth point, on the benefits of making efforts to eliminate your
mental afflictions. We are locked in combat with mental affliction, with thoughts
such as anger and the like, things which we seek to eliminate from our minds.
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And in a war, many wounds, many sufferings, are sustained. In the world a man
or woman is counted a warrior if they can ignore the pains that come as others
strike their body, and continue on to slay their foe.

We on the other hand are learning to ignore any kind of pain that might ever
come in body or in mind, and to go on to smash the foes of our mental afflictions,
anger and such. The act of conquering these mental afflictions is the thing that
makes you a true warrior; the rest don't deserve to be called warriors, because it
is the same as if they were only killing corpses—they are slaying people who,
even if someone hadn't killed them, would have died on their own anyway, by
the very nature of things.
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Part One of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Patience
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading One

I. Throwing oneself into the practice of patience by eliminating obstacles to finding and
maintaining this antidote

A. Considering the problems caused by anger

1. Problems you cannot see

a. How anger destroys your store of good karma

b. Encouragement to make efforts in practicing patience, once you have grasped
the disadvantages of anger and the benefits of patience

2. Problems you can see

a. How anger denies you any feelings of physical comfort or mental peace

b. How anger destroys friends, relatives, and the like

3. A summary of the problems caused by anger

B. Considering the benefits of patience

II. Focusing on methods of achieving patience

A. Meditating upon the benefits of putting a stop to the causes of anger

1. The nature of the causes of anger, and the problems they bring

2. Advice to make efforts in the methods of stopping anger

3. The actual methods for stopping anger

a. How wrong it is to begin feeling upset

b. Why it is wrong to feel upset

4. Making efforts in eliminating the causes of anger, through analyzing them in detail

a. A general presentation of the different types of objects that can incite you to
anger

b. Stopping anger at those who cause what you don't want

i. Stopping anger at those who do you wrong

a) Keeping patience with those who cause you suffering

i) Practicing the kind of patience where you willingly take on
suffering
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a1. The contemplation of how the very nature of life is nothing
more than impure and suffering anyway

b1. The contemplation of the benefits of practicing patience

c1. The contemplation of how, once you have accustomed yourself
to it, relying on patience is no difficult thing

a2. A detailed explanation

a3. Establishing that patience is easy to rely upon once
you have accustomed yourself to it

b3. Proving this point through the use of an example

c3. The objects towards which patience is practiced

d3. An example to show how, once you have accustomed
yourself to it, patience can be made very powerful

b2. A summary

d1. The benefits of making efforts to eliminate your mental
afflictions

e1. An expanded explanation of the benefits of meditating upon
suffering
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Two: Contemplations on the Perfection of Patience,
Part II

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 15B-16B and 61A-64B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Seven
We should then be angry at unwitting physical objects

!5:/,%&%$%,(-,%AO-%"q$%_/!

!<?T)%-1,%63%$%5/%:(%">!

!,35,%.(2%R5,%$%;/%'3%:(!

!23%2-%8+1%U)%}31%_/,%"#O$!

You fail to feel anger
For bile and such,
These major sources of pain;
Why then are you angry
At those with minds? They're all
Impelled by influences.
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!2&3>%1%5/%<2(2%"@/1%*+%.)%!

!12%<2/%<?T)%">%<_d>%"%B>!

!23%"@/1%5/%<2(2%"@/1%*+%.)%!

!11%_/,%M(1%5(),%<?T)%">%<_d>!

Illness for example is something
Which occurs despite the fact
We never wished it to;
Just so the arrival
Of violent mental affliction
Is something we never wanted.

!:(%">%?%@3,%5%",5,%U)%!

!Q3%"(%R5,%1/%_/%1>%:(!

!"Q32%&>%?%@3,%5%",5,%U)%!

!:(%"%23%"@/1%Q3%">%<_d>!

Anger wells up in people
Despite themselves; no one says,
"I think I'll get angry now."
Anger comes then all the same,
And it starts without anyone saying
"I think I'll start it now."

!2)%&(%1/! N%>($%&(,%"2-%$%-1(2%&%?,%&,%:(%">%>/-,%,(%@3%1! !5/%>/-,%

G3%>)%-/%5:/,%&%$%,(-,%&%6%5%c(5,%&>%<:i-,%&</%AO-%"q$%_/%<?T)%

-1,%631%&(%$%5/%:(%">%,35,%.(2%U/%Q3%"(%R5,%$%;/%'3%:(!

Here is the first point, where we cover the reasons why it is improper to feel
anger towards people who have mental afflictions. "It is right," you may begin,
"to be angry at another person, since they have hurt me." And yet it is not
right, for you fail to feel anger for bile and such, these things which when they fall
out of balance are major sources of pain for you. Why then are you angry only at
those with minds—that is, with living beings?
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5:/,%&%,(-,%}31%_/,%>)%2")%532%&>%?T)%",%5/%:(</%@3%1! -)%D-%$%.)%

:(%">%5/%>/-,%&>%F$! M(1%5(),%;1%_/%-)%D-%23%2-%8+1%U)%.(1%5(),%&</%

}31%_/,%"#O$%",%9(%$%>)%2")%532%&</%]/>%>(!

"But it's not the same," you may object. "Bile and the rest do not occur of their
own accord, but rather due to other influences. This is why I do not feel angry
at them." In that case then it is very wrong for you to become angry at people
either, because they too are all impelled by other influences—that is, by their
mental afflictions—and are not acting out of their own accord.

!2&3>%1%5/%<2(2%"@/1%*+%.)%}31%I)%",%12%<2/%<?T)%">%<_d>%"%B>%23%"@/1%

*+%@3%A)%.)%-)%D-%23%5/%<2(2%"@/1%*+%.)%./2%5/%"23%$%,(-,%&</%Ss,%11%

_/,%M(1%5(),%<?T)%">%<_d>%",! :(%1%M(1%5(),%$%:(%">%>/-,%U/%-)%D-%

$%:(%">%5/%>/-,%,(!

Illness for example is something which occurs when all the conditions are there for
it to occur, despite the fact that we never wished it to. Just so the arrival of anger
is something we never wanted; mental afflictions occur when the causes for
them—unhappiness and the like—press upon us violently. If you're going to
get mad then, you should do so at the mental afflictions; it is wrong for you
to be angry at the person.

!-M/,%&%1/! N%>($%&(,%-1(2%&%?%">%",5,%&,%M(1%5(),%2)%5/%5IK),%,(%

@3%1! :(%"%Ss%R5,%U/,%"Q32%&>%?%@3,%5%",5,%U)%Ss%I)%",%Q3%"(%R5,%1/%

_/%1%>)%2->%:(%"%"Q32%$! M(1%5(),%"Q32%&>%?%@3,%5%",5,%U)%:(%"%23%

"@/1%*+%Q3%">%<_d>%_/%>)%$%>)%2")%532%&</%]/>%>(! !.)%1%]32%q%5%-)%

D-%2)%]32%]/%5%M(1%5(),%U/%}31%$%"42%2(!

Here is the second point, a demonstration that anger is not something which
is felt at will. "But other people," you may object, "are not the same as the
mental afflictions you've mentioned, for people do harm to me intentionally."
No one though goes around saying, "I think I'll get angry now, I think I will see
that all the causes for anger come and make it start now." Anger rather wells
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up in people despite themselves, almost randomly, whenever the causes for it are
all present; it starts without anyone saying, "I think I'll start it, get angry, right
now." All the same though anger comes then; at this point we've no self-control
of ourselves.

The last verse is also explained by dividing it into halves, with the first half
referring to the influences that bring about the person who is angry, and the
second half referring to those that bring about the mental affliction of anger.
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Contemplation Eight
Who really made the things that make us angry?

!-^J%"(%@3,%?>%-)%<2(2%2)%!

!"2-%;3,%"\-,%&%-)%./1%&!

!23%M/2%"2-%1/%<?T)%?%@3,!

!632%*+%",5,%4/)%<?T)%"%532!

This thing they believe
Called the "primal One,"
Or the supposed "Self-Existent Being,"
Never came about by thinking
For a purpose to themselves,
"Now I should occur."

!5%Q3,%&>%1/%23%532%1!

!23%I|%Q3%">%<2(2%&%-)%!

!.C$%$%\-%XY%-%.3)%<_d>%"!

!<--%&>%<_d>%"<)%5%./1%1(!

If it cannot be with a thing
That never grew itself, then what
Do you think can grow then?
It must forever shift its focus
To its object, a thing that never
Did come to an end.

!;/%'3%"2-%23%\-%1%1/!

!59<%"@/1%?32%&%532%&>%5)(1!

!}31%R5,%-@1%2)%~2%1%.)%!

!<_d>%"%532%$%;/%?>%.(2!
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Isn't it obvious, that if this Self
Were unchanging, then like empty space
It could never act to do something?
And even if it happened due to
Other influences, how could they
Act on something changeless?

!?32%&</%I|%.)%q(1%"@/1%1!

!?32%&,%23%$%;/%@/-%?,!

!23%./%?32%&%<2/%./1%@3,!

!<w3$%&>%<_d>%"%-)%@/-%.(2!

When they did then it would stay
Existing as it was before,
So doing would do nothing.
Where is something you can say
It does that has at all any kind
Of relationship with it?

!23%B>%F5,%;2%-@1%_/%2")%!

!23%./%2")%-/,%23%2")%532!

!23%B>%43,%1%��$%B%"C</!

!2)(,%&(%8+1%$%:(%5/%<_d>!

And so it is that everything
Depends on other influences,
They on other, inevitably.
Understand this, feel no anger
Towards any of these things
Like pictures of illusion.

`a$%5C1%c/)%'(",%-,C5%6%5M5%&%$%5I1%M/2%�%m1%_/%-^J%"(%2)%!23,%R5%

<_d>%_/,%"AO,%&</%-1(2%&%,(-,%>)%2")%*+%"Q32%2(%@3,%?%">%-)%<2(2%&%

2)%43,%>/-%-/%Q3,%"C%$%"2-%;3,%"\-,%1,%.C$%$%>)%2")%*+%$(),%7(2%
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&>%"\-,%&%-)%./1%&%23%5/%>/-,%&>%F$! "2-%2)%- Ĵ%"(</%23%M/2%"2-%M/2%

>)%2")%*+%.C$%l()%"%2)%R5%<_d>%"Q32%&</%632%*+%<?T)%">%?%@3,%632%*+%

",5,%4/)%<?T)%"%532%$%?%"%?32%5/%�+,%&%>/%"()%-/%�%2)%5IK),%&</%]/>%>(!

Here is the first point, a refutation of the idea that the primal One could
produce all the expressions of the world on its own accord. Consider now this
thing that they believe in called the "primal One," which is supposed to be made
of equal parts of Particle, Darkness, and Courage, and is supposed to have five
different qualities. They say it does, on its own accord, create harms and other
such things, all included into what are considered its "expressions."

Or consider the supposed "Self-Existent Being," otherwise known as the "Original
Mental Being," which is said to experience its objects on its own accord.
Neither of these though could be real, for the "Self-Existent Being" and the
"primal One" never came about by thinking to themselves, all by themselves, "Now
I should occur, for a specific purpose—so that I can experience objects, or create
my expressions." But in fact they could never make anything occur, they
could never actually do anything, no more than the horns on a rabbit's head
could.
!<w,%"C%"Q32%&%23</%I|%-^J%"(%23%$,%<w,%"C%Q3%">%<2(2%&%-)%./1%&%23%5/%

>/-,%&>%F$! - Ĵ%"(%23%M/2%5%Q3,%&</%]/>! z"%&>%F$! >)%M/2%5%Q3,%&>%

1/%<w,%"C%"Q32%&%23%532%1%'3%532%&,%z"%&</%]/>%>(!

Let's consider what it is that you think can grow then, at the point when the
primal One is supposed to produce some result. It would be completely
mistaken to believe that the One could produce any result, at all, since this One
itself never grew from anything in the first place. And this must absolutely be
the case, because it is logically impossible for anything to produce a result, it
cannot be, if that thing—that is, because that thing—was such that it never grew
itself.

!-M/,%&%1/! 43,%>/-%-/%Q3,%"C%23%.C$%$%$(),%5/%7(2%&</%*+,%;1%_/%<--%&>%

<_d>%"%5%./1%1(%'3%5%./1%&>%F$! .C$%$(),%7(2%&</%\-%2)(,%,C%9,%

v),%&%-)%@/-%23%./1%1%.C$%$%\-%XY%-%.3),%&>%<_d>%",%G3! .C$%5/%

<px1%&</%*+,%5/%h/2%&</%]/>%>(! !-M/,%&%$%-,C5! \-%&,%<w,%"C%"Q32%&%
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5/%<F2%&%2)%! }31%$%B(,%&%5/%<F2%&%2)%! }31%2)%<w3$%&%532%&<(! !2)%

&(%1/!

Here is the second point, a refutation of the idea that the Original Mental Being
could experience objects on its own accord. Let us consider this Original
Mental Being. Isn't it true then that it would be a thing that could never have
a time when it was not experiencing its object, that never did come to an
end—that is, never could come to an end with each experience? This is because
(1) you believe it to be an unchanging but functional thing which experiences
its objects; and (2) if it were such a thing, then it must forever shift its focus to
its object. And if this were the case, then it would be impossible for there to
ever be a time when it were not holding to its object.

The second point here is a refutation of the idea that the self-existent being
accepted by the Logicalists could ever exist of its own accord. Here there are
three separate steps: a demonstration that it is incorrect to think that an
unchanging thing could ever produce a result; a demonstration that it is
incorrect to think that this same thing could rely upon some other influence;
a demonstration that this same thing could never share a relationship with
some influence. Here is the first.

>/-,%&%;1%&%"2-%-DC-,%;1%2)%\-%2)(,%,C%<2(2%;/)%! 23,%-1(2%&%,(-,%

"Q32%&>%<2(2%2(! !;/%'3%"2-%23%\-%2)(,%./1%1%1/%<*+,%5%?,%U/%15%59<%

"@/1%*+%<w,%"C%"Q32%&</%?32%&%532%&>%5)(1%@/)%-,$%">%F$%$(!

The Logicalists believe in a self-existent being that is both something physical
and also an unchanging thing that can perform a function. They say then that
it creates those things that do us harm. But isn't it obvious, isn't it very clear,
that if this Self were an unchanging thing which could perform a function, then
it would be like empty space, and could never act to do something like producing
an effect?

!-M/,%&%1/! >)%-/%)(%"(%\-%U)%}31%2)%~2%1,%<w,%"C%"Q32%;3%1! \-%&%}31%

2)%~2%&%5/%h/2%;/)%P($%"%$%,(-,%&</%}31%R5,%-@1%2)%~2%1%.)%}31%_/,%

23%$%;/%?>%.(2%;{)%D2%U)%?>%532%&>%F$! "2-%23%<_d>%"%532%&</%]/>!

z"%&>%F$! }31%_/,%N1%&%?32%&</%I|%.)%"2-%23%<w,%"C%5/%Q32%&</%*+,%U/%
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q(1%_/%>)%"@/1%$,%5%<2,%&%-)%@/-%23%$,%5%<2,%1%N1%&%?32%&,%"2-%23%

$%;/%@/-%?,%G3! z2%&>%;{)%D2%U)%5/%?32%&</%]/>%>(!

Here is the second step. One may respond with the following: "Although this
Self is by its nature unchanging, it produces results when it encounters certain
influences." And yet it is impossible for an unchanging thing to encounter an
influence; and even if it did happen due to its encountering some other influences,
such as the will that something happen or the like, then how could these things,
these influences, act on something changeless? It could never have any effect
upon it at all, because this Self is changeless.

This logic is inescapable, because when they—any particular influences—did
affect this Self in any way, then the Self would never budge, it would never
change to have any other nature than it already had: it would stay exactly as it
was before. And if the Self never changed, then doing something to it would do
nothing; there wouldn't be the slightest difference between the way it was and
the way it is.

!-,C5%&%1/! )(%"(>%_d>%&</%N1%&%5/%?32%U)%N1%&%2(1%-@1%?32%2(%@3%1! 23%

.)%5/%<F2%&>%F$! "2-%23</%<w,%"C%"Q32%&</%?32%&%N1%&%2(1%-@1%<2/%

./1%@3,%"2-%2)%<w3$%">%<_d>%"%-)%@/-%.(2! "2-%-;/-%2)%23%?T)%-/%

<w3$%&%-)%.)%532%&</%]/>%>(!

Here is the third step. Someone may respond again, with the following: "Even
though the Self doesn't affect anything else in a way that alters its basic nature,
it does affect things in a way that is peripheral to itself." This too though is
completely incorrect. Where is something you can point to at all and say that this
is the peripheral effect, this is what the Self does in creating its result, that could
have any kind of relationship with it? No relationship is possible, for there is
neither the relationship of identity, nor the relationship of origination.

!-,C5%&%1/! 23%B>%<w,%"C%"Q32%&</%?%"%F5,%;2%-@1%_/%2")%;1%./1%$%

}31%23%R5,%U)%Ss%}31%q%5%q%5%23</%2")%-/,%<?T)%",%<w,%"C%23%<?T)%5/%

<?T)%-/%2")%532%&%ef%5%2)%��$%&%B%"C<(! !2)(,%&(%F5,%;2%>)%"@/1%_/,%

bi"%&,%'()%"@/1%*+%?%"%?32%&%23%B>%43,%1,%��$%&%B%"C</%2)(,%&(%8+1%$%:(%
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">%5/%<_d>%",! M(1%5(),%U/%,%"(1%<=(5,%&</%\31%<?T)%>)%"@/1%532%&>%

\(-,%&%$%"W"%&>%?<(!

Here is the third point from before, which is an explanation of why it is
improper to feel anger once you have understood that all beings are like a
magical show. And so it is that everything in the production of a result depends
on other influences, while these influences depend themselves on other, previous
causes and influences, they on theirs, and so on. In a sense then it is inevitable
whether a particular result will come out or not, it is all up to the causes, and
so these things are like a magical show, like pictures of illusion. You must
understand this fact, that each and everything which does something is empty
of any nature of its own, and yet still functions perfectly well. If you do so,
then you will feel no anger towards any of these things that are like pictures of
illusion. Thus you must train yourself in the realization of the fact that
dependent origination has no nature of its own, for it is this realization which
destroys the very seeds of mental affliction.
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Contemplation Nine
People do so much harm to themselves

that it is no surprise if they hurt us

!"-%532%&,%1/%"2-%$<)%"2-

!I|>%5%$%,(-,%-1(2%&%?32!

!"C2%532%$%,(-,%F("%?</%]/>!

!j5%@/)%D,%-;(2%$%,(-,%?32!

There are those who, having lost
Their senses, hurt themselves
By themselves with thorns and such.
To get a woman or the like,
They become obsessed, and then do things
Like refusing to eat food.

!9%;/-%<--%;/)%-.)%,>%56()%!

!*+-%2)%5/%<~(2%D%"%2)%!

!",(2%15,%5%./1%7(2%&%./,!

!>)%$%-1(2%&%?32%&%.(2!

Some go and hang themselves,
Leap from cliffs, and swallow poison
Or other harmful things.
Others go and hurt themselves
By living in a way
Against the virtuous life.

!-)%I|%M(1%5(),%2")%_d>%&,!

!"2-%AO-%M/2%U)%-,(2%?32%&!

!23%I|%23%2-%-@1%$C,%$!

!-1(2%5/%?32%&>%=/%B>%<_d>!
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If people driven to it because
Of their mental afflictions even kill
Their own dear selves, then what
Surprise could it ever be to see
That they also act in ways that harm
The bodies of other people?

!M(1%5(),%Q3,%&,%23%B%"C>!

!"2-%-,(2%$%,(-,%�+-,%&%$!

!c/)%n3%S%$%5%Q3,%1!

!:(%">%<_d>%"%;/%F%Ix-%2)%&(%1/!

Thus do people live,
Committing acts like suicide,
Driven by their own bad thoughts.
If by some chance you cannot
Feel some pity for them,
At the least withhold your anger.

-@1%$%-1(2%?32%U/%-)%D-%23%2-%1/%"-%532%&%M(1%5(),%&</%2")%-/,%1/%

"2-%$<)%"2-%>)%M/2%U/,%9%;/-%F>%&</%2(1%*+%I|>%5%$%<b3%"%2)%-.)%*+%

56()%"%$%,(-,%-1(2%&%?32%&%2)%! 9%;/-%"C2%532%2)%1(>%$%,(-,%&%F("%

&>%?%"</%]/>%j5%@/)%:(,%&,%D,%-;(2%&%$%,(-,%&%?32%&%2)%! 9%;/-%M(1%

5(),%1,%<--%;/)%-.)%,>%56()%"%2)%! *+-%2)%5/%<~(2%&%D%"%2)%",(2%

15,%5%./1%&%)1%<b(</%Ss%A/-%&%7(2%&%./,%>)%$%I|%<2/%2)%]/%5>%-1(2%&%

?32%&%.(2%&,%>)%$%-@1%_/,%-1(2%&%?,%&%Ss%5I1%*+%?,%1,%:(%">%-%$%

>/-,!

Here is the first point, which is how some people, out of their own ignorance,
even do harm to themselves. Let's consider the kinds of people who hurt other
people. There are those who, having lost their senses, having lost control due to
their mental afflictions, hurt even themselves by themselves. Some, thinking it
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will lead them to some kind of nirvana, do all kinds of harm to themselves:
they roll around in beds of thorns, jump from cliffs, and do other such things.
Others, to get a woman or money or the like, start becoming obsessed, and out of
anger then do things like refusing to eat food. Some others, oppressed by their
mental afflictions, go and hang themselves, or leap from cliffs, or swallow poison or
other harmful things. Others go and hurt themselves, in both this and their future
births, by living in a way against the virtuous life, in a way that they commit
many bad deeds which will lead them to the lower realms. Therefore it is
impossible to justify your anger by saying that it is because you have been
harmed by someone else.

-M/,%&%1/! -)%-/%I|%>)%M/2%M(1%5(),%&</%2")%*+%_d>%&,%"2-%>)%-/%c/)%*+%

AO-%;/)%N),%&%M/2%U)%-,(2%&>%?32%&%23</%I|%23%2-%-@1%_/,%$C,%$%-1(2%&%

5/%?32%&>%=/%B>%<_d>%-1(2%&%?32%&%5/%<I5%&>%-DC)%1,%:(%">%5/%>/-,%,(!

Here is the second point, which describes how it is no great surprise that
people do harm to others, since these ignorant ones even kill themselves. If
people driven to it because of their mental afflictions even kill their own selves, so dear
and precious to them, then what surprise could it ever be to see that they also act
in ways that harm the bodies of other people? We should realize that this fits their
way of life well, and thus understand how wrong it is to be angry with them.

!-,C5%&%1/! 23,%1%M(1%5(),%Q3,%&,%q>%"42%&%23%B%"C>%-@1%$%-1(2%&%

?32%&%2)%! "2-%-,(2%&%$%,(-,%&%$%�+-,%&%$%c/)%n3%?%">%<(,%4/)%c/)%n3%

Ss%$%5%Q3,%1<)%23%2-%$%:(%">%<_d>%"%;/</%F%Ix-%./1%G3! :(%"%4/1%XY%5/%

>/-,%,(!

Here is the third point, which demonstrates why it is, therefore, quite
appropriate that we should feel compassion for such people. Thus do people
live, as described above, doing harm to others and committing acts like suicide
because they are overpowered by their mental afflictions.

They are truly worthy of our pity, and if by some chance you cannot feel some of
this pity for them, then at the least withold your anger: realize how totally wrong
it is to be angry with them.
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Contemplation Ten
If people are harmful by nature, it is no surprise

when they hurt us;
if they are only harmful at moments,

we should bear with them

!-$%G3%-@1%$%<I|%?32%&!

!?/,%&%R5,%U/%>)%"@/1%1!

!23%$%:(%"%5/%>/-,%G3!

!h3-%&</%>)%"@/1%53%"E(1%<Z!

If it is the very nature
Of those who are children
To do harm to others,
Then being angry with them
Is wrong, as wrong as hating
Fire for the fact it burns.

!<(1%G3%Q(1%23%�(%"C>%$!

!,35,%;1%>)%"@/1%23,%&%1<)%!

!<(%1<)%:(%"%5/%>/-,%G3!

!59<%$%*+2%<FC$%"E(1%&%"@/1!

And if the nature of living beings
Is to be thoughtful, then all their faults
Are occasional, and being angry with them
Is wrong too, wrong as hating
A puff of smoke in the sky.

!2)%&(%1/! !-$%G3%-@1%$%<I|%">%?32%&%v)%2(>%5/%43,%4/)%43,%U)%M(1%5(),%

4,%63%"</%?/,%&%R5,%U/%>)%"@/1%./1%1%23%$%:(%">%5/%>/-,%G3%"h3-%&</%>)%

"@/1%_/%53%$%@3%"E(1%@/)%:(%">%?32%&%5/%>/-,%&%2)%<Z<(!
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Here is the first point, which describes how inappropriate it is to be angry,
since it is the nature of children to be themselves. Now if it is the very nature
of those who are children—of children who don't know what is right or wrong,
or who are undergoing an attack of mental affliction at the moment—to do
harm to others, then being angry with them is wrong, as wrong as hating fire, and
being furious with fire, for the fact that it burns, something which is its very
nature as well.

!-M/,%&%1/! <(1%G3%-@1%$%<I|%"</%Q(1%<2/%�(%"C>%*+%?T)%$%,35,%;1%_/%>)%

"@/1%5p),%4/)%)3,%&%./1%1<)%! <(%1<)%-1(2%?32%$%:(%">%5/%>/-,%G3%51%

59<%$%�(%"C>%*+%*+2%&%<FC$%1%15%59<%$%@3%"E(1%@/)%#5%&%5/%>/-,%&%

"@/1%1(!

And here is the second point, which covers how inappropriate it would be to
feel anger even if the problem of the harm they do to you were just something
incidental. Or suppose then that this fault of tending to hurt other people is
just something that happens occasionally; that is, what if the basic nature of living
beings is to be wise, and thoughtful. Even then too it would be wrong to be angry
with them, as wrong as hating or feeling irritated by a puff of smoke that just
happened to appear in the sky for a moment.
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Contemplation Eleven
Should we be angry at sticks?

!2?T-%&%$%,(-,%2)(,%"E($%G3!

!-$%G3%<N31%&%$%:(%1!

!23%.)%@3%A)%-/,%�2%&,!

!M3,%1%@3%A)%$%:(%>/-,!

It's the stick or whatever
That delivers directly; if you're angry
At what impels it,
Then get mad if you really must
At anger itself, since it's the force
That sets the other into motion.

N%>($%&(,%-1(2%&%?,%&,%:(%">%>/-,%,(%@3%1! 2)(,%,C%-1(2%?32%$%:(%1%

2?T-%&%2)%5IJ1%$%,(-,%&%2)(,%,C%"E($%G3%23%2-%-/,%-1(2%&%?,%&,! 23%

$%:(%">%>/-,%$%23,%>)%2")%*+%-1(2%&%?,%&%5%./1%_/%Q3,%"C,%<N),%&,%

-$%G3%<N31%&>%?32%&%$%:(%1! Q3,%"C%23%.)%@3%A)%-/,%>)%2")%532%&>%�2%

&,%M/,%1%'3%-M/,%,C<5! ;/,%U)%:(%1%@3%A)%$%:(%">%>/-,%,(!

"But it is right for me to be angry," one may insist, "because the other person
has hurt me." Now if you are going to be angry at what hurt you directly,
then you should feel anger for the stick or the weapon or whatever it was that
delivered the injury directly, since they are what caused the pain. Or suppose
you say that you're not going to get angry at the stick or whatever, since it
didn't act on its own accord, but rather at what made it move: at the person
who impelled the stick. This other person though is not acting on his own accord
either; rather, he himself is set into motion by the force of anger. So if you really
must be angry—if you have no choice, if you cannot help yourself—then you
should get mad at anger itself.
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Contemplation Twelve
Who it is that actually created
the objects that bring us anger

!"2-%-/,%q(1%62%,35,%;1%$!

!<2/%<Z%"%./%-1(2%&%?,!

!23%",%,35,%;1%<I|%?32%&!

!"2-%$%-1(2%&%<2/%<?T)%>/-,!

I myself in days gone by
Perpetuated this very harm
On other living beings,
And so it's right that now the one
Who did the harm, myself,
Should have this hurt come to him.

!23%./%5IJ1%2)%"2-%-/%$C,!

!-M/%-%AO-%"q$%Ss%./1%G3!

!23,%5IJ1%"2-%-/%$C,%]T)%1!

!-)%@/-%$%1/%:(%">%?!

Their weapons and this body of mine
Both of them provide the causes
For the pain to come.
They produced the weapons,
And I produced the body—
At which should I be angry?

!�+%"%5/%./%-DC-,%<Z%"!

!>3-%XY%5/%"D(2%AO-%"q$%;1!

!h32%52(),%"2-%-/,%"DC)%_d>%1!
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!23%$%-1(2%&%,C%$%:(!

This blister in the shape of a man,
Unbearable if someone touches it,
Filled with suffering—
It's me who driven by blind desire
Grasps to it, so who deserves
My anger when someone harms it?

!?/,%&%AO-%"q$%5/%<2(2%;/)%!

!AO-%"q$%Ss%$%"�5%&,%1!

!>)%-/%M3,%&,%-1(2%_d>%&!

!-@1%$%"E(1%*+%;/%@/-%.(2!

Children want no suffering
But at the same time then they thirst
For the things that bring them pain.
If suffering comes to you because
Of some fault of your own,
Why feel hate for others?

!2&3>%1%2l$%"</%hi)%5%2)%!

!>$%b/%$(%5</%1-,%I$%B>!

!>)%-/%$,%U/,%<2/%"Q32%"!

!-)%@/-%$%1/%:(%">%?!

Take for example the guards of hell
And forests filled of trees with leaves
Made of blades of swords.

Every one of them was created
By the deeds you did yourself;
Who then deserves your anger?

!2)%&(%1/! "2-%-/,%q(1%62%I|%q%5%$%,35,%;1%$%>)%$%<?T)%"%<2/%<Z%"</%
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-1(2%&%?,%&%23%",%1%,35,%;1%<I|%">%?32%&%"2-%$%23%B%?T)%"</%-1(2%&%

<2/%B%"C%<?T)%>/-,%c5%*+%",5,%$%"D(2%&>%?<(!

Here is the first point, which is the contemplation that it is your own fault
when others do you harm. I myself in days gone by—that is, in my previous
lives—perpetuated on other living beings this very same harm as the one which is
happening to me now. And so it is right that now the one who did the harm—that
is, myself—should have this same hurt come to him. Think this way to yourself,
and learn to practice patience.

!-M/,%&%1/! Ss%5I1%<2/,%U)%:(%">%5/%>/-,%G3%N%>($%&(%23</%5IJ1%2)%"2-%
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Now comes the second point, which concerns the fact that your own grasping
to your body is one of the problems which causes your suffering. Here is yet
another reason why it is completely wrong for you to feel anger. The weapons
of these other people and this body of mine, both of them, provide the causes for the
pain that has come to me. The way it happened is that they produced the
weapons, and I produced the body: and it took both of them to create my
suffering. At which of the two then should I be angry? It's hardly fair that I
should only be angry at the others.

!�+%"%5/</%-DC-,%<Z%"%;{)%D2%^5%.)%>3-%XY%5/%"D(2%&</%AO-%"q$%;1%$C,%
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",5%&>%?<(!

My body, filled with suffering, is a great blister in the shape of a man, and it is
unbearable if someone touches it in the slightest way. It's me who, driven by desire
and with the eyes of my intelligence blinded by ignorance, grasps to it, and so
I myself can be destroyed by something as insignificant as a thorn. So when
someone harms this body, who deserves my anger? I should learn to think to
myself how it's all my own fault.
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Next is the third point, which treats the fact that my own attachment to the
causes of suffering in past lives has also created the problem. Children want no
suffering, but at the same time then they thirst for—they crave—the things that bring
them pain, actions like killing and the rest. If suffering comes to me because it is
sent to me by some wrong deed I myself have done in the past, then why
should I feel hate for others? It's my own fault, and my fault only, that all of this
is happening.

!2&3>%1%2l$%"</%"hi)%5%2)%>$%b/$%5</%1-,%I$%,(-,%U/,%>)%$%AO-%
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Take for example the guards of the hell realms, and places there like the forests
filled of trees that have leaves which are made of the blades of swords. There were
not intentionally constructed there by some other person. Rather, every one of
them was created by the deeds I did myself. The sufferings that come to me in this
present life are the same, and created by my own past deeds. So who then
deserves my anger? Again it is all my own fault only, and so from this moment
on I will do all I can to give up the things that cause me suffering.
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Part Two of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Patience
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Two

ii) Practicing the kind of patience where you concentrate on the Dharma

a1. An expanded explanation

a2. An explanation of how anger, and those who show anger, are things that depend
on causes, and so do not exist on their own accord

a3. An explanation of how anger, and persons who show anger, are no things
which exist on their own accord

a4. The reasons why it is improper to feel anger towards people who have
mental afflictions

b4. A demonstration that anger is not something which is felt at will

c4. A demonstration that all problems arise through various factors, and that
therefore the person who has them is not acting on its own accord

b3. An explanation of how the causes for anger and for those who show anger do
not exist on their own accord

a4. A refutation of the idea that the Self-Existing Being and primal One
accepted by the Numerists could ever exist on their own accord

a5. A refutation of the idea that the primal One could produce all the
expressions of the world on its own accord

b5. A refutation of the idea that the Original Mental Being could
experience objects on its own accord

b4. A refutation of the idea that the Self-Existent Being accepted by the
Logicalists could ever exist of its own accord

a5. A demonstration that it is incorrect to think that an unchanging thing
could ever produce a result

b5. A demonstration that it is incorrect to think that this same thing could
rely upon some other influence

c5. A demonstration that this same thing could never share a relationship
with some influence

c4. An explanation of why it is improper to feel anger once you have
understood that all beings are like a magical show

c2. The need for stopping anger

b1. A summary
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iii) Practicing the kind of patience where you don't mind it when others do you harm

a1. Bringing to mind the method of compassion

a2. How some people cause you harm only because of their own lack of
understanding

b2. How it is no great surprise that people do harm to others, since some out of a lack
of understanding even kill themselves

c2. Why it is, therefore, appropriate that we should feel compassion for such people

b1. Stopping the causes of anger

a2. How inappropriate it is to be angry, since it is the nature of children to be
themselves

b2. How inappropiate it would be to feel anger even if the problem of the harm they
do to you were something incidental

c2. Why, after examining the direct and indirect causes, it is inappropriate to feel
anger

c1. Reflecting upon how it is your own fault when things happen to you that you don't
like

a2. The actual discussion

a3. The contemplation that it is your own fault when others do you harm

b3. The fact that your own grasping to your body is one of the problems which
causes the suffering

c3. The fact that your own attachment to the causes of suffering in past lives has
also created the problem

d3. How inappropriate it is to feel anger, given that your own past actions are
now leading others to things that will cause them suffering

e3. How anger is itself a misguided state of mind, and wrong

b2. Refuting the rebuttal

a3. Rejecting the idea that it is incorrect to say that others have helped us [by
providing us with an opportunity to practice patience]

b3. Rejecting the idea that it is incorrect to say that we have hurt others [by being
angry at them]

c3. Refuting the idea that, it others have helped us [by providing an opportunity
to practice patience with them], then we should return the favor
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Three: Contemplations on the Perfection of Patience,
Part III

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 16B-15A and 19A-74B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Thirteen
What harm can words really do us?

!./2%1/%$C,%;1%5%./1%&,!

!,C,%U)%-)%*+<)%-@(5%5/%�+,!

!$C,%$%5)(1%&>%@31%&,%1!

!$C,%1/%AO-%"q$%2-%-/,%-1(2!
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The mind is not a thing
With a body, so couldn't be overcome
By anyone at any point at all.
It's due to the fact we grasp to it
That all these many pains
Can do harm to the body.

!"t,%2)%Ix-%Pk"%V%"%2)%!

!5/%c1%&%./%Ix-%23%./,!

!$C,%$%-1(2%&>%5/%<_d>%1!

!,35,%z(2%;/%]/>%>"%XY%:(!

When someone criticizes me
Or says some harsh things to me,
Their words with their unpleasant sound
Can do no physical harm to me.
Why is it then my mind
That you feel such fury?

>)%-/%,35,%"hi)%1%./2%1/%$C,%;1%5%./1%&,%Ix-%Pk"%2)%5IJ1%$%,(-,%&%

,C,%U)%-)%*+<)%-@(5%5/%�+,%&,%,(! !23,%1%\(-%&,%$C,%$%5)(1%&>%@31%

&,%1%$C,%1/%AO-%"q$%2-%-/,%-1(2%&,%:(%">%?32%2(%@3%1! -@1%_/,%>)%$%

"t,%&%2)%Ix-%Pk"%V%"%2)%! 5/%c1%&%./%Ix-%23%./,%>)%-/%$C,%$%;{)%D2%

U)%-1(2%&>%5/%<_d>%1%,35,%z(2%;/</%]/>%>"%XY%:(%:(%">%5/%>/-,%,(!

Assuming I am able to control my own thoughts, the mind could never be
overcome by anyone at any point at all using harsh words or weapons or the like,
because it is not a thing that has a body.

And it's true that you could say, "I relate to my body so strongly—that is, due
to the fact that I grasp to it so strongly—that I get angry when all these many
pains do harm to it." And yet when someone criticizes you, or says some harsh
things to you, their words with their unpleasant sound can do not even the least
physical harm to you. Why is it then, my mind, that you feel such fury? It's
completely wrong to feel any anger.
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Contemplation Fourteen
What to do if someone tries to hurt

the teaching or a teacher

!#O%-DC-,%56(2%\31%25%6(,%$!

!<z$%@/)%<=/-%&>%?32%&%$<)%!

!"2-%-/,%@3%A)%5/%>/-,%G3!

!,),%S,%,(-,%$%-1(2%5/%5)<!

It's completely wrong for me to feel
Anger even at those
Who speak against or try to destroy
Sacred images, shrines, or else
The holy Dharma, since the Buddhas
And such cannot be hurt.

!v%5%-M31%$%,(-,%&%2)%!

!"43,%$%-1(2%&%?32%R5,%$<)%!

!q%5</%IK$%_/,%}31%2-%$,!

!<_d>%">%5F()%1,%:(%"%"�(-

And even too when harm is done
To Lamas or relatives or the like,
And those who are our friends,
Turn back your anger by seeing the fact
That, as the way before,
It all comes from causes.

2)%&(%1/! >)%M/2%$%-1(2%&%?32%&%$%:(%">%5/%>/-,%U)%2E(1%56(-%$%-1(2%&%

?32%&%$%:(,%U)%M3,%&%532%2(%@3%1! ,),%S,%U/%#O%-DC-,%2)%?)%6K"%631%

&(</%56(2%\31%,(-,%2)%25%&</%6(,%$%)-%-/,%<z$%@/)%Q(1%"n(2%&%2)%!
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$C,%U/,%<=/-%&>%?32%&%$<)%"2-%-/,%@3%A)%?%">%5/%>/-,%G3%,),%S,%

,(-,%2E(1%56(-%-,C5%$%-1(2%&%5/%5)<%@/)%-1(2%?32%1/%c/)%n3</%-1,%./1%

&,%"P3%"%?%">%>/-,%,(! !2E(1%56(-%-,C5%$%./2%5/%"23,%,35,%-D/>%"</%

}31%$,%5/%<?T)%"</%2(1%G(!

Here is the first point, which covers the reasons why it is wrong to feel anger
at those who are doing harm to holy images and the like. Someone may make
the following argument: "I can admit that it is wrong to feel anger for someone
who has hurt me personally. But there is nothing wrong with getting angry
at those who have harmed the Three Jewels." Suppose though that someone
expresses themselves, speaking against sacred images of the Buddhas, the shrines
of great bodhisattvas and the like, or else the holy Dharma. Or suppose that they
even act bodily to try to destroy these things. It's completely wrong for me to feel
anger even at these kinds of people, since the Buddhas and such, the Three Jewels,
cannot be hurt. In fact, the one who attempts to harm them is someone who
deserves our pity, and so it is more appropriate to feel love for them. The point
here is that the Three Jewels are incapable of sustaining any kind of injury
brought about by mental discomfort due to feeling upset.

!-M/,%&%1/! >)%$%6(,%'(1%&</%v%5%2)%*+,%-;/-%&</%-M31%$%,(-,%&%2)%
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Here is the second point, which is why it is appropriate to practice, in the same
way, patience for those who do harm to those who are close to us. Even too
when you see someone hurting another, when persons do harm to the Lamas that
are teaching you the Dharma; or else to the relatives or the like with whom you
share a family relationship [reading rus for dus in the commentary]; and to those
who are your friends, it is wrong to feel anger. This is because of the fact that,
in the way that was explained before, what is happening to them has all come
about through certain causes: that is, through their own past karma—the injuries
are dictated by the karma come from the wrongs that these relatives and so on
committed themselves before. And you should turn back your own anger by
seeing this fact.
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Contemplation Fifteen
On not being able to bear the happiness of others

!-@1%_/,%.(1%G1%m1%"'(2%1,!

!-$%G3%2-<%"</%"23%F("%1!

!./2%z(2%U)%1/%23%"'(2%1,!

!;/%]/>%23%B>%2-<%5/%?32!

Suppose that any person derives
Some kind of joy from praising
The qualities of another.
Why my mind then don't you sing
The praises of this person yourself,
And find the very same joy?

!z(2%U/%2-<%"</%"23%"%<2/!

!"23%<?T)%9%1%5%F(%532!

!.(1%G1%m1%&%R5,%U/,%-1)%!

!-@1%AO2%&%./%56(-%U)%./1!

The happiness of taking this joy
Has been admitted by all of those
Who possess high qualities to provide
An irreproachable source of happiness.
It's also best for gathering others.

!-@1%.)%23%B>%"23%<_d>%@3,!
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If instead you say to yourself,
"But now he'll be as happy,"
And hope against this happiness,
Then you should deny any wages earned
And all the like; you'll come to fail
In both the seen and unseen.

!>)%-/%.(1%G1%"n(2%&</%I|!

!-@1%$%"23%"<)%<2(2%&>%?32!

!-@1%_/%.(1%G1%"n(2%&</%I|!

!>)%$<)%"23%"%5/%<2(2%?32!

When someone praises my own good qualities,
It's my hope that this other person
Finds some happiness too.
But I have no hope that I myself
Should ever find the happiness
That comes from praising others.

!,35,%;1%F5,%;2%"23%<2(2%&,!

!?)%6K"%XY%1/%,35,%"Q32%1,!

!,35,%;1%>)%-/,%"23%t32%1!

!23,%E(%;/%'3%:(%">%?32!

By my hope that every living being
Should come to experience happiness,
I've developed the wish for enlightenment.
Why on earth does it make you angry
When one of these living beings
Finds some happiness by himself?

!2)%&(%1/! -)%D-%-@1%_/,%"2-%-/%2b%"(%$%.(1%G1%2)%m1%&%./1%1(%@3,%
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B>%?,%1%z(2%M/2%-@1%_/%.(1%G1%$%2-<%"</%"23%"%<2/! 5%<(),%&%1%"23%
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Here is the first point, which covers the reasons why it is appropriate to hope
that someone will sing the praises of our enemies, since this can cause us to be
happy ourselves. Suppose that any particular person praises another, our enemy,
by saying, "They have certain good qualities." And suppose that he—meaning
the one who does the praising—derives some kind of joy from doing so. Why is
it, my mind, that you don't then sing the praises of this person yourself, and find the
very same joy as the other has already?

If you did, then the happiness of taking this joy in the good qualities of others
would become an irreproachable source of happiness for you yourself in the
future; the joy has been admitted—that is, praised—by all of those who possess high
qualities (which refers to the victorious Buddhas and their sons and daughters)
as being something which provides exactly this kind of source. This kind of
behavior is also the very best method for gathering other disciples.

!-M/,%&%$%-M/,! -@1%"23%"%5/%<2(2%1%>)%-/%"23%"%M5,%&>%<_d>%"%2)%!
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Here is the second point, which is why it is inappropriate not to hope for this
to happen, since it causes the other person—the one being praised—to be
happy. There are two steps to this point itself: the fact that, if we wish against
the happiness of others, it causes our own happiness to decline; and why it is,
therefore, right to hope for the happiness of others. Here is the first.

-$%G3%-@1%$%"'(2%&%"'(2%.C$%-@1%.)%23%B>%"23%">%<_d>%>(%@3,%-$%G3%
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Now what if instead you say to yourself, "But now he"—meaning the person who
is the object of the act of praising—"will be as happy as well;" that is, suppose
that you hope against this happiness which occurs in the person being praised.
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In this case then you should deny any wages earned by your own employees, and
all like kinds of behavior, since these wages and so on make these people
happy.

And if you do deny the wages and so on, you will find that, in this current life,
your employees refuse to work for you. In your future lives too, this behavior
will prevent you from experiencing any happiness. Thus it is that this way of
acting comes to make you fail in your search for happiness, in both the "seen"
(which refers to your present life) and the "unseen" (which refers to your future
lives).
!-M/,%&%1/! -@1%_/,%>)%-/%.(1%G1%"n(2%&</%I|%-@1%"n(2%591%$<)%./2%
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Here is the second step. When someone else praises my own good qualities, it is
my hope that this other person—meaning the one who is doing the
praising—might thereby find some happiness. But at the same time I have no hope
or wish that I myself (the one doing the praising now) should ever find this same
happiness, the happiness which comes from praising others. This kind of attitude
is very wrong, very contradictory, and I should therefore try to praise others,
and feel joy over it, in exactly the way that I hope that others will feel
happiness whenever they sing my own praises.

!-M/,%&%1/! ,35,%;1%F5,%;2%v%1%532%&</%"23%"%$%<-(2%&>%<2(2%&,%?)%
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Here is the second overall point, which is to give up any feeling of being
unable to tolerate those people who bring happiness to our enemies. By my
hope that I could bring every living being to the experience of matchless happiness,
I've developed the wish for enlightenment, and pledged to train myself in the
activities of a bodhisattva. When any one of these living beings finds some minor
happiness by himself, my wishes have been accomplished. Why on earth then does
it make you angry, my mind, when this happens? The proper thing would be
to feel joy.
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Contemplation Sixteen
On taking joy in the misfortunes of those you dislike

!-$%G3%2b%@/-%5/%2-<%1<)%!

!23%$%z(2%2->%;/%@/-%.(2!

!z(2%U/%./2%�(1%^5%_/,%1/!

!23%$%-1(2%&</%Ss>%5/%<_d>!

And even should your enemy
Become upset, how then could
You feel glad about it?
It's not that some kind of harm
Has come to him or her
All caused by your hopes and wishes.

!z(2%U/%<2(2%&,%AO-%"q$%23!
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Even should the suffering
You wished on them come to pass,
What's there to be glad at?
And if you say, "It satisfies
Me when I see it," what
Could better ruin you?
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The iron hook that's jabbed in us
By the fisherman of affliction
Is merciless, unbearable;
Should it catch me it's a certainty
That hellguards keep me captive
In their hell-realm cauldrons.
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The first point, which is why it is wrong to feel that we cannot tolerate things
that block the harms which we wish upon our enemies, has three parts of its
own: why disliking our enemies does no help to us; why hoping to harm out
enemies does no harm to our enemies; and why it does hurt ourselves. Here
is the first. Suppose you say, "If something happens to hurt my enemy, I feel
glad; and if something happens to block these harms which I wish upon my
enemy, I feel angry." But even should your enemy become upset, and unhappy,
how then could you feel glad about it? It does absolutely no good to you, and in
fact only hurts you.
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Here is the second point. Suppose you think to yourself, "I wish something
could happen to hurt my enemy." But it's not that some kind of harm has come
to him or her all caused by your hopes and wishes. Nothing that you hope for in
your own life has been accomplished to the least degree at all. As such it is
very wrong for you to feel anger.
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Here is the third point, which has two parts of its own: why it is wrong to be
glad when harm comes to our enemies; and why, if we maintain such a feeling
of gladness, it turns into a cause that will produce massive suffering for none
other than ourselves. We begin with the first.
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Suppose you think to yourself, "I wish something bad would happen to my
enemy." But even should the suffering you wished on them come to pass, what's
there to be glad at? This would not result in the tiniest benefit to you yourself.
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Here is the second. And if you say, "It satisfies me when I see something happen
that harms my enemy, for my wishes have been fulfilled," then consider the
following. What better method could you ever find to ruin yourself, to send
yourself to the lower realms, than to allow yourself an intense emotion of
malice like this?
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Think for example of fishermen, who use their iron hooks to jab or catch a fish.
The mental affliction of anger is like the fisherman, and the hook that he jabs in
us is the iron barb of negative karma created by an intense emotion of malice.
His hook is unbearable, and merciless; it is certain to catch me, and should it do
so then it's a certainty that the guards of hell will keep me captive in—throw me
into—their hell-realm "cauldrons," which refers to containers filled with molten
metal.
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Contemplation Seventeen
How those we dislike help us in our practice

!<=/-%\31%1%1/%W()%"%5(2!
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The world may be full of beggars,
But finding someone to do me harm
Is truly a rare occurrence,
Since there could never be a person
Who hurt me any way at all
If I did not them first.

!23%",%)$%",%5%"��",%&</!
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Suppose that without an ounce
Of effort you came across
A treasure chest hidden in your house;
You should thus feel grateful for
Your enemies, who aid you in
Your bodhisattva practice.
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Since he and I both bring it about,
It's fitting that from the outset itself
I devote to him the final result
That comes from being patient:
He has in the way described provided
Something for me to be patient about.
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Here is the first point, which is that exceptional objects of virtue are extremely
rare. Objects towards which you can practice your patience are much more
rare than those towards which you can practice your charity, so the right thing
to do would be to feel joy when you find them. Now the world may be full of
beggars, but finding someone to do me harm is truly a rare occurrence. Why so?
This is true since there could never be a person who did any hurt to me in any way
at all if I did not do any hurt to them first.
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Here is the second point: why it is right to be glad about those who block us
from accomplishing merit. Think about the rarity of objects towards which
you can practice patience. Now suppose that, without an ounce of effort, I came
across a treasure chest that had been hidden in my house. My enemies are just the
same: I should thus feel joy for them, by reflecting about how grateful I feel for
the aid they give me when they provide me with objects towards which I can
practice the activities of a bodhisattva, in the form of people towards whom I can
develop patience.
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Here is the third point, which is why it is right to feel the desire to be of
benefit to these persons. Since he—my enemy—and I both bring about "it" (the
practice of patience), both can be included into the cause which brings about
the patience. And for this reason then it's fitting that from the outset itself I
devote or dedicate to him, to the one who hurts me, the final result that comes
from being patient; that is, enlightenment. The point here is that he, my enemy,
has in the way described provided something for me to be patient about, and this will
act as a very powerful cause for the patience which allows me to reach
enlightenment itself.
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Contemplation Eighteen
Serve living beings as you do the Enlightened Ones

!23%]/>%,35,%;1%@/)%2)%1/!
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This is why the Able One
Described the field of living beings
And the field of the Victorious.
Many who succeeded in pleasing them
Were able in this way to reach
The perfection of the ultimate.
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The qualities of an Enlightened One
Are attained by means of living beings
And the Victorious Buddhas alike.
Why then do you act this way,
Refusing to honor other beings
In the way you do the Victors?
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Here is the first point, which covers how scripture itself states that living
beings and Buddhas are equivalent as objects towards which to perform merit.
It is absolutely necessary that we honor living beings; and this is why the sutra
entitled The Excellent Collection of Dharma Teachings states that—

The field of living beings is the field of the Buddhas; and it is
from this field of the Buddhas that all the high qualities of the
Buddhas are attained. To attempt the opposite is completely
wrong.

The Able One is here describing how the field of living beings is a place to plant
vast seeds of merit: he is calling this the "field of the Victorious Buddhas," in the
sense that sentient beings are similar to the Teacher himself in how they
provide a field for collecting great merit.
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This brings us to the second part, where we establish this point with logic as
well. Here there are two steps: how, by having faith in both the Buddhas and
all living beings, we can reach our ultimate dreams; and why it is wrong to
discriminate between them, since they are equivalent from the point of view
that, by having faith in both, we can reach enlightenment. Here is the first.
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It is right to pay honor to every living being, because many persons who felt
faith towards them—towards both Buddhas and living beings—and who
succeeded in pleasing both were able in this way to reach the perfection of the
ultimate: that is, the culmination of both their own needs and those of others.
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Here is the second step. For the reasons just stated, the qualities of an
Enlightened One—that is, the powers of a Buddha and so on, the final result
of our practice—are attained by means of both fields: that of living beings and
of the Victorious Buddhas, alike. Why then do you act this way, in this manner,
saying "I refuse to honor other beings in the way that I do the Victors." It is
completely wrong.
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Contemplation Nineteen
To serve living beings is to please the Enlightened Ones
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Moreover what better method could there
Be to repay the kindness of those
Who act unimpelled as closest friends
And help to an infinite degree,
Than to please all living beings?
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There is moreover yet another reason that we should pay honor to every living
being. The Buddhas are persons who act as closest friends to a limitless number
of living things: they are driven to do so by their great compassion, even
though they may never be impelled or bidden to do so in any normal sense.
And in their actual actions they accomplish infinite degrees of help for these
beings as well. And there is only one way to truly repay their kindness: what
better method could there be to do so, than to please all living beings?
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Part Three of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Patience
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Three

Note: A row of asterisks indicates that the indentation levels have been changed to fit the outline on the
page, not that any of the outline has been omitted—the outline is complete.

b) Keeping patience with those who try to insult us, or the like

i) The fact that insults, slander, and such can do no harm to our bodies

ii) How inappropriate it is for me to feel anger with a person who is himself wrapped
in anger

iii) Why it is inappropriate to feel anger towards someone who has created an obstacle
to our obtaining some possession

a1. How inappropriate it is to feel anger at someone for creating an obstacle to our
obtaining some possession, since possessions are soon to be destroyed anyway

b1. Refuting the idea of obtaining possessions wrongfully

c1. Establishing, through the use of an example, that it is inappropriate to crave
possessions

d1. Reasons why it is wrong to crave possessions

e1. Refuting the idea that it is right [to use anger] to obtain possessions

iv) Why it is inappropriate to feel anger towards someone who has caused others to
lose faith in us

a1. Demonstrating how, if it is right for us to feel anger towards those who have
slandered us and caused others to lose their faith in us, then it would be
proper if we were to feel anger as well towards anyone who ever slandered
anyone else

b1. Demonstrating how, if we can tolerate people's lack of faith in someone else,
we should also tolerate their lack of faith in ourselves, since it comes about
through mental affliction

ii. Stopping anger at those who do wrong to those close to us

a) Stopping anger by using the kind of patience where we concentrate on the Dharma

i) Reasons why it is wrong to feel anger at those who are doing harm to holy images
and the like

ii) Why it is appropriate to practice, in the same way, patience for those who do harm
to those who are close to us
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b) Stopping anger by using the kind of patience where we don't mind it when others do
us harm

i) Why it is inappropriate only to feel anger for what has a mind

ii) Reasons why it is inappropriate to feel anger

iii) Considering how it is our own fault

iv) Contemplating upon the benefits of patience

a1. Making efforts so that our own virtue is not diminished

b1. How, by willingly taking upon ourselves some minor suffering, we can stop
what would cause the sufferings of the hells

a2. A metaphor

b2. The point of the metaphor

c1. Why it is appropriate to feel great pleasure over hardships that help us achieve
a great purpose

a2. Feeling regret over the fact that, regardless of how many bodies we have
wasted in the past, it has been of no benefit at all either to ourselves or to
others

b2. Why it is appropriate that we feel great pleasure over the fact that, by
maintaining patience over our current hardships, we will be able to
achieve the goals of every living being

iii. Stopping anger at those who do good to our enemies

a) Giving up any feeling of being unable to tolerate those who sing the praises of our
enemies, and who declare their fame

i) Why it is appropriate to hope for this to happen, since it can cause us to be happy
ourselves

ii) Why it is inappropriate not to hope for this to happen, since it causes the other
person [the one being praised] to be happy

a1. The fact that, if we wish against the happiness of others, it causes our own
happiness to decline

b1. Why it is, therefore, right to hope for the happiness of others

b) Giving up any feeling of being unable to tolerate those who bring happiness to our
enemies

c) Giving up any feeling of being unable to tolerate those who help our enemies to obtain
things
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i) Considering how our own wishes have been fulfilled

a1. Why it is appropriate to feel glad that living beings have obtained the
possessions they wanted

b1. A metaphor

c1. Why, if we hope against these things, our wish for enlightenment will decline

ii) Considering how there is nothing not to want

a1. Why it is inappropriate to feel jealousy when others obtain possessions

b1. How wrong it is to discard our own good qualities

c1. Why it is appropriate to feel grief over our own bad deeds, rather than feeling
jealousy over the good deeds of others

***********

c. Stopping anger over the things that block us from what we want

i. Why it is wrong to feel that we cannot tolerate things that block the harms that we
wish upon our enemies

a) Why disliking our enemies does no help to us

b) Why hoping to harm out enemies does no harm to our enemies

c) Why it does hurt ourselves

i) Why it is wrong to be glad when harm comes to our enemies

ii) Why, if we maintain such a feeling of gladness, it turns into a cause
that will produce massive suffering for none other than ourselves

ii. Why it is wrong to feel that we cannot tolerate things that block the benefits that
we wish upon ourselves and those on our side

a) Why it is wrong to feel anger over someone blocking us from getting a worldly
object

i) Considering how wrong it is to feel anger towards someone who has
blocked you from praise and fame

a1. The fact that there is no use to praise and fame per se

b1. Why mental pleasure itself is no appropriate object to strive for

c1. How it is a mistaken idea to think that this in itself is an object to
strive for

a2. How there is no use to praise and fame perse
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b2. How being upset about losing them is equivalent to the behavior
of a child

d1. The reason why it is a mistake to think so

a2. Why it is wrong to feel attached to the good feeling we have
towards those who praise us

b2. Why it is appropriate to bring good feelings to all living beings,
if bringing a good feeling to someone else this way is something
to strive for

a3. The point itself

b3. Why it is nothing more than the behavior of a child to feel
pleased when others praise us

ii) Considering how they have actually helped you by doing so

a1. Why it is inappropriate to feel anger towards someone who has
blocked you from praise and fame, since they have thereby blocked
you from going to the lower realms

a2. How every bad quality grows from craving for praise and fame

b2. How blocking them acts to block a birth in the lower realms

b1. Why it is inappropriate to feel anger towards this same person, since
they are thereby leading you out of the cycle of suffering existence

a2. Why, because the things that block you from praise and the rest
also act to free you from the cycle of suffering, it is inappropriate
to feel anger

b2. Why, because they act to shut the door to suffering, it is
inappropriate to feel anger

b) Why it is wrong to feel anger over someone blocking us from accomplishing
merit

i) Why it is wrong to feel anger over someone having blocked us from
accomplishing merit

a1. Maintaining the highest form of asceticism

b1. How anything which blocks this acts as an obstacle to accomplishing
merit ourselves

ii) The fact that they are not an obstacle to merit

a1. A general presentation

b1. Establishing the fact with an example
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iii) Considering how they are an object for us to honor

a1. The fact that they are to be honored because they help us grow good
qualities

a2. How they are of great benefit to us

a3. How rare exceptional objects of virtue are

b3. Why it is right to be glad about them

c3. Why it is right to feel the desire to be of benefit to these
persons

b2. How their being so does not depend upon any intended benefit

a3. Why it is incorrect to think that, because they did not intend
us any benefit, they are not worthy of our offerings

b3. Why it is incorrect to think that, because they did intend us
harm, they are not worthy of our offerings

c3. Why therefore, as they have provided us with an object
towards which to focus our patience, they are worthy of our
offerings

c2. How to look upon them as if they were the Teacher

a3. An expanded explanation

a4. How scripture itself states that living beings and Buddhas
are equivalent as objects towards which to perform merit

b4. Establishing this point with logic as well

a5. How, by having faith in both the Buddhas and all
living beings, we can reach our ultimate dreams

b5. Why it is wrong to discriminate between them, since
they are equivalent from the point of view that, by
having faith in both, we can reach enlightenment

c4. Refuting any rebuttal

a5. Refuting the idea that, since their good qualities are
not equal, it is incorrect to practice equivalent faith in
them

b5. Why it is correct to practice equivalent faith in the
two, since great faith in each is an equivalent cause
for reaching enlightenment

c5. Why it is right to feel faith, since the merit from
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making offerings to a living being who has even a
fraction of the good qualities of a Buddha is limitless

b3. A summary

b1. Honoring the Teacher by having faith

a2. Honoring the Teacher by treating every living being as if they
were our only child

a3. The fact that we thereby carry out the principal method that
the Buddhas require of us

a4. Identifying the principal means of repaying the kindness
that the Buddhas have shown us

b4. Carrying out this means

a5. Maintaining patience about the harms that living
beings do to us

b5. Avoiding arrogance focused on living beings

c5. Avoiding harmful acts

a6. The reasons why harmful acts are wrong

b6. The fact that, should we do harm to living beings,
we have no way of pleasing the victorious
Buddhas

b3. Confessing what we have done previously that would have
displeased them

c3. Resolving to restrain ourselves in the future

b2. A summary on the fact that we should therefore honor living
beings

B. Considering the benefits of practicing patience

1. A brief presentation

2. Explaining the benefits through the use of an example

a. An example and its meaning, with regard to the benefits

i. The example

ii. Its meaning

b. An explanation of how the benefits are vastly superior to those expressed in the
example
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3. A brief listing of the various types of benefits

a. An explanation of the primary result

b. Results you see in this life

c. Results that ripen over time
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Four: Contemplations on the Perfection of Effort, Part I

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 20A-20B and 77A-79A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation One
What moves the flame?

!23%B>%"D(2%&,%"P(1%<bi,%"P5!
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Once you have practiced patience, begin
Your practice of effort, for enlightenment lies
In making these kinds of effort.
Without a breeze they never flicker,
And just so in the absence of effort
Merit can never occur.
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q>%"42%&%23%B>%"E<%7(2%2)%-@1%_/%-1(2%&%$%"D(2%&,%?)%6K"%lT>%*+%F("%

&>%<2(2%1%"P(1%<bi,%"P5%&>%?%2-(,%G3! <2/%B>%7(2%&%N>%]/1%$%"P(1%&%

$%?)%6K"%-1,%G3%5>%53%$%,(-,%&%��)%532%1%-.(%"%532%&%"@/1%*+%",(2%

15,%2)%.3%43,%U/%IJ-,%U)%"P(1%<bi,%532%1%<?T)%">%5/%<_d>%",%v%1%

532%&</%?)%6K"%1/%"P(1%<bi,%$%>-%$,%&,%<"2%&>%?<(! !2"C%5%$%<=C-%

&%$,! .(1%G1%5%$C,%"P(1%<bi,%n3,%<b(%@/)%! ",(2%15,%v(%b(,%IJ-,%1/%

-M/,%U/%Ss! !@3,%"42%&%B>%>(!

Once you have practiced patience as described above—that is, once you have
learned to maintain your patience with various spiritual hardships, and with
the harms that others do to you—then you must, if you hope to achieve
enlightenment quickly, begin your practice of effort. This is because enlightenment
lies in making these kinds of effort in the different perfections. Butter lamps and
other such flames never flicker without a breeze, and just so—in the absence of
effort—it can never occur that one manages to complete the collections of merit
and wisdom. As such, the matchless state of enlightenment itself is something
that all depends upon effort, and so we must make great efforts in practicing
it. Entering the Middle Way makes this same point when it states,

All good qualities are things that follow
In the wake of the perfection of effort.
It is the one cause that brings about both
The collections of merit and knowledge.
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Contemplation Two
Effort is joy

!"P(1%-)%2-3%$%�(%"<(!

What is effort? It is joy
In doing good.

M(1%5(),%$%�(%"%$3%$(%./1%&,%"P(1%<bi,%-)%@3%1%2-3%"</%25/-,%&%$%�(%

"<(! !23%$%2?3%1%-(%6</%"P(1%<bi,%2)%! 0(>%"</%"P(1%<bi,%2)%! 5%�+5%

@/)%5/%<:i-,%&</%"P(1%<bi,%2)%! 6(-%5/%43,%&</%"P(1%<bi,%G3%"@/<(!

"If laziness is defined as joy in mental affliction, then what is effort?" one may
ask. Effort is a feeling of joy focused upon doing something good.

Effort can be divided into four different types: effort which is like armor;
applied effort; effort where you never feel discouraged or upset; and effort
where you are never satisfied.
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Contemplation Three
What stops effort?

!23%./%5/%5FC1%](-,%"42%?!

!$3%$(%)1%$%@31%&%2)%!

!e/2%$C-%"2-%M/2%"t,%&<(!

Here I will explain the things
That work against it: these are
Laziness, an attraction to what is bad,
And the feeling of being discouraged—
Belittling yourself.

"P(1%<bi,%23</%5/%5FC1%](-,%"42%&>%?<(! !-)%@3%1! $C,%2)%./2%$,%,C%

5/%>C)%"%c(5%$,%U/%"23%"%$%@31%&</%$3%$(%2)%! ?%"%)1%&%$%@31%&%2)%! 2-3%

"%"��"%&%$%e/2%$C-%1,%),%5/%�+,%c5%*+%"2-%M/2%$%"t,%&<(!

Here next I will explain the things that work against "it"—meaning effort. What
exactly are they? First there is laziness, which is feeling attracted to the pleasant
feeling of sloth, a condition where the mind and body become unfit to function
well. Next there is an attraction to actions which are bad, and then finally the
feeling of being discouraged when you try to accomplish some virtuous
act—where you belittle yourself by saying, "This is something I could never
accomplish."

!-M/,%&%$%-,C5! c(5%$,%$%>(%l)%"</%$3%$(%r)%"%2)%! ?%"%)1%&%$%@31%

&</%$3%$(%r)%"%2)%! 2-3%"%$%e/2%$C-%&</%$3%$(%r)%"<(!

The second point, how to eliminate the things that work against effort, has
three parts: eliminating the kind of laziness where you enjoy the pleasant
feeling of sloth; eliminating the kind of laziness where you are attracted to bad
activities; and eliminating the kind of laziness where you feel discouraged in
the practice of virtue.
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Contemplation Four
What causes laziness?

!c(5%$,%"23%"</%>(%l)%2)%!

!-M/2%$%"\31%&</%h32%&%./,!

!<9(>%"</%AO-%"q$%5/%Q(%$,!

!$3%$(%M3%">%Q3%">%<_d>!

What promotes the feeling of laziness
Is sloth—the sweet enjoyment of
Some pleasure—as well as a craving
For time spent sleeping, all leading to
A failure to feel a sense of disgust
For the pain of the circle of life.

2)%&(%$%-M/,! $3%$(</%Ss%"\-,%1,%r)%"%2)%! =/%B>%r()%"</%IK$%$(!

!2)%&(%1/! $3%$(%Q3%"</%Ss%-)%@3%1! 2-3%"%$%5/%<=C-%&</%c(5%$,%$%"23%">%

"DC)%1,%23%$%@31%&</%"23%"</%>(%l)%"%2)%! -M/2%$%"\31%&</%h32%&%./,%U)%

$3%$(%Q32%&>%?32%$%<9(>%"%$%;{)%D2%U)%5/%[-%&>%<9(>%"</%AO-%"q$%$%

5/%Q(%"%$,! $3%$(%M3%">%Q3%">%<_d>%",%Ss%)(,%"DC)%1,%$3%$(%<-(-%&%$%

"P(1%&>%?<(!

The first point, eliminating the kind of laziness where you enjoy the pleasant
feeling of sloth, has two parts of its own: examining the causes of laziness, so
as to eliminate it, and then how to actually eliminate it. Here is the first.

"What is it," one may ask, "that causes laziness?" Laziness is produced first of
all by the sweet enjoyment of some pleasure, which is a tendency to crave the
feeling of sloth. Sloth itself is a reluctance to engage in virtuous activities, and
the craving for it comes as one learns to think of it as something pleasant.
Laziness is as well produced by a craving for time spent sleeping. All this leads to
a failure to feel a sense of disgust for the pain of the circle of life—you fail to feel
any fear at all for the circle. These are what promote the feeling of laziness; one
must recognize these causes for what they are, and put forth great effort then
to stop laziness altogether.
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Contemplation Five
Lambs to the slaughter

!>)%A3%>/5%_/,%-,(2%&%.)%!

!z(2%U/,%5F()%">%5%_d>%G5!

!<(1%U)%-M/2%$%"\31%&%-)%!

!-2($%&%2)%1/%5%�3%"@/1!

Haven't you even got eyes to see
How those in the world with you
Have gone steadily to the slaughter?
To sit here still and enjoy your sleep
Is just the same as the oxen
Waiting for the butcher.

o1%-@(1%">%5%$%,(-,%&</%>)%A3%<6/%"2-%-/,%>/5,%U/,%-,(2%&%.)%!

z(2%U/,%5)(1%,C5%*+%5F()%">%5%_d>%G5%23%B>%5F()%.)%<(1%U)%-M/2%$%

"\31%&</%h32%&%-)%./1%&%23%1/%5/%>/-,%G3! 2&3>%1%-2($%&,%>/5,%_/,%-,(2%

&</%5%�3%-@1%-,(2%&%5F()%.)%! [-%&%532%;/)%2$%">%-1,%&%-2($%&%2)%

1/%5%�3%"@/1%1(!

Those in the world with you—whether old, young, inbetween, or anything
else—have gone steadily to the slaughter, killed by the Lord of Death. Haven't you
even got eyes to see what's going on? If you do see it, then just sitting here still
and enjoying your sleep is something very wrong. You are for example just the
same as the oxen waiting for the butcher; that is, you are like an ox who can see
that the other oxen are being steadily slaughtered by a butcher, and yet still
feels no fear, and simply relaxes where he is.
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Contemplation Six
"I still have time"

!lT>%"%M/2%*+%<6/%<_d>%",!

!=/%h/2%*+%1/%IJ-,%",-%?!

!23%I|%$3%$(%r),%U)%1/!

!*+,%5%./1%&>%;/%@/-%?!

Death is coming to take you, moving
At incredible speed; in the time
You have left, try to amass good karma.
When the moment arrives it's true you may
Give up your laziness, but what good
Can it do at a time so wrong?

!<2/%1/%5%?,%"P5,%&%2)%!

!<2/%]32%?,%&>%-1,%&%$!

!�(%"C>%<6/%"2-%<(),%1,%1/!

!U/%�Y2%";(5%@3,%,35,%&>%<_d>!

You haven't got to this just yet,
The other's just started, and yet another
Has half still left to do.
Suddenly then does the Lord of Death
Make his arrival, and in your mind
You can only cry, "He kills me!"

-M/,%&%1/! 2%*+)%;{)%D2%$()%.(2%;3%1! lT>%"%M/2%*+%<6/%">%<_d>%",%=/%h/2%

*+%<6/%"2-%-/,%5%D/1%&%23%h/2%*+%1/%IJ-,%",-%&>%?<(!

Here is the second point, which is why, since we are going to die quickly, we
should exert ourselves in practicing virtue. You may say, "Oh, but I still have
a little time left." Death is coming to take you, moving at incredible speed; in the
time that you do have left before the Lord of Death captures you, you must try
to amass good karma.
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!-,C5%&%1/! <6/%",%D/1%&%23</%I|%$3%$(%r),%U)%1/%*+,%5%./1%&>%<"2%&,%

;/%@/-%?! 2-(,%&%;{)%D2%U)%5/%<bi"%&</%]/>%>(!

Here is the third point, which is why the moment of death is the wrong time
to give up your laziness. When the moment arrives that Death grasps on to
you, it's true you may give up your laziness, but what good can it do to try to make
your efforts at a time so wrong? There would be absolutely no purpose served
by doing so.

!"@/%&%1/! lT>%*+%<6/%",%$,%<2/%1/%5%?,%&%2)%;{)%D2%"P5,%&%2)%! ?%"%

<2/%]32%^5%?,%&>%-1,%&%$%�(%"C>%*+%<6/%"2-%<(),%1,%1/%<_(2%"@/1%*+%U/%

�Y2%"2-%";(5%@3,%,35,%4/)%"'",%&,%<_(2%&>%<_d>%1! 23</%I|%;/%@/-%?%

2%B%M/2%1,%2-3%"%$%"P(1%&>%?<(!

Here is the fourth point, which is why it is wrong to be lazy, given the fact
that death will come suddenly, before you have a chance to do everything you
wanted to do. And so you are going to die suddenly; suddenly then does the
Lord of Death make his arrival, and there are things that you'd planned that you
haven't got to just yet, and others that are just barely started, and yet others that
have about half still left to do. With intense feelings of regret then you can only
cry OK in your mind, stricken with the thought, "He kills me!" What can you
possibly do when this moment comes? Better to devote all your efforts right
now to the practice of good deeds.
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Contemplation Seven
What it feels to die

!>)%A/-%Z1%&,%-*+)%&%2)%!

!2l$%"</%�%1/%F(,%&%./,!

![-%&,%5/%-^)%$C,%-(,%4/)%!

!l(,%&>%<_d>%I|%;/%@/-%?!

What is it that you imagined you'd do
At that moment, tormented by the memory
Of the wrongs you've done, and with the roar
Of the hell realms in your ears bringing
Such terror that you cover your body in shit,
And reach the depths of insanity?

q>%>)%-/,%A/-%&%?,%&%Z1%&,%,35,%-*+),%&%2)%! 2l$%">%AO-%"q$%

631%&(%l()%2-(,%&%"h3-%&%$%,(-,%&</%2l$%"</%�%1/%F(,%&%./,%"2-%U)%

23>%<b(<(%c5%*+%[-%&,%w32%1,! 5/%-^)%",%$C,%-(,%4/)%,35,%l(,%&>%

_d>%&%23</%I|%#",%5%./1%&%$%"P(1%&,%;/%@/-%?%2%B%M/2%1,%2-3%"%$%"P(1%

&>%?<(!

The time will come, on your deathbed, that your mind is tormented by the
memory of all the wrong things that you have ever done. You will realize that
these are going to force you to experience extraordinary suffering in the hells,
and the roar of the fires and such in the hell realms will fill your ears. When you
hear the roar, the thought "Now I must go there too!" will come, and strike you
full of terror. This then will cause you to cover your body in shit, and to reach to
the depths of insanity. So just what is it that you imagined you'd do, what efforts
did you think you were going to make, at that moment, so much a very wrong
time for anything? Again, you must make efforts to practice good deeds,
beginning immediately.
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Contemplation Eight
Examine your expectations

!"P(1%532%<w,%"C%<2(2%&%2)%!

!"D3%>3%;1%$%-1(2%5)%@/)%!

!<6/%",%"DC)%"@/1%y%<Z%"!

!U/%�Y2%AO-%"q$%2-%-/,%";(5!

You set your hopes on results, unwilling
To make any effort; sufferings shower
Down on those least able to bear them.
Already in the embrace of death, you imagine
Yourself an immortal, cry out
When sufferings come to destroy you.

!5/%./%bi%$%"\31%1,%,C!

!AO-%"q$%6K%"(%63%$,%�($!

!bi%<2/%]/%1,%t32%2E<%",!

!g(),%&%*+,%,C%-M/2%5%$(-

You must make use of this boat,
The human life you have, to cross over
The great river of suffering.
The boat is hard to find again later;
Do not sit then, ignorant one,
At this moment there asleep.

!2-<%"</%Ss%1/%5F<%.,%&</!

!25%6(,%2-<%"</%56(-%r),%1,!

!AO-%"q$%Ss%./,%-%.3)%"%2)%!

!o(2%,(-,%$%z(2%;/%]/>%2-<!
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You give up the highest kind of pleasure,
The holy Dharma, infinite numbers
Of causes that bring you pleasure.
Why is it you are attracted so much
To being distracted by causes for pain,
To busyness and the like?

"23%"</%Ss%2-3%"%$%"P(1%&%532%&>%<w,%"C%"23%"%<2(2%&%2)%! AO-%"q$%;{)%

D2%^5%$<)%h1%6K)%"</%"D3%>3%;1%$%AO-%"q$%_/%-1(2%&%5)%@/)%! <6/%",%

-DC)%"@/1%*+%y%<Z%">%.C1%>/)%*+%-,(1%*+%>3%"%R5,%$%<2(2%&%5/%F("%;/)%5/%

<2(2%&%F("%&,%U/%�Y2%AO-%"q$%2-%-/,%";(5%&>%<_d>%>(!

Here is the third part, which is how contradictory it is to hope for happiness
on the one hand, and on the other hand not to make any efforts in the practice
of good deeds. Suppose you are the kind of person who is setting their hopes
on results, meaning happiness itself, but who is unwilling to make any effort in
what causes this happiness: that is, in the practice of doing good deeds. You
are also one of those who is least able to bear sufferings, you cannot tolerate them
at all, and yet all kinds of pain shower down upon you. And already in the
embrace of death, you imagine yourself to be some kind of immortal. In this case
then the things you hope for you will never find, and everything you hope to
avoid will happen. When these sufferings come to destroy you then, you will cry
out loud.

!"@/%&%1/! <(%1%=/%B>%?%@3%1! 2$%<?(>%F("%&</%\31%$%<"2%1%AO-%"q$%

5F<%2-%$,%�($%�+,%&,%5/</%$C,%U/%bi%$%"\31%1,%1/%<9(>%"</%AO-%"q$%_/%

6K%"(%63%$,%�($%;/-%;3,%&%2$%<?(>%2(1%63%"<(! !2$%<?(>%_/%"��"%&%4/1%XY%

2E(1%&,%1%bi%<2/%]/,%1,%t32%2E<%",%g(),%&%@3,%"(,%1,! bi%t32%&</%*+,%

,C%-M/2%5%$(-%&>%Q3,%"C%6K)%<w/)%631%&(%-,C5%_/%$5%M5,%,C%v),%&</%L(%

1,%<9(>%"</%6K%"(%$,%�($%">%?<(! !2$%<?(>%t32%2E<%"%t32%&</%*+,%,C%

<2(2%2-(,%&>%"'1%G(!
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Here is the forth point, which is an urgent request from Master Shantideva that
we make efforts in the various methods to escape from pain. "Well then," one
may ask, "what should I be doing about it?" The text here is describing how
important it is that you have found a life complete with all the various
spiritual leisures and fortunes; it is saying you have found now a human form
that has all the spiritual leisures and fortunes. If you make efforts to use it
well—that is, if you make use of this boat, the human life and body you now
have—then it can allow you to cross over each and every kind of pain there is.
So please, you must make the crossing now, over the great river of the sufferings
of the circle of life.

!-M/,%&%?%"%)1%&%$%@31%&</%$3%$(%r)%"%1/%<2/%]/%F5,%;2%2-<%"</%Ss%1/%

5F<%.,%&</%F",%25%&</%6(,%M5,%,C%$31%&%$%2-<%"</%56(-%r),%1,!

<w,%"C%AO-%"q$%_/%Ss%A/-%&%2)%<*+%<px%5)%&(</%-%.3)%"%2)%o(2%&%,(-,%?%

"%5%./1%&%5)%&(%$%z(2%;/</%]/>%2-<! 2-<%">%5/%>/-,%G3%AO-%"q$%_/%Ss%

./1%&</%]/>%>(!

To achieve a life of these leisures and fortunes is something very rare, and thus
this boat is something hard to find again later. And so Master Shantideva calls
to us, "Oh ignorant ones, do not sit there, at this present moment when you have
found this boat, quietly asleep. You must cross over now the great river of the
circle of suffering, by putting into practice the three paths designed for people
of lesser, medium, and greater scope." This is a teaching then on the need to
make efforts when you have finally found the spiritual leisures and fortunes
which are so very hard to find.

Here is the second overall point, which is eliminating the kind of laziness
where you are attracted to bad activities. The highest kind of pleasure is that
which comes from putting into actual practice the holy Dharma, which is a
specific method for planting infinite numbers of causes that bring you pleasure in
this and your future lives. And yet in your actions you give up this highest
pleasure, and then you throw yourself into negative behavior: into bad deeds
that will only act as causes that bring you the result of pain; into the distraction
that comes from exposing yourself to great hustle and bustle; and into busyness
of the mind, and the like. Why is it that you are attracted so much to these things?
It is something very wrong, for they can only bring you suffering.
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Part One of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Effort
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Four

I. An explanation of the text of the chapter

A. Master Shantideva urges us to undertake the perfection of effort

1. The actual urging
2. Identifying what effort is

B. The way in which to undertake the perfection of effort

1. Eliminating the things that work against effort

a. Identifying the things that work against effort
b. How to eliminate these things

i. Eliminating the kind of laziness where you enjoy the pleasant feeling of
sloth

a) Examining the causes of laziness, so as to eliminate it
b) How to eliminate laziness

i) Eliminating laziness by considering the problems it causes for this
present life

a1. Describing, through the use of an example, how we will
quickly be destroyed by death

a2. How the way in which death destroys things is something
we can observe directly

b2. Using an example to describe this fact

b1. Why it is wrong to think that we have much time left, since
we ourselves are at the mercy of death

a2. Why it is wrong for me to be lazy, since I myself am at
the mercy of the Lord of Death

b2. Why, since we are going to die quickly, we should exert
ourselves in practicing virtue

c2. Why the moment of death is the wrong time to give up
your laziness

d2. Why it is wrong to be lazy, given the fact that death will
come suddenly, before you have a chance to do
everything you wanted to do
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c1. How, if we fail exert ourselves in the practice of virtue, we
will be tormented by suffering

a2. How, when death comes, we are tormented by grief

b2. How, if we fail to exert ourselves in the practice of good
deeds immediately, we will fail to reach our goals

ii) Eliminating laziness by considering the problems it causes for
future lives

a1. How certain it is that suffering will come

b1. How difficult it will be to bear this suffering

c1. How contradictory it is to hope for happiness on the one
hand, and on the other hand not to make any efforts in the
practice of good deeds

d1. An urgent request that we make efforts in the various
methods to escape from pain

ii. Eliminating the kind of laziness where you are attracted to bad activities
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Five: Contemplations on the Perfection of Effort, Part II

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 20B-21A and 79B-81A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Nine
The armies of the King

!e/2%$C-%532%2)%2&C)%IJ-,%2)%!

!y�>%v)%"2-%M/2%2")%?%2)%!

!"2-%2)%-@1%*+%5M5%&%2)%!

!"2-%2)%-@1%*+%"n3%">%_/,!

Never feel discouraged, assemble the forces,
Engage yourself gladly, come to find
Complete command of yourself,

See yourself and other people
As equal, and finally exchange
Yourself and others as well.
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S$%&(%6(,%"@/</%L(%1,%2b%$,%S$%">%?32%&%B>%?)%6K"%,35,%2&%.)%F(-%

5>%,35,%-D3),%'(2%23! $5%$%W("%&%$%",5%&%e/2%$C-%&%532%&%-(%6</%

"P(1%<bi,%2)%!

Here is the first point, which is advice to make efforts in applying the antidotes
for feeling discouraged. A king defeats his enemies by making use of the four
traditional armed forces, and warrior bodhisattva do the same. They open
their practice by inspiring themselves—for this they utilize "armor effort,"
which enables them never to have thoughts where they feel discouraged in their
practice of the path.

0(>%",%IJ-,%-M/,%U/%2&C)%IJ-,%-,(-%&%0(>%"</%"P(1%<bi,%2)%! 2)(,%

-@/%Z1%&%2)%43,%"@/1%_/,%M5,%,C%$31%&%y�>%v)%"%2)%! $C,%,35,%$,%

>C)%*+%_d>%&</%L(%1,%"2-%M/2%2")%*+%?%"%2)%'3%?,%1,%<(-%1,%<62%&%B>%

"2-%2)%-@1%*+%5M5%&%2)%! -@1%2)%"2-%XY%"n3%">%_/,%4/-%&<(!

Then they make use of "working effort," where they work or apply themselves
to the task of assembling the two great armed forces, the two collections. Then
when the actual fight begins, they use engaged effort, where as they actually
undertake their virtues they engage themselves gladly with constant recollection
and awareness. Lastly they bring to bear their self-command, a state of complete
control where you find yourself able to make your body and mind do anything
that you ask them to do.

When you have done all this then you must as well undertake the practices of
seeing yourself and other people as equal, and finally exchanging yourself and others,
in the manner that we will describe these two below [in the chapter on
meditation].
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Contemplation Ten
On feeling discouraged

!"2-%-/,%?)%6K"%-%$%@3,!

!e/2%$C-%&>%1/%5/%?%'3!

!<2/%B>%23%"@/1%-43-,%&%1/!

!"231%&%-,C)%",%"231%<2/%-,C),!

Never allow yourself the feeling
Of being discouraged, of having the thought
"How could I ever become enlightened?"
About this Those Who have Gone Thus,
The Ones who speak the truth, have spoken
The following words of truth:

!�)%"C%4%�)%"C)%"%2)%!

!23%"@/1%h/1%"C>%-)%_d>%&!

!23,%U)%"P(1%&</%'(",%"Q32%1!

!?)%6K"%F("%2E<%v%532%<F("!

Those beings who are flies and gnats,
Or bees, and even those
Who live as worms as well
Can reach unmatched enlightenment,
So difficult to reach,
If they develop the force of effort.

!"2-%B%>/-,%U/,%5/>%Q3,%$!

!N1%2)%-1(2%&</%)(%43,%&,!

!?)%6K"%7(2%&%5%"G)%1!

!"2-%-/,%?)%6K"%;/,%5/%<F("!
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Someone like me, someone born
As a member of human kind,
Can tell what helps or hurts.
Assuming then that I never give up
The bodhisattva's way of life,
Why shouldn't I reach enlightenment?

-M/,%&%1/! ,),%S,%M/2%1/%2")%&(%R(1%&(%"P(1%<bi,%"P5,%&%",(2%15,%

U/%IJ-,%5F<%.,%&%",-,%&%4/1%XY%?%2E<%"</%7(2%&%"#$%&%b),%532%*+%

5>%M5,%,C%$31%&,%��"%&>%?%"%./1%1! "2-%1/%23%B%"C%5%./1%&,%"2-%-/,%

?)%6K"%-%$%F("%;3,%�+5%1,%e/2%$C-%&>%1/%5/%?%'3! <2/%B>%23%"@/1%-43-,%

&%1/%"231%&%<"<%@/-%-,C)%&,%"231%&%<2/%-,C)%G3! ]/1%;/%$(-%-,C)%&</%Ss%

532%&,%./2%"\(1%*+%>C)%"</%]/>%>(!

Here is the second point, which presents an explanation from scripture on how
to put these antidotes into practice. Now you might have the following thought:

The state of Buddhahood is something that people of very great
powers of intellect achieve only after applying incredible
effort—over a period of many "countless" eons—in the pursuit of
extremely difficult practices, and thereby amassing a virtually
limitless amount of meritorious karma. I am nothing like these
people; so how could I ever become enlightened?

Never though allow yourself the feeling of being discouraged in this way, of
despairing that you could ever accomplish these things. About this Those Who
have Gone Thus, the Ones who can only speak the truth, have spoken the following
words, which are truth and which are something we can believe in, since They
have absolutely no reason ever to say something which is wrong.

!=/%B>%-,C),%@3%1%$-%"D)%-/,%�+,%&%$,! -@1%.)%?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%

<2/%B>%.)%2-%&>%n3,%,C%W("%'3%-)%2-%,3)%-3%2)%! '-%2)%! z/%2)%! ;3%

7)%2)%! ?%o(2%2)%:i)%:i)%2)%?%>(-%2)%<C-%&%2)%h/1%"C%2)%! �)%5%2)%

�)%"C%2)%4%�)%*+%_d>%&%23%2-%U)%v%1%532%&>%?)%6K"%XY%<I)%S%">%<_d>%1%
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"2-%5/>%_d>%"@/1%*+%h(-%-/%]/>%.)%?)%6K"%F("%&</%"P(1%<bi,%P(5%&>%?32%

c5%5(! !@3,%&%2)%! 2E(1%56(-%�/1%$,%U)%-,C),%,(!

And what are the words which they spoke? They come from the Sutra
Requested by Subahu—

Bodhisattvas must, moreover, master the following way of
thinking: "Even those beings who are lions, or tigers, or dogs, or
wolves, or vultures, or cranes, or crows, or owls, or worms, or
flies, or bees, or gnats can bring about the matchless state of
enlightenment. And here am I, someone who is living the life of
a human—now, no matter what, even if it costs me my life, I will
put forth whatever effort is needed to reach enlightenment.

This same point is made in the sutra known as The Cloud of the Jewels as well.

!-,C5%&%$%"@/! "P(1%&</%'(",%"Q32%1%?)%6K"%F("%�+,%&>%",5%&%2)%!

?)%6K"%��"%&</%2E<%72%$%)1%<b(</%AO-%"q$%_/%6%^5%.)%532%&,%"D(2%

>/-,%&%2)%! �1%&</%S$%&(,%6(%-%<=5%&(,%12%631%&(%-,(%">%5p2%&,%

"D(2%>/-,%&%2)%! 23%$%AO-%"q$%532%;/)%"23%"%S,%&,%2-<%">%>/-,%&<(!

!2)%&(%1/!

The third section, describes how, if we make effort, we will be able to stop our
laziness, and then achieve enlightenment. Here there are four parts:
contemplating the fact that, if we are able to raise the force of effort, we will
find ourselves able to achieve enlightenment; why it is right to bear gladly
those hardships required to reach enlightenment, given the fact that they
involve not even the tiniest fraction of the pain of the lower realms; why it is
right to bear gladly with any pain required, given the fact that the King of
Physicians cures the great illness with a technique which is very gentle; and
why it is right for us to feel glad over the treatment of our great illness, since
it involves no pain at all, but rather causes our happiness to flourish. Here is
the first.

q>%"42%&%B>%�)%"C%4%�)%"C)%"%2)%! 23%"@/1%h/1%"C>%.)%_d>%&%23,%U)%

"P(1%&</%'(",%"Q32%23! IJ-,%",-,%1%?)%6K"%F("%2E<%"%v%532%F("%&>%
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-,C),%1! "2-%B%"C%>/-,%U/,%z2%&>%*+%<N-,%&%5/>%Q3,%G3%",5%&%z2%

&>%;1%?)%6K"%"��"%&%$%N1%&%2)%-1(2%&</%v)%2(>%)(%43,%&,%?)%6K"%U/%

7(2%&%v),%G3! 5%-G)%1%"2-%-/,%?)%6K"%;/,%5/%<F("%)3,%&>%F("%�+,%c5%

*+%",5%&>%?<(!

As we just noted, it has been spoken that even those beings who are flies and
gnats, or bees, and even those who live as worms as well can reach unmatched
enlightenment, which is so difficult to reach, if they "develop the force of effort";
which is to say, if they amass the necessary good karma. We can thus think
to ourselves,

And then there is someone like me, someone born as a member of a
kind of being which is truly extraordinary: I have been born
human. And I possess as well an extraordinary mental ability;
that is, I can tell what will help or what will hurt me in my pursuit
of the state of enlightenment. Assuming then that I never give up
the bodhisattva's way of life—which is to say, assuming that I can
continue to practice the activities which bodhisattvas do
continually—why shouldn't I reach enlightenment? Of course I can.
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Contemplation Eleven
The courage of no choice

!<(1%G3%�)%$-%$%,(-,%&!

!"G)%2-(,%"2-%1/%<=/-,%43%1!

!�/%2)%.)%"%5%2�2%&>!

!g(),%&,%"2-%1/%<=/-,%&>%D2!

Now suppose you say, "But I feel a fear
For the act of having to give away
My arms and legs and such,"
But it's nothing more than ignorance,
A failure to judge what's really heavy
Or light that makes you afraid.

!"#$%&%?3%"%b),%532%*+!

!$1%b),%*+%5>%";2%&%2)%!

!2"C-%2)%"h3-%2)%-43-,%<_d>%_/!

!?)%6K"%F("%&>%5/%<_d>%>(!

Over countless millions of eons
Infinite times your body's been sliced,
Or stabbed or scorched with fire,
Or chopped up into pieces;
Yet still you were not able then
To reach to enlightenment.

-M/,%&%$%-,C5! �)%$-%,(-,%-G()%"</%2E<%72%U/,%<=/-,%5/%>/-,%&%

2)%! )1%<b(</%AO-%"q$%6%^5%.)%l()%5/%2-(,%&%2)%! 12%631%&(%-@(5%

&</%632%*+%AO-%"q$%6K)%)C%"D(2%>/-,%&</%2&3<(! !2)%&(%1/!
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Here is the second point, which is why it is right to bear gladly those
hardships required to reach enlightenment, given the fact that they involve not
even the tiniest fraction of the pain of the lower realms. Within this point
there are three topics: why it is wrong to fear spiritual hardships such as
giving away one's arms and legs or the like; how one will not have to
experience even a fraction of the sufferings found in the lower realms; and a
metaphor to illustrate why it is right that we should bear with minor pains in
order to destroy the great illness. Here is the first.

<(1%G3%"P(1%&,%��"%�+,%U)%�)%$-%2)%5-(%$%,(-,%&%0/1%&>%"G)%2-(,%

&,%?%2E<%"</%7(2%&%23%2-%"2-%-/,%5/%�+,%&,%"2-%1/%<=/-,%@3%1! 23%2-%

0/1%&>%-G)%2-(,%U)%AO-%"q$%�/%"%2)%.)%"</%z2%&>%$3-,%&>%5%2�2%

&>%<2(>%$31%$%g(),%&,%"2-%1/%<=/-,%&%D2%U/%

Now suppose you say the following: "It may be true that I can reach
enlightenment if I exert a certain amount of effort, but it is said that at some
point I will have to do things like giving away my arms and legs, and head and
such. I don't think I would ever be able to undertake these very difficult acts,
and so I feel a fear for them." It may actually be necessary at some point to give
away these things, but it is nothing more than your ignorance of what is
appropriate that makes you feel afraid: you have simply failed to judge carefully
what kinds of pain are heavy, and which are light.

<=/-,%5/%2-(,%G3! F(-%5%532%&%1,%<9(>%">%<9(>%"</%I|%2l$%">%"#$%&%

?3%"%b),%532%*+%$1%;/-%5%./1%&>%$1%b),%*+%5>%$C,%";2%&%2)%! 2"C-%

&%2)%! 53,%"h3-%&%2)%! 5IJ1%_/,%-43-,%&</%AO-%"q$%l()%">%<_d>%_/%

23%^5%l()%.)%$C,%2(1%532%$%6K2%D(,%&%5%-G(-,! v%1%532%&</%?)%6K"%F("%

&>%5/%<_d>%>(!

In truth there is no need to feel afraid. You have been wandering around the
circle of suffering life for time with no beginning, and over this time you have
spent countless millions of eons in the hells. Infinite times, not just once or twice,
you have experienced there the suffering of having your body sliced, or stabbed,
or scorched with fire, or chopped up into pieces with various bladed weapons. Yet
still you were only wasting bodies meaninglessly; you were not able then to use
this experience to help you reach to enlightenment.
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Contemplation Twelve
The lesser pains of the Physician's treatment

!"2-%-/,%?)%6K"%��"%&%./!

!AO-%"q$%<2/%1/%IJ2%.(2%23!

!DC-%jk%9()%"�-%-1(2%",$%]/>!

!$C,%g%"G(2%&</%AO-%"q$%"@/1!

The sufferings now that I must bear
To reach enlightenment
Are something that has a limit.
They are like the pain that one endures
When a cut is made to stop
Some agony spreading inside the chest.

!�1%&%8+1%U)%-,(%2�2%U/!

!5/%"23%"%./,%12%532%?32!

!23%",%AO-%"q$%5)%&(%2-

!-@(5%]/>%5/%"23%6K)%"D(2%?!

Every doctor as well makes use
Of treatments that cause discomfort
To cure some greater illness.
I should then learn to bear some minor
Hurt for the sake of bringing destruction
Upon a multitude of pains.

-M/,%&%1/! )1%<b(</%AO-%"q$%$%",5,%1%"2-%-/,%?)%6K"%��"%&</%2E<%

72%U/%AO-%"q$%<2/%1/! q%5%$%B(,%1%*+,%FC)%@/)%4/1%XY%6K)%"</%IJ2%.(2%;/)%

"D(2%W%"%@/-%'3! 12%U/%DC-%jk%9()%&>%�-%&</%-1(2%&%",$%&</%]/>%XY%$C,%

$%g%;{)%D2%-G(2%&</%AO-%"q$%"D(2%�+,%&%"@/1%1(!
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Here is the second part, [continued from the previous contemplation].
Consider the difference between the sufferings of the three lower realms and
the sufferings that I must now bear to reach enlightenment. Compared to the
former, the latter are something that has a limit; that is, they are relatively very
brief and insignificant, and quite easy to bear. They are like the pain that one is
able to endure when a small cut is made on the body, in order to stop the agony
of some dangerous illness which is beginning to spread inside the chest.

!-,C5%&%1/! 23%B>%�1%&%8+1%U)%5/%"23%"%;{)%D2%^5%&%./,%12%532%&>%?32%

&%"@/1%*+! ?)%6K"%��"%&</%2E<%72%U)%AO-%"q$%4/1%XY%6K)%"%23%",%1%

<9(>%"</%AO-%"q$%5)%&(%2-%-@(5%&</%]/>%XY%2E<%7(2%U/%5/%"23%"%6K)%)C%23%

.)%"D(2%&>%?%'3! >)%-@1%_/%*+,%2&-%XY%532%&</%AO-%"q$%@/%">%?32%&</%

]/>%>(!

Here is the third part. Every doctor there is makes use as well of treatments that
cause some minor bit of discomfort, in order to cure some greater illness. The
pains which I may experience with the hardships that I undertake for the sake
of achieving enlightenment are very minor. I should then—meaning
therefore—learn to bear with the minor hurt involved in these hardships,
performed as they are for the sake of bringing destruction upon the multitude of
pains found here in the circle of suffering life. The whole reason for me to
endure these pains is that I am going to extinguish the sufferings that I myself,
and others as well, must endure over a limitless period of time.
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Contemplation Thirteen
A blissful path to bliss

!-,(%2�2%N$%&%<2/%<Z%"!

!�1%&%56(-%-/,%5%5p2%23!

!6(%-%4/1%XY%<=5%&(%./,!

!12%631%2&-%532%-,(%">%5p2!

The Supreme Physician does not perform
His treatments in a way that's like
Those other, ordinary ones.
He cures the massive and infinite ills
Using a particular kind of technique
That's gentle in the extreme.

!IJ2%5%$%,(-,%0/1%&%$<)%!

!<Z31%&,%F(-%5>%0(>%">%5p2!

!23%$%-(5,%1,%]/%1,%1/!

!>/5%_/,%>)%-/%4%.)%-G()%!

At the beginning the Guide directs us
To acts of charity such as giving
Vegetables and the like.
Once we have grown accustomed to these,
Then gradually, in good time, we find
We can offer even our flesh.

!-)%I|%>)%-/%$C,%$%1/!

!IJ2%,(-,%B%"C</%v(%Q3,%&!

!23%I|%4%$%,(-,%-G()%"!

!23%$%2E<%"%;/%@/-%.(2!
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There comes a point when we reach a state
Of mind where we can view
Our bodies just like the vegetables.
At that stage then why is it we
Would feel it difficult at all
To offer our flesh or the rest?

!-,C5%&%$%-,C5! '(1%&,%-,(%72%U/%AO-%"q$%^5%.)%l()%5/%2-(,%&>%

12%631%&(%-,(%"</%F",%'(1%&>%5p2%&%2)%! $C,%-G()%"%$%2E<%"</%v(%.(2%

&</%I|%-G()%&%"E-%&%2)%! IJ2%5%-G()%"%2)%<Z%">%-(5,%&</%I|%$C,%-G()%

">%-,C),%&,%2E<%"%532%&<(!

The third part concerns why it is right to bear gladly with any pain required,
given the fact that the King of Physicians cures the great illness with a
technique which is very gentle. Here there are three different topics: how the
Teacher shows us a method to cure the great illness which does not require us
to experience the slightest bit of pain during the treatment; how the Teacher
has prohibited us from giving away our body so long as we perceive it as
something difficult to do; and how it will come to be nothing difficult to give
away our own body, since the Teacher has instructed us to do so only when
we have become so accustomed to giving away things that we view it as
something similar to giving away vegetables.

!2)%&(%1/! ?)%6K"%��"%&</%I|%2E<%72%12%-,(%"</%-,(%72%N$%&%<2/%<Z%

"<)%FC"%&</%2")%&(%�1%&</%56(-%-/,%5%5p2%23! $5%"23%",%<w,%"C%"23%

"%F("%&</%F",%6(%-%4/1%XY%<=5%&(%)$%@/)%*+"%&%2)%! <2(2%&%",(2%M5,%U/%

5F<%-M/,%r),%&%./,%<9(>%">%<z5%2-(,%&</%M(1%5(),%&</%12%631%&(%

2&-%532%-,(%">%5p2%&,%2E<%72%$%<=/-,%&>%-%$%>/-,!

Here is the first. Consider the hardships that one must undertake to achieve
enlightenment. The Supreme Physician, the Lord of the Able Ones, does not
perform these treatments of his in a way that's like those other, ordinary ones that
are used to cure some illness. Rather he uses a particular kind of technique or
method that's gentle in the extreme, a blissful path to reach a blissful goal. It is
a path which avoids both extremes: it neither leaves one spent and exhausted,
nor leads to the thoughtless consumption of resources. He uses it to cure the
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massive and infinite ills of the mental afflictions, which force us to continue
wandering in the circle of suffering. It could never be right then for you to
fear these spiritual hardships.

!-M/,%&%1/! F(-%5>%0/1%&%$%5%-(5,%&</%I|%D1%6)%IJ2%5%$%,(-,%&%0/1%&%

$<)%<Z31%&%,),%S,%U/,%F(-%5>%0(>%">%5p2%$%23%$%2E<%"</%v(%532%&%

-(5,%1,%]/,%1,%1/%>/5,%_/,%>)%-/%4%.)%-G()%"%./1%&,%,(!

Here is the second. At the beginning—meaning until such time as we become
more familiar with the perfection of giving—the Guide directs us to begin our
acts of charity with deeds such as giving away pressed scraps of dough, or
vegetables, and anything of the like. Once we have grown accustomed to these and
thus overcome our tendency to think of such acts as something difficult, then
gradually, in good time, we find that we can offer even our flesh. This is another
reason.

!-,C5%&%1/! 23%B>%-(5,%&,%-)%-/%I|%>)%-/%$C,%$%1/%IJ2%5%-G()%"%,(-,%

B%"C</%v(%Q3,%1,%23</%I|%4%$%,(-,%&%-G()%",! 23%$%2E<%"%;/%@/-%.(2%;{)%

D2%U)%532%&,%2E<%72%$%<=/-,%&>%5/%>/-,%,(!

Here is the third. There comes a point when, because we have accustomed
ourselves to these acts as just described, we reach a state of mind where we can
view giving away our bodies just like we view giving away the vegetables and
such. At that stage then why is it we would feel it difficult at all to offer our flesh
or the rest? We wouldn't feel the least difficulty at all. And so it is wrong for
you to feel any kind of fear for undertaking the hardships of a bodhisattva.
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Part Two of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Effort
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Five

iii. Eliminating the kind of laziness where you feel discouraged in the practice of virtue

a) Advice to make efforts in applying the antidotes for feeling discouraged

[Contemplation Nine is found here]

b) An explanation from scripture on how to put these antidotes into practice

[Contemplation Ten begins here]

c) How, if we make effort, we will be able to stop our laziness, and then achieve
enlightenment

i) Contemplating the fact that, if we are able to raise the force of effort, we will find
ourselves able to achieve enlightenment

[Contemplation Ten ends here]

ii) Why it is right to bear gladly those hardships required to reach enlightenment,
given the fact that they involve not even the tiniest fraction of the pain of the
lower realms

a1. Why it is wrong to fear spiritual hardships such as giving away one's arms
and legs or the like

[Contemplation Eleven is found here]

b1. How one will not have to experience even a fraction of the sufferings found
in the lower realms

[Contemplation Twelve is found here]

c1. A metaphor to illustrate why it is right that we should bear with minor pains
in order to destroy the great illness

iii) Why it is right to bear gladly with any pain required, given the fact that the King
of Physicians cures the great illness with a technique which is very gentle

a1. How the Teacher shows us a method to cure the great illness which does not
require us to experience the slightest bit of pain during the treatment

[Contemplation Thirteen begins here]

b1. How the Teacher has prohibited us from giving away our body so long as we
perceive it as something difficult to do
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c1. How it will come to be nothing difficult to give away our own body, since the
Teacher has instructed us to do so only when we have become so accustomed
to giving away things that we view it as something similar to giving away
vegetables

[Contemplation Thirteen ends here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Six: Contemplations on the Perfection of Effort, Part III

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 21A-23A and 81A-87B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Fourteen
The joyful gift of life

!A/-%&%r)%]/>%AO-%"q$%532!

!59,%&</%]/>%1%5/%2-<%532!

!<2/%B>%$(-%&>%\(-%&%2)%!

!A/-%&,%,35,%2)%$C,%$%-1(2!

Since they have stopped bad deeds,
They feel no pain; and because
They are wise, there's no dislike.
This is due to the fact that thinking of things
The wrong way, and doing negative deeds,
Harm the body and mind.
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?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%c/)%n3</%",5%&%2-%&%23,%$C,%-G()%"%$%$C,%U/%AO-%

"q$%532%23! L(%-,C5%_/%A/-%&%5F<%2-%r),%&</%]/>%$C,%-G()%"</%*+,%$%

59,%&</%]/>%1%./2%$%5/%2-<%"%.)%532%$! Ss%5I1%<2/%B>%-)%D-%-/%

"2-%2)%"2-%-/>%@31%&</%$(-%&>%\(-%&%2)%! h(-%-;(2%,(-,%A/-%&</%

,35,%2)%$C,%$%-1(2%&%./1%_/%,35,%2&<%631%&(%R5,%$%-1(2%&</%Ss%$(-%

&,%,(!

Bodhisattvas who have reached the point where their thoughts of compassion
are completely pure feel no pain in their bodies when they give them away.
This is the case since they have stopped each and every kind of bad deed. Neither
when they give their bodies away is there any kind of dislike for the act, because
they are wise in knowing when it is right for them to do so.

This is due to the fact—this is caused by the reason—that thinking of things the
wrong way (believing that a person or the things which belong to a person
could ever have any self-nature), along with doing negative deeds such as taking
life and the rest, harm the body and mind; and great bodhisattvas have managed
to stop these sources of harm.
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Contemplation Fifteen
The use of power

!,35,%;1%2(1%bi"%?%]/>%2&C)%!

!5(,%"\1%2-<%2)%2(>%"%./1!

!5(,%&%AO-%"q$%<=/-,%&%2)%!

!23%./%N1%.(1%",5%&,%"Q32!

The armies used for achieving the goals
Of living kind are will, steadfastness,
Joy, and finally leaving off.
Will is developed by fearing pain,
And engaging in the contemplation
Of the benefits that it gives.

!23%B>%5/%5FC1%](-,%r),%G3!

!5(,%2)%)%S$%2-<%2)%2(>!

!y�>%$31%2")%"ef>%'(",%U/,%1/!

!"P(1%<bi,%r3$%]/>%<"2%&>%?!

Eliminate then what acts against us;
Work hard to use the various forces
Of will, confidence, joy, and also
Leaving off, and being engaged, and the
Feeling of self-command, in order
To increase your capacity for effort.

,35,%;1%_/%2(1%<bi"%&>%?%"</%]/>%XY%"P(1%<bi,%U/%5/%5FC1%](-,%<=(5,%

&</%2&C)%IJ-,%"Q32%&%1/! S$%&(%2&C)%IJ-,%"@/,%-@1%A3%<=(5,%&%B>%

$,%<w,%",5,%1,%<2(>%$31%?32%&%$%<*+1%&%"Q32%&%5(,%&</%'(",%2)%!
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There are certain armies that we must assemble and use to smash the things
that work against our practice of effort for achieving the goals of living kind. A
king uses his four armed forces to destroy those who oppose him; just so, we
must make use of four forces that provide support for our practice of effort.

The first of these is the force of will, where first we contemplate the laws of
actions and their consequences, which helps us then to develop a strong
aspiration to give up the things that we should give up, and take up those
which we should take up.

5%"\-,%&>%;/%>C)%>C)%*+%5/%<=C-%$%"\-,%1,%�+-,%&%5F>%<?/1%&%"\1%

&</%'(",%2)%!

Next is the force of steadfastness. Here we learn not to engage unexamined in
just any activity that presents itself, but rather to analyze the activity first, then
engage in it, and finally to bring it to a successful conclusion.

?/,%&%P32%5(%$%<=C-%&%B>%<~(%5/%-;(2%;/)%)(5,%&%532%&>%"P(1%<bi,%P(5%&%

2-<%"</%'(",%2)%! "P(1%<bi,%"P5,%&,%$C,%,35,%*+"%1%)$%-,(,%G3%

-,(,%5%F-%P(5%&%2(>%"</%'(",%2)%"@/%1/%"^J1%<bi,%U/%5FC1%}31%./1%1(!

Third is the force of joy, where we put forth a kind of effort which never takes
a break, and is never satisfied; where we act like a child playing a game.

Finally there is the force of leaving off, where we apply effort until our body or
mind becomes tired; then we rest and refresh ourselves, and rise to make
efforts again as soon as we have recovered.

!5(,%&</%'(",%$%5IJ1%G3%"42%1%5(,%&</%'(",%1/%<9(>%"</%AO-%"q$%_/,%

<=/-,%&%2)%! 5(,%&%23</%N1%.(1%",5%&,%"Q32%&>%?<(!

We will explain these forces in more detail by taking the force of will as a
model. It should be developed by learning to fear the pain of the circle of
suffering, and by engaging in the contemplation of the benefits that this same will
gives to us.

!23%B>%2-3%"</%6(,%��"%�+,%,C%5F()%.)%5/%<=C-%&%2)%! "2-%-/,%-%$%�+,%
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c5%*+%�+5%&</%5/%5FC1%](-,%r),%G3%5FC1%}31%5(,%&%2)%! )%S$%G3%"\1%&%

2)%! 2-<%"%2)%! 2(>%"</%'(",%"@/%"Q32%$%2)(,%-@/%Z1%43,%U/,%"P(1%

<bi,%y�>%$31%&%2)%! n3,%$C,%,35,%$%2")%ef>%"</%'(",%U/,%1/%"P(1%

<bi,%-()%1,%-()%*+%r3$%"</%]/>%*+%<"2%&>%?<(!

We must eliminate then what acts against us: one tendency of not engaging in
some good activity even when we see that we are capable of accomplishing it,
and another tendency of feeling incapable, of thinking to ourselves, "How
could I ever do that?" We must work hard to cultivate the qualities that support
effort—to use the four, the various forces of will, confidence (which refers to being
steadfast), joy, and also leaving off.

As we actually perform our good deeds we must be engaged in our effort, in the
sense of utilizing recollection. After this we must try hard to use the force of
a feeling of self-command, control of our body and mind, in order to increase our
capacity for effort to increasingly higher levels.
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Contemplation Sixteen
On being unstoppable

!`(%n3%S$%5I1%6(%-%./,!

!"P5,%1,%)%S$%"L(5%&>%?!

!2)%&(>%<?(>%&%"\-,%1,%1/!

!"P5%55%.)%1%5/%"P5%?!

!5%"P5,%&%1/%56(-%./1%_/!

!"P5,%1,%m(-%&>%5/%?<(!

Utilize the technique described
In the Diamond Victory Banner to practice
The confidence once one has begun.

At the very beginning appraise yourself
To see if you have the resources needed,
And then decide to act or not.
The very highest thing to do
Would be not even to start a thing;
But once you have begun then never
Allow yourself to stop.

N$%&(%63</%<N-,%&% (̀%n3%S$%5I1%_/%52(</%"q(%"%Zi-%&%$,! 2&3>%1%y</%"C%

M/%5%<6>%"%1/%25C,%$()%2)%>/%5/%5M5%&%$%,(-,%&</%M3,%&,%5/%m(-%&>%<(,%

,C%_d>%&</%.C$%R5,%H)%">%?32%&%B>%?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%-@1%_/%2(1%*+%

<6>%"%.)%,35,%;1%_/%M3,%&%H%IJ-,%U/,%5/%m(-%;/)%! <(,%,C%_d>%&</%

-*+$%?%R5,%�/1%&%2)%b($%">%?32%2(! !@3,%-,C),%&</%6(%-%./,%2-3%"</%

$,%"P5,%1,%5F>%]/1%&>%?32%&</%)%S$%"L(5%&>%?<(!
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The sixth chapter of the sutra known as the Victory Banner of Diamond, which
belongs to the "majority" section of scripture, includes the following passage:

We can give, oh son of the gods, the example of the rising sun.
Its shining is in no way stopped by the fact that some people
might be blind, or that a line of mountain tops might be uneven,
or any other such problem. It simply lights up any area which
is ready to receive the light. Just so do bodhisattvas shine, for
the sake of others, and their shining is in no way stopped by the
various problems that individual living beings might have. They
simply act to ripen, and to liberate, any disciple who is ready to
receive their light.

We must utilize the technique described here to practice the kind of confidence that
is required to bring to a successful conclusion any particular virtuous activity,
once one has begun it.

!?%"%$%<=C-%&</%2)%&(>%>)%-/%v(</%<?(>%&%�+,%&%.(2%532%$3-,%&>%"\-,%

1,%1/! �+,%1%"P5,%&>%?%"<5%.)%1%5/%�+,%1%5/%"P5%&>%?<(! !5%

"P5,%&%M/2%56(-%./1%_/%"P5,%1,%5F>%5%]/1%">%*+%23%$,%m(-%&>%5/%

?<(!

At the very beginning, as you first engage in any particular action, you must
appraise yourself well, to see if you have the mental resources, or ability, that will
be needed. If you find that you do have the ability, then should you decide to
act; but if you find that you do not possess this ability, then you should decide
not to act. The very highest thing to do would be not even to start a thing; but once
you have begun, then you should never allow yourself to stop until you have
brought the activity to a successful conclusion.
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Contemplation Seventeen
Alone, by myself, if need be

!"2-%M/2%-;/-%&C,%?<(%@3,!

!<2/%1/%$,%U/%)%S$%M/2!

The confidence of accomplishment
Is when you say, "I am willing to do
This thing all by myself."

!M(1%5(),%2")%532%<=/-%\31%<2/,!

!>)%2(1%��"%&>%5/%�+,%&,!

!<b(%",%"2-%B>%5/%�+,%G3!

!23%",%"2-%-/,%<2/%?<(!

The entire world lives at the mercy
Of their mental afflictions; they're incapable
Of helping themselves at all.
Beings can't do what I can do;
And thus I'll be the one
To do what must be done.

!2)%&(%1/! -@1%_/,%?%">%<(,%&</%$,%5F()%1%"2-%M/2%-;/-%&C,%?<(%@3,%

v(</%'(",%"Q32%&%<2/%1/%$,%U/%)%S$%M/2%2(!

Here is the first point, which is identifying the confidence of accomplishment.
Suppose you see someone else undertaking some worthy activity. The
confidence of accomplishment is when you raise the mental power to say to
yourself, "I am willing to do this thing all by myself."

!-M/,%&%1/! ,35,%;1%_/%?%"%-@1%$%5/%B(,%&>%>)%-/,%"��"%&>%?%'3!

M(1%5(),%&,%2")%532%&>%_d>%&</%<=/-%\31%&%<2/,%>)%2(1%.)%��"%&>%5/%
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�+,%&,! <b(%",%"2-%B>%-@1%2(1%*+%2-3%"%$%"P(1%&>%5/%�+,%G3! 23%2-%$%

B(,%U)%N1%&%532%&%23%",%"2-%-/,%-@1%2(1%_/%?%"%<2/%F5,%;2%?<(%c5%

&<(!

Next is the second point, which is the reason why we should feel this
confidence. You must undertake deeds for the benefit of living beings without
depending on others to help you. This is because the inhabitants of the entire
world live at the mercy of their mental afflictions, and are therefore incapable of
helping even themselves at all. Given this fact, beings can't do what I can do, in
making efforts at good deeds for the sake of others. Even if I did try to rely
on them for help then it would be useless, and thus you must think to yourself,
"I'll be the one to do what must be done for the sake of others."
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Contemplation Eighteen
The dead snake

!4/%"</%��$%2)%~2%_d>%1!

!�%.)%59<%m/)%B%"C>%7(2!

!-$%G3%"2-%M/2%M5%6K)%1!

!B�)%"%6K)%)C<)%-1(2%&>%?32!

!�+5%";,%P($%"%2(>%"%$!

!N(),%$,%F>%&%.(2%25%;/!

If he encounters a snake that's dead already,
Even the crow can emulate
The deeds of the great garuda.
If I continue to act like a weakling,
Even a minor slip in a vow
Will be able to do me damage.
Do you really think you could ever be free
Living in the destitution
Of effort lost to discouragement?

M(1%5(),%<=(5,%&%$%-M31%&(</%'(",%"Q32%&>%?%'3! 4/%"</%��$%2)%~2%&>%

_d>%1%?%�%G%.)%59<%m/)%B%"C>%7(2%&%23%"@/1%*+%-$%G3%"2-%M/2%-M31%&(%

M5,%'(",%6K)%1! B�)%"%6K)%)C<)%$5%$%">%62%U/,%-1(2%&>%?32%&,%

",5%&%�+5%&>%?,%1,%2(1%-M/,%��"%&</%P(5%"%2(>%"%$%N(),%&</%-1,%

#",%$,! 15%.)%F>%&%.(2%25%;/%$3%$(,%";(5%1,%$C,%,35,%U/%<=C-%&%

M5,%&>%<_d>%"</%]/>%>(!

One should raise the power of the antidotes, in order to destroy one's mental
affliction. If he encounters a snake that's dead already, then even the small crow can
emulate the deeds of that great mythical bird, the garuda. The situation with me
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is the same: suppose that I continue to act like a weakling in the level of strength
with which I apply the antidotes. Even a minor slip in a vow will be able to lay
an obstacle in the path, and thus do me damage. This will lead me to
discouragement, and then eventually I will lose my ability to make efforts
towards achieving the goals of myself and others. And how could I really think
I could ever be free then, living in such destitution? How could it ever come,
where laziness has destroyed me, and torn down all the efforts I make with my
body and mind?
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Contemplation Nineteen
Determination, but not pride

!)%S$%;1%2b</%2")%5/%<b(!

!23%2-%)%S$%2b%2")%<_d>!

!M(1%5(),%)%S$%_/,%93),%1/!

!)1%<b(>%)%S$%_/,%:/2%;/)%!

!5/%./%2-<%'(1%";(5%&%2)%!

!-@1%_/%D,%D</%w1%2)%1/!

!�31%&%5/%AO-%M5%6K)%2)%!

!F5,%;2%*+%1/%"t,%&>%<_d>!

Those of confidence never become
Slaves of the enemy, pride;
Others have turned to slaves.

Those whose hearts are filled up with
The affliction of pride are by this thought
Dragged to the lower realms;
The feast of a human life is too
Destroyed for them; as servants then
They eat the crumbs from another's table;
They are stupid, and ugly, and always feel
Uncertain of themselves; and every
Person they meet abuses them.

!2)%&(%1/! <b(%"%-)%,35,%93),%&</%)%S$%_/,%";(5%@/)%NC)%"%23%M(1%5(),%

&</%-@1%2")%*+%_d>%&,%)%S$%631%&(%;1%5%./1%G3! )%S$%;1%1/%2b</%2")%

*+%5/%<b(%"%>/-,%&%$%,35,%93),%&</%<b(%"%23%2-%M(1%5(),%&</%)%S$%_/%

2b</%2")%*+%<_d>%"</%]/>%>(!
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Here is the first point, which is a denunciation of pride, an afflicted kind of
confidence. Any particular individual who has been wasted and destroyed by
arrogant confidence or pride has become a slave of the mental afflictions, and
so the emotion they have is not something we consider the magnificent kind
of confidence. It's simply not the case that those people who possess this kind
of confidence could ever become slaves that belong to the enemy. Others though,
those whose hearts are filled with arrogance, have turned to slaves of pride, a
confidence which has become a mental affliction.

!-M/,%&%1/! M(1%5(),%&</%)%S$%_/,%93),%&%1/%M3,%25/-,%<2/%2-%.(2%23!

)1%<b(>%)%S$%_/,%:/2%;/)%5/>%Q3,%1%.)%./2%"23%"%,(-,%5/</%2-<%'(1%

";(5%&%2)%D,%532%&>%W()%5(,%<IJ%"%2)%! -@1%_/%2")%*+%_d>%&,%-@1%_/%

D,%D%"</%w1%2)%1/%43,%&%�31%&%2)%! -DC-,%5/%AO-%;/)%M5%6K)%"%2)%>)%

-/,%2)(,%,C%-1(2%&%5%?,%U)%-@1%_/,%$C,%)-%-/,%F5,%;2%*+%1/%"t,%&>%

<_d>%",%,35,%93),%&</%)%S$%r)%">%?<(!

The second point covers the problems caused by pride. Those whose hearts are
filled up with the affliction of pride encounter the following problems. They are
first of all dragged by this thought of pride to the lower realms. And even if they
do manage to take birth as a human, then the feast of a human life—meaning all
kinds of contentment and the like—is too destroyed for them; they have nothing
to eat, and must support themselves by begging.

They find themselves controlled by others, and as servants then they must eat
crumbs from another's table. Their minds turn stupid, their appearance ugly, and
they always feel uncertain of themselves. Every person they meet abuses them in
every way, physically and verbally, even though they themselves have done
no harm to these people directly. As such we must give up this arrogant
confidence, pride.
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Contemplation Twenty
The lion

!M(1%5(),%](-,%U/%:(2%-1,%1!

!R5%&%'()%*+%h1%-DC-,%G3!

!�%$%,(-,%&,%,3)%-3%"@/1!

!M(1%5(),%IJ-,%U/,%5/%IK-,%?!

When you find yourself in the enemy's camp,
And surrounded, look for a thousand ways
To shield yourself from them;
Be like a lion with foxes and such,
Never allowing the mass of mental
Afflictions to break through to you.

!M5%)%63%F)%?T)%_d>%U)%!

!5/%./,%5/-%1/%"hi)%"%B>!

!23%"@/1%M5%)%?T)%_d>%U)%!

!M(1%5(),%2")%*+%5/%<_d>%?!

A person may find themselves in the middle
Of a desert forsaken, yet still they try
To act to protect their eyes.
You may be the same, and find yourself
Hard pressed, but never allow
Your afflictions to master you.

!2)%&(%1/! :(%"%,(-,%M(1%5(),%&</%](-,%U/%:(2%1%-1,%1%F",%5/%<Z%"%R5%

&%'()%*+%-M31%&(</%'(",%U/,%h1%-DC-,%&>%?%'3! 2&3>%1%�%$%,(-,%&,%

,3)%-3%$%5/%IK-,%&%"@/1%*+%M(1%5(),%&</%IJ-,%U/,%5/%IK-,%&>%?<(!
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Here is the first point, on developing the power of the antidotes to mental
affliction. When you find yourself in the camp of the enemy, surrounded by the
mental afflictions of anger and the rest, you must look for a thousand ways,
different methods, to shield yourself from them with the power of spiritual
antidotes. Be for example like a lion, which never lets foxes and other such
animals to touch it; never allow the mass of mental afflictions to break through to
you.

!-M/,%&%1/! M5%)%63%F)%'3%M(1%5(),%U/%<=/-,%&%631%&(%?T)%">%_d>%U)%!

5/%./,%5/-%1/%-;3,%�,%631%&(,%"hi)%"%B>%23%"@/1%*+%M(1%5(),%&</%2")%*+%

<b(%$%92%&</%M5%)%"%?T)%">%_d>%U)%M(1%5(),%&</%2")%*+%5/%<_d>%">%?<(!

The second point is on assuring that we never become even the least bit
influenced by mental afflictions. Suppose a person finds themselves in the middle
of a forsaken desert; that is, suppose they find themselves threatened seriously
by the mental afflictions. Still they try to act to protect their eyes, which they
consider so very precious to them. You may be the same, and find yourself hard
pressed, in the sense of being on the verge of surrending yourself to your
mental afflictions. But you should never allow these mental afflictions to become
your master.
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Contemplation Twenty-One
Child's play

!P32%5(</%"23%<w,%<2(2%&%B>!

!<2/%./,%?%"</%$,%-)%./1!

!$,%23%$%1/%@31%?%'3!

!$,%23,%5/%)(5,%2-<%">%?!

Like those who seek a feeling of fun
From playing a game, these ones as well
Should cultivate a craving for
This work, all those that work for them,
And come to be insatiable
In seeking it, and taking joy.

?/,%&%9%;/-%P32%5(</%"23%"</%<w,%"C%<2(2%&%B>%?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%<2/%./,%

-@1%2(1%?%"</%$,%-)%./1%&</%$,%F(,%",5%2)%?)%6K"%U/%,35,%"L(5%&%

$%,(-,%&</%$,%23%$%1/%@31%&%'3%�(%"@/1%*+%?%'3! $,%23,%5/%)(5,%4/)%Ss1%5%

62%&>%?%">%<2(2%&,%2-<%">%?<(!

Think about children playing a game, from which they seek a feeling of fun. These
ones as well, these bodhisattvas, should cultivate a craving for—that is, come to
feel excited about doing—all those kinds of activities where they work for the
sake of others: this work of studying and contemplating, and then meditating
upon the wish for enlightenment. We should try to reach a point where we
become insatiable in seeking this work; and where we want do it continuously,
without a break; in short, we should take great joy in it.
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Contemplation Twenty-Two
The razor and the honey

!"23%"</%2(1%*+%$,%?,%U)%!

!"23%<_d>%5/%<_d>%-G($%532%U/!

!-)%-/%$,%M/2%"23%<_d>%"!

!23%$,%5/%?32%=/%B>%"23!

People work for happiness,
But there's no certainty that what
They do will make them happy.
How can you ever be happy if
You fail to do that single work,
Their own, which makes you happy?

!r�%b/</%,(>%6-,%�)%P/%B</!

!<2(2%&%R5,%U/,%5/%)(5,%1!

!R5%�/1%"23%$%@/%"%./!

!",(2%15,%U/,%B%;/%'3%)(5,!

You never feel satisfied
With objects of desire, honey
Smeared on a razor blade;
Why at the same time are you always
Content with the sum of merit you have
For the happiness of the fruits, and peace?

<=/-%\31%&%R5,%$C,%,35,%"23%"</%2(1%*+%@/)%$%,(-,%&</%$,%?,%U)%23</%

<w,%"C%"23%">%<_d>%5/%<_d>%-G($%532%;/)%! "23%"%F("%&</%)3,%&%532%U/%?)%

6K"%,35,%2&<%-)%-/%$,%M/2%-1,%#",%2)%5F>%FC-%XY%)3,%&>%"23%">%

<_d>%"%23%B%"C</%$,%5/%?32%&%=/%B>%"23%<2/%B%"C</%"23%"%5/%<?T)%)(!
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People in the world spend their time with farming and other kinds of work for
the sake of finding some physical and mental happiness. But there is absolutely
no certainty that what they do will ever end up making them happy; there is no
guarantee that by doing these things they will reach any kind of happiness.
There does though exist a single kind of work, the activities of bodhisattvas,
"their own," which invariably makes you happy, in both a temporal and an
ultimate way. How can you ever be happy if you fail to do this particular kind of
work? It will never happen.

!r�%b/</%,(>%6-,%&</%�)%P/%�3,%l),%&,%>(%;{)%D2%l()%.)%�3%62%&</%AO-%

"q$%l()%"%B%"C</%-DC-,%�%$%,(-,%&</%<2(2%&%R5,%U/,%<9(>%">%=/%^5%

72%U)%5/%)(5,%1! -1,%#",%U/%<w,%"C%R5%�/1%y%2)%5/</%5)(1%5F(%z2%

&>%;1%F("%&,%"23%$! 5F>%FC-%AO-%"q$%F5,%;2%@/%"</%"23%"%F("%&>%?32%

&</%Ss%0/1%,(-,%",(2%15,%U/,%B%;/%'3%)(5,%)(5,%&%532%&%-(5,%&>%?<(!

Consider the various objects of desire: visual objects, sounds, and so on. They
are just like honey smeared on a razor blade—if you lick the blade you might
experience a hint of good taste, but then you suffer as it slices open your
tongue. No matter how much you have of these sense objects here in the circle
of suffering, you can never feel satisfied.

Now consider the various deeds of merit: giving and the rest. They are
happiness in that they allow you to reach short-term types of karmic fruits or
results—an exceptional type of birth in the higher realms, life as a worldly
pleasure being or human. And ultimately they allow you to achieve as well the
happiness of peace, of having put to rest each and every suffering that there is.
Why is it that, at the same time as you are never satisfied with sense objects, you
are always content with the sum of the merit you have for reaching these other
kinds of happiness?
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Contemplation Twenty-Three
The duel

!<F"%t/)%2b%2)%y1%;/-%XY!

!-.C$%)(>%>$%9%y-,%&%"@/1!

!M(1%5(),%5IJ1%$,%-DC>%?%@/)%!

!M(1%5(),%2b%R5,%-@(5%&>%"G3-

Think of the blade of a sword that's thrust
In your direction during a duel
With an enemy seasoned in war.
In just this way you must evade
The sword of afflictions, and seek to deliver
A death blow to these foes.

!-.C$%*+%>$%b/%y�)%_d>%1!

!<=/-,%&,%lT>%*+%$31%&%B>!

!23%"@/1%Z1%&</%5IJ1%4(>%1!

!2l$%"</%<=/-,%Z1%lT>%*+%v)%!

Imagine yourself in battle; your sword
Slips from your hand, you race in fear
To take it up again.
And if the blade of recollection
Should slip away, recall the terrors
Of hell, recover it quickly.

!2)%&(%1/! <F"%5(%"%t/)%&%5IJ1%6</%$,%2)%2b%F",%$%59,%&</%Q3%"(%2b%

2)%y1%;/-%XY%-.C$%)(>%>$%9%y-,%&</%I|%1%>)%5IJ1%$,%"DC>%@/)%! 2b%

$%5IJ1%<23",%&%"@/1%*+%>)%M(1%5(),%&</%5IJ1%$,%"DC>%1,%m(-%&>%?%@/)%
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'3%M(1%5(),%&,%5%";(5%&%2)%! M(1%5(),%&</%2b%R5,%-M31%&(</%5IJ1%_/,%

<=3",%&>%"G"%;/)%P%"%1,%NC)%)(!

Here is the first point, which is throwing ourselves into the practice of
carefulness. Suppose you have an enemy who is "seasoned in war," meaning
one who has mastered the use of weapons and the arts of conflict. Think of the
blade of a sword that this enemy thrusts in your direction during a duel; you do all
you can to evade his sword yourself, and in addition whatever you can to
strike back with your own weapon. In just this way you must evade the sword
of the mental afflictions, and stop it. You must see to it that the afflictions never
destroy you, and seek rather to deliver a death blow to these foes with the sword
of the antidotes that stop these afflictions; that is, you must rip the afflictions
out of your mind from their root.

!-M/,%&%1/! -.C$%�(2%&</%I|%-.C$%*+%$-%1,%>$%b/%y�)%">%_d>%1%-@1%

_/,%",(2%2(-,%&</%<=/-,%&,%lT>%*+%$31%&%B>%23%"@/1%*+%2-3%"</%25/-,%

R5%5%"n32%&</%Z1%&</%5IJ1%4(>%1%M(1%5(),%U/,%";(5%1,%2l$%">%Q3%",%

2l$%"</%<=/-,%&%Z1%&</%Z1%43,%U/%-M31%&(%lT>%*+%v)%">%?<(!

The second point concerns throwing ourselves into the practice of recollection
and awareness. Imagine yourself in the midst of a battle, and that your sword has
slipped from your hand. You would race in fear to take it up again, out of terror
that the other person is about to kill you. And just so, you may find that the
blade of recollection—the ability to avoid forgetting whatever virtuous object you
wish to focus upon—slips away from you. At that moment you must recall the
terrors of taking a birth in the hells, terrors that will come to you once your
mental afflictions have wrought their destruction upon you. And then you
must recover the antidote, your recollection, quickly.
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Contemplation Twenty-Four
The bowl and the sword

!=/%B>%:-%$%"\31%";,%1,!

!*+-%1/%$C,%$%z"%<_d>%"!

!23%"@/1%�-,%1/%t32%&%1!

!M3,%&,%,35,%$%z"%&>%<_d>!

Poison makes its way throughout
The entire body, riding upon
The coursing of the blood.
Just so, should they find an opening,
Then negativities make their way
Throughout the entire mind.

!.C),%5>%"E)%"</%H(2%"8+>%$!

!>$%b/%F(-,%&,%Zi)%"A2%23!

!"(%1%-,(2%"A/-,%<=/-,%&%B>!

!"��$%�+-,%;1%_/,%23%"@/1%�/5!

Suppose a person handed you
A bowl completely full of oil,
Then stood before you with a sword,
Threatening to take your life
Should a drop spill. You ascetics
Must concentrate like this.

!-,C5%&%1/! =/%B>%*+-%;1%_/%52<%$C,%$%DC-%1%P%r�",%U/%:-%$%"\31%

";,%1,%*+-%-/,%$C,%$%z"%&>%_d>%&%23%"@/1%*+! Z1%&%M5,%&%,(-,%U/%

M(1%5(),%&,%�-,%1/%t32%&>%_d>%1%:(%"%,(-,%U/%M3,%&,%,35,%$%z"%&>%

<_d>%",%M(1%5(),%;{)%D2%^5%.)%m(-%&>%?<(!
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Here is the third point, which is how recollection and awareness leave no
opening for problems to arise. Imagine now that someone has shot you with
a poison arrow, and that the poison is making its way throughout your entire body,
riding upon the blood as it courses through your veins. Just so do the various
mental afflictions, such as losing your recollection, act should they find any
opening to do so. And when they do find an opening, then the different
negativities of anger and the rest make their way throughout the entire mind. For
this reason you must try to stop even the slightest mental affliction whenever
it should arise.

!=/%B>%�/5%@3%1! �Y)%5>%_/,%"E)%"</%H(2%"#O>%$%$5%<Z32%&%$%<b(>%

";{-%'3%>$%b/%F(-,%&,%Zi)%*+%"A2%23%F/-,%&%-;/-%^5%"(%1%-,(2%&,%

"A/-,%1%-,(2%&</%<=/-,%&,%<"2%&,%�/5%&%B>%?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%"��$%

�+-,%;1%_/,%23%"@/1%*+%-M31%&(%?)%6K"%U/%,35,%$%,(-,%&%Z1%43,%U/,%"DC)%

1,%"�/5%&>%?<(!

"How can I learn to concentrate on this?" you may ask. Suppose a person handed
you a bowl completely full of oil, and made you walk down a slippery path.
Suppose then that they stood before you holding a sword, threatening to take your
life should you spill even a single drop. Out of complete fear, you would try your
utmost to concentrate. Those of you who are ascetics in the sense of attempting
to follow the life of a bodhisattva must be like this; you must concentrate by
keeping tight hold on your recollection, aimed at the various antidotes such as
the wish for enlightenment, and the like.
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Part Three of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Effort
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Six

iv) Why it is right for us to feel glad over the treatment of our great
illness, since it involves no pain at all, but rather causes our
happiness to flourish

a1. How, despite the fact that spiritual hardships may bring
physical and mental discomfort to those persons who are not
well versed in the stages required for practicing the path, they
cause no pain to those who are well versed

[Contemplation Fourteen is found here]

b1. Why great bodhisattvas therefore have no reason to feel any
distaste for living in the cycle of suffering

c1. How, for this reason, one is said to be better versed in
travelling the path than those of the lower way

d1. Why it is therefore wrong to feel discouraged about engaging
in the activities of a bodhisattva

2. How to increase the power of effort, which is the antidote

a. Increasing the power of the things that support the practice of effort

i. A brief presentation, in which the four forces are introduced

[Contemplation Fifteen is found here]

ii. A more detailed explanation

a) The force of will

i) The object of will
a1. Eliminating our faults

b1. Taking up good qualities

c1. Analyzing those things which we should do, and those which
we should not

ii) The result of will

a1. How wrong it is to give up our will to practice the Dharma

b1. The reason why it is wrong

iii) The cause of will
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a1. A presentation

b1. An explanation

a2. A contemplation of actions and consequences that are
mixed

b2. A contemplation of actions and consequences that are
purely white

c2. A contemplation of actions and consequences that are
purely black

iv) A concluding summary

b) The force of steadfastness

i) Making one's effort steadfast

a1. Engaging in actions after one has analyzed them carefully

[Contemplation Sixteen is found here]

b1. The problems caused by quitting actions after one has begun
them

ii) Making the actual commission of acts steadfast, once one has
undertaken them

a1. A brief presentation

b1. Individual explanations

a2. The confidence of accomplishment

a3. Identifying the confidence of accomplishment

[Contemplation Seventeen begins here]

b3. The reason for having this confidence

[Contemplation Seventeen ends here]

c3. Feeling confidence for accepting responsibility even to
help others in their lesser work

b2. Having confidence in one's ability to do something

a3. The problems caused by not having confidence in
one's ability

[Contemplation Eighteen is found here]
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b3. The benefits of feeling confidence

c3. Maintaining the kind of confidence that acts as an
antidote

d3. Why it is wrong to feel pride, a kind of confidence
which is a mental affliction

a4. A denunciation of pride, an afflicted kind of
confidence

[Contemplation Nineteen begins here]

b4. The problems caused by pride

[Contemplation Nineteen ends here]

c4. How right it is to eliminate pride

e3. The benefits of the confidence which is an antidote

c2. Having confidence in our treatment of our mental
afflictions

a3. Developing the power of the antidotes to mental
affliction

[Contemplation Twenty begins here]

b3. Assuring that we never become even the least bit
influenced by mental afflictions

[Contemplation Twenty ends here]

c3. Developing a very special kind of attitude, where we
are steadfast in applying the antidotes

c) The force of joy

i) Exerting ourself in the practice of good deeds, without expectations
about the karmic result

[Contemplation Twenty-One is found here]

ii) Accomplishing good deeds with the final goal in mind

[Contemplation Twenty-Two is found here]

iii) How to apply ourselves to the force of joy

d) The force of leaving off

i) Leaving off for the time being
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ii) Leaving off altogether

b. Throwing yourself into carrying out activities with recollection and awareness

i. Throwing ourselves into the practice of carefulness

[Contemplation Twenty-Three is found here]

ii. Throwing ourselves into the practice of recollection and awareness

iii. How recollection and awareness leave no opening for problems to arise

[Contemplation Twenty-Four is found here]

iv. Stopping a problem immediately after it begins

v. Applying great efforts in actions which are appropriate

c. Gaining command over yourself so that you can accomplish activities

i. How quickly we rise to perform good deeds, once we have found practiced
ease in body and mind

ii. A metaphor and its meaning

II. An explanation of the name of the chapter
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Seven: Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation,
Part I

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 23A-26B and 89A-99A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation One
Quietude

!23%B>%"P(1%<bi,%"Q32%1,%1/!

!./2%1/%G/)%)3%<px1%$%"@-

!,35,%1/%R5%&>%-%.3),%&</%5/!

!M(1%5(),%563%"</%~-%1%-1,!

Once you've developed your practice of effort
In the way described above, then place
Your mind in single-pointedness.
A person whose mind is in a state
Of constantly wandering lives his life
In the jaws of mental affliction.
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!$C,%2)%,35,%1/%2"31%&%./,!

!R5%&>%-.3)%"%5/%<?T)%)(%!

This constant wandering never occurs
With those who remain in isolation
Of body and the mind.

q>%"42%&%23%B>%2-3%"%$%�(%"</%"P(1%<bi,%"Q32%1,%1/! ./2%1/%G/)%)3%<px1%

$%-@-%&>%?%'3%?/)%o(2%U/,%,35,%1/%R5%&>%-.3)%"</%5/%M(1%5(),%&%-;1%

-D1%-*+-%&%2)%<Z%"</%563%"</%~-%1%-1,%G3! 23,%1/%lT>%*+%<=(5,%&,%,(!

Now once you've developed your practice of effort—your joy over doing good
things—in the way it was described in the explanation above, then you must learn
to place your mind in single-pointed meditation. A person whose mind is in a state
of constantly wandering, due to mental dullness or restlessness, lives his life in the
jaws of mental affliction, which is so much like a great and dangerous wild beast.
The point is that such a person is very close to being destroyed completely.

!R5%-.3)%=/%B>%r)%@3%1%$C,%2)%,35,%1/%<*+%<px%2)%<2(2%&</%R5%\(-%,(-,%

U/,%2"31%&%./,%G/)%)3%<px1%_/%5/%5FC1%](-,%R5%&>%-.3)%"%5/%<?T)%)%(!

"How is it," one may ask, "that I can learn to eliminate this wandering state of
mind?" The answer is that this constant wandering—the enemy of single-pointed
concentration— never occurs with those who remain in isolation of body and mind;
meaning with those who are able to keep themselves from the hustle and
bustle of life physically, as well as from thoughts of desire and the like.
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Contemplation Two
Attachment to the world

!6-,%&</%]/>%2)%t32%,(-,%$!

!h32%&,%<=/-%\31%5/%r()%'3!

People are unable to give up the world
Because of their attachment, and craving for
Material gain and the like.

"2-%2)%"2-%-/>%@31%&%$%"\31%1,%1)%,35,%;1%$%6-,%&</%]/>%2)%! ]/%

t32%&%2)%! "8+>%'/%Ix-,%,C%";2%&%,(-,%$%h32%&,%<=/-%\31%_/%@31%&%5/%

r(),%G3! 23%",%@31%&</%Ss%23%2-%r)%">%?<(!

People are unable to give up their craving for the world first because of their
attachment inward to their own being, an attachment which grows from their
belief in an independent "me" and "mine." And on the outside the cause is
their craving for material gain, or for being honored by others, or for words of
praise, and the like. This being the case, we should strive to eliminate these
various causes of craving.
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Contemplation Three
Stopping attachment

!@/%-1,%>"%XY%m1%&</%y-%5F()%-/,!

!M(1%5(),%R5%&>%<=(5,%&>%43,%?,%1,!

!F(-%5>%@/%-1,%"^$%?%23%.)%1/!

!<=/-%\31%6-,%&%532%$%5)(1%2-,%<bi"!

Understand first the fact that vision
Married close to quietude
Destroys the mental afflictions.
Begin then by seeking quietude;
It in turn is achieved by the bliss
Of losing attachment for the world.

2-3%"</%25/-,%&%-)%$%P3%-;/-%&%-(5,%&>%?,%&,%?/)%o(2%2)%w$%G3!

$C,%,35,%4/1%XY%0),%&</%"23%"%<Z31%&</%@/%-1,%U/%\%2)%>"%XY%m1%&</%'()%

M/2%\(-,%&</%y-%5F()%-/,%95,%-,C5%_/%M(1%5(),%&%,%"(1%2)%";,%&%R5%

&>%<=(5,%&>%43,%&>%?,%1,%-1,%$C-,%U/%2(1%$%2�2%&%?,%&</%'(",%

U/,%4/1%0),%<Z31%�+,%&</%y-%5F()%"��"%&>%?%$%23%$%.)%F(-%5>%@/%-1,%

"^$%">%?%'3%@/%-1,%q(1%*+%5%"��"%&>%y-%5F()%Q3%5/%h/2%&</%]/>%>(!

You should understand first the following fact. Meditative quietude consists of
practicing a state of single-pointedness upon some virtuous object until one has
been able to eliminate mental restlessness and dullness from the mind; this
then brings on a kind of bliss caused by the extreme manageability of the body
and mind. This quietude is like a horse married to its rider, which is the special
vision of realizing emptiness. The combination of the two then is able to destroy
completely every mental affliction of the three realms, along with the seeds for
these afflictions. Since this is the case, you must seek to achieve a special
vision which brings on the state of manageability, which itself occurs through
being able to analyze the true nature of existence. To achieve this vision
though you must first begin by seeking meditative quietude, for it is impossible to
develop special vision without first achieving this quietude.
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!@/%-1,%23%.)%1/%]/%1)%-/%<=/-%\31%_/%$C,%$(),%7(2%,(-,%$%6-,%&%532%

&,%5)(1%&>%2-<%",%<bi"%'3! 23%2-%$%6-,%&,%?/)%o(2%U/%2")%*+%<b(%

"</%]/>%>(!

It—this quietude—is in turn achieved by a feeling of bliss, which is caused by
losing one's attachment to the world, in both the inner and the outer sense; that
is, attachment to the body, to possessions, and so on. The reason for this is
that attachment to these things makes us slaves of mental restlessness and
dullness.
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Contemplation Four
The rewards of attachment

!5/%\-%,C%@/-%5/%\-%$!

!.)%2-%6-,%&>%?32%&%.(2!

!23,%1/%I|%>",%'()%~-%XY!

!AO-%&%5F()%">%.()%5/%<_d>!

How is it that one so impermanent
Could ever feel such sheer attachment
For other impermanent things?
This will prevent you for a thousand
Future lives from seeing anything
Beautiful at all.

2)%&(%$%-M/,! 6-,%&</%M3,%25/-,%2)%! M3,%25/-,%43,%1,%r)%"<(!

!2)%&(%$%�! <2(2%&</%2(1%2)%5/%~2%&%2)%! <2(2%.(1%_/,%-.31%7(%"%2)%!

F("%U)%6(-%5/%43,%&%2)%! F>%&%$%-3-,%?32%&%2)%! 2$%<?(>%6K2%-,(1%

&<(! !2)%&(%1/!

Here is the first point, which is giving up inner attachment, to the person. This
will be covered in two steps of explaining the problems caused by attachment,
and then describing how to give up attachment, now that we have understood
the problems it causes. The first step itself has five different parts, on the facts
that we will not encounter the things we wish for; that we will be diverted by
the objects of the senses; that, even if we achieve what we seek, we will never
be satisfied; that we will be blocked from attaining freedom; and that we will
waste our spiritual opportunity and fortune. Here is the first of the five.

6-,%&</%M3,%25/-,%1/%>)%M/2%lT>%*+%<6/%"</%5/%\-%&%,C%@/-%-M31%"43,%

,(-,%5/%\-%&%$%.)%2-%&>%6-,%&>%?32%&%.(2%AO-%&%$%6-,%&%23,%1/%
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R5%�/1%I|%>",%'()%~-%XY%.)%<2(2%&</%.C$%AO-%&%5F()%">%.()%'3%-G1%1,%

5F()%">%5/%<_d>%>(!

Here are some of the problems caused by attachment. How is it that anyone so
impermanent as myself, someone who is very soon to die, could ever feel such
sheer attachment for other impermanent things, such as friends and relatives? This
attachment to things that I find attractive will have a certain karmic
consequence: it will prevent me for even so long as a thousand future lives from
seeing anything, any object, which is beautiful at all; meaning it will stop me
completely from encountering these things.
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Contemplation Five
Don't be with children

!\-%&%532%&</%5p<%"43,%U/,!

!-.C)%Zi)%6(,%U)%<=/-%&>%<_d>!

!?/,%2)%#$%"%5M5%7(2%1!

!)3,%&>%)1%<b(>%<b(%<_d>%G3!

!#$%5/%5M5%&>%:/2%?32%1!

!?/,%&%"'31%&,%;/%@/-%?!

Those fleeting friends and relatives
Can bring to destruction even the Dharma,
That indestructible sphere.
If I spend my time with children
On my same level, then I will go
With certainty to the lower realms.
If being with them leads me down
To a different level, then why is it
I choose to stay with children?

lT>%*+%<w$%",%\-%&%532%&</%5p<%"43,%U/,%5/%<_d>%"</%-.C)%Zi)%-/%F>%&%

2)%23%F("%&</%F",%25%&</%6(,%U)%<=/-%;/)%M5,%&>%<_d>%$%?/,%&%2)%

#$%"%5M5%&%'3! 23%2-%2)%7(2%&%5IK),%&>%7(2%1%)3,%&>%)1%<b(>%<b(%

">%<_d>%G3%<N-,%&%R5,%2)%2%B%5/%$C,%F("%&%2)%#$%"%5/%5M5%&>%<:/2%

&>%?32%1! ?/,%&%,(%,(</%Q3%"(%"'31%&,%;/%@/-%?%<2(2%2(1%5/%<bi"%;/)%5/%<2(2%

&%<N3$%"</%]/>%>(!

My friends and relatives, those who are fleeting in the sense that I must quickly
be torn from them, can bring to destruction, and cause me to lose, even that
indestructible sphere of nirvana, along with the holy Dharma which is the means
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of attaining this nirvana. And if I spend my time with children, on my same
level—which is to say, if I act the same way they do—then I will go with
certainty to the lower realms. If being with these children leads me down to a level
which is different from that of realized beings, and different from my current
state, where I have managed to attain a human body, then why is it that I choose
to stay with children? If I do I will never get the things I want, but rather see
the things I do not want continue to increase. [Note that "children" throughout
this section refers to persons who have yet to see emptiness directly, and who
are therefore not "realized beings" or aryas.]
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Contemplation Six
On seeking to please the world

!,35,%;1%5(,%&%H%IJ-,%&!

!S$%",%U)%1/%5/%5�+%1!

!"2-%<Z%)1%&,%�(,%;/%2-(,!

!23%",%<=/-%\31%",5%"%"G)%!

Not even the victorious Buddhas possess
The ability to please all beings,
So different in their wishes.
Needless to say then someone as low
As me could never do so; thus
Give up all thought of the world.

!,35,%;1%t32%&%532%$%�(2!

!t32%&%;1%$%5/%c1%"n(2!

!>)%"@/1%<b(-,%2E<%23%2-%-/,!

!2-<%"%=/%B>%Q3%">%<_d>!

People put down those who have
No money, and say bad things about
Those who do have money.
If their very nature is that they are
So difficult to be with, how then
Could I ever make them happy?

,35,%;1%5(,%&%H%IJ-,%&%5�+%">%5/%�+,%G3%<~/1%$,%H%IJ-,%U/,%2(1%5p2%

&%S$%",%U)%1/%5/%5�+%1%",5%&%5/%43,%&</%"2-%<Z%"</%)1%&,%5�+%5/%�+,%

&%�(,%;/%2-(,! 23%",%1%<=/-%\31%&%2)%<b(-,%&</%",5%&%"G)%">%?<(!
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Not even the victorious Buddhas, who act on behalf of living kind through an
infinite variety of mighty deeds, possess the ability to please all beings, who are
so different in the things they wish for. Needless to say then someone as low as me,
someone who is incapable of reading these beings' minds, could never please
them either. Thus I should give up all thought of associating closely with worldly
kinds of people.

!,35,%;1%R5,%1/%b(-,%t32%&%532%&%$%<2/%1/%q(1%",(2%15,%5%?,%&<(%@3,%

<]%@/)%�(2%$! t32%&%;1%$%$(-%<IJ%7(2%&<(%@3,%5/%c1%&%"n(2%2(! !23%2-%-/%

>)%"@/1%<b(-,%2E<%"%./1%&%23%",%1%?/,%&%23%2-%-/,%"2-%$%2-<%"%=/%

B>%Q3%">%<_d>! 5/%<_d>%",%<b(-,%&>%5/%?<(!

People tend to criticize and put down those of their friends who have no money,
saying things like "He or she must not have done any good deeds in the past."
And they also say bad things about those who do have money, like "They must have
gotten it through some kind of wrong livelihood." If their very nature is that
they are so difficult to be with, then how could I ever make these children happy with
me? I never could, so let me not be around them.
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Contemplation Seven
On the joys of solitude

!1-,%1%>/%�-,%?%R5,%2)%!

!4/)%R5,%5/%c1%n(2%5/%?32!

!<b(-,%1%"23%"%23%2-%2)%!

!15%@/-%y1%;/-%"2-%-1,%<_d>!

When you live in the forest, neither the wild
Animals, nor the birds, nor trees,
Ever say something unpleasant.
May there come a day when I may stay
Living together with these new friends,
So very easy to live with.

!NC-%-5%y%9)%'()%&<5!

!�(1%4/)%Zi)%*+%-1,%";,%G3!

!15%@/-%S"%XY%5/%B%@/)%!

!6-,%&%532%&>%<_d>%@/-%�+!

May I come to live in a cave somewhere,
Or in some abandoned temple, or else
At the foot of a forest tree.
May the day never come that I look back
At all, may I reach a place
Where I've finished with every attachment.

!,%](-,%"2-%-/>%"DC)%532%&!

!>)%"@/1%_/,%1/%.),%R5,%,C!

!>)%2")%7(2%;/)%6-,%532%&>!

!15%@/-%"2-%1/%-1,%&>%<_d>!
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May I one day live on land that no one
Thinks is something they own,
By nature open and wide.
May I stay there living free to do
Whatever I please, and totally free
Of feelings of attachment.

!2)%&(%1/! 5)%*+%F(,%&%2)%m1%&</%59,%&%2-%?/,%&%2)%<b(-,%&%r),%

1,%1-,%,C%-1,%&>%?%'3! 1-,%1%>/%�-,%2)%?%R5,%2)%4/)%R5,%5/%c1%

"n(2%&>%5/%?32%&%<b(-,%1%"23%"%23%2-%2)%15%@/-%y1%;/-%"2-%-1,%&>%

<_d>%c5%*+%�(1%&>%?<(!

Here is the first point, concerning the companions I will have when I go into
isolation. Wise men, those who are possessed of great learning, should give
up on the idea of being close to children, and go to live in the forest. When you
live in the forest, neither the wild animals, nor the birds, nor the trees ever say
something unpleasant to you, and thus these new friends are so very easy to live
with. As such you should make a prayer to yourself, as follows: "May there
come a day when I may stay living together with them."

!-M/,%&%1/! -1,%w-%2)%,</%NC-%-5%y%9)%'()%&<5%�(1%4/)%-/%Zi)%*+%=/%

h/2%<2(2%&>%-1,%";,%G3%z/5%$%,(-,%&%q>%r),%&%23%2-%]/>%$31%&>%5/%

<2(2%&,%1%15%@/-%S"%XY%5/%"B%@/)%! 23%2-%$%6-,%&%532%&>%15%@/-%

<_d>%@/-%�+%c5%*+%�(1%&>%?<(!

Here is the second point, on where I should go into isolation. Make to yourself
the following prayer as well: "May I come to live exactly as I please, in a cave
somewhere, or in some hollow, or perhaps in some abandoned temple, or else at the
foot of a forest tree. May the day never come that I look back at all, when I think of
the home and other things that I used to have and then gave up; may I never
get any wish at all to have them back. May I reach, in short, a place where I've
finished with every kind of attachment for any of these things."

!,%](-,%-@1%_/,%"2-%-/>%"DC)%"%532%&%>)%"@/1%_/,%1/%.),%&%R5,%,C%

>)%2")%*+%72%;/)%$C,%$(),%7(2%-)%$%.)%6-,%&%532%&>%15%@/-%"2-%1/%
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-1,%&>%<_d>%c5%*+%�(1%&>%?<(!

Make to yourself then a final prayer, one in which you say to yourself, "May
I one day live on some land that no one else thinks is something that they own, on
land that is by nature open and wide. May I stay there living free to do whatever I
please, and totally free of feelings of attachment for anything at all, whether it be
my body, or possessions, or anything of the like."
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Contemplation Eight
Die before death

!<=/-%\31%8+1%1,%-*+)%"@/1%*+!

!=/%h/2%Q3,%"C%"@/%./,%1/!

!23%$,%23%1/%5%"G3-%&!

!23%h/2%*+%1/%1-,%,C%,()%!

May I come to pass all of my days
Deep in the woods, from this moment till
The hour comes when those of the world
Are wrapped in grief, and four strong men
Come to lift me up and lead me
Forward from that place.

!"43,%532%<9(1%&<)%532%?,%1,!

!$C,%<2/%-;/-%&C%2"31%-1,%G3!

!q%1,%4/%2)%<Z>%"P/,%1,!

!4/%1<)%l%)1%?32%&%532!

You reach a place where there's no friend
Nor anyone for your suspicions;
Your body lives in isolation, alone.
There comes a day when you consider
Yourself already dead, and there's no
Grief when death arrives.

!2)%&(%1/! Q3,%&</%5F<%<6/%"%$,%5%<2,%&,%4/%"</%I|%-M31%"43,%U/%<=/-%

\31%&%l%)1%_/,%8+1%1,%-*+)%"@/1%*+%=/%h/2%Q3,%"C%"@/%./,%1/%z/5%1,%:/%23%

$,%>(%23%1/%5%"G3-%&</%-()%>($%23%h/2%*+%1/%1-,%,C%,()%1,%2"31%&%"'31%&>%

?<(!
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Here is the first part, on why it is right for wise people to go into isolation.
Birth never ends in anything but death, and so the hour will come when those of
the world, meaning my friends and relatives, are wrapped in grief, and four strong
men come to lift my corpse up and lead me forward on a stretcher from "that place,"
meaning from my home. May I come to pass all of my days from this moment on
up till that final hour living in isolation, deep in the woods.

!-M/,%&%$%-,C5! l%)1%_/,%-*+),%&%,(-,%532%&%2)%! 2-3%"</%](-,%5/%

M5,%4/)%<N3$%"%2)%! 23,%1%"2-%M/2%2"31%&%"'31%&>%>/-,%&<(! !2)%&(%

1/!

Here is the second part, on the benefits of going into isolation. This part has
three sections of its own, on the fact that if you go into isolation you will never
be tormented by grief, or anything of the like; how your virtuous side will
never degenerate, but rather continue to increase; and why therefore it is
something very right for each of us to go into isolation. Here is the first of the
three.

1-,%1%-1,%&%$%N1%.(1%;/%.(2%;3%1! 6-,%A)%Q3%"</%"43,%532%;/)%-1(2%

&%?,%2(-,%&</%9(1%&<)%532%&>%?,%1,%>)%-/%$C,%<2/%-;/-%&C%2"31%&>%

-1,%G3! -M31%"43,%R5,%2(>%",%4/%"</%q%1,%U)%4/%"%2)%<Z%">%"P/,%

1,%6-,%&%2)%w$%",%4/%1<)%l%)1%?32%&%,C%.)%532%2(!

One may ask the following question: "Just what are the benefits that one gets
from going to live in the forest?" If you do so, then you reach a place where
there's no friend over whom you can begin to feel attachment or anger. Nor is
there anyone to raise your suspicions that they might do you some kind of harm.
Your body lives in isolation, alone; there comes a day when, because you have
already abandoned all your friends and relatives, you consider yourself as if you
were already dead. And since you have stopped your attachment, then there's
no one at all to feel grief even when death itself arrives.
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Contemplation Nine
On men and women

!N(%M%N(%M%5(%./,%q(1!

!-)%]/>%*+%5>%-,($%"G"%;/)%!

!A/-%&%R5,%,5%b-,%5/1%$<)%!

!-)%-/%2(1%*+%5%<p|5,%&>!

!<=/-,%&%$%.)%"2-%�+-,%4/)%!

!�,%U)%D2%&>%?,%_d>%G3!

Men and women lovers first
Make their propositions
To get the thing they want;
And so too for this thing avoid
No evil deed nor any loss
Of their own reputation;
Engage in even actions which
Are dangerous for them;
Exhausting their material wealth as well.

!-)%$%.(),%,C%<zd2%&,%1!

!56(-%XY%2-<%<_d>%23%2-%M/2!

!E3)%>C,%M/2%./1%-@1%5/1%1!

!>)%2")%2)%1/%"2-%5/1%$!

!>"%XY%<2(2%;/)%.(),%@31%1,!

!;/%]/>%l%)1%<2,%5/%<b(!

Think of those objects you hold in your arms
To find your feelings of ecstasy;
These very same things are nothing more
Than simple skeletons.
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Why do you pass up travelling on
To nirvana, choosing instead to crave
And believe in a thing which is helpless,
A thing which has never possessed
Any nature of being itself?

!-)%@/-%2)%&(%<"2%23%"G3-

!Z),%U)%)(%I,%<(-%XY%B!

!q(1%1/%5F()%)5%5%5F()%.)%!

!-(,%U/,%-2()%1/%-.(-,%&>%_d>!

At the beginning you strive to raise it up,
And even should you reveal it
She looks demurely to the ground.
Go though in advance to where
The faces are wrapped in cloth regardless
Of whether someone looks or not.

!z(2%M(1%5(),%&</%-2()%23%1/!

!2%B%5)(1%,C5%_d>%&%"@/1!

!?%o(2%U/,%",$%?,%5F()%1,!

!2%B%;/%]/>%<?3>%">%?32!

Why is it now you turn and flee
When a vulture comes and reveals to you
That very same thing,
The lovely face that stands right now
Exposed to your sight, the object of
The afflictions of your mind?

2)%&(%1/! N(%M%2)%N(%M%5(%$%z/5%F("%&%-)%-/%]/>%XY%"2-%63%-(%5(%2)%y1%;/-%

-1,%&>%_/,%@3,%$1%*+%5>%-,($%"%"G"%;/)%! A/-%&%R5,%,5%-G5%)1%

_/%b-,%5/1%$<)%"C2%532%-)%-/%2(1%*+%5%<p|5,%&>%z2%*+%",2%23%-1(2%&%$%
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,(-,%&</%<=/-,%&%$%.)%"2-%�+-,%4/)%23</%632%*+%�,%U)%D2%&>%?,%&>%

_d>%G3!

Here is the first point, which is how there is no result you gain from tasting
pleasure. Men and women lovers, looking to get the thing that they
want—someone to set up a household with—make their propositions over and
over to one another, begging with the words, "My name is such-and-such, and
I want you to live with me." And so too for this thing, for a woman, men avoid
no evil deed, nor any loss of their own reputation, throwing it all away for her.
They engage moreover as well even in actions which are dangerous for them, things
that will hurt them physically and the like, and for this same goal exhaust their
material wealth as well.

"C2%532%U/%$C,%-)%$%.(),%,C%<zd2%&,%1%56(-%XY%2-<%@/)%6-,%&>%<_d>%

"</%$C,%23%2-%M/2%E3)%>C,%M/2%./1%_/%-@1%5/1%1%2)%&(%1,%>)%2")%*+%_d>%&%

2)%1/%"2-%XY%.(),%,C%"DC)%"%.)%5/1%&%$%2-(,%&%;{)%D2%U)%532%&>%>"%XY%

<2(2%;/)%.(),%,C%@31%1,%;/</%]/>%l%)1%$,%<2,%&>%5/%<b(!<2(2%&%r),%

1,%F>%&</%$5%$%"P(1%&>%?<(!

Think though of those objects, the bodies of women, that you hold in your arms
to find your feelings of ecstasy, and towards which you feel such attachment.
These very same things, these bodies, are nothing more than simple skeletons. Why
do you pass up travelling on to nirvana, choosing instead to crave and believe from
your heart in a thing which is helpless at the mercy of other conditions, a thing
which has never possessed any nature of being itself, despite the fact that you hold
it to? You must give up these things you crave for, and make great efforts in
practicing the path to freedom.

!-M/,%&%1/! "C2%532%-)%@/-%2)%&(%-,>%&</%I|%<"2%23%<2(2%&%"G3-%1,%

Z),%U)%)(%I%",%<(-%XY%B%">%?32%$! *+>%:(2%*+%,()%"%$,%q(1%1/%-@1%_/,%

5F()%)5%5%5F()%.)%-(,%U/,%-2()%1/%-.(-,%&>%_d>%&%$%z(2%M(1%5(),%

4/)%6-,%&</%-2()%23%1/%2%B%5)(1%,C5%*+%_d>%&%"@/1%*+! 4/%"</%I|%<*+>%:(2%*+%
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?%o(2%U/,%-(,%",$%G3%4/1%XY%-,$%">%?,%&%5F()%1,%23%B>%;/</%]/>%<w(,%

4/)%<?3>%&>%?32%23</%I|%.)%6-,%&>%>/-,%,(!

Here is the second point, which describes how—in the end—there is never
anything more to life than being discarded upon the burial ground. At the
beginning, when she is still new to you, you strive with great desire to raise up
the veil which covers the face of some woman; and even should you reveal this
face, she looks demurely to the ground. You must go though in advance to the
burial ground, where the faces are wrapped in cloth regardless of whether someone
wants to look or not. Think of the lovely face that stands right now exposed to your
sight, the object of the afflictions of your mind. When she dies the vultures in the
cemetery will come and reveal to you, they will lift the cloth and show you very
clearly, that very same thing. Why is it then that you turn and run, you flee, when
you see such a face in the graveyard? You should have just as much
attachment for it after death as you do before.
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Contemplation Ten
The living cemetery

!"2-%$%g(),%&</%<"2%&%./,!

!�(,%&,%,%<2/%8+1%XY%<:i-,!

!>C,%-()%<"<%@/-%5F()%1,%1/!

!*+>%:(2%*+%1/%./2%<?T)%1!

!-.(%"</%>C,%-()%-/,%z"%&</!

!b()%-/%*+>%:(2%$%2-<%<5!

Our entire planet is chaos, and filled
With madmen created by the struggle
Of ignorance with a "self."
Your heart fails whenever you go
To a burial ground and see nothing there
But stacks of sun-dried bones;
Why then is it you take such pleasure
Here in the city, a cemetery
Covered with bones in motion?

23,%1%Q3%"(%R5,%"2-%$%g(),%&</%<"2%&%./,%M(1%5(),%&,%Ss2%<:i$%&</%

�(,%&,%,%<2/%8+1%XY%<:i-,%&%'3! -)%@/)%z"%&%./1%1(! !*+>%:(2%*+%>C,%-()%

<"<%@/-%5F()%1,%1/%$C,%$%*+>%:(2%*+%1/%./2%<?T)%1%8+1%W()%-/%2")%-/,%

<�+$%@/)%-.(%"</%>C,%-()%-/,%z"%&</%b()%-/%*+>%:(2%$%2-<%"%<5%2-<%

">%5/%>/-,%,(!

And so our entire planet is chaos, and filled to overflowing, covered, with people
who are madmen, mad with a madness created by the error brought to their
minds by the mental afflictions, by the struggle of ignorance with some so-called
"self." You know your heart fails, and you think of your own body in a
graveyard, whenever you go to a burial ground and see nothing there but stacks of
sun-dried bones. Why then is it that you take such pleasure here in the city, a
cemetery covered as it is with bones driven into motion, goaded into moving, by
nothing more than will power? You should feel no such pleasure at all.
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Contemplation Eleven
Life in the world

!?/,%&%1(>%r3$%5/%�+,%&,!

!2>%$%""%1%<2/%;/%"23!

!1(>%,(-,%&%./,%I|%-XY-,%1!

!o,%1,%<2(2%&,%;/%@/-%?!

If children find themselves unable
To build up wealth, then as adults
What will they have to make them happy?
If then they devote their lives to collecting
Money, they'll only get old; so what
Will they do with the thing they wanted?

!<2(2%m1%)1%&%9%;/-%1/!

!M/1%>),%$,%U/,%.(),%*+"%'3!

!z/5%*+%<(),%1,%62%&</%$C,!

!>(%2)%<Z%">%M$%">%?32!

Some poor souls who live for things
Go and exhaust themselves completely
Laboring till the day is done;
They come back home and throw their bodies
Dissipated, just like corpses,
On their beds and sleep.

!9%;/-%?3,%"b(2%M(1%5(),%2)%!

!>/)%*+%,()%"</%AO-%"q$%;1!

!"C%�2%<2(2%"@/1%"C%�2%R5,!

!zd2%<9(>%$(,%U)%5F()%5/%<_d>!
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Some distressed are sent on missions,
And go through different sufferings
Far away from home;
They have a craving for a woman,
But in the course of an entire year
Can't even lay their eyes on one.

!"2-%$%N1%<2(2%R5%g(),%&,!

!-)%2(1%M/2%*+%"^J)%"%.)%!

!23%5%F("%&>%2(1%532%&</!

!-@1%_/%$,%U/%��)%-/,%"2,!

There are ignorant ones who, hoping
To bring some good to themselves,
Sell themselves for some purpose;
Then without attaining the thing
They wanted, they're driven on by the wind
Of meaningless work for others.

!2)%&(%1/! ?/,%&%-@(1%�+</%*+,%,C%"C2%532%t32%&</%2(1%*+%1(>%r3$%5/%�+,%&,%2>%

$%""%&%1%23%5/%t32%&,%$(),%7(2%<2/,%;/%"23! 2>%$%""%&</%I|%1(>%-,(-%&%

./,%I|%-XY-,%&>%_d>%1%$C,%o,%1,%<2(2%&,%;/%@/-%?%"'31%&>%5/%�+,%,(!

Here is the first point, which concerns the fact that we will have no
opportunity to enjoy the thing we wanted. Certain children, during their
younger days, find themselves unable to build up the wealth they want in order
to attract a woman. What then as adults will they have to make them happy, since
they have not been able to attract this person? Suppose that then, during their
adult years, they devote their lives to collecting money; they'll only have gotten old
in their bodies, so what then will they be able to do with—how will they be able
to enjoy—this thing they wanted so badly?

!-M/,%&%1/! <2(2%m1%w1%$%,(-,%&%)1%&%9%;/-%1/%M/1%>)%$,%U/,%$C,%

.(),%,C%*+"%'3%5I1%5(%z/5%*+%<(),%1,%62%&</%$C,%>(%2)%<Z%">%M$%">%?32%

&,! <2(2%&%5/%Z1%;/)%"'31%5/%�+,%,(!
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The second point concerns how the suffering of exhaustion prevents us from
enjoying the thing we wanted. Some poor souls who live for things, working
people and the like, go and exhaust themselves, their bodies, completely by laboring
the entire day. At night then they come back home and throw their bodies, as
dissipated then as corpses, on their beds and fall asleep. They don't even have time
to think about this person they were working to get, and have no time to enjoy
them either.

!-,C5%&%1/! 9%;/-%?3,%,C%"b(2%&</%M(1%5(),%&%2)%! >)%-/%.C$%$,%>/)%*+%

,()%"</%AO-%"q$%;1%2-%"C2%532%2)%~2%&>%<2(2%"@/1%*+%"C2%532%R5,%.C1%

>/)%&(%<zd2%<9(>%$(,%U)%5F()%">%5/%<_d>%1! <2(2%&%"'31%&%B%;/%�(,!

The third point addresses how, because of the geographic distance that
separates us from the thing we wanted, it is difficult for us to make contact
with it. Some people are sent away on missions by those in charge of them; they
are distressed by this, and go through different sufferings far away from their homes.
They start then to have a craving for a woman, but in the course of a very long
time, such as an entire year, cannot even lay their eyes on one, much less act out
their desires.

"@/%&%1/! "2-%$%N1%&>%<2(2%&%R5,%23</%F",%$%g(),%&,%t32%&%,(-,%

-)%-/%2(1%M/2%*+%>)%-/%$C,%" Ĵ),%&%.)%�%j1%23%5%F("%&>%>)%$%N1%&</%2(1%

532%&</%-@1%_/%$,%U/%��)%-/,%>)%2")%532%&>%"2,%1,! <2/%]/%-M/,%E>%

AO-%"q$%l()%@/)%<2(2%&</%2(1%F("%&>%5/%<_d>%>(!

The fourth and final point describes how, because we will live at the mercy of
others, many things will come to us that we do not want. There are certain ones
who hope to bring some good to themselves, but who are ignorant about the proper
method for doing so. They go out to sell their own bodies for the purpose of
some material gain or the like. They fail though to attain the thing they wanted,
they fail to get the payment they hoped for, and then they are driven on like a
feather by the wind of work for others which—for them at least—is meaningless,
in that nothing comes of it for themselves. They thus come to experience great
suffering in both this and their future lives, and are never able to get the thing
that they wanted.
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Contemplation Twelve
On the futile service of money

!$%$%>)%-/%$C,%"^J)%@/)%!

!2")%532%-@1%_/,%"E($%_d>%G3!

!6K)%5%2-%U)%"C%?T)%1!

!4/)%Zi)%2-(1%&>%""%""%<?T)%!

Some go and barter their very bodies,
Thus losing their freedom, and becoming
Slaves at the bidding of others.
The women get pregnant and bear their children
Wherever they can, in some protected
Hollow, or at the foot of a tree.

!<2(2%&,%"W�,%&</%�31%&%2-

!<IJ%<2(2%<IJ%">%?<(%@3,!

!h(-%'(>%2(-,%"@/1%-.C$%*+%<=C-

!93%]/>%w1%*+%<b(%">%?32!

Some fools, deceived by thoughts of desire
And hoping to live on, say to themselves
"I need these to support myself";
They march then to battle, where you never know
If you'll have to give your life, and thus
For profit they serve as servants.

!<2(2%m1%$%$%$C,%U)%";2!

!9%;/-%-,$%4/)%P3%$%"^{-,!

!9%;/-%5*+)%FC)%2-%-/,%"HO1!
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!9%;/-%"h3-,%&%2-%U)%H)%!

In this world we also see
Others driven by desire
Who are cut to pieces, or else impaled
The length of their bodies upon a pole,
Or pierced throughout with spears, and even
Burned alive as well.

!",-,%2)%"hi)%2)%"�-%&</%-*+)%"%./,!

!1(>%1/%NC)%:($%5F<%.,%43,%&>%?!

You must understand how money then
Is an endless waste of life, in the torment
Of collecting and keeping and losing it.

2)%&(%1/! Q3,%"C%$%$%>)%-/%$C,%w1%*+%"^J),%@/)%2")%532%-@1%_/,%"E($%
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Here is the first point, which describes how attachment steals our freedom, and
forces us quickly to give up our lives. Some go and barter their very bodies into
the service of others, thus losing their freedom and becoming slaves who must act
at the bidding of others. The women here with them get pregnant and, since they
have no home of their own, must bear their children—go through their
labor—wherever they can, at the foot of a tree, or in some protected hollow.

<2(2%&,%"W�,%&</%�31%&%2-%h(-%.C1%>/)%*+%<IJ%<2(2%&,%t32%&,%<IJ%">%
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$%93%"^$%"</%]/>%w1%*+%<b(%">%?32%&,%AO-%"q$%H%IJ-,%l()%">%?32%2(!

Some fools, deceived by thoughts of desire and hoping that they will thus be able to
live on for a long time, say to themselves, "I need these material things to support
myself." Then in order to obtain the things they march to engage in battle,
where you never know if you'll have to give up your own life. For profit thus
they go to serve as servants, and force themselves to undergo an entire range
of pain.
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Here is the second part, which describes how attachment makes us slaves, and
exposes us to a constant stream of a great variety of sufferings. In this world
we also see others driven by desire who, for the sake of the things they desired,
end up being cut to pieces; or else others who for the same sake are impaled—as
a punishment for crime—the entire length of their bodies upon a pole; or still
others who are pierced throughout with spears, or stabbed with swords or the
like; and yet others who are even tortured and burned alive in fire as well.

!1(>%",-%&%2)%"hi)%"%2)%F%5>%"�-%&</%-*+)%"%./,%1(>%1/%*+,%F5,%;2%
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You must come to understand then how money is forever the very root of an
endless waste of life, in the torment it causes you as you try to collect it, and then
try to keep it, and finally come to lose it.
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Part One of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Meditation
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Seven

I. An explanation of the text of the chapter

A. Advice to engage in the practice of meditation

1. The reason why we must achieve meditative quietude

[Contemplation One is found here]

2. Advice to eliminate those things which work against meditative quietude

B. Eliminating those things that work against meditative quietude

1. Giving up the busyness of the world, and such

a. Identifying the things that cause us to have attachment to the world

[Contemplation Two is found here]

b. How to give up these things

i. Identifying the antidote

a) Advice to give up attachment

b) Identifying the antidote which allows us to give up attachment

[Contemplation Three is found here]

ii. How to develop the antidote

a) Giving up inner attachment, to the person

i) The problems caused by attachment

a1. The fact that we will not encounter the things that we wish for

[Contemplation Four is found here]

b1. The fact that we will be diverted by the objects of the senses

c1. The fact that, even if we achieve what we seek, we will never
be satisfied

d1. The fact that we will be blocked from attaining freedom

e1. The fact that we will waste our spiritual opportunity and
fortune
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ii) Giving up attachment, once we have understood the problems it
causes

a1. Considering the problems it causes

a2. An extensive explanation

a3. How a great goal will be destroyed, and we will be
dragged to the lower realms

[Contemplation Five is found here]

b3. The fact that we should not associate with children,
and comments on the difficulty of such association

c3. How such association will do us no benefit, and even
lead us to harm

b2. A summary

b1. How to give it up

b) Giving up outer attachment, to gain, respect, and the like

i) Problems caused by the subject mind

a1. Problems caused by pride

b1. Problems caused by attachment

ii) Problems caused by the object of the mind

a1. The fact that we cannot trust the things that we hope for

b1. The fact that praise cannot help us, nor criticism harm us

iii. The problems caused by busyness

a) How we should avoid the busyness of associating with children, since
this association is so difficult

[Contemplation Six is found here]

b) Evidence to support this fact

iv. The benefits of practicing isolation

a) The companions

[Contemplation Seven is found here]

b) The place
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c) Details of how to support yourself

d) Details of the realizations

i) Realizations regarding the antidote for attachment to the body

ii) Realizations regarding the antidote for attachment to friends and
family

a1. The fact that it is very wrong to be attached to friends and
family

b1. The reasons why it is so wrong

c1. A contemplation where we learn to see ourselves as being the
same as a guest who is visiting someplace for a single day

e) Details of avoiding distraction

i) Why it is right for wise people to go into isolation

[Contemplation Eight begins here]

ii) The benefits of going into isolation

a1. You will never be tormented by grief, or anything of the like

[Contemplation Eight ends here]

b1. Your virtuous side will never degenerate, but rather continue
to increase

c1. Why therefore it is something very right for each of us to go
into isolation

2. Giving up the completely wrong way of thinking of things

a. Practicing disgust for the objects of the senses

i. A contemplation on how the results of engaging constantly in the objects of
the senses are something very frightening

a) Advice to put great efforts into the practice of virtue

b) A contemplation upon the problems caused by the objects of the senses

ii. A contemplation upon the fact that the real nature of the body and so on
is something filthy

a) A contemplation upon various problems, engaged in by looking at the
condition of a burial ground

i) How there is no result you gain from tasting pleasure
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[Contemplation Nine begins here]

ii) How in the end there is never anything more than being discarded
upon the burial ground

[Contemplation Nine ends here]

iii) How wrong it is to maintain your own and others' bodies through
an attitude of possessiveness

iv) How wrong it is to dress oneself in ornaments

v) How right it is to live in terror

vi) How wrong it is to feel attachment for something wrapped up in
clothes

b) A contemplation based upon applying these to live objects

i) How very wrong it is to feel attachment, given that the filthiness [of
the body of one of the opposite sex] is something obvious

a1. How it is wrong to feel attachment for the touch

b1. Stopping the perception that these things are clean

c1. How the body and the mind are not, taken individually,
something that one would feel attachment for

d1. A contemplation wherein we apply these same problems to
ourselves

e1. Why the form is not the object of your attachment

ii) How very wrong it is to feel attachment, given that what we can
understand from reasoning

a1. Contemplating upon the fact that, since it is the source of such
filth, the body itself is filthy

b1. Contemplating upon the fact that, since its results are so filthy,
the body itself is filthy

c1. Illustrating, through the use of a metaphor, just how filthy the
body is

d1. A contemplation upon one's own body as being something
filthy

a2. Contemplating how filthy the body is

b2. How, if we are going to be attached to this body, then we
should also be attached to bodies in a burial ground
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iii) A resulting refutation that these things are clean

a1. The fact that artificial ornaments cannot make the body
something clean

a2. The fact that sandalwood and other fragrances can never
make the filthy body clean

b2. The fact that it is improper to feel attachment for an object
just because it is covered in fragrance, something that is
basically unrelated to it

b1. The fact that the body can never be anything more than
something which is perishable in nature

c1. Contemplating how the body is something that should make
us feel renunciation

[Contemplation Ten is found here]

iii. A contemplation that these objects bring upon you many things you don't
want

a) A basic presentation

b) An expanded explanation

i) How they will never bring us what we hope for

a1. The fact that we will have no opportunity to enjoy the thing
we wanted

[Contemplation Eleven starts here]

b1. How the suffering of exhaustion prevents us from enjoying
the thing we wanted

c1. How, because of the geographic distance that separates us
from the thing we wanted, it is difficult for us to make
contact with it

d1. How, because we will live at the mercy of others, many things
will come to us that we do not want

[Contemplation Eleven ends here]

ii) How they involve the problem of many things that we do not want

a1. How attachment steals our freedom, and forces us quickly to
give up our lives

[Contemplation Twelve begins here]
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b1. How it makes us slaves, and exposes us to a constant stream
of a great variety of sufferings

[Contemplation Twelve ends here]

c1. How it blocks us from reaching freedom, and wastes the
spiritual leisure and fortune of this life we have found

d1. How we can develop the aspiration to achieve freedom by
contemplating the various problems that attachment causes

e1. A contemplation upon how attachment to the objects of the
senses is the source of every problem

a2. A contemplation upon the problems caused by desire

b2. Practicing a feeling of joy for being in isolation

[Note: The wording of this segment of the outline appears
to be a mistaken repetition of the wording for segment
"b.," which is the next section, and which is where the
outline resumes in Reading Eight.]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Eight: Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation,
Part II

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 26B-27A and 99B-101B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Thirteen
Where to devote yourself to meditation

!P(2%2)%M(1%5(),%U/,%'()%"!
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We spend our days in gentle walks and thoughts
Of helping others, here in the silent
Peace of the forest, flowing in soft breezes;
We live doing as we please in our mansion
Of a wide flat rock, cool with the touch
Of moonlight and sandalwood scent of the holy,
Living deep within the woods
Of peacefulness, completely emptied
Of conflict and the afflictions.

!9)%'()%4/)%Zi)%NC-%2-%XY!

!-)%*+%=/%h/2%<2(2%-1,%4/)%!

!.(),%<px1%"hi)%"</%AO-%"q$%r),!

!B(,%&%532%&>%"-%.),%7(2!

We live where we please, as long
As we like, in abandoned houses
Or caves, or else at the foot of a tree.
We have given up the suffering
Of owning and protecting things,
Carefree we live, relying on nothing.
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<?(>%&%R5,%U/,%2"31%&%"'31%&%1/%<=/-%\31%&</%"23%"%-)%$,%U)%z2%&>%*+%
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Here is the first point, which describes one of the feature of living in isolation:
that the place and so on are so perfectly excellent. "If I go into isolation," you
may ask, "where should it be?" Think of a wheel-empowered emperor, who
has no one at all to compete with him, and who revels in the objects of the
senses at his own complete leisure. Just like this emperor do we live, deep
within the woods of peacefulness, at rest from all the various distractions, in a
place completely emptied of both any outer conflict and any kind of mental
affliction—completely free of any of the objects that could trigger within us
emotions such as liking or disliking another person.

We live doing as we please under some very wide, flat rock as a roof, which is just
like a mansion for us. The place is cool, made cool by the touch of sweet
sandalwood scent smeared all over—the soft moonlight of the presence of the holy
beings who have stayed there in the past.

Here the forest is silent, with no kinds of sound to clash with our thoughts, and
peaceful with the soft velvet breezes that flow past to grace the ground of our
meditation. We spend our days here in gentle walks, and thoughts of things we can
do that will help others—in the practice of the wish for enlightenment. And so
it is, that when great practitioners go into isolation, the pleasure they feel is
infinitely greater than anything felt by those who follow the worldly way of
life.

!-M/,%&%1/! Q3%"(%-@1%532%&</%9)%'()%2)%! 4/)%Zi)%2)%! >/%NC-%2-%XY%
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Here is the second point, that another benefit I will achieve from living in
isolation is my independence. In isolation we live where we please, and as long
as we like, in places where there are no other people: in abandoned houses, or in
caves, or else at the foot of a tree. We have given up both the suffering of owning
many different material things, and the suffering of trying to protect these things
from being lost. In short, we live carefree, relying on nothing: no hopes, and no
plans.
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Contemplation Fourteen
What to meditate upon: the service of others

!23%$%,(-,%&</%R5%&%./,!
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Think of these considerations
And others as well, contemplate
The benefits of isolation.
Put an end to useless
Thoughts, and meditate upon
The wish for enlightenment.

!"2-%2)%-@1%*+%5M5%&%1/!
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From the very beginning exert yourself
In the practice of treating others
And yourself the same.
When the happiness and the sufferings
Are the same, then you will care for all
Just as you do yourself.

q>%"42%&%23%$%,(-,%&</%R5%&%./,%<*+%<px%$%,(-,%&,%2"31%&</%",%5F</%
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Think of these considerations—the ones presented up to this point—and others as
well, in order to contemplate the benefits of living in some faraway place, isolated
from the hustle and bustle of life and other such distractions. Put a complete
end to all useless thoughts like striving after the objects of the senses, and spend
your time meditating upon the wish for enlightenment.

!F",%-)%-/%L(%1,%"L(5%@3%1%"2-%2)%-@1%*+%5M5%&%1/%2)%&(%M/2%*+%<"2%23%
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"What is the method," you may ask, "which I should use to meditate upon this
wish?" You should, from the very beginning, exert yourself in the practice of
treating others and yourself the same. "And how do I do that?" you may ask. We
spend our time working to achieve happiness for ourselves, and working to
stop any suffering for ourselves. We must learn to act just the same way
towards the happiness and the sufferings of others; we should make our
attempts to achieve happiness and to stop suffering the same, for both ourselves
and others. When we do so, then we will come to care for and cherish all living
beings just as we do ourselves.
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Contemplation Fifteen
They are a part of you too

!$-%&%$%,(-,%2?3%"%R5%5)%.)%!
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There are many separate parts, the hands
And all the rest, but we dearly care
For them all, as a single body.
Just so shall I work for the happiness of every different being,
Treating all as equal, all as one,
Thinking of their joy and pain as if it were my own.
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One may make the following objection:

I don't see how it could be the right thing to do to act towards
the happiness and the sufferings of others exactly the same as I
do towards those of my own; the reason I say this is that the
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number of living beings is absolutely infinite, and there is no way
that I could ever think "me" about every one of them.

Think though about the many separate parts of your body: your feet, your hands,
and all the rest. Even though there are many of these parts, we think of them all
as "mine," and care dearly for all of them, as the single body of a single person.
The various different types of beings—worldly gods, humans, and the like—are
just so. Even though they are separate, there is no distinction between their
individual joys and their individual pains: I can learn to view them as
indistinguishable, and then conceive of all of them as if they were my own self,
just as I conceive of myself as myself. The point here is that I could learn to
think about every one of them in the same way, and say to myself, "I shall work
to achieve this particular happiness," and "I shall work to stop this particular
suffering."
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Contemplation Sixteen
What makes pain mine?

!-$%G3%"2-%-/%AO-%"q$%_/,!
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Suppose you object, and say
That your pain never hurts
The body of another.
Even so your pain is something
You can't bear for just one reason:
Your grasping to yourself.
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Just so even though it's true
That sufferings others feel
Never come and strike you,
Still it is your suffering,
Since you'll find them hard to bear
Once you grasp to yourself.
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One may make yet another objection:

Two facts here are the same: the pain that others have doesn't
hurt me; and the pain that I have doesn't hurt others. Therefore
you are incorrect when you say that I should make very
intentional efforts to remove their pain in exactly the same way
that I make efforts to remove my own pain.

Yet there is no such problem in our reasoning. Suppose you do object this way,
and say that your pain never hurts the body of another, any more than their pain
hurts you. Even so, their pain is your pain. This is because your own pain is
something you find unbearable for just one reason: your habit of grasping to yourself
as yourself.

Suppose that, just so, you become accustomed to considering others yourself
as well. Even though it may be true then that the sufferings which others feel may
never come and strike you personally, still the suffering that these living beings
feel is your suffering to work to remove, since you'll find it hard to bear it when
sufferings come to them, once you have learned to grasp to them as being
yourself.
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Contemplation Seventeen
Logical proofs for compassion and love

!"2-%-/,%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%",$!

!AO-%"q$%./1%]/>%"2-%AO-%"@/1!

!"2-%-/,%-@1%$%N1%&>%?!

!,35,%;1%./1%]/>%"2-%$C,%"@/1!

I must stop the pain of others,
Because it's pain; it's like the pain
That I feel myself.
I must act to help all others
Because they're living beings; it's like
The body that I own.

,35,%;1%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%6(,%;1! "2-%-/,%",$%">%>/-,%G3%AO-%

"q$%./1%&</%]/>! 2&3>%1%"2-%-/,%AO-%"q$%"@/1%1(! !"2-%-/%-@1%$%

N1%&%2)%"23%"%"��"%&>%?%>/-,%G3! ,35,%;1%N%>($%&(%,35,%;1%./1%&</%

]/>! 2&3>%1%"2-%-/%$C,%$%"23%"%"��"%&%"@/1%1(!

[The following section is presented by Gyaltsab Je as a pair of formal, logical
proofs.]

Proof number one:

Consider the pain of other living beings.

It is right that I must stop it,

Because it is pain.

It is, for example, like the pain that I feel myself.
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Proof number two:

It is something right that I must act to achieve whatever helps and brings
happiness to all others,

Because each person out there is a living being.

It's like, for example, the way I work to bring happiness to the body that
I own.
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Contemplation Eighteen
The democracy of love

!-)%I|%"2-%2)%-@1%-M/%-

!"23%"%<2(2%*+%5IK),%&%$!

!"2-%2)%z2%&>%;/%.(2%1!

!-)%]/>%"2-%-;/-%"23%">%"P(1!

Given the fact that both myself
And others are exactly the same
In wanting happiness,
What difference could there ever be
Between us, what reason that I work
Only for happiness for myself?

!-)%I|%"2-%2)%-@1%-M/%-

!AO-%"q$%5/%<2(2%5IK),%&%$!

!"2-%2)%z2%&>%;/%.(2%1!

!-)%]/>%-@1%5/1%"2-%hi)%?32!

Given the fact that both myself
And others are exactly the same
In not wanting pain,
What difference could there ever be
Between us, what reason that I protect
Myself and not all others?

"2-%-@1%_/%"23%AO-%$%25/-,%1,%<2(>%$31%5IK),%&>%?32%>/-,%&>%F$!

-)%-/%I|%"2-%2)%-@1%-M/,%E%"23%"%<2(2%*+%5IK),%&%$%"2-%2)%-)%D-%

-@1%z2%&>%;/%.(2%1%;/%.)%532%&</%]/>! Ss%5I1%-)%-/%]/>%1%"2-%-;/-%"C%
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"23%">%"P(1%&>%?32%;/)%-@1%_/%"23%"%$%5/%"P(1%&%5/%>/-,%,(! !-)%-/%I|%

"2-%2)%-@1%-M/,%E%AO-%"q$%5/%<2(2%&>%5IK),%&%$%"2-%2)%-@1%z2%

&>%;/%.(2%1%'3%;/%.)%532%&</%]//>%>(! !Ss%5I1%-)%-/%]/>%-@1%_/%"23%"%"hi)%

"%5/1%&>%"2-%-/%"23%"%632%*+%"��"%;/)%5/%M5,%&>%hi)%">%?32! -M/,%E%

5IK),%&>%"��"%>/-,%,(!

It is right that I should act exactly the same towards the happiness and
sufferings of others as I do towards those of my own, for the following
reasons. Given the fact that both myself and others are exactly the same in how we
want happiness, what difference then could there ever be between us—between
myself and others? There is no difference at all. And for what reason then do
I work only for happiness for myself—what is my justification? Why do I not
work the same for the happiness of others? What I'm doing now is not right.

Given the fact that both myself and others are exactly the same in how we do not
want any pain, what difference could there ever be between us, between myself and
others? There is no difference at all. And for what reason then do I fail to
protect the happiness of all others, and concentrate instead on reaching my own
happiness, and protecting it from ever being lost? The two happiness are
exactly the same, and it is right for me to work to achieve them both.
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Part Two of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Meditation
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Eight

b. Practicing a feeling of joy for being in isolation

[Note: please see the end of the outline in the previous reading for a comment
upon an apparent problem in the original text at this section]

i. A brief presentation

ii. A detailed explanation

a) The feature that the place and so on are so perfectly excellent

[Contemplation Thirteen begins here]

b) The benefit that I will achieve independence

[Contemplation Thirteen ends here]

c) The benefit that I will feel satisfaction

C. How to engage in the practice of meditative quietude

1. How to engage in the practice of treating yourself and others the same

a. A brief presentation

[Contemplation Fourteen is found here]

b. A detailed explanation

i. An explanation of what it means to engage in the practice of treating
yourself and others the same

[Contemplation Fifteen is found here]

ii. How to engage in the practice of treating yourself and others the same

a) Refuting any argument that it is wrong to treat ourselves' and others'
happiness and suffering the same

[Contemplation Sixteen is found here]

b) An explanation of the reasons why it is right to engage in the practice
of treating each other the same
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i) An expanded explanation

a1. Setting forth the reasons

[Contemplation Seventeen is found here]

b1. Establishing the necessities

a2. The actual establishing of the necessities

[Contemplation Eighteen is found here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Nine: Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation,
Part III

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 27A-28B and 101B-106A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Nineteen
Being beyond oneself

!-$%G3%23%$%AO-%"q$%",!

!"2-%$%5/%-1(2%]/>%5/%"hi)%!

!5%<(),%&%./%AO-%"q$%.)%!

!-1(2%5/%?32%1%23%;/%"hi)%!

Suppose you say that the reason why
You don't protect them is that their pain
Doesn't hurt to you.
Why then do you protect yourself
From future pain, since it doesn't
Do hurt to you either?
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!"2-%-/,%23%1/%l()%c5%&</!

!R5%&>%\(-%23%$(-%&%'3!

!<2/%B>%4/%"<)%-@1%M/2%$!

!Q3%"%.)%1/%-@1%M/2%./1!

Your idea that you do so because
You think to yourself that you will have
To experience it is all wrong, because
The person who has already died
Is one person, and the one who's taken
Birth is another altogether.

!-)%I|%-)%-/%AO-%"q$%-)%!

!23%1/%23%M/2%U/,%"hi),%1!

!�)%&</%AO-%"q$%$-%&,%5/1!

!;/%]/>%23,%1/%23%"hi)%?!

And suppose that any particular pain
Were only something a particular one
Had to care about; if this
Were the case, then a pain in the foot
Would be nothing for the hand—
Why then does it care?

!-$%G3%>/-,%&%5/1%.)%<2/>!

!"2-%XY%<px1%&,%<=C-%;3%1!

!"2-%-@1%5/%>/-,%-)%./1%G3!

!;/%�+,%&>%1/%r)%?%M/2!

Suppose you say that, although that's wrong,
You engage in this case due to the fact
That you hold onto a self.
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This "self" and "other" though are very
Wrong, and nothing but something you should
Reject, with all the strength you have.

-$%G3%,35,%;1%23%$%AO-%"q$%?T)%",%"2-%$%5/%-1(2%&</%]/>%5/%"hi)%)(%@3%

1! 23%1/%63,%5/%>/-,%G3%o,%&</%I|%AO-%"q$%?T)%2(-,%1,%-@(1%&</%I|%1(>%

-,(-%&%2)%! 23%"@/1%*+%,)%2)%]/%Z(%AO-%"q$%?T)%2(-,%1,%2/%>/)%2)%q%Z(</%

*+,%1,%AO-%"q$%,3$%"</%F",%$%<"2%&>%5/%>/-,%&>%F$! !]/%5</%*+,%U/%

AO-%"q$%5%<(),%&</%AO-%"q$%.)%q%5</%*+,%U/%-)%D-%23%$%-1(2%&>%5/%

?32%1%23%?T)%2(-,%1,%;/,%"hi)%"hi)%5/%>/-,%&>%F$%$(!

Suppose you say the following: "The reason why I don't try to protect all living
beings from their suffering is that when this pain comes to them it doesn't hurt
to me personally." This though is totally wrong. According to this way of
thinking, it must be a mistake for people to try to accumulate money during
their younger years out of a concern that they will undergo some kind of
suffering during their later years; or for any one of us to try to find some way
today, or this morning, to prevent some suffering that we think may come to
us tomorrow, or later in the day. Why then do you try to protect yourself from
some future pain, from some suffering that you are afraid might come later, since
it doesn't do any hurt to you, to the person who exists at the earlier point in
time, either? According to your way of thinking, it must be incorrect to do so.

!I|%<2/>%"2-%-/,%]/%5</%AO-%"q$%_/%Ss%m(-%&>%5%?,%1%]/%5>%"2-%-/,%

AO-%"q$%l()%2-(,%&,%23%m(-%&</%F",%$%<"2%&>%>/-,%,(%@3%1! I|%<2/</%

"2-%-/,%]/%5</%*+,%,C%AO-%"q$%23%1/%l()%c5%&</%R5%&>%\(-%&%23%]/1%;/%$(-%

&%'3! <2/%B>%4/%"</%-)%D-%23<)%-@1%M/2%$%Q3%"%]/%5</%-)%D-%23<)%1/%

-@1%M/2%./1%&,%23%-M/,%-;/-%XY%5/%>C)%"</%]/>%>(!

Someone may give the following reply:

If in this life I fail to stop the causes that are going to bring me
suffering in my later lives, then I myself will have to experience
that suffering in my later life. As such, it is quite appropriate
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that I make efforts in the various methods of stopping these
causes.

Here you have an idea that you must do so because you think to yourself that the
you in this life will have to experience the pain in their future lives; but your idea
is all wrong. This is because the person who in this case has already died is one
person, and the one who's taken birth in the future lives is another altogether; it's
completely wrong to say that these two are one and the same.

!<2/%1/%,(%,(%F%22%./1%&,%-;/-%-/%AO-%"q$%;/-%4(,%U/,%,3$%5/%>/-,%&%$%

#2%;/-%q%]/%,(%,(%F%22%&</%5-(%5IK),%U/%>/-,%&,%<-(-%&%./1%_/! 2(1%

25%$%B(,%1,%<-(-%&%-�+)%-/%2(1%5/1%1(!

By the way, the logic presented here is meant to refute the idea that, because
two people are separate entities, it is wrong to say that either one of them is
obliged to work to remove the suffering of the other. To accomplish this
refutation, we present a parallel example involving the two separate versions
of one person at successive points in time. It is not though the intent of the
root text here to deny the fact that, in an ultimate sense, the successive versions
of a person do constitute a single person.

!-@1%.)%-)%-/%I|%6%-)%-/%AO-%"q$%-)%./1%&%23%1/%$C,%U/%6%23%M/2%U/,%

"hi)%@/)%,3$%2-(,%1! I|>%5%DC-%&%B%"C</%�)%&</%AO-%"q$%$-%&</%5/1%

&,%;/</%]/>%$-%&%23,%1/%�)%&</%AO-%"q$%23%"hi)%">%?32%5/%>/-,%&>%F$%

$(!

And suppose further that the pain of any particular part of the body were only
something which that one particular part had to care about and try to remove. If
this were the case, then a pain caused in the foot when a thorn pierced it would be
nothing for the hand to worry about; why then would the hand care about the
suffering that the foot was undergoing? According to you it would be wrong
to do so.

!-$%G3%<w3$%532%U/%AO-%"q$%;/-%4(,%U/,%,3$%"%>/-,%&%5/1%.)%! <2/>%

"2-%XY%<px1%&%-(5,%&%$,%Q3%"%q%]/%2)%q%Z(%]/%Z(%$%,(-,%&</%$C,%R5,%
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-)%D-%-;/-%&(%23</%"2-%-/%">%<px1%&%-(5,%&%$,%-;/-%-/%AO-%"q$%;/-%

4(,%U/,%,3$%"%$%<=C-%;3%1! >)%2")%"</%"2-%2)%-@1%*+%<px1%&%5/%>/-,%

&%-)%./1%&%23%.)%;/%�+,%&>%1/%r)%">%?%"%M/2%./1%G3! -)%D-%-/%"2-%XY%

<px1%&%@31%.C$%$%<:i$%@/)%23,%NC)%:($%F5,%;2%"Q32%&</%]/>%>(!

Suppose you say now the following:

Although it is wrong to assert that two objects which are unrelated
should work to remove each other's suffering, here it's different.
In this case we assume that I have become accustomed to holding
to a particular self: I consider the bodies of the previous and
succeeding lives, and the bodies of the earlier part of the day and
the latter part of the day, and so on, to be one person. And it is
due to the fact that I have become accustomed to thinking this way
that one of these engages in attempting to remove the pain of the
other.

It is very wrong though to hold to the existence of this "self" and "other" which
are able to perform some action on their own. They are nothing but something
you should reject, with all the strength you have. This is because the tendency to
hold onto some self-nature of the person is mistaken in what it believes to
exist, and is responsible for causing every kind of devastation.
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Contemplation Twenty
Are we only what we control?

!Ss2%2)%IJ-,%@3,%?%"%1/!

!~3)%"%25-%$%,(-,%"@/1%"�k1!

!AO-%"q$%;1%-)%23%532%&!

!23,%<2/%,C%@/-%2")%">%<_d>!

The things we call a "continuum" and
A "collection" are unreal; they're like
A string of things, or an army.
That of one with suffering
Doesn't exist at all; so who
Is he that could ever control it?

!AO-%"q$%"2-%&(%532%&>%1/!

!F5,%;2%?3%w-%532%&%M/2!

!AO-%"q$%./1%]/>%23%",$%?!

!)3,%&,%23>%1/%;/%@/-%?!

Since the one who owns a pain
Does not exist, there can be no
Distinctions among then any.
If something is a kind of pain,
Then it's something to remove; what use
Is saying that it's fixed here?

!;/%]/>%8+1%_/%AO-%"q$%1/!

!"�(-%&>%?%@3,%"P2%*+%532!

!-$%G3%"�(-%1<)%F5,%;2%"�(-

!23%5/1%"2-%U)%,35,%;1%"@/1!
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You can't continue your argument
Of asking why the pains of all
Are something you must stop.
If you're going to stop it, then
You must stop all of it; if not,
Then mine's like other beings'.

-,C5%&%1/! 23%-M/,%5/%5IK),%G3%-)%D-%,(%,(%"%<w3$%532%./1%$%-)%D-%

-;/-%-/%�)%$-%IJ-,%&%-;/-%;/)%! o1%-@(1%2)%I|%q%]/%Ss2%-;/-%./1%&,%

]/%5%$%-;/-%-/%AO-%"q$%-;/-%-/,%,3$%">%>/-,%$! q%5%$%23%5/%>/-,%,(%

@3%1! >)%2")%"</%Ss2%2)%IJ-,%&%.)%532%&>%F$! Ss2%2)%IJ-,%&%@3,%?%

"%1/%~3)%"%2)%25-%$%,(-,%&%>)%-/%6%*+%5%$%"G-,%&</%�k1%&%./1%&%"@/1%

*+%Ss1%;1%q%]/%*+%5%2)%! IJ-,%&%;1%$%"G-,%1,%"@-%&</%�k1%&%./1%&</%

]/>!

Here is the third point, which is disproving the objection of thinking that it is
wrong to engage in the practice of treating myself and others the same.
Someone may make the following objection:

The two cases are not the same; [in the former case, of myself
and others,] the two beings involved are separate and have no
connection. The feet and hands of any one person though are
one collection of parts, and the person in his younger and older
years, or else in his previous and succeeding lives, is one
continuum. Therefore in this latter case it is logical that one of
the members should undertake to remove the suffering of the
other, whereas in the former case it is not logical.

Isn't it true though that there is no collection, and no continuum either, which
can act on its own accord? Because isn't it the case that the things we call a
"continuum" and a "collection" are simply unreal, in being concepts applied to
multiple parts—just like the concepts of a string of things [such as a rosary of
beads, or a garland of flowers], or an army, or anything similar? Isn't a
continuum simply a concept applied to the combination of what came before
and what came later, and isn't a collection simply a concept applied to the
components that make it up? Aren't they both therefore unreal?
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-)%D-%-;/-%-/%"2-%-/%",%"AO,%&%-)%D-%23</%2")%ef>%?%./1%&,%.C$%

*+,%F%22%U)%-;/-%-/%AO-%"q$%;/-%4(,%U/,%,3$%$(%@3%1! AO-%"q$%;1%_/%

-)%D-%-/%"2-%-)%./1%&%23%532%&</%]/>! -)%D-%>)%2")%"%23,%"23%AO-%

<2/%,C%@/-%2")%">%<_d>%,C</%.)%2")%ef>%?%5%./1%&>%5IK),%,(!

One may make an additional objection:

All those things which can be considered one of the things that
any one person possesses are things which that person controls,
and therefore the suffering of any one member is something that
another member must try to remove, even though these members
may be separate in either location or time.

That so-called "self" of any one person who has suffering though is something
which doesn't exist at all. So who is he then, this person who supposedly acts
on his own accord, that could ever control "it," meaning their own happiness
and pain? And how could these ever be anything that he controlled? The two
are completely equal in being neither.

!Ss%5I1%23,%1%AO-%"q$%$%$(),%7(2%&</%>)%2")%"</%"2-%&(%532%&>%1/%

"2-%2)%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%F5,%;2%?3%w-%532%&%M/2%./1%$%F%c2%*+%N1%IK1%

B(,%&</%"2-%-@1%23%2-%-/%AO-%"q$%.)%.(2%&,! >)%-/%AO-%"q$%"@/1%

*+%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%,3$%"%$%<"2%&>%>/-,%,(!

Since this is true—that is, for the reason that the one who supposedly owns a pain
does not exist anyway—there can be no distinctions at all among then any of the
sufferings which myself and others experience. In a nominal sense though, in
a relative sense, we can speak of the sufferings of "myself" and "others," and
so we can say that it is "right to make efforts to remove the sufferings of
others, just as we strive to remove our own sufferings."

!-M/,%&%2(1%"AO%"%1/! 23,%1%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%23%.)%AO-%"q$%./1%&</%]/>%

23%>)%-/,%",$%">%?%"%>/-,%U/%>)%2)%-@1%>/-,%,C%-;(2%&</%)3,%&,%23>%

1/%;/%@/-%?! -@1%_/%AO-%"q$%5F<%2-%",$%2-(,%&,%;/</%]/>%,35,%;1%
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8+1%_/%AO-%"q$%1/%"2-%$%5/%-1(2%&,! ;/</%]/>%m(-%&>%?%@3,%"^2%*+%532%

&,%>)%-/%AO-%"q$%<2(2%?%5%./1%&,%-$%G3%m(-%1%.)%AO-%"q$%F5,%;2%

m(-%&>%>/-,%$! -@1%_/%AO-%"q$%,3$%"%23%5/1%1%"2-%-/%AO-%"q$%U)%

,35,%;1%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%"@/1%*+! ",$%?%5%./1%&>%<_d>%",%"2-%$%

-;3,%&>%<px1%&%"@/1%*+%-@1%-;3,%&>%-DC)%1,%23</%AO-%"q$%,3$%"%$%

632%63>%?<(!

Here is the second more general point: a brief summary. Therefore, the pain
that someone else is feeling is something that I must rightly work to remove, for
the simple reason that it is a kind of pain. What use is it so say here that the
distinction between myself and others is something that is fixed? We must
undertake to eliminate each and every pain of every other person; you can't
therefore continue this argument of yours, where you keep asking why the pains
of all other beings are something you must stop, even though they don't do any
hurt to you. Your own pain is not something that you ever wanted; so if you're
going to stop it, then it is right that you must stop all of the pain that exists. But
if the pain of others is not something that you should remove, then your own
pain should be just like that of all other beings: meaning that your own pain then
would never be something that you should work to remove either. Given all
this, you must learn to cherish others just as you cherish yourself, and make
dedicated efforts to remove their suffering.
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Contemplation Twenty-One
The power of habit

!-(5,%&%./,%1/%-@1%2-%-/

!9C%"%:-%-/%F/-,%&%$!

!2)(,%&(%532%&>%_d>%U)%1/!

!"2-%-(%@3,%1/%43,%&%B>!

By accustoming yourself to the idea,
You have learned to think of
A few drops of semen and blood
That belong to other people
As being yourself, even though
There's no such thing at all.

!23%"@/1%-@1%_/%$C,%$%.)%!

!"2-%;3,%;/%./%]/>%5/%-DC)%!

!"2-%-/%$C,%1/%-@1%2-%XY<)%!

!"@-%&%23%B>%2E<%"%532!

Why then do you say you cannot
Think of the bodies of other people
As being yourself as well?
There isn't any difficulty
In deciding that the bodies of others
Are your own body too.

-@1%_/%$C,%$%)<(%c5%&%2)%-@1%_/%5/-%$%)</%5/-%-/%c5%&</%v(%5/%Q3%",%

-@1%_/%"23%AO-%$%>)%-/%2)%<Z%"</%<2(>%$31%_/%v(%=/%B>%Q3%@3%1! 5%-(5,%1%

"231%5(2%U/%-(5,%&%./,%1/%-@1%N%2)%5%2-%-/%9C%"%:-%-/%F/-,%&%$%"2-%

-/%2)(,%&(%bi"%&%532%&>%_d>%U)%1/! -(5,%&</%'(",%U/,%"2-%-(%@3,%1/%43,%
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4/)%<px1%&%B>%23%"@/1%*+%-(5,%&>%?,%1! -@1%_/%$C,%$%.)%"2-%;3,%;/</%

]/>%5/%-DC)%'3%-DC),%4/-%2)%! -(5,%&>%?,%1%>)%-/%2)%<Z%"</%v(%Q3<(!

!23,%1%-@1%-;3,%&>%<px1%&</%N1%.(1%",5,%1,%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%,3$%"%

$%<"2%&>%?<(!

One may continue with the following objection:

I could never come to think of another's body as "me," or of the
eye that belonged to another as being "my eye." How then could
I ever reach the state of mind where I learn to act towards other
people's happiness and suffering in exactly the same way that I
do towards my own?

If in saying this you assume that you have not yet accustomed yourself to the
idea, then we can agree that you never could reach this state of mind. By
accustoming yourself to the idea though, you have learned to think of, to grasp to,
a few drops of semen and blood that belong to other people—to your father and
mother—as being "me," yourself, even though there's no such thing as your "self"
at all. This is all done through the power of getting used to something. Why
then do you say that you cannot think of the bodies of other people as being yourself
as well? You should learn to think this way; if you get used to the idea, then
you will be able to reach that state of mind where you think of their bodies as
your own. Thus it is that we should contemplate carefully upon the great
benefits that come from cherishing other people, and strive as best we can to
remove their sufferings.

!<_d>%9%;/-%$,%2)(,%&(%532%&>%_d>%U)%1/%@3,%&</%Ix-%�)%5/%<?T)%)(%!

Incidentally the part of the verse that reads, "Even though there's no such thing
at all" is not found in some translations of the root text.

!23,%1%"2-%-/%$C,%<2/%-;3,%&>%<px1%&%632%*+%"E-%1,%-@1%*+%.)%"@-%&%

23%B>%-(5,%1%2E<%"%532%&%"2-%-;3,%<px1%-(5,%&%2)%<Z<(!

Thus it is that we should first resolve to stop our habit of cherishing our own
body, and come to decide that the bodies of others can be the object of this
cherishing too; if we get used to thinking this way, there's isn't any difficulty to
it, for it's just like the way that we have already gotten accustomed to
cherishing ourselves.
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Contemplation Twenty-Two
The sources of all happiness and pain

!"2-%M/2%Q(1%";,%-@1%$%.)%!

!.(1%G1%S%5IJ>%43,%?,%1,!

!"2-%<px1%.(),%,C%2(>%"%2)%!

!-@1%v)%"%1/%"L(5%&>%?!

Come to understand that for
Myself it's wrong, but for all others
An ocean of fine qualities.
Discard completely your habit of caring
For yourself, and learn to take on
Every other being.

"2-%-;3,%&>%<px1%&%1/%M3,%&%F5,%;2%U/%<?T)%9C),%./1%&,%Q(1%2)%";,%

&,%632%63>%<-(-%&%2)%,35,%;1%-@1%$%-;3,%&>%<px1%&%.)%$3-,%IJ-,%

F5,%;2%U/%<?T)%9C),%./1%&,%.(1%G1%S%5IJ>%43,%&>%?,%1,! "2-%

-;3,%<px1%.(),%,C%2(>%"%2)%-@1%-;3,%&>%<px1%@/)%v)%"%1/%"L(5%&>%?<(!

You must come to understand the following things. This habit of cherishing
yourself is the source of every negative personal quality, and so it is wrong, and
something you must focus great efforts upon to stop. But cherishing all other
living beings, on the other hand, is the source of every mass of goodness—it
is like a great ocean of fine qualities. As such you must make it your practice to
discard completely your habit of caring for yourself, and learn to "take on every other
being," in the sense of learning to cherish them.
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Contemplation Twenty-Three
How far can we go?

!=/%B>%$-%&%$%,(-,%&!

!$C,%U/%.1%$-%./1%<2(2%B>!

!23%"@/1%<b(%"</%.1%$-%XY!

!;/%]/>%$C,%;1%R5,%5/%<2(2!

When you think of your hands and such
You do consider them all a part
Of your body; so why then don't you
Consider every creature that has
A body as being one of the parts
Of the body of all living kind?

,35,%;1%5F<%.,%&,%"2-%XY%-DC)%">%5/%�+,%,(%@3%1! =/%B>%>)%-/%$-%&%

$%,(-,%&%,(%,(%F%22%U)%>)%-/%$C,%U/%.1%$-%./1%&,%"hi)%?>%<2(2%&%

B>! 23%"@/1%*+%,35,%;1%*+%5%./1%.)%-;3,%&>%<px1%&%-(5,%1%>)%-/%$C,%

B>%-;3,%&>%<px1%&</%<b(%"</%.1%$-%XY%;/</%]/>%$C,%;1%R5,%"hi)%?>%5/%

<2(2%23%<2(2%&>%>/-,%,(!

One may make yet another objection: "Living beings are infinite; I could never
manage to think of them all as being myself." Your own hands and such are
separate things; yet when you think of them you do consider them all something
you must care for, since they are all a part of your body. The different kinds of
living beings, even though they are many, are still something that you can get
used to cherishing; and if you do so, then you will come to cherish them as
you do your own body. So why then don't you consider every creature that has a
body as being one of the parts of the body of all living kind? The right thing to do
would be to consider them this way.
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Contemplation Twenty-Four
On the definition of "myself"

!=/%B>%"2-%532%$C,%<2/%$!

!-(5,%&,%"2-%-/%v(%?T)%"!

!23%"@/1%,35,%;1%-@1%$%.)%!

!-(5,%&,%"2-%v(%;/,%5/%Q3!

Because you've gotten used to it,
You're able to think "it's mine" of this body,
Which actually has no self.
Why do you say then you could never
Learn to think of others as "me"
If you got used to it?

!23%B%1%1/%-@1%_/%2(1!

!?,%U)%)(%5I>%�(5%5/%<?T)%!

!"2-%M/2%U/,%1/%D,%D(,%1,!

!$1%$%>3%"%5/%<?T)%"@/1!

If you could then you would never
Feel that it was strange, nor conceited,
When you worked for others.
You don't expect congratulations
From yourself whenever you eat
Your dinner for yourself.

!23%",%=/%B>%6K)%)C%1!

!5/%c1%$,%U)%"2-%"hi)%"!

!23%"@/1%<b(%$%"hi)%,35,%2)%!

!c/)%n3</%,35,%1/%-(5,%&>%?!
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For that reason, you must get used to a state
Of mind where you protect all beings,
And to thoughts of compassion as well,
Protecting them just the same way that
You protect yourself even from
The very least unkind word.

2)%&(%1/! "2-%-@1%"n3%"</%v(%-(5,%&>%5/%�+,%,(%@3%1! =/%B>%-)%D-%-/%

"2-%532%&</%$C,%<2/%$%-(5,%&,%"2-%-/%">%<px1%&</%v(%<?T)%"%23%"@/1%*+%

,35,%;1%-@1%$%.)%-;3,%<px1%-(5,%&,%"2-%-/%"</%v(%;/,%5/%Q3%-(5,%

&,%)3,%&>%Q3<(! !,35,%;1%8+1%"2-%XY%-DC)%"%-(5,%&%23%B%1<)%1/%-@1%

_/%2(1%?,%U)%)(%5I>%2)%�(5%,35,%5/%<?T)%)(%!

Here is the first point, how getting used to cherishing others enables us to
exchange ourselves and others, and to put a stop to our delusions of grandeur.
Now suppose you say, "I could never get used to the state of mind where I
exchange myself and others." Think though of the fact that, because you've
gotten used to it, you are able to think of this body and say "it's mine," to hold it
this way even though it is something which does not have any self-nature of
being a person. Why do you say then that you could never learn to think of other
living beings as "me," even if you got used to cherishing them? If you do
accustom yourself to it, then you can with every certainty learn to think this
way. And if you could accustom yourself to this, to thinking of every living
being as yourself, then you would never feel that it was strange when you devoted
yourself to working for others; nor would you ever feel conceited about it.

!-M/,%&%1/! 2&3>%1%"2-%M/2%U/,%1/%>)%-/%D,%D(,%1,%$1%$%>3%",%5/%<?T)%

"%"@/1%1(! !N1%.(1%5F<%.,%&%.(2%&%23%",%1%=/%B>%6K)%)C%1%Ix-%5/%c1%&%

$,%U)%"2-%"hi)%"%23%"@/1%*+%<b(%"%$%AO-%"q$%$,%"hi)%,35,%2)%c/)%

n3</%,35,%1/%-(5,%&>%?<(!

Here is the second point, which is advice to make efforts in this practice
without hoping for any good karmic result. Think for example of when you eat
your dinner, for yourself. You don't expect any congratulations from yourself for
doing so. The case here is just the same. Consider how well you protect
yourself even from the very least unkind word that someone might ever say to you.
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You must try to get used to having a state of mind where you protect all beings in
just the same way, from every pain; you must as well get used to thoughts of
compassion, for the reason that this is of infinite benefit.
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Contemplation Twenty-Five
The enemy of the body

!"2-%$C,%-)%$%6-,%&%./,!

!<=/-,%-1,%6K)%$%<=/-,%Q3%"!

!<=/-,%&%Q3%"</%$C,%23%$!

!,C%@/-%2b%"@/1%A)%5/%]32!

Because of your attachment for
Your body, you feel great feelings of fear
For little frightening things.
Since this body then is a source of terror,
Who then wouldn't despise it like
They would some hated enemy?

"2-%-@1%5%"n3,%&>%"2-%-/%$C,%-)%$%6-,%&%./,%A/-%��$%$%,(-,%

&</%<=/-,%-1,%6K)%)C%$%.)%<=/-,%&%631%&(%Q3%"%./1%&,%<=/-,%&%Q3%"</%

$C,%23%$%59,%&%,C%@/-%2b%"@/1%*+%A)%">%5/%?32%&>%-;3,%&>%<px1%&%5/%

>/-,%,(!

Now because of your attachment for your body, caused by your failure to practice
exchanging yourself and others, you feel great feelings of fear even for little
frightening things like scorpions or snakes or the like. Since this body then is a
source of all this terror, who—that is, what wise person—then wouldn't despise it
like they would some hated enemy? This being the case, it is completely wrong
to cherish the body.
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Contemplation Twenty-Six
On the evil we do for the body

!$C,%-)%"u3,%2)%#(5%,(-,%12!

!-,(%"</%6(%-%?32%<2(2%&,!

!?%2)%M%2)%>/%�-,%2-

!-,(2%&>%?32%;/)%$5%LO-,%?32!

We spend our days to find a technique
Of curing those illnesses of the body:
Hunger and thirst and the rest.
To do so we slaughter birds and fish,
And wild beasts of the forest too;
We lay in wait at crossroads;

!-)%@/-%93%2)%>/5%b(</%]/>!

!N%2)%5%.)%-,(2%?32%;/)%!

!2E(1%56(-%-,C5%_/%2E(>%"�a,%1,!

!23,%1/%51>%532%"h3-%<_d>%1!

For it, for profit and to win
The honor others give us,
We would even kill our parents;
Stealing also things belonging
To the Triple Jewel, passing on
To burn for it in hell of Endless Torment.

!59,%&%,C%@/-%$C,%23%$!

!<2(2%;/)%"hi)%2)%56(2%?32%U/!

!<2/%$%,C%@/-%2b%"@/1%*+!

!"B%">%5/%?32%"t,%5/%?32!
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What wise man could ever then
Desire this body, care for it,
And make onto it offerings?
Who is it that wouldn't see
The body as the enemy,
Who then not disdain it?

"2-%-;3,%&>%-DC)%",%$C,%-)%"u 3,%&%2)%#(5%&%,(-,%12%-,(%"</%6(%-%

?32%<2(2%&,! ?%2)%M%2)%>/%�-,%-,(2%&>%?32%;/)%$5%*+%<b(%"%$%$5%

"LO-,%?32%;/)%-@1%_/%1(>%<~(-%&%2)%! -;3,%&>%-DC)%"</%$C,%-)%@/-%93%

2)%>/5%b(</%]/>%XY%N1%"G-,%&</%N%2)%5%.)%-,(2%&>%?32%;/)%! 2E(1%

56(-%-,C5%_/%2E(>%"�a,%1,%A/-%&%23,%1/%51>%532%*+%"h3-%&>%<_d>%1%

59,%&%,C%@/-%$C,%23%$%-;3,%&>%-DC)%1,%<2(2%;/)%"hi)%"%2)%56(2%&>%

?32%U/%>)%-/%$C,%<2/%$%,C%@/-%2b%"@/1%*+%"B%">%5/%?32%"t,%&>%5/%?32!

-;3,%&>%<px1%&%R5%&%F5,%;2%*+%2--%&>%?<(!

Because we cherish the body so much, we spend our days trying to find a
technique of curing those illnesses that it has—hunger, and thirst, and the rest. And
to do so we slaughter birds and fish, and wild beasts of the forest too. We also lay
in wait at crossroads, to ambush those who are travelling there, and steal the
belongings of others.

For it, for this body that we cherish so greatly, and for profit, and to win the
honor that others give to us, we would even kill our own parents: those who have
been of such immense benefit to us. We would steal also the things belonging to
the Triple Jewel, and for it, for this evil, pass on to burn for it in the hell known
as "Endless Torment." This being the case, what wise men could ever then desire
this body, in the sense of cherishing it, and care for it, and make onto it offerings?
Who is it that wouldn't see this body as the enemy, and who then would not disdain
it? We must then in every possible way stop this tendency to cherish the
body.
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Contemplation Twenty-Seven
If I use it myself, what will I have to give others?

!-$%G3%?/1%1%;/%72%;3,!

!"2-%2(1%,35,%&%<Z3%./%IK$!

!-$%G3%72%1%;/%0/1%;3,!

!-@1%2(1%,35,%&%y%./%6(,!

Thinking of yourself and saying,
"If I give, what will I have
For me?" is nothing but demonic.
To think of others and to say,
"If I use this for myself,
What will I give?" is Angel Dharma.

-$%G3%,3>%H</%2")%-/,%1(>%$%,(-,%&%-@1%$%?/1%1%>)%M/2%;/%$(),%7(2%

;3,%"2-%2(1%<"<%@/-%,35,%&%<Z3</%IK$%G3%<=/-,%&%"Q32%&</%]/>%>(! !-$%

G3%>)%-/,%$(),%72%1%-@1%$%;/%0/1%@3,%-@1%2(1%<"<%@/-%,35,%&%y</%6(,%

G3%NC1%,C5%IJ-,%&%F5,%;2%<?T)%"</%]/>%>(!

Suppose that, under the influence of an attachment to our possessions, we
begin to think only of ourselves, saying, "If I give all my money and the rest of
my things to other people, then what will I have to use for myself?" This way
of thinking though is nothing but demonic, because like a demon it can only in
the end create terror for us. Suppose on the other hand that we begin to think
only of others, and to say, "If I use this for myself, then what will I have to give to
them?" This is the Dharma of the Angel, in that every good and perfect thing
comes from it.
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Contemplation Twenty-Eight
No many words are needed

!<=/-%\31%"23%"%=/%c32%&!

!23%8+1%-@1%"23%<2(2%$,%?T)%!

!<=/-%\31%AO-%"q$%=/%c32%&!

!23%8+1%>)%"23%<2(2%$,%?T)%!

The total amount of happiness
That exists in the world has come from
Wanting to make others happy.
The total amount of suffering
That exists in the world has come from
Wanting to make yourself happy.

!5)%*+%"42%B%;/%@/-%2-(,!

!?/,%&%>)%-/%2(1%?32%2)%!

!FC"%&%-@1%_/%2(1%5p2%&!

!<2/%-M/,%U/%1/%z2%&>%B(,!

What need is there for many words?
The children of the world
Work for their own sake;
The able Buddhas do their labor
For the sake of others—
Come and see the difference.

�%&%1/! 52(>%1%<=/-,%\31%1%"23%"%=/%c32%.(2%&%23%8+1%-@1%"23%"%<2(2%&%

-@1%2(1%?,%&%$,%?T)%$%<=/-%\31%1%.(2%&</%AO-%"q$%=/%c32%&%23%8+1%"2-%

-;3,%&>%<px1%&</%>)%"23%"%<2(2%&%$,%?T)%",%"2-%-;3,%<px1%<"2%&,%

2--%&>%?<(!
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Here is the fifth point, which is part of the expanded explanation in a listing
of the respective problems and benefits of cherishing ourselves and cherishing
others, from a point of view of help and happiness. To put it quite briefly, the
total amount of happiness that exists in the world has come from wanting to make
others happy, and from working for the benefit of others. And the total amount
of suffering that exists in the world has, on the other hand, come from cherishing
ourselves, from wanting to make ourselves happy. We must therefore make great
efforts to stop in ourselves this tendency of cherishing ourselves.

!-M/,%&%2(1%"AO%"%1/! 5)%*+%S,%&>%"42%B%;/%@/-%2-(,%G3%?/,%&%>)%-/%2(1%

-;3,%�,%,C%?32%&,%5/%<2(2%&%F5,%;2%<?T)%"%2)%! FC"%&%-@1%_/%2(1%

5p2%&,%NC1%IJ-,%F5,%;2%5F>%]/1%&%<2/%-M/,%U/%1/%z2%&>%B(,%$%./2%

63,%&>%_/,%4/- !!

Here is the second point from above, which is a brief summary. So what need
is there for many words, for any long explanation? The children of the world work
for their own sake, for their own dear selves; and this makes every single thing
that they ever hoped would not happen to happen to them. The able Buddhas,
on the other hand, do their labor for the sake of others, and in so doing bring to
its final perfection every good and excellent thing. Come and see the difference
between these two, and come to believe in it.
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Part Three of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Meditation
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Nine

b2. Disproving objections to these

[Contemplation Nineteen is found here]

c1. Disproving the objection of thinking that it is wrong to engage
in the practice of treating myself and others the same

[Contemplation Twenty is found here]

ii) A brief summary

iii) A refutation of objections

a1. Why it is incorrect to think that bodhisattvas, because they
focus upon the sufferings of others, are overwhelmed by
suffering themselves

b1. The great goal served by contemplating upon suffering

iii. The benefits of engaging in this practice

a) How there is never any great suffering for those who are swept away
by working for the sake of others

b) Why one should throw themselves into working for others, since this
is the ultimate pleasure

c) How one's own arrogance will be put to rest

d) Practicing without any hope for something in return, or for some good
karmic result

e) Why, for these reasons, it is something very right for us to engage in
the practice of treating ourselves and others exactly the same

[Contemplation Twenty-One is found here]

iv. How, if we practice treating ourselves and others the same, we will gain
the ability to do so

2. How to engage in the practice of exchanging yourself and others

a. A brief presentation
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i. The method to exchange ourselves and others

[Contemplation Twenty-Two is found here]

ii. The reasons why it is right to follow this practice

[Contemplation Twenty-Three is found here]

b. An expanded explanation

i. An explanation of the method for exchanging ourselves and others

a) An expanded explanation

i) Getting used to cherishing others

a1. How it will enable us to exchange ourselves and others, and
to put a stop to our delusions of grandeur

[Contemplation Twenty-Four begins here]

b1. Advice to make efforts in this practice without hoping for any
good karmic result

[Contemplation Twenty-Four ends here]

c1. Why we should, therefore, concentrate intensely on working
for others

d1. How, with practice, we can develop this attitude

e1. How to engage in the practice of exchanging ourselves and
others through a wish to liberate both ourselves and others
from suffering

ii) Making great efforts to eliminate our habit of cherishing ourselves

a1. A contemplation of the fact that cherishing ourselves is the
cause of all our fears

[Contemplation Twenty-Five is found here]

b1. A contemplation of the fact that cherishing ourselves leads us
on to every negative activity

[Contemplation Twenty-Six is found here]

iii) The respective problems and benefits of thinking mainly of
ourselves and of others

a1. A listing of the respective problems and benefits of cherishing
ourselves and cherishing others
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a2. An expanded explanation

a3. From the point of view of giving

[Contemplation Twenty-Seven is found here]

b3. From the point of view of harm

c3. From the point of view of praise and fame

d3. From the point of view of what work it will lead us
to

e3. From the point of view of help and happiness

[Contemplation Twenty-Eight begins here]

b2. A brief summary

[Contemplation Twenty-Eight ends here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part II

Reading Ten: Contemplations on the Perfection of Meditation,
Part IV

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 28B-30B and 106A-114A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Twenty-Nine
On the ultimate and immediate pains of selfishness

!"2-%"23%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%2-

!.)%2-%"n3%"%5%?,%1!

!,),%S,%M/2%*+%5/%<bi"%;/)%!

!<9(>%"%1%.)%"23%"%532!

If you fail to practice perfectly
This exchange of your own happiness
With the suffering of others,
You will never reach that enlightenment,
And even here in the cycle of life
There is no happiness.
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!<=/-%\31%N%>($%N>%@(-%-/

!w1%-.(-%$,%5/%?32%&%2)%!

!n3%2&(1%j1%&%5/%'3>%"</!

!I|%<2/</%2(1%.)%<bi"%5/%<_d>!

Forget the goals of the world beyond;
Even in this life none of the things
You hope to achieve will come about:
Those whose duty it is to serve you
Will do none of their work, and those
Masters you serve will never pay.

2)%&(%1/! "2-%-/%"23%"%2)%-@1%_/%AO-%"q$%2-%.)%2-%"n3%"%'3%q>%>)%

-/%"23%"%632%*+%"��"%;/)%AO-%"q$%632%*+%,3$%"%23%$,%m(-%1,%-@1%-;3,%

&>%-DC)%'3! 23</%"23%"%632%*+%"��"%;/)%AO-%"q$%<"2%&,%,3$%"%5%?,%1%

>)%M/2%,),%S,%M/2%*+%5%<bi"%;/)%23%5%bi"%U)%<9(>%">%-1,%&,%6(-%5(2%

c5%1%<9(>%"%1%.)%NC1%,C5%IJ-,%&</%"23%"%532%2(!

Here is the first point, on the problems of cherishing ourselves that we cannot
see. We must learn to practice perfectly this exchange of our own happiness with
the suffering of others. That is, in the past, we focused upon achieving happiness
for ourselves, and upon eliminating our own suffering. Now though we must
do the opposite, which is to cherish others. If we fail to focus on bringing
about their happiness, and upon striving to eliminate their suffering, then we
ourselves will never reach that enlightenment. And even if you think to yourself
that it would be all right to stay here in the cycle of life without reaching
enlightenment, still it is a fact that there is in this cycle no kind of happiness
which is complete.

!-M/,%&%1/! "2-%-;3,%<px1%2(>%G3%-@1%-;3,%<px1%-(5,%&>%5%?,%1%

<=/-%\31%N%>($%_/%M3,%25/-,%N>%@(-%-/%I|%<2/>%.)%w1%-.(-%$,%5/%?32%&%

2)%! n3%2&(1%$,%?,%&%$%j1%&%5/%'3>%"</%I|%<2/</%2(1%.)%<bi"%&>%5/%
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<_d>%>(!

Here is the second point, on the problems of cherishing ourselves that we can
see. Suppose you fail to discard this tendency to cherish yourself, and to
practice the exchange of yourself and others. You can forget then the problems
this causes in reaching the goals of the world beyond; even in this life none of the
things that you hope to achieve will ever come about: those whose duty it is to serve
you will do none of their work, and those masters you serve will never pay you for
work that you have done.
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Contemplation Thirty
Let the fire go

!<=/-%\31%2-%1%<I|%"%-)%.(2%2)%!

!<=/-,%2)%AO-%"q$%=/%c32%.(2%_d>%&!

!23%8+1%"2-%XY%<px1%&%$,%?T)%1!

!<Z3%631%23,%E(%"2-%$%;/%@/-%?!

Every single harm that comes in this
Entire world, every fear that comes, and so too
Every pain that ever comes,
Comes from grasping to myself;
What use for me then is this,
The single greatest demon?

!"2-%M/2%.(),%,C%5%"G)%1!

!AO-%"q$%r)%">%5/%�+,%G3!

!=/%B>%53%1/%5%"G)%1!

!h3-%&%r()%">%5/%�+,%"@/1!

Until the day that you give up
Your own self, you'll not be able
To stop the suffering.
Until the day that you let go
Of fire, you will not be able
To stop your hand from burning.

<=/-%\31%2-%1%5/%2)%5/%5%./1%&</%<I|%"%-)%.(2%2)%! ,35,%U/%<=/-,%&%

2)%$C,%U/%AO-%"q$%=/%c32%.(2%&>%_d>%&%23%8+1%"2-%XY%25/-,%1,%"2-%

-;3,%&>%<px1%&%$,%?T)%">%">%_d>%1! 5/%<2(2%&%F5,%;2%"Q32%&</%"2-%
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-;3,%<px1%_/%<Z3%631%23,%9(%'3%23,%1/%"2-%$%;/%@/-%?%11%_/,%r)%">%?<(!

!"2-%M/2%-;3,%&>%<px1%&%.(),%,C%5%"G)%1%>)%-/,%,35,%;1%F5,%;2%U/%

AO-%"q$%r)%">%5/%�+,%G3%=/%B>%G3%2&3>%1%53%1/%$-%&,%"DC)%1,%5%"G)%1%

"h3-%&%r()%">%5/%�+,%&%"@/1%1(!

Consider every single harm that comes in this entire world, whether it be from
humans or from non-human creatures. Think too of every fear that comes in the
mind, and so too every pain that ever comes in the body. All of them come from
grasping to, from cherishing, myself. What use for me then is this single greatest
demon, this cherishing of myself that causes everything there is that I don't
want to happen? I should stamp it out.

Until the day that you give up this habit of cherishing your own self only, you'll
not be able to stop the suffering of all living kind; it's like, for example, the
following example: until the day that you let go of some coal of fire that you're
holding in your hand, you will not be able to stop your hand from burning.
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Contemplation Thirty-One
The master and the servant

!-@1%2")%5/-%$%,(-,%&%./,!

!>)%2(1%��"%&>%>/-,%5%./1!

!23%2(1%5/-%$%,(-,%&%./,!

!23%$%$(-%&>%?%5/%>/-,!

It's something very wrong to look
With eyes belonging to another
And work for only my own goals.
It's wrong as well to look with eyes
Working for them, and to do
Something that's not right.

!23,%1%,35,%;1%-^J>%?%'3!

!"2-%-/%$C,%$%;/%5F()%"!

!23%2)%23%1/%~(-,%1,%U)%!

!-@1%2-%$%1/%N1%&>%7(2!

Therefore I should make all other
People first priority; and anything
That I ever find upon my person
I should take away from me,
And seek some way to make a use
Of it for other people.

-M/,%&%1/! >)%M/2%,35,%;1%_/%w1%*+%"q(,%1%-)%-/%w1%./1%&%23%$%>)%-/%

5/-%$%,(-,%&,%$(-%&>%"��"%&%5/%>/-,%&,! ,35,%;1%-@1%2")%"</%

5/-%$%,(-,%&%./,%,35,%;1%$%A)%5/-%"B%"%,(-,%2)%! >)%2(1%<"<%
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@/-%"��"%&>%>/-,%&%5%./1%$%23</%2(1%"��"%2-(,%4/)%23%2")%"</%5/-%$%

,(-,%&%./,%,35,%;1%23%$%$(-%&>%"��"%&%?%5/%>/-,%&,%,35,%;1%$%L(%

-,C5%_/,%$(-%&>%"��"%&%5F()%1%.)%M3,%25/-,%",5,%1,%.)%2)%.)%

*+%A(5%,35,%?<(!

Here is the second point, which is trying to avoid acting in a wrong way, once
we have done the exchange of ourselves with others. I have dedicated my life
to be a servant of other beings, and it's wrong for me act in ways that are
improper towards those whose servant I am; for example, in the way I look at
them or anything of the like. It's something very wrong for me to look with eyes
of anger at other beings, or something like this, when these eyes themselves
belong to the other beings. And it's also wrong for me to work only, exclusively,
for my own goals. I must try to work for them, for their goals; and since it since
it's so wrong to do something towards them that's not right, looking with the eyes
that belong to them to hurt them or such, I must watch myself to see if I am
doing anything wrong to them through any of the three doors of expression.
I must understand it when I am making a mistake, and I should develop a
habit of restraining myself from such actions, through thinking over and over
about the problems they will bring me.

!-,C5%&%1/! Ss%5I1%23,%1%,35,%;1%_/%2(1%-^J%"(>%?,%G3%D,%-(,%,(-,%

"2-%-/%$C,%$%;/%5F()%"%23%2)%23%1/%>)%$%~(-,%1,%U)%'3! "2-%-/>%<px1%

&%",$%1,%,35,%;1%-@1%2-%$%1/%N1%&>%7(2%&%w1%_/,%n3%&</%D,%-(,%

$(),%7(2%&%B>%Z1%&%5/%"n32%&>%?<(!

Next is the third point, which is acting in a way which is not mistaken, once
we have done the exchange. Therefore—that is, given the above reasoning—I
should make all other people the first priority. Anything that I ever find upon my
person—food, clothing, or anything of the like—I should take away from me
forcefully; that is, I should remove my tendency to see it as being "mine," and
seek some way to make a use of it for these other people. I should never forget to
think of my food and clothing as though they belonged to some great master,
and that I am simply using them.
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Contemplation Thirty-Two
The exchange of yourself and others

!251%,(-,%"2-%XY%?,%&%2)%!

!-@1%M/2%*+%1/%"2-%?,%1,!

!R5%\(-%532%&</%,35,%U/,%,C!

!~-%2(-%<b1%2)%)%S$%"L(5!

Make those who are inferior to you
And so on be yourself; make yourself now
None other than the others.
Practice this with a state of mind
That's free of ideas the feelings of jealousy,
Competitiveness, and pride.

?)%6K"%,35,%2&,%,35,%;1%>)%$,%251%&%2)%5M5%&%2)%>)%$,%y-%&%

,(-,%25/-,%.C$%*+%?,%1,%"2-%XY%?,%&%2)%! "2-%M/2%-@1%M/2%*+%1/%?,%

1,%G3%"2-%-@1%*+%<px1%&</%v(%-(%,%r(,%1,%)3,%43,%Z),%G3%F3%IJ5%_/%R5%

\(-%532%&</%,35,%U/,%,C%"2-%-@1%n3%"%L(5%&</%?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%y%0/1%

./1%1! y%0/1%23%$%~-%2(-%2)%1/%5M5%&%./1%1%<b1%,35,%2)%251%&%./1%

1%)%S$%"L(5%&>%?<(!

Here you, the bodhisattva, should focus upon those living beings who are
inferior to you, those who are equal, those who are superior, and so on. Then
you should make them be yourself, and you should make yourself now be none
other than these others; that is, you should reverse the states of mind which hold
to "me" and "other." When you engage in this practice of exchanging yourself
and others then you should do so with a state of mind which is resolved, which
is free of any idea such as hesitation about what you're doing. If you are the
bodhisattva named "John" then you should practice feeling jealous of John; or
if you're equal to him you should practice feeling competitive towards him; or
if he's inferior to you, you should practice feeling proud towards him.
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Contemplation Thirty-Three
Bodhisattva talking to yourself

!<2/%1/%"8+>%?,%"2-%1/%5/1!

!<2/%"@/1%"2-%-/,%5%t32%;/)%!

!<2/%1/%"'(2%?,%"2-%$%�(2!

!<2/%"23%"2-%1/%AO-%"q$%$!

This one should receive the honor,
But not us; we should never get
The things he always does.
He should bask in praise, and we
Should be belittled; he should have
All happiness, and we the suffering.

!"2-%1/%$,%R5,%?32%&%2)%!

!<2/%1/%"23%"%M/2%*+%-1,!

!<2/%1/%<=/-%\31%$%63%2)%!

!"2-%251%.(1%G1%532%&>%b-

We should be the ones who have
To do all of the work, and he
Should sit in perfect leisure.
Throughout the world he should become
A great man; we should stay inferior,
And known as knowing nothing.

!.(1%G1%532%&,%;/%@/-%?!

!"2-%8+1%.(1%G1%m1%&%M/2!

!-)%",%<2/%251%23%.(2%;/)%!

!-)%",%"2-%56(-%23%.)%.(2!
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What's the use of having
No good qualities? We'll all strive
That they have them all.
There do exist those compared to whom
This one is inferior; there are also those
Compared to whom we're highest.

!IK$%:/5,%B%"%�+2%,(-,%1/!

!M(1%5(),%'(",%U/,%"2-%2")%5/1!

The state of our morality, views,
Troubles, and the rest is forced
By affliction, and not by choice.

?)%6K"%,35,%2&<%y%0/1%>)%M/2%U/,%"2-%-@1%"n3%"%L(5%&</%I|%y%0/1%<2/%

1/%-@1%_/,%"8+>%'/%?,%$%,35,%;1%"2-%XY%-DC)%1,%"2-%1/%.(1%G1%251%

&,%"8+>%'/%?,%&%5/1%1(! !y%0/1%<2/%"@/1%"2-%-/,%"23%"</%.(%?2%5%t32%;/)%

?)%,35,%y%0/1%<2/%1/%"'(2%&>%?,%$%"2-%;-%,35,%;1%R5,%$%�(2%2(!

When the bodhisattva named "John" engages in the practice of exchanging
himself and others, he should think to himself, "This one, John, should receive
the honor of others." Then he should think of other living beings as himself and
say, "But since we are inferior in the good qualities that we possess, it should
not be us who gets the honor." We should furthermore never get the things that
make us happy in that way that he, this John, always does. He, the bodhisattva
John, should bask in praise, and we, all of us sentient beings, should be belittled.

!<2/%"23%$%"2-%;-%R5,%1/%AO-%"q$%$%"2-%1/%9C>%z3>%"%$%,(-,%&</%$,%

R5,%?32%&%2)%! y%0/1%<2/%1/%"23%"%M/2%*+%-1,%,(! !?)%,35,%<2/%1/%<=/-%

\31%$%IK$%:/5,%2)%F(,%&%,(-,%U/,%63%">%b-,%&%2)%! "2-%251%&%2)%

.(1%G1%532%&>%b-%-(

He should have all happiness, and we should have the suffering. We should be
the ones who have to do all of the work—such as carrying heavy loads and the
like—and he, John, should sit around in perfect leisure. Throughout the world he,
this bodhisattva, should become known as a man who is great in his morality, his
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learning, and all the rest, whereas we should stay inferior, and known as knowing
nothing.

!23%.)%z(2%U/,%<"2%&,%.(1%G1%"��"%&%./1%$%"2-%;-%,35,%;1%R5,%U)%

.(1%G1%532%&,%;/%@/-%?! "2-%;-%,35,%;1%8+1%.(1%G1%2)%m1%&%M/2%*+%

<"2%&,%"��"%&>%?<(!

Now you have taken great pains to gain good qualities; what's the use of this
condition where we, all of us living beings, have no such good qualities? We'll
all strive in order that they, all living beings, have all of these very same qualities.

!<2/%5F(%$%"2-%;-%251%&%.)%"B(,%,%$%B(,%1,%"@-%&%./1%&,%.(1%G1%

63,%y-%&</%-)%D-%-)%",%?)%,35,%<2/%251%&%23%.(2%;/)%,35,%;1%251%

&%-)%",%"2-%56(-%XY%_d>%&%23%.)%.(2%&,%"2-%;-%,35,%;1%R5,%�+5%&%

?32%5/%2-(,%U/%<"2%",%?)%6K"%��"%&>%?<(! c5%*+%-@1%"2-%XY%"DC)%1,%

"L(5%&>%?<(!

The fact that he is so superior, and we so inferior, is all established by
comparison. Remember then that there do exist those people of exceeding good
qualities compared to whom this bodhisattva is himself inferior. There are also
those miserable beings compared to whom we are the highest. Therefore there is
no need for us, for us living beings, to feel discouraged; with effort, we can
achieve enlightenment. Do the practice this way, thinking of others as being
yourself.

!IK$%:/5,%2)%B%"%M5,%&%,(-,%U/%2")%-/,%?)%,35,%y%0/1%$,%z(2%251%

1(%@3%1! IK$%:/5,%2)%B%"%M5,%&%2)%<IJ%",%oa2%&%,(-,%B%"%2)%7(2%&%

M5,%&%1/%�(%"C>%"</%M(1%5(),%&</%'(",%U/,%./1%_/%"2-%M/2%U/%<2(2%&</%>)%

2")%*+%_d>%&</%Q(1%5/1%1(! !.)%1%�)%&%<2/%$%�(%"C>%M(1%5(),%R5,%U/,%

5/1%@3,%<2(1%1(!
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Suppose someone comes and says, "You are inferior to this bodhisattva John,
due to the fact that your morality and your worldviews are degenerate, and
the like." But the degenerate state of our morality and worldviews, and the fact
that we have troubles making a living and all the rest—all this degeneration of
both the way we think and the way we act—is forced upon us by temporary
factors, by mental affliction. The problem here is not that we have chosen to be
this way, not that we want to be this way. The relevant part of the root text
here can also be read as "are rather forced by the temporary factor of
affliction."
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Contemplation Thirty-Four
Don't hurt us by hurting yourself

!;/%�+,%"2-%1/%-,(%2-(,%G3!

!-1(2%&<)%"2-%-/,%2)%*+%v)%!

!<(1%G3%"2-%<2/</%-,(%?%5/1!

!;/%]/>%"2-%$%"t,%&%?32!

You must care for us by using
All your strength, and we should too
Willingly take all the hurts.
Are we not though someone you
Should care for? Why is it
That you belittle us so?

!"2-%$%23%./%.(1%G1%_/,!

!;/%?%<2/%"2-%.(1%G1%;1!

!)1%<b(%-*+-%&</%9>%-1,%&!

!<b(%$%c/)%n3%532%&>%<2/!

!]/>%$%.(1%G1%�(5%&%./,!

!59,%&%2-%$%"2(%">%<2(2!

What use would we ever have
For the qualities that he has?
And he is a being of qualities!
He lives in the savage jaws
Of the lower births; he has
No compassion for living beings;
Even worse, his delusion that he
Possesses higher qualities
Seems hoping to pollute the wise.
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?)%,35,%y%0/1%z(2%c/)%n3%2)%m1%&%./1%1%;/%�+,%U/,%"2-%1/%z(2%U/,%oa2%&%

-,(%2-(,%G3%.(1%G1%��"%&</%2E<%72%U/%-1(2%&<)%"2-%-/,%2)%*+%v)%2-(,%

,(! !<(1%G3%"2-%;-%R5,%y%0/1%<2/</%-,(%?%5/1%@/)%N1%5/%<2(-,%1%;/</%]/>%

"2-%;-%,35,%;1%R5,%$%"t,%&%?32! "2-%$%?)%,35,%23</%.(1%G1%_/,%

;/%?%?)%,35,%y%0/1%<2/%"2-%M/2%.(1%G1%;1%./1%.)%"2-%;-%,35,%;1%

R5,%$%N1%&%532%&,%,(!

If you really have any compassion, you bodhisattva John, then you must care
for us, and try to remove our troubles, by using all your strength. And we too
should willingly take on all the hurts that come from the spiritual hardships
needed to gain fine qualities. Let us though ask a question: are we not someone
you, John, should care for and try to help? Why is it then that you belittle us
living beings so? And what use anyway would we ever have for the qualities that
he, this bodhisattva, has? Because he is indeed an extraordinary being, of great
qualities—qualities that are doing absolutely no good for all us living beings.

!-@1%.)%IK$%:/5,%2)%B%"%M5,%&,%)1%<b(%2)%��$%2)%-;1%-D1%-*+-%

&%B%"C</%9>%-1,%&,%<b(%"%R5,%$%c/)%n3%532%&%y%0/1%<2/%>)%;-%,35,%

;1%R5,%$%N1%&%5/%?32%&>%5%D2! ]/>%$%>)%-/%.(1%G1%;1%*+%�(5%&%./,%

"2-%;-%Q3%"(%,35,%;1%59,%&%2-%$%"2(%">%<2(2%&%'3! y-%&>%<2(2%;/)%

"t,%&%?32%&>%5/%>/-,%&<(! !,35,%;1%R5,%$%"2-%-/%v(%"@-%&%2)%!

?)%,35,%M/2%-@1%*+%?,%1,%>)%M/2%$%23,%-1(2%&%?32%&%,(-,%5/%>/-,%&>%

,35,%&<(!

Moreover, this bodhisattva John has degenerated in his morality and his
worldview, and so it is as though he is living in the jaws of some savage thing
like the lower births, or a poisonous snake, or some great wild beast. Because
of this fact he has no compassion for living beings; he is not only of no help to all
us beings, he is even worse than no help. He has a delusion that he possesses
higher spiritual qualities, and so it is almost seems as though he hopes to pollute
the "wise," meaning us sentient beings; it is not right, the way that he either
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desires us to excess, or else derides us. And so it is that we must think
carefully about how wrong it is for the bodhisattva to hurt himself, once he has
decided to think of all living beings as himself, and himself as them.
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Contemplation Thirty-Five
Bodhisattva watching out for yourself

!;/%1,%"2-%-/%.(1%G1%1/!

!<=/-%\31%8+1%$%",$%"%2)%!

!-@1%.)%<2/%./%.(1%G1%-)%!

!,C,%U)%F(,%&>%5/%<_d>%?!

No matter what we must see to it
That all the good qualities which we have
Are spoken all over the world;
We must moreover assure that what
Good qualities he may happen to have
Are known to no one at all.

!"2-%-/%Q(1%.)%�%?%@/)%!

!"2-%1/%56(2%<_d>%<2/%$%5/1!

!"2-%23)%t32%&%$3-,%t32%;/)%!

!"2-%1/%"8+>%<_d>%<2/%$%5/1!

Any faults that we have must be
Hidden away; offerings must be
Made to us, but not to him.
We must gain with ease, and now,
The things we want, and we must win
All honor, but not him.

!<2/%1/%5%>C),%?,%&%$!

!.C1%>/)%"2-%1/%2-<%",%B!

!<b(%"%8+1%_/%"@2%-2%2)%!

!N1%IK1%�(2%&%2-%XY%?!
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When something wrong befalls him,
All of us will watch a long time,
Feeling a kind of joy.
We'll assure that he becomes
A laughing-stock for everyone,
Derided in all circles.

!-M/,%&%1/! ;/%1,%"2-%;-%-/%.(1%G1%1/%<=/-%\31%8+1%$%$3-,%&>%"�-,%

4/)%-,$%"%2)%! -@1%.)%?)%,35,%<2/</%.(1%G1%-)%.(2%&%,C,%U)%F(,%

&>%5/%<_d>%"%23%B>%?<(!

Here is the second point, which is competing with each other in a whole list
of good things. No matter what now we must see to it that all the good qualities
which we have are spoken of highly and publicized, all over the world. We must
moreover assure that what good qualities he, this bodhisattva, may happen to have
are known to no one at all.

-,C5%&%1/! ,35,%;1%"2-%-/%Q(1%.)%�%">%?%@/)%<2/</%Q(1%R5,%",$%">%

"�-,%1,%,35,%;1%"2-%1/%-@1%_/,%56(2%&>%<_d>%">%?%@/)%! <2/%$%23%

B>%?32%&%5/1%&%$%<"2%&>%?<(! !"2-%23)%D,%-(,%$%,(-,%&</%t32%&%

$3-,%&>%t32%;/)%-@1%_/,%"2-%1/%"8+>%">%<_d>%">%?%$%<2/%$%23%2-%

<?T)%"%5/1%1(!

Next is the third point, on learning to take joy when trouble comes to the other
one. Any faults that we, all sentient beings, may have must be hidden away; and
we—again all living beings—must make efforts to see that offerings are made to
us by other beings, but not to him. We must gain with ease, and now, all the things
we ever wanted—food, clothes, and the like—and we must win all the honor that
others could give; but these should not come to him.

!"@/%&%1/! ?)%,35,%y%0/1%<2/%1/%5%>C),%4/)%"�-%&>%?,%&%$%.C1%>/)%&(</%

">%*+%"2-%1/%2-<%",%"B%">%?<(! !?)%,35,%<2/%1/%<b(%"%8+1%_/%"@2%-2%

U/%-1,%2)%N1%IK1%8+1%_/,%Q(1%"n(2%&,%�(2%&%2-%XY%?<(%@3,%"2-%-@1%
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"n3,%1,%,35,%;1%-D3),%'(2%;/)%>)%M/2%.(1%G1%_/,%�(5%&%2--%&>%?<(!

Here is the fourth point, learning to take joy when trouble comes to the other
one. Whenever something wrong befalls him, whenever this bodhisattva John
suffers a loss, all of us will watch for a long length of time, feeling a kind of joy.
We will also assure that he becomes a laughing-stock for everyone, for all beings,
and that he is derided in all circles, and responds in the same way. Say to
yourself these things, exchange yourself with others, and so raise the spirits of
living beings, and stop any delusions you may have about having great
spiritual qualities yourself.
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Contemplation Thirty-Six
The foolishness of thinking you get nothing out of serving others

!-$%G3%z(2%U/,%q%*+,%,C!

!$,%<2/%?,%&>%_d>%1%1/!

!,),%S,%NC1%,C5%"23%5/1%&!

!-1,%#",%<2/%<Z>%<_d>%5/%h/2!

If you had at some point in
The past undertaken this very action,
Then it's completely impossible
That you'd be living like this,
In something so opposite
To the excellent bliss of Buddhahood.

-@1%2(1%.C1%>/)%*+%?,%U)%23%B%"C</%<w,%"C%5%5F()%)(%@3%1! -$%G3%z(2%U/,%

q%>($%_/%*+,%,C%"2-%-@1%"n3%"</%$,%<2/%?,%&>%_d>%1%1/%,),%S,%U/%2(1%

-M/,%NC1%,C5%IJ-,%&</%"23%"%5/1%&%AO-%"q$%l()%"</%-1,%#",%<2/%<Z>%

<_d>%5/%h/2%&,! 2(1%532%U/%?%",%*+,%<2,%&%$%<_(2%&>%?,%1,%?)%6K"%

U/%,35,%"L(5%&%$%<"2%&>%?<(!

Someone may make the following objection: "I've been working for others for
a long time, but I haven't seen any of the good results that you have been
describing." If you had at some point in the past undertaken this very action of
exchanging yourself and others, then it's completely impossible that you'd be living
like this, going through all this suffering, in something so opposite to the bliss of
Buddhahood—the perfect and excellent completion of one's own and all others'
goals. As such you should feel a deep sense of regret for all the time you have
wasted in meaningless activities, and strive now with great energy to practice
the wish for enlightenment.
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Contemplation Thirty-Seven
A few drops of semen and blood

!23%",%<2/%B>%-@1%2-%-/

!9C%"%:-%-/%F/-,%&%$!

!z(2%U/,%)>%<px1%?,%&%B>!

!23%"@/1%-@1%$<)%-(5,%&>%_/,!

As such you must become accustomed
To thinking of others as you do
Of yourself when you believe that a couple
Of drops of semen and blood belonging
To someone else could ever be
The person you call yourself.

"2-%-@1%"n3%"%"L(5,%&,%-(5,%&>%5/%�+,%c5%1! -@1%2(1%$%N1%.(1%23%

B%"C%.(2%&%23%",%1%<2/%B>%-@1%N%5%2-%-/%9C%"%:-%-/%F/-%&%$,%bi"%&</%

$C,%<2/%$%z(2%U/,%)>%<px1%-(5,%&>%?,%&%B>! 23%"@/1%,35,%;1%-@1%

$<)%"2-%XY%-DC)%1,%-;3,%&>%<px1%&%-(5,%&>%_/,%2)%-(5,%&%5F>%]/1%

&>%<_d>%>(!

You might think to yourself the following: "I could try to practice exchanging
myself and others, but I don't think I could ever become accustomed to it
completely." As such—meaning that, since there are so many benefits which
come from working for others—you must become accustomed to thinking of others,
and you must bring this practice of thinking of others to its final end. When
you think of others you must learn to cherish all these living beings just as you
do yourself, when you get used to believing that your body, which has come from
nothing more than a couple of drops of semen and blood belonging to someone
else—that is, to your parents—could ever be this person you call yourself.
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Contemplation Thirty-Eight
The secret life of bodhisattvas

!"2-%1/%w1%_/%F%5%B>!

!2(1%R5,%8+1%$%"E($%">%_/,!

!<2/%1/%Q(1%;1%>)%"@/1%G3!

!�(%"C>%.(1%G1%6,%5/%"'(2!

!<2/%./%.(1%G1%;/%1,%U)%!

!<-,%U)%5/%43,%23%B>%_/,!

Let me command myself to work
For every purpose, acting as if
I were the least of servants.
He is by his very nature
Wrong; refuse to praise him for
Some small accidental good.
See to it that any qualities
Which he does have aren't detected
By anyone else at all.

"2-%1/%w1%_/%1)%1,%U)%9C>%y-%&>%<9C>%"%F%5%B>%)%S$%532%&>%,35,%

;1%_/%2(1%R5,%8+1%$%"E($%">%_/,%G3%"2-%<2/%1/%Q(1%;1%_/%>)%"@/1%*+%

",5%'3! F(,%&%,(-,%.(1%G1%;{)%D2%U/%L(%1,%"'(2%&>%?<5%c5%1! �(%"C>%

_/%.(1%G1%6%4,%^5%_/,%U)%5/%"'(2%&>%?)%,35,%-)%$%25/-,%1,%<2/</%

.(1%G1%;/%1,%U)%-)%D-%<-,%U)%5/%43,%&%23%B>%-,)%">%_/,%4/-%&%'3!

>)%-/%.(1%G1%5/%�(-%&>%",5%&<(!

Let me command myself to work for every purpose needed by other living beings,
acting as if I were the least of servants, accepting every extra load, without any
kind of pride as I do so. Let me reflect upon how he, meaning me, is by his
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very nature wrong. And if it occurs to me that I should praise him for some
minute good quality that he might have, something like a little learning, then
let me think the following. I will refuse to praise him for some small and
insignificant good qualities he may acquire by accident; I will see to it that any
qualities which he, this bodhisattva, does have are not detected by anyone else at all.
And thus it is that we must be sure to keep our good qualities secret, and
contemplate upon the practice of never publicizing them at all.
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Contemplation Thirty-Nine
The endless thirst of attachment to your own needs

!=/%B%=/%B>%$C,%<2/%1/!

!.(),%,C%Q()%">%?32%_d>%&!

!23%B%23%B>%4/1%XY%1/!

!"D3%>3%;1%_d>%M/2%*+%B�)%!

The more it is that you take steps
To do what you must in order to care
For this, the body of yours,
The more it is that the body descends
To nothing more than a state in which
It can't bear pain at all.

!23%B>%y�)%"%23%./%.)%!

!<2(2%&%,%<2/%F5,%;2%U/,!

!�(-,%&>%�+,%&%.(2%5/1%1!

!23%./%<2(2%&%,C,%?32%�+,!

!�+,%532%<2(2%&%M(1%5(),%2)%!

!",5%&%M5,%&<)%Q3%">%<_d>!

And the fall is such that, even if
You were able to get every thing that was
Desirable on the surface of this planet,
It would never quench the desire.
Who then is it that could act
To give you all you want?
When they cannot, then this desire
Brings on mental afflictions and
A lessening of the thought.
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-@1%2(1%?32%<2(2%&,%h32%&,%$C,%"Q)%">%?<(%@3%1! 23%1/%5/%>/-,%G3%=/%B%=/%

B>%>)%-/%$C,%<2/%1/%h32%&,%-;3,%&>%-DC)%",%D,%-(,%,(-,%U/,%.(),%,C%

Q()%">%?32%&%'3%"Q),%&>%<_d>%&%23%B%23%B>%4/1%XY%1/%<2(2%&%;{)%D2%^5%5%

bi"%1%.)%AO-%"q$%631%&(%<?T)%@/)%AO-%"q$%6K)%)C%.)%5/%"D(2%&</%-D3%>3%

;1%*+%<_d>%"%M/2%*+%B�)%",%4/1%XY%"Q)%2E<%">%<_d>%>(!

Suppose someone makes the following argument: "I spend my time taking care
of my body out of a special kind of craving: out of a desire to work for the
good of others." But this way of thinking is wrong, because the more it is that
you feel craving for this body of yours, and cherish it—the more it is that you
take steps to do what you must in order to care for this, for the body of yours, with
food and clothing and the rest—then the more it is that you get great pain
when you fail to get even some small thing that you want; the more it is that the
body descends to nothing more than a state in which it cannot bear any pain at all,
cannot endure even small sufferings. When the body has fallen in this way,
it becomes extremely difficult to care for.

!23,%;/>%<_d>%@3%1%23%B>%B�)%"%23%./%.)%h32%&%$3-,%&>%<N3$%1,%<2(2%&,%

,%<2/</%'3)%-/%$(),%7(2%F5,%;2%U/,%U)%<2(2%&%�(-,%&>%?32%�+,%&%.(2%&%

5/1%1%h32%&%23</%<2(2%&%�(-,%&>%,C,%?32%�+,%G3%<2(2%.(1%$%h32%&,%)(5,%&%

5/%h/2%2(!

"And what happens then?" you may ask. The fall is such that the craving
increases further and further, until it reaches a point where, even if you were able
to get every thing that was desirable on the surface of this planet, it would still never
be enough to quench your feelings of desire. Who then is it that could act to give
you all you want, who could satisfy your craving? So long as you have a
craving for the objects of the senses, it is completely impossible for you to be
contented.

2&3>%1%S$%&(%)%$%�+%�/)%"@/%2)%"S%?/1%_/%'1%_/%]32%$%$(),%7(2%&,%U)%5%

)(5,%&>%-,C)%&%"@/1%1(! !<2(2%&%�(-,%&>%?32%&</%�+,%&%532%"@/1%*+%<2(2%
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&%$%y-%&>%.)%h32%&,%1/%6-,%A)%,(-,%U/,%M(1%5(),%2)%! 2-3%"</%

](-,%U/%",5%&%M5,%&>%<_d>%@/)%./2%5/%"23%<"<%@/-%Q3%">%<_d>%>(!

It is, for example, like the statement in scripture about the king named Nurse-
from-Me, who had at his disposal the entire wealth of the four continents, and
half of the throne of the great god Hundred Gifts himself. Yet still he could
not be satisfied. And when the desires we have cannot be satisfied, then an
intense craving for the objects of desire occurs, which brings on mental afflictions
such as liking things, or disliking things, and all the rest. It also causes a
lessening of what thoughts we do have which are tending towards the virtuous
side of things. This inevitably leads us to a life filled only with unhappiness.
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Contemplation Forty
Satisfaction, the ultimate pleasure

!-)%@/-%8+1%$%B(,%532%&!

!23%./%NC1%IJ-,%D2%5/%43,!

!23%",%$C,%U/%<2(2%&%1/!

!<N3$%]/>%#",%2?3%5/%?%'3!

!-)%@/-%./2%<()%5/%<px1%&!

!23%1/%2)(,%&(%"D)%&(%./1!

The excellent things that come to those
Who depend on nothing at all
Are absolutely endless;
On the other hand is desire for
The body, which grows forever,
Leaving you no other chance.
He who is finished grasping to
Attractions has found the finest
Thing to possess of all.

-)%D-%-)%@/-%$C,%$(),%7(2%8+1%$%B(,%&%532%&%<2(2%&%6K)%@/)%6(-%43,%&%

23</%NC1%,C5%IJ-,%&</%.(1%G1%D2%5/%43,%G3! 15%.)%$(),%7(2%U/,%N(),%&</%

w3$%"%5/%h/2%2(!

Think about those who depend upon nothing at all: who care nothing for their
body, or for possessions. The excellent things that come to them, their perfect
qualities of feeling little need for things, and being easily satisfied, are absolutely
endless. As such it is completely impossible for them to go through the frenetic
way of life caused by not having enough material things.

!23%",%1%$C,%U/%2(1%*+%$(),%7(2%$%h32%&</%<2(2%&%1/%-M31%&(%5%"'31%1%-()%
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1,%-()%*+%<N3$%">%<_d>%"</%]/>%<2(2%.(1%$%h32%&,%#",%2?3%">%5/%?%'3!

-)%@/-%./2%6-,%&>%<_d>%"</%2)(,%&(%./2%<()%5/%<px1%&%23%1/%1(>%R5,%U/%

56(-%XY%_d>%&%2)(,%&(%"D)%&(%./1%1(!

On the other hand is the desire where you crave material possessions for the sake
of the body; if you fail to apply the antidotes for this attitude, then it grows
forever—so that the craving for objects of the senses leaves you with no other
chance in your life. He who is finished grasping to things which are attractions,
he who has stopped holding them to be attractive, has found the finest thing to
possess of all.
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Contemplation Forty-One
The suffering of deciding what is "me"

!F%5>%F$%"</%5F>%-XY-,%4/)%!

!5/%-.(%-@1%_/,%"Q(2%?%"!

!5/%-^)%-DC-,%1/%5/%"D2%&!

!<2/%$%;/%]/>%"2-%XY%<px1!

Its final destination is always the same:
The dust. On its own it is immobile,
Dependent upon another for its motion.
This body is a thing of filth,
And merciless too; why then do you
Hold it to be yourself?

!-,(1%15%.)%1%4/%.)%v</!

!"2-%$%<:i$%<9(>%<2/,%;/%?!

!"()%,(-,%<2/%z2%;/%.(2%1!

!U/%�Y2%)%S$%,3$%5/%?32!

Whether it lives or dies, it doesn't
Matter to me; what's the use
Of this machinery, the body?
What's the difference between it
And a lump of rock? Why's it that
I cannot stop my pride for it?

$C,%<2/%1/%F%5>%F$%"</%5F>%">%-XY-,%4/)%23>%D2%&%2)%! $C,%>)%M/2%5/%

-.(%",%-@1%,35,%U/,%"Q(2%&>%?%"%2)%! 4%:-%,(-,%5/%-^)%"</%NC)%

&(</%-DC-,%1/%<=/-,%&%5/%"D2%&%*+%5</%-1,%./1%&,%$C,%<2/%$%;/</%]/>%
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"2-%XY%<px1! "2-%XY%-DC)%1%2l$%"</%AO-%"q$%.)%l()%2-(,%&,%-,(1%

15%4/%.)%v%"2-%$%$C,%U/%<:i$%<9(>%<2/,%;/%?%2-(,%&%;{)%D2%U)%532%2(!

!-%.(%"%532%&%"()%"%,(-,%2)%$C,%<2/%z2%;/%.(2%1%U3%5%$C,%$%h32%&%5/%"D(2%

&,%U/%�Y2%;/</%$C,%U/,%,35,%93),%&</%)%S$%,3$%">%5/%?32%)%S$%R5%&%

F5,%;2%*+%r)%">%?<(!

The final destination for it—for this body—is always the same: the dust, and never
anywhere else. On its own the body is immobile, and depends upon another, the
mind, for getting it to move. This body is a thing of filth, a huge pile of filthy
things like meat and blood, and the source of a great many merciless fears too.
Why then do you hold it to be yourself? If you do hold it this way, then you will
have to undergo the sufferings of the hells. And so whether it lives or dies, it
doesn't matter to me; what's the use of this machinery, the body? There's no point
to it at all. And what difference is there at all between it, this body, and a lump
of rock that sits there motionless? Think about how terrible it is; how
unbearable our craving for the body is. Think about how sad it is; why is it
that I cannot stop the pride I feel, the arrogance, that I have for the body? I must
act now, to wipe out every form of pride within me.
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Contemplation Forty-Two
The ingratitude of the body

!$C,%U/%9%G%?,%&%./,!

!2(1%532%AO-%"q$%M3>%",-,%1,!

!n3,%,C%6-,%2)%9()%:(%"!

!4/)%5IK),%<2/%$%;/%@/-%?!

In your worship of this body,
You've piled up many sufferings,
All of it meaninglessly.
What's the use of this thing,
No better than a piece of wood;
Why the love and hate?

!"2-%-/,%<2/%B>%"Q),%&<5!

!?%o(2%,(-,%U/,%D(,%U)%>C)%!

!6-,%532%@3%A)%.(2%5/1%1!

!;/%'3%23%$%6-,%&>%?32!

Regardless of whether I continue to care
For the body, or whether the vultures
Come to feed upon it,
It has no feelings of attachment
Or anger; why then is it that
I have this attachment myself?

./2%z(2%$C,%U/%>/5%b(</%9%G%?,%&%./,%2(1%532%&</%AO-%"q$%5)%&(%M3%">%

",-,%1,! N1%-1(2%?32%&%$%n3,%,C%6-,%&%2)%9()%:(%"%*+%5%"Q32%&</%

$C,%"Q),%U)%Z/1%-D(%532%&%4/)%2)%5IK),%&</%$C,%<2/%$%6-,%&,%;/%@/-%

?%?32%&>%5/%>/-,%,(!
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In your worship of this body, my mind, you've gone and piled up many sufferings,
all of it meaninglessly. This body makes me feel love towards those who help
me, and hate towards those who do me harm. Even if I do work hard to take
care of it though, the body has no capacity of returning the kindness; it just sits
there, no better than a piece of wood. So what's the use of this thing, why am I so
attached to it? It's wrong for me to act like this.

!"2-%-/,%<2/%B>%$(),%7(2%U/,%"Q),%&<5%?%o(2%,(-,%U/,%D(,%U)%>C)%

$C,%9(%>)%$%N1%-1(2%?32%&%$%6-,%&%532%;/)%@3%A)%.(2%&%5/1%1! >)%M/2%

;/%'3%23%$%6-,%&>%?32%6-,%&>%5/%>/-,%,(!

Regardless of whether I continue to care for the body with different material
possessions, or whether the vultures and so on come to feed upon it, this body has
no feelings of attachment towards those who help it, nor any anger for those that
hurt it. Why then is it that I have this attachment for it myself? What I do is
very wrong.
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Contemplation Forty-Three
The goals of quietude

!23%",%�/"%&%",$%"</%]/>!

!$(-%&</%$5%$,%,35,%v1%G3!

!.)%2-%25/-,%$%\-%&>%.)%!

!"2-%-/,%5M5%&>%-@-%&>%?!

And so, in order to clear away
The obstacles, I must collect my mind
To avoid the path that errs;
Always then I must place my thoughts
In balanced meditation upon
An object that's correct.

23%",%1%M(1%5(),%&%2)%43,%?</%�/"%&%5F<%2-%",$%"</%]/>%2Y%y-%5F()%

"Q32%2-(,%$%23%.)%q(1%*+%@/%-1,%"��"%2-(,%&,%@/%-1,%Q3%"</%-3-,%$(-%

&</%$5%<2(2%&</%R5%\(-%,(-,%5F<%2-%$,%,35,%"W1%G3! r()%"</%<*+%

?32%"S2%U/%L(%1,%.)%2-%&</%25/-,%&%$%\-%&>%.)%"2-%-/,%,35,%

5M5%&>%"@-%&>%?<(! !52(>%1%@/%-1,%FC1%5()%"%��"%IK$%S,%&>%M1%F(,%

U/%,%$,%-,C),%&%2)%! FC1%5()%5%./1%&</%"��"%IK$%-�+)%<2/%2)%W("%2&(1%

E%5%$%4/%$,%L(5%>/5%1,%-,C),%&%B>%43,%&>%?,%1,! @/%-1,%L(5%&</%

N1%.(1%2)%! 5%L(5%&</%M3,%25/-,%",5,%1,%,35,%-1,%&</%F",%2�+%

$%,(-,%&,%G/)%)3%<px1%"L(5%&%$%<"2%&>%?%@/)%! S,%&>%N%>($%XY%]/1%
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And so it is, that in order to clear away all the obstacles—both those that relate to
the mental afflictions and those that block a knowledge of all things—I must
learn to develop the special vision of reality. To do this, I must first learn to
develop meditative quietude. And for this, I must collect my mind, to avoid the
path that errs; that is, to avoid the useless thoughts of desire and so on which
act to prevent me from reaching quietude. I must then use the eight factors of
eliminating the problems to meditation, in order to place my thoughts always in
balanced meditation upon an object that's correct.

[The eight factors are:

1) an interest in learning to meditate;
2) effort which delights in meditating;
3) a kind of faith which believes in the benefits of meditation;
4) a pleasant feeling of self-control of body and mind in meditation;
5) recollection, which helps one to avoid losing the object being

meditated upon;
6) awareness, which watches to see if either mental restlessness or

dullness are occurring;
7) the thought to take action, which applies meditational antidotes in

the mind when necessary; and
8) the thought to leave things alone, when restlessness and dullness

have been shut off, and the mind is focused correctly.]

To summarize, we must undertake to learn in greater detail the shared method
of achieving meditative quietude as it is found in the Levels of Listeners, as well
as the unique method of achieving this quietude as it is found in the present
root text, and in the Stages of Meditation, written by Master Kamalashila. We
must consider carefully the great benefits that are derived from the practice of
meditative quietude, and the serious problems caused by not meditating in this
way. And then we must strive to make intense efforts in meditating upon
single-pointed concentration, using the nine methods of fixing the mind, and
so on. For greater detail, we must also study the presentations found in the
greater and lesser books on the stages of the path of the perfections.

!-1,%$C-,%5)(1%*+%_d>%&</%y-%5F()%-/,!

!�/"%-M/,%,%"(1%P2%1,%<=(5,%&%.)%!
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!"AO%"</%Ix-,%,C%";2%&<(!

Here in summary is a final verse:

We must learn to use the special vision,
Which sees directly the nature of reality,
In order to destroy the two types of obstacles,
Ripping them out from the roots.
All this though depends on achieving
Unshakable one-pointed concentration;
As such you must first seek to master
The practice of quietude.
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Part Four of An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Meditation
from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life,
to accompany Reading Ten

b1. Why cherishing ourselves is, therefore, something we should
rightly discard

a2. Problems we cannot see

[Contemplation Twenty-Nine begins here]

b2. Problems we can see

[Contemplation Twenty-Nine ends here]

c2. A summary of the problems

d2. Why, therefore, cherishing ourselves is something we
should rightly discard

[Contemplation Thirty is found here]

b) A brief summary

i) How to exchange ourselves and others

ii) Avoiding acting in a wrong way, once we have done the exchange

[Contemplation Thirty-One begins here]

iii) Acting in a way which is not mistaken, once we have done the
exchange

[Contemplation Thirty-One ends here]

ii. How to proceed in our thoughts, once we have managed to do the
exchange

a) An abbreviated presentation

[Contemplation Thirty-Two is found here]

b) An expanded explanation

i) Practicing the attitude of jealousy towards those who are higher
than us

a1. How to do the practice

[Contemplation Thirty-Three is found here]
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b1. What to actually do, once we have carried out the practice

[Contemplation Thirty-Four is found here]

ii) Practicing the attitude of competitiveness towards those who are on
our same level

a1. Competing in material gain and honor

b1. Competing in how well known our good qualities become

[Contemplation Thirty-Five begins here]

c1. Competing in a whole list of good things

d1. Learning to take joy when trouble comes to the other one

[Contemplation Thirty-Five ends here]

iii) Practicing the attitude of pride towards those who are lower than
us

a1. What it feels like to practice pride

b1. The great qualities of this practice

c1. What to actually do once you have engaged in this practice

d1. A contemplation of the problems that come when you are not
having this kind of pride

iv) The result of doing the practice

a1. A contemplation of the problems caused by cherishing oneself

b1. Evidence for the infinite benefits of cherishing others

c1. An explanation of the benefits themselves

[Contemplation Thirty-Six is found here]

d1. Advice on how we should, therefore, strive to cherish others

[Contemplation Thirty-Seven is found here]

iii. How to proceed in our actions, once we have done so

a) The actual explanation

i) Sending all the good things that we have to others

a1. The actual explanation
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b1. How right it is to feel jealousy for ourselves

ii) How I should always happily take the lesser position while I act for
others

a1. Examining our own faults

b1. Admitting what we have done wrong to other living beings

c1. Being happy to take the lesser position

[Contemplation Thirty-Eight is found here]

iii) A brief summary of how we should proceed in actual deeds

b) Taking command of our minds when we are proceeding in actual
actions subsequent to exchanging ourselves and others

i) How to put a stop to acting carelessly

ii) The problems caused by applying ourselves only to our own needs

a1. Discarding the habit of working only for our own purposes,
once we have contemplated the problems of acting this way

b1. Applying ourselves to the needs of others

c1. A brief summary

iii) An examination of what's wrong with the body

a1. The problem of being insatiable

a2. Problems caused by craving the body

[Contemplation Thirty-Nine is found here]

b2. Why it is, therefore, right to practice being free of
attachment for the body

[Contemplation Forty is found here]

b1. The problem of being immobile

[Contemplation Forty-One is found here]

c1. The problem of being completely ignorant

a2. Being completely ignorant of what is good and what is
bad

[Contemplation Forty-Two is found here]
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b2. Being completely ignorant of praise and derision

c2. Refuting any response

d2. How, despite the fact that desire for the body is the
source of many evils, one must still take care of it, in
order to get the essence out of this life of spiritual leisure
and fortune

iv) Taking command of our minds

a1. Turning back obstacles to good deeds

b1. Developing the power of making great efforts in the antidotes

c1. Staying in balanced meditation which is focused one-pointedly
upon a virtuous object

[Contemplation Forty-Three is found here]

II. An explanation of the name of the chapter
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CLASS NOTES
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class One: The Perfection of Patience

There are four activities that are ultimately important in our lives:
      1. Study Dharma.
      2. Daily practice, including meditation, prayers, service, etc.
      3. Deep meditation, which can only come with 1-2 hours of practice every day; longer

meditation retreats are important and should be done twice a year, ideally one month
per retreat.

      4. Laboratory studies, meaning an environment in which to practice such as a job or family
situation.

Texts and Authors

Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, by Master Shantideva (c. 700 ad).  This is the root text.

JANGCHUB   SEMPA   CHUPA   LA   JUKPA,     Bodhisattva Charya Avatara (skt.)
Buddhahood    warrior   how they act   learning

CHUN-JUK    The short name for the Guide, which means, "learning how to act."

   GYEL   SE    JOK-NGOK     Entry Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas, by
Buddha  child   entry point     Gyaltsab Je (1364-1432).  This is the commentary for this course.

Negative Results of Anger
      1. Anger destroys good karma.  A single occurrence of sharp anger destroys eons of good

karma, especially if it is focused toward a Bodhisattva.  This anger can only occur when
ignorance is firmly planted in your mind.  There is no act as evil and ruinous as anger,
and no spiritual act as austere and powerful as restraining anger when it presents itself
to us.  Restraining anger is a sign of high spiritual realizations and of being a great
Buddhist practitioner.

      2. Anger ruins our happiness and our relationships.  Anger will cause these five
problems:
     1. Your mind will never find peace.
     2. Anger will ruin your happiness, your joyful pleasant mood.
     3. Anger will upset your body physically, and prevent reaching the physical bliss of

deep meditation.
     4. Anger will prevent your from sleeping well.
     5. Anger will throw you off balance.

      3. Anger begins with being upset, and it is useless to ever be upset.

So anger destroys both you and your own happiness, and it destroys your relationships with
family and friends.  Ten minutes of anger can totally wipe out a relationship.
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class One, continued

JANGCHUB SEMPALA   MIKPAY KONGTRO CHIK KI   GET-SA   TSAWA NE JON
         Bodhisattva                                                           store of     destroy the entire
                                                                                      good karma

A single occurrence of anger focused at a Bodhisattva destroys the store of good karma from
the root.

Getting upset is what triggers anger.  Getting off balance feeds your anger like a wild animal,
and it serves no useful purpose anyway -- so stop getting upset.  His Holiness the Dalai Lama
says:

GELTE   CHUSU YUNA  NI  DE LA   MIGAR   CHISHIK YU
    if         you can fix it       about that    get upset  what's the point

If you have a problem that you can do something about, why get upset?  Just go fix it.

GELTE   CHUSU MENA NI   DE LA MIGA   JE CHIPEN
    if         you can't fix it           to be upset      what's the use

If you have a problem that you can't do anything about, what's the use of getting upset?

Maintaining your joy is a good way to shield yourself from being influenced by the mental
afflictions of those around you.  And thinking in terms of the above two quotes will help you to
keep your joy.

All Mental Attitudes Are Habits that Come from Practice
Everything mental comes only from habit, and practice makes perfect.  You should start with
small things.

All of the different ways in which you perceive things is only a mental habit.

There is no quality of the mind that is difficult if you make it a mental habit, because habits are
the very root of the way you see your world.  You can see your world any way you want to
over time, if you train yourself in good mental habits.

Three Kinds of Patience

  1. DUK-NGEL   DANG-DU LENPAY   SUPA
       suffering          take it gladly          patience

I'm glad this happened; now I can turn this situation into something better.
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class One, continued

  2. CHULA   NYEPAR SEMAY   SUPA
      Dharma    to concentrate on    patience

"The patience that concentrates on the Dharma."  I will restrain my anger because I love
the Dharma so much.

  3. NUPA CHEPALA   JI MI NYAMPAY   SUPA
       when someone         I could care less     patience
          hurts you
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CLASS NOTES
Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Two: Where Does Anger Come From?

Who Created Your World?
Your body will eventually cause you some kind of pain, but it does so unintentionally -- so it
would be silly to get angry at your body.  Similarly, when people hurt you due to their own
anger, their anger also arises unintentionally, so why get angry at them?

You must determine who created the things that make you angry?  Two answers came from
ancient India:

  1. TSO-WO The Primal One.  Tsowo makes things, continually creates the world, but no one
made him.  Like the god of western religions, he is beginningless, uncreated,
unchanging, and permanent.

  2. DAK The Self-Existent Being or Atman (skt.)  Dak experiences the world with his far-
reaching tentacles; he is the one-ness, the self, and also is eternal, uncreated, and
unchanging.  Dak is:

SHERIK  GI  KYEBU "The original Mental Being," the primal mind.
 mental           being

These two explanations for who created our world cannot be correct.  Tsowo and Dak can't exist
because they must either be caused, created by something earlier (in which case they are not the
original creator, or cause, of our world), or be eternal and unchanging (and if they are
unchanging then they cannot possibly make anything --doing so would require a shift of mind).
 It is impossible for something to  be:

  TAKPAY   NGUPO       Both unchanging and affecting other things, like some god.
unchanging  affecting 

                  thing

If some god made everything, he would have had to make himself, which is illogical.  If god is
unchanging he can't affect things, or do anything.  A being that is uncreated can't change.

The point is that things change because their causes fluctuate.  All things that change must
have causes.

Who Created the Things that Make You Angry?
Contemplation 9.  People hurt themselves terribly when trying to get things they want, so of
course they will also hurt you in the process.  They are like wild animals who destroy
themselves unwittingly, or like small children who stupidly hurt each other and themselves.

Contemplation 10.  Are people naturally either nasty or noble?  If people are naturally nasty,
why do you expect them to be otherwise, and why get upset or angry at them?  If people are
naturally kind, why do you get angry at them if they occasionally slip up and act nasty?
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Two, continued

Contemplation 11.  You should rather get angry at the true source of the anger, the thing itself
that drives the anger and mental afflictions of the person who angers you.

Contemplation 12.  Ultimately, your mis-deeds created the person who is causing your anger.
 The world is nothing but colors and shapes until your mind conceives of it in a certain way. 
The way things appear to you is not a matter of immediate choice, but is forced on you by your
karma -- the ultimate cause of your anger.

Four Qualities that Must Go Together

The following qualities must necessarily go together.  There is never an instance where you
can have one of these four qualities, without the other three being present.  This is why it is
impossible that our anger and our entire world could have come from some unchanging or
unproduced cause (like some unchanging, uncaused god).

1. NGUPO A functioning thing; a thing that does something.

2. MITAKPA A changing thing (sometimes poorly translated as "impermanent").

3. DU JEPA A caused thing, which is produced by the convening of causes.

4. JE PA A produced thing, something which is made.
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Three: How to React to Harm

As unpleasant things are happening to you, at that very moment you must consciously
recognize where they are coming from, and thereby stop any negative reactions to them.

Words Cannot Hurt You

 YI   NI    LUCHEN   MAYINPE   SUKYANG   GANG DU-ANG   SHOM MI NU
mind        has a body    it doesn't     by anyone       anywhere at all   couldn't overcome it

Because the mind doesn't have a body, it can't be overcome by anyone, anywhere at all.
When someone attacks you with harsh words, they can't touch you; your mind doesn't have a
body or any characteristics that can be affected by others' words.  Whether you want to identify
with this particular body and get upset about an offense is only a matter of habit.  Karmic habits
are difficult to break, so you must take every opportunity that presents itself to change them.
You must do even the tiny good deeds that occur to you, because to really change is so rare.

Don't Get Angry when Others Attack Holy Objects

KON CHOK   SUM The Three Jewels.
rare  supreme   three

      1. Buddha Jewel -- Mainly, the dharmakaya, the emptiness of a Buddha's mind.  A
Buddha's emptiness is what allows him or her to become omniscient and eternally
blissful.

      2. Dharma Jewel -- Mainly, the realizations that occur during the five paths, especially the
direct perception of emptiness which occurs during the Path of Seeing.

      3. Sangha Jewel -- Anyone who has seen emptiness directly.

SANGYE   SOKLA   NU   MI-NGA You can't harm the Three Jewels.
  Buddha       etc.      hurt   can't do it

It is possible to harm the "nominal" jewels -- a picture of a Buddha, the books, and monks and
nuns, but the real jewels cannot be harmed by weapons, harsh words, etc.

NGAMAY   TSUL GYI    KYEN DAK LE GYURWAR   TONGNE   TROWA DAK
  as before   as I mentioned   it comes from its own causes      see it       stop your anger

As I mentioned before, understand that it [the apparent harm] comes from its own causes,
and stop your anger.  When you see someone disparaging your Lama or your family or friends,
don't get angry.  There is never an appropriate circumstance for anger toward another being.  If
your Lama is a Buddha then it's impossible for him or her to be injured.  If they are not a
Buddha, then the injury ultimately comes from their own karma and not from the external
source of injury.
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Three, continued

Reacting To the Happiness and Misfortune of Others
You sometimes get upset or angry about the happiness or good fortune of an enemy or person
you are jealous of.  But you should rejoice in their successes and their good qualities.  Seeing
and being happy about their good qualities actually will become the cause of you obtaining
these good qualities yourself.  Rejoicing in others happiness leads to:

   1.  In the short run you will feel joy yourself.
   2.  Karmically, you will be happy in the long run.
   3.  Having this positive attitude attracts others to the Dharma.
   4.  The surest way to ruin your own happiness is to be unhappy at others' happiness.

Similarly, you should avoid getting happy about the misfortune of those you dislike or are
jealous of because:

   1. Rejoicing in their misfortune doesn't help you at all.
   2. You can't take credit for their misfortune anyway.
   3. It will ruin your happiness in this life.
   4. It will cause you to go to a hell realm in the next life.

Annoying People Are a Rare Opportunity
Running into someone who makes you angry is truly a rare opportunity because they provide
you with the chance to fight your own tendency toward anger.  These irritating people will
become rarer and rarer in your life if you stop getting angry when you meet them.  As your
angry karma wears out, and you don't create new bad karma, these people will simply
disappear.  So they are your partner in reaching paradise.

DI TAR       PAR       NU MA JE NA     GA YANG NUPA     MIJE DO
like this     to them    if you stop hurting      any hurt at all       they won't do it anymore

If you stop hurting other people, there won't be anyone else left to hurt.

You should treat everyone you meet with as much respect as you have for your Lama or for the Dalai
Lama.

YANG DAKPAR DUPAY  DO LE   SEMCHEN GYI SHING   NI   SANG-GYE KYI SHING
     collection of                 that sutra   the field of living beings            is the Buddha field
   Dharma teachings                says

The sutra says, the field of living beings is the place that creates our world as a Buddha field.
Through your kindness to all other beings, you plant seeds in the "field of other people" which
in turn creates for you a Buddha paradise right here in the world in which you live.

The ultimate way of making offerings, of showing gratitude, of serving your Lama, is to be kind and
respectful to other beings, especially to those who irritate you.
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Four: Joyful Effort

The Perfection of Joyous Effort Supports the Other Five Perfections
TSUNDRU   KYI   PARCHIN The Perfection of Joyous Effort, the fourth perfection.
  effort          of       perfection

LUNG    ME      YOWA   ME Without wind, nothing flickers.  It means that without
 wind  without  flicker  it doesn't the perfection of effort, you can't do any kind of merit. 

Effort is in the central position of the six perfections, and is a
catalyst for the other five perfections.

The Two Collections:
  1.  SUNAM   KYI   TSOK The collect of merit, caused by practicing perfections one
      good deeds  of   collection (giving), two (ethical living) and three (patience); it leads to

a Buddha's body which is made of pure light.

  2.  YESHE   KYI   TSOK The collection of wisdom, caused by practicing perfections
      wisdom     of    collection five (meditation) and six (wisdom); it leads to a Buddha's

mind, which is omniscient.

The perfection of effort is a necessary catalyst to complete the two collections.  You must have
joyful effort to practice well.  Don’t be one of those morose Buddhists that are unhappy in
everything they do, and are unpleasant to be around.  Human life is mixed with suffering.
Joyful effort – feeling happy – about doing the other five perfections ends suffering.  The point
is to pursue the path well and to be happy; both on the path and in the resulting paradise.

TSUN   GANG   GE     LA   TROWA-O Effort is taking joy in doing good.   It doesn't mean
 effort   what is   good  about  taking joy trying hard, or meeting your obligations. It means
                            deeds delighting in doing good deeds.  It is an attitude of

enthusiasm, excitement about your Dharma
practices.  Become a virtue-aholic.  You should see
your practices as a great honor, a fantastic
opportunity and privilege.

What Stops Effort?
  1.   LE-LO Laziness.  Being attracted to inactive laying around, wasting time, doing
       laziness nothing of value.  This laziness is a kind of unproductive sloth. Taking a

healthy rest after doing lots of virtue is fine; resting in order to take care of
yourself is OK.

  2.  JA NGEN   LA   SHENPA Being attracted to wrong deeds -- unwholesome things
       bad deeds    to   be attracted like television, the newspaper or magazines.  Attraction to

these activities is dangerous because of the time wasted on
them and because they don't help you in any important
way.  They will destroy your joy in practicing Dharma.
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Four, continued

  3.    GYI-LUK Discouragement, low self-esteem.  You should start with small good
     discouragement deeds and gradually build up your confidence, making it habitual.  Start

small and build very steadily, every day. The human mind is very
trainable with consistent practice.

Three Causes of Laziness
      1. NYOM-LE Attraction to the enjoyment of indulging in worldly pleasure, which

subtly destroys your joy over the long term.  It's not that television, etc. is
so harmful in itself; but it steals your enthusiasm for your practice which is the
only truly valuable thing in your life.

      2. NYI   LA TENPAY   SEPA    Getting addicted to lazing around, including over-eating,
sleep    for a while     crave    or eating the wrong kinds of food.

      3. KORWAY  DUK-NGEL  LA   MI-KYOWA      Not getting fed up with cyclic existence.
samsara        suffering      with     not fed up       This will destroy your joyful effort.

Why We Need Joyful Effort
Most people live their lives like stupid cows being peacefully led to the slaughter, moving ever
closer to death without doing anything to prevent this impending suffering.  Your plans will get
cut off mid-stream by death.  Don't wait until it's too late to doing something about it.

At the point of death, you will become terrified.  Your mind collapses and you start to
hallucinate.  At that point, as you are totally losing control, it's far too late to go into deep
meditation and try to save yourself.

Four Experiences at the Point of Death:
  1. RANG-DIK    DRENPE       DUNGPA       You are tormented by memories of the bad things
     misdeeds   you remember  torments you     you did in this life.
     of this life

  2. NYELWAY   DRA   TUPA You hear the terrible sounds of people tearing each
      hell realms     roar    to hear other apart.

  3. TRAKPE  MI-TSANG  LU   GU You defecate on yourself from fear.
     from terror     feces       body  smear

  4.  NYUPAR GYUR You become totally insane.  Your brain cell synapses,
which support the mind, cause hallucinations and a
total loss of clarity.

Against this backdrop of your impending death, you must re-examine your expectations, and
consider how you are spending your precious efforts while you still have time and energy. 
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Four, continued

Make Efforts Now

There are three points mentioned:

  1. GELA   TSUNME   DREBU   DEWA   TOPPA All humans unreasonably assume that
     good     don't make   result     happiness  to get it good things will come to them without
     deeds      efforts creating the causes to bring them

about.  If you're smart you will plan
your future paradise now, and do
what it takes to get there.

  2. HLANDRA   YUNRING   SUN-DU   REWA You expect that you're going to live for
         like an           long time      live for    you expect a long time, as though you were an
       immortal immortal.

  3. SEN CHUNG   DUK-NGEL   MANG As you get older, your ability to with-
      can't endure        suffering         many stand pain diminished greatly. You
          pain also lose your tolerance for change and

ambiguity.
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Five: How to Develop Joyful Effort

Four Armies of the King
Tonight's class focuses on not getting discouraged.  Getting discouraged is the third of three
forces that works against joyful effort.  Bodhisattvas have four "armies" at their disposal, which
help to fight off mental afflictions and prevent them from getting discouraged when practicing
the perfections.

  1. GYI LUK   ME   =   GO CHAY   TSUNDRU Bodhisattva attitude (especially compassion)
     discouraged  not             armor       effort which act as armor that protect you from

getting discouraged.  These attitudes prevent
your progress from leaking out, and prevent
bad attitudes from seeping into your mind.

  2.  JORWAY   TSUNDRU Working hard at the two collections of merit and wisdom.
        working        effort (see class four).

  3.     HLUR LANG WA Throwing yourself into it. This means having recollection
      jumping into an activity and awareness:

a.  DRENPA Recollection is remembering your goal of practicing the
     recollection Bodhisattva perfections.

b. SHE-SHIN Awareness is the sentry who rings the alarm when you lose
     awareness your recollection of bodhisattva practices.

  4.  DAKNYI   WANGJA   =   LE   SU RUNGWA Ready to work.  Because of constant
       myself    self-command    work     fit for practice you have control and

command over your body and your
mind.

These four armies can help you to fight off getting discouraged.  You should never think, "how
could some lousy person like me ever reach Buddhahood."  You can do it.  The Buddha himself
said in the Sutra of Subahu that everyone has the potential to reach Buddhahood:

LAKSANG   GI SHUPAY    DO
  Subahu        requested by   sutra

The Sutra says, "Flies, gnats, bees, worms, etc.: if they put forth effort they can reach
Buddhahood.  A human can distinguish right from wrong, so if you don't give up the
bodhisattva practices, you too can reach Buddhahood."
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Course XI: Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part II
Class Five, continued

Buddha Nature
We now turn to a special topic covered in Maitreya's Abhidharmsalamkara: Buddha Nature.  The
existence of our own Buddha nature guarantees that we will become a Buddha.  You must
become enlightened eventually, because the number of good deeds you need to collect,
although quite large, is limited.  It's a sure thing.

SANG-GYE   KYI   RIK Buddha Nature
      total            of     seed
enlightenment

A Buddha has a mind that sees all things simultaneously and has infinite compassion.  Buddhas
are able to physically appear anywhere in the universe simultaneously to help beings who are
ready to see them.

 SANG-GYE      SU   GYUR RUNG Anything which could turn into a Buddha.
enlightenment   into  anything which
                               could turn

Two Things that Could Turn Into a Buddha

  1.  RANG SHIN  NE   RIK Inborn Buddha Nature.  It is the emptiness of one's mind,
     innate, inborn  Buddha nature which already exists in any being that has a mind. The

traditional example is:

KYI   GEN   GYAWOY   GYU    KYI   SEM     DEN    TONG
 dog    old     scrounge    persona   of     mind    true    emptiness

                                                                              existence

The emptiness in the mind of an old scrounge mutt.  Even a scrounge old dog has
Buddha nature, the lack of self-existence, which is one category of what you have that
will turn into a Buddha.

Your eye only picks up colors and shapes.  It's your mind that creates an arm out of data
observed by the eyes.  You only see a picture that your mind projects.  An animal rebirth
therefore is merely the mind shifting such that we see a bug's legs, etc.  It's just a change
in how your mind organizes colors and shapes.  Your entire world is nothing more than
your mind organizing colors and shapes into your office, desk, work colleagues, etc.  So
the emptiness of you is your Buddha nature.  Your level of ethical behavior and your
thoughts are what force you to perceive yourself as a Buddha or as a suffering being.
Because your mind is empty, it doesn't have any nature of its own.  Despite some degree
of consensus by beings with similar karma, there is no objective reality out there.
Everything in your world is actually coming from the perceptions forced on you by your
past deeds.
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  2. GYEN - GYUR   GYI   RIK The Buddha nature that requires development, meaning
    develop    it is            Buddha your mind and your physical body.  Again, the traditional

      going to         nature example is:

GYEN-GYUR  GYI  RIK   KYI GEN GYAWOY   GYU  KYI SAKME  SEM  KYI  SA BUN
develop  it is            Buddha         scrounge dog        in          immaculate  mind             seed
           going to         nature

The seed of an immaculate mind in the mind of an old scrounge dog is its Buddha
nature that requires development.

Some additional examples are 1) a bodhisattva's direct perception of emptiness,
2) the compassion in the heart of a bodhisattva, and 3) a person who has just taken
bodhisattva vows.

The best way to help others is to reach ultimate bliss yourself so you can then really help and
serve others.  Don't be embarrassed or feel guilty.  Going for total enlightenment is the correct
path.  The highest and most noble deeds you can do for others are also those which bring you
ecstasy yourself.

 CHU   YING   GANG SHIK   NGOWO NYI KUR   GYUR RUNG
Dharma  space        firstly               Buddha's                   that which
                                                      emptiness body             could become

So Buddha nature is summed up in this phrase: Buddha nature is emptiness itself and
something which is going to turn into the emptiness of a Buddha.

Start with Carrots and Potatoes
An aspiring bodhisattva must start small with giving, etc. and gradually build up to great
bodhisattva activities.

TSUMA   LASOK   JIN PA   LA-ANG DRENPE    TOKMAR     JORWA DZE
vegetables    etc.    give away   just that the Guide  at beginning   He directed us

DE LA GOM-NE   CHI-NE NI  RIM GYI     RANG-GI   SHA     YANG TONG
once you get used      later on step-by-step  your own    flesh   you can give away

The Guide has sent us in the beginning to do our acts of giving with vegetables and the like.
When we've become accustomed to that, then later on we'll gradually be able to give away even
our own flesh.  The human mind is totally flexible, plastic.  With steady practice, starting small
and gradually building strength you can change.  Give away something small every day.
Restrain your anger every day.  But don't give away something too large at first or try to do
some great bodhisattva deed before you are ready.  Stay within your capacity.  Start small and
build up slowly.
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Class Six: The Need for Joyous Effort

Two Sources of All Pain

  1. GANGSAK   GI   DAK   DANG     DAKKIR   SHEN-PA To believe in a self- existent
          person         of     self-      and           what belongs to me and mine.
                            existence               self-existent person

  2.   SOKCHU   SOK   KYI   DIKPA Killing, etc. Hurting any  living
           killing        etc.      of    bad deeds being.  Basically, doing any bad

deeds at all.

Ignorance and bad deeds cause all of your mental and physical suffering.  If you want to stop
getting sick or being unhappy, eliminate your ignorance and immoral thoughts and deeds.

Four Forces that Support Joyful Effort
      1. MUPAY   TOB Force of willpower.  You have extreme desire to practice well,

  will         force like determining "I will learn about karma."

      2. TENPAY   TOB Force of steadfastness, being steady as a rock.  You decide what
steadfast    force you're going to do with your life, which is slowly leaking away and

being wasted on a career, etc.  Investigate whether you can
complete some new project, and if so then once you start, finish
with steadfast effort.

      3. GAWAY   TOB Force of total delight in practice.  Being completely engrossed in
    joy         force your work.  This includes:

      1. Refusing to stop until it is finished.
      2. Being insatiable; doing one good deed after another; having

a huge bodhisattva appetite.

      4. DORWAY   TOB Force of leaving off.  Know when you are getting exhausted and
 leave off      force need a good rest.  Take a good refreshing rest (then get right back

to work).

Bodhisattvas Rising in the East
DORJE   GYANTSE   DO Diamond Victory Banner Sutra.  This sutra describes an analogue
diamond   victory      sutra where a bodhisattva is like the sun rising in the east and traveling
                   banner its course across the sky throughout the day, and shining

indiscriminately on all beings.  Some observers are totally blind
and see nothing; some are blocked by tall buildings and only see shadows; and some observers
with good karma bask in the sun's rays all day long.  The point is that others may not see or
appreciate your bodhisattva deeds due to their karma, but you must continually practice with
the Wish, regardless of others' reactions -- which reflect their karma, not your goodness.
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NGA   GYEL Pride.  In this case it means confidence, courage.  (It can also mean
    I       king ignorant arrogance, which is one of the primary mental afflictions.)

A Bodhisattva's Confidence
Bodhisattvas must think like this: "If I have to, I'll save other beings all by myself; this is my
confidence."  If you see something valuable to be done which will get you to enlightenment,
determine to do it no matter what anyone says.  You will have to separate from the world and
do it, despite others' criticism.

The world labors under the merciless suffering of people's own mental afflictions, so you
must not be swayed by others' opinions or criticisms; just do what is takes to work for the
benefit of all sentient beings.  At the same time, be sure to base your actions on the guidance of
your Lama and authentic scripture.

Another analogy is given of a dead snake that is attacked by a weak little crow.  When you lack
confidence you are like a dead snake, susceptible to attack by even minor mental afflictions. 
You must get strong and be ready for attacks which are sure to come.

At the same time, don't let confidence turn into ignorant pride.  You think you have some
special self-existent distinguishing characteristics, but your pride itself will ruin that quality
over time.  If you want to keep your good qualities, be humble about them and understand
their emptiness and where they came from (your past good deeds and virtuous thoughts).

The Results of Ignorant Pride
      1. NGEN  DROR      TRI Pride will drag you to the three lower realms.

3 lower realms   drag you

      2.   YI DE       CHOM Pride will destroy your mental happiness.
happiness  destroy

      3. LONGMU   TSOWA Pride will turn you into a beggar, ruin your finances.
begging     make a living

      4. SHEN WANG   GYURPA Pride will make you lose your authority and power.
others' power

      5. SHEPA LENPA Pride will make you stupid, lose your intelligence.
       stupid

      6. SUK      MI DUKPA Pride will make your physical appearance ugly to
         physical    not beautiful others.
         appearance
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      7. NYAM CHUNGWA Pride will make you lose your confidence, your nerve.
  shy, lowly

      8. SHEN  GYI  NYE-PA Pride will make others abuse you.

So have confidence, determination, and courage, but don't let your practice slip into stupid
pride.

The Whole World Is Helpless

  NYON MONG    WANGME   JIK-TEN   DI     RANG DUN DRUPPAR            MI-NU PE
mental afflictions     helpless    whole world   do what's good for themselves  don't know how to

DROWE   DAKTAR   MI-NU   TE   DEWE   DAGKI   DI JA-O
 others        like me       can't do      what’s necessary           do it

The whole world is helpless, they don't know how to do what would be good for themselves,
and they suffer from their mental afflictions; others can't do what I can do, and so I will do
whatever is necessary.

The Honey and the Razor

PUDRI    SOR    CHAKPAY   DRANGTSI Honey on the razor's edge.  Honey is
razor     like me     glob of            honey analogous to the short-term happiness we go

for, and the razor's edge is the bad karma
collected from the bad deed we do to acquire

some sensual pleasure like getting good food, music, clothes, etc.  It's OK to enjoy these things
when they come, but never do a bad deed to get them.  It's not worth the pain that comes from
the negative karma later to have the brief pleasure for a short time.
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SAM TEN The Perfection of Meditation.

The next four classes cover the Perfection of Meditation.  Master Shantideva says, "now that
you have the perfection of effort, put your mind in single-pointed concentration."

Two Kinds of Meditation

      1. Preventative Meditation.  Meditation as a state of mind that you have all day long, at
work, at home, etc.  This form of meditation prevents mental afflictions from reaching
you.

      2. Demolish Meditation.  Deep meditation where you are sitting on your cushion with
perfect concentration is needed to perceive emptiness, which rips out and demolishes
the very foundation of your mental afflictions: seeing things as self-existent.

There are two obstacles to reaching deep meditation:

     1.  GURPA Agitation.  Thinking about lots of stuff, being attracted to desires.
agitation

     2.  JING-WA Dullness.  Having a dull mind, like from getting not enough or too
  dullness much sleep

Meditative concentration falls in between these two obstacles.  It is a bright, clear,
happy, focused, intelligent state of mind during deep meditation.  It also makes you less
susceptible to mental afflictions during the rest of your day; agitation and dullness
during your day leave you susceptible.

 WEN-PA Isolation.  To avoid distraction you must achieve isolation from physical
  isolation and mental distractions.   Physically, you must go on meditation retreat to

an isolated place, exit the worldly environment.  Mentally, you must exit
the social environment which will ruin your meditative mind; try to avoid
useless idle talk and don't hang out with people socially in a way that will
hurt your practice.

The Causes of Distraction

  DAK   DANG   DAK   GIR   SHENPA   LA TENNE   NANG   SEMCHEN LA   CHAKPA
  self-nature          mine          believe in     due to that   inside you    causes of          you get of   
      me                                                                                           attachment

You get attached from internal causes due to the belief in a self-existent 'me' and 'mine’. This
ignorant attachment is the basic cause of your distraction, your inability to concentrate.  You
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can't focus inwardly or attain isolation until you can withdraw from the belief in some self-
existent me and mine.  You will need to withdraw from the world on retreat for at least several
weeks in meditation in order to see that "me" and "mine" are not some self-existent thing.

  CHI       NYEPA    DANG   KURTI   TSIKSU CHEPA   SOKLA   LA SEPA
outside  acquisitions   and       others'     others' praise          etc.      attachment to
                                          opinion

You get attachment to material wealth, the opinions of others, others' praise, etc.

Meditation and Wisdom
   SHI   NE Meditative Quietude, Shamata (skt.).  A state of mental peace between
 peace   to stay agitation and dullness, between being hyper and being in a stupor.

  RANG GI MIKPA LA   TSE CHIK TU   NYAMPAR SHAK
  towards its object             one-pointed       go into deep meditation

 TOB KYI  SHIN   JANG  KYI DEWA  KYEPAR CHEN GYI SINPAY  TING-NGEN-DZIN
  by the   extremely   agile    of    good         extraordinary            infused        one-pointed
 power of                                      feeling                                                         concentration

That single-mindedness which is infused with the extraordinary bliss of practiced ease, due
to deep single-pointed concentration on its object.

HLAK   TONG Wisdom, Vipashyana (skt.), the wisdom that perceives emptiness directly.
special     see

  RANG GI TEN      SHI-NE       LA TEN NE   RANG GI MIKPA LA   SOSOR CHE
    it rests upon     concentration   based upon        its object of focus         it analyzes

   TOB KYI      SHIN     JANG   KYI    DEWA    KYEPAR CHEN  GYI  SINPAY   SHERAP
 by power of  extremely  agile     of    good feeling   extraordinary           infused       wisdom

That wisdom which is infused with the extraordinary bliss of practiced ease, by the power of
analysis of its object, all based upon a foundation of quietude.

 
The Value of Deep Meditation
The only important value of deep meditation (shamata) is to serve as a basis for seeing
emptiness directly which can stop our suffering forever.  "Calm abiding" is a poor translation –
we should not be calm when our life is headed for suffering and death.  Being calm is not a
Buddhist goal.  Giving, being ethical, refraining from anger, joyful efforts, and concentration
result in wisdom; these are the goals of Buddhism and result in paradise.
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SAMTEN   DANGPOY   NYERDOK   MI CHOK ME
form realm                        preliminary     no lack of time
meditation                         stage

This is the specific level of meditation you must be in, in order to perceive emptiness directly. 
You lose attraction to, and awareness of, gross physical objects like food, sex, music, and you
withdraw from all sense awareness in this meditation.  Getting to this state requires one or two
hours of deep meditation every day.  This should be your biggest life goal.

Five Obstacles to Meditation
Arya Nagarjuna mentions in his Letter to a Friend five obstacles to meditation that must be
avoided during the course of your daily life, in order to be able to meditate later with good
concentration on your cushion.  You must keep your mind sharp, alert throughout the day, all
the time.  This will allow you to go into deep meditation when you sit down.

   GU    DANG     GYU     DANG   NU SEM   MUKPA    DANG     NYI     DANG
restless   and   sentimental   and        malice     dullness       and   drowsiness   and
 desire            daydreaming

  DU LA DUN     DANG   TE-TSOM   TE   DRIP PA   NGAPO
sensual attraction   and        doubts

1. Restless desire (attraction to thinking about the day's activities) and sentimental 
daydreaming.

   2.  Feelings of malice, anger.
   3.  Dullness (of body and mind), and drowsiness (from too little sleep, etc.)
   4.  Attraction to objects of the senses, such as food, music, sex, etc.
   5.  Destructive doubts: lazily ignoring the teachings; being wimpy about your practice.

Sexual Relationships
Master Shantideva mentions five things to avoid when courting those of the opposite sex:
   1. Begging the person you are attracted to for a relationship.
   2. Not avoiding bad deeds, unethical conduct when pursuing them.
   3. Ruining your reputation by doing non-virtues.
   4. Engaging in reckless behavior.
   5. Using up all of your money and resources in order to catch them.

If you are in a relationship, you should see it in a realistic way: see your partner as a stinking
corpse (which he or she will soon become), and thereby devote your time and resources to
practicing Dharma.  If possible do your practices together, and get beyond a focus on any
temporary pleasures which will turn to suffering and loss in the end.
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This class is extremely important.  Being able to care about others as much as you care for
yourself is a crucial goal in Buddhism, right up there in importance with perceiving emptiness
directly as the most important things you will ever do in your life.  You must learn to give up
the effort and suffering of trying to get the things you like for yourself, or trying not to lose the
things you have.  This foolish approach causes constant anxiety, and prevents you from
reaching your ultimate goals.

Treating Yourself and Others Exactly the Same

DAK   SHEN    NYAMPA Treating yourself and others exactly the same.  Wishing and
 me      others      exactly working for others' happiness as you do for your own happiness.
                           the same The first moment of true bodhichitta is a very critical experience, as

is the direct perception of emptiness.  You must think of others as
being yourself; actually start looking at them as being you, in order to be able to treat others as
yourself.  In reality, you don't end at the border of your skin.  Does "you" extend only to your
body and certain possessions?  It is only your mind, your mental habit, that causes the
identification with only this body and its parts.  Your past karma determines where your
borders end.  To expand these border, you must start small and constantly practice treating
others as yourself, and your view will change.

This is all possible and quite realistic because of emptiness.  The mistaken concept that we are
only ourself comes from grasping to ourself as self-existent for beginningless time.  You must
manipulate this limited sense of self and extend the borders to include others as well.

The suggested approach is to actually perceive others as being yourself, and then take care of
"yourself" (this expanded definition of yourself which includes "others").  This approach will
work, rather than merely "treating others as though they were yourself."  Actually, others are
you as much as you are you, but your karma prevents you from seeing this correct view right
now.

This doesn't mean that we and others are the same mind.  Each being has a distinct mind-
stream caused by their individual karma.  You can't share someone else's karma (and therefore
cannot be omnipotent), and you can't directly affect their mind-stream.  But you can learn to see
them as yourself and take care of them as such.  This compassion is the ultimate protection
from suffering.

What Makes Pain Mine?
Your dislike of one particular pain as being unbearable comes from the karmic seeds you are
born with.  You actually can't see another's physical pain, but your willingness to tolerate
others' suffering is a fluid attitude, and you can decide to learn to care for others when they
experience mis-fortune.  You can act on their behalf because you see them as being an extension
of you.
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The Proof that Compassion and Love are Reasonable
Gyaltsab Je presents, in the form of classical logic, two proofs from Master Shantideva's root
text which show that compassion (wanting to remove others' suffering) and love (wanting to
bring about others' happiness) are reasonable attitudes.

  1.  SEMCHEN    SHEN   GYI   DUK-NGEL   CHU CHEN
       living being   another          their suffering  subject of debate

       DAK   GI   SELWAR   RIK   TE
         me     by   to remove    right to do

       DUK-NGEL   YINPAY CHIR
        suffering          because it is

       PER-NA    DAK   GI   DUK-NGEL   SHIN NO
     for example   me     by     suffering         it's like

Consider (let's debate) the suffering of other beings;
It's right for me to remove it;
Because it is suffering.
For example, it's like my own suffering.

We must remove all suffering, regardless of where it exists.  You should forget the
borders of your own skin.  When others have pain, you must rectify the problem.  The
thought, "but it's not my pain," is foolish and only arbitrary based on your incorrect
view.

  2.  SEMCHEN   SHEN   GYI   DEWA   CHU CHEN
       living being   another          goodness     consider

     DAK   GI   DRUPPAR     RIK TE
      me     by     work for      it's right to do

     SEMCHEN     PAROLPO     SEMCHEN   YIN PAY CHIR
        person     that one over there   a person            he is

      PERNA      DAK   GI   LU    SHIN NO
    for example    my         body    it's like

Consider the happiness of others;
 It's right that I should work to achieve it;
 Because that person over there is a person.
 For example, it's like how I bring happiness to my own body.
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Bringing happiness to others is the way to make yourself happy.  You must work to
create happiness anywhere it can exist, to bring about any little happiness in anyone's
mind.  You can be liberated from your own skin and your own concerns and get
expansive and impact the happiness of everyone.

The Democracy of Love and Compassion
Master Shantideva presents two famous reasons why it is very wrong to work only for our own
happiness and to remove only our own sufferings.

  1.  DAK   DANG   SHEN   NYIKA      DEWA      DUPAR     TSUNGPA
         me      and        others    we both   happiness   we want    we're exactly
                                                                                         the same

I and others are exactly the same in that we both want happiness.  So it is stupid to
only take care of yourself.  We are all the same.  Why would you only take care of
yourself?

  2.  DAK   DANG   SHEN   NYIKA   DUK-NGEL    MINDU PAR     TSUNGPA
         me       and       others    we both        pain           we don't want     we're exactly
                                                                                                        the same

I and others are exactly the same in that we both don't want pain.  You will never be
happy, and never be able to make others happy until you destroy the boundary between
you and others.  You should practice visualizing what it would be like to help others
avoid pain and get happiness, then start with small actions to carry it out.  You can begin
to plan and execute a small happiness for others.  Do it with the thought, "they are me;
that person is part of my body and I'm just taking care of myself."
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Are You Your Future Self?
Master Shantideva now gives a second argument for why you should protect others from
suffering even though you can't now feel their pain yourself.  Your future self is not the same
"you" that exists right here and now.  So why worry about that person who will be around in
the future; why invest in their future, and why worry about his or her future life?  That future
life isn't even born yet, and you can't begin to feel the happiness or pain of the person you will
be later in this life.  This future life is only you due to your conception.  You might just as well
learn to see "you" as extending to other beings and try to work for their happiness and end their
suffering.

Two Parts of a Whole
      1.   MAK Army.  A collection of soldiers.  We conceive of many soldiers as a single
            army army.  But a collection of soldiers are not self-existently an "army" from

their own side.  It is your mind that organizes them into "army."  Similarly
your collection of body parts into "yourself" is false, artificial.  It's totally a lie that you
self-existently consist of your body, independent of you conceiving yourself as such.
And this error is dysfunctional, it causes you to suffer, just like if your hand decided that
it wasn't going to take care of your foot because they are different entities.

           TSOKPA A collection of parts.  Your body is a collection of hands, legs, etc.  Every
           collection object is a collection of parts; collections are all unreal, as follows:

           DZUNPA Unreal, artificial.  Objects are unreal because they are only a collection of
        artificial parts.  Your mind happens to cover the area of your hands, feet, etc. but

stops at the artificial borders of "your" body.

      2.  TRENGWA A string of anything, like a rosary, garland, or a string of future lives.
               string When you look at a rosary, one bead is not another bead.  Similarly, when

your future life occurs, your current life doesn't exist.  It's only your
conception that creates the impression of your same self streaming on.  If you invest
your money, some future old geezer may be rich and then suffer and die in misery.  But
if you give away your resources it can lead you to enlightenment.  Taking care of
yourself simply doesn't work.  It's dysfunctional.

            GYU A stream through time.  Your parts also consist of you at different points
           stream in time.  You plan the for needs of your future self, going to college, etc.

because you believe you will be that person who will exist in the future.

Actually, the more you practice caring for others, seeing them as you and then helping
"yourself," the more pleasure you will have conventionally.  The point is that like an army (over
space) and like a rosary (over time) you exist only as broadly as you conceive yourself to exist.
In fact, your very broad conception of yourself as all beings also is unreal, an illusion, but it
functions quite well to lead you to enlightenment and even to temporary pleasures in this life.
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Others' Body Parts Are Your Own
You can convince yourself of anything through habit and practice.  It is only by the habit of
karmic projection that you consider this particular egg and semen to be "you."  You could
identify, through habituation, with the happiness and sufferings of others, just like you care for
your own.  In reality you and they are only projections of your karma anyway.

Exchanging Self and Others

DAK   SHEN   JEWA Exchanging self and others.  You learn to cherish others as much
  me     others   exchange as yourself.  You think, "I will shift the concern I have for myself to

other people."

You can reach a point where taking care of others is no big deal.  You don't expect thanks just
like you don't pat yourself on the back for feeding yourself; it's only natural.  Likewise, helping
others is simply caring for your extended self.

RANG GI    SE    SU NA     LEN     LA    REWA   MI-GYAB
your own    food   if you   in return   to      hope     don't do it
                                eat it

You don't hope for something in return when you feed yourself.

Your Body Is the Enemy
Your body is the enemy.  It demands certain behavior for its satisfaction that will cause your
mind great suffering -- as you act on that ignorant instinct to only care for yourself, and do mis-
deeds to get the things you want for yourself.  A good bodhisattva will choose to be the last
person on the bus, to let others go first, with pleasure.  Your body will kill you in the end
anyway.  Wise men should disdain the body.

Angels and Devils

   DZE Devil.  "If I give something of mine away, what will I have left for me?"   This
   devil thought, literally, is a demon.

   HLA Angel.  "If I use this for myself, I'll have nothing to give away."  You must learn
   angel to use your resources for others' benefit.  You should not give more than is

comfortable; you are prohibited from giving more than you can handle.  But you
should constantly evaluate what would be best for all parties, and gradually
expand your generosity to fit a growing capacity to give.
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Not Many Words Are Needed
The holiest section in the Guide is the following lines which needs few words of explanation.

 JIKTEN     DEWA     JI-NYE PA    DEKUN    SHEN       DE               DU        LE JUNG
   in the     happiness    whatever      all of it      others   happiness   wanting   it comes from
whole world

The total amount of happiness that exists in the world has come from wanting to make
others happy.

JIKTEN     DUK-NGEL   JI-NYE PA   DEKUN     RANGDE       DU         LE JUNG
  in the             pain            whatever      all of it        your own     wanting   it comes from
whole world                                                    happiness

The total amount of suffering that exists in the world has come from wanting to make
yourself happy.

Therefore, What need is there for many words?
 The children of the world work for their own sake.
 The able Buddhas do their labor for the sake of others.
 Come and see the difference.

In summary, you must learn to practice these two most important bodhisattva ideals:

DAKSHEN NYAMPA Treat others and yourself exactly the same. 

DAKSHEN JEWA Exchange self and others: fight for others' happiness and to
remove their suffering before taking care of your own needs.

You must start with all the little good deeds, with the people all around you at work, etc.  You
should begin to create small happinesses in the world like an excited artist.   Your craft will
become creating happiness in others' hearts, and you'll become a bodhisattva factory producing
joy and protection all around you.
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The Ultimate and Immediate Pains of Selfishness

 RANG   CHEN-DZIN Cherishing yourself.  This is the worst demon that exists.
 yourself     cherish

 SHEN   CHEN-DZIN Cherishing others.  Exchanging yourself and others means taking
 others       cherish care of others before you take care of yourself.

Not exchanging yourself and others leads to two problems:
      1. You won't get enlightened or reach your spiritual goals.
      2. You won't get the temporary pleasures of this life.

Every physical and mental pain is caused by self-cherishing.  It is important to be concerned
with poverty, others' suffering, etc., but the root cause of people's sufferings is self-cherishing,
and we should fight to prevent self-cherishing.

 ME    MA TANG NA     SEKPA    PONG MI NU
 fire  if you don't drop it  burning   you can't stop it

If you don't let go of the burning hot coal [the habit of self-cherishing], you won't be able to
stop the burning.   As you get older, the habit of self-cherishing becomes solidified.  You must
crack it open now.

Master and Servant
Having the direct experience of bodhichitta is the goal of this chapter.  It is very holy.  You
know you will give all your money, time, energy, life, to serve others.  You realize that
everything you own belongs to others.  You are borrowing your house, clothes, money, time,
and you are a servant of others.  Rip things away from yourself and give them to others.  You
should pretend to be a bodhisattva even if you're not.  From now on, you are the servant of
others.  Others own you, your body, and your time.

Bodhisattva Schizophrenia

TOWA   NYAMPA   MENPA You should practice putting your brain in someone else's
respect   partnership  compassion head, and then look at yourself in their body.  See how it

feels for "you" to be "them" (with your mind in their body)
experiencing the negative feelings of the "old you."  If they are superior to you, you often feel
jealousy; so practice being in their brain feeling your jealousy coming at "you."  It feels lousy.  If
they are equal to you, you often feel competitive.  If they are lower than you, you often feel
proud or condescending toward them.  So practice being them as the recipients of your nasty
views and see how bad it feels.  How would you like to live in a world where everyone was as
selfish as you are?  So instead, practice being respectful, cooperative, and compassionate
toward those you are higher than, equal to, and lower than, respectfully.
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Giving "You" what "You" Want
Practice building the habit of these attitudes toward others, with the thought that you are in
their brain, or in their shoes, as the recipient of this nice treatment from the old you:

  KURTI Honor, paying respect.  Doesn't it feel nice to be respected by others?
  respect

  NYEPA Material things.
material things

  TUPA Praise, being complimented.
  praise

  DEWA Happiness.
 happiness

LE MEPAY DEWA No work; a chance to relax while others complete the work at hand.
no work, happiness

  DRAKPA Fame, being well know.
    fame

Rather than respecting others, etc. as above, you are generally selfish, trying to get what you
want for yourself and not caring very much for others.

Master Shantideva then responds to someone who insists that they have been practicing
bodhichitta but they are still unhappy themselves.  He says that it is impossible for a person to
practice genuinely caring for others for a significant period of time, and to not get happy
oneself by virtue of doing so.

Don't Serve Your Body
Your body prevents you from being a bodhisattva as you waste time and energy to protect,
serve, spoil and honor it.  The more you pamper your body the weaker it gets.  Because you are
ignorant of the causes of your body and its good and bad health, you would do mis-deeds to try
to satisfy this craving scoundrel (your body).

Your body lies to you.  It appears to be self-existent but is only a random collection of atoms.  It
doesn't care about food, fame, honor, etc.  It's your mind that wants these things, and your
afflicted desire causes all the selfish mis-deeds you do to serve your body.  Your body doesn't
want any luxuries, treats, etc. and it's ungrateful when you serve it.  Its false borders are a lie,
and it will eventually let you down in the end anyway.  So take care of your basic needs, but
then ignore the body and its apparent demands.
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1) Give the names of the root text and commentary we are going to use for our study
of the perfections of patience, effort, and meditation; also name their authors and give
their dates. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

We will use as a root text the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life
(Bodhisattvacharyavatara, Byang-chub sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa)
and as a commentary the Entry Point for Children of the Victorious
Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The former was written by the Indian
Buddhist Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD), and the latter by one of the
principal disciples of Je Tsongkapa, named Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen
(1364-1432).
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2) Describe the principal problem of anger that we cannot see directly. (Tibetan track
answer in Tibetan.)

The principal problem of anger that we cannot see directly is that a
single instance of anger focused at a bodhisattva destroys thousands of
eons of good karma that we have amassed previously; and we cannot be
sure who around us is a bodhisattva.

!"#$%&#'()'#*+,#0#*)-3'#+,-#7/"#8/#39-3#3-'#*3(#:#:#&#;'#

,1/)'#+<#!(*#+4

jangchub sempa la mikpay kongtro chik gi ge-tsa tsawa ne jompar jepa
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3) Describe two of the problems of anger that we can see directly.

a) It ruins our own happiness, in the sense of giving us no ultimate
peace; no happiness of mind; no pleasure physically; no easy
sleep; and no settled mind.

b) It ruins our relationships with friends and family, who become tired
of being around us, and leave us.

4) Quote from memory the lines that describe the immediate cause of anger, and the
usefulness of this cause. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

If there is something
You can do about it,
Why should you feel upset?

If there is nothing
You can do about it,
What use is being upset?

430#=(#&9/'#'2#>/*#;#;-4

4*(#0#)-#*3<#9-#?-3#>/*4

430#=(#&9/'#'2#)(*#;#;-4

4*(#0#)(#*3,#!'#9-#@;4

gelte chusu yu na ni
de la migar chishik yu
gelte chusu me na ni
de la miga je chi pen

5) What is the antidote that can prevent this cause of anger?

Maintaining a sense of joy and happiness, refusing to be upset by things
we cannot do anything about now.
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6) State the logic that supports the idea that we can develop patience even towards great
sufferings. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The way we think of anything is based primarily upon how we have
become accustomed to think, on our mental habits. As such there is no
quality of the mind which does not come easily if you make a habit of
it.

'()'#A-#,BC;#D"'#E)'#9*#3/)'#+,-#:#&#9;#>-;#+'#3/)'#;#F#

&<#)-#,GH<#&,-#'()'#A-#$/'#3"#>"#)(*4

sem kyi dzintang tamche gompay tsawachen yinpe gomna lawar min-
gyurway sem kyi chu gang-yang me

7) Relate and explain the example used to demonstrate that patience is a state of mind.

Some people, warriors in battle, become even more ferocious when they
see their own blood spilled. Other people, cowards, faint even at the
sight of other people's blood being spilled. There is no difference in the
blow that caused the wound, or the body that took the wound, only in
the states of mind of the respective persons.

8) Why are those who conquer their mental afflictions real warriors, as opposed to those
who go out into war and kill other humans?

Those who slay other humans in battle hardly deserve to be called
warriors, since the very nature of their enemies is to die eventually
anyway. But those who fight the mental afflictions must learn to bear
with constant physical and mental wounds, and then kill a very resilient
enemy.

9) In general, there are three types of patience. Name and describe them briefly.
(Tibetan track name in Tibetan and describe in English.)

a) The patience which takes on sufferings willingly: To stop seeing
suffering as something terrible, to incorporate it into one's
practice and use it as a path.

IJ3#&K0#*"#LM#0(;#+,-#&N/*#+4

duk-ngel dangdu lenpay supa
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b) The patience where you concentrate upon the Dharma: The desire and
devotion to learn and practice a wide range of Dharma subjects.

$/'#0#"('#+<#'()'#+,-#&N/*#+4

chula ngepar sempay supa

c) The patience where you don't mind it when others do you harm: The
ability not to become angered when you are blocked from what
you want and get what you don't want; and when people try to
attack you, hurt your reputation, and so on.

3;/*#+#!(*#+#0#1-#)-#O)#+,-#&N/*#+4

nupa jepa la ji mi-nyampay supa
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Part II

Answer Key, Class Two

1) Describe the example that Master Shantideva uses to refute the idea that we can be
angry at persons who harm us in a way which appears to be intentional.

The basic elements within our body do not say to themselves, "I think
I will fall out of balance and make this person sick." Neither do even
our enemies pre-meditate their harms towards us in the sense of saying,
"I think I'll start getting angry now." They are not under their own
control, but rather under the control of the mental afflictions.

2) Name the principal qualities of the primal One and the Self-Existent Being which were
believed in by early non-Buddhist religions in India. (Tibetan track also give Tibetan for
the two, as well as a synonym for the second.)

The primal One creates all things as expressions of Himself. The Self-
Existent Being, also known as the Original Mental Being, experiences all
objects on his own accord, without relying on any other influence. They
are said to be uncreated, and thus unchanging, and yet still able to cause
effects and be affected, which is impossible.

3PQ#&/4

tsowo

&*3 &*3#R('#<-3#3-#S('#&24

dak dak sherik gi kyebu

3) Give examples of things which are (a) changing yet eternal; (b) eternal but not
changing; (c) permanent but changing; (d) impermanent and also changing; and (e)
unchanging but able to do something. (Tibetan track give the Tibetan for the last.)

a) The mind changes but is eternal; it had no beginning, and has no end;
it is caused by previous instances of mind and changes from
moment to moment, even with a Buddha.
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b) Empty space is unchanging, and had no cause, but has existed and
always will exist; it can be occupied or not, but does not change
in its nature either way.

c) Again, the mind is permanent (never stops), and changes from
moment to moment.

d) Jobs and worldly relationships are impermanent (they will all end
one day), and also change from moment to moment.

e) There is no such thing.

T3#+,-#*"/'#+/4

takpay ngupo

4) What causes a thing to ever change? (Tibetan track give four synonyms for "changing
thing.")

The fluctuation of the energy of the thing that produced it, its cause,
causes the thing to change. Changing thing, caused thing, produced
thing, and thing that does something are all synonyms for "changing
thing".

)-#T3#+4 ,LM'#!'4 !'#+4 *"/'#+/4

mitakpa duje jepa ngupo

5) Could an uncreated, unchanging being ever create itself, and why?

No, because by definition it would change by the act of producing an
effect.

6) Could an uncreated, unchanging being ever produce something else, and why?

No; because it was never produced itself, it cannot produce something
else.
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7) Could an uncreated, unchanging being ever experience or be aware of any other
object, and why?

No, because it would have to be unwaveringly aware of every object,
since it never changes.

8) Could our world or the objects and people in it who make us angry ever have been
created without a cause?

It is completely illogical and impossible for a changing thing not to have
been created by a cause.

9) Why does Master Shantideva advise patience, and even pity, for those who harm us?

Because they do not even know enough to stop harming themselves,
much less us.

10) Name the direct cause for our pain when someone hits us with a stick, and then the
thing which impelled this direct cause. At which should we be angry?

The direct cause for our pain is the stick or whatever; the thing that
impels it is the anger of the person who swings it; so we should be
angry not at the person or the stick, but at his or her anger, an emotion
which we also share.

11) Explain the role of perception in the true cause of the objects and people which make
us angry.

Our karma forces us to perceive the objects and people which make us
angry. If we had collected good karma instead of bad karma, we would
be perceiving these same objects as pleasant.

12) Why do we live in the desire realm, where a human body is sure to be hurt by other
people and things constantly?

We would not be here if we had not had the necessary mental afflictions
to propel us here. The fact that we are here proves that we did not work
to eliminate our mental afflictions in the past. This is one of the facts
that you realize during the path of seeing.
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1) Give the reasoning that Master Shantideva uses to show that we should not be angry
with those who do harm to us verbally. (Tibetan track answer in Tibetan with two lines
from the root text.)

That, because the mind is not physical and does not have a body, it
cannot be harmed.

4>-*#;-#02'#9;#)#>-;#+'4

4'2'#A"#3"#LM,"#3?/)#)-#UM'4

yi ni luchen mayinpe
su kyang gang duang shom mi nu

2) Give the reasoning that Master Shantideva uses to show that we should not be angry
with those who do harm to images or shrines. (Tibetan track answer in Tibetan with
one line from the root text.)

He says it is improper to be angry with them, for the reason that the
Buddha and the other Three Jewels cannot be harmed anyway.

4'"'#5'#'/3'#0#3;/*#)-#)",4

sanggye sokla nu mi nga
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3) What method does Master Shantideva advise for avoiding anger towards those who
harm our Lamas and family relatives? (Tibetan track answer in Tibetan with two lines
from the root text.)

We should recognize the true situation, which is that—as explained
before—these people are reaping the results of their own past deeds, and
we should not feel anger for those who are the instruments for them to
receive the results of their own past karma.

4K#),-#V%0#G-'#W(;#*3#0'4

4,GH<#&<#)E/"#;'#8/#&#&X/3

ngamay tsul gyi kyen dak le
gyurwar tongne trowa dok

4) Name four reasons why it is appropriate to take joy whenever our enemies receive
praise, or other things that they seek.

a) In the short run, I can feel the same happiness that they feel when
they are praised.

b) Karmically, I will be more happy throughout the future.

c) My positive attitude towards others is the best method for attracting
new people to the Dharma.

d) In a negative sense, the karma from being unhappy with others'
happiness is so bad that I will not find any happiness myself in
the future.

5) Name four reasons why we should not be glad when something negative happens to
those we dislike.

a) It doesn't benefit us in the slightest.

b) You can't take any (nasty) credit for the negative thing, because it
could never have happened just because you wished for it.

c) Karmically, taking joy in the problems of another is the best way to
ruin one's own happiness.

d) In terms of rebirth, the karmic result could well be a birth in the
hells.
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6) Give the reasoning that Master Shantideva states to demonstrate that we should
cherish the opportunity which we get to practice the Dharma when we meet irritating
people. (Tibetan track use two lines from the root text to answer.)

Those who give us a chance to practice patience are relatively much
more rare than poor people, since if we do not respond with anger then
we cannot meet them in the future.

4,*-#Y<#@<#3;/*#)#!'#;4

4,3,#>"#3;/*#+#)-#!(*#*/4

ditar parnu majena
gayang nupa mije do

7) Give the scriptural reference, and name the scripture from which it comes, that
demonstrates why we should respect living beings as we do the Buddhas themselves.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The Excellent Collection of Dharma Teachings (Dharma Sangiti Sutra)
says: "The field of living beings is the field of the Buddhas, and it is
from this field of the Buddhas that we reach the fine qualities of the
Buddhas; to do the opposite is very wrong."

>"#*3#+<#IJ*#+,-#)*/#0'4'()'#9;#G-#?-"#;-#'"'#5'#A-#?-"#D(4

'"'#5'#A-#?-"#*(#0'#'"'#5'#A-#$/'#Z)'#E/&#+<#,GH<#G-#*(<#;-#

0/3#+<#[\&#+<#)-#<-3'#'/4

yangdakpar dupay do le, semchen gyi shing ni sanggye kyi shing te,
sanggye kyi shing de le sanggye kyi chu nam toppar gyur gyi der ni lokpar
druppar mi rik so

8) Name the single highest method of repaying the kindness of the Buddhas.

Doing good to living beings is the single highest method.
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1) Explain the role of the fourth of the six perfections in attaining the result of the first
three and the last two; then name the two results.

Attaining the result of the first three and the last two is dependent upon
effort, much in the way that a flame never flickers in the absence of a
breeze. The result attained from the first three is primarily the
collection of merit, and the result attained from the last two is the
collection of wisdom.

2) Give the brief definition of effort stated in Master Shantideva's root text. (Tibetan
track in Tibetan.)

"What is effort? It is joy in doing good."

&:/;#3"#*3(#0#]/#&,/4

tsun gang ge la trowao

3) Name the three things that act against the perfection of effort, and describe them
briefly. (Tibetan track name in Tibetan and describe in English.)

The three things that act against the perfection of effort are laziness,
which is attraction to the pleasant feeling of sloth; an attraction to
improper activities; and the feeling of being discouraged—of thinking
to yourself that you cannot accomplish things.

0(#0/4 !#";#0#?(;#+4 ^-*#023

lelo ja-ngen la shenpa gyiluk
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4) Name and describe three factors that promote a feeling of laziness. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

Sloth an attraction to the sweet enjoyment of some pleasure, and a
reluctance to engage in virtuous activities; a craving for time spent
sleeping, and in general the lack of disgust for cyclic life that comes
from these two.

O/)#0'4 3_-*#0#&T(;#+,-#6(*#+4

nyomle nyila tenpay sepa

,7/<#&,-#IJ3#&K0#0#)-#S/#&4

korway dukngel la mi-kyowa

5) Relate and explain the metaphor of the oxen and the butcher.

If knowing how fast we must die we continue to enjoy lazing around,
then we have failed to notice how those around us in our life are being
slaughtered steadily by the Lord of Death, and sit as complacently as
oxen who watch their brethren steadily being slaughtered by a butcher.

6) Name four experiences at the moment of death that Master Shantideva uses to deny
that we can do anything significant to help ourselves at that time. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

a) You are tormented by the memory of the wrong deeds you have done
in your life.

<"#I-3#`;#+'#3LM"#&4

rangdik drenpe dungwa

b) You hear the roar of the hell realms in your ears.

*a0#&,-#[#E/'#+4

nyelway dra tupa
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c) Out of terror you cover your body in shit.

b3#+'#)-#3P"#02'#3/'4

trakpe mi-tsang lu gu

d) You reach the depths of insanity.

a/'#+<#,GH<4

nyupar gyur

7) Give three causes which Master Shantideva mentions that bring us to cry out in our
minds as we are destroyed by death. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) We had expected some excellent results in our lives without exerting
ourselves in virtue at all.

*3(#0#&:/;#)(*#,c'#&2#&*(#&#,*/*#+4

ge la tsunme drebu dewa dupa

b) We had also expected to live as long as an immortal being.

d#,`#>2;#<-"#3'/;#LM#<(#&4

hlandra yunring sun du rewa

c) We had become increasingly sensitive to multiplying sufferings.

6;#$%"#IJ3#&K0#3;/*#)"#4

sen chung duk-ngel nu mang
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8) How does Master Shantideva describe our priorities and perception of what is
happiness?

He notes that we easily give up the ultimate source of happiness—the
holy Dharma—and instead seek those things that seem to cause
happiness and but actually bring pain: bad deeds to get what we want;
the distraction of the hustle and bustle of the world; and skipping
around mentally from one interest and attraction to another.
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1) Name and describe the four types of effort that are needed by warrior bodhisattvas
like the four armed forces of a king in ancient India. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The four forces are:

a) Armor effort, where you are never discouraged in practicing the
path.

3/#$,-#&:/;#,ef'4

gochay tsundru

b) Working effort, where you try hard to amass the two collections.

g/<#&,-#&:/;#,ef'4

jorway tsundru

c) Engaged effort, where you work hard to maintain recollection
and awareness during the actual practice of goodness.

dh<#i"#&4

hlur langwa

d) Self-command, in the sense of being able to get your body and
mind to do any virtuous practice you wish, well.

&*3#_-*#*&"#!4

daknyi wangja

The four forces of a king are, incidentally, elephanteers, charioteers,
cavalry, and infantry.
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2) Give a paraphrase of the verse where Master Shantideva gives us a reason why we
should never feel discouraged in our search for enlightenment. What is the ultimate
source of these lines?

Master Shantideva says that the Buddhas, who can never lie, have stated
that even gnats, flies, bees, and worms can achieve enlightenment if they
make the effort. These lines are based on the Sutra Requested by
Subahu, a teaching of Lord Buddha himeself.

3) Give the definition of Buddha nature, name the two main types, and give one
example of each. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The definition of Buddha nature is "that which can turn into a Buddha".
The two main types are the innate Buddha nature and the Buddha
nature which requires development. The first turns into the essence
body of the Buddha, and the second turns into the mind and the
physical bodies of a Buddha. An example of the first would be the
emptiness of the mind of an old scroungy mutt; an example of the
second would be the seed for a totally pure state of mind in the mental
continuum of the same dog.

'"'#5'#'2#,GH<#<2"#4

sanggye su gyur rung

<"#&?-;#3;'#<-3'4

rangshin nerik

5'#,GH<#G-#<-3'4

gyen-gyur gyi rik

j-#k;#5#&/,-#5l*#A-#'()'#&*(;#D/"#4

kyigen gyawoy gyu kyi sem dentong

j-#k;#5#&/,-#5l*#A-#N3#)(*#'()'#A-#'#&/;4

kyigen gyawoy gyu kyi sakme sem kyi sabun
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4) Give the definition of innate Buddha nature, which is what guarantees that we will
become a Buddha; then explain why it provides us this guarantee. (Tibetan track name
and give definition in Tibetan, then explain in English.)

The definition of innate Buddha nature is "that thing which is
emptiness, and which will become the essence body of a Buddha." The
fact that our minds have emptiness, and are blank by nature, is what
makes it possible for extraordinary good karma to cause us to see
ourselves as omniscient in the future.

$/'#*!-"'#3"#?-3 4"/#&/#_-*#mJ<#,GH<#<2"#4

chuying gang shik, ngowo nyikur gyur rung

<"#&?-;#3;'#<-3'#A-#)V;#_-*4

rangshin nerik kyi tsennyi

5) Relate the reasoning that Master Shantideva uses to establish that it is unreasonable
for us to fear even very great sacrifices, such as cutting off our arms or legs, in our
search for enlightenment.

He says that we have simply failed to examine the question closely: we
have spent infinite eons in the hell realms, with our arms and legs cut,
burned by fire, choked, and split with blades, all for no benefit in our
search for enlightenment. Compared to that, these bodhisattva efforts
will produce an ultimate result quickly, and we should therefore have
no fear for them.

6) Give another argument for, and then one against, people like ourselves trying to
perform extreme bodhisattva acts like giving away our arms and legs at this point in our
spiritual development.

Master Shantideva compares the pains that would come then to the pain
of a cut that we endure in surgery in order to remove a greater medical
problem. He also says that the method of the Great Physician is
ultimately quite gentle, and that by that stage we will not find these
bodhisattva sacrifices difficult. But then he does mention that the
Buddha has prohibited us from undertaking hardships for which we are
not yet ready. With practice it will come, in time.
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7) Quote the verse that Master Shantideva uses to describe how to become accustomed
to great bodhisattva deeds gradually.

The Guide has sent us at the beginning
To do our acts of giving
With vegetables and the like.
When we've become accustomed to that
Then later on we'll gradually be able
To give away even our flesh.

4PQ*#)#0#'/3'#g-;#+#0,"#4

4,`(;#+'#E/3#)<#g/<#&<#)B*4

4*(#0#3/)'#;'#n-#;'#;-4

4<-)#G-'#<"#3-#R#>"#3=/"#4

tsuma lasok jinpa la-ang
drenpe tokmar jorwar dze
dela gom ne chi ne ni
rim gyi rang gi sha yang tong
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1) Explain the reason why bodhisattvas with great compassion feel no physical pain or
mental suffering over giving away even their own bodies.

These bodhisattvas have already advanced very far along the path, and
so they have stopped negative deeds, and have greatly reduced their
tendency to see things as self-existent. They are therefore not creating
the karma necessary to perceive these things as suffering.

2) What are the two things which, according to Master Shantideva, cause all our physical
and mental pain? (Tibetan track answer in Tibetan.)

What causes our mental and physical pain are (1) the tendency to believe
in a self-existent me and mine, as well as (2) bad deeds such as killing
and the like.

3"#N3#3-#&*3#*"#&*3#3-<#?(;#+4

gangsak gi dak dang dakgir shenpa

6/3#39/*#'/3'#A-#I-3#+4

sokchu sok kyi dikpa

3) Name and describe the four forces used to smash the things that work against effort
aimed at helping all beings. (Tibetan track name in Tibetan and describe in English.)

a) The force of will, where you feel a great desire to practice
properly after contemplating upon karma and its
consequences.

)/'#+,-#D/&'4

mupay top
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b) The force of steadfastness, where you never undertake any activity
before you have first analyzed its benefit; but where, once you
have analyzed the activity's benefit and undertaken it, you never
turn back until you have brought it to its final end.

&T;#+,-#D/&'4

tenpay top

c) The force of joy, where you apply your efforts without a break, and
feel insatiable in your goodness, like a child engrossed in a game.

*3,#&,-#D/&'4

gaway top

d) The force of leaving off, where you put forth effort until you are tired
in body and mind, then leave off to rest properly, and after that
return to your efforts immediately.

*/<#&,-#D/&'4

dorway top

4) Relate and explain the metaphor used in the Sutra of the Diamond Banner to illustrate
the kind of confidence required for bringing to a successful conclusion all those good
deeds which we undertake.

This text states that, when the sun shines upon the earth, it is never
stopped from shining by the fact that some people may be blind, or that
some mountains may be taller than others—the sunlight touches any
location that is ready to receive it. Just so, bodhisattvas perform their
activities for the sake of others: their deeds are never stopped by the
problems that certain individuals may have in receiving them, and these
deeds ripen and liberate those disciples who are ready to receive them.
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5) What is Master Shantideva's reasoning for saying that we should be willing to
undertake our deeds on behalf of living beings all by ourselves, even if no one else helps
us? (Tibetan track give the relevant four lines from the root text in Tibetan and explain
in English.)

He says that, since the great majority of living beings have no idea at all
what they should do even to help themselves, for they are at the
complete mercy of their mental afflictions, it is no surprise that they
might be unwilling to help us in deeds meant to aid all other beings.
Therefore we should be ready at all times to undertake our virtuous
deeds gladly by ourselves, without any help from anyone else at all.

4_/;#)/"'#*&"#)(*#,1-3#T(;#,*-'4

4<"#*/;#[\&#+<#)-#UM'#+'4

4,e/#&'#&*3#Y<#)-#UM'#=(4

4*(#&'#&*3#3-'#,*-#!,/4

nyonmong wangme jikten di
rangdun druppar minupe
drowe daktar minu te
dewe dakgi di jao

6) Relate and explain the metaphor of the crow, the snake, and the garuda.

Even a crow can act like a great garuda bird, the traditional foe of vipers,
in attacking a snake which is already dead. If our attempt to practice the
remedies for suffering life are weak, then even a small obstacle—such
as feeling somewhat discouraged—can stall our efforts completely.

7) List five of the problems associated with pride, which Master Shantideva cautions us
to avoid as we build up our positive feelings of confidence in our practice. (Tibetan
track name six in Tibetan.)

Choose any five of the following:
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a) It will drag us to the lower realms

";#,e/<#8-*4

ngendror tri

b) Even if we are born human, it will ruin the feast of happiness we
could have enjoyed

>-*#&*(#&#&9/)4

yi dewa chom

c) We will have to live by begging, without enough to eat

F/"#)/'#,VQ#&4

longmu tsowa

d) We will as the subjects of others, as slaves or servants

3?;#G-#*&"#LM#GH<#+4

shen gyi wangdu gyurpa

e) We will be stupid, lacking intelligence

R('#+#o(;#+4

shepa lenpa

f) We will be ugly physically

3N23'#)-#IJ3#+4

suk mi-dukpa
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g) We will have no self-confidence

_)#$%"#&4

nyam chungwa

h) We will be abused by others, even if we have done nothing to hurt
them

3?;#G-'#&p'#+4

shen gyi nyepa

8) Relate and explain the metaphor of the razor and the honey. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

The honey consists of all the attractive sense objects of this realm ; the
razor is the fact that they cannot satisfy us, no matter how much we
consume them, and ultimately they lead us to negative deeds that cause
more of the circle of suffering.

qr#e-,-#'/<#$3'#+,-#s"#:-#&?-;4

,*/*#+#Z)'#;'#"/)'#+#)(*4

pudriy sor chakpay drangtsi shin
dupa nam ne ngompa me

9) What reasoning does Master Shantideva use to prove that we are capable of watching
our minds closely and keeping them away from anger and the like?

Suppose a person gave us a bowl of oil and told us to walk across a
room with it, and then followed us with a sword at our neck, and told
us he would slice our throats if we spilled even a single drop. We
would never spill the drop. This proves that, if we set our minds to it,
we are capable of extraordinary concentration in avoiding mental
afflictions, if we really want to.
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1) Relate and explain the metaphor which Master Shantideva uses to describe the
reasons why we must develop meditative quietude.

The mental afflictions are like a great wild beast, and any person who
allows themselves to be either agitated or dull mentally is in imminent
danger of being destroyed, as much as if they had their head in the
beast's mouth, between its fangs.

2) Give a short, definitive description of meditative quietude, which is called shamata in
Sanskrit and shi-ne in Tibetan. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

That singlemindedness which is imbued with the exceptional bliss of
practiced ease due to deep singlepointed meditation on its object.

<"#3-#*)-3'#+#0#:(#39-3#tu#)_)#+<#3?3#D/&'#A-'#R-;#g"'#A-#

&*(#&#j*#+<#9;#G-'#N-;#+,-#=-"#"(#,BC;4

ranggi mikpa la tse chik tu nyampar shak top kyi shinjang kyi dewa
kyeparchen gyi sinpay ting-ngen dzin

3) Name the meditational level or platform you must reach and maintain in order to see
emptiness directly. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The level is known as "No lack of time" (michokme); it is a preliminary
stage (nyerdok) within the first concentration level (samten dangpo), a
kind of meditation which would normally lead to a form-realm birth.
It's complete name in Tibetan therefore is samten dangpoy nyerdok
michokme.

&')#3=;#*"#+/,-#_(<#&I/3'#)-#v/3'#)(*4

samten dangpoy nyerdok michokme
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4) Give a short, definitive description of special insight, which is called vipashyana in
Sanskrit and hlak-tong in Tibetan. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

That wisdom which is full of the exceptional bliss of practiced ease by
power of the analysis of its object, and which is founded upon quietude.

<"#3-#T(;#?-#3;'#0#&T(;#;'#<"#3-#*)-3'#+#0#'/#'/<#*w*#D/&'#

A-'#R-;#g"'#A-#&*(#&#j*#+<#9;#G-'#N-;#+,-#R('#<&4

rang gi ten shine la ten ne ranggi mikpa la sosor chetop kyi shinjang kyi
dewa kyeparchen gyi sinpay sherab

5) List the causes for attachment to the world, an attitude which works against the
development of meditative quietude. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The attitude is caused inwardly by a craving focused upon onself, which
comes because you grasp to a "me" and "mine" which exists
independently. Outwardly you have a craving for gain, or having others
honor you, praise you, and so on. Both prevent you from eliminating an
attachment for the world.

&*3#*"#&*3#3-<#?(;#+#0#&T(;#;'#;"#'()'#9;#0#$3'#+4

n-#p(*#+#*"#&xM<#D-#*"#VC3'#&9*#'/3'4

dak dang dakgir shenpa la tenne nang semchen la chakpa, chi nyepa dang
kurti dang tsikche sok
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6) List the five obstacles to a meditative state of mind, by quoting the relevant lines from
the Letter to a Friend, written by the realized being Nagarjuna. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

. . .the five obstacles to meditation:
Restless desire and missing a person or thing;
Feelings of malice; drowsiness and dullness;
Attraction to sense objects; and unresolved doubts.

4k/*#*"#,G/*#*"#3;/*#'()'#yz3'#+#*"#4

43_-*#*"#,*/*#0#,LM;#*"#E(#VQ)#D(4

4[-&#+#{#+/###

gu dang gyu dang nusem mukpa dang
nyi dang du la dun dang te-tsom te
drippa ngapo...

7) Relate the five ways Master Shantideva describes for courting those of the opposite
sex, and the attitude that might be appropriate once you have attracted them.

a) Beg them to have a relationship with you.

b) Avoid no bad deed in seeking to attract them.

c) Avoid no loss of reputation in seeking them.

d) Engage in any kind of reckless or dangerous behavior to get them.

e) Use up all your money and other resources to get them.

Proper attitude: As you lift her silken veil and look into her gentle,
loving eyes, think of how this same face is going to lie rotting
under a death-shroud, and the birds of prey will come to the
burial ground to lift the veil, and show you how she really looks;
you will run away from her as fast as your legs can carry you.

8) Relate the paradox of lifetime and money described by Master Shantideva.

If you don't dedicate your younger years to the pursuit of money, you
won't have any to enjoy when you're older. If you do dedicate your
younger years to the pursuit of money, you'll be too exhausted by the
time you're older to enjoy it anyway.
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1) Master Shantideva describes the joys of living in forest solitude, and then urges us to
spend our time there in the woods, in gentle walks and thoughts of helping others
through developing the wish for enlightenment. What method does Master Shantideva
recommend first for meditating upon this wish? (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

He recommends first the practice of learning to treat ourselves and
others exactly the same.

&*3#3?;#)_)#+4

dakshen nyampa

2) Relate and explain the metaphor that Master Shantideva uses to counter the objection
that we could never learn to think of all the different kinds of beings as "me."

He gives the metaphor of the different parts of the body, such as the
hands and legs. Even though they are many different parts, we still
conceive of them as one body belonging to one person, and something
that we should care for as we care for our body. Just so we should work
to assure the happinesses and remove the sufferings of each and every
type of being, since we can learn to think of them as "me."

3) How does Master Shantideva address the objection that we could never learn to treat
ourselves and others exactly the same, since their pain does not hurt us, and our pain
does not hurt them?

He notes that the fact that we find our own pain unbearable is simply
a result of the habit of conceptualizing ourselves as we do. He says that,
even though their pains do not touch us directly, we can learn to feel
that the pains of all beings are unbearable if we learn to conceptualize
all of them as ourselves.
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4) Give the two logical proofs that Gyaltsab Je designs from the root text of Master
Shantideva, to prove the reasonableness of compassion and love. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

Consider the pain of other living beings.
It is right that I must stop it,
Because it is pain.
It's like, for example, the pain that I feel myself.

'()'#9;#3?;#G-#IJ3#&K0#$/'#9;4

&*3#3-'#&'0#&<#<-3'#=(4

IJ3#&K0#>-;#+,-#n-<4

*+(<#;#&*3#3-#IJ3#&K0#&?-;#;/4

semchen shen gyi duk-ngel chuchen
dak gi selwar rik te
duk-ngel yinpay chir
per na dak gi duk-ngel shin no

Consider the things that bring happiness to other living beings.
It is right that I must work to bring them about,
Because each person out there is a living being.
It's like, for example, the way I work to bring happiness to my own body.

'()'#9;#3?;#G-#&*(#&#$/'#9;4

&*3#3-'#&[\&#+<#!#<-3'#=(4

'()'#9;#@#</0#+/#'()'#9;#>-;#+,-#n-<4

*+(<#;#&*3#3-#02'#0#&*(#&#&[\&#+#&?-;#;/4

semchen shen kyi dewa chuchen
dak gi druppar ja rik te
semchen parulpo semchen yinpay chir
perna dakgi lu la dewa druppa shin no
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5) What are the two very famous reasons that Master Shantideva gives to show that it
is very wrong for us to work to get happiness only for ourselves, and remove only our
own suffering? (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The reasons are that we are no different: we are all completely the same
in wanting happiness, and completely the same in wanting to avoid
suffering. Given that we are completely the same, there is no logic to
working to achieve only my own happiness and to avoid only my own
suffering.

&*3#*"#3?;#3_-'#|#&*(#&#,*/*#LM#)V%"'#+#*"#4 IJ3#&K0#)-#

,*/*#+<#)V%"'#+4

dak dang shen nyika dewa du du tsungpa dang, duk-ngel mindupar
tsungpa
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1) In this latter section of the chapter, Master Shantideva gives another argument why
it is wrong to say that we don't have to protect others from pain since we cannot feel
their pain ourselves. Relate this argument.

He says that, if someone claims that they need not remove the pain of
others since they cannot feel that pain directly, then we should never
take steps in the present time to care for our future selves, since we
cannot feel their pain directly at this time. For example, we tend to put
up retirement money for a person who is essentially someone different
from us, or plan in the morning to avoid a problem in the evening, and
also avoid bad deeds for the sake of another person in our future life.

2) Master Shantideva mentions two examples of the parts of a whole, and gives a
metaphor for each one. Relate the examples and the metaphors. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

a) Collection of parts of a person, referring to the hands and feet and so
on of the body; the metaphor is an army composed of many kinds
of fighters

VQ3'#+4 *)3

tsokpa, mak

b) Stream of a person, referring to the person as a sum of the person as
he or she existed at different points in time; the metaphor is a
string of beads or flowers, known collectively as a "rosary" or
"string."

5l*4 }("#&4

gyu, trengwa
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3) Master Shantideva does not accept the argument that we care for different parts of
ourselves because they exist in these two senses. Why?

He says that the "me" which we conceptualize from looking either at the
collection of parts at a single time, or the collection of different times of
the person in the sense of a stream, is unreal, artificial; he says that the
delineation of this "me" is arbitrary and can just as well be stretched out
to include all other beings.

4) What example does Master Shantideva give to show that, with practice, we can learn
to think of other people's eyes as "my eyes," and so on?

With practice we learn to think of a few drops of blood and semen
which belong to someone else as being ourselves, even though there is
no "me" there inherently, from the beginning. If we practice then we
will find no difficulty in thinking of others' bodies as being our own.

5) What reason does Master Shantideva give for saying that, eventually, we won't think
of working for others as anything amazing, nor feel any conceit for doing so. (Tibetan
track in Tibetan.)

When we come to see others as ourselves, then we won't find it amazing
or find any reason for conceit when we care for them: a person does not
congratulate himself for feeding himself his own supper.

<"#3-#N'#N/'#;'#0;#0#<(#&#)-#5&4

rang gi sesu ne len la rewa mi-gyap
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6) Write and memorize the two verses in which Master Shantideva identifies the sources
of all pain and all happiness in the world.

The total amount of happiness
That exists in the world has come from
Wanting to make others happy.
The total amount of suffering
That exists in the world has come from
Wanting to make yourself happy.

What need is there for many words?
The children of the world
Work for their own sake;
The able Buddhas do their labor
For the sake of others—
Come and see the difference.

4,1-3#T(;#&*(#&#1-#O(*#+4

4*(#xM;#3?;#&*(#,*/*#0'#!~"#4

4,1-3#T(;#IJ3#&K0#1-#O(*#+4

4*(#xM;#<"#&*(#,*/*#0'#!~"#4

jikten dewa ji-nyepa
de kun shen de du le jung
jikten duk-ngel ji-nyepa
de kun rang de du le jung

4)"#LM#&R*#Y#9-#?-3#*3/'4

4!-'#+#<"#3-#*/;#!(*#*"#4

4E2&#+#3?;#G-#*/;#)B*#+4

4,*-#3_-'#A-#;-#j*#+<#Y/'4

mangdu sheta chishik gu
jipa ranggi dunje dang
tuppa shen gyi dun dzepa
di nyi kyi ni kyepar tu
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7) Name five of the reasons Master Shantideva gives for why wise people come to see
the body as the enemy.

To give the body food and drink, we (1) kill animals and (2) lay traps for
other people. To win profit and the respect of others, we would (3) kill
even our own parents, or (4) steal from the Three Jewels, all of which
will lead us to (5) burn in the lowest hell of No Respite.
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1) Name two kinds of problems that Master Shantideva says we "cannot see" and which
are caused by self-cherishing.

We cannot see, we cannot understand, that the reason we cannot reach
our ultimate goal—enlightenment, and our immediate goals—happiness
here in the cycle of life, such as financial success—is that we are
constantly engaged in the act of cherishing ourselves.

2) What is the greatest single demon of all, and what metaphor does Master Shantideva
use to describe it? (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The greatest single demon in the world is the habit of cherishing
ourselves instead of others; and Master Shantideva compares having this
attitude to holding a coal of fire in our hands: until such time as we let
go of it, it will continue to burn us.

<"#39('#,BC;4

rang chendzin

)(#)#&="#;4 6(3#+#q/"#)-#UM'4

me matang na, sekpa pong mi nu

3) How does Master Shantideva advise us to think of our clothes and other possessions?

We have already dedicated our lives to be the servants of others, and so
our clothes and so on are completely owned by other people, who by our
own agreement are our masters. We should constantly remember who
really owns what we wear and use, as a slave regards the clothes and so
on given for his or her use by their master, and be ready at any given
point to tear them away from us and give them to others.
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4) What does it mean when Master Shantideva says that we should practice three
attitudes towards those who are higher than, the same as, and lower than ourselves?
(Tibetan track give the three attitudes and the three objects of the attitudes.)

We are to put ourselves in others' places, and practice how unjust it feels
when they (we) are thinking about us (them): jealousy (tradok) towards
those who are superior (towa); competitiveness (drensem) towards those
who are the same (nyampa), and pride (ngagyel) towards those who are
inferior (menpa).

}3#*/3 )E/#&4

trakdok, towa

,e;#'()'4 )_)#+4

drensem, nyampa

"#504 *);#+4

nga-gyel, menpa

5) Name six good things that the bodhisattva thinking of himself as others wishes on
others pictured as him. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) He should get all honor, but not us.

&xM<#D-4

kurti

b) He should get things, but not us.

p(*#+4

nyepa

c) He should be praised, we should be belittled.

&D/*#+4

tupa
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d) He should have all happiness, and we all pain.

&*(#&4

dewa

e) He should relax, we should do all the work.

0'#)(*#+,-#&*(#&4

le mepay dewa

f) He should get famous, we should remain unknown.

e3'#+4

drakpa

6) What answer does Master Shantideva give to those who complain that, although they
have worked for other people for a long time, they have not seen any result yet in their
own lives?

He says very bluntly that, if we had actually engaged in the practice of
exchanging ourselves and others earlier, it would be impossible for us
to be in this condition now, suffering, instead of enjoying
enlightenment.

7) How does Master Shantideva advise us to think of whatever good qualities we may
happen to have?

Our basic nature is lousy, and any good qualities that we do have are
pretty much an accident. Keep your good qualities absolutely secret.

8) What, according to Master Shantideva, is the inevitable result of caring closely and
serving this body?

The more we serve it, the more sensitive it becomes; for example, rich
people who have the money to care closely for their bodies get more and
more sensitive to minor problems physically.
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9) Why does Master Shantideva compare the body to a dead piece of wood?

Like a piece of wood, the body has itself no feelings of attachment or
anger; it doesn't really care whether it is eaten by vultures or worshiped
by us. It is our own minds which make it an object of anger or
attachment.
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Class One !"#$%&#'()'#*+,-#./*#+#0#,123#+4

jangchub sempay chupa la jukpa

50#6'#,123#"/3'4

gyalse juk-ngok

!"#$%&#'()'#*+,#0#*)-3'#+,-#7/"#8/#39-3#3-'#*3(#:#:#&#;'#

,1/)'#+<#!(*#+4

jangchub sempa la mikpay kongtro chik gi ge-tsa tsawa ne jompar jepa

430#=(#&9/'#'2#>/*#;#;-4

4*(#0#)-#*3<#9-#?-3#>/*4

430#=(#&9/'#'2#)(*#;#;-4

4*(#0#)(#*3,#!'#9-#@;4

gelte chusu yu na ni
de la migar chishik yu
gelte chusu me na ni
de la miga je chi pen
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'()'#A-#,BC;#D"'#E)'#9*#3/)'#+,-#:#&#9;#>-;#+'#3/)'#;#F#

&<#)-#,GH<#&,-#'()'#A-#$/'#3"#>"#)(*4

sem kyi dzintang tamche gompay tsawachen yinpe gomna lawar min-
gyurway sem kyi chu gang-yang me

IJ3#&K0#*"#LM#0(;#+,-#&N/*#+4

duk-ngel dangdu lenpay supa

$/'#0#"('#+<#'()'#+,-#&N/*#+4

chula ngepar sempay supa

3;/*#+#!(*#+#0#1-#)-#O)#+,-#&N/*#+4

nupa jepa la ji mi-nyampay supa

Class Two 3PQ#&/4

tsowo

&*3

dak

&*3#R('#<-3#3-#S('#&24

dak sherik gi kyebu
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T3#+,-#*"/'#+/4

takpay ngupo

)-#T3#+4 ,LM'#!'4 !'#+4 *"/'#+/4

mitakpa duje jepa ngupo

Class Three
4>-*#;-#02'#9;#)#>-;#+'4

4'2'#A"#3"#LM,"#3?/)#)-#UM'4

yi ni luchen mayinpe
su kyang gang duang shom mi nu

4'"'#5'#'/3'#0#3;/*#)-#)",4

sanggye sokla nu mi nga

4K#),-#V%0#G-'#W(;#*3#0'4

4,GH<#&<#)E/"#;'#8/#&#&X/3

ngamay tsul gyi kyen dak le
gyurwar tongne trowa dok

4,*-#Y<#@<#3;/*#)#!'#;4

4,3,#>"#3;/*#+#)-#!(*#*/4

ditar parnu majena
gayang nupa mije do
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>"#*3#+<#IJ*#+,-#)*/#0'4'()'#9;#G-#?-"#;-#'"'#5'#A-#?-"#D(4

'"'#5'#A-#?-"#*(#0'#'"'#5'#A-#$/'#Z)'#E/&#+<#,GH<#G-#*(<#;-#

0/3#+<#[\&#+<#)-#<-3'#'/4

yangdakpar dupay do le, semchen gyi shing ni sanggye kyi shing te,
sanggye kyi shing de le sanggye kyi chu nam toppar gyur gyi der ni lokpar
druppar mi rik so

Class Four &:/;#3"#*3(#0#]/#&,/4

tsun gang ge la trowao

0(#0/4 !#";#0#?(;#+4 ^-*#023

lelo ja-ngen la shenpa gyiluk

O/)#0'4

nyomle

3_-*#0#&T(;#+,-#6(*#+4

nyila tenpay sepa

,7/<#&,-#IJ3#&K0#0#)-#S/#&4

korway dukngel la mi-kyowa

<"#I-3#`;#+'#3LM"#&4

rangdik drenpe dungwa
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*a0#&,-#[#E/'#+4

nyelway dra tupa

b3#+'#)-#3P"#02'#3/'4

trakpe mi-tsang lu gu

a/'#+<#,GH<4

nyupar gyur

*3(#0#&:/;#)(*#,c'#&2#&*(#&#,*/*#+4

ge la tsunme drebu dewa dupa

d#,`#>2;#<-"#3'/;#LM#<(#&4

hlandra yunring sun du rewa

6;#$%"#IJ3#&K0#3;/*#)"#4

sen chung duk-ngel nu mang

Class Five
3/#$,-#&:/;#,ef'4

gochay tsundru

g/<#&,-#&:/;#,ef'4

jorway tsundru
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dh<#i"#&4

hlur langwa

&*3#_-*#*&"#!4

daknyi wangja

'"'#5'#'2#,GH<#<2"#4

sanggye su gyur rung

<"#&?-;#3;'#<-3'4

rangshin nerik

5'#,GH<#G-#<-3'4

gyen-gyur gyi rik

j-#k;#5#&/,-#5l*#A-#'()'#&*(;#D/"#4

kyigen gyawoy gyu kyi sem dentong

j-#k;#5#&/,-#5l*#A-#N3#)(*#'()'#A-#'#&/;4

kyigen gyawoy gyu kyi sakme sem kyi sabun

$/'#*!-"'#3"#?-3 4"/#&/#_-*#mJ<#,GH<#<2"#4

chuying gang shik, ngowo nyikur gyur rung
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<"#&?-;#3;'#<-3'#A-#)V;#_-*4

rangshin nerik kyi tsennyi

4PQ*#)#0#'/3'#g-;#+#0,"#4

4,`(;#+'#E/3#)<#g/<#&<#)B*4

4*(#0#3/)'#;'#n-#;'#;-4

4<-)#G-'#<"#3-#R#>"#3=/"#4

tsuma lasok jinpa la-ang
drenpe tokmar jorwar dze
dela gom ne chi ne ni
rim gyi rang gi sha yang tong

Class Six
3"#N3#3-#&*3#*"#&*3#3-<#?(;#+4

gangsak gi dak dang dakgir shenpa

6/3#39/*#'/3'#A-#I-3#+4

sokchu sok kyi dikpa

)/'#+,-#D/&'4

mupay top

&T;#+,-#D/&'4

tenpay top
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*3,#&,-#D/&'4

gaway top

*/<#&,-#D/&'4

dorway top

4_/;#)/"'#*&"#)(*#,1-3#T(;#,*-'4

4<"#*/;#[\&#+<#)-#UM'#+'4

4,e/#&'#&*3#Y<#)-#UM'#=(4

4*(#&'#&*3#3-'#,*-#!,/4

nyonmong wangme jikten di
rangdun druppar minupe
drowe daktar minu te
dewe dakgi di jao

";#,e/<#8-*4

ngendror tri

>-*#&*(#&#&9/)4

yi dewa chom

F/"#)/'#,VQ#&4

longmu tsowa
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3?;#G-#*&"#LM#GH<#+4

shen gyi wangdu gyurpa

R('#+#o(;#+4

shepa lenpa

3N23'#)-#IJ3#+4

suk mi-dukpa

_)#$%"#&4

nyam chungwa

3?;#G-'#&p'#+4

shen gyi nyepa

qr#e-,-#'/<#$3'#+,-#s"#:-#&?-;4

,*/*#+#Z)'#;'#"/)'#+#)(*4

pudriy sor chakpay drangtsi shin
dupa nam ne ngompa me

Class Seven
<"#3-#*)-3'#+#0#:(#39-3#tu#)_)#+<#3?3#D/&'#A-'#R-;#g"'#A-#

&*(#&#j*#+<#9;#G-'#N-;#+,-#=-"#"(#,BC;4

ranggi mikpa la tse chik tu nyampar shak top kyi shinjang kyi dewa
kyeparchen gyi sinpay ting-ngen dzin
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&')#3=;#*"#+/,-#_(<#&I/3'#)-#v/3'#)(*4

samten dangpoy nyerdok michokme

<"#3-#T(;#?-#3;'#0#&T(;#;'#<"#3-#*)-3'#+#0#'/#'/<#*w*#D/&'#

A-'#R-;#g"'#A-#&*(#&#j*#+<#9;#G-'#N-;#+,-#R('#<&4

rang gi ten shine la ten ne ranggi mikpa la sosor chetop kyi shinjang kyi
dewa kyeparchen gyi sinpay sherab

&*3#*"#&*3#3-<#?(;#+#0#&T(;#;'#;"#'()'#9;#0#$3'#+4

n-#p(*#+#*"#&xM<#D-#*"#VC3'#&9*#'/3'4

dak dang dakgir shenpa la tenne nang semchen la chakpa, chi nyepa dang
kurti dang tsikche sok

4k/*#*"#,G/*#*"#3;/*#'()'#yz3'#+#*"#4

43_-*#*"#,*/*#0#,LM;#*"#E(#VQ)#D(4

4[-&#+#{#+/###

gu dang gyu dang nusem mukpa dang
nyi dang du la dun dang te-tsom te
drippa ngapo...

Class Eight
&*3#3?;#)_)#+4

dakshen nyampa
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'()'#9;#3?;#G-#IJ3#&K0#$/'#9;4

&*3#3-'#&'0#&<#<-3'#=(4

IJ3#&K0#>-;#+,-#n-<4

*+(<#;#&*3#3-#IJ3#&K0#&?-;#;/4

semchen shen gyi duk-ngel chuchen
dak gi selwar rik te
duk-ngel yinpay chir
per na dak gi duk-ngel shin no

'()'#9;#3?;#G-#&*(#&#$/'#9;4

&*3#3-'#&[\&#+<#!#<-3'#=(4

'()'#9;#@#</0#+/#'()'#9;#>-;#+,-#n-<4

*+(<#;#&*3#3-#02'#0#&*(#&#&[\&#+#&?-;#;/4

semchen shen kyi dewa chuchen
dak gi druppar ja rik te
semchen parulpo semchen yinpay chir
perna dakgi lu la dewa druppa shin no

&*3#*"#3?;#3_-'#|#&*(#&#,*/*#LM#)V%"'#+#*"#4 IJ3#&K0#)-#

,*/*#+<#)V%"'#+4

dak dang shen nyika dewa du du tsungpa dang, duk-ngel mindupar
tsungpa
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Class Nine VQ3'#+4 *)3

tsokpa, mak

5l*4 }("#&4

gyu, trengwa

<"#3-#N'#N/'#;'#0;#0#<(#&#)-#5&4

rang gi sesu ne len la rewa mi-gyap

4,1-3#T(;#&*(#&#1-#O(*#+4

4*(#xM;#3?;#&*(#,*/*#0'#!~"#4

4,1-3#T(;#IJ3#&K0#1-#O(*#+4

4*(#xM;#<"#&*(#,*/*#0'#!~"#4

jikten dewa ji-nyepa
de kun shen de du le jung
jikten duk-ngel ji-nyepa
de kun rang de du le jung

4)"#LM#&R*#Y#9-#?-3#*3/'4

4!-'#+#<"#3-#*/;#!(*#*"#4

4E2&#+#3?;#G-#*/;#)B*#+4

4,*-#3_-'#A-#;-#j*#+<#Y/'4

mangdu sheta chishik gu
jipa ranggi dunje dang
tuppa shen gyi dun dzepa
di nyi kyi ni kyepar tu
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Class Ten <"#39('#,BC;4

rang chendzin

)(#)#&="#;4 6(3#+#q/"#)-#UM'4

me matang na, sekpa pong mi nu

}3#*/3 )E/#&4

trakdok, towa

,e;#'()'4 )_)#+4

drensem, nyampa

"#504 *);#+4

nga-gyel, menpa

&xM<#D-4

kurti

p(*#+4

nyepa

&D/*#+4

tupa
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&*(#&4

dewa

0'#)(*#+,-#&*(#&4

le mepay dewa

e3'#+4

drakpa
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THE ASIAN CLASSICS

INSTITUTE

The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III
Level Five of Middle Way-Philosophy (Madhyamika)

Course Syllabus

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs).

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. The folios numbers correspond to ACIP electronic
editions TD3871 and S5436, respectively. Each lesson is accompanied by the
full detailed outline of the relevant section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

***********

Reading One
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part I

Contemplation One: We Need to See Emptiness
(COMMENTARY ONLY, FOLIOS 114A-114B)

Contemplation Two: What Goes First for Wisdom
(ROOT TEXT FOLIO 30B; COMMENTARY FOLIOS 114B-115A)

Contemplation Three: The Two Realities
(RT 31A; COM 115B-116A)

Contemplation Four: We Can See Ultimate Reality
(RT 31A; COM 116A-117A)

Reading Two
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part II

Contemplation Five: Only Two Kinds of People
(RT 31A; COM 117B-118B)

Contemplation Six: Things are Empty and Things Still Work
(RT 31A; COM 118B-119A)

Contemplation Seven: What it Means When We Say Things Work
(RT 31A; COM 119A)

Contemplation Eight: Things That Exist Deceptively Do Exist
(RT 31A; COM 120A)
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Contemplation Nine: Empty Virtues Do Work Perfectly
(RT 31A; COM 120A-120B)

Contemplation Ten: Emptiness and Rebirth Work Perfectly Together
(RT 31A; COM 120B)

Contemplation Eleven: The Difference between Good and Bad is
Empty and Perfectly True
(RT 31A; COM 120B-121A)

Contemplation Twelve: The Difference between Freedom and the
Circle of Suffering is Empty and Perfectly
True
(RT 31A-31B; COM 121A-121B)

Reading Three
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part III

Contemplation Thirteen: How Do We See the Illusion?
(RT 31B; COM 121B-123A)

Contemplation Fourteen: How Then are We Aware of our Minds?
(RT 31B; COM 123A-123B)

Contemplation Fifteen: How Buddhas Take Offerings
(RT 32A; COM 128A-128B)

Reading Four
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part IV

Contemplation Sixteen: On the Need to See Emptiness
(RT 32A; COM 128B-129A)

Contemplation Seventeen: About the Lesser Way
(RT 32A-32B; COM 129A-129B)

Contemplation Eighteen: Destroying Mental Afflictions Forever
(RT 32B; COM 130B-131A)

Contemplation Nineteen: On Desire and Self-Existence
(RT 32B; COM 131B-132A)

Contemplation Twenty: On Emptiness and Nirvana Alone
(RT 32B; COM 132A)

Contemplation Twenty-One: On Ending the Two Obstacles
(RT 32B-33A; COM 133A-133B)

Reading Five
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part V

Contemplation Twenty-Two:The Two Kinds of Grasping to Self-
Existence
(COM 133B-134A)

Contemplation Twenty-Three: The Person and the Parts
(RT 33A; COM 134A-134B)

Contemplation Twenty-Four: Karma and its Consequences, Despite No
Self

(RT 33B; COM 137A-137B)
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Reading Six
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part VI

Contemplation Twenty-Five: Consequences and No-Self
(RT 33B; COM 137B-138A)

Contemplation Twenty-Six: The Final Defeat of Ignorance
(RT 33B; COM 138B)

Contemplation Twenty-Seven: Neither the Parts nor the Whole
(RT 33B-34A; COM 138B-140A)

Contemplation Twenty-Eight: The Emptiness of the Parts of Parts
(RT 34A; COM 140A-140B)

Reading Seven
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part VII

Contemplation Twenty-Nine: The Emptiness of Feelings
(RT 34A-34B; COM 140B-141B)

Contemplation Thirty: The Emptiness of the Mind
(RT 34B; COM 143B)

Reading Eight
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part VIII

Contemplation Thirty-One: The Sliver of Diamond
(RT 35A-35B; COM 146A-146B)

Contemplation Thirty-Two: What Emptiness is Empty Of
(RT 36A; COM 150A-150B)

Contemplation Thirty-Three:Things are Empty Because They are
Dependent

(RT 36A-36B; COM 151A-151B)

Reading Nine
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part IX

Contemplation Thirty-Four: The Emptiness of Becoming and Ending
(RT 36B; COM 151B-152B)

Contemplation Thirty-Five: The Emptiness of Love and Hate
(RT 36B; COM 152B-153A)

Reading Ten
Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom, Part X;
Contemplations on the Practice of Dedication

Contemplation Thirty-Six: The Final End
(RT 37A-37B; COM 155A-155B)

Contemplation Thirty-Seven: Pray They All Be Bodhisattvas
(RT 37B; COM 156A-157A)

Contemplation Thirty-Eight: For the Teacher and the Teachings
(RT 40A; COM 163A)
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Supplemental Reading
Chapter Ten, The Chapter on Dedicating the Power of Good Deeds

This, the final chapter of the Guide, was not included as part of this
Course. Geshe Michael translated and taught this chapter from three-
year retreat subsequent to the completion of this Course. The verses of
the root text from the tenth chapter are provided here, but are not a part
of this Course and have no study requirements. The full transcript of
Geshe Michael's commentary on the tenth chapter is available on-line at
www.world-view.org.
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading One: Contemplations of the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part I

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 30B-31A and 114A-117A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation One
We need to see emptiness

!!"#$%&%'(%)*+,%($%,+%"+%-./%0"%1%"2"%341%1%(5$/! 1.676$%(89,%"-:%&%

:,%! 1.676$%)3;%;+!

The fourth principal section, how to train oneself in wisdom, the essence of
special insight, has two parts of its own: an explanation of the body of the
[ninth] chapter, and an explanation of the chapter's name.

!:,%&+%1%(/7)! *0%&%*+"%&0%6:+:%&/%:.%<+%;%5$:%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%">.:%
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:(+/%&0%"?;%&%:,%! :.%<+%;%5$:%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%@$%A0%">.:%&6$%*"/%

:,%! :./%;%:.%">.:%&%1%6":%&0%(:)/%&6+!

The first part has three sections of its own: a demonstration that those who
wish to reach freedom must develop the wisdom which realizes thusness; the
way to develop wisdom which realizes thusness; and advice that one should,
therefore, make great efforts to develop this wisdom.

!:,%&+%1%(5$/! B$6$%:+;%:,%! C;%1(%($%:+;%D+!

The first of these sections comes in two steps: the general point, and secondary
points.

!:,%&+%;$! (#;%EF:%G$%HI(%"J1%)*6%:(%#$%"0%K.:%1%L%;%).:%&6$%K,%M4"%

*+"%:(+/%&/! :.%<+%;%5$:%=+(/%:(+/%G,%0,%EF:%G$%HI(%"J1%#$%"%1%:.%<+%;%

5$:%=+(/%N$%:(+/%O)%;! )(+;%&+%PQ%RS"%G$/%@$%T$:%U7,%&+0%6VW;%C+:%&! :.%

T$:%:.%1%,0%6VW;%C+:! !N./%U7,%&+%":.;%6VW;%C+:%&%:.%T$:%X9%,%:,%,%C$%"0%

0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%YZ"%&0%6VW;%&6$%6@$(%A%)$%[+(%&0%(/7,/%1! 5;%0,%

:Y%"N+)%&/%6@$(%A%\:%&0%)%],/%&%/7%C,%)$%6:+:%N$,%! :.%1%U7,%&+%":.;%

6VW;%\:%:(+/%&/%5;%0,%6U(/%&/%G,%U7,%&+%":.;%).:%X9%=+(/%&0%"#.:%&%

A0! 2+"%:&+;%6:$/%G,%6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1%#$%"%1%C,%:.%<+%;%5$:%=+(/%

:(+/%&0%"#.:%:+! 6+(%^_%C,%6M:%&0%6`a0%0+!

Here is the first section. One might have the following thought:

It's true that, in order to help put an end to the entire amount of
suffering that exists in other people, we must achieve matchless
enlightenment. And for this reason we must realize thusness.
How could it be though that, in order to put an end only to that
suffering which exists in ourselves, we would also have to realize
thusness?
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Remember though that our Protector, Nagarjuna, has said the following:

As long as a person possesses the habit
Of grasping to the heaps as true,
For just this long will they also grasp
To the thought that these are "me."

He is saying here that, as long as we still possess the habit of grasping to our
heaps as true, then for just this long will we find ourselves unable to reverse
our "view of destruction": our tendency to view these heaps as being "me" or
"mine," in a way where they exist through some nature of their own. To do
this though, one must finish off one's tendency to grasp to the heaps as
existing in truth.

Now there is no one at all who would claim that enemy destroyers of the
Listener or Self-Made Buddha types have not yet eliminated their "view of
destruction" in its entirety. As such, the Protector is here stating the position
that realized beings of these two types as well have realized that the heaps
have no true existence. And in keeping with this position, the present master
[Shantideva] also holds the position that—even just to put an end to the
sufferings of the cycle of life—one must still realize thusness. This point will
also be discussed further on.
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Contemplation Two
What goes first for wisdom

!C;%1(%6:$%:(%*)/%N:%;$!

!*7"%&/%-./%0"%:+;%X9%(/7,/!

All of these branches then were stated
By the Able Ones to be
Something for the purpose of wisdom.

!C;%1(%6:$%:(%N./%&%1.67%"E:%&%;/%"-:%&6$%#$%(;/%b)%1%6M:%&%:,%!

c$;%/+(/%U0%d$;%'(%)%*)/%N:%1%6M:%&6$%17(/%(5$/%1/! 1.67%J%d$%

(5$/%b)%`$%6e.1%"%1%c0%;%J%)%C,%07,%)+:%G,%6:$0%d$%)%A0%"-:%;%

1.(/%/+!

There are two different ways of explaining the phrase "these branches" in the
root text at this point. Sometimes it is explained as referring only to the
practice of quietude which was covered in the eighth chapter. But it is also
explained as referring to all of the remaining perfections, of giving and the rest.
If we restrict ourselves only to the relation between the present and the
preceding chapters, then the former method of explaining the phrase is also
admittedly appropriate. Here though it would be better if we commented
upon the phrase in its latter sense.

!c$;%&%1%/+(/%&6$%C;%1(%-./%0"%G$%:+;%X9%(/7,/! !#./%&%1%:+(/%&%6:$%

A0%"N:%:.! :.%<+%;%5$:%*+/%"/)%`$/%=+(/%&%1%c$;%/+(/%J+;%X9%6Y+%:(+/%

&%)%C$;%D.! B$0%?+,%5$:%=+(/%&%1%3f(/%"/(%:(+/%G,%6:$0%"-:%&%6g%

"6$%K,%M4"%/.)/%:&6$%B+:%&%J+;%X9%6Y+%)$%:(+/%D.%2+"%:&+;%#$%63f/%?+,%5$:%

*+/%"/)%`$/%(D;%1%6"."/%341%(5$/%"-:%&%"#$;%;+!

The full phrase here in the root text says that the branches of giving and the
rest were stated to be for the purpose of wisdom. There are a number of
questions raised by this statement which bear examination.
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It is not the case that, to realize thusness through the processes of learning and
contemplation, giving and the rest must come before. Although it is true that
one must accumulate great merit in order to realize emptiness, it is not
necessary that the kinds of bodhisattva activities described here come first. We
could for example mention the two methods of coming to an understanding
of emptiness, through learning and contemplation, as described by Master
Shantarakshita.

!?+,%5$:%1%C$:%6 à0%"6$%h+,%"%>.%"%1%C,%:.%:(%J+;%X9%6Y+%:(+/%&6,%)$;%D.!

:.%A%;%)$%=(%&%=+(/%&%A%"76$%5)/%h+,%16,%:.%:(%J+;%X9%6Y+%:(+/%&%

)34,/%/+!

Neither is it the case that, in order to have an experience of emptiness that
would lead to a deep conviction in it, these other perfections would have to
come first. If this were so, then they would also have to come first in order for
a person to have a deep experience of something like the realization of
impermanence—the two causes would be just the same.

!?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%i+)%Kj,%($%'(%)*+,%>.%"%1%:.%:(%J+;%X9%6Y+%:(+/%&6,%

)$;%D.! K,%M4"%/.)/%:&6$%B+:%&%:.%:(%J+;%X9%)%/+,%C,%5;%0,%($/%:.%<+%;%

5$:%=+(/%&6$%341%J0%"-:%&%"#$;%;+!

It is not even the case that these have to come before one is able to develop the
kind of special insight which realizes emptiness and which comes through the
process of meditation. This is true because, as we have just mentioned,
persons of the Listener and Self-Made Buddha types are able to realize
thusness without the activities of a bodhisattva having come before.

!?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%G$/%M+/%kI6$%5.0%1.;%K.:%N$,%c$;%/+(/%*"/%l)/%

G$/%:.6$%';%N$(%K.:%m.;%K.:%&/%-./%0"%G$/%6e/%"7%:.%*+"%&%1%c$;%/+(/%

l)/%G$/%U;%:(+/%&/%:.%:(%-./%0"%G$%:+;%X9%(/7,/%/+%#.%;! :.%A%;%-./%

0"%:.%:(%($%:+;%X9%(/7,/%#./%(+%[+(%;%C,%)34,/%/+!

One may assert the following:
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The wisdom wherein one realizes emptiness provides the
material cause for the dharma body, and the perfections which
relate to "method"—that is, giving and the like—provide the
contributing factors for this body. Therefore giving and the
others must make their contribution in order for wisdom to help
us to attain this goal. And this is why the text says that "they
were stated to be for the purpose of wisdom."

If this were true though, we could just as well reverse the statement, and say
that "wisdom was stated to be for the purpose of them."

!:./%;%?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%).:%;%R$"%(5$/%(,%($%C,%/%"+;%\:%&0%K.:%

)$%n9/%1%5+;%R$"%G$%/%"+;%\:%&%b)%1%3f(/%)*6%C/%&/%"E;%&%)$%:(+/%

G,%! -./%R$"%G$%/%"+;%\:%&%1%:(+/%-$,%6:$0%C,%(bf%"+%-./%R$"%\:%&6$%

:+;%X9%C$;%&/%C;%1(%6:$%:(%-./%0"%:+;%X9%(/7,/%&%C$;%;+!

The real point then is as follows. Without the wisdom which realizes
emptiness, you could never finish off the seeds of any one of the two obstacles;
and it is not necessary that one be enriched with limitless masses of merit in
order to finish off just the seed of those obstacles which relate to the mental
afflictions. In order to finish off the seed of those obstacles which relate to
seeing all existing objects, however, it is necessary to be enriched in this way.
And since our work here is concerned primarily with finishing off the obstacles
to seeing all objects, then we can say that "these branches were stated to be
something for the purpose of wisdom."
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Contemplation Three
The Two Realities

!o9;%p+"%:,%;$%:+;%:)%?.!

!6:$%;$%":.;%&%(5$/%/7%6:+:!

We accept the truths as being two:
The one which is deceptive,
And the one which is the ultimate.

!(5$/%&%1%(/7)! ":.;%(5$/%G$%l)%(#(%:,%! *0%&%b)%*+"%&0%6:+:%&/%

G,%?+,%5$:%=+(/%:(+/%&0%"RS"%&%:,%! ?+,%5$:%RS"%&6$%0$(/%&%E/%&0%

"-:%&6+!

The second part, [the way to develop wisdom which realizes thusness,] has
three sections of its own: a presentation of the two truths; a proof that, even
if all you hope to do is to reach freedom, you must still realize emptiness; and
a detailed explanation of the different types of reasoning used to prove
emptiness.

!:,%&+%1%(5$/! :,+/%:,%! ?+,%5$:%1%:(+/%n9/%).:%&6$%q+:%&%],%"6+!

The first of these three has two divisions of its own: the actual presentation,
and disproving the argument that emptiness is pointless and useless.

!:,%&+%1%(/7)! ":.;%(5$/%G$%:K.%"%:,%! )3;%5$:%:,%! :.%(D;%1%6"."/%

&6$%(,%\(%,+/%"\7,%"6+!

The first of these two divisions covers three topics: a division of existence into
two truths; the definition of the two truths; and identifying the type of person
who can establish the nature of the two truths.

!:,%&+%;$! "2"%" _̂/%/7%C"%T/%6@1%"6$%):+%g,/%&%1/! 6:$%A0%:.%"#$;%

(-.(/%&/%o9;%p+"%:,%:+;%:)%&%(5$/%*7(/%/7%M4:%:.%-./%&0%K%"%C,%o9;%
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p+"%:,%:+;%:)%&6$%":.;%&%6:$0%\:%:+! !:.%C,%"N+)%[;%6:/%G$/%?+,%&%5$:%

X9%0"%^_%(\$(/! 0"%^_%)r.;! 1.(/%&0%),+;%X9%K/%&/%:.6$%d$0%*)/%N:%

)r.;%&%#./%K6+%#./%(/7,/%D.! -./%&0%K%"%C,%#./%&/%-./%K%:K.%(#$%:,%!

6:$0%\:%:+%#./%&/%":.;%(5$/%/7%Y,/%,./%&%:,%! ":.;%&%(5$/%s%:.%"#$;%

(-.(/%&/%*7(/%/7%M4:%&6$%d$0%*)/%N:%)r.;%&0%"?;%D+! !:./%;%:+;%:)%

&6$%":.;%&%-./%K%)%C$;%&%:,%L+%(,%($/%G,%)%=+(/%&%B+:%6@7(%($%:(+,/%

&0%6M:%&%;$%1+(%&0%6M:%&6+!

Here is the first of the three. The following quotation from the Sutra on the
Meeting of the Father and the Son appears in the Compendium of the Trainings:

Thus do Those Who Have Gone That Way fathom the deceptive
and the ultimate: and so, knowable objects are either deceptive
truth or ultimate truth, and nothing else. So too do the
Conquerors see them perfectly as emptiness; know them so,
perfectly, and bring them to reality with excellence; and this is
why they we call them the All-Knowing.

The fact that all knowable objects are the thing which is divided into two
truths is conveyed by the words "...and so, knowable objects." The phrase "and
nothing else" expresses the fact that there are exactly two truths, no more and
no less. The point too is that, because Those Who Have Gone That Way
fathom both the truths completely, they are all-knowing. As such, the
explanation that it is the intent of the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life to
say that ultimate truth is not a knowable object, or that it cannot be realized
by any state of mind at all, is an explanation which is completely wrong.
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Contemplation Four
We can see ultimate reality

!:+;%:)%L+%C$%B+:%C71%)$;!

!L+%;$%o9;%p+"%C$;%&0%"t+:!

The ultimate is not something which is
An object of the mind; the mind
Is something said to be deceptive.

(5$/%&%;$! (#;% $̀%17(/%:((%&%:,%! 0,%($%17(/%"#(%&%(5$/%G$/%-./%

&0%K%"6+!

For the second topic, [the definition of the two truths,] we will proceed in two
steps: refuting the opponent's position, and presenting our own position.

!:,%&+%;$! J+;% $̀%?+:%17,%E%:)0%1%/+(/%&%<%N$(%:+;%:)%L+%C$%B+:%C71%)$;%

#./%&6$%u,%&%:,%&+%:)%"N6%:,%d$%)%=(/%/7%K/%;/%:+;%:)%":.;%&%=+(%&%

:,%=+(%).:%G$%-./%&%(,%($%C,%C71%X9%)$%07,%?.%L+%:,%L+6$%C71%C$;%;%o9;%p+"%

":.;%&%C$;%&/%r"%&%u,%&%6+(%)/%"?;%&/%YZ"%"+%#./%6:+:%&%;$! l)%&%

*)/%N:%X9%)$%0$(/%D.%*.(%M.;%6U(/%&6$%)5)%(#(%;%L+%).:%&0%</%1.;%;%

E,%U;%`$%(89,%"bv(/%&0%6`a0%D.! :./%6M$%<%34;%M:%X9%0$(%&%C+:%1%:.%

;/%EF;%M:%&0%6:+:%N$,%! r.:%G$/%G,%c+0%1)%*%)%34;%M:%X9%L+%C+:%1%

(;/%17(/%G$%:+;%1%)5)%&0%"#(%&6$%3w%).:%&0%</%L,/%&6$%d$0!

Here is the first of the two steps. Certain Tibetans of the past, such as Gyamar
of Tulung, have taken the following position:

The first line of this section, "The ultimate is not something which
is an object of the mind," is presenting an assertion by the author.
The second line is a reason to support his assertion. The point of
both is to say that ultimate reality could never be an object of any
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state of mind, whether it be a conceptual state or a non-
conceptual state. This is proven by the fact that the latter line is
stating that anything which is either a state of mind or the object
of any state of mind must always be deceptive truth.

This position though is completely mistaken. If you accept the idea that during
the deep meditation of a realized being on the greater way there is no state of
mind at all, then you are introducing beliefs found in the texts of the Lokayata,
[a non-Buddhist sect in ancient India which said that there were no future
lives, and no such thing as karma and its consequences.] They believe that, up
to the point of death, the mind does exist; but that after this point it
discontinues. You too believe that, up to the very end of the path of
preparation, there is mind; but that while this person is engaged in deep
meditation upon the actual state of reality, there is no mind.

(#;%C,%:+;%(,%#$(%),+;%/7)%X9%=+(/%&/%g$%)%\:%&0%K.:%&6$%-./%K%#$(%

</%)$%1.;%;! g$%)%\:%&%)$%T$:%&/%/,/%E/%:,%/.)/%N;%(,%C,%"#(% _̂%

).:%&6$%kI0%6:."/%6"6%#$(% _̂%6 à0%1! </%1.;%;%:+;%:)%":.;%&%C71%:,%

:.%=+(/%&6$%L+%)$%6:+:%&%6(1%o9;%p+"%C$;%;! :+;%:)%)$%6@1%"/%r"%&0%

6:+:%;! :+;%:)%":.;%&%0,%5$:%G$/%0,%5$:%6@1%"%)$%T$:%&/%6@1%K.:%).:%

&6$%d$0%(D;%).:%X9%6 à0%1! :.%).:%;%":.;%&%(5$/%G$%:K.%"%K/%&%1%:(+/%&%

N$%#$(%C+:!

Beyond that, suppose we were to assert that there were no object at all which
was such that, if you realized it directly, this would function to allow you to
finish off every impurity. Since it would then be impossible to finish off one's
impurities, we could never say that some beings were enlightened and others
were not—and this would be a gross example of discounting something that
was actually true.

If on the other hand we asserted that such an object did exist, then it would be
a contradiction to refuse the existence of ultimate truth and the state of mind
which realizes it. If further we were to assert that, if something were the
deceptive type, it could never engage in the ultimate, then there would be no
state of mind which could ever engage in the ultimate, since it's a complete
impossibility for the ultimate to engage in itself. And in this case there would
be no ultimate truth at all; with it gone, what point would there ever be then
in making the division of objects into the two truths?
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(#;%C,%o9;%p+"%":.;%&/%?+,%&%C$;%;%":.;%?+,%5$:%:+;%:)%":.;%&0%</%

L,/%&%1%(;+:%&%Nv,%\:%G,%).:%1%:.%)$;%;%o9;%p+"%":.;%YZ"%^_%6`a0%D+!

!q+:%[+(%1/! 0,%"#$;%).:%&%5$:%[+(%;! !0,%"#$;%5$:%X9%0"%YZ"%6`a0!

!#./%(/7,/%&/%/+!!

Moreover there is no contradiction raised at all when we assert that, if the
voidness of true existence is itself void of deceptive truth, then it must be
ultimate truth. And if this were not the case, then this voidness would have
to be deceptive reality. As Ending all Debate, [a text by the realized being
Nagarjuna,] states:

If we were to refuse the lack
Of any nature to things,
They would then be forced to have
A nature of their own.
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading One

IV. How to train yourself in wisdom, which is the essence of special insight

A. An explanation of the body of the chapter

1. A demonstration that those who wish to reach freedom must develop the
wisdom which realizes thusness

a. The general point

[Contemplations One and Two are found here]

b. Secondary points

2. The way to develop the wisdom which realizes thusness

a. A presentation of the two truths

i) The actual presentation

a1. A division of existence into two truths

[Contemplation Three is found here]

b1. The definition of the two truths

a2. Refuting the opponent's position

[Contemplation Four is found here]

b2. Presenting our own position
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Two: Contemplations of the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part II

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 31A-31B and 117B-121B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Five
Only Two Kinds of People

!:.%1%6@$(%=.;%l)%(5$/%)*+,%!

!l1%6K+0%&%:,%U1%&6+!

This one in the world we find of two types:
These are the high practitioners,
And common people as well.

!:.%1%6@$(%=.;%U1%&%;$!

!l1%6K+0%6@$(%=.;%`$/%(;+:%N$,%!
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!l1%6K+0%&%C,%L+%r:%G$/!

!(+,%)%(+,%)%l)/%G$/%(;+:!

Now this common one in the world
Is disproved by the one we call
The "world practitioner."
Even high practitioners "disprove"
Each other by mental qualities
At relatively higher levels.

(/7)%&%1%(5$/! ":.;%(5$/%(D;%1%6"."/%6:+:%&6$%(,%\(%($%:",%X9%

K/%&6$%:K.%"%:,%! L+%)*+%:);%G$%r:%&0%"-:%&6+!

The third part, [identifying the type of person who can establish the nature of
the two truths,] includes two points: a division based on the type of person it
is who seeks to establish the nature of the two truths, and the distinction
between relative degrees of understanding.

!:,%&+%;$! ":.;%(5$/%(D;%1%6"."/%6:+:%&6$%(,%\(%;$%:.%1%6@$(%=.;%D.%U7,%

&+%1%"=.;%;/%"D(/%&6$%(,%\(%C$;%1%:.%C,%l)%&%(5$/%/7%)*+,%?.! #$%

'(%\7,%6e.1%`$%D$,%,.%6VW;%:,%[;%&6$%l1%6K+0%&%M+/%*)/%N:%0,%"#$;%

`$/%?+,%&0%=+(/%&%:,%! U1%&%:,+/%&+0%x%"6+! !(bf%"+6$%:",%X9%K/%&%

C$;%`$%?+,%5$:%*+/%"/)%`$/%=+(/%&%:,%YZ"%)*/%L+%)%"yz0%"6$%(,%\(%

l)/%G,%:.%:(%($%d+(/%/7%(D+(/%&0%K6+!

Here is the first. This person who seeks to establish the nature of the two
truths is called "one in the world," in the sense that he is a person which is
projected based upon the heaps. And two types of these persons are found:
those who are high practitioners possessed of the single-pointed concentration
which combines quietude and special insight—that is, those who have realized
that every object which exists is empty of any nature of its own; and common
people as well—that is, those who profess that things which function exist truly.
This division by the way is only made with the primary type in mind; those
who have been able to realize emptiness, through the processes of learning and
contemplation, and those whose minds have not been affected by any
particular philosophical school are also included into the relevant group.
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!(5$/%&%;$! :.%1%6@$(%=.;%U1%&%{|1%};%M%).:%:,%-./%&%k:%N$(%M%).:%:,%

:,+/%&+%b)%":.;%&0%6:+:%&%;$%l1%6K+0%&%C,%C$;%1%6@$(%=.;%&%C,%C$;%

&/! l1%6K+0%6@$(%=.;%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%=+(/%&6$%(,%\(%:./%:,+/%&+0%x%

"%YZ"%)*6%6+(%)%l)/%1%(;+:%N$,%#$%'(%\7,%6e.1% $̀%l1%6K+0%&%C,%(+,%

)%(+,%)%l)/%G$/%6+(%)%l)/%1%(;+:%:.!

Here is the second. First consider those in the world who are common people:
those who believe that there are atoms which are partless, that the mind is
partless in the sense of existing in indivisible instants, and that functional
objects as such exist in truth. The "world practitioners"—so called because they
are both high practitioners and persons in the world—are people who have
realized that things have no nature of their own. These latter disprove the
system of the former, that lower system followed by those who assert that
functional things exist in truth. Even within high practitioners who are able
to combine quietude and special insight, those at each succeeding, higher level
disprove those at each preceding and lower level.
:"7%)%&/%/.)/%b)%&%-./%&%":.;%&0%6:+:%&%0$(/%&/%<.(/%1! :./%):+%

H.%&%{|1%};%M%).:%</%1.;%&%0$(/%&/%<.(/%&6+! !?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%l1%

6K+0%&%;,%U;%34;%(N$(%($/%(N$(%1%)$%(;+:%:)%O)%;%?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%

l1%6K+0%&%C,%L+6$%r:%&0% $̀/%/%(5$/%&%1%/+(/%&%(+,%)%(+,%)%1%(;/%

&%l)/%G$/%/%:,%&+%1%/+(/%&/%6+(%)%1%(;/%&%l)/%1%(;+:%&%?.%\$1%

`$/%(;+;%&%C$;%;+!

This is true because of the following. Those of the Middle-Way School utilize
reasoning to overthrow those of the Mind-Only School, who believe that the
mind exists in truth. Those of this latter school use reasoning to overthrow
those of the Sutrist School, who assert that there are atoms which are partless.
This fact may lead you to wonder whether those high practitioners who have
realized emptiness could somehow disprove each other. It is true that even
within those high practitioners who have realized emptiness, some are
distinguished from others by certain qualities of their state of mind. Those
staying at relatively higher levels, such as the second bodhisattva level, can be
said to "disprove" those of relatively lower levels, such as the first or whatever
it may be, in the sense that they outshine them.
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!EF:%(N$(%&6$%:",%X9%K/%;%L+%6U.1%"6$%r:%&0% $̀/%/%6+(%)0%i+)%],/%G$%

/%"+;%1%(;+:%)$%n9/%&%/%(+,%)/%(;+:%&%/+(/%G,%:+;%`$/%6U,/%&%-./%

&0%K6+! !(89,%6:$%:(%"s+:%&6$%:(+/%&%;$%L+%1%o9;%p+"%=+(/%&6$%L+%:,%:+;%

:)%=+(/%&6$%L+%(5$/%/7%,./%&0%K/%;/! o9;%p+"%=+(/%&6$%3:%)/%G,%:+;%

:)%=+(/%&6$%L+%1%)$%(;+:%;%{|1%};%M%).:%X9%#.;%&%l)/%G$/%(;+:%&%A%N$%

~+/! :+;%:)%=+(/%&6$%L+/%)*0%6VW;%*)/%N:%1%(;+:%&0%-./%&0%K%"6$%

M.:%X9%C$;%;+!

You should further understand that the above fact implies others; even if we
restrict ourselves for example to one person's mind, certain seeds which are
eliminated through the path of habituation may not be stopped at some lower
level of realization—but the mind at a higher level may then be able to do so,
all due to a steadily increasing mental ability. What is the purpose for
including these particular lines? We begin with the step of ascertaining with
certainty the fact that there are only two states of mind: that in which we
realize deceptive truth, and that in which we realize ultimate truth. And since
it is the case that not even the valid perception in which we realize deceptive
truth can do anything to disprove the state of mind in which we realize
ultimate truth, then there is no need to mention that states such as the belief
in a partless atom could never do so either. We are meant by the lines to
understand that, not only is this true, but the state of mind in which we realize
ultimate truth itself disproves all other states of mind which hold to mistaken
extremes.
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Contemplation Six
Things are Empty and Things Still Work

!(5$%(%C,%;$%6:+:%&6$%:&./!

!6e/%"76$%:+;%X9%)%:�:%d$0!

Through examples accepted
By no less than both; and because
For the goals they don't examine.

(5$/%&%1%(5$/! :,+/%:,%! :.%1%(;+:%&%],%"6+!

The second part, [disproving the argument that emptiness is pointless and
useless,] includes two points: the actual presentation, and disproving attempted
attacks upon our system.

!:,%&+%;$! U1%&6$%YZ"%)*6%1%M+/%*)%N:%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%=+(/%&6$%l1%

6K+0%&6$%0$(/%&/%(;+:%&%)$%6*:%:.%0,%"#$;%).:%&6$%RS"%K.:%).:%&6$%d$0%

:,%! 0,%"#$;%).:%;%6e/%"7%/,/%E/%G$%:+;%X9%c$;%/+(/%1%2+"%&%:+;%).:%

&0%6`a0%0+%#.%;!

Here is the first. One might make the following claim:

It's incorrect to say that the logic used by high practitioners who have
realized that things have no nature of their own disproves the school of
those known as "common persons." This is because there exists no proof
that things have no such nature. And if nothing has any nature of its
own, then it's completely meaningless for a person to train themselves in
giving and the rest in order to reach the final goal of Buddhahood.

0,%"#$;%).:%&6$%RS"%K.:%).:%&%)%C$;%&0%*1! :"7%)%&%:,%:,+/%x%"%(5$/%

s%1%C,%;$%p�;%&0%Y(/%-$,%6:+:%&6$%�$%1)%:,%yz%)%1%/+(/%&6$%:&./%D.%:.%

1%"=.;%;/%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%YZ"%&6$%d$0!
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Isn't it though not true that there exists no proof that things have no nature of
their own? Because can't we prove that things have no nature by utilizing the
examples—that is, through the examples—of a dream, an illusion, or anything
of the like; which are accepted, agreed upon by convention, as being false, by
no less than both those of the Middle-Way School and those who assert that
things which function exist truly?

0,%"#$;%).:%;%c$;%/+(/%1%2+"%&%:+;%).:%X9%6`a0%"%)%C$;%&0%*1! /,/%

E/%1%/+(/%&6$%6e/%"7%*+"%&6$%:+;%X9%c$;%/+(/%":.;%&0%)%YZ"%G,%)%

"=(/%)%:�:%&%p�;%&%yz%)%A%"70%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%G$/%\$;%;/%6@7(%&6$%

d$0! 0,%"#$;%).:%=+(/%G$%-./%0"%G$/%)%\$;%;%U0%d$;%'(%)%l)/%G$/%U0%

d$;%`$%)$,%)$%*+"%N$,%:.6$%:)$(/%"7%:,%"N/%&%l)%)r.;%`$%Y+,%r.0%X9%"Y+:%

:(+/%&6$%d$0%0+!

And isn't it not the case that, if something has no nature of its own, then
training oneself in giving and the rest is meaningless? Because isn't it rather
true that a person engages in giving and the rest for achieving the goals of
Buddhahood and such, but all along with thoughts imbued by that wisdom
which realizes that these practices are false, like an illusion? One thus engages
in practices which do not exist in truth, but does so without actively
considering or examining their real nature. The fact is that, unless they are
imbued with the wisdom which realizes that things have no nature of their
own, the remaining perfections don't even deserve to be called "perfections."
And it is only when they are guided by the eyes of wisdom that the other five
perfections are able to make the journey to the city of all-knowingness.
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Contemplation Seven
What it Means When We Say Things Work

!6@$(%=.;%&%C$/%:,+/%)*+,%#$,%!

!C,%:(%5$:%X96,%=+(%K.:%G$!

!yz%)%A%"70%)$;%&/%6:$0!

!l1%6K+0%&%:,%6@$(%=.;%q+:!

Those in the world can see
Things that function;
They also imagine them pure,
But not as being just like
An illusion; thus practitioners
And those in the world do argue.

!"bf%T.(%1%/+(/%&6$%:+;%K.:%n9/%&6$%).%1%/+(/%&%),+;%/7)% $̀/%YZ"%&%6:$%

r.:%G,%</%1.;%;! <+%"+%N(%6:$%1%":.;%&0%`a0%&%#./%\.0%"%C$;%&/%67%"7%

N(%q+:%:+;%).:%1%6:$%</%)$%1.;%;%),+;%/7)%:,%6(1%"%/+(/%G$%(;+:%&%X9%

)0%6`a0%0+%#.%;!

Someone may assert the following:

You do accept, as well as we do, the fact that we can see with our own eyes
objects such as a fire which has the ability to perform a function such as
cooking food or the like. Since this is what it means for us when we say that
something exists in truth, you and we have nothing to argue about. If on the
other hand you refuse that these objects exist, then you are disproved in a
great many ways—including the way you would then contradict what we can
all see with our own eyes.

6:$%:(%;$%:,+/%&+%0,%"#$;% $̀/%).:%;%C.%).:%X9%6 à0%#$,%C+:%;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%

C+:%:(+/%O)%&%":.;%(5$/%6(1%"0%6VW;%&6$%q+:%&6+! !:"7%)%&%:,%:,+/%
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&+0%x%"6$%6@$(%=.;%&%C$/%).%1%/+(/%&6$%:,+/%&+%(5$/%s/%3:%)/%)*+,%

#$,%</%1.;%&%C$;%C,%:,+/%&+0%x%"/%C,%:(%&0%YZ"%&%5$:%X9%=+(%N$,%</%

1.;%&0%K.:%N$,%":.;%?+,%yz%)%A%"70%<+,%X9%M4:%&%)$;%1! :"7%)%&/%<+,%X9%M4:%

&/%6:$0%C,%l1%6K+0%&%:"7%)%&%:,%6@$(%=.;%:,+/%&+0%x%"%q+:%&%C$;%;+!

!C,%;%6@$(%=.;%&%J%)%:,+/%&+0%x%"%6"6%#$(%1%c0%0+!

Your argument though is one based on the idea that the two truths cannot
coexist: you think that if functional things have no nature of their own, then
they must not exist at all; and that if these things do exist, then they must exist
with some nature of their own. It is true that those in the world who are of the
Middle-Way school and those who are members of the group which asserts
that functional things must exist truly can both see things that function, such as
fire, with valid perception, and both therefore accept the existence of these
objects. Those who believe that functional things exist truly though imagine or
believe that these things exist purely; they cannot grasp the fact that they are
void of any true existence, that they are just like an illusion. Those of the
Middle-Way school though do grasp this fact, and thus there really is an
argument here between the "high practitioners," those of the Middle-Way school,
and those in the world who assert that things which perform a function exist
truly. By the way, you can also interpret the first reference to "those in the
world" here as applying only to those who assert that functional things exist
truly.
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Contemplation Eight
Things That Exist Deceptively Do Exist

!o9;%p+"%^_%C,%6(1%#.%;!

!l1%6K+0%o9;%p+"%5./%).:%:.!

!6@$(%=.;%1%A+/%:.%5$:%)*+,%!

!(#;%X9%"7:%).:%)$%(b,%"0!

!:./%=+(%6@$(%=.;%`$/%(;+:%6`a0!

One may object it contradicts
Even in the deceptive; but high
Practitioner's deceptive is not.
Relative to the world, thusness
Is seen; if not, then that of the world,
The woman as pure, would disprove.

:,%&+%;$! o9;%p+"% _̂%C,%6X9/%K/%)$%=(%&0%YZ"%&%6(1%D.%6@$(%=.;%;%J%g+6$%

:,+/%&+%:.%5$:%d$%g+%C+:%&%/+(/%=(%&0%Y(/%&6$%d$0%N.%;! 6@$(%=.;%;%

(\7(/%/+(/%=(%&0%Y(/%G,%)$%=(%&0%3:%)/%)%YZ"%&6$%5./%&%).:%:.%)$%

=(%/+(/%l1%6K+0%&6$%o9;%p+"%*%O:%&6$%3:%)/%YZ"%&6$%d$0!

Here is the first point, [a refutation of the idea that things could not exist even
deceptively.] One may make the following objection [regarding the Middle-Way
belief that perceptions about objects in deceptive reality are still valid]:

Even in the realm of deceptive reality, it is a contradiction to attempt to
prove that all produced things are changing, since functional things are
considered by the conventions of the world to be unchanging; that is, the
thing that is here in the evening is considered to be the very same thing
that was here in the morning, and so on.

Even though physical objects and the like are by convention considered
unchanging, it is not the case that there exists any contradiction where they
cannot be established by a valid perception as being changing. And this is true
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because whether or not a thing is changing or such can be established by a
deceptive, valid perception which belongs to a high practitioner, and which is
operating in a merely nominal sense.

6+%;%)$%=(%/+(/%)*+,%"%:.%5$:%)*+,%"0%"-:%&%:,%6(1%#.%;%)$%6(1%D.!

6@$(%=.;%&%(b,%":.%=(%/+(/%/7%#.;%&%1%A+/%;/%:.%5$:%)*+,%"/%"#.:%&%

b)%C$;%&6$%d$0! :.%1/%(#;%X9%6@$(%=.;%;%Y(/%3:%3:%)%C$;%;%"7:%).:%)$%

(b,%"0%,./%&0%=+(%&%)$%HI(%&%i+)%&6$%l1%6K+0%&%1%"7:%).:%(b,%"0%#.;%

&6$%6@$(%=.;%`$/%(;+:%&0%*1%"0%6`a0%0+!

One may continue with the following objection:

But isn't it contradictory to say something like, "To see that things are
changing and such is to see thusness itself"?

It is not. This is only talking about the fact that we can see a "thusness" or a
real nature of certain things relative to what the world wrongly believes about
them—where the world believes, for example, that things are pure, happy,
unchanging, or the like. If this were not the case, and if everything that the
world agreed to by the conventions of the world were totally correct, then the
belief of the world that a woman's body is something pure would have to
disprove the perception of a high practitioner who is meditating upon the fact
of repulsiveness, and who ascertains correctly that a woman's body is
something impure.
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Contemplation Nine
Empty Virtues Do Work Perfectly

!yz%6g6$%E1%1/%"/+:%;)/%;$!

!@$%A0%:,+/%C+:%1%@$%"#$;!

The merit that comes from victorious
Buddhas is like an illusion;
Just as things that existed.

(5$/%&%;$! 0,%"#$;% $̀/%).:%;%E1%"%)M+:%&%/+(/%1%"/+:%;)/%6Kj,%"0%

"-:%&%:,%6(1%1+%#.%;%)$%6(1%D.%":.;%).:%yz%)%:,%6g%"6$%E1%"%1%)M+:%

&%1%"/+:%;)/%6Kj,%"%;$! N$%A0%r+:%E1%"%":.;%&6$%:,+/%&+0%C+:%&0%6:+:%

&%1%"/+:%;)/%6Kj,%"0%6:+:%&%N$%A%"%"#$;%;+! !":.;%07,%)$%":.;%07,%:,+/%

&+%:,%)*7;%&0%"/+:%;)/%6Kj,%"%C$;%;+!

Here is the second point, [a refutation of the idea that you could never
accumulate the collections needed to produce the body and mind of a Buddha].
One might continue with yet another objection:

Isn't it contradictory to say that things have no nature of their own, and
at the same time to state that a person can gain meritorious karma from
acts such as making offerings to the victorious Buddhas?

And yet it is no contradiction. It is in fact true that one obtains meritorious
karma from making offerings to victorious Buddhas who are themselves void of
any true existence—who are just like an illusion. Think of the way in which
you believe that meritorious karma comes relative to victorious Buddhas that
you think to exist as things which perform a function and which exist in truth.
This kind of karma actually does come from functional things just as you
thought, in exact accord with what they are, regardless of whether they are
true or not in the sense you take it.
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Contemplation Ten
Emptiness and Rebirth Work Perfectly Together

!(1%D.%/.)/%N;%yz%6g%;!

!-$%;/%@$%A0%>.%#.%;!

!@$%T$:%m.;%l)/%63f(/%`a0%&!

!:.%T$:%yz%)6,%6Kj,%"0%6`a0!

One may ask: "If beings are like
An illusion, how can they take
A rebirth after they die?
Even an illusion will occur
As long all the conditions
Needed for it are together.

!EF;%0$,%b)%`$/%@$%A0%;!

!/.)/%N;%":.;%&0%C+:%&%C$;!

How could it be that living
Beings exist in truth
Simply because they've been longer?

(/7)%&%;$! (1%D.%/.)/%N;%":.;%).:%yz%)%:,%6g%;%yz%)6$%/.)/%N;%#$(%

;/%20%)$%6Kj,%"%A0%/.)/%N;%-$%;/%@$%A0%>.%#.%;%yz%)%:,%/.)/%N;%l)%&%

*)/%N:%X9%6g%"0%</%)%L,/%G$%":.;%&0%YZ"%)%YZ"%6g%"0%</%L,/%1!

:.%b)%1%>+;%:.%6@7(%;%r+:%0,%($/%G,%�$%1)%:,%yz%)%p�;%&0%</%L,/%&/%

�S1%(#$%:.%=0%�,%;%"+,%"70%@$%A0%)$%�,%#./%x/%;%)34,/%/+!

Here is the third point, [a refutation of the idea that there could be no rebirth].
One may ask the following question as well:
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If living beings lack any true existence, and are like an illusion, then how can
they take a rebirth after they die? Wouldn't they be similar to a being
created by a magical illusion; wouldn't they disappear once, and then
never come back?

It's not that we're asserting that a magical illusion and a living being are in
every respect alike. And if you claim that the problem you propose would
apply even to our limited analogy, consider the way in which you yourself
accept the fact that dreams and illusions are something false: it would be the
same as if you were asking, "If the object around which a magician creates his
illusion can appear as if it were a horse, then how come it can't appear as a
donkey?"

!:./%;%p�;%&%1%C,%@$%T$:%m.;%l)/%3f(/%&0% à0%;%X9/%:.%T$:%yz%)6,%6Kj,%

"0%6 à0%"%"#$;%)%0$(%&%1%/+(/%&6$%m.;%3f(/%;%/.)/%N;%l)/%G,%5$,%

)3)/%c+0%"%C$;%;+!

Remember too that even an illusion, although it is something false, will continue
to occur for exactly as long as all the different conditions needed for its occurrence
continue to be present together. Here the case is just the same: beings continue
to cross into a new rebirth just as long as ignorance and the other conditions
necessary for them to do so continue to be present together.

!:.%)$%)34,/%D.%/.)/%N;%*+(%)%).:%&%;/%EF;%0$,%"6$%d$0%0+%#.%;! EF;%0$,%"%

b)%`$/%@$%A0%;%/.)/%N;%":.;%&0%C+:%&%C$;%1%yz%)%EF;%*7,%"/%p�;%&6$%

r:%&0%)$%6*:%&0%*1! :.%A%;%yz%)%:,%�$%1)%/+(/%G,%EF;%0$,%*7,%C+:%

&/%":.;%p�;%`$%r:%&0%</%L,%:(+/%&6$%d$0%D.%�$%1)%X9%"k1%&%g;%&%:,%

#(%(N$(%g;%&%/+(/%C+:%&6$%d$0%0+!

One may respond as follows:

It's not the same thing, because we are talking about living beings that
have been around for a very long time—for time with no beginning, in
fact.

How could it be though that, simply because they have been around for a longer
time, living beings must exist in truth? And that, because it is of a shorter
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duration, an illusion must then be false? It is wrong for you to make a
necessary correlation between the duration of an object and its truth or
falsehood; if this held true, then since there are also differences in the duration
of magical illusions and dreams and the like, then you would have to accept
a distinction where some were more true and others were more false. This is
true for example because in some dreams you can think that an entire eon has
passed, while in others you can only remember the events of a single day.
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Contemplation Eleven
The Difference between Good and Bad is Empty and Perfectly True

!yz%)6$%>./%"7%"/:%/+(/%1!

!/.)/%).:%d$0%;%H$(%).:%:.!

!yz%)6$%/.)/%:,%[;%&%1!

!"/+:%;)/%:,%;$%H$(%&%6Kj,%!

When you kill an illusory being
Or such there's no bad deed,
Since it has no mind;
Merit and bad deeds do occur
Towards those who possess a mind
Which is an illusory one.

!J(/%/+(/%l)/%1%n9/%).:%d$0!

!yz%)6$%/.)/%;$%6Kj,%"%).:!

Since incantations and so on
Have no such power, no mind
Happens with an illusion.

!�%3f(/%m.;%1/%Kj,%"%C$!

!yz%)%:.%C,%�%3f(/%5$:!

!m.;%(N$(%($/%;$%o9;%n9/%&!

!(,%;%C,%;$%C+:%)%C$;!

Even illusions which occur
Through a variety of conditions
Can be various themselves.
It is never the case
At all that a single
Condition can create them all.
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"#$%&%;$! 0,%"#$;%).:%&%yz%)%:,%6g%;%/.)/%N;%"/:%&%/+(/%1%H$(%&%

6Kj,%"0%"-:%&%:,%6(1%1+%#.%;! yz%)6$%>./%"7%"/:%&%/+(/%1%C,%)$0%

6X9%-./%D.%(/+:%6:+:%G$/%)3f;%"�I;%&%/+(/%K/%;%c+0%"6$%H$(%&%C+:%1%

T+(%(N+:%:,+/%(#$6$%H$(%&%).:%:.%:.%1%/.)/%).:%&6$%d$0%;6+! !)$%1%/+(/%

&%yz%)6$%/.)/%:,%[;%&6$%/.)/%N;%1%U;%"D(/%&/%"/+:%;)/%:,%;$%

(;+:%&%K/%&/%H$(%&%6Kj,%"%C$;%;+!

Here is the fourth point, [a refutation of the idea that there would be no
distinction between good deeds and bad deeds]. One might return with yet
another objection:

When you say that living beings have no nature of their own, and that
they are like an illusion, don't you contradict the explanation that a
person who kills such a being collects a bad deed?

Remember though that, even if you attempt to kill or do any such act towards
a being who turns out to be only an illusion created by some magic, you still
strike with your weapon or whatever desiring to kill them, and conceiving of
them as an actual human being. And then you still collect the bad deed of
undertaking to kill someone, even though—since it had no mind—there is no bad
deed in the sense of the actual event. Suppose on the other hand that you act
towards a human or the like, those beings who do possess a mind which is itself
an illusory one. It is then the case that there do occur meritorious deeds when
you do something to help them, and bad deeds when you do something to hurt
them.

!0,%"#$;%).:%&0%)34,/%&%1%/.)/%C+:%).:%X9%>.%"%@$%A0%C$;%#.%;! yz%)6$%

p/%~;%:,%J(/%l)/%1%yz%)%/.)/%[;%X9%">.:%&6$%n9/%&%).:%&6$%d$0%yz%

)6$%=%�,%1%/.)/%;$%6Kj,%"%).:%:+! !�%3f(/%&6$%m.;%1/%Kj,%"6$%yz%)%:.%

C,%�%3f(/%5$:%X9%�,%"%C$;%D.%C,%($%R/%/.)/%N;%X9%)%\:%&6+! !6e/%"7%

�%3f(/%1%EF%�%3f(/%6Kj,%:(+/%&%;$%m.;%(N$(%($/%;$%6e/%"7%o9;%">.:%n9/%
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&%(,%;6,%;$%C+:%&%)%C$;%&6$%d$0%0+!

One may continue with this question:

If they are all exactly the same in having no nature of their own, then
why is it that some of these objects occur with a mind, and others occur
without a mind?

The different things used to create an illusion, whether they be magic powders
or special incantations, have no power to create an illusion which also possesses
a mind. Therefore a mind can never happen with a horse or cow which is a
magical illusion. Even magical illusions though can occur in a great variety of
forms, coming as they do through a great variety of conditions. The word "even,"
by the way, is meant to indicate that this fact is not restricted to actual living
beings. The point is that there is never any case at all where a single condition
can create all the different kinds of results: for a variety of results to occur,
there must occur a variety of causes.
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Contemplation Twelve
The Difference between Freedom and the Circle of Suffering

is Empty and Perfectly True

!(1%D.%:+;%:)%h%,;%6:/!

!6<+0%"%o9;%p+"%:.%A%;!

!/,/%E/%G,%;$%6<+0%6`a0%"/!

!K,%M4"%B+:%&/%N$%#$(%K!

Suppose the ultimate were nirvana,
And this of the deceptive cycle
Of suffering; in this case then
Buddhas too would be circling.
What would the use be then
Of bodhisattva activities?

!m.;%l)/%EF;%;$%)%M:%;!

!yz%)6,%[+(%&0%)$%6`a0%`$!

!m.;%l)/%EF;%;$%M:%&/%;!

!o9;%p+"%^_%C,%)$%6Kj,%,+%!

Unless you cut off the stream
Of conditions, not even illusions
Can ever come to a stop.
If one cut off the stream
Of conditions, it couldn't happen,
Even deceptively.

�%&%;$! :"7%)%&/%:+;%:)%X9%>.%"%:,%�%"%/+(/%).:%N$,%0,%"#$;% $̀/%?+,%&%

0,%"#$;% $̀%h,%6:/%/7%</%L,/%-$,%>.%�%/+(/%1/%5+;% $̀%:",%($/%YZ"%&%

l)/%6<+0%"0%</%L,/%&%1%):+%H.%&%;%0.! (1%D.%:+;%:)%&6)%0,%"#$;%
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$̀/%h%,;%1/%6:/%&%C$;%;%h,%6:/%C$;%#$,%6<+0%"%0,%"#$;% $̀/%?+,%&%

:+;%:)%&6$%h,%6:/%C$;%C,%6<+0%"%o9;%p+"% _̂%>.%6M$6$%EF;% $̀/%6<+0%"%:.%A%

;! 6<+0%"%:,%h,%6:/%(#$%)*7;%C+:%&0%6 à0%1%:.%C$;%;%/,/%E/%G,%;$%

6<+0%"0%6<+0%"0%6 à0%"/%K,%M4"%/.)/%:&6%l)/%/,/%E/%*+"%&6$%d$0%

:_%K,%M4"%/.)/%:&6$%B+:%&/%N$%#$(%K%:+;%).:%&0%*1%1+%#.%;%>+;%).:%:.! 0,%

"#$;%`$%h,%6:/%:,%�+%"70%l)%:(%($%h,%6:/%1%r:%&0%C+:%&6$%d$0%0+!

Here is the fifth point, [a refutation of the idea that there would be no fixed
distinction between the cycle of suffering and transcending this cycle]. Those
of the Middle-Way school say that there is no birth or aging or anything of the
like which exists in an ultimate way. They also assert that the fact that all
objects are void of any nature of their own is necessarily a natural state of
nirvana. They assert finally that the cycle of suffering consists of the events of
birth, aging, and the rest, all occurring through the power of karma and mental
afflictions. To these points the Sutrists make the following objection:

Suppose that if something is a kind of nirvana which exists ultimately, or
which comes by nature, then it is necessarily a kind of nirvana. Suppose
further that the fact that the cycle of suffering is void of any nature of its
own is itself this ultimate kind of nirvana; but that a person circles
around in this circle of suffering, in a stream of births and deaths, all as
a kind of deceptive reality. If this were true then there would have to exist
a thing which was, simultaneously, both the cycle of suffering and
nirvana. And in this case then Buddhas themselves would too be circling
around in the cycle of suffering. What then would the use be for
bodhisattvas to engage in the activities of a bodhisattva, in order to achieve
the state of Buddhahood? It would be totally pointless.

And yet there is no such problem, for there exists a distinction between the
natural state of nirvana and that nirvana which consists of a state of purity
which occurs through circumstances.

!0,%"#$;% $̀/%h%,;%1/%6:/%&%;$%1)%1%(+)/%&%1%A+/%&%)%C$;%D.%1)%1%

(+)/%)%(+)/%o9;%`$%M+/%5$:%C$;%&/%/+! !�+%"70%g$%e1%`$%h,%6:/%;$%>.%

6M$6$%EF;% $̀/%6<+0%"0%6<+0%"%M:%&%1/%*+"%:(+/%&/%0,%"#$;%).:%&%C$;%
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C,%m.;%l)/%EF;%;$%)%M:%;%6<+0%"0%)%\:%yz%)6,%[+(%&0%)$%6 à0% $̀! )%

0$(%&%1%/+(/%&6$%m.;%l)/%EF;%;$%M:%&%;%6<+0%"%C,%o9;%p+"%^_%C,%)$%

6`a0%0+!

The nirvana which comes by nature is not something which depends upon
one's practice of the path; this is because it is, rather, the very nature of
everything, whether they involve any practice of the path or not. The nirvana
which occurs through circumstances, and consists of becoming free of all
impurity, must be achieved through cutting off the process through which, in
a stream of births and deaths, a person circles around in the cycle of suffering.
And even though these things may have no nature of their own, it is still the
case that, unless you cut off the stream of conditions that bring them about, you
would find it impossible not only to end the cycle of suffering, but ever to
bring even simple illusions to a stop. On the other hand, it would be impossible
for the cycle of suffering to happen even in a deceptive way, if one were able to
cut off the stream of the conditions which bring it about: conditions such as
ignorance and the like.

!J0% $̀%q+:%&%:.%1%:+;%:)%&6$%h,%6:/%h,%6:/%G$%r:%&0%d.%;/%1;%6:."/%

:(+/%G$%(#;% $̀/%1;%)$%*."/%D.%/,/%E/%)$%6<+0%1%/.)/%N;%6<+0%"%d$0%

�+1%C,%6:+:%&/%/+!

Incidentally, in the argument that came before, one should answer in terms of
distinguishing between an ultimate nirvana and nirvana, but not with any
other reply. This is because the opponent in this case also accepts the principle
that Buddhas do not circle around in the cycle of suffering, whereas living
beings do.
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Two

c1. Identifying the type of person who can establish the nature of the
two truths

a2. A division based on the type of person it is who seeks to
establish the nature of the two truths

[Contemplation Five begins here]

b2. The distinction between relative degrees of understanding

[Contemplation Five ends here]

ii) Disproving the argument that emptiness is pointless and useless

a1. The actual presentation

[Contemplations Six and Seven are found here]

b1. Disproving attempted attacks upon our position

a2. A general refutation of the positions held by those who assert
that functional things exist truly

a3. Refuting attack which is based on direct perception

b3. Refuting attack based which is based on scriptural authority

a4. A demonstration that scriptures which teach that produced
things are changing, and so on, are only figurative

b4. A refutation of the idea that these scriptures could be
literal

c4. A refutation of the idea that our position is inconsistent

a5. A refutation of the idea that things could not exist even
deceptively

[Contemplation Eight is found here]

b5. A refutation of the idea that you could never
accumulate the collections needed to produce the body
and mind of a Buddha
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[Contemplation Nine is found here]

c5. A refutation of the idea that there could be no rebirth

[Contemplation Ten is found here]

d5. A refutation of the idea that there would be no
distinction between good deeds and bad deeds

[Contemplation Eleven is found here]

e5. A refutation of the idea that there would be no fixed
distinction between the cycle of suffering and
transcending this cycle

[Contemplation Twelve is found here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Three: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part III

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 31B-32A and 121B-128B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Thirteen
How Do We See the Illusion?

!(5$/%&%/.)/%b)%&6$%6:+:%&%K.%e(%^_%:((%&%1%6:+:%&%"t+:%&%:,%! :.%

:((%&6+!

Here is the second part: a more particular refutation, of the position of the
Mind-Only School. Here we will proceed in two steps: stating their position,
and then refuting it.

:,%&+%;$! (1%D.%M+/%*)/%N:%0,%"#$;% $̀/%).:%;%yz%)%6VW;%&6$%-./%&%6�Z1%

&6,%C+:%&%)$;%;%yz%)%L+%(,%($/%:)$(/%&0%6 à0%D.! )$%6 à0%"/%yz%)6,%
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).:%&0%6 à0%0+%#.%;%6:$%C,%C+:%;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%C+:%:(+/%O)%&6$%q+:%&6+!

Here is the first of the two. One may begin with the following objection:

If there is no object at all that has any nature of its own, then the
mistaken state of mind which perceives the illusion cannot exist either.
If this were so, then there would be no state of mind that could ever take
the illusion as its object. And if this were the case, then the illusion itself
could not exist either.

This argument too is another version of the idea that, if something exists, it
must have a nature of its own.

(5$/%&%1%q+:%&%)34,/%&%:,%! :.6$%1;%:((%&6+!

The second of the two has two sections of its own: a demonstration that the
same arguments apply to them instead, and then a refutation of their
attempted rebuttal in response to this demonstration.

!(,%3w%r+:%1%yz%)%5$:!

!).:%;6,%:.%3w%N$%#$(%:)$(/!

!(1%D.%:.%5$:%X9%(#;%C+:!

!l)%&%:.%;$%/.)/%5$:%C$;!

You would say there'd also
Be no illusion itself;
On what then would it focus?
Suppose those same exist
In another way; the forms
Consist of the mind itself.

:,%&+%;$! (,%($%3w%/.)/%b)%&%r+:%1%(\7,%K%d$%0+1% $̀%:+;%X9%�,%"%�,%"%A0%

X9%YZ"%;%d$0%0+1%`$%:+;%C+:%&/%yz%)%A%"7%:,%:.%:)$(/%K.:%).:%&0%6`a0%1!

�,%"%A0%X9%)%YZ"%;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%).:%&/%r+:%A0%;%(D;%).:%X9%6 à0%:(+/%

1%(\7,%K%:+;%X9%�,%"%yz%)%A%"7%5$:%).:%;6,%:.6$%3w%(\7,%K%N$%#$(%:)$(/%D.%
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(\7(/%R%/+(/%6VW;%K.:%G,%).:%&0%6`a0%0+!

Here is the first. You of the Mind-Only School would say that, if things grasped
by the mind both appear to be outer objects and also actually exist the way
that they appear, then there must exist outer objects. In such a case then there
would be nothing that was like an illusion, and no state of mind that could
focus on it either. You would also say though that, if things that appeared to
be outer objects did not actually exist the way that they appear, then they
would have no nature; and then, according to you yourselves, these objects
could not exist at all. In this case then there would also be no illusion itself—that
is, no instance of the thing being grasped by mind appearing to be an outer
object. If this were the case, then what would it be that the mind was grasping
to—what would it be focusing upon? Because after all, there would also be no
state of mind at all that was grasping to visible objects, sounds, and so on.

(5$/%&%1%6:+:%&%"t+:%&%:,%! :.%:((%&6+!

The second point has two steps of its own: stating the position of the Mind-
Only School, and then refuting this position.

:,%&+%;$! <+%;%0.%(1%D.%d$%0+1%:+;%X9%�,%"%�,%"%A0% $̀%:+;%:.%5$:%X9%).:%G,%:.%

1/%(#;%X9%C+:%:.%(\7(/%/+(/%G$%l)%&%:.%;$%/.)/%5$:%G$%p/%C$;%;+%#.%;!

Here is the first. The opponent may respond as follows:

Suppose it were true that the things which appear as outer objects do not
exist at all as those same objects, as what they appear to be. Nonetheless
they do exist in another way; that is, the forms that they take, as visible
objects and such, consist of the very substance of the mind itself.

!(,%3w%/.)/%5$:%yz%)%;!

!:.%3w%(,%#$(%(,%($/%)*+,%!

Suppose the mind itself
Had the illusory; what
Would then see such?

(5$/%&%1! (5$/%).:%G$%-./%&%(,%($/%G,%)%)*+,%"%:,%! g$/%&6$%1;%`$%

0,%0$(%:((%&6+!
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The second step too has two parts: asking the opponent how the realization
that there are no two things could itself ever be perceived by any state of
mind; and refuting the self-perception of the mind that they propose in answer
to our question.

:,%&+%;$! (,%($%3w%/.)/%5$:%yz%)%A%"76$%:+;%X9%�,%"%C$;%`$%d$%0+1%`$%:+;%).:%

;%:.6$%3w%:+;%:,%e1%"6$%-./%&%(,%#$(%3:%)%(,%($/%)*+,%?.%)*+,%K.:%).:%

&0%6`a0%0+!

Here is the first. Suppose it were the case that the mind itself was both having
the appearance that there was this illusory object, but that there was in fact no
outer object. In such a case, then the mind would lack any object. What valid
perception then would there be to see just such a state of mind? There could
never exist then any state of mind that saw it.

!6@$(%=.;%`$%;$%)(+;%&+/%G,%!

!/.)/%G$/%/.)/%)$%)*+,%#./%(/7,/!

!01%Y$%/+%;$%0,%1%0,%!

!@$%A0%)$%(N+:%:.%"#$;%C$:!

The Savior of the World
Himself has stated
That "mind can't see the mind."
The mind's the same as the
Blade of a sword,
Which could never cut itself.

!(5$/%&%0,%0$(%:((%&%1! -./%&%6:$%1%<%d$0%d+(/%(\7,%"6$%l)%&%:,%!

;,%<+%;0%d+(/%&6$%6VW;%&6$%l)%&%(5$/%C$:%1%d$%)%0,%0$(%&6$%),+;%/7)%

C$;%&/%:./%-./%&%*)/%N:%:)$(/%&%C$;%;+%#.%;! :.%1%17,%($/%:((%&%:,%!

0$(/%&/%:((%&%:,%! 0,%0$(%C+:%&6$%RS"%K.:%:((%&%:,%! "D(/%C+:%

l)/%:,+/%&+%":.;%YZ"%G$%=.;%N;%X9%6:+:%&%:((%&6+!
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Here is the second. The Mind-Only School says that there are two parts to the
mind: an object-oriented part which focuses outwardly, and a subject-oriented
part which only focuses inwardly; and that the latter is the direct self-
perception of the mind, and that it is this state of mind which perceives all
states of mind. We will cover the present point then in four parts: refuting this
idea through the use of scriptural authority; refuting it through the use of
reasoning; refuting proofs used to support the existence of the self-perception
of the mind; and refuting the position that nominally-existing entities could
rely upon functional things that existed truly.

:,%&+%;$! -./%&%:.%5$:%G$/%:.%5$:%(5$/%�,%n9"%&6$%341%`$/%h+,%#$,%0$(%&%)$%

6*:%:.! 6@$(%=.;%`$%;$%)(+;%&+/%G,%(bv(%;%0$;%&+%M.6$%):+%1/%01%Y$6$%/+%

:.%5$:%G$/%01%Y$6$%/+%:.%5$:%"N:%&0%)$%n9/%&%/+(/%:&.0%"#(%;/%/.)/%G$/%

/.)/%)$%)*+,%#./%(/7,/%/+! !:&.0%;%01%Y$6$%/+%;$%0,%1%0,%($/%N$%A0%

C,%)$%(N+:%&%:.%"#$;%X9%C$:%G$/%C$:%)$%)*+,%,+%!

Here is the first. It is incorrect to say that the mind could experience, could
know, itself, in a way where the duality was repressed. The Savior of the World
has himself stated that the mind cannot see itself; he did so in the Sutra Requested
by Crowning Jewel, through using examples such as the fact that the blade of a
sword cannot cut itself. "How, for example, could the blade of a sword ever cut
the blade of a sword? The mind is the same: it could never see the mind itself."

!0,%0$(%</%1.;%&%l)/%G$/%6VW;%&6$%l)%&%5$:%0,%5$:%G$/%0,%5$:%0$(%&0%

</%1.;%&/%:.6$%0$(%K%:,%0$(%K.:%1%l)%&%)$%6g%"0%6M0%EF%{|1%b)%C,%

).:%&/%[+(%&%*%::%G,%).:%&6$%(N$(% _̂%</%1.;%:(+/%&/%:.%A%"76$%0,%0$(%

</%L,/%;%01%Y$6$%/+%0,%($/%0,%(N+:%&%/+(/%</%1.;%:(+/%-$,%! 3:%

)/%(#1%K%1%A+/%).:%X9%(#1%K%6@1%"%/+(/%</%1.;%:(+/%&%C$;%;+!

Those who accept the idea of a self-perception of the mind accept the concept
that the subject-oriented part of the mind could perceive itself. In such a case,
there could not be a single atom of a chance here that the thing being
perceived and the thing perceiving it could ever appear to the mind in any
way that was not exactly the same. One would have to accept then that they
were one and the same thing which could never even appear in different
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versions. If one accepted this kind of self-perception of the mind, then one
would have to accept ideas like the blade of a sword cutting itself. And one
would also have to accept ideas like a valid perception that engaged in its
object without having to rely upon this object in any way.

!@$%A0%)0%).%0,%($%:,+/!

!C,%:(%(/1%"0%K.:%"#$;%;!

!)0%).%(/1%"0%K%)$;%D.!

!(,%d$0%)7;%`$/%"R$"/%&%).:!

One may claim, "It's just like
A lamp which illumines
The thing that's itself."
But a lamp isn't the illumined,
For the reason that there's no such
Thing as darkness shrouding.

(5$/%&%1! :&.%:((%&%:,%! :+;%:((%&6+!

Here next we begin the refutation through reasoning. We first refute the
opponent's illustration, and then refute their point.

:,%&+%1! )0%).6$%:&.%:((%&%;$! @$%A0%D.%:&.0%;%)0%).%0,%($%:,+/%&+%:,%

(#;% $̀%:,+/%&+%(5$/%C,%:(%&0%(/1%"0%K.:%&%"#$;%X9! -./%&/%G,%0,%

(#;%(5$/%s%0$(%&0%K.:%&%C$;%;+%#.%;!

Here is the first, beginning with the refutation of the illustration of a lamp.
One may make the following claim:

It's just like the following illustration. Think of a lamp, which illuminates
both the thing that it is itself, and also other things. The mind is the same:
it perceives both itself, and other things as well.

:&.%)%YZ"%?.%)0%).%0,%($/%0,%(/1%"0%K.:%&%)%C$;%D.%)0%).%0,%($/%

(/1%"0%K%"%)$;%&6$%d$0%D.%0,%($/%0,%(/1%)$%:(+/%-$,%)$%n9/%&6$%d$0%0+!
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!:.%A%;%)7;%&/%G,%0,%(#;%(5$/%s%R$"%&0%K.:%&0%6`a0%;%:.%)$%0$(/%D.%

(,%($%d$0%;%)7;%&%1%)7;%&/%"R$"/%&%).:%&6$%d$0%0+! !"R$"/%;%"7)%&%(+/%

G$/%"R$"/%&%"#$;%X9%)7;%&6,%)$%)*+,%"0%6`a0%0+! !6:$%:(%;$%q%-.%1/%

(/7,/%&%A0%E/%&0%-./%&0%K6+!

But your example does not hold true. A lamp is not something which
illuminates itself, because it is not something which is the object illuminated by
it. There is no need for it to illuminate itself, and it could never do so anyway.
If it could, then darkness too shroud both itself and other objects. This though
could never be, for the reason that there is no such thing as darkness shrouding
darkness. If it did shroud darkness, then it would be like shrouding a vase
with a piece of cloth, and we would be unable to see the darkness itself. For
these points I am enlarging upon statements found in the Root Text on Wisdom
[by the realized being Nagarjuna].

!-.1%"#$;%J+;%&+%J+%5$:%1!

!(#;%1%A+/%&%C+:%)%C$;!

!:.%"#$;%6(6%#$(%(#;%1%;$!

!A+/%:,%A+/%).:%&%C,%)*+,%!

!J+%5$:%)$;%1%J+;%&+0%:.!

!":(%($/%":(%5$:%K/%&%).:!

"It's not a thing like crystal,
Which must rely on another;
Its blueness is its essence.
Just so certain objects rely
On something else; whereas
It's seen without relying."
Blueness is not; it's not
Something that could ever
Make itself blue by itself.

!-.1% $̀%:&.%:((%&%;$%:&.0%;%-.1%"#$;%X9%-.1%:s0%&+%(#$6$%:",%($/%J+;%&+0%
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>./%&%;$%(#;%1%A+/%;/%C$;%`$%0,%($%,+%"+%5$:%G$/%)%C$;%1! "���z%!%J+;%&+%

5$:%1%0,%($%,+%"+%5$:%G$/%J+;%&+0%>./%&%C$;% $̀! (#;%1%A+/%&%C+:%&%)%C$;%

&%:.%"#$;%X9%(\7(/%1%/+(/%&%6(6%#$(%0$(%&%;$%-./%&%(#;%1%;$%A+/%&/%

:,%! -./%&%;$%0,%($/%0,%0$(%&%C$;%&/%0$(%K.:%(#;%1%A+/%&%).:%&%C,%

)*+,%#.%;! "���z%!%J+;%&+%J+;%&0%EF%(#;%1/%)%>./%&6$%:&.%:.%)$%6*:%&0%

*1! J+;%&+%5$:%X9%EF%1/%>./%&%)$;%&%1%J+;%&+%:.%0,%($%":(%($/%J+;%&+6$%

":(%5$:%X9%K/%&%).:%&6$%d$0%0+!

We turn now to a refutation of the illustration of a piece of crystal. One may
make yet another claim, as follows:

It's like a piece of crystal. Think of a clear piece of crystal: considered in
its original condition, it could never assume a blue hue unless it were due
to the influence of some other object—never by virtue of its own essence.
The blueness of a piece of lapis though is something that assumes a blue
hue by its own essence; it is not something which must rely upon another
thing to be the way it is. Just so, the perception of certain objects like
visible forms must rely on something else, upon a mind; whereas the mind
itself can be seen even without our relying on anything else to perceive it,
for it perceives itself.

Your example though, of a blueness of lapis which assumes its blueness
without any other cause to help it do so, has to be incorrect. This is true
because the blueness of blue itself is not something which has not come about
through its own causes; blueness is not something that could ever make itself
something blue, all by itself.

!)0%).%(/1%"0%K.:%:+%#./!

!-./%&/%-./%D.%t+:%K.:%;!

!L+%;$%(/1%"%5$:%C$;%#./!

!(,%($/%-./%;/%:.%k:%"t+:!
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Suppose you say, "A lamp
Illumines," talk that says
"The mind does know itself."
You say the mind's illumination
Itself; but haven't told us
By what state of mind.

(5$/%&%;$! )0%).%0,%($/%0,%(/1%"0%)$%K.:%G,%)0%).%(/1%"%5$:%:+%#./%

-./%&/%-./%#./%:.%A0%t+:%&0%K.:%;%-./%&%0,%($/%0,%(/1%"%)%C$;%1!

:.%A%;%L+%;$%(/1%"%5$:%C$;%;+%#./%-./%&%p/%(#;%(,%($/%-./%;/%:.%k:%X9%

t+:%&0%K.:%:.%)$%0$(/%/+!

Here is the refutation of our opponent's point. Suppose then that you say, "Even
though a lamp does not illuminate itself, a lamp is illumination itself"—and you
say, "The mind does know itself." If you talk this way then you are saying that
the mind is not something which illuminates itself; but rather, you are saying in
effect, it is illumination itself. And yet it is improper for you to talk this way,
for you have not told us what state of mind which was different from the mind
itself could perceive it.

!(,%3w%6(/%G,%)*+,%)$;%;!

!(/1%"6)%;$%)$%(/1%"!

!)+%(-)%"7%)+6$%6`$,%"(%"#$;!

!:.%;$%"t+:%G,%:+;%).:%:+!

At this point none at all
Would see, so being
Illumination or not
Would be like the way a mule's
Daughter carried herself:
Meaningless to talk of.

!p/%(#;% $̀/%0$(%;%*7(%).:%X9%6 à0%"/%0,%($/%G,%)$%0$(%(#;% $̀/%G,%)$%

0$(%;%(,%($%3w%0$(%K.:%6(/%G,%-./%&%:.%)*+,%"%)$;%;! -./%&%:.%;$%(/1%
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"6)%;$%)$%(/1%"6$%r:%&0%:.%;$%"t+:%G,%:+;%).:%:.%r:%(#$%-./%&%3:%)/%)%

YZ"%&0%d$0! )+%(-)%"7%)+%)$%T$:%;%:.6$%6`$,%"(%"t+:%&%:+;%).:%"#$;%;+!

And if it took yet another state of mind to perceive this one, the whole process
would become endless. In this case then the mind would be perceived neither
by itself nor by something else; and at this point then there would be no
perceiver at all that saw the mind. So it would become meaningless to talk of any
distinction between the mind's being illumination or not, since the very thing
that was supposed to have this quality or not would itself be something that
a valid perception could never establish as existing at all. It would be like
discussing the way that the daughter of a mule carried herself, when the daughter
of a mule is a complete impossibility in the first place.
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Contemplation Fourteen
How Then are We Aware of our Minds?

!(1%D.%0,%0$(%C+:%)$;%;!

!l)%-./%g;%&0%@$%A0%6`a0!

!(#;%h+,%"%;%6e.1%&%1/!

!g;%6`a0%K$%"6$%X9(%"#$;%;+!

If there were no such thing as self-perception
Of the mind, then how
Could we remember consciousness?
The memory is by a relationship
With the experience of something other;
It's like the poison of a rat.

(/7)%&%1%(5$/! 0,%0$(%).:%G,%g;%&%>.%"6$%:&.%:,%! 0,%0$(%).:%;%(#;%

0$(%)$%6*:%&%:((%&6+!

The third point, [refuting proofs used to support the existence of the self-
perception of the mind,] covers two points of its own: an illustration to show
how, even though there is no self-perception of the mind, memory can still
occur; and a refutation of the idea that, if there is no self-perception of the
mind, then there can be no perception of the mind by something else.

:,%&+%;$! (1%D.%0,%0$(%C+:%&%)$;%;%C71%N;%l)%-./%g;%&0%@$%A0%6`a0%D.%

)$%6 à0%"/%g;%&6$%=(/%G$/%h+,%"%:&+(%n9/%;%:.%C,%,/%J0%J+;%&+%)*+,%,+%

#./%g;%&6$%3w! g;%&%h+,%"6$%t./%/7%K.:%&/%J+;%&+%)*+,%,+%#./%C71%g;%&6$%

=(/%1/%C71%h+,%"%C+:%&0%YZ"%1%C71%h+,%:.%5$:%J+%6VW;%C$;%;+!

Here is the first. [One might ask:] "If there were no such thing as self-perception
of the mind, then how could we ever remember the consciousness which was the
subject in an act of perception? We never could."
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We are able though to deduce that, for the reason we do remember something,
then we must have had an initial experience of it. When for example we say
to ourselves, "I saw something blue, earlier," we are having a memory. A
memory is something that follows from an initial experience, and so when we
say "I saw something blue," and thereby remember the object of our
perception, we can establish the fact that there must have been an initial
experience of this object. And it is the thing which had this experience of the
object which we refer to as the perception of something blue.

!,/%)*+,%,+%#./%C71%N;%g;%&6$%=(/%1/%C71%N;%h+,/%C+:%&0%YZ"%1%C71%

N;%h+,%"%:.%;$%0,%0$(%C$;%1! J+%6VW;%h+,%K.:%(,%C$;%)*6%(#;%6(+(%&6$%

0$(/%&/%G,%0,%0$(%YZ"%"+%#.%;!

One may make the following claim:

When you say "I saw," you remember the subject of the perception, and
it is based on this reason that you can say that there was an experience
of the subject. The experiencer of the subject in this case is a self-
perception of the mind. Moreover, this self-perception of the mind can
be established as true through the kind of logic where you eliminate
other possibilities, in investigating just what it is that experiences the
state of mind which is perceiving blue.

C71%N;%g;%&/%0,%0$(%YZ"%&%)%C$;%D.%J+%6VW;% $̀/%C71%(#;%J+;%&+%h+,%"%;%

J0%J+;%&+%6:$%)*+,%#./%C71%C71%N;%6e.1%"%1/%D.%6e.1%"0%g;%&%1/%C71%

N;%g;%&%>.%"0%6`a0%`$! C71%N;%h+,%"%1/%>.%"%)%C$;%D.%K$%"6$%X9(%��(/%

&6$%X9/%)%h+,%C,%d$/%g;%&%"#$;%;+!

It is not the case though that, because we can remember the subject, some self-
perception of the mind is proven to be true. When the state of mind which
perceives blue experiences the object which is something other than it—that is,
blue—the memory of the subject is actually caused by remembering a relationship:
by remembering the connection between the object and the subject, when you
say the words, "I saw this blue thing before." It is not though that the memory
of the subject is caused by an experience of the subject; it is rather like the case
where, although [a hibernating animal] has no experience of the poison that
comes from being bitten by a rat at the time when the rat bites it, [the
hibernating animal] still remembers it later on.
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!:&.0%;%:�9;% $̀%X9/%/7%K$%"/%17/%1%��(/%&%;%K$%X9(%89(/%C+:%G,%��(/%&%

h+,%($%X9(%)%h+,%,+! !:.%1/%X9/%d$/%6eZ(%($%R%*+/%&%;%��(/%&6$%3w%X9(%

89(/%&0%6X9(%O)%X9%g;%G,%J0%`$%3w%X9(%)%h+,%"%"#$;%;+!

Think for example of a case where a rat bites the body [of a hibernating
animal] during the wintertime. Even though the poison that comes from the
rat bite has entered the body, the poison is not experienced—although the bite
itself is. At some later point in time, [the hibernating animal] hears the sound
of [springtime] thunder, [is awakened from hibernation,] and has a memory
wherein it thinks to itself, "The poison must have entered my body when I was
bitten." It is not the case though that the animal had an experience of the
poison prior to this time. The situation here is the same:

!:.%1%K$%"/%��(/%&%;$%J+%6VW;%`$/%C71%h+,%"%"#$;%;+! !��(/%&%:,%X9/%

(N$(% _̂%X9(%89(/%&%;$%C71%"\7,%"%:,%X9/%(N$(% _̂%C+:%&6$%C71%N;% $̀%h+,%"%

:,%6g6+! !:.6$%3w%C71%N;%0,%($/%0,%)%h+,%"%;$%��(/%&6$%3w%X9(%)%h+,%"%

:,%6g6+! !d$/%��(/%&%g;%&%;$%C71%h+,%"%g;%&%:,%6g6+! !C71%h+,%g;%&%

5$:%G$/%J0% $̀%C71%N;%<+%0,%($/%<+%0,%)%h+,%C,%g;%&%;$%��(/%&%g;%&%5$:%

G$%)*7/%J0%89(/%&6$%X9(%)%h+,%"%g;%&%:,%6g6+!

Being bitten by the rat is an analogy for the experience of the object by the
state of mind which perceives something blue. The fact that the poison has
entered the body at the same time as the bite occurred is an analogy for the
experience of a subject which exists at the same time that the object was
perceived. The fact that, at this particular moment, the subject does not
experience itself is represented by the way in which the poison has not been
experienced at the time when the bite occurred. Remembering the bite later
on is the same as remembering the experience of the object. The fact that we
remember the subject solely because we remember the object (even without the
previous subject ever experiencing itself) is similar to the fact that, solely
through the power of remembering the bite, we remember the poison which
entered the body but which was not experienced.

!6:$%;$%0,%0$(%).:%&0%g;%&%>.%"6$%0$(/%&%)</%&6$%:",%&+/%)V:%&%U71%X9%
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Kj,%"%#$(%�,%?.%B+:%6@7(%($%"-:%&%K.:%&%l)/%G$/%@$%"#$;%X9%)%*+;%&%6g6+!

This line of reasoning, set out by the Lord of All Great Masters, explains how
memory can occur even without any self-perception of the mind, and is clearly
something which is completely amazing. It seems as though others who have
commented upon the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life have been unable to
give their readers a full appreciation of these points.
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Contemplation Fifteen
How Buddhas Take Offerings

!/.)/%).:%&%1%)M+:%K/%&/!

!@$%A0%6e/%"70%[;%&0%6`a0!

!(,%d$0%"89(/%&6)%h%,;%6:/!

!)34,/%&%5$:%X9%"-:%d$0%0+!

"How can we gain a result
From making offerings to those
Who possess no state of mind?"
It is because of the explanation
That it's the same with those who are present
And those passed to nirvana.

(5$/%&%;$! 5;%*+/%&%<%N$(%;%0.%/,/%E/%1%=+(%&6$%/.)/%).:%&%1%)M+:%&%

K/%;/%N$%A0%"/+:%;)/%G$%6e/%"7%[;%&0%6`a0%D.%)M+:%&%1.;%&6$%=+(%&%

C,%).:%&6$%d$0%0+!

Here is the second point, [which is refuting an attempted argument about the
demonstration of how it is correct to say that, even though the Buddhas have
no conceptualization, they can still fulfill all the hopes of their disciples].

Now some Listeners have made the following argument:

Buddhas possess no conceptual state of mind, and so neither do they have
that conceptual state of mind in which one accepts an offering. How then
can we gain a meritorious result from making offerings to them?

!/,/%E/%1%=+(%&%).:%G,%)M+:%&%K/%&/%"/+:%;)/%6Kj,%"%6*:%&0%*1!

EF%)3;%(,%($%d$0%;%/,/%E/%kI%:,+/%/7%"89(/%&6)%h%,;%1/%6:/%t./%

G$%kI%(X9,%1%)M+:%&%(5$/%"/+:%;)/%)34,/%&%5$:%X9%K)/%&%/.,%(.%R6$%
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):+%1/%"-:%&6$%d$0%0+!

Isn't it though the case that, even though Buddhas have no conceptual state of
mind, we can still obtain merit through making offerings to them? You may
ask our reason for saying so; it is because of the explanation, found in the Sutra
on the Lion's Roar of Loving One, that whether a person makes an offering to a
Buddha who is actually present, or else makes the same offering to their tomb
after they have passed into nirvana, the merit from the act is exactly the same.

!)M+:%=.;%"k+0%"6$%U;%C+;%1/%G,%! !(,%#$(%"89(/%1%)M+:%&%:,%! !h%

,;%6:/%&6$%kI%(X9,%1! !/.)/%;$%)5)%&0%:,%"%C$! !"/+:%;)/%1%;$%r:%

&0%).:! !N./%(/7,/%/+!

The Book on the Benefits of Circling an Offering Shrine states as well that:

There is no difference at all in the merit
Of those who with equal thoughts of faith
Make offerings to One still living, or to
The tomb of One passed to nirvana.

!o9;%p+"%")%;$%:.%5$:%X96,%!

!07,%?.%:./%6e/%17,%1/%C$;!

!:&.0%;%":.;%&6$%/,/%E/%1!

!@$%A0%6e/%"70%"N/%&%"#$;!

It doesn't matter whether
It's deceptively or ultimate;
The result is in the Word.
It's the same, for example,
As the result you'd obtain
From that to a Buddha in truth.

!/,/%E/%1%)M+:%&%/+(/%o9;%p+"%^_%YZ"%")%;$%:.%<+%;%5$:%X96,%07,%?.%:.0%

)M+:%&%K/%&/%6e/%"7%6Kj,%"%/,/%E/%G$%17,%1/%(/7,/%&%C$;%;+!

!:&.0%;%r+:%0,%":.;%&6$%/,/%E/%1%@$%A0%6e/%"7%:,%"N/%&%6:+:%&%"#$;%
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;+! !:+;%;$%:.%<+%;%5$:%G$%:+;%1%:�:%&%0.%-$(%"D,%O+)/%/7%K/%;/%":.;%C,%

07,%p�;%C,%07,%,.:%1%:,+/%&+%:,%)*7;%&6$%6e/%"7%Kj,%"%:./%M+(%N./%&6$%:+;%

D+!

It is stated in the Word of the Buddha that it doesn't matter whether an act such
as making offerings to a Buddha exists deceptively or even in an ultimate way:
the result of making the offering still occurs. It's just the same, for example, as the
result that you yourselves believe would be obtained from making that same
offering to a Buddha who existed in truth. The point here is that, suppose we
leave for a moment any examination into the real nature of things. What we
are trying to say is that, regardless of whether the thing is true or false, we can
be satisfied simply with the fact that we obtain a result which corresponds
exactly to the object involved.
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Three

b2. A more particular refutation, of the position of the Mind-Only
School

a3. Stating their position

[Contemplation Thirteen begins here]

b3. Refuting their position

a4. A demonstration that the same arguments apply to them
instead

b4. Refuting their attempted rebuttal of this demonstration

a5. Stating their position

b5. Refuting their position

a6. Asking them how the realization that there are no
two things could itself ever be perceived by any state
of mind

b6. Refuting the self-perception of the mind that they
propose in answer to our question—they say that
there are two parts to the mind: an object-oriented
part which focuses outwardly, and a subject-oriented
part which only focuses inwardly; and that the latter
is the direct self-perception of the mind, and that it is
this state of mind which perceives all states of mind

a7. Refuting this idea through the use of scriptural
authority

b7. Refuting this idea through the use of reasoning

a8. Refuting their illustration

b8. Refuting their point

[Contemplation Thirteen ends here]

c7. Refuting proofs used to support the existence of
the self-perception of the mind
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a8. An illustration to show how, even though
there is no self-perception of the mind, memory
can still occur

[Contemplation Fourteen is found here]

b8. A refutation of the idea that, if there is no self-
perception of the mind, then there can be no
perception of the mind by something else

a9. The actual refutation

b9. A refutation of the idea that we could then
never say whether the illusion was the mind
itself or something other than the mind

d7. Refuting the position that nominally-existing
entities could rely upon functional things that
existed truly

c2. A refutation of the position that, in the Middle-Way School, the
path in which we realize emptiness must be pointless and useless

a3. The opponent's argument

b3. Our own response

a4. The reason why a magician can develop attachment for his
own creation

b4. A demonstration of why it is perfectly correct to say that
one can eliminate mental afflictions and their seeds by
accustoming oneself to the wisdom which perceives
emptiness

a5. A general presentation

b5. A detailed explanation

c4. A demonstration of how the ultimate result of eliminating
all undesirable qualities can occur

a5. A demonstration of how it is correct to say that, even
though the Buddhas have no conceptualization, they can
still fulfill all the hopes of their disciples

b5. Refuting attempted argument on this point

[Reading Fifteen is found here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Four: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part IV

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 32A-33A and 128B-133B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Sixteen
On the Need to See Emptiness

!":.;%&%)*+,%"/%Y+1%6`a0%`$!

!?+,%5$:%)*+,%"/%N$%#$(%K!

!(,%d$0%17,%1/%1)%6:$%;$!

!).:%&0%K,%M4"%).:%&0%(/7,/!

"One achieves liberation by
Seeing the truth; what's though
The point of seeing emptiness?"
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It's because scripture states that,
Without this path,
There is never enlightenment.

!(5$/%&%*0%&%b)%*+"%&0%6:+:%&/%G,%?+,%5$:%=+(/%:(+/%&0%"RS"%&%1!

q+:%&%:,%! 1;%;+!

The second part—a proof that, even if all you hope to do is to reach freedom,
you must still realize emptiness—will proceed in two steps: the opponent's
argument and our own response.

:,%&+%;$! 5;%*+/%H.%&%<%N$(%;%0.%":.;%&%"#$6$%l)%&%)$%=(%/+(/%"Nv%gZ(%

),+;%/7)%X9%)*+,%"%(+)/%&/%Y+1%"%:Y%"N+)%&6$%6e/%"7%*+"%&0%6`a0%`$!

M+/%*)/%N:%":.;%&/%?+,%&%5$:%)*+,%"/%N$%#$(%K%:(+/%&%).:%N$,%)$%0$(/%

/+%#.%;!

Here is the first. Some people from the Listener group make the following
claim:

One achieves liberation—the goal of becoming an enemy destroyer—by
habituating oneself to the experience of seeing, directly, the sixteen aspects
of the four truths: impermanence and the rest. What though would be the
point of seeing that all existing objects were empty of any true existence?
There would be no purpose served; it could never be right.

5;%*+/%H.%&%<%N$(%/,/%E/%*+"%&0%K.:%&%1%C,%?+,%5$:%=+(/%)$%:(+/%&0%

)%\:%M+/%G$%":(%).:%G$%)$,%b)%C,%</%)$%1.;%N$,%*.(%&%M.;%&+6$%):+%H.%

"s0%</%)$%1.;%&%:.%:(%d+(/%J6$%(bf%"+%C$;%1! #0%1%*.(%&%M.;%&+6$%):+%H.%

3:%)0%"#.:%G,%:Y%"N+)%&6$%6e/%"7%*+"%&%1%M+/%G$%":(%).:%=+(/%&%)$%

:(+/%&0%"#.:%&%:.%:(%G,%"s(%;/%?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%5$:%T$:%&%

1/%Y+1%"6$%1)%X9%"RS"%"#.:%;/%(89,%6:$%:(%"s+:%&%C$;%;+!
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There are other Listener groups who say that you don't even need to realize
emptiness in order to achieve enlightenment. And not only that; they don't
even accept the term "lack of any self-nature to things." Neither do they accept
that the sutras of the greater way are the word of the Buddha. These kinds of
people are the primary opponent in the present case. We are by the way
though also refuting here those people who do consider the sutras of the
greater way to be authentic, but who assert that one need not realize the lack
of a self-nature to things in order to achieve the goal of becoming an enemy
destroyer. The root text at this point is put here with the idea of refuting these
parties, and then expressing the position that it is only wisdom which can be
proven as the path to liberate oneself from a suffering existence.

(5$/%&%1%(/7)! ?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%:.%5$:%T$:%&%1/%Y+1%"6$%1)%X9%

"RS"%&%:,%! )$%(;/%&6$%h%,;%1/%6:/%&6$%1)%X9%"RS"%&%:,%! :./%;%

Y+1%"%:+;%(5.0%`$/%?+,%5$:%"i+)%0$(/%&0%(:)/%&6+! !:,%&+%1%*.(%&%

M.;%&+6$%):+%H.%"s0%17,%($/%RS"%&6$%i+%;/%"RS"%&%:,%! 0$(/%&/%"RS"%

&6+!

The second step has three parts of its own: proving that it is only the wisdom
that realizes emptiness which is the path that can liberate one from a suffering
existence; proving that it is also only this wisdom which is the path for
reaching the nirvana where one no longer remains in the two extremes; and
advice to those who seek to attain liberation, that it is therefore very right that
they should meditate upon emptiness. The first of these has two sections:
proving this fact by using scripture to prove that the scriptures of the greater
way are the word of the Buddha; and proving the fact through logic.

:,%&+%;$! 5;%0,%:Y%"N+)%&6$%6e/%"7%*+"%&%1%C,%?+,%5$:%=+(/%&%,./%&0%

:(+/%&0%*1! EF%)3;%(,%($%d$0%;%-./%0"%G$%U%0+1% _̂%d$;%&6$%):+%H.6$%17,%

1/%?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%1)%6:$%;$%(+)/%&%).:%&0%K,%M4"%(/7)%(%*+"%&%).:%

&0%(/7,/%&6$%d$0%0+!

Here is the first. It is true though that one must definitely realize emptiness
even to achieve the goal of becoming an enemy destroyer. This is because of
the fact that scriptural authority, in the form of the body of sutras devoted to
the perfection of wisdom, states that—without habituating oneself to this path,
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where you realize emptiness—one can never reach the three "states of
enlightenment."

!B+:%6@7(%6Y.1%M.;%1/%C7)% $̀%):+%1/%:,+/%&+6$%6X9%-./%N;%1%*0%&%).:%&%

:,%! X9/%(/7)%(6$%C,%:(%&0%p+(/%&6$%/,/%E/%:,%EF;%89(/%;/%0,%

E1%`$%"0%l)/%-.0%d$;%6:$%5$:%1%"=.;%;/%*+"%&0%(/7,/%&%g,/%&%A0%

C$;%`$%L%;%).:%&6$%K,%M4"%m,%&%1%K.:%&%(89,%($%:+;%)$;%;+!

The Great Commentary to the Guide quotes the Sutra of the Mother as saying that
"those who still conceive of [self-existent] things" can never reach freedom; and
that reaching total enlightenment—as well as everything from the level of a
stream-enterer up to the state of a self-made "Buddha"—all depends upon this
one thing: the perfection of wisdom. The intent of the root text at this point
is to reflect these statements; it is not meant to indicate that this perfection is
needed only for the matchless state of enlightenment.
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Contemplation Seventeen
About the Lesser Way

!(1%D.%*.(%M.;%)%YZ"%;!

!r+:%G$%17,%;$%@$%A0%YZ"!

!(,%d$0%(5$/%s%1%6:$%YZ"!

!:,%&+%r+:%1%6:$%)%YZ"!

If you say the greater way's
Not true, how then are
Scriptures true for you?
"It's because it's true for the
Both of us"; but it wasn't
For you at first.

!m.;%(,%($/%;$%:.0%C$:%M./!

!:.%;$%*.(%M.;%1%C,%)34,/!

!(#;%(5$/%6:+:%&/%":.;%;%;$!

!0$(%K.:%/+(/%G,%":.;%&0%6`a0!

Those conditions which allow
You to believe it are the same
For the greater way too.
If it's true whenever two
Accept it, the "Books of Knowledge"
And such would be as well.

(5$/%&%1%(5$/! )(+%)34,/%($/%"RS"%&%:,%! l1%)6$%0$(/%&/%"RS"%

&6+!

Here is the second point, [using logic to prove the fact that it is only the
wisdom that realizes emptiness which is the path that can liberate one from a
suffering existence]. We proceed in two steps: proving this fact through a
parallel argument; and proving it through specific reasoning.
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:,%&+%;$! (1%D.%*.(%&%M.;%&+6$%):+%H.%,.:%1%"s0%)%YZ"%N$,%3:%)0%</%)$%

1.;%&/%,.:%1%)%YZ"%;%:.%RS"%K.:%X9%"s+:%;/%?+,%5$:%=+(/%&%5;%0,%($%C,%

1)%X9%"RS"%&%;$%RS"%K.:%"RS"%K%:,%)34,/%/+%#.%;!

Here is the first. What if someone says the following:

The group of sutras belonging to the greater way is not, according to my
belief, the word of the Buddha; nor do I accept that these sutras are
authoritative. Therefore they are not, for me, something which is true. If
you put these forth as evidence for proving your statement that realizing
emptiness is a path for the Listener and Self-Made Buddha groups as
well, then the thing you are using to prove your statement and the
statement you are trying to prove are just the same!

r+:%G$%17,%r+:%0,%3:%)0%6:+:%&6$%*.(%:);%`$%H.%�+:%6:$%l)/%:s6%C$;%

&0%@$%A0%YZ"%g$/%&/%:.%:(%"s6%C$;%D.! !(,%($%d$0%;%67%"7%N(%(5$/%s%1%

*.(%&%:);%&6$%):+%H.%6:$%"s0%YZ"%"+%#.%;!

We ask them then the following question: "Consider the scriptures which you
assert are authoritative: the collection of scriptures of the lower way. Just how
are they truly the word of the Buddha?"

And they answer: "They are truly the word of the Buddha because the scriptural
collection of the lower way is considered by the both of us—by both your group
and ours—as being the word of the Buddha."

EF%)3;%o9;%;/%)34,/%D.%r+:%>./%)%*(%&%:,%17,%:+;%0$(/%&/%(D;%1%)%

U."/%&6$%:,%&+%r+:%1%C,%:);%&6$%H.%�+:%6:$%3:%)0%)%YZ"%1! X9/%d$/%

17,%3:%)0%</%1.;%&6$%m.;%D.%*"/%:(%(,%6X91%"%1%(;,%! ):+%H.%1%

6@7( !),+;%&6$%M+/%5$:%:,%)$%6(1%"0%6@7(%&6$%M.;%&+%"?;%&%/+(/%17,%

:+;%0$(/%&/%(D;%1%6"."/%&6$%*"/%(,%($/%;$%17,%3:%)%:.0%C$:%M./%&0%

RS"%&6$%RS"%K.:%:.%;$%*.(%M.;%`$%):+%H.%1%C,%)34,/%&0%C+:%&6$%d$0%0+!
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Then for the very same reason you should accept those of the greater way. At
first—meaning right after you were born, and also before you were able to
come to an understanding of their meaning through the use of reasoning—not
even the scriptural collection of the lower way was something that for you was
truly authoritative. Later on though you came to believe that the Teaching of
the Great was authoritative, because you applied those various methods which
establish it as being so, through both scriptural authority and through logic.

These are the different conditions or methods that allow one to accept scripture
as authoritative; that is, it should appear [reading snang for gnang, as do other
commentaries in the Tengyur, and as Gyaltsab Je's own commentary does later
on] in the scriptures on vowed morality; it should relate to the collection of
sutras; and it should not contradict the teachings of the "real Dharma,"
meaning the scriptures on higher knowledge—[in short, it should present the
three trainings, as found in the three collections of scripture]. These tests for
proving that a scripture is authoritative apply exactly the same to the scriptures
of the greater way as they do to those of the lower way.

!:.%A%)%C$;%&0%(,%\(%(#;%(,%C,%07,%"%(5$/%6:+:%&/%3:%)0%":.;%;%;$%

0$(%K.:%G$%(89,%/+(/%G,%":.;%&0%6`a0%"0%*1! (,%\(%(5$/%G$/%3:%

)0%6:+:%&%C+:%&6$%d$0%0+!

If this were not the case, and if a scripture were truly authoritative whenever
any two people at all accepted that it was, then texts like the "Books of Knowledge"
[the Vedas of the non-Buddhists] and such would have to be true as well. Why
so? Because you could always find two people who believed they were
authoritative.
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Contemplation Eighteen
Destroying Mental Afflictions Forever

!5+;%)+,/%],/%&/%Y+1%;%:.6$!

!:.%)%*(%^_%:.0%6`a0%0+!

!5+;%)+,/%).:%G,%:.%:(%1!

!1/%G$%n9/%&%)*+,%"%C$;!

If one were liberated by eliminating
Afflictions, then he would become this
In the next moment after.
They lack any mental afflictions;
We can see though they still
Possess the karmic power.

(5$/%&%;$! :Y%"N+)%&%*+"%&%1%?+,%5$:%=+(/%)$%:(+/%G$%)$%=(%/+(/%"Nv%

gZ(%=+(/%&6$%1)%(+)/%&/%5+;%)+,/%\:%&0%],/%&/%Y+1%"%:Y%"N+)%&6$%

6e/%"7%*+"%"+%#.%;!

Here is the second point, [which is the absurd consequence that, if one could
reach the state of an enemy destroyer simply through the path of the sixteen
aspects of impermanence and the rest, then one would have to reach it through
nothing more than eliminating mental afflictions in their manifest form].
Someone may make the following claim:

It's not necessary that a person realize emptiness in order to achieve the
state of an enemy destroyer. It is rather through habituating oneself to
the path by which one realizes the sixteen aspects of impermanence and
so on that a person finally eliminates all their mental afflictions, and thus
attains liberation: the goal of becoming an enemy destroyer.

5+;%)+,/%),+;%`a0%b)%0.%-$(%],/%&6$%(,%\(%:.6$%),+;%`a0%],/%&%:.%)%

*(%^_%:Y%"N+)%&%:.0%6`a0%"0%*1! )$%=(%/+(/%"Nv%gZ(%($%1)%b)%(+)/%
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&/%5+;%)+,/%\:%;/%:Y%"N+)%*+"%&6$%d$0%:.%(5$/%l)%&%*)/%N:%X9%)(+%

)34,/%K.:%&%C$;%;+!

You must be saying then that a person who eliminates, temporarily, nothing
more than the manifest form of mental afflictions becomes—in the next moment
after they eliminate such manifest forms—this enemy destroyer. Why so?
Because, according to you, a person is able to finish off their mental afflictions,
and thus attain the state of an enemy destroyer, by habituating themselves to
nothing more than the path of the sixteen aspects of impermanence and the
rest. The logic is completely the same, in every way.

!:.%6:+:%)$%n9/%&%;$%5+;%)+,/%),+;% à0%0.%-$(%).:%G,%),+;% à0%b)%],/%&6$%

(,%\(%:.%:(%1%C,%T$:%d$%)0%5$,%)3)/%c+0%"6$%1/%G$%n9/%&%)*+,%"%C$;%

&6$%d$0%0+!

And yet you cannot accept that this could be the case. Consider the kinds of
people who, temporarily, lack any manifest mental afflictions: those who have
eliminated no more than the manifest forms. We can see though that they still
possess the karmic power that would cause them to cross the border into their
next rebirth.

!5+;%)+,/%],/%&/%Y+1%;%#./%&%;$%d+(/%J%)6$%17(/%"t+:%&%C$;%1%:.6$%:+;%

;$%":.;%&%)*+,%"/%Y+1%6 à0% $̀! #./%"-:%&%"#$;%X9%)$%=(%/+(/%"Nv%gZ(%($%

1)%"i+)/%&/%5+;%)+,/%],/%D.%Y+1%"%6*+"%;%#./%"-:%EF%C$;%D.%k"/%

6:$0%)$%=(%/+(/%"Nv%gZ(%($%1)%b)% $̀/%5+;%)+,/%1/%Y+1%"%6*+"%)$%6*+"%

1%q+:%&6$%d$0%:,%! ":.;%&%)*+,%"/%#./%/+(/%G$%q+:%&%1/%-$;%^_%(/1%

"6$%d$0%0+! !:./%;%)$%=(%/+(/%"Nv%gZ(%($%1)%`$/%5+;%)+,/%\:%&0%n9/%&%

</%L,/%;/%:./%HI(%"J1%*)/%N:%1/%Y+1%"%)$;%;+%#./%6M:%&%;$%6:$6$%

:+;%(D;%)$;%;+!
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The lines in the root text that say "If one were liberated by eliminating
afflictions..." are a statement of the opponent's position; their purpose is similar
to the lines before that went, "One achieves liberation by seeing the truth." The
former lines should be explained as saying, "If a person eliminated their mental
afflictions, and thereby attained liberation, by means of meditating upon the path
of the sixteen aspects of impermanence and the rest..." This is because the
debate at this point is about whether or not one can attain liberation from the
mental afflictions solely by using the path of the sixteen aspects of
impermanence and the rest. Moreover, the fact that they should be explained
this way is totally obvious from the debate about liberation occurring "through
seeing the truth," and so on. As such, it is not at all the point of these lines to
say that, "Although we accept that the path of the sixteen aspects of
impermanence and the rest has the power to eliminate your mental afflictions,
this doesn't mean you are liberated then from every kind of suffering."

!:.6$%d$0%1)%:./%5;%*+/%H.%&%(5$/%:,%*7;%)+,%"6$%5+;%)+,/%/7%"#(%&%l)/%

J0%"-:%&%A0%`$%1)%EF:%1%">.:%&/%0.%-$(%),+;%`a0%X9%EF%"%).:%&6$%3w!

5+;%)+,/%\:%&6$%Y+1%"%*+"%&0%6@+(%;%5+;%)+,/%),+;% à0%b)%0.%-$(%],/%

&/%:.6$%:.%)%*(% _̂%\(%&%*)/%N:%\:%&6$%Y+1%"%*+"%&0%6 à0%0+%#./%6(+(%&%

:(+,/%&%C$;%;+!

Suppose then that this path functions as follows: when one develops in their
mind the path described above, then it affects those thoughts which are
accepted by both the two Listener groups and by ourselves as being mental
afflictions—it stops them from operating in a manifest manner, temporarily.
If one were to posit that this constituted achieving a liberation wherein all
mental afflictions were finished off, then one would have to say that a person
had achieved a liberation where every impurity was finished off simply by
having eliminated, temporarily, the manifest form of the mental
afflictions—and this would have to happen in the very next moment after it.
The intent of the root text at this point is to refute this idea.

!:.%6:+:%&0%)$%n9/%&%;$%5+;%)+,/%).:%G,%:.%:(%1! !1/%G$%n9/%&%)*+,%"%

C$;! !#./%5+;%)+,/%),+;%`a0%0.%-$(%).:%G,%1/%G$%:",%($/%C,%T$:%d$%)%

6U.;%)$%n9/%&%)*+,%"/%/+! !#./%&/%?+;%D+!
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The fact that one cannot accept the position just stated is indicated in the lines
of the root text at this point which say, "They lack any mental afflictions; / We
can see though they still / Possess the karmic power." [If what you say is true,
then] these lines are saying that "even though a person may, temporarily, not
possess the manifest form of mental afflictions, we can see that they will not
be able to project him, through the power of karma, into another future life."

!(89,%:.%l)/%;$%:.%A0%"-:%:(+/%G$%6Y.1%&%6(6%#$(%:,%"+:%l)/%5+;%

)+,/%).:%G,%)+67%:(1%`$%"7%:,%6U(/%&%/+0%}.,%N;%1%/+(/%&%1%J+;%/+%

>.6$%X9/%/7%"/(/%&6$%1/%G$%6e/%"7%HI(%"J1%6K$;%&%)*+,%"/%:.%)%*(% _̂%

Y+1%"%)%C$;%;+%#./%&%A0%)$%K%?.! 6:$%;$%3w%6:$6$%HI(%"J1%">.:%&6$%n9/%&%

)$;% $̀%1/%G$/%C,%T$:%d$%)%6U.;%&6$%n9/%&%)$%[+(%&/%Y+1%"%).:%:+%#./%?+;%

&%C$;%;+!

This is how one should explain the lines of the root text at this point. Some
commentaries though, and certain Tibetans, have explained them as saying:

Consider persons like Maudgalyayana and the realized being "String of
Fingers," who had no mental afflictions, but who still had karma that they
had collected earlier, when they were still ordinary beings. We can see
that this karma was still producing a result and giving them suffering, so
it is not true that they were liberated right after losing their mental
afflictions.

This interpretation of the lines though is not correct. The lines are not referring
to the ability of the karma to produce suffering in this present life, but rather
to its ability to project the person into another future life. The point is that,
because one has not yet stopped their ability to do this, then one has not yet
achieved liberation.
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Contemplation Nineteen
On Desire and Self-Existence

!3f0%"%:.%:(%1%C,%C+:!

!:)$(/%&%:,%;$%"N/%&6$%/.)/!

!6(6%#$(%1%;$%(;/%&0%6`a0!

They still possess feelings;
The mind which tends to look
Remains in particular ones.

!?+,%5$:%)%=+(/%&6$%(,%\(%:.%:(%1%3f0%"%":.;%6VW;% $̀%)%0$(%&%Nv,%\:%G,%

)%],/%&/%3f0%"6$%m.;%`$/%3f0%"%":.%"%1%)$%6e1%"0%T.:%&%:,%! HI(%

"J1%1%6e1%6:+:%G$%T.:%&%,./%&0%>.%"%C$;%1%3f0%"%0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%

YZ"%&0%#.;%&%r+:%:Y%"N+)%X9%6:+:%&%:.%:(%1%C+:%&6$%d$0%:,+/%&+%1%":.;%

&0%:)$(/%&%:,%;$%"N/%&6$%/.)/%(,%\(%6(6%#$(%($%EF:%1%;$%),+;% à0%X9%

(;/%&0%6 à0%"%:.%T$:%X9%:./%g,/%&6$%T.:%&%),+;% à0%C,%[+(%&%)$%T$:%:+!

People who have not yet realized emptiness have failed to eliminate even the
slightest bit of that ignorance which consists of grasping to the true existence
of their feelings. As such, there will definitely grow within them the kinds of
craving brought about by their feelings; that is, the craving not to be separated
from feelings of pleasure, and the craving to be separated from feelings of
pain. Now those kinds of people that you say are enemy destroyers still
though possess the belief that feelings can exist by definition. But the fact is
that—so long as there remains in the continuum of any particular person a
manifest form of the state of mind which still possesses the tendency to look at
things as if they were true—then it is totally impossible that this person could
have put a stop to the manifest form of the craving which is instigated by this
tendency.
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Contemplation Twenty
On Emptiness and Nirvana Alone

!?+,%5$:%:,%;$%e1%"6$%/.)/!

!6((/%&%20%C,%>.%6`a0%D.!

!6X9%-./%).:%&6$%O+)/%6@7(%"#$;!

!:./%;%?+,%5$:%"i+)%&0%K!

When they stop with the state of mind
Which lacks emptiness,
They will still come back again.
It's just like deep meditation
Where distinctions are stopped;
So you must meditate on emptiness.

"#$%&%;$! (,%\(%:,%U7,%&+%0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%YZ"%&/%?+,%&%5$:%X9%=+(/%&%

:,%;$%e1%"6$%/.)/%1%5+;%)+,/%),+;% à0%"%0.%-$(%6((/%&%C$;%X9%\$;%G,%

20%C,%),+;%`a0%X9%>.%"0%6`a0%D.%6X9%-./%).:%&6$%O+)/%6@7(%1%(;/%&%

"#$;%;+! !:./%;%*)/%N:%)r.;%&0%)%\:%:Y%"N+)%&6$%6e/%"7%N$%*+"%&0%

6:+:%&%1%C,%:((%K%}%)+%"s(%&6$%?+,%5$:%"i+)%&0%K%"0%,./%&0%6:+:%

&0%K6+!

Here is the fourth point: [a demonstration of why, therefore, even those who
wish to achieve no more than freedom must still meditate upon emptiness].
Consider now the state of mind which still lacks the realization that the person
and his heaps are empty of any nature where they could exist by definition.
Even though people with this state of mind have succeeded temporarily in
stopping the manifest form of their mental afflictions, these manifest forms will
still come back again. It's just like staying in the deep meditation where you
[nearly] stop completely your tendency to draw any kind of distinctions. So
therefore one must definitely hold the position that anyone who might hope
to achieve the goal of becoming an enemy destroyer—much less an Omniscient
One—must still meditate upon the emptiness which refuses the subtle form of the
self-existent object, whose existence we deny.
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Contemplation Twenty-One
On Ending the Two Obstacles

!:.%A0%?+,%&%5$:%d+(/%1!

!/7;%6K$;%&%;$%6*:%)%C$;!

!:./%;%*.%3f)%)$%\%"0!

!?+,%&%5$:%;$%"i+)%&0%K!

As such, overthrowing those
Who accept the idea of emptiness
Is completely incorrect.
And so it is that, beyond
A shadow of a doubt, they must
Meditate upon emptiness.

(/7)%&%;$! :./%;%J0%"-:%&%:.%A0%?+,%&%5$:%G$%d+(/%1%/7;%6K$;%&%;$%6*:%

&%)%C$;%D.%6+(%;/%6M:%&6$%0$(/%&%l)/%G$/%G,%(;+:%&6$%d$0%0+! !:./%;%

5;%0,%($%K,%M4"%*+"%&0%6:+:%&/%G,%*.%3f)%)$%\%"0%?+,%&%5$:%;$%"i+)%&0%

K%?.! ":.;%6VW;%6<+0%"6$%q%"0% à0%&6$%5+;%)+,/%N;% $̀%)%0$(%&%C$;%1%:.6$%

#.;%C71%/7;%)%dj,%"0%*0%&%*+"%&%)$%T$:%&6$%d$0%0+!

Here is the third point, [which is advice to those who seek to attain liberation,
that it is therefore very right that they should meditate upon emptiness]. As
such—that is, as we have just explained—the case is that all these attempts to
overthrow those who accept the idea of emptiness are completely incorrect. They will
also be disproved by the various kinds of reasoning which we will present
later on. And so it is that even those who wish no more than to achieve the
"enlightenment" which is the goal of the Listener and "Self-Made Buddha"
tracks must still, beyond a shadow of a doubt, meditate upon emptiness, for the
following reason. The tendency to hold things as existing truly is that form of
ignorance, involved with mental affliction, which is the root of the circle of
suffering. And it is completely impossible to attain freedom unless one can
overthrow the existence of the object which this ignorance thinks it sees.
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!5+;%)+,/%-./%K6$%R$"%&%C$!

!)7;%&6$%(5.;%&+%?+,%&%5$:!

!hj0%X9%*)/%N:%)r.;%6:+:%&/!

!:.%;$%@$%A0%i+)%)$%K.:!

Emptiness is the antidote
For the darkness of the obstacles
Of affliction and to omniscience.
How could it be that those
Who hope for omniscience quickly
Would neglect meditating upon it?

!5+;%)+,/%&6$%R$"%&%:,%-./%K6$%R$"%&6$%)7;%&6$%(5.;%&+%C,%?+,%&%5$:%=+(/%

&6$%-./%0"%C$;%&/%hj0%X9%R$"%(5$/%\:%&6$%*)/%N:%)r.;%&%6:+:%&/%?+,%

5$:%:.%;$%@$%A0%i+)%&0%)$%K.:%:.%:.%:,%e1%;%5+;%R$"%G$%/%"+;%C,%]+,%)$%n9/%/+!

The wisdom which realizes emptiness is, moreover, the antidote for the darkness
of both the mental-affliction obstacles and the obstacles to knowledge. How could it
ever be then that—if you hoped to achieve quickly the state of omniscience, the
state where you end finally both the obstacles—you would neglect to go and
meditate upon emptiness? Without this, you would never be able to eliminate
even the seeds of the mental-affliction obstacles.

!-./%R$"%G$%/%"+;%;$%5+;%)+,/%&6$%"(%M(/%)*0%*7(%&%:,%),+;% à0%;$%:,+/%

&+%":.;%&0%�,%"6$%�,%M%/+(/%C$;% $̀%":.;%&0%�,%;%-./%R$"%C$;%&/%r"%&%

/+(/%K0%)$%07,%,+!

The seed for the obstacles to omniscience is the ultimate subtle mental potential
for things which involve mental affliction, and their manifest form is the
condition of things appearing to exist truly, and so on. It is wrong though to
say things like, if something appears to exist truly, it is then necessarily an
obstacle to omniscience.

!:,+/%(,%HI(%"J1%>.:%K.:%&!
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!:.%1/%�(%&%>.%6`a0%;!

!?+,%5$:%HI(%"J1%#$%K.:%&!

!:.%1%6@$(/%&%@$%A0%>.!

If you feel frightened about
The thing it is that creates
Every kind of pain,
Why is it then you feel
Any fear for the thing it is
That ends all pain?

!:+;%"HI%"%;$! ?+,%&%5$:%G$%:+;%1%�(%&/%:.%i+)%&0%)$%K6+%#.%;%":.;%6VW;% $̀%

:,+/%&+%(,%6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1%">.:%&6$%(bf%"+%K.:%&%:.%1%6@$(/%-$,%�(%&%

>.%"0%6`a0%0$(/%;! ?+,%5$:%=+(/%&6$%-./%0"%6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1%#$%"0%

K.:%&%:.%1%6@$(/%&%@$%A0%>.%?.%6@$(/%&0%)$%0$(/%D.%:.%6@$(/%&%\:%K.:%

C$;%&6$%d$0%0+!

We will now summarize our discussion. Someone might come and say, "This
thing you call emptiness is something that frightens me; I don't think I can
meditate on it." This thing we call the tendency to grasp to things as existing
truly though is the thing which we have identified as the main cause that creates
every kind of pain in this cycle of suffering. This is the thing you should feel
frightened about, this is the thing that should strike terror into your heart. Why
is it then that you feel any fear for the wisdom which realizes emptiness, for the
thing it is that will put a final end to all the pain of the cycle of suffering? It is
wrong for you to feel afraid about that very thing that ends all fear.

!(1%D.%":(%6(6%C+:%;%;$!

!N$%C,%07,%1/%6@$(/%6`a0%;!

!":(%5$:%6(6%C,%C+:%)$;%&/!

!6@$(/%&0%6`a0%"%/7%#$(%C$;!
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If there were any self-nature
Of anything, then you could feel
Fear towards any object.
But since there is nothing which is
Itself at all, how could there be
Anyone who's afraid?

!(1%D.%":(%6(6%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%C+:%;%;$%:.0%#.;%&%1/%C71%N$%C,%07,%

"%1/%6@$(/%&%>.%0$(/%&0%6 à0%;%":(%5$:%6(6%C,%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%

Nv,%\:%G,%C+:%&%)$;%&/%6@$(/%&0%6`a0%"%&+%:.%/7%#$(%C$;%D.! 0,%"#$;%

/.)/%&6$%L+/%<%;,%X9%1+(%1%/+)/%-$(%:,%":(%).:%&%<+,%X9%M4:%&/%

6@$(/%&%)*6%:(%1/%Y+1%"0%6`a0%"%C$;%;+!

Only if it were true that there were any self-nature of anything at all then would it
be right for you to feel fear towards any object at all, since this fear comes from
believing in a self-nature. But since it is not the case that anything has any
nature at all which exists by nature, how could there be anyone who is afraid in the
first place? Take this state of mind where you think that things have any
nature of their own, and turn it around: look inside, and think! You will come
to comprehend fully what it means when we say that nothing is itself at all, and
you will liberate yourself from every fear there could ever be.
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Four

b. A proof that, even if all you hope to do is to reach freedom, you must still realize
emptiness

i) The opponent's argument

[Contemplation Sixteen begins here]

ii) Our own response

a1. Proving that it is only the wisdom that realizes emptiness which is the
path that can liberate one from a suffering existence

a2. Proving this fact by using scripture to prove that the scriptures of the
greater way are the word of the Buddha

[Contemplation Sixteen ends here]

b2. Proving this fact through logic

a3. Proving it through a parallel argument

[Contemplation Seventeen is found here]

b3. Proving it through specific reasoning

a4. A demonstration that it is impossible to become an enemy
destroyer or to reach nirvana without the wisdom which realizes
emptiness

b4. The absurd consequence that, if one could reach the state of an
enemy destroyer simply through the path of the sixteen aspects
of impermanence and the rest, then one would have to reach it
through nothing more than eliminating mental afflictions in their
manifest form

[Contemplation Eighteen is found here]

c4. Refuting attempted rebuttal on this point

[Contemplation Nineteen is found here]

d4. A demonstration of why, therefore, even those who wish to
achieve no more than freedom must still meditate upon
emptiness

[Contemplation Twenty is found here]
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b1. Proving that it is also only this wisdom which is the path for reaching the
nirvana where one no longer remains in the two extremes

c1. Advice to those who seek to attain liberation, that it is therefore very right
that they should meditate upon emptiness

[Contemplation Twenty-One is found here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Five: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part V

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 33A-33B and 133B-137B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Twenty-Two
The Two Kinds of Grasping to Self-Existence

!(/7)%&%?+,%5$:%RS"%&6$%0$(/%&%E/%&0%"-:%&%1%(5$/! (,%\(%($%":(%

).:%RS"%&6$%0$(/%&%:,%! M+/%G$%":(%).:%RS"%&6$%0$(/%&%E/%&0%"-:%

&6+!

The third major section is a detailed explanation of the different types of
reasoning used to prove emptiness. Here there are two divisions: a detailed
presentation of the types of reasoning used to prove that the person has no
self-nature; and a detailed presentation of the types of reasoning used to prove
that things have no self-nature.
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:,%&+%1%(/7)! ';%>./%G$%":(%6VW;%`$%#.;%C71%:((%&%:,%! o9;%"=(/%

G$%":(%:((%&%:,%! "s(%&%1%q+:%&%],%"6+!

The first of these has two parts of its own: refuting the object believed in by
the innate tendency to grasp to some self-nature; refuting the self-nature
grasped to by the tendency which is learned; and disproving any attempted
argument concerning the refutations.

:,%&+%;$! :.%1%":.;%6VW;%o9;%"=(/%:,%';%>./%G$%r:%&0%;$%(,%\(%:,%U7,%

&+%(,%1%:)$(/%G,%07,%! YZ"%)*/%L+%"yz0%"%:,%)%yz0%"%o9;%1%C+:%&6$%

0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%:,%0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%YZ"%&0%6VW;%&6$%L+%0$(/%&6$%

:�:%&%89(/%&%1%)$%A+/%&0%,)%,)%�9(/%G$%>.%"%:.%;$! ":.;%6VW;%';%>./%

#./%K%1%%%

Here is the first. On this point, the difference between the learned and the
innate forms of the tendency to grasp things as true is as follows. What we
call the "innate" form of this grasping can focus either on the person or upon
the parts of the person. It is a state of mind that everyone has, whether their
opinions have been affected by any particular school of philosophy or not.
And it holds that things exist through some nature of their own—that they
exist by definition. It is not dependent on any logical examination of its object,
but rather comes up in the mind automatically.

%%%":.;%6VW;%C$;%C,%0$(/%&6$%:�:%&%89(/%&%1%A+/%;/%":.;%&0%YZ"%&%

6*:%O)%&%:,%! ":.;%&%YZ"%O)%&%;$%":.;%6VW;%o9;%"=(/%C$;%1!

An intellectual grasping to things as being true is a type of grasping to true
existence, but one which does rely on engaging in a logical analysis, and which
then concludes that it is correct to say that things do exist in truth, and so
believes in this kind of existence.

(,%\(%($%":(%6VW;%1%0,%m%*7"%&6$%p/%C+:%X9%6VW;%&6$%';%>./%G$/%"HI/%

&%C,%C+:%1%(,%\(%:,%U7,%&+%t.%"+%:,%<+1%&+%"#$;%X9%6VW;%&%;$%o9;%"=(/%
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6"6%#$(% _̂%-./%&0%K6+! !:.%"#$;%X9%{|1%};%M%).:%:,%-./%&%k:%N$(%M%).:%X9%

6VW;%&%C,%M+/%G$%":(%6VW;%o9;%"=(/%6"6%#$(%(+

Regarding the tendency to grasp to the person as having some self-nature,
there does also exist a type where one holds the person as being self-standing
and substantial; this is taken in by the innate type just mentioned. You should
understand though that the tendency of looking upon the person and his parts
as being like a master and his servants can only be an intellectual type. In the
same way, the tendency to hold that there exists an atomic particle which is
partless, as well as the tendency to hold that there exists a moment of
consciousness which is partless, can both only be an intellectual type of the
tendency to hold that objects [meaning the parts of a person] have some self-
nature.

):+0%;%YZ"%)*6$%:�:%&%1%)%A+/%&0%,)%,)%�9(/%G$/%>.%"6$%":(%6VW;%

(5$/%;$%';%>./%C$;%1%:.%1/%(#;%&6$%":(%6VW;%;$%o9;%"=(/%/+! !J%)6$%

#.;%C71%:((%K6$%(bf%"+%C$;%1%d$%)6$%#.;%C71%6(+(%&%J%)%6(+(%&6$%C;%

1(%^_%-./%&0%K6+!

In brief, the two forms of the kind of tendency to grasp to things as existing
truly which comes in the mind automatically, without relying on analysis
according to some philosophical school, are the innate type. All the other
tendencies to hold that things have some self-nature are the intellectual kind.
It should be understood that the principal object which we deny when we
speak of emptiness is the object that the former tendency believes in;
disproving the object believed in by the latter tendency is ancillary to
disproving that believed in by the former.
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Contemplation Twenty-Three
The Person and the Parts

!/+%:,%�%/.;%":(%)%C$;!

!":(%;$%07/%&%�(%)%C$;!

!�"/%)$;%":%s;%)%C$;%D.!

!M4%/.0%:,%;$%l(%G,%)$;!

!":(%;$%#(%:,%{|1%)$;%D.!

!�+%)M$;%:(%G,%":(%)%C$;!

Neither my teeth nor hair
Nor nails are me; nor am I
The bones or blood;
Not the snot, and not
The phlegm, not the
Lymph or pus.
Neither is my self the
Fat, the particles; nor
The lungs or liver me.

!/+%:,%/.;%)+%/+(/%":(%C$;%&%6(+(%&%6:$%6<+0%"%1/%Y+1%"6$%:+;%X9%C$;%;%

/.)/%N;%l)/%1%:.%:(%,%C$%&0%6VW;%&%C+:%G$%,0%6VW;%&%).:%&/%)$%0$(/%

/+%#.%;!

One may make the following objection:

Here you are attempting to disprove the fact that the teeth and nails and
so on could be a self. If you are doing so with the idea that it could
liberate someone, then you are mistaken, since living beings tend to hold
these things as being "mine," and not as being "me."

(\7(/%":(%)%C$;%&0%(/7,/%&%/+(/%:,%:+;%(N$(%&/%6@$(%A%';%>./%G$%
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:)$(/%l)%(5$/%G$%:)$(/%&%;$%1/%6e/%G$%=.;%X9%`a0%&6$%,%b)%:,%,%C$%

"6$%0,%[+(%b)%C$;%1%:.%1%6@$(%A/%,%:,%,%C$%"%0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%YZ"%

&0%#.;%&%C$;%&/%,%0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%YZ"%;%:.6$%)3;%(#$0%U7,%&+6$%3f(/%

&%:,%EF;%:,%:.6$%C%`1%:,%M%-./%:,%! :.%l)/%1/%,+%"+%*%::%&%(,%07,%

(N$(%:.6$%)3;%(#$0%RS"%:(+/%1%:.%l)/%:.%A0%)%YZ"%&6$%d$0%N./%6M:%&%

C$;%;+!

The point here is the same as in places where, for example, it's stated that the
physical body is not the self. As such, the things focused upon for the two
objects that are pictured in the mind during the innate form of the view of
destruction are the simple "me" which serves as the basis for the workings of
karma and its consequences, as well as the simple thing which is delineated as
"mine." The view of destruction focuses upon these things and believes them
to be a "me" and "mine" which exist by definition. Given all this, then if the
"me" were to exist by definition, it would also be true that the collection of the
heaps, and their continued existence, and all its components and parts, and
anything completely separate from these things at all, any of them, would have
to constitute what "me" refers to. The fact though is that none of these things
constitutes anything of the kind. This is what is being expressed at this point.

!U7,%&+6$%C%`1%":(%($%)3;%(#$%C$;%&%6(+(%&%;$%/+%:,%/.;%)+%":(%)%C$;%

":(%($%)3;%(#$%;$%07/%&%:,%�(%)%C$;%�"/%)%C$;%":%s;%)%C$;%D.%:.%:(%

1%":(%^_%"D(/%&%b)%X9%\:%&6$%d$0! M4%/.0%:,%;$%l(%G,%,6$%)3;%(#$%

)$;%":(%($%)3;%(#$%;$%#(%:,%{|1%)$;%D.%EF%)3;%J%)6+!

Here is our refutation that the individual members of the various heaps could
ever be what "myself" refers to. Neither my teeth nor nails are myself; the bones
and blood are not what "myself" refers to; neither is the snot, nor the phlegm; all
these are, rather, only something which the idea of a "me" is imposed upon,
and nothing more. Nor is the lymph, nor the pus, what "me" refers to; and the
fat and particles of the body are nothing that "myself" refers to either—for the
exact same reasons that we mentioned earlier.

!�+%)M$;%:(%G,%":(%($%)3;%(#$%)%C$;%1%EF%)%1%/+(/%&6$%;,%�+1%(#;%
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C,%":(%($%)3;%(#$%)$;%D.%":(%;$%d$%/%(N$;%)%C$;%-%:,%&(/%&%":(%)$;%

D.%:.%:(%1%"D(/%&%b)%X9%\:%&6$%d$0%0+! !g+:%:,%�Q,%C,%":(%)%C$;%17/%

G$%;,%($%"7%(%/+(/%G,%":(%)%C$;%D.%(+%"0%\:%:+!

Neither are the lungs or the liver what "myself" refers to, nor are any of the other
organs, like the intestines, what "myself" refers to either. I am not my feces,
nor my urine; I am neither the flesh nor skin; all I am is an idea imposed upon
all these, nothing more. Neither the warmth of the body nor the inner winds
are myself, and I am not the aperture in me, or anything of the kind—we must
decide, finally, that I am none of them.

!:.%:(%($%:+;%"HI/%;%0,%H.%:,+/%&+0%x%"%l)/%(,%\(%($%)3;%(#$0%U7,%&+%

6VW;%1%d$%0+1%&%l)/%(,%\(%t.%"+%:,%U7,%&+%<+1%"#$;%X9%U7,%&+%1/%:+;%(#;%

&6$%":(%</%1.;%&%C$;%;+!

These points may be summarized as follows. Those who belong to the
Functionalist group hold the heaps to be the thing which "person" refers to.
The non-Buddhists assert that the person is like the master, and the heaps like
the servants; that is, they accept a person which is substantially different from
the heaps.

!6:$0%"?;%&%6:$%:(%;$%:"7%)%0$;%M.;%}.,%"%1/%<)/%gZ(%(,%\(%C$;%&%

"s(%&%:,%:+;%(N$(%&/%/+! !"7%(%)$;%#./%&%;$%;)%)<6$%<)/%(,%\(%C$;%

&%"s(%&%C$;%;+!

The presentation here is making exactly the same point as the refutation, found
in the String of Precious Jewels for the Middle Way, where it is denied that the six
categories could ever be the person himself. The word "aperture" is used to
deny the idea that the category called "space" could be a person either.

!:./%;%*%O:%X9%C,%U7,%&+6$%3f(/%&%:,%EF;%:,%C%`1%:,%M%-/%(,%C,%(,%

\(%($%)3;%(#$0%(\7,%X9%)$%07,%1! :.%l)/%1/%,+%"+%*%::%&%(#;%C,%(,%

\(%^_%"#(%^_%).:%:.%:.%:(%1%"=.;%;/%(,%\(%^_%"D(/%&%b)%X9%\:%&6+!
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Therefore it would be wrong to consider, even nominally, either the whole of
the parts of a person, or the stream of the mind, or any of the components or
parts of a person to be the thing we refer to as the "person." Neither is there
anything that can we decide is the person and which is essentially different
from these things. Therefore the simple fact of the matter is that the person is
something which is merely imposed upon all these.

!6+%;%(,%\(%Nv,%\:%G,%(#(% _̂%).:%&0%6 à0%0+%#.%;%r+:%1%'%c$;%:,%)M+:%

c$;%/+(/%)%:�:%&0%6@7(%&%6:$/%)$%M+(%()%(,%\(%N./%&6$%*%O:%6@7(%

&6$%(#$%(,%\(%0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%YZ"%&%(N$(%6:+:%;%;$%=(%M:%G$%)*0%

A�,%"0%6`a0%"/%:.%{|1%b)%C,%).:%C,%).:%&0%-./%&0%K6+!

Someone may make the following objection:

If that's the case, then we could never find any person at all!

Are you saying then that it's not all right to talk about a "John" or a "Joe" or
anything of the like without going into some analysis about their nature?
Suppose you do accept the existence of a person who was the object referred
to by the term "person," and who also existed by definition. It's important for
you to understand that you would then be falling into either the extreme of
believing that all things are unchanging, or that they have discontinued
completely. As such, there is not a single atom of any such person at all.
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Contemplation Twenty-Four
Karma and its Consequences, Despite No Self

(/7)%&%1%(5$/! 1/%6e/%)$%6*:%&0%*1%"%],%"%:,%! O$,%t.%"i+)%&%)$%

6*:%&0%*1%"%],%"6+! !:,%&+%1%(5$/! q+:%&%:,%! 1;%;+!

The third part, [disproving any attempted argument concerning the refutations
just presented], has two steps of its own: disproving the idea that the principle
of karma and its consequences would have to be incorrect, and disproving the
idea that it would be incorrect to meditate upon compassion. The first of these
itself has two sections: the opponent's argument, and our response to this
argument.

!(1%D.%":(%;$%C+:%)$;%;!

!1/%6e/%6e.1%&%0$(/%)$;%D.!

!1/%K/%;/%;$%#$(%&/%;!

!/7%C$%1/%/7%6`a0%#.%;!

"Suppose there exists no self;
The relation then between karma
And consequences is wrong.
If they disappeared after they did
Some deed, then whose karma
Would it be?" they object.

:,%&+%;$! (1%D.%"N$,/%Y+1%o9;% $̀%(#$0% à0%&6$%":(%;$%C+:%&%)$;%&0%:,+/%

&+%*)/%N:%k:%N$(%($/%>.%6((%K.:%&%C$;%;! :(.%)$%:(.6$%1/%:,%:.6$%6e/%

"76$%6e.1%&%0$(/%&%)$;%D.%:(.%)$%:(.6$%1/%K/%;/%;$%k:%N$(%(5$/%&0%#$(%

&/%;%d$/%1/%:.%K.:%&%&+%/76$%1/%/7%6 à0%D.%6e/%"7%h+,%X9/%;%1/%K.:%&%&+%

).:%&6$%d$0! <+%"+%N(%A0%;%>./%"7%=(%&%C+:%&%C$;%;+%#.%;!
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Here is the first. Someone may make the following objection:

Suppose that there exists no self which is the basis of all things, whether
they are part of the condition of bondage or part of the condition of
liberation. If it is true that each and every thing that does something
goes through a process of appearing and disappearing instant by instant,
then it is completely wrong to postulate some relationship between good
and bad karma and the corresponding consequences. This is because, if it
were true that a person disappeared in the instant after he or she had done
some good or bad deed, then later on it would be impossible to say whose
karma it would be—what person there was who had committed it. And
this is because, when it was time to experience the consequence of the
karma, there would be no person left who had committed it. This is
why, according to us, there must exist a person who is unchanging.

!K%"%6e/%(#$%*%::%:,%!

!:.%":(%K.:%&%).:%&0%C,%!

!C7%"7%(5$%(%1%YZ"%&/!

!6:$0%"q:%:+;%).:%)%C$;%;)!

The basis at commission and result
Is different; also this the self,
Who committed, is not.
Both of us accept
The fact; so isn't your argument
Something meaningless?

(5$/%&%1%;$! EF%1/%K.:%&6$%K%"6$%X9/%:,%6e/%"7%1+,/%B+:%&6$%X9/%G$%(#$%

(,%\(%p/%*%::%:,%6e/%"7%h+,%"6$%X9/%:.0%":(%?.%1/%K.:%&%&+%).:%&0%

C,%67%"7%N(%(5$/%s%1%YZ"%&/! 1/%6e/%G$%6e.1%&%?+;%&6$%k"/%6:$0%

r.:%G$/%q+:%&%:+;%).:%)%C$;%;)%EF%1/%K.:%X9/%;%6e/%"7%h+,%"%).:%h+,%X9/%

;%1/%K.:%&%&+%).:%&0%r+:%G$/%G,%</%L,/%&6$%d$0!

Here is the second. Both of us accept the fact that the basis, or the person, at the
time of the commission of a karma (meaning, in this context, at the time of the
cause) and at the time when the result is experienced is essentially different. We
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both also accept that—at this time when the result is experienced—the "self," in
the sense of the person who committed the karma, is not something that exists
any longer. So isn't your argument here, at this point where we are discussing
the relationship between karma and its consequences, something which is
meaningless? Don't you also accept the fact that, at the time one is committing
the karma, the experience of the result does not yet exist, and—at that time
that one is experiencing the result—the one who committed the karma no
longer exists?

!EF%[;%6e/%"7%:,%"N/%#./!

!)*+,%"%6:$%;$%T$:%)%C$;!

!EF:%(N$(%1%;$%"=.;%;/%/7!

!K.:%&+%B+:%&+%#./%K0%"?;!

To say you can see that when
We have the cause we also have
The result is impossible.
We point to one as performing
And experiencing, all with reference
To a single stream.

:.%>+;%X9%6`a0%;%r+:%0,%1%C,%)34,/%&6$%d$0%:,%EF%[;%D.%EF%/+(/%X9/%;%

6e/%"7%h+,%"%:,%"N/%#./%)*+,%"%6:$%;$%T$:%&%)%C$;%&6$%d$0%0+!

If there is any problem with this train of thought, then the same problem
applies to you. And if you say you can see that, when we have the cause (meaning
at the time of the cause or whatever) then we also have the experience of its
result, you are talking about something which is completely impossible.

!6+%;%r+:%0,%($%17(/%@$%A0%C$;%#.%;%U7,%&+6$%EF;%(N$(%1%;$%"=.;%/7%1/%K.:%

&%&+%:,%6e/%"7%B+:%&%&+%#./%K%"0%"?;%&%?.%":(/%/+! !EF;%#./%&%;$%M%-/%

/7% à0%&6$%k:%N$(%J%d$%"0%(/7)%5.%"0%L,%K0%C+:%&6$%M%N;%5.%"0%1.;%&%&+%

?.%):+0%;%(,%\(%6:$/%1/%G,%K/%6e/%"7%C,%h+,%#./%&%6*:%G$%EF%6e/%

X9/%(N$(%&%/7/%G,%"#(%)$%n9/%/+!
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"Well then," you may continue, "what is your own position in this regard?" We
can point to someone as—that is, name someone as—"the one who performs the
karma" and "the one who experiences the result" all with reference to a single
continuous stream of the parts or heaps to a person. The term "continuous
stream" here refers to a whole, the person to whom the various parts belong;
and these parts are the moments of them that exist earlier, later, and in
between, and which belong to the person. To summarize, it is entirely correct
to say that any one person has both committed a karma and experienced its
consequences; it's not the case though that cause and effect are then
simultaneous—no one could ever show that was the case.

!6:/%:,%)%6+,/%&%C$%/.)/!

!":(%)$;%:.%;$%).:%&6$%d$0!

!6+;%D.%>./%/.)/%":(%C$;%;!

!:.%#$(%;%C,%":(%).:%:+!

A person's mind which is past
And future can't be the self;
Because they cannot exist.
And if that begun were the self,
It could never be the self,
Because it disappears.

!6:/%&%:,%)%6+,/%&6$%/.)/%":(%)$;%D.%:.%;$%#$(%&%:,%)%>./%&/%":(% _̂%

).:%&6$%d$0! 6+;%D.%>./%&6$%/.)/%:%A0%"%":(%C$;%;%k:%N$(%(5$/%&0%:.%

#$(%;%C,%r+:%6:+:%&6$%":(%).:%:.%%%

A person's mind which is already past in time, and that which is future, cannot be
the self of the person; this is because—since one has disappeared already, and
the other is yet to begin—they cannot exist as a self. And if that state of mind
which has just begun were the self of the present time, it could never be the kind
of self which you assert exists, because it would disappear in the following
instant.

!:&.0%;%M4%-$,%H+,%&+%:(

!M%-/%d.%;%6(6%).:%&!
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!:.%"#$;%l)%&0%:�:%&%C$/!

!"b1%;%":(%G,%C,%:(%)$;!

When for example you strip
Away the stem of a hollow
Reed, there's nothing at all.
It's the same: you use logic
To find it out; and correctly
Decide there's not.

%%%:&.0%;%M4%-$,%($%H+,%&+%:(%M%-/%/7%d.%;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%6(6%C,%).:%

&%:.%"#$;%X9%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%)%YZ"%0$(/%&/%l)%&0%:�:%&%C$/%"b1%;%

":(%G,%C,%:(%&0%YZ"%&%)$;%D.%6+(%;/%6M:%&6$%":(%).:%RS"%&6$%0$(/%

&/%(;+:%&6$%d$0%0+!

Think for example of a hollow reed: when you strip away the stem piece by piece,
you find in the end that there is nothing with any nature at all. Here it's
exactly the same: you use logic to try to find out whether things have any nature
of their own or not, and come to the conclusion that there is no "myself" that
you could ever correctly decide existed. The idea that such a self could exist is
disproved totally by the various reasonings used, as I will describe below, to
establish that nothing has any self-nature at all.
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Five

c. A detailed explanation of the different types of reasoning used to prove emptiness

i) A detailed presentation of the types of reasoning used to prove that the person
has no self-nature

a1. Refuting the object believed in by the innate tendency to grasp to some
self-nature

[Contemplations Twenty-Two and Twenty-Three are found here]

b1. Refuting the self-nature grasped to by the tendency which is learned

a2. Refuting the belief of the Numerists that the self is something mental

a3. The actual refutation

b3. Refuting rebuttal on the refutation

b2. Refuting the belief of the Detailers that the self is something physical

c1. Disproving any attempted argument concerning the refutations

a2. Disproving the idea that the principle of karma and its consequences
would have to be incorrect

a3. The opponent's argument

[Contemplation Twenty-Four begins here]

b3. Our response to their argument

[Contemplation Twenty-Five ends here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Six: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part VI

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 33B-34A and 137B-140B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Twenty-Five
Consequences and No-Self

!(1%D.%/.)/%N;%C+:%)$;%;!

!/7%1%O$,%t.%K%#.%;!

!6e/%"76$%:+;%X9%</%L,/%&6$!

!�+,/%&/%"=(/%&%(,%C$;%&6+!

One might ask, "If there's no
Such thing as a living being, then
Who do we have compassion for?"
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It is those projected by dark
Ignorance, those asserted
For attaining the goal.

(5$/%&%;$! (1%D.%/.)/%N;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%6(6%C,%C+:%&%)$;%;%/7%1%

O$,%t.%"i+)%&0%K%?.%O$,%t.6$%:)$(/%C71%).:%&6$%d$0%0+%#.%;!

Here is the second point, [disproving the idea that it would be incorrect to
meditate upon compassion]. One might begin by asking the following question:

If there is no such thing as a living being who has any nature of their own,
then who are we supposed to think of when we meditate upon compassion?
The compassion would have no object upon which to focus.

/.)/%N;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%).:%;%O$,%t.6$%:)$(/%C71%)$%6*:%&6$%>+;%).:%

&0%*1! 6e/%"7%*0%&%*+"%&6$%:+;%X9%</%L,/%&6$%�+,/%&/%"D(/%&%(,%

C$;%&6$%/.)/%N;%*%O:%X9%C+:%&%:.%O$,%t.6$%:)$(/%C71%X9%6*:%&6$%d$0!

�+,/%&/%"D(/%&%(,%\(%:,%M+/%G$%":(%6VW;%1%K/%;%:./%/.)/%N;%

":.;%&0%"D(/%&%C$;%&/%:./%"D(/%&%A0%X9%YZ"%&%"s(%&/%/.)/%N;%)$%

<.(/%D.%:.%"s(%&/%/.)/%N;%"D(/%C+:%)$,%m,%X9%YZ"%&6$%d$0%0+!

But there is no such problem: it's not true that compassion would have no
object to focus upon if there were no living being who had any nature of their
own. This is because it is completely proper, for the purposes of attaining the
goal of freedom, to assert the existence of those living beings who exist
nominally—that is, living beings who are projected by dark ignorance.

Suppose now that we interpret the words "projected by dark ignorance" as
referring to the tendencies to believe that the person and that things have some
self-nature. These tendencies project onto living beings a quality of true
existence; we deny that they actually exist in the way that they are projected
to be, and so we are not denying the idea of a living being itself. Thus too it
is that we can establish the existence of a living being, one which is only a
projection, one which exists only in name.

!C,%;%�+,/%&%)%0$(%&%b)%1%K/%;/%:./%"D(/%&0% à0%&6$%/.)/%N;%O$,%
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t.6$%:)$(/%C71%X9%C+:%N./%&6+!

The phrase "projected by dark ignorance" can also be read as referring to
ignorance alone, in which case the words are saying, "It is living beings
projected by this state of mind which are the object upon which compassion
focuses."

!/.)/%N;%).:%6e/%/7%C$%C$;!

!":.;%D.%6+;%G,%�+,/%1/%6:+:!

If there is living being
Where is the result? It's true,
But we say in a way unaware.

!/.)/%N;%).:%;%O$,%t.%(+)/%&6$%6e/%"7%/,/%E/%:.%(,%\(%/76$%*+"%K%C$;%

D.%O$,%t.%"i+)%&%1%6e/%"7%).:%&0%6 à0%0+%#.%;! EF%6e/%:.%:(%":.;%&0%).:%

&%":.;%D.%6+;%G,%*%O:%X9%M+/%/7%�+,/%&%1/%O$,%t.%(+)/%&%/+(/%)$%6(1%

"0%6:+:%:+!

One may continue with the following question:

If there is no such thing as a living being, then what person is it who could
ever consider enlightenment—that is, the result of meditating upon
compassion—to be something you could ever achieve? The meditation
then would become something pointless.

It's true that this cause and effect have no true existence; but there's no
contradiction when we say that one may still meditate upon compassion, and
anything of the like, in a nominal way, in a way where one is unaware of the
real nature of things.
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Contemplation Twenty-Six
The Final Defeat of Ignorance

!HI(%"J1%EF%C$%,%E1%;$!

!":(%^_%�+,/%&/%6U.1%"0%6`a0!

!:.%1/%G,%"�+(%).:%N.%;!

!":(%).:%"i+)%&%)M+(%C$;%;+!

That egotism which is the
Cause of pain then feeds it,
For it's ignorant about the self.
Suppose you object, "That doesn't
Mean you could stop it"; meditation
On lack of a self is supreme.

!6+%;%J0%�+,/%&%C71%:,%"N/%&%"s(%&%N$%C$;%#.%;%J0%6:$0%;$%HI(%"J1%

EF0% à0%&6$%#./%&6$%k"/%/7%"?;%&%A0! 6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1% $̀%EF6$%,%E1%

D.%5+;%)+,/%N;% $̀%)%0$(%&%;$%":(% _̂%�+,/%&/%6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1%6U.1%"0%

6`a0%"/%:.%[+(%:(+/%-$,%[+(%n9/%&/%6(1%"%).:%:+!

One may ask the following question: "Why is it that you said, before, that both
dark ignorance and the object it thinks it sees can be stopped?" There was a
section earlier on in the text where we spoke of "that which is the cause of all
pain." As we did there, we are here speaking of that "egotism"—meaning the
state of ignorance involved with mental affliction—which is the cause of all the
pain of this suffering existence. This state of mind is in a condition of dark
ignorance about the nature of the self, and this is what allows it to feed our pain
in the cycle of suffering. This is the reason why we must stop it, and also the
reason why it is no contradiction to say that we can stop it.

!<+%;%0.%:.%6g%"6$%�+,/%&%[+(%&%:.%1/%G,%":.;%6VW;%[+(%&%).:%&%?.! [+(%

)$%n9/%1%1;%N$(%[+(%G,%6<+0%"6$%U7,%&+%A0%20%C,%6Kj,%"/%(D;%\:%X9%
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6`a0%"%).:%:+%#.%;!

Suppose you make the following objection:

Even if you could stop this kind of dark ignorance, that doesn't mean that
you could stop the tendency to see things as existing truly. In fact you
couldn't; and even if you did stop it once, it would never be ended
forever: the tendency would come back again, the way that the heaps of
a person come back in this suffering cycle.

":.;%6VW;%[+(%)$%n9/%&%)%C$;%D.%:.%:,+/%&+6$%(;/%17(/%1%d$;%N$%1+(%^_%

89(/%&%C$;%&/%-$;% _̂%?+"/%M4,%#$,%:);%1%":(%).:%"i+)%&%:.%1%A+/%;/%

)M+(%C$;%&6$%d$0%D.%:,+/%&+6$%:.%<+%;%5$:%d$;%N$%)%1+(%&0%=+(/%&%C$;%&/%

N$(%-+/%q%"%;/%gZ,/%;/%6K$;%n9/%&%C$;%;+!

And yet it's not true that you cannot put an end to the tendency of seeing
things as existing truly. Remember that this tendency is a misperception of the
true nature of things. As such it is weak, and inferior; whereas meditating upon
the lack of a self-nature to things is, by comparison, supreme. Since this
meditation is a completely unmistaken realization into the true suchness of all
things, it has the power to rip the other perception out from the very roots.
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Contemplation Twenty-Seven
Neither the Parts nor the Whole

!(5$/%&%M+/%G$%":(%).:%E/%&0%"-:%&%1%(/7)! g;%&%5.0%(#(%"#$6$%i+%

;/%M+/%G$%":(%).:%"-:%&%:,%! ":.;%(5$/%)$%6*:%&6$%P;%s%],%"%:,%!

":(%).:%RS"%K.:%G$%(D;%3W(/%:(+:%&6+!

Here is the second major division of the discussion: a detailed presentation of
the types of reasoning used to prove that things [meaning here the parts of a
person, as opposed to the person themselves,] have no self-nature. We proceed
in three steps: an explanation of the fact that things have no self-nature,
utilizing the four different forms of deep awareness; disproving any contention
that the two truths would be incorrect; and setting forth logical proofs to
demonstrate that there is no self-nature.

:,%&+%1%"#$! 17/%g;%&%5.%"0%(#(%&%"i+)%&%:,%! 3f0%"%g;%&%5.%"0%

(#(%&%:,%! /.)/%g;%&%5.%"0%(#(%&%:,%! M+/%g;%&%5.%"0%(#(%&%

"i+)%&6+!

The first of these has four parts of its own: meditating on deep awareness of
one's body; meditating on deep awareness of one's feelings; meditating on deep
awareness of one's mind; and meditating on deep awareness of objects.

:,%&+%1%"#$! M%N;%17/%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%(D;%1%:""%&%:,%! M%-./%C;%

1(%l)/%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%(D;%1%:""%&%:,%! :./%;%0,%"#$;%).:%&6$%17/%

�$%1)%A%"7%1%M(/%&0%)$%0$(/%&%:,%! :./%(,%\(%G,%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%

YZ"%&6+!

The first of these as well has four sections: establishing the fact that the body
as a whole has no nature; establishing the fact that its parts, its components,
have no nature; why it is therefore completely wrong to feel attachment for the
body, something which has no nature, and which is like a dream; and how this
also proves that the person has no nature either.
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:,%&+%;$! 17/%;$%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%)%C$;%&0%*1! :.%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%;%

17/%G$%C;%1(%/+%/+%"%:,%:.%l)/%H+)/%&6$%3f(/%&%:,%:.%l)/%1/%,+%"+%*%

::%&%(,%07,%(N$(%17/%G$%)3;%(#$0%�.:%:(+/%&%1%:.%)$%�.:%&6$%d$0!

Here is the first. It is not the case that the body has any nature of its own.
This is because, if it did, then when we looked for the thing we refer to as "the
body" we would have to find it to be one of the following: either the individual
components of the body, or the sum total of these parts, or something
essentially different from these. And yet we cannot find it to be any of these.

C;%1(%*)/%N:%H+)/%&6$%3f(/%&%17/%C$;%)+:%:.%1%:+(/%&%N$%#$(%C+:%O)%

;! 3f(/%&%1%"=.;%;/%17/%/7%"D(/%&%C$;%&/%17/%G$%C;%1(%3f(/%&%

17/%/7%)$%0$(/%D.%:.%A%)%C$;%;%)*0%{|1%};%M%).:%G$%)*0%*7(%&0%</%1.;%

:(+/%&0%6`a0%0+!

One might make the following objection:

We would rather concede that the sum total of all its components is the
body. What problem could you ever have about this?

The body is a concept formed upon the basis of the collection of the parts; as
such, it would be incorrect to say that this collection of the parts of the body
were the body itself. If you say otherwise, then ultimately you would have to
accept the idea of an ultimate in the form of atoms that were partless.

!17/%;$%u,%&%K$;%&%)$;!

!"�%:,%u.:%&6,%17/%)%C$;!

!A+%:,%E"%G,%17/%)$;%D.!

!e,%:,%:&7,%&6,%17/%)%C$;!

!q$"%1+(/%1(%&6,%17/%)$;%D.!

!)3;%<7,%}(%&6,%17/%)%C$;!
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!;,%�+1%l)/%G,%:.%)$;%1!

!)(+%:,%)Y$;%&6,%17/%)$;%;!

!6:$%1%17/%;$%(,%#$(%C$;!

Neither the foot nor the calf
Is the body; nor is the
Thigh or the waist the body.
Neither as well is the front
Or the back, nor the chest
Or the shoulders the body.
Nor are the ribcage or the
Arms; nor is the side
Under the arm, or above.
Nor are the inner organs
The body, nor is the head
Or the neck this body.
Where then would the body
Ever be?

!:./%;%17/%#./%&6$%*%O:%6@7(%&6$%(#$%17/%:.%<+%0,%($%,+/%;/%@$%A0%C+:%&%

31%"6$%3w%>./%"76$%u,%&%:,%K$;%&%>./%"76$%17/%)$;%1! "�%:,%u.:%&6,%

17/%)%C$;%A+%:,%E"%G,%17/%)$;%D.%:.%:(%1%"=.;%;/%>./%"76$%17/%/7%"D(/%

&6$%d$0! e,%:,%:&7,%&6,%17/%)%C$;%1%q$"%1+(/%:,%1(%&6,%17/%)%

C$;%&%)M;%<7,%:,%}(%&6,%17/%)%C$;%;,%�+1%l)/%G,%>./%"76$%17/%:.%

)$;%1%)(+%:,%)Y$;%&6,%>./%"76$%17/%)$;%;%C;%1(%6:$%l)/%1%>./%"76$%

17/%;$%(,%#$(%C$;%D.%(,%C,%)$;%1! :.%l)/%3f(/%&%:,%:.%l)/%1/%,+%"+%

*%::%&%C,%>./%"76$%17/%)%C$;%&/%17/%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%).:%:+!

Suppose then that we seek the thing it is that we refer to with the word
"body," looking for something which exists from its own side. Neither the foot
nor the calf of a person is the body of the person, nor is the thigh or the waist.
Neither as well is the front or the back of the body the body, for "body" is a
concept applied to these things. The chest and the shoulders are not the body, nor
are the ribcage or the arms. The side under the arm is not the body, and the
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shoulder above the arm is not the body. Nor are the inner organs the person's
body. Nor finally is the head or the neck this person's body. Where then in any
of these components would the body ever be? It is none of them. Neither is it
the sum of these parts, nor is it something which is essentially separate from
them. And so therefore the body is nothing that has any nature of its own.
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Contemplation Twenty-Eight
The Emptiness of the Parts of Parts

!:.%"#$;%/+0%)+6$%3f(/%C$;%d$0!

!1(%&6,%(,%#$(%C$;%&0%6`a0!

!:.%C,%3W(/%G$%3f(/%C$;%d$0!

!3W(/%G,%0,%($%M%d.%"/!

!M%C,%{|1%X9%d.%"/%D.!

!{|1%:.6,%d+(/%M6$%:K.%"%C$/!

!d+(/%:K.6,%M%-/%:,%e1%d$0!

!)<6%"#$;%:./%;%{|1%C,%).:!

The hand too then is just
The same; a collection of fingers,
So how could it ever be?
Each in turn is a collection
Of joints; and if you divide
The joints into parts, and then
Divide the parts down to atoms,
And then divide these into
Sides in different directions,
Then things are devoid of parts,
And just like empty space;
So even the atoms have none.

(5$/%&%;$! >./%"76$%17/%C;%1(%3f(/%&%1%"=.;%;/%"D(/%&%C$;% $̀%":.;%

&0%).:%&%:.%"#$;%X9%'�%:,%/+0%)+6$%3f(/%1%"=.;%;/%"D(/%&%C$;%&6$%d$0%

1(%&6,%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%(,%#$(%C$;%&0%6`a0%D.%)$%T$:%:+!

Here is the second point, [establishing the fact that the body's parts, the
components, have no nature]. Think of the way in which the body of a person
is just a concept applied to the collection of its components. The hand too then
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is just the same: a concept applied to the collection of its various pieces, to its
fingers. So how then could it ever be something that had some nature of its own?
It would be a complete impossibility.

!/+0%)+%:.%C,%3W(/%G$%3f(/%1%"=.;%;/%"D(/%&%C$;%&6$%d$0%0,%"#$;% $̀/%

YZ"%&%).:%:+! !3W(/%G,%0,%($%M%:,%M0%d.%"/%:�:%;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%

).:%1%3f(/%G$%M%C,%{|1%};%X9%d.%"%?.%:K.%;%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%).:%:+!

Each finger, in turn, is a concept applied to the collection of the joints that make
it up—and so they too have no nature of their own. And if you examine each
of the joints as well, if you divide the joints each into their various parts, you find
they have no nature of their own either. And then you can take each of the
parts of these wholes and divide them all the way down to their atoms, and find
that none of them has any nature of its own.

!{|1%:.6,%-0%1%/+(/%&6$%d+(/%M6$%:K.%"%C$/%d.%;%d+(/%G$%M%X9%)%1%"=.;%

;/%"D(/%&%C$;%&/%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%).:%:+! !d+(/%G$%"0%:K.%"%C,%

0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%).:%:.%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&6$%M%-/%:,%e1%"6$%d$0%:&.0%

;%;)%)<6%"#$;%;+!

And even these atoms can be divided then into their own parts: into their eastern
side, and so on. They too then are a concept applied to the collection of the
multiple sides that face in the different directions, and so they have no nature of
their own either. You can even divide the directions themselves, which have
no nature of their own either. Things then are devoid of any parts that have any
nature of their own; and so they are just like, for example, empty space.

!:./%;%{|1%C,%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%).:%:.%C+:%;%{|1%};%M%).:%</%1.;%:(+/%

&0%6 à0%1%:.%1%;$%gZ(%($/%N$(%M0%c0%"%;%#./%/+(/%G$%0$(/%&/%(;+:%&6$%

d$0%0+!

And thus it is that atoms themselves have no nature of their own; for if they
did, then we would be forced to accept the existence of atoms that were
partless. This concept though is disproved by the logic expressed in the lines
that begin with "Suppose the six [sides in the six directions] were stuck
together."
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Six

b2. Disproving the idea that it would be incorrect to meditate upon
compassion

[Contemplations Twenty-Five and Twenty-Six are found here]

ii) A detailed presentation of the types of reasoning used to prove that
things have no self-nature

a1. An explanation of the fact that things have no self-nature, utilizing
the four different forms of deep awareness

a2. Meditating on deep awareness of one's body

a3. Establishing the fact that the body as a whole has no nature

[Contemplation Twenty-Seven is found here]

b3. Establishing the fact that its parts, the limbs, have no nature

[Contemplation Twenty-Eight is found here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Seven: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part VII

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 34A-34B and 140B-143B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Twenty-Nine
The Emptiness of Feelings

!(5$/%&%3f0%"%g;%&%5.0%(#(%"i+)%&%1%"#$! 3f0%"%0,%($%,+%"+%0,%"#$;%

`$/%YZ"%&%:((%&%:,%! EF%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%:((%&%:,%! :)$(/%C71%

0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%:((%&%:,%! 3f0%"6$%C71%N;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&%:((%

&6+!

The second section, meditating on deep awareness of one's feelings, covers four
different points: refuting the idea that the very essence of feeling could be
something that existed by nature; refuting the idea that the cause of feeling
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could exist by nature; refuting the idea that the object upon which feeling
focuses could exist by nature; and refuting the idea that the subject state of
mind in an act of feeling could exist by nature.

:,%&+%1%(/7)! 3f0%"%HI(%"J1%0,%"#$;%`$/%)%YZ"%&%:,%! 3f0%"%":.%"%

0,%"#$;% $̀/%)%YZ"%&%:,%! :./%;%3f0%"%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%i+)%&6$%l1%6K+0%

1%(;/%&0%(:)/%&6+!

The first of these points includes four sections of its own: the fact that feelings
of suffering could never exist by nature; the fact that feelings of pleasure could
never exist by nature; and advice that one should, therefore, maintain the
practice in which one meditates upon the fact that feeling has no nature.

!HI(%"J1%:.%5$:%X9%C+:%;!

!N$%?.%0"%:(6%1%)$%(;+:!

!":.%;%h%,;%(X9,%/+(/%1!

!#$)%/+(/%N$%?.%:(6%)$%K.:!

Suppose that pain existed
In and of itself;
Why wouldn't it inhibit joy?
Suppose pleasure did; why then wouldn't
Something like the delicious give joy
To those stricken by grief or the like?

:,%&+%;$! 17/%"#$;%X9%3f0%"%C,%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%"?;%&%;$! h+,%K%HI(%

"J1%:,%h+,%K.:%3f0%"%:.%<+%;%5$:%X9%C+:%;%N$%?.%C$:%G$%-./%&%(N$(%($%?.,%;%

C+:%&6$%3f0%"%HI(%"J1%0,%"#$;% $̀/%C+:%;%:.%(#;%X9%6 à0%"%)$%0$(/%&/%

3f0%"%0"% _̂%:(6%"%:,%":.%"%1%EF%)3;%N$/%)$%(;+:%:.%(;+:%&/%":.%"%>.%"6$%

(+%k"/%).:%&0%6`a0%:(+/%;%>.%"%)*+,%"6$%d$0%J%)%0,%"#$;%`$/%).:%:+!

Here is the first. Now we will show how feelings, in the same way as the
body, are devoid of any nature of their own. Suppose that the object to be
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experienced (that is, some kind of pain) and the object which experiences it (the
capacity of feeling) existed in and of themselves. Consider now the feeling of
pain, a pain which has some nature of its own, and which accompanies a
single example of the awareness of the mind. Wouldn't it be true that this
feeling could never change? And then what reason could you ever give that
it wouldn't inhibit any feeling of joy, or pleasure? Of course it would do so,
and one would never again have a feeling of pleasure. But we can see with
our own eyes that these feelings do come again, and so we would have to say
that the former feeling of pain is not something that has any nature of its own.

(5$/%&%;$! ":.%"%C,%0,%"#$;% $̀/%C+:%;%"7%-$%"%/+(/%G$%h%,;% $̀/%(X9,%"%

/+(/%1%<%\/%#$)%&+%/+(/%\+/%&/%:.6$%C$:%N$%?.%:(6%)$%K.:%:.%":.%"0%K.:%

&0%*1! "\6%"^_,%#$)%&+%/+(/%G$/%":.%"%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%">.:%&6$%

d$0!

Here is the second. Suppose on the other hand that pleasure itself did have some
nature of its own. Consider then a person whose son had died, or someone
similar: someone stricken by feelings of grief or the like. If your position were
true, then why wouldn't it fill their heart with joy, why wouldn't it give them
pleasure, when they had something like a delicious meal? It would have to do
so, since delicious food or drink would give one a feeling of pleasure that had
its own nature.

!?+"/%:,%[;%&/%\$1%);;%d$0!

!(1%D.%:.%h+,%)%C$;%;!

!(,%#$(%5)/%h+,%":(%5$:%)$;!

!:.%;$%3f0%"%@$%A0%C$;!

"Because it was overcome by the strength,
Then in this case it would not
Be something experienced."
How could anything that wasn't
Something you had an experience of
Ever be a feeling?

<+%;%0.%h%,;% $̀/%(X9,/%&6$%X9/%":.%"%:./%>./%C+:%G,%HI(%"J1%?+"/%:,%
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[;%&/%\$1%`$/%);;%&6$%d$0%(1%D.%":.%"%:.%h+,%"%)%C$;%;+%#.%;! (,%#$(%

5)/%/7%h+,%"6$%":(%5$:%)$;%&%:.%;$%3f0%"%":.%"%@$%A0%C$;%D.%)%C$;%&0%*1!

5)/%/7%h+,%"6$%d$0! :.%"#$;%X9%":.%"%?+"/%[;% $̀/%HI(%"J1%0,%"#$;% $̀/%

YZ"%&%\$1%`$/%);;%&%1%C,%1;%X9%c0%0+!

One might raise the following objection:

It is true that these things would give one pleasure even while you were
being tormented by grief. The pleasure though would be overcome by the
strength of the pain, and in this case the pleasure would not be something
that was experienced.

But how could anything that was not something that you had an experience of ever
be a feeling of pleasure? The fact is that it never would be, because it was never
felt. [We read here a ma before the myong in the Tibetan, as also suggested by
Khen Rinpoche.] You can apply this same response to a case where some
strong feeling of pleasure was said to overcome a feeling of pain that had its
own nature.

!HI(%"J1%}%)+%5$:%X9%C+:!

!6:$%C$%0(/%&%"/1%)$;%;)!

!:.%;$%:.%1/%(#;%:(6%b)!

!#.%;%}%5$:%:.%C,%:.6$!

And if you say, "The pain
Is something extremely subtle;
Isn't the gross what's removed?
It's something which is different,
Nothing but a happiness."
But the subtle is still the same.

!(1%D.%":.%"%?+"/%[;%>./%&6$%3w%3f0%"%HI(%"J1%}%)+%5$:%X9%C+:%&%h+,%"/%

Nv,%\:%G,%)%h+,%"%)%C$;%;+%#.%;! 3f0%"%HI(%"J1%}%)+%C+:%;%":.%"%?+"/%

[;%6:$/%HI(%"J1%1%(;+:%&%N$%#$(%K/%;/%":.%"%?+"/%[;%h+,%"0%6@+(
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And what if you say now the following:

When someone has a strong feeling of pleasure, they experience a kind
of pain which is something extremely subtle—so it's not the case that you
fail to experience even the slightest form of pain.

If one were experiencing some subtle form of pain, then how could it ever be
the case that the strong feeling of pleasure inhibited it? How could you ever
establish that the strong feeling of pleasure was even being felt?

":.%"%?+"/%[;%:./%HI(%"J1%6:$6$%0(/%&%"/1%"%)$;%;)%?.%C$;%&0%6:+:%

1%HI(%"J1%}%)+%:.%;$%":.%"%M.;%&+%:.%1/%(#;%:(6%"%}%)+%b)%C$;%;+%#.%;!

":.%"%}%"%5$:%:.6,%":.%"%:.6$%)3;%5$:%1/%)%6:/%&/%":.%"%}%)+%C$;%;%":.%

"%C$;%:(+/%&/%/+!

Someone may reply with the following:

Isn't it the case that the strong feeling of pleasure removes a gross form of
the pain? This is what we would say. The subtle form of the pain is
something which is completely different from the great feeling of
pleasure—it is, in a sense, nothing but a more subtle form of happiness.

But even if something is no more than a subtle form of pleasure we could still
never escape the fact that it would have to possess the defining characteristics
of pleasure. As such, anything which is a subtle form of pleasure must still be
this same pleasure.

!(1%D.%6(1%m.;%>./%&/%;!

!HI(%"J1%>./%&%)$;%;%;$!

!3f0%"0%=+(%&%),+;%#.;%5$:!

!C$;%#./%K%"0%YZ"%)$;%;)!

Suppose you claim, "This creates
An incompatible condition, and so
You have no feeling of pain."
Isn't it though true
That we can say that you
Simply believe in conceptions?
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!":.%;%h%,;%(X9,%/+(/%1%#./%&6$%>+;%]+,%"0%6:+:%;/%(1%D.%"\6%"^_,%

#$)%&%/+(/%1/%":.%"%>./%&6$%3w%HI(%"J1%:,%6(1%"%":.%"6$%m.;%>./%&/%

;%:.6$%3w%HI(%"J1%>./%&%)$;%;+%#.%;! ":.%HI(%($%3f0%"%=+(%&/%),+;%&0%#.;%

N$,%"D(/%&%b)%5$:%C$;%#./%K%"0%YZ"%&%)$;%;)%?.%YZ"%&0%*1! "\6%" _̂,%

(N$(%5$:%=+(%&6$%:",%($/%":.%HI(%(5$/%s6$%EF0%"D(/%&6$%d$0!

Suppose that yet another person, hoping to avoid the problems raised in the
verse that talks about "Suppose pleasure did...to those stricken by grief or the
like," makes this claim:

Consider the point at which something like delicious food or drink gives
you a feeling of pleasure. This creates a condition for pleasure which is
incompatible with the pain, and so, at this particular point, you have no
feeling of pain.

Isn't it though true that we can say that feelings of pleasure and pain are simply
conceptions in whose existence you believe? That they are mere projections? It
is true, because one and the same food or drink can be projected onto as being
a cause of two different things: pleasure, and pain.

!:.%5$:%d$0%;%6:$%C$%;$!

!(5.;%&+%l)%:�+:%6:$%"i+)%?.!

!l)%"=(/%#$,%1/%Kj,%"%C$!

!"/)%(D;%l1%6K+0%&%C$%\/!

Thus it is that one should
Meditate upon this analysis
As an antidote for that.
The deep meditation that grows from
The fertile field of careful examination
Is food for the serious practitioner.

(/7)%&%;$! 3f0%"%0,%"#$;% $̀/%)%YZ"%&%:.%5$:%G$%d$0%;%3f0%"%":.;%6VW;%6:$%

C$%(5.;%&+0%3f0%"%0,%"#$;%).:%&0%=+(/%&6$%l)%&0%:�+:%&%6:$%"i+)%&0%K%
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?.! l)%&0%"=(/%-$,%:�:%&6$%#$,%1/%Kj,%"6$%@$%A%"%1%:)$(/%&6$%'(%

)*+,%:,%! #$%(;/%1%"=.;%;/%'(%)*+,%i+)%&6$%"/)%(D;%(+)/%&0%K/%

;%l1%6K+0%&6$%=+(/%&6$%17/%(+,%;/%(+,%X9%6U.1%#$,%E/%&0%K.:%&6$%d$0%

\/%#./%K%?.%*%)1%&6$%\/%G$/%17/%E/%&0%K.:%&%"#$;%;+! !D$,%,.%6VW;%

6:$/%*%)1%&6$%17/%G,%E/%&0%6 à0%"%C$;%;+! !:./%;%?+,%5$:%=+(/%;/%q.%

(N$(%^_%)5)%&0%6@+(%&%1%6":%&0%K6+!

Here is the third section. Feelings are not something which have any nature
of their own; and thus it is that one should meditate upon this analysis wherein—as
an antidote for that tendency to see feelings as having some true existence of
their own—you come to realize that they actually have no such nature.

This is because the special vision of emptiness, focused as it is upon the way
things really are, grows from the fertile field of this careful examination and
analysis. And the "body," in the sense of the realizations, of a serious
practitioner grows ever stronger and farther by becoming completely
accustomed to the deep meditation wherein one practices this special vision
based upon meditative quietude. And this is why that deep meditation can be
called a kind of "food," for it is just like the ordinary food that makes the body
grow further.

This state of single-pointed concentration, incidentally, also helps the ordinary
body grow more and more. For all these reasons, we must make great efforts
to reach that deep, balanced state of meditation where we remain one-
pointedly in the realization of emptiness.
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Contemplation Thirty
The Emptiness of the Mind

!C$:%;$%:",%l)/%1%)$%(;/!

!(\7(/%/+(/%1%)$;%"0%;6,%)$;!

The mind doesn't reside in the faculties,
Nor in the visual or the rest,
Nor somewhere in between.

!(/7)%&%/.)/%g;%&%5.0%"#(%"i+)%&%1%(5$/! C$:%G$%-./%&%0,%"#$;% $̀/%

).:%&0%"?;%&%:,%! l)%-./%�%0,%"#$;%`$/%).:%&0%"?;%&6+!

Here is the third section, which is meditating on deep awareness of one's mind.
We proceed in two steps: demonstrating the fact that consciousness of the
mind cannot exist by nature; and demonstrating the fact that the other five
kinds of consciousness cannot exist by nature.

:,%&+%;$! C$:%;$%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%).:%:.%:",%&+%gZ(%&+%l)/%1%C,%0,%

"#$;% $̀/%)$%(;/! (\7(/%/+(/%C71%gZ(%1%0,%"#$;% $̀/%(;/%&%)$;%1%:.%

:(%($%"0%;6,%?.%:.%(5$/%3f(/%&%16,%(;/%&%)$;%D.%:"7%)%1%6@7(%&%1/%

(/7,/%&%A0%`$%-$,%=6$%:�:%&%"X9;%g;%&0%K6+!

Here is the first. The mind is not something which has any nature of its own,
and this is because of the following reasons:

(1) It does not reside, through any nature of its own, within the six faculties;

(2) It is not something which resides, through any nature of its own, within
the six objects of visual matter or the rest; and

(3) It is not something which resides "somewhere in between" these
two—meaning in the combination of the two.
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For this point one should recall the seven points in the analysis of a wagon, as
found in Entering the Middle Way. [These are examining a wagon to see
whether it is self-existently:

(1) its parts (in which case it would have to be as many as its parts);

(2) something unrelated to its parts (in which case it would be some
externally existing "self," and no longer be a changing thing);

(3) something that depends upon its parts (in which case their relationship
would have to be that of two completely separate things, like a bowl and
the yogurt in the bowl—since the thing dependent was a self-existent
other);

(4) something that its parts depend upon (similar problem);

(5) something that possesses its parts (again, something completely other
than its parts, if it "possesses" them);

(6) the sum of its parts (independent of our projections, which cannot be);
or

(7) some special visual outline of the wagon (if this were true, then the
mental heaps, since they are not physical matter and cannot have shape
or color, could not be included in the "person" or his "mind").]

!;,%C,%/.)/%)$;%d$%)$;%#$,%!

!(#;%X9%C,%;$%�.:%)%C$;!

!(,%#$(%17/%)$;%(#;%X9%)$;!

!6g./%)$;%1+(/%/76,%6(0%).:%&!

!:.%;$%Nv,%\:%)$;%:.6$%d$0!

!/.)/%N;%0,%"#$;%h%,;%6:/!

The inside is not the mind,
Nor the outside, and neither
Can it be found somewhere else.
There exists none that's neither the body
Nor other; neither mixed nor an isolated,
Independent thing.
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Because it lacks even the
Slightest bit, the one with the
Mind is natural nirvana.

!)7%?.(/%&/%;,%($%K.:%&6$%>./%"7/%"D(/%&6$%;,%;6,%/.)/%0,%"#$;% $̀/%

(;/%&%)$;%1! d$%1(%&%/+(/%16,%(;/%&%)$;%#$,%d$%;,%1/%(#;%X96,%

;$%0,%"#$;%`$/%�.:%&%)%C$;%1%(,%#$(%17/%)$;%#$,%:.%1/%(#;%X96,%":.;%

)$;%1! /.)/%:.%17/%:,%6g./%&%)$;%#$,%17/%1/%1+(/%/76,%C;%:(0%"%

0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%).:%&%:.%;$%Nv,%\:%G,%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%C+:%&%)$;%&%

:.6$%d$0%/.)/%0,%"#$;%`$/%?+,%&%:.%5$:%0,%"#$;%h%,;%1/%6:/%&6+!

Consider the so-called "inner agent," the "inner person" that the non-Buddhist
schools say exists. The mind cannot, through some nature of its own, reside in
this sense "inside," nor can it reside somewhere outside—in the hand or the like.
Neither can it be found, through some nature of its own, to be somewhere else
than the inside or the outside.

Think of a mind that had some nature of its own: one that was neither the body
nor truly something other than the body: think of a mind that was neither mixed
with the body nor an independent thing, isolated from the body. No such thing
exists. And because it lacks even the slightest bit of any natural way of being, the
mind is completely empty of any nature of its own: and this itself is what we
refer to as the "natural state of nirvana."
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Seven

b2. Meditating on deep awareness of one's feelings

a3. Refuting the idea that the very essence of feeling could be something that existed by
nature

a4. The fact that feelings of suffering could never exist by nature

[Contemplation Twenty-Nine begins here]

b4. The fact that feelings of pleasure could never exist by nature

c4. Advice that one should, therefore, maintain the practice in which one meditates
upon the fact that feeling has no nature

[Contemplation Twenty-Nine ends here]

b3. Refuting the idea that the cause of feeling could exist by nature

a4. Refuting the idea that the interaction between a sense power and its object could
exist by nature

b4. Refuting the idea that consciousness could by nature have interaction

c4. The fact that the contact which results from the interaction of the three does not
exist by nature

c3. Refuting the idea that the object upon which feeling focuses could exist by nature

d3. Refuting the idea that the subject state of mind in an act of feeling could exist by
nature

c2. Meditating on deep awareness of one's mind

a3. Demonstrating the fact that consciousness of the mind cannot exist by nature

[Contemplation Thirty is found here]

b3. Demonstrating the fact that the other five kinds of consciousness cannot exist by
nature

d2. Meditating on deep awareness of objects

b1. Disproving any contention that the two truths would be incorrect

a2. Disproving the idea that our position is too extreme
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b2. Disproving the idea that our position necessitates an endless regression

c2. Demonstrating the fact that there is no proof for the idea that consciousness and its
object truly exist
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Eight: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part VIII

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 35A-36B and 146A-151B, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Thirty-One
The Sliver of Diamond

!(/7)%&%":(%).:%RS"%K.:%G$%(D;%3W(/%:(+:%&%1%(/7)! {+%t.%(\.(/%)6$%

(D;%3W(/%:,%! =.;%6e.1%`$%(D;%3W(/%:,%! C+:%).:%>.%6(+(%($%(D;%

3W(/%/+!

The third part, setting forth logical proofs to demonstrate that there is no self-
nature, has three sections of its own: the proof known as the "sliver of
diamond"; the proof based on dependent origination; and the proof based on
refuting that neither a thing which does, nor does not, exist could ever grow.
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!:,%&+%1%�! EF%).:%X9%>.%"%:((%&%:,%! =(%&6$%EF%(#;%1/%>.%"%:((%&%

:,%! (bf%"+%=(%&%1/%>.%"%:((%&%:,%! EF%).:%:((%&6$%:+;%"HI%"%:,%!

":(%(#;%(5$/%s%1/%>.%"%:((%&6+!

The first of these has five points of its own: refuting the idea that things could
grow without a cause; refuting the idea that things could grow from something
other than themselves which was also unchanging; refuting the idea that things
could grow from a primal One which was unchanging; a summary of the
refutation of the idea that things could grow without a cause; and a refutation
of the idea that things could grow from both themselves and things other than
themselves.

!0.%#$(%6@$(%=.;%),+;%/7)%`$/!

!EF%l)/%*)/%N:%)*+,%"%C$;!

!&!6$%H+,%"7%/+(/%:K.%;$!

!EF%C$%:K.%"/%">.:%&%C$;!

!EF%:K.%(,%($/%K/%#.%;!

!J0%`$%EF%:K.%5$:%1/%/+!

Most often we can see,
With that which is shared throughout
The world, all the causes.
The great variety, things like the
Stem of a lotus, are caused
By a variety of causes.
If you ask what causes the variety
Of causes—they come from none other
Than a previous variety of causes.

:,%&+%;$! E,%U;%&%/+(/%;%0.%�%K6$%):+,/%�%1%/+(/%&%6(6%#$(%($/%K.:%

&0%)%)*+,%1! &:%)6$%6:"%)6$%(bv"%&%:,%6@)%-%/+(/%:,%3w0%)6$%l+%"%

/+(/%K.:%&%&+%/7/%G,%)%K/%&/%,+%"+%5$:%1/%Kj,%"%C$;%;+%#.%;%:.%;$%)$%6*:%:.%
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0.%-$(%6@$(%=.;%&6$%),+;%/7)% $̀/%?+;%*+(%1%/+(/%&%d$%;,%($%:,+/%&+%U1%M.%

"%1%>.:%K.:%G$%EF%l)/%*)/%N:%)*+,%"%C$;%&6$%d$0%:,%&:%)6$%H+,%"76$%<%

:+(%:,%6:"%)6$%Y,/%/+(/%6e/%"76$%:K.%"%;$%EF6$%:K.%"%)$%6g%"/%">.:%&%

C$;%1%EF6$%:K.%"%)$%6g%"%(,%($/%K/%#.%;%J0% $̀%EF%)$%6g%"6$%:K.%"%5$:%1/%

/+!

Here is the first. The non-Buddhist school known as "Those who Reject the
World," and other such groups as well, note the fact that there are things—like
the patterns on a peacock—which don't seem as if anyone at all has made
them; they say:

Consider the roughness of a lotus petal, and its texture or other such
qualities; think as well of the sharpness of a thorn, or the like. They just
happen by their own nature; it's not as if someone made them that way.

Your idea though is incorrect. This is because we can most often see—even with
that direct perception which is shared throughout the world—all the causes that
create the vast majority of inner and outer working things, such as crops and
the like. And the great variety of results—that is, things like the colors of the
stem of a lotus, or the number of petals it has—are all caused by a great variety
of different causes. If you ask what it is then that causes all the different varieties
of causes themselves; the answer is that they come from none other than a previous
set of a great variety of causes.

!N$%d$0%EF%C$/%6e/%>.:%n9/!

!J0%`$%EF%C$%)*7%5$:%1/!

How is it the causes can create them?
It's precisely due to the power
Of causes that came before.

!N$6$%d$0%EF%)$%6g%;%C$/%6e/%"7%)$%6g%"%">.:%n9/%#.%;%:.%A0%)$%n9/%&6$%>+;%

).:%:.%J0%`$%EF6$%)*7%5$:%1/%EF%)$%6g%"/%6e/%"7%)$%6g%"%/+%/+0%">.:%n9/%

&6$%d$0! :./%;%:,+/%&+%6:$%l)/%M+/%N;%EF%).:%)%C$;%D.%C71%X9/%0./%6(6%
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>.%"0%:)$(/%&6$%d$0%0+!

One may ask the following question:

Just how is it that a variety of causes can create a variety of results?

There's no problem though with the idea: it's not as though they have no such
power. It is precisely due to the power of the causes that came before them that a
variety of causes is able to create a variety of individual results. This allows
us then to state the following proof:

(1) Consider all these working things.
(2) It is not the case that they have no causes, because
(3) We can observe that they grow intermittently, in time and space.

[Please note that the mi 'dra na of the Tibetan should almost surely be read as
mi 'dra ba, although both editions of the text available to us repeat this spelling.
The meaning remains the same in either case.]
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Contemplation Thirty-Two
What Emptiness is Empty Of

!:.%5$:%X9%;%?+,%&%5$:!

!i+)%&%:.%d$0%)$%6*:%6`a0!

For this very one, after all,
The meditation upon
Emptiness is wrong.

EF%)3;%:.%5$:%X9%;%r+:%6:+:%&6$%?+,%&%5$:%"i+)%&%d$;%N$%)%1+(%&%)$%6*:%&0%

6`a0%D.%:.%6@1%K.:%G$%3:%)%p�;%&%C$;%&%:.6$%d$0%N.%;%-./%K%M+/%N;! <+%"+%

N(%1%?+,%5$:%6@1%"6$%3:%)%p�;%&%:,%:./%"#(%&6$%?+,%&%5$:%G,%p�;%&%

C$;%&0%M./%6*:%:.! =+(%&/%":.;%&6$%:,+/%&+%"s(%&6$%:((%&%,./%&%:.%

:((%K6$%l)%&0%-0%"%1%0(%1/%&6$%d$0!

One may make the following objection:

For this very reason, it is wrong to say that the meditation upon emptiness
which you propose is perfectly correct; the valid perception which
perceives it is, after all, "deceptive."

We answer with a logical proof—

(1) Consider the entire body of existing phenomena.
(2) It is absolutely correct for us to assert both that the valid perception

which perceives emptiness is itself deceptive, and that the emptiness
which it establishes as existing is also deceptive, because

(3) When you understand, through the process of conceptualization,
the refutation wherein we deny the existence of a working thing
which exists in truth, you rely upon forming a mental image of the
object whose existence we deny.

!"=(/%&6$%:,+/%1%)%0.(%&0!
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!:.%C$%:,+/%).:%6VW;%)%C$;!

!:.%d$0%"p�;%&6$%:,+/%(,%C$;!

!:.%C$%:,+/%).:%(/1%"0%"p�;!

One would never be able to
Grasp how something was
Devoid of being a thing
Without encountering that
Thing it was which one
Imagined it to be.
For this reason, the fact that the
Deceptive thing is not a thing
Is something clearly deceptive.

:.0%*1! "=(/%&6$%:,+/%&+%":.;%YZ"%1%=+(%&/%)%0.(%&0%D.%":.;%YZ"%G$%

l)%&%)%-0%"0%":.;%?+,%:.6$%:,+/%&+0%":.;%).:%:.%=+(%&/%6VW;%&%)%C$;%&6$%

d$0! :.6$%d$0%:((%K%p�;%&6$%:,+/%&+%(,%C$;%&%:.%)$%T$:%&/%:((%K%:.%"s(%

&%:.%6:$%:,+/%).:%(/1%"0%p�;%;+!

And this really is the case, because one would never be able to grasp, through the
process of conceptualization, how something was devoid of being a thing (how it
lacked any true existence) unless one was first able to "encounter" (or
conceptualize) that thing it was which one "imagined it to be" (meaning true
existence); that is, unless one was first able to form a mental picture of what
it was like to exist in truth. And for this reason—which means, because of the
fact that the "deceptive thing" or object we deny is totally impossible—then the
condition that remains when we have denied the existence of this object
(meaning the fact that this object is not a thing) is itself something which is
clearly deceptive.

!J%)6$%:&.%;$%=+(%&%1%)+%-)%"76$%l)%&%)%-0%"0%)+%-)%"7%-$%"6$%l)%&%)$%

6M0%"%"#$;%;+!

Here is an example to illustrate what we have just been talking about. Until
such time as you are able to form a mental picture of the child of a barren
woman, you can never form a picture of this same child dying.
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!:((%K%"s(%&6$%":.;%?+,%":.;%&0%YZ"%;%0$(%-./%t./%:&(%1%":.;%?+,%

�,%"%":.;%&0%YZ"%:(+/%1! :.%A%;%C%`1%"s(%&6$%3f(/%&%)$%T$:%N$,%:.%1%

:((%K%":.;%&0%�,%"/%":.;%�,%C,%":.;%&0%YZ"%:(+/%1%:.%A%;%":.;%YZ"%

C+:%:(+/%;%:.%).:%&6$%d$0! :.%"s(%&6$%":.;%?+,%C,%p�;%&%C$;%`$%":.;%&0%

)%YZ"%"+! !:.%;$%q%-.%1/! (1%D.%)$%?+,%Nv,%\:%C+:%N./%/+(/%G$%:+;%"?;%&%

C$;%;+!

Consider the condition that remains after you have disproved the object that
we deny: that is, the fact that there is no true existence. If this itself existed
truly, then the image of the emptiness of true existence which presents itself
to the mind working in a logical mode would itself have to exist in truth. It's
moreover the case (1) that it is impossible for a collection of parts to be there
when any one of its parts has been disproved; and (2) that, since the object we
deny appears to exist in truth, this appearance of true existence would itself
have to exist truly. And if this were all true, then true existence itself would
have to be something that existed. But since it doesn't exist, then the voidness
of true existence which remains after it has been disproved is itself something
which is deceptive, rather than being something which exists in truth. This is
the point being made in lines from Root Wisdom like the one which says, "If
there were the least thing that were not empty, then..."

[The full popularized form of the lines being referred to by Gyaltsab Je reads:

If there were the least thing that were not empty,
Then how could emptiness itself exist?

The point is that, if emptiness itself were not empty, then nothing else could
be either.]

!:./%;%�$%1)%"7%-$%1!

!:.%).:%O)%&6$%l)%=+(%;$!

!:.%C+:%l)%&0%=+(%&%C$!

!(.(/%C$;%:.%C,%"p�;%&%C$;!
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Therefore when a child dies
In a dream, the state of mind which
Imagines that he's gone blocks out
The state of mind imagining that
He is still there, despite the fact
That it's all deceptive.

!":.;%YZ"%G$%B$%)%-0%"0%":.;%?+,%1.(/%&0%)$%,./%&/%?+,%5$:%,./%&%:((%

K6$%3:%6VW;%1%)</%:(+/%&%C$;%;+! !EF%)3;%:./%;%:&.0%;%�$%1)%X9%"7%-$%"%

:)$(/%&%1%"7%:.%).:%O)%&6$%l)%=+(%;$%"7%:.%C+:%O)%&6$%l)%&0%=+(%&6$%

(.(/%C$;%C,%�$%1)% $̀%],%(5.;%(5$/%&+%:.%C,%p�;%&%C$;%&%:.%"#$;%X9%(5.;%

&+%p�;%&/%],%K%p�;%&%6@+)/%&%:,%! 3:%)%p�;%&/%(#1%K%p�;%&%6@1%"%)$%

6(1%1%Y,/%N;% $̀/%-./%K%*)/%N:%":.;%YZ"% _̂%</%L,/%&/%3:%)%p�;%&%

6@+(%)$%-./%&/%)$%)34,/%/+!

Unless one is able to form a mental image of what it would be like for
something to exist in truth, one can never understand the emptiness of this
true existence well. Therefore those who hope to understand emptiness must
become masters of the art of defining for themselves just what the object we
deny is.

Therefore, for this reason, think of the example of a dream in which you see your
child die. The state of mind where you imagine that the child is gone blocks out the
state of mind where you imagine that the child is still there, despite the fact that the
state of mind being eliminated and the state of mind that works against it are
both just deceptive, just a dream.

Here our case is the same. It is absolutely no contradiction to say that a
corrective state of mind which is deceptive can destroy an undesirable state of
mind which is also deceptive, or that a valid perception which is deceptive can
perceive an object which is also deceptive.

Those of the non-Buddhist school called the "Numerists," on the other hand,
assert that all knowable objects exist in truth; and so they don't understand
how to establish the existence of a valid perception which is deceptive. The
problems you have raised therefore don't apply equally to us.
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Contemplation Thirty-Three
Things are Empty Because They are Dependent

!(#;%;/%6+,/%&6,%)%C$;%1!

!(;/%&%)%C$;%6Y+%)%C$;!

!�+,/%&/%":.;%&0%(,%K/%6:$!

!yz%)%1/%;$%r:%N$%C+:!

They are not something that comes
From somewhere else, nor
Do they stay or go.
What difference is there between
An illusion, and that object which
Dark ignorance imagines true?

!yz%)/%�S1%&%(,%C$;%:,%!

!EF%l)/%G$/%;$%(,%�S1%&!

!:.%;$%(,%;/%6+,/%`a0%N$,%!

!(,%X9%6Y+%"6,%"=(%&0%`$/!

Consider a thing a magician
Creates, and things which are
Created by causes.
Examine where it is
That they came from,
And where it is they're going.

!(5$/%&%=.;%6e.1% $̀%(D;%3W(/%;$! 5+;%)+,/%N;% $̀%�+,/%&%)%0$(%&/%":.;%

&0%(,%K/%-$,%"D(/%&6$%:,+/%&+%6:$%yz%)%:,%�$%1)%:,%(\7(/%"�;%

/+(/%1/%;$%r:%N$%C+:%:.%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&/%?+,%"#$;%X9%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%

&0%�,%"6$%d$0!
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Here secondly is the proof which uses dependent origination. Consider now
that object which ignorance, the dark ignorance which relates to mental affliction,
imagines has some true existence; consider a working thing that exists
nominally. What difference is there between this thing and an illusion, or a dream,
or a reflection in a mirror, or anything of the like? This is because, despite the
fact they are empty of any nature of their own, they still appear to have such
a nature.

yz%)%)<;%`$/%�S1%&%yz%)6$%=%�,%/+(/%(,%C$;%&%:,%EF%m.;%l)/%G$/%;$%

(,%�S1%&6$%:,+/%&+%:.%;$%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%;%>./%&6$%3w%(#;%;/%6+,%:(+/%

-$,%! 6((/%&6$%3w%(#;%X9%6Y+%:(+/%;%(,%;/%6+,/%&0%6`a0%#$,%(,%X9%

6Y+%"%6,%=(%&0% $̀/%D.%6Y+%6+,%0,%"#$;%).:%&/%(,%\(%:,%U7,%&+%M+/%N;!

0,%"#$;% $̀/%).:%:.%=.;%6e.1%C$;%&6$%d$0%:&.0%;%(\7(/%"�;%"#$;%#./%&6+!

Consider next something like an illusory horse or an elephant, or anything of
the sort, created by a magician. And think too of the working things that are
created by causes and conditions. Suppose that these things had some nature of
their own. When they started then they would have to be something that comes
from somewhere else, and when they stopped they would have to go to
somewhere else.

Try to examine though where it is that they came from, and where it is they are
going. The coming and going have no nature of their own, and so we can state
the following proof:

Consider the person and the heaps that are his parts.
They have no nature of their own, because
They are examples of dependent origination.
They are, for example, like a reflection in a mirror.

[Please note that the Tibetan rtag par gyis here should be read brtag par gyis, as
in the root text. We have left the original spelling because both editions
available to us read it this way.]

!(,%#$(%(,%;$%5.%"%C$/!

!)*+,%`a0%:.%).:%;%)$;%&!
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!"N+/%/7%(\7(/%"�;%:,%)34,/%&!

!:.%1%":.;%5$:%@$%A0%C+:!

Consider the things which we see,
Because of proximity to certain
Ones; they can't without.
They are artificial, and the same
As a reflection; how
Could they have any truth?

!6X9%K.:%:,%hj%�9%1%/+(/%&6$%6e/%"7%(,%#$(%)%0$(%&%:,%/%"+;%1%/+(/%

&6$%EF%(,%:,%;$%5.%"%C$/%>.%"%)*+,%"0%6`a0%"%EF%:.%:(%).:%;%>.%"%)$;%&%

"N+/%"7%C$;%&/%(\7(/%"�;%:,%)34,/%&%:.%1%":.;%&0%YZ"%&%5$:%@$%A0%C+:%

:.%).:%:+!

Consider "factors" [referring to immature karma, the second of the twelve links
in the chain of dependent origination], and various results such as sprouts or
the like—things which we see grow because of their proximity to certain causes;
that is, ignorance [referring to the first link] and seeds. These things are
artificial: they cannot grow without their causes, and thus they are just the same
as a reflection in a mirror. [That is, they look like the real thing, but they are
not.] How then could we ever say that they have any true existence? They never
would.

!yz%)%#./%&%"#$/%=.;%6e.1%`$%=(/%G$%r"%&%"RS"%&%:,%! :.%;/%u,%&%d.:%

:,%(/7)%`$/%(D;%3W(/%:,%! :.%;/%d.:%G$/%:&.%:,%*%)/%:)%"N6%"?;%

D+! !E/%&0%-./%&0%6:+:%;%6@7(%&6$%l)%"-:%M.;%)+%1/%-./%&0%K6+!

The four lines [in Tibetan, six in the English] of the root text which speak of
a magician function to express the truth of the "element of necessity" in the
proof of emptiness using the principle of dependent origination. [This is one
part of a syllogism in Buddhist logic; in this case, it would be expressed as, "If
something is an example of dependent origination, it cannot exist in truth."]

The next two and a half lines [in the Tibetan, four and a half in the English]
express the "element of the reason." [Which in this case would be "they are
examples of dependent origination."]
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The following half of a line [in the Tibetan, two halves in the English]
expresses the "element of a concordant example." [Meaning, here, something
other than the object under discussion which is—like this object itself—both
something which does not exist in truth and which is an example of dependent
origination.]

The final line [in the Tibetan, one and a half in the English] then expresses the
assertion. [That is, "All inner and outer working things lack any true
existence."]

If you are interested in more detail on this subject, you should consult the
Great Exposition on "Entering the Middle Way".
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Eight

c1. Setting forth logical proofs to demonstrate that there is no self-nature

a2. The proof known as the "sliver of diamond"

a3. Refuting the idea that things could grow without a cause

[Contemplation Thirty-One is found here]

b3. Refuting the idea that things could grow from something other than themselves
which was also unchanging

a4. Inquiring about what the idea of the "Lord of Power" refers to, and then refuting
it

b4. The fact that, if something were unchanging, it could never act as the cause for
all things that depend on conditions

c4. A refutation of the idea that atomic particles could be unchanging, or have no
cause, accomplished by recalling the explanation that occurred earlier

c3. Refuting the idea that things could grow from a primal One that was unchanging

a4. Stating the opponent's belief

b4. Shattering this belief

a5. Actually shattering the belief

a6. Refuting the idea that a partless, unchanging primal One could ever be the
nature of the expressions of existence

b6. Refuting the idea that these expressions could be unchanging

c6. Refuting the idea that it is impossible for a result that did not already exist
before to ever grow

b5. Demonstrating that the problems raised do not apply equally to the Middle-
Way School's own beliefs

[Contemplation Thirty-Two is found here]

d3. A summary of the refutation of the idea that things could grow without a cause

e3. A refutation of the idea that things could grow from both themselves and things
other than themselves

b2. The proof based on dependent origination

[Contemplation Thirty-Three is found here]
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Nine: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part IX

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 36B-36B and 151B-153A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Thirty-Four
The Emptiness of Becoming and Ending

!(/7)%&%C+:%).:%>.%6(+(%($%(D;%3W(/%1%(/7)! (D;%3W(/%"RS"/%;/%

>.%"%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%:((%&%:,%! :./%6((%&%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%

<.(/%&! :./%;%T$:%#$%)5)%&%5$:%X9%YZ"%&6+!

Here is the third section, the proof based on refuting that neither a thing which
does nor does not exist could ever grow. This section itself has three steps:
making the proof, and thus refuting the idea that the arising of things could
exist by nature; using this same proof to disprove that the ending of things
could exist by nature; and showing how this proves that suffering existence
and the state of peace have one quality which is totally equivalent.
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!:,+/%&+%C+:%&0%`a0%&%1!

!EF%C$/%:(+/%&%N$%#$(%C+:!

!6+;%D.%:.%;$%).:%;%C,%!

!EF%C$/%:(+/%&%N$%#$(%C+:!

Suppose that working things
Did have some; what need
Would there be for causes?
And even if these didn't
Exist, what need again
Would there be for causes?

:,%&+%;$! :,+/%&+%0,%"#$;% $̀/%C+:%&0% à0%&%1%EF%C$/%:(+/%&%N$%#$(%C+:%&%

">.:%)$%:(+/%&6$%d$0%0+! !6+;%D.%6e/%"7%:.%;$%).:%;%C,%EF%C$/%:(+/%&%N$%#$(%

C+:%:.%">.:%)$%n9/%&6$%d$0%0+! !6e/%"7%*)/%N:%EF6$%X9/%;%).:%&%>.%"%-%?(%

C$;%&/%:.%6(+(%&%)%C$;%`$%(D;%).:%>.%"%6(+(%&%C$;%;+!

Here is the first. Suppose that working things had some nature of their own.
What need then would there be for causes? They wouldn't have to make anything
grow. And even if these results didn't exist, then what need again would there be
for causes? They would never be able to make anything grow either.
Incidentally, the fact is that no result at all ever exists at the time that its cause
is present, and this is invariably the way that things grow; so this is not what
we are denying in the present case. Rather, we are denying that something
that could never exist at all could grow.

!6e/%"7%C+:%&%>.%"%6(+(%&%C,%Y,/%N;%EF%X9/%/7%C+:%&0%6:+:%&%:,%U1%

M.0%0,%"#$;%`$/%C+:%&0%6:+:%&%6(+(%&%C$;%`$%>./%\$;%&6$%d$0%">.:%)$%

:(+/%&0%6`a0%0+! !#./%\.0%"%;$%0$(/%&6$%1)%1/%6:/%&6+! !:./%;%0,%

"#$;%`$/%?+,%"6$%EF%6e/%yz%)%A%"7%:,%(\7(/%"�;%</%1.;%&0%K.:%&%C$;%

;+!
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And suppose next that we are denying that a result which did exist could
grow. What we deny in this case is the kind of result that the Numerists
posit—one that could exist at the time of its cause; as well as the result which
the majority of schools accept, which is one that could have any nature of its
own. To say though that "Because something has already grown, it is not
necessary for the cause to make it grow," would be beyond all logic. The point
then is that we are asserting that cause and effect are empty of any nature of
their own; that they are like an illusion, or the reflection of an image in the
mirror.

!K.%"%"E%}(%EF%C$/%G,%!

!:,+/%&+%).:%&%"yz0%X9%).:!

!(;/%k"/%:.%:,+/%@$%A0%C$;!

!:,+/%6`a0%(#;%C,%(,%#$(%C$;!

You could have billions of causes,
But still never turn
A thing that didn't function.
How can the condition become
A functioning thing? To become so
It could be no other one.

!:,+/%).:%EF6$%K.:%&6$%C71%X9%)$%07,%"0%"RS"%&%;$%C+:%&%YZ"%\$;%&/%">.:%)$%

:(+/%G,%).:%&%N$6$%d$0%)$%6Kj,%#.%;%K.%"%"E%}(%EF%C$/%G,%:,+/%&+%).:%&%

:,+/%&+0%"yz0%X9%).:%:.! :,+/%).:%:,+/%&+0%/7%(,%($/%G,%K%"0%)$%n9/%&6$%

d$0!

What follows next is a proof that a thing without any function could never be
the object of the functioning of a cause. In this regard, someone might make
the following claim:

Since a result that already existed would already have occurred, there
would be no need for its cause to produce it. Why though is it that you
say a result which does not exist cannot occur?

The fact though is that you could have literally billions of causes involved, but you
could still never turn something that was not a functioning thing into something
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that was: there is nothing at all that could ever make something that was not
a functioning thing into something that was.
6`a0%;%:,+/%).:%G$%(;/%k"/%)%"D,%&6)%"D,%;/%C$;! :,%&+%A0%;%

:,+/%).:%G$%(;/%k"/%:.%:,+/%&+%@$%A0%C$;%D.%:+;%K.:%n9/%&%:,%)$%n9/%&6$%

(;/%k"/%6(1%"6$%d$0%0+!

And if you say it is possible, then let us ask you a question. When this
happens, then which of the following is the case: does the thing which is not
functioning not lose its condition of being something which does not function,
or does it? If you say it does not, then how can you claim that the condition of
not functioning could become a thing that did function? After all, the condition
of being able to perform a function is something completely inconsistent with
the condition of being unable to perform a function.

!(5$/%&%A0%;%:,+/%&+%:,%:,+/%).:%1/%:,+/%&+0%6 à0%EF%(5$/%1/%(#;%

C,%(,%#$(%C$;%)$%T$:%&6$%d$0%0+!

And suppose you say the latter, [that it does lose its condition, and becomes
something else;] this is impossible, because there are only two ways that
something could become a functioning thing: either from being a functioning
thing, or from being a thing which doesn't function. No other one is possible.

!).:%3w%:,+/%C+:%T$:%)$;%;!

!:,+/%&+%C+:%&0%;)%#$(%6`a0!

!:,+/%&+%>./%&0%)%`a0%&0!

!:,+/%).:%:.%;$%6e1%)$%6`a0!

!:,+/%).:%:,%;$%)%e1%;!

!:,+/%&+%C+:%&6$%k"/%)$%T$:!

It's impossible for it to be
Functioning while it does not;
When could it become functioning?
Until such time as the functioning
Was produced, it could never
Lose its not functioning.
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Until such time as it did lose
Not functioning, the condition
Of doing so would be impossible.

!(#;%C,%:,+/%).:%G$%(;/%k"/%)%"D,%;%:,+/%&+0%).:%&6$%3w%:,+/%&+0%

C+:%&%T$:%&%)$;%;%:,+/%&+%C+:%&0%;)%#$(%6 à0%D.%).:%&6$%X9/%;%:,+/%&+%)%

>./%&6$%d$0!

Suppose moreover that the thing which doesn't function does not lose its
condition of being a thing which doesn't function when it is the object of a
cause. It is completely impossible for anything to be a functioning thing while it
is a thing which does not function. When then do you imagine it could be that
this became a functioning thing? A functioning thing could never grow so long
as the thing was something that didn't function.

(#;%C,%:,+/%).:%G$%(;/%k"/%"D,%;/%6`a0%;%:,+/%&+%>./%&0%)%`a0%

&0%:,+/%).:%:,%;$%e1%"0%)$%6 à0%1%:,+/%).:%:,%;$%)%e1%;%:,+/%&+0%C+:%

&6$%k"/%)$%T$:%:.%(;/%k"/%(5$/%6(1%"6$%d$0!

Suppose again that it became a functioning thing after it did lose its condition
of being a thing which didn't function. Until such time as the functioning thing
was produced, it could never lose its condition of being a thing which didn't
function; but until such time as it did lose the condition of not functioning, it is an
impossibility that it could take on the condition of having a function—for the two
conditions are mutually exclusive.

!:,+/%&+6,%).:%&0%6`a0%)$;%D.!

!0,%"#$;%(5$/%/7%*1%6`a0%d$0!

A thing that does function could never
Be what didn't either:
It would have to have two natures.

:,+/%).:%:,+/%&+0%)$%6`a0%"%:.%"#$;%X9%:,+/%&+6,%:,+/%&+%).:%&0%6`a0%"%

)$;%D.%d.:%:,+/%&+%:,%d.:%:,+/%).:%C$;%;%(N$(%5$:%0,%"#$;%(5$/%/7%YZ"%&0%
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*1%"0%6 à0%"6$%d$0! 0$(/%&%6:$%:(%($/%C.%).:%:,%:,+/%&+0%).:%&%)*6%

:(%>.%"%"s(%&%C$;%;+!

A thing that doesn't function could never become a thing that did; just so, a
thing that does function could never become a thing that didn't either. If a thing
were half something that functioned and half something that didn't function,
then a single thing would have to have two different natures, and this again is
impossible.

This same kind of reasoning can be used for disproving both the idea that
something which didn't exist at all could grow, and the idea that any of the
things which have no function could ever grow.

!hj%�9%M+/%N;%0,%"#$;% $̀/%>.%"%).:%:.%C+:%&%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&6,%)$%>.%).:%

&%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&6,%)$%>.%"6$%d$0! :&.0%;%)+%-)%`$%"7%"#$;%;+!

Consider then a sprout.
It cannot grow through any nature of its own, because
Neither can a thing which exists and which has a nature of its own ever

grow, nor can a thing which does not exist and which has a nature of its
own ever grow.

It is like, for example, the child of a barren woman.

!EF6$%X9/%;%).:%&%>.%"%6(+(%&%;6,%EF6$%X9/%;%).:%G,%>./%&6$%3w%0,%"#$;%

`$/%YZ"%&0%>.%"%6(+(%&%C$;%&/%:((%K%1%r:%&0%c0%"6+!

Disproving the idea that something which does not exist at the time of its
cause could ever grow also serves to disprove the idea that something which
does not exist at the time of its cause, but which then grows into something
which has a nature of its own, could ever grow either. Learn to make the
distinction between the two ideas being refuted here.

!:.%A0%6((%&%C+:%)$;%#$,%!

!:,+/%&+6,%C+:%)$;%:.%C$%d$0!

!6Y+%"%6:$%:(%*)/%N:%;$!

!=(%^_%)%>./%)%6((/%5$:!
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It's equally true that the ending
Has none, neither does
A functioning thing have any.
All of the events of the world
Are things that have never
Begun or ended through any.

(5$/%&%;$! J0%(+,%X9%@$%k:%"-:%&6$%341% $̀/%>.%"%0,%"#$;% $̀/%)%YZ"%&%:.%

A0%;%6((%&%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%C+:%&%)$;%#$,%:,+/%&+6,%0,%"#$;%`$/%

C+:%&%)$;%&%:.6$%d$0! 6Y+%"%6:$%:(%*)/%N:%;$%=(% _̂%0,%"#$;% $̀/%)%>./%&%

:,%)%6((/%&%5$:%:,%"\+:%)%;/%#$%"%:,%0,%"#$;% $̀/%h%,;%1/%6:/%&%

5$:%:+!

Here is the second point, [which is using this same proof to disprove that the
ending of things could exist by nature]. With the foregoing we have explained
how the arising of things could never have any nature of its own. It is equally
true that the ending of things is not something which has any nature of its own.
Neither is any functioning thing anything which has any nature of its own. And
for this reason we can say that all of the events of the world are things that have
never either begun or ended through any nature of their own; they are nothing but
peace—that is, what we call "nirvana by nature."

!6Y+%"%�$%1)%A%"7%?.!

!l)%&0%:�:%;%M4%-$,%6g!

Events are like a dream;
If you analyze them, then
They are just like cane.

(/7)%&%;$! T$:%&6$%6Y+%"%�$%1)%A%"7%?.%0,%"#$;%Nv,%\:%G,%).:%&%1%K%K.:%

)%6g./%&%/+%/+0%(;/%&6$%d$0%0+! !:.%<+%;%5$:%1%:�+:%&6$%0$(/%&/%l)%&0%

:�:%;%M4%-$,%:,%6g%?.%34(/%*7"%&%A0%�,%C,%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&6$%O$,%&+%

Nv,%\:%G,%).:%&6$%d$0!
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Here is the third point, [which is showing how all this proves that our
suffering existence and the state of peace have one quality which is totally
equivalent]. The events of this suffering life are like a dream; this is because they
lack the slightest bit of any nature of their own, and yet still exhibit all the
workings of actions and the objects of actions, without any confusion of the
two. If you analyze these events with the logic that examines suchness, then you
find that they are just like a hollow piece of cane: although they appear to have
some substantial existence, they lack even the tiniest bit of any essence, any
nature of their own.

:.%<+%;%5$:%1%:�:%&0%6Y+%)$%6Y+6$%/%3W(/%;$%)$,%($%*%O:%"D(/%&%b)% $̀/%

)%3W)%&0%*%O:%6@7(%&6$%(#$%@$%A0%C+:%3f1%6:+:%;/%:�+:%&%;/%:.%<+%;%5$:%

1%:�+:%&0%6Y+%1! :.%A0%)$;%&0%*%O:%"D(/%b)%`$/%3W)/%;/%'%c$;%

6+,/%)%6+,/%/+(/%:�+:%&%;%*%O:%G$%:�+:%&%C$;%;+!

Here is the milepost for checking whether or not what you are doing qualifies
as an examination into suchness. Suppose you decide not to be satisfied just
with an object which is no more than something created by concepts,
something that exists only nominally. If you resolve then to go and seek the
thing which your concept or term applies to, then what you are doing qualifies
as an examination into suchness. And suppose that you proceed in the other
way—that is, suppose you decide to simply remain satisfied with the fact that
something is no more than a creation of terms or projections. If you then
proceed to examine how it is that John goes, or stays, or anything of the like,
then you are performing what we would call an analysis into terms or
projections.

!h%,;%6:/%:,%)%6:/%&6,%!

!:.%5$:%X9%;%r:%&0%).:!

From the point of view of suchness,
There is no difference between
Reaching nirvana and failing to.

!6:+:%M(/%1%/+(/%&6$%T$:%&6$%6M$,%"%1/%Y+1%"6$%h%,;%1/%6:/%&%:,%

6<+0%"6$%"bf;%00%M4:%&6$%h%,;%1/%)%6:/%&6,%:.%<+%;%5$:%X9%r:%&0%).:%:.%
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T$:%&%:,%#$%"%0,%"#$;%`$/%?+,%&%5$:%X9%)34,/%&6$%d$0%0+!

Consider now the condition of reaching nirvana, where you are freed from the
shackles of suffering life—from desire and the rest, and the condition of failing
to reach nirvana—that is, of being thrust into the prison of cyclic existence.
From the point of view of their suchness, there is no difference between these two.
This is because a suffering existence and peace itself are totally equivalent in
being empty of any nature of their own.

!D$,%,.%6VW;%E1%&+%1/! T$:%&6$%6Y+%"%�$%1)%A%"7%?.! !6:$%1%)$%>.%/7%C,%

6M$%"%).:! !N./%/+(/%:,%! 6U(/%&%5.%"%6<+0%`$/%89/%&%1/%M+/%G$%0,%

"#$;%:(%1%(#1%K/%;! !6e/%"7%o9;%).:%6e/%"7%*+"%&6,%).:! !N./%

/+(/%(/7,/%&%A0%0+!

This same point is made in lines like the following, from the King of
Concentration:

Those who live in cyclic existence
Are similar to a dream;
No one here is ever born,
And no one ever dies.

There are also words such as those found in the Sutra Requested by the Realized
Being Upali:

For anyone who attempts to judge
The various natures of things,
There are no goals at all, and neither
Achieving any goals.
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Contemplation Thirty-Five
The Emptiness of Love and Hate

!:.%A0%?+,%&6$%:,+/%l)/%1!

!*+"%&%N$%C+:%-+0%N$%C+:!

Consider this way all empty,
Working things: how could
There be any gain or loss?

:,%&+%;$! J0%(+,%X9%@$%k:%"-:%&6$%341%:.%A0%0,%"#$;% $̀/%?+,%"6$%:,+/%&+%

l)/%1%0,%"#$;% $̀%,+/%;/%(#1%;%�.:%&%(,%($/%M(/%&0%6 à0%"%*+"%&%N$%

C+:%�.:%&%(,%#$(%-+0%"/%<+,%�+%>.%"0%6 à0%"%-+0%"%N$%C+:%:.%Nv,%\:%G,%).:%

1!

Here is the first point, [which is a description of the way things really are].
Suppose that you do, in this way (meaning in the manner described above),
consider all these working things, empty as they are of any nature of their own.
And you judge them to see if they have any nature that comes from their own
side. How then could there be any gain that you would feel attracted to; how
could you ever obtain anything? And how too could there ever be any loss
that would make you feel angry; how could you ever lose anything? Neither
one exists in the slightest.

!(,%($/%0$)%Y+%K/%&6)!

!C+,/%/7%"�/%&6,%N$%#$(%C+:!

!":.%"6,%HI(%"J1%(,%1/%C$;!

!)$%:(0%N$%C+:%:(0%N$%C+:!

!:.%5$:%X9%;$%"b1%K/%;!

!(,%#$(%T.:%N$,%(,%1%T.:!
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How could anyone ever
Do you any honor then,
Or any insult either?
Where would pleasure or pain
Ever come from? How could
There be what you want or don't?
If you look from this point of view,
Who feels the craving,
And what is it they crave for?

(,%($/%0$)%Y+%K/%&6)%C+,/%/7%"�/%&6$%U;%&%K/%&%:,%(;+:%&%K/%&6,%

N$%#$(%C+:%(,%#$(%*+"%&%:,%],%"6$%:+;%X9%6":%&%K.:%&%":.%"6$%HI(%"J1% $̀%

EF%":.;%&%"%(,%1/%C$;%6:+:%K%)%C$;%&%:,%! 6:+:%K%0,%"#$;% $̀/%YZ"%&6$%

)$%:(0%N$%C+:%:(0%N$%C+:%(;/%17(/%G$%:+;%1%:�+:%&6$%0$(/%&/%:.%5$:%X9%;$%

"b)%K/%;%T.:%&%>.%"6$%(#$%(,%1%T.:%&%&+%(,%#$(%T.:%N$,%:)$(/%&%(,%1%

T.:%:.%T.:%&6$%6<+0%(/7)%0,%"#$;%`$/%)%YZ"%&6$%d$0%0+!

How could anyone ever do you any honor then, or any insult either? How could
they ever help you, or hurt you? What would there be to strive to get? What
would there be to work to get rid of? Where would pleasure or pain ever come
from? What could ever cause them? How could there ever be the things you
don't want, or the things you do want? How could there ever be anything with
its own nature that made you happy, or made you unhappy?

Use the logic where you examine the true nature of things. If you look at it from
this point of view, you see that none of the three elements in a situation has any
nature of its own: When you crave something, where is the fact of craving?
And who is it that is feeling the craving? And what is it that they feel the craving
for?

!:�:%;%(/+;%&+6$%6@$(%=.;%6:$!

!(,%#$(%6:$0%;$%6M$%6`a0%D.!

!6Kj,%6`a0%(,%C$;%Kj,%`a0%(,%!

!(5.;%:,%"-./%G,%(,%#$(%C$;!
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You should analyze
Those alive in the world;
Who is it that dies here?
Who is it that comes,
And who that went? Who is
The relative, who the friend?

!:.%A0%1/%:,%1/%(/+(%&%&+%1%/+(/%&%l)/%1%:�:%;%(/+;%&+6$%6@$(%=.;%

/.)/%N;%6:$! (,%#$(%T$:%&%6:$0%;$%6M$%6`a0%D.! 6M$%"%0,%"#$;%`$/%)%

YZ"%&6$%d$0! 3w%d$%)%6Kj,%6`a0%(,%C$;%>.%"%J%)0%6Kj,%6`a0%(,%! U;%

6:+(/%&6$%(5.;%(,%C$:%X9%6+,%"6$%"-./%G,%(,%#$(%C$;%D.%0,%"#$;%`$/%

YZ"%&%Nv,%\:%G,%).:%:+! !:.%A0%(;/%17(/%G$%:+;%<+,%X9%M4:%&0%K/%;/%

6@$(%=.;%`$%M+/%"E:%0+%O+)/%&%1%6":%&0%K6+!

You should in this same way analyze karma, the person collecting the karma,
and so on. When you look at all these beings, all those who are alive in the
world, who is it then that dies here in this suffering existence? Death itself is
nothing that has any nature of its own.

Who is it that is going to come and take the future life? Who is it that went and
took the last life? Who is the relative that is helping you so much? Who is the
friend you feel so attracted to? None of them has the least nature of their own.
You must thus come to comprehend the real nature of things, and make great
efforts to neutralize the eight worldly thoughts within you.

[The eight worldly thoughts consist of having the following emotions, based on
a misperception of reality:

1) Being happy when we acquire some thing,
2) And unhappy when we don't.
3) Being happy when we feel good,
4) And unhappy when we don't.
5) Being happy when we become well known,
6) And unhappy when we don't.
7) Being happy when someone speaks well of us,
8) And unhappy when someone speaks ill of us.]
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom from the Guide to
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, to accompany the Contemplations in
Reading Nine.

c2. The proof based on refuting that neither a thing which does nor does not
exist could ever grow

a3. Making the proof, and thus refuting the idea that the arising of things
could exist by nature

b3. Using this to disprove that the ending of things could exist by nature

c3. How this proves that suffering existence and the state of peace have
one quality which is totally equivalent

3. Advice that one should, therefore, make great efforts to develop this wisdom

a. The actual advice

i) A description of the way things really are

ii) An explanation of why it is right to make great efforts to realize the way things
really are

b. A description of the object upon which great compassion focuses, presented through
a description of the problems of the cycle of suffering

i) The problems of our present life

ii) The problems of our future lives

iii) A contemplation upon the fact that, even should we take birth in one of the
higher realms, we find ourselves without enough time to practce the holy Dharma

iv) A contemplation upon the fact that spiritual leisure and fortune are extremely
difficult to obtain

v) Why it is, therefore, appropriate that we should feel grief for the way in which
ourselves and others are tortured by the pains of the cycle of suffering
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Ten: Contemplations on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Part X; Contemplations on the Practice of Dedication

The following contemplations are based on the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way
of Life (Bodhisattvacharyavatara; Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i spyod-pa la 'jug-pa) of the
Buddhist master Shantideva (circa 700 AD), and the commentary upon it by
Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) entitled Entry Point for Children of the
Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras 'jug-ngogs). The relevant sections are found at
folios 37A-40A and 155A-163A, respectively, in the ACIP electronic editions
TD3871 and S5436.

The content of the contemplations is translated directly from the root text and
commentary; the names of the contemplations are not a part of the original
text, but are based on the divisions of Gyaltsab Je's commentary and have been
supplied for reference. Each lesson is accompanied by the full detailed outline
for the section from Gyaltsab Je's commentary.

************

Contemplation Thirty-Six
The Final End

(The following is the last contemplation in the "Chapter on Wisdom")

!:.%A0%HI(%"J1%)./%(X9,/%1!

!"/+:%;)/%�$;%1/%1.(/%6�Z,/%&6$!

!0,%($%":.%"6$%3f(/%M0%`$/!

!#$%K.:%&0%":(%;)%#$(%6`a0!

When is it then I'll be able
To put an end to suffering
With a rain of every goodness,
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Of all that's kept me well,
From clouds of my good deeds to those
Who are caught in the fire of suffering?

(/7)%&%;$! J0%(+,%X9%@$%k:%"-:%&6$%341%:.%A0%HI(%"J1%)$%"\:%&%EF:%1%

6+,%"%:.%:(%1%HI(%"J1% $̀/%);0%"6$%);0%17(/%1.(/%&0%"/)/%;/%:.%

A0%HI(%"J1% $̀%)./%(X9,/%&6$%/.)/%N;%1%:)$(/%;/%c$;%&%1%/+(/%&6$%

"/+:%;)/%G$%�$;%1/%1.(/%&0% à0%&6$%~;%:,%<%\/%/+(/%0,%($%":.%"6$%

63f(%M/%G$/%:.%:(%($%,;%6Y+6$%HI(%"J1%#$%"0%K.:%&0%":(%;)%#$(%6 à0%

O)%X9%/.)/%N;%,;%6Y+6$%HI(%"J1%1/%*0%;! *0%&0%`a0%N$( !*0%&%:.%

":(%($/%K6+%O)%X9%O$,%t.%M.;%&+%"i+)%&0%K6+!

Here is the third point, [which is a description of the way in which great
compassion thinks of its object]. Consider then how, in the way described
above, merciless suffering comes to the minds of all these beings; think well
upon the way of torment, the way in which they are tortured by pain.
Focusing upon those beings who are caught in the fire of this suffering, think to
yourself this way:

When is it that I will be able to help put an end to the suffering they all feel
in the lower realms? When will the clouds of my good deeds, my acts of
giving and the rest, send down upon them a great rain of every goodness:
all the things I have that keep me well in life—medicine, food, and all the
rest?

[Please note that the texts available to us seem to read here 'tsogs chas
kyis, an ancient word for "with the necessities of life," rather than the tsogs
char gyis, of the root text, meaning "with the rain of my collection of
good karma." The translation reflects both readings.]

Meditate on great compassion, by thinking this way too:

What if it were true that everyone in the lower realms could be freed
from all their pain? May they be freed! May I free them myself!
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!;)%#$(%:)$(/%&%).:%341%X9!

!�9/%&/%"/+:%;)/%3f(/%"/(/%D.!

!:)$(/%&/%U7,%"0%6`a0%l)/%1!

!?+,%&%5$:%;$%?+;%&0%6`a0!

When is it I will, with respect,
Accumulate masses of merit
With the wisdom that has no focus?
When is it I will teach emptiness
To all those devastated
By their tendency to focus?

6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1%1/%Y+1%"6$%EF0%~+;%&%;$%":(%;)%#$(%M+/%*)/%N:%0,%

"#$;%`$/%?+,%"0%=+(/%&%:)$(/%&%).:%&6$%-./%0"%:,%[;%&6$%341%X9%�9/%

&0%:.6$%*"/%c$;%&%1%/+(/%&6$%"/+:%;)/%G$%3f(/%)*6%C/%&%"/(/%D.%

":.;%&0%#.;%&6$%:)$(/%&/%6<+0%"0%U7,%"0%6`a0%"6$%/.)/%N;%l)/%1%

6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1%#$%"6$%M.:%X9%?+,%&%5$:%;$%?+;%&0%6 à0%O)%;/%/.)/%N;%

l)/%6<+0%"6$%HI(%"J1%:,%e1%;! e1%"%:.%":(%($/%K6+%O)%&6$%O$,%t.%

M.;%&+%"i+)%&0%K6+!

Here is a prayer that we become the cause for their liberation from suffering:

When is it that I will come to realize that every single object which exists
is completely devoid of any nature of its own? When will I come to have
the wisdom that has no focus [towards things as self-existent]? And when
will I, with great respect, go about the task of accumulating infinite masses
of merit, acts of giving and the rest, using this wisdom as a method to
achieve the goals?

Living beings are all devastated here in the cycle of suffering by their
tendency to focus on things and believe that they have some true existence.
When is it that I will be able to teach them the concept of emptiness, in
order to help them put a stop to all the sufferings of the cycle?
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Meditate thus on great compassion, think to yourself:

What if it were true that every living being could be freed from the
sufferings of this cycle of life? May I free them myself!

*.(%&%M.;%&+6$%1)% $̀/%"HI/%&6$%K)/%&%:,%O$,%t.%M.;%&+%)3;%5$:%C+,/%/7%

p+(/%&%;$%":.%"%*)/%N:%:,%[;%&%:,%HI(%"J1%*)/%N:%:,%e1%"6$%C,%

:(%&0%p+(/%&6$%/,/%E/%1%:(+:%6:+:%&%:(+/%&%C$;%;+!

For the love and compassion which is a part of the path of the greater way to
be complete in every respect, you must have the desire that you could move
every living being to the state of enlightenment itself: that you could assure
their coming to possess every kind of happiness, and avoiding every kind of
pain.

):+0%;%#$%(;/%1%"=.;%;/%(;/%17(/%G$%:+;%"i+)%&0%K%?.%:.%C,%,6$%O)%

&6$%,%;$%U7,%&+%1%"D(/%&%b)%X9%"#(%&0%\:%G$/%0,%"#$;%`$/%YZ"%&%:,%

0,%($%)3;%5$:%G$/%YZ"%&%:,%! 0,%:",%"6$%H+:%17(/%/7%YZ"%&%Nv,%\:%G,%

).:%&/%(,%\(%($%C+:%&%;$%)$,%($%*%O:%G$/%"#(%&%b)%:,%! "D(/%;/%

C+:%&%:,%A+/%&6$%341% $̀/%C+:%&%<+%;0%\:%&/%0,%"#$;%).:%:+%O)%X9%C$:%1%

K6+! !:.%"#$;%X9%U7,%&+%1%/+(/%&6$%M+/%*)/%N:%1%c0%;/%"i+)%&0%K6+!

To summarize, we must undertake to meditate upon the real nature of things,
basing this analysis upon the practice of meditative quietude. The "me" you
think of when you say "it's mine" is nothing more than a projection that you
lay on the heaps or parts that make you up. It has not the slightest bit of any
natural existence, of any definitive existence, of any independent way of being.

The existence of a person is something which happens only by virtue of an
idea; the person exists only through projections, only in dependence on other
things, and nothing more. Practice thinking of things this way: see that they
have no nature of their own. Continue in your meditation, applying this same
concept to every existing object: to the parts of a person, and everything else
as well.
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Contemplation Thirty-Seven
Pray They All Be Bodhisattvas

(The following contemplations are all from the "Chapter on Dedication")

"#$%&%17/%1+,/%B+:%:(.%q%(#;%:+;%X9%(D+,%"6$%c$;%&%1%2+"%341%"J+/%&6$%

C;%1(%($%i+%;/%"-:%&%1%(5$/! 1.676$%(89,%"-:%&%:,%! 1.676$%)3;%;+!

Here is the fourth major section, which is an explanation of how to train
oneself in the perfection of giving, where you give away your body,
possessions, and all your collected virtue; this explanation is accomplished
through presenting the part [of the seven parts for collecting virtue and
purifying negativities] known as "dedication." Here there are two steps: an
explanation of the text of the chapter, and an explanation of its name.

:,%&+%1%(/7)! 6Y+%"%o9;%K,%M4"%/.)/%:&6$%B+:%&%1%6@7(%&0%"J+%"/%

):+0%"?;%&%:,%! "J+%"%E/%&0%"-:%&%:,%! "s6%g$;%t./%/7%g;%&/%d(%

631%"6+!

The first of these comes in three parts of its own: a brief presentation,
accomplished by making a dedication that every living being should be led
into the way of life of a bodhisattva; a more detailed explanation of the act of
dedication; and an act of obeisance, inspired by recalling kindness.

!":(%($/%K,%M4"%B+:%&%1!

!6@7(%&%l)%&0%"q)/%&%C$!

!:(.%"%(,%:./%6Y+%"%o9;!

!K,%M4"%B+:%1%6@7(%&0%-+(

I have thus finished composing
A guide to the way of life
Followed by bodhisattvas.
By all the virtue achieved thus
May every being engage
In the bodhisattva's life.
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:,%&+%;$! "?;%"N+/%q+)%&%&+%":(%($/%(/7,%0"%)*6%:(%($%"t+:%&0%K%

"6$%:+;%(,%\(%(N$(%/,/%E/%*+"%&6$%1)%6e/%"7%:,%"N/%&0%"HI/%D.%

>./%"7%(/7)%`$%1)%`$%0$)%&%p+(/%&0%5)/%/7%1.;%&6$%341%K,%M4"%/.)/%

:&6$%B+:%&%1%6@7(%&%#$"% _̂%d.%;/%"q)/%&6$%:(.%"%(,%*+"%&%:.%:,%! "?;%

"N+/%6:$%6M:%&%:,%5;%&%:,%:+;%/.)/%&6$%:(.%"%(,%C+:%&%:./%6Y+%"%o9;%
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Here is the first. "I," meaning the author of this commentarial classic, "have
thus finished composing a very thorough guide to the way of life followed by
bodhisattvas. It expresses the entire contents of the highest of all spoken words:
it incorporates a description of the entire path for reaching Buddhahood,
including an explanation of this result itself; that is, it shows how to actually
put into practice every one of the steps of the path designed for people of three
different scopes. I hereby dedicate all the virtue that I have achieved through
this act, as well as all the virtue that anyone may ever obtain through teaching,
or learning, or thinking about the meaning of this book. Through this virtue,
may every living being engage in—that is actually practice, properly—the
bodhisattva's way of life."

L+%Y+/%E%)3f/%89/%&%1/! @$%A0%M4%*$(/%E%)3f%M.%;,%'�,%! !E%)3f%)%

k)/%"0%X9%:.%)$%\:! !:.%"#$;%K,%M4"%C+,/%"J+/%:(.%"%C,%! !K,%M4"%)%

*+"%"0%X9%:.%)$%\:! !N./%:,%! (+,%X9%"-:%&%A0%:(.%"%6e/%"7%Nv,%\:%6K$;%

&%l)/%E%M.;%&+%6K$;%&%:,%! )%"J+/%;%"0%k"/%/7%\:%&0%6`a0%"%l)/%

G,%;)%C,%)$%\:%N$,%6U.1%"0%6 à0%"6$%U;%C+;%"/)/%;/! :(.%"%Nv,%\:%

K/%&%l)/%G,%/.)/%N;%o9;% $̀%M.:%X9%L%;%).:%&6$%K,%M4"% _̂%"J+%"%1%"q+;%

&0%K6+!

The Sutra Requested by Ocean of Wisdom states,
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Think of drops of water as they fall into the great salt sea;
Until the ocean itself dries up, the drops never disappear.
Virtuous acts that are dedicated in whole to enlightenment
Are the same, and never finish until Buddhahood is attained.

As we pointed out above, dedication has the further benefit that virtues which
would have produced only a minor result give forth instead effects which are
immense. And virtues that would have at some point worn out if they had not
been dedicated become never-ending, and ever-increasing. Think well on these
fine qualities of dedication; take even the very smallest good deeds that you
ever do, and make great efforts to dedicate them to reaching matchless
enlightenment for the sake of every living being.

-.0%d$;%`$%):+%1/%:(.%"6$%q%"%*)/%N:%G,%l)%&%*)/%N:%)r.;%&%5$:%)%

=+(/%&! 5;%*+/%:,%0,%/,/%E/%G$%/0%C+,/%/7%"J+0%)$%6@7(%&6+! !#./%

(/7,/%&%A0%0+!

The sutras on the perfection of wisdom are making this same point when they
say,

Your entire core of virtue should be dedicated exclusively to the state of
All Knowing alone; never engage in making dedication of them to the
levels of a Listener, or a Self-Made Buddha.

:(.%"%:.%C,%1.67%:�9%&%;/%"-:%&%A0%`$%6<+0%(/7)%":.;%).:%X9%=+(/%&6$%

-./%0"%G$%q$/%\$;%&6$%,,%;/%K%1! "J+%"%:,%~+;%1)%r:%&0%M.0%).:%)+:%

G$%6:+:%K6$%6e/%"7%:+;%(5.0% $̀%6X9;%&/%r:%&0%X9%K/%&%~+;%1)%:,%! EF6$%

:(.%"%l)/%6e/%"7%:.6$%EF0%6`a0%"6$%6X9;%&/%r:%&0%X9%K/%&%"J+%"6+!

Moreover this virtue, as explained in the ninth chapter, must be performed in
such a manner that it is imbued with the wisdom which perceives the fact that
none of the three elements has any true existence. Admittedly there is no great
difference between the act of dedication and that of prayer. Nonetheless, an
act of prayer can be described as something characterized by a kind of
aspiration in which you hope for some goal, something that you wish to
happen. Dedication, on the other hand, is something characterized by a kind
of aspiration in which you hope that virtues, from their causal point of view,
might become a cause for some particular result to occur.
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Contemplation Thirty-Eight
For the Teacher and Teachings

!6Y+%"6$%HI(%"J1%~;%(N$(%&7!

!":.%"%*)/%N:%6Kj,%"6$%(;/!

!"?;%&%�.:%:,%"o90%?$%:,%!

!"N/%D.%C7;%0$,%(;/%`a0%N$(

They are the single medicine
For the pains of living kind,
And the source of every happiness;
So may the teachings remain
Far into the future,
With prosperity and glory.

!(/7)%&%":.%"6$%6Kj,%(;/%"?;%&%E/%&6$%:+;%X9%"J+%"%;$! :(.%"%@$%O.:%

C+:%&6$%?+"/%1%"=.;%;/%6Y+%"6$%HI(%"J1%*)/%N:%/.1%"%1%�%).:%&6$%

~;%(N$(%&%:,%! 6Y+%"6$%":.%"%*)/%N:%6Kj,%"6$%(;/%:)%&%/,/%E/%

"N+)%[;%6:/%G$%"?;%&%�.:%&%:,%"o90%?$%:,%"N/%D.! C7;%0$,%&+%6<+0%"%@$%

T$:%G$%"0%X9%(;/%&0%`a0%N$(

Here is the third point, [which is a dedication for the goal that the teachings,
which are the source of every happiness, should spread in the world]:

Consider the teachings of the Victorious Ones, the Buddhas: they are first
of all, due to the power of the amount of virtue involved, the single
medicine, and a matchless medicine, for curing every pain of living kind.
And they are as well the ultimate source of every happiness that living kind
ever experiences. I pray that they may remain, with prosperity and glory, far
into the future; that is, for as long as the cycle of suffering may last itself.

!(,%($%g$;%`$/%:(.%L+%6Kj,%!

!6@)%&6$%:K,/%1%d(%631%1+!
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I bow down to Gentle Voice,
The one whose kindness has brought me
That virtuous state of mind.

(/7)%&%"s6%g$;%t./%/7%g;%&/%d(%631%"%;$! ":(%m.;%:(.%"6$%"-./%

(5.;%r:%&0%N;%(,%($%g$;%`$/%K,%M4"%/.)/%"i+)%&%:,%! B+:%&%1%2+"%&%
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And here is the third more general point: an act of obeisance, inspired by
recalling kindness.

I bow down to that extraordinary Spiritual Guide who has acted as the
personal cause for it all: the one whose kindness has brought to me that
virtuous state of mind through which I have been able to meditate upon
the Wish for enlightenment, and to train myself in the activities of a
bodhisattva, and to compose this classical commentary which takes these
activities as its subject matter. In short, I bow down to the personal cause
of these; that is, to Gentle Voice (Manjushri) himself.

!(,%($%g$;%`$/%":(%:0%"!

!:(.%"6$%"-./%16,%":(%d(%631!

I bow down in the very same
Way to that Spiritual Guide
Whose kindness has made me prosper.

(,%($%g$;% $̀/%":(%"2"%&%1%"s+:%&%:,%*+/%"/)%i+)%(/7)%1%/+(/%&6$%

=+(/%&%">.:%&6$%i+%;/%":(%($%EF:%1%:(.%"6$%d+(/%:0%"0%)V:%&6$%:(.%

"6$%"-./%(5.;%1%C,%":(%d(%631%1+!

I bow down in the very same way to that Spiritual Guide who has granted me
the kindness of making the virtuous side of my being prosper, by leading
me into the spiritual trainings, and by helping me to develop realizations
such as those achieved through the three-fold process of learning,
contemplation, and meditation.
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1.67%*%)%6:$/%(;/%k"/%:,%)*0%*7(%($%~+;%(;/%l)/%/7%6X9;%&%g(%&+/%

"yz0%"0%K.:%&6$%"J+%"/%r:%&0%X9%K/%;/! 17/%1+,/%B+:%:(.%q%(#;%:+;%
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This final chapter is characterized by the act of dedication, in which virtues are
transformed by fierce feelings of aspiration expressed in prayers for temporal
and ultimate goals. As such, it represents a detailed explanation of how we
train ourselves in that type of generosity where we give away our bodies,
possessions, and the virtues we have collected, all in order to help others.
Earlier on in the text too there were occasional explanations of how to train
oneself in the perfection of giving. We can say therefore that there is no single
entire chapter which covers how to train oneself in giving.
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An Outline of the Explanation of the Chapter on Wisdom (Final Section),
and the Chapter on Dedication, from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's
Way of Life; to accompany the Contemplations in Reading Ten

(Final Section from the "Chapter on Wisdom":)

c. A description of the way in which great compassion thinks of its object

[Contemplation Thirty-Six is found here]

B. An explanation of the name of the chapter

(Outline of the "Chapter on Dedication":)

IV. An explanation of how to train oneself in the perfection of giving, where you give away your body,
possessions, and all your collected virtue; this explanation is accomplished through
presenting the part [of the seven parts for collecting virtue and purifying negativities]
known as "dedication"

A. An explanation of the body of the chapter

1. A brief presentation, accomplished by making a dedication that every living being
should be led into the way of life of a bodhisattva

[Contemplation Thirty-Seven is found here]

2. A more detailed explanation of the act of dedication

a. Dedication for the sake of others

i) Dedication for worldly purposes

a1. Dedication for the purpose that the suffering of the sick and so on should
be put to an end

a2. A dedication for their temporary happiness

b2. A dedication for their ultimate happiness

b1. Dedication for the purpose that the suffering of those in the lower realms
should be put to an end

a2. Dedication for the purpose that the suffering of those in the hells
should be put to an end

a3. A dedication so that the suffering can be put to an end quickly

a4. A dedication that the general suffering there should be put to an
end
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b4. A dedication that the suffering of the cold hells should be put to
an end

c4. A dedication that the suffering of the hot hells should be put to
an end

a5. A dedication that the suffering there should be put to an end
by the rain that falls from the cloud of the two collections of
the bodhisattvas

b5. A dedication that the suffering of the surrounding hells
should be put to an end

c5. A dedication that other sufferings of the primary hells should
be put to an end

d5. A dedication that other sufferings of the surrounding hells
should be put to an end

b3. A dedication that the suffering should be put to an end by the
power of others

a4. A prayer that the suffering may be put to an end by the power
of the Holder of the Diamond (Vajrapani)

b4. A prayer that it may be put to an end by the miraculous deeds
of Loving Eyes (Avalokiteshvara)

c4. A prayer that it may be put to an end by the miraculous deeds
of Gentle Voice (Manjushri)

d4. A prayer that it may be put to an end by the strength of the
other Close Sons

b2. Dedication for the purpose that the suffering of animals should be put
to an end

c2. Dedication for the purpose that the suffering of tormented spirits
should be put to an end

c1. Dedication for the purpose of those in the higher realms

a2. Dedication that they escape from suffering

a3. A dedication that they should never lack any of their sense powers,
and that when they are born there should be no pain for their
mother

b3. A dedication that they should be freed of the suffering of poverty,
and of any kind of unhappiness

c3. A dedication that they should be freed of the suffering of illness,
and of the suffering which comes from encountering those we
dislike
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d3. A dedication that they should be freed of the suffering met with by
travellers, and that all harms by spirits should be put to an end

b2. Dedication that they achieve the goals they hope for

a3. Dedication towards the general goals of a person

a4. Dedication that they should obtain every excellent thing

a5. Dedication that they should obtain an excellent human body
and mind, complete with every spiritual leisure and fortune,
as well as excellent material possessions

b5. Dedication that no one should ever try to hurt them; and that
they should possess excellent dignity

c5. Dedication that they should have an excellent physical
appearance, and that the low should become highest

d5. Dedication that they should attain excellent virtue

b4. Dedication that they should enter the pure path

a5. A prayer that they should have excellent intentions and also
actions in accomplishing the path to freedom

b5. A prayer that should come to possess every conducive
condition for their practice, and that they should be free of
any adverse condition for this practice

c4. Dedication that they should, in the temporal world, obtain
wealth and happiness

a5. A dedication that they should have long lives, and that the
world they live in should be pure

b5. A dedication that they should be surrounded by people
wishing to help them, and that they always enjoy happiness

c5. A dedication that they come to have every possession they
need, and that anything that could ever harm them might be
put to an end

b3. Dedication towards the more specific goals of someone who has left
the home life

a4. A dedication for the sake of the community of ordained persons
in general

b4. A dedication for the sake of individual monks

c4. A dedication for the sake of individual nuns
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d4. A dedication that their morality might be excellent

e4. A dedication that, as a result of their practice, they may enjoy
happiness

d1. A summary dedication, for the purpose of every living being

ii) Dedication for purposes which transcend the world

a1. A dedication so that everything which the bodhisattvas hope to achieve
may actually come about

b1. A dedication that the deeds of the Enlightened Ones may come to their
final completion

c1. A dedication so that everything wished for by great practitioners of the
paths of the Listeners and Self-Made Buddhas may actually come about

b. Dedication for the sake of oneself

i) A prayer that we attain temporal goals

ii) A prayer that we be taken into the direct care of Gentle One

iii) A prayer that we may continue to live the activities of a bodhisattva

iv) A prayer that we may be able to bring the goals of others to their ultimate
end

c. Dedication for the goal that the teachings, which are the source of every
happiness, should spread in the world

[Contemplation Thirty-Eight is found here]

3. An act of obeisance, inspired by recalling kindness

B. An explanation of the name of the chapter
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The Asian Classics Institute
Course XII: Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, Part III

Reading Supplement: Chapter 10, The Chapter on Dedicating the
Power of Good Deeds

This, the final chapter of the Guide, was not included as part of this Course.
Geshe Michael translated and taught this chapter from three-year retreat
subsequent to the end of this Course. The verses of the root text from the
tenth chapter are provided here. They are not a part of this Course, and have
no study requirements. The full transcript of Geshe Michael's verse by verse
commentary on the tenth chapter is available on-line at www.world-view.org.

*************

(1) Thus have I completed writing

A Guide to the Bodhisattva's

Way of Life.

And I pray that by this goodness

Every living being

May take up this way of life.

(2) By the power of this good deed too

May any single living creature

In sickness or in pain,

Of body or of mind,

In any corner of this universe,

Be thrown into a sea of bliss.
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(3) And for as long as they may wander
In the circle of suffering life,

May they never lose this bliss.

May every one of them one day reach

The bliss beyond all other,

And stay there never-ending.

(4) I don't know how many

Realms of hell there are

Hidden in our world;

But by this power may every person

Trapped in one instead find joy

In the joy of the Heaven of Joy.

(5) May those who freeze in the cold of hell

Be covered in warmth.

May infinite showers of gentle rain

Fall from vast bodhisattva clouds

To cool the searing pain

Of those who live there in fire.

(6) May the forest of falling leaves of knives

Turn for those who live there into

A pleasure grove of shady bowers.

May the daggers of the trunks

Of the trees of Shalmali

Sprout as the Wish-Giving Tree instead.
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(7) May the caverns of hell suddenly echo forth
With the soft sweet song of the dove and nightingale,

Ruby-throated sparrow, graceful swans, birds

Of every kind, drawn to the gentle waters

That spring up instantly there, covered with lotuses

Whose delicate fragrance fills the air.

(8) May the heaps of burning embers of fire become piles

Of precious jewels, and the red-hot glowing iron floor

The ground of a new world, sparkling in crystal light.

May the mountains that slam together, crushing the crowds

Of helpless people between them, turn to the palace

Temples of heaven, filled with bliss-filled Buddhas.

(9) In the moment that I speak may the great rain of putrid
Filth, and stones of solid fire, knives, and spears,
Transform into a soft steady shower of fragrant flower petals.
And in the hells of anger, where people snatch up rocks
And sticks to gash one another open, may they instead
Gather up armfuls of petals, laughing, tossing over each other.

(10) I send the awesome power of the good deed that I've done
As well to all those trapped within the river that cannot
Be crossed, wrapped within the hell-flame there, with all
The skin and flesh ripped away from their bodies, the bones
Jutting out in the glistening white of freshly fallen snow;
May this power grow their bodies back, in the form of divine Angels.
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(11) And then may the beings in hell take pause,
and wonder suddenly to themselves,
"Why now do the henchmen

Of the Lord of Death, and his vicious
ravens, and the birds of prey,
Why do they turn and run from us?"

What glorious power has turned the night of hell
to golden day, and smothered us within
this happiness, this strength, this bliss?

Who could have such power?" And may they raise
their eyes and see the blue
of sky, and seated in it

The One Who Holds the Diamond in His Hand.
And then may joy spread
in their hearts, so powerful that

It tears away every wrong they ever did,
and so then they can rise
and fly—fly away with him.

(12) May a rain of lovely flower petals

mixed with cool and perfumed water

Descend in a song and extinguish the flames

of the fires that burn in hell.

May the beings who live there look upon

this sight, and suddenly

Be overcome by happiness. And then

may they think to themselves,

"Who could have done this thing?"

And may they turn and see

Before them the One who holds

the Lotus in His Hand.
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(13) And then may the hell beings
hear a voice that
calls to them and says:

"Come my friends, so far away,
cast away your fears now,
and come be at my side;

Come to the one whose power
has stripped away your agony
and thrown you into joy."

And when they lay their eyes on this one,
on Gentle Voice himself,
may every miserable creature there

Burst forth in a song, a song
that roars throughout the hells,
a song that sings:

"You are the bodhisattva who protects
every single living being,
overcome by your love for them;

(14) "You are the youth divine,
with your flowing locks,
body blazing in light;

How could it be
that you have come to us,
and smashed the terrors here?

Are you not the one
to whom a thousand gods
would run, to touch

The tips of their crowns
at your lotus feet?
The one whose eyes glisten

In tears of compassion for us?
The one on whom
A constant shower of petals falls?

See him now—surrounded by palaces
filled with crowds of celestial maidens
singing out his praises!"
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(15) Oh thus may it come to pass,
through the power of the goodness
that I've done:

Every suffering being in hell,
wrapped now deep in happiness,
standing staring up

At clouds as they gather overhead,
and the reality
of the bodhisattvas—

The one whose name is
Sheer Excellence,
and all the rest—

Uncovered fully in the light,
sending down upon them
showers of the rain

That brings them bliss,
cool soft rain,
rain of finest fragrance.

(16) And by this power may every being

Who lives in the animal realm be freed

From the terror of feeding off each other.

May those who live as craving spirits

Enjoy a life of peace and plenty,

Like humans of the isle of Haunting Voice.

(17) May a stream of milk descend from the hand

Of the Lord of Power, the Realized One,

The One Who Looks with Loving Eyes,

And may it fill the spirits who crave,

Washing them too in a gentle bath,

Leaving them cool and refreshed.
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(18) And by this power may the blind

Open their eyes and see the beauty;

May the deaf hear the song of sound.

May every woman with child give birth

As Maya, the Buddha's angel mother,

Did him—without a hint of pain.

(19) May those without sufficient clothing

Be suddenly clothed; may the hungry

Be instantly filled with food.

May those who suffer now from thirst

Drink fine fresh water

And other delicious beverages.

(20) May every poor person there is

Find all the money they need;

May those who grieve be comforted.

May those who've lost hope

Find hope anew, and security

That will never leave them.

(21) May every single being who's sick

Within this entire universe

Be suddenly, totally, cured.

May every kind of disease

Ever known to living kind

Vanish now, forever.
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(22) May all those in any kind of fear

Be suddenly freed from it.

May those imprisoned be released.

May those downtrodden come to power,

All of us living then as family,

In harmony with each other.

(23) May all of those who are on the road,

To anywhere at all, be safe

And comfortable, wherever they are now.

And may they without the slightest trouble

Find at the end of their journey the thing

They left their home to find.

(24) May all those who've left dry land

To travel in boats or ships

Accomplish all they set out to do.

May they cross the dangers of the waters

And then return safe to their homes,

And the arms of friends and family.

(25) May those who travel a barren waste,

Or mistake their way, who wander lost,

Suddenly come upon new companions

And find their way easily, free of fatigue,

Without the slightest danger of things

Like thieves or wild beasts.
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(26) May holy angels come and protect

All those who live in fear, with nowhere

To go, no path to follow:

Small children, the elderly, those with on one

To help them; those who cannot sleep,

Those who are troubled, and the insane.

(27) May they spend every life they still have to live

Free of every obstacle to a spiritual life:

May they find firm feelings of faith,

And wisdom, and a perfect capacity

For love; may their physical needs

Be filled, may they lead good lives.

(28) May they have all they need to live, forever,

Without a moment's pause, as if they possessed

The treasure of the magic sky.

May they live together without ever quarreling,

Without ever hurting each other, enjoying instead

The freedom to live as they choose to.

(29) May every person who is small or shy,

Who has no confidence, become

Strong and full of grace.

May those who've lived a life of need

And suffered from it physically

Recover in resplendent health.
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(30) May all who live in a place in society

Where they're not treated right transform

Forever to a position ideal.

May those who are looked down upon

Be raised up high, and their arrogant friends

Be tumbled to the ground.

(31) And by this goodness I have done

May every single suffering being

Give up every single harmful

Thought or word or deed;

Taking up always in its stead

Thoughts and words and deeds of virtue.

(32) May these beings never cease to strive

To reach the ultimate goal, for others;

And may their hearts be swept away

By the stream of loving conduct.

May they abandon every sort of dark behavior,

Remaining in the care of every Holy Being.

(33) May every living soul enjoy

A life immeasurably long,

Living thus forever in

A state of constant bliss,

So that even the very word "death"

Is never heard spoken again.
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(34) May all the places that exist, in every world there is,

Turn instantly into gardens of elegant design,

Filled with trees that grant your every wish.

And may the Enlightened Ones, along with their daughters

And their sons, walk amidst the trees,

Singing out the sweet song of the Dharma.

(35) And in each one of these places

May the very foundation, the earth itself,

Be transformed, from sharp stones and the like,

Into the heavenly ground of lapis lazuli—

As smooth as the palm of your hand,

And soft to walk upon.

(36) And like a precious jewel

Adorning this same ground,

May all the secret worlds that exist

And all the goodness in them

Abide atop these newfound lands,

Crowded with Warrior Angels.

(37) And too, may all who live and breathe

Hear the song of birds,

The wind in the trees,

The light of the sun, and the sky itself,

Singing aloud to them an endless

Rhapsody of holy teachings.
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(38) And wherever they go may they always meet

The Enlightened Ones, and their children

Who strive for enlightenment.

May they honor these Lamas—

The highest of beings—

With endless showers of offerings.

(39) May the lords of the sky

Send down the rains on time,

So to bring forth plentiful harvests.

May all existing governments

Make their decisions based on the teachings,

And thus may the whole world prosper.

(40) May every medicine come to have
The power to cure; may the secret words
Fulfil all hopes. May the minds
Of gods and spirits of sickness alike
Be overcome with thoughts of compassion.

(41) May no single living being
Ever again feel a single pain.
May they never again feel afraid,
Never again be hurt by another,
Never again be unhappy.

(42) May places of spiritual learning thrive,
Filled with people reading sacred books,
And singing them out loud as well.
May communities of spiritual practitioners
Live always in harmony, and may they achieve
The high goals for which they live together.
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(43) May all those who have ever taken
The vows of a monk come to master
The arts of solitude,
Throwing off every kind of distraction,
Gradually refining their minds,
Learning perfect meditation.

(44) May nuns forever find support
For their physical needs, and live lives free
Of conflict or any outside threat.
May every person who's ever become
Ordained conduct themselves
Perfectly in their moral code.

(45) And may any of those who may have ever

Broken this code regret what they've done,

And always work to clean the karma.

May they then return to a higher birth,

And in their new life never see

Their spiritual discipline fail again.

(46) May every sage who lives in this world

Find the honor due to them, and always be offered

The food and other needs they request.

May they always take care that their hearts are pure,

And may they earn a good name that spreads

Throughout the entire world.
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(47) May none of these people ever again
Undergo the pain of the lower realms;

In strength beyond the strength of gods

May they quickly win the state

Of a fully Enlightened One

Without the slightest hardship.

(48) May every suffering being there is

Make offerings over and over again

To every Enlightened Being there is.

And may the Enlightened Ones enjoy

Forever what we have offered them,

In infinite waves of bliss.

(49) May every plan there is in the heart

Of every bodhisattva to help

Every living being come true.

May everyone get every single thing

That the Enlightened Ones who shelter us

Have in mind for us to get.

(50) May those who follow the lower paths

Of self-made awakened ones, and listeners,

Attain the happiness they seek.
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(51) And may we, through the kindness

Of Gentle Voice, remember in life after life

Who we are and what we practice,

Rejecting the worldly way of life

Again and again, until the day

We reach the level called Intense Joy.

(52) May we gain the mystic ability

To live off even the poorest of food,

Growing ever more strong and healthy.

In all our lives may we win the wealth

Of learning to live in solitude

With nothing more than barest needs.

(53) And when anyone ever longs to see him,

Or ask him even the slightest question,

May the shroud which covers their eyes

Be torn away, so that the High Protector,

Lord Gentle Voice Himself,

Instantly appears.

(54) We are working to achieve the goals

Of all the living things there are

In every corner of this universe;

And so by this power may we learn to do

Every single one of the things

That Gentle Voice is able to do.
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(55) And may we decide that we will stay

To work to clear away the pain

Of every living being there is

Until the last day of this

Universe; until the very last

Suffering creature is changed.

(56) May every single pain that is coming

To any single being there is

Ripen now upon me instead.

May the great community of bodhisattvas

Go forth and spread through all the world,

To work for the happiness of all.

(57) The teachings of the Enlightened Ones

Are the one medicine that can cure

The great sickness of living kind.

They are the one ultimate source

Of every form of happiness.

And so by this power may the teachings remain

Long upon this planet, with all the support

They require, and all the respect they deserve.

(58) And lastly do I bow myself

Down to the One with a Gentle Voice,

The One who has been kind enough

To teach me the ways of virtue;

Thus last do I bow myself down

To the One who was kind enough

To raise me up from childhood:

I bow to You,

My Spiritual Guide.
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Class One: The Perfection of Wisdom and the Other Five Perfections

This course covers chapters nine and ten of the Guide To the Bodhisattva's Way of Life, by
Master Shantideva (c. 700 ad). The commentary we will use is entitled, "Entry Point for
Children of the Victorious Buddhas," by Gyaltsab Je (1364-1432).

Chapter nine focuses on the meaning of emptiness. The entire purpose of your life is
to reach certain brief experiences which will result in your permanent escape from the
suffering. Foremost among these is the direct perception of emptiness, which may last
approximately twenty minutes. The purpose of this course is to learn to see emptiness
directly, which will guarantee your enlightenment and the end of your suffering.

The Definition of Emptiness

DUN GANG SHIK NGUNSUM DU TOKPE DRI MA SEPAR JEPA
that object which directly realize it impurity completely it does

finish that

That object which is such that if you realize it directly, allows you to finish off all of
your impurities.

Emptiness is also called ultimate reality. You must make contact with this higher reality.
You can only perceivce emptiness in a deep state of meditation with a lot of training.
Seeing emptiness takes many years of preparation and then the actual experience lasts
about twenty minutes. If you see emptiness directly, your suffering and your body and
your world will change dramatically for the better. After seeing emptiness you become
an Arya, a "superior being" -- also called a "stream enterer," meaning that you are on
your way out of this suffering existence forever.

The View of Destruction
JIK - TA The view of destruction.

destruction view

The view of destruction is a way of looking at the world which focuses on "me" and
"mine" ("mine" means my parts or possessions). This view thinks that me and mine exist
independent of my own perceptions, not in dependence upon my projections. It thinks
things exit out there, independent of my mind conceptualizing an identity for them; that
things radiate their own nature and identity from themselves, rather than that my mind
is conceptualizing their nature and identity. It’s called the view of destruction because
it focuses upon me and mine which is going to be destroyed. Another meaning is that
this viewpoint is destroyable – when you destroy this view you will be liberated. The
view of destruction is the ignorance that causes every bad thing and suffering in your
existence. Our feeling attracted to or disliking an object comes from this ignorance, and
it causes us to then undertake bad deeds and thoughts (in order to get or avoid the
object), which creates our suffering in the future.
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Nirvana

NGANG DE Nirvana, to overcome your grief. This is the point where you
grief overcome have no more negative emotions.

How do you go from wrong view (Jik-ta) to nirvana? You think that roaches exist from
their own side, independent of you. That’s wrong view. Wisdom realizes that your
mind creates those roaches. You therefore act in a way to not create roaches in the
future. Understanding that everything comes from your mind, you behave in a way that
your mind creates only good things for you. Everything changes into paradise. Seeing
emptiness directly eliminates this view of destruction (wrong view), which leads to your
cleaning up your mind, which leads to your life cleaning up.

Do the Other Perfections Have To Come Before "Wisdom"?
The next lines of chapter nine state that all the things that come before are for the sake
of wisdom. What does this mean? The "things that come before" refers to the other
perfections, and means that the first five perfections are needed to reach wisdom. The
six perfections are:

1. The perfection of giving
2. The perfection of living an ethical way of life
3. The perfection of not getting angry
4. The perfection of joyful effort
5. The perfection of meditation
6. The perfection of wisdom

The question is: in order to perceive emptiness directly, do you first have to practice
perfectly the other five perfections? Three reasons are given why this statement doesn’t
mean that you have to perfect the other five perfections before you can see emptiness
directly:

1. LOPPON SHI-TSO TAR TONG NYI TU SUM GYI TENLA BEPPA
master Shantarakshita said emptiness learn contemplate by clear understanding

LA-ANG JINSOK NGA NGUNDU DRO MI GU
for that giving etc. five come before don't have to

You don't have to practice the prior five perfections like a bodhisattva in order
to learn about and gain an intellectual understanding of emptiness. Master
Shantarakshita’s reasoning is that you don’t have to have the first five perfections
to see emptiness because you can just listen to someone talk about it and that’s
a form of seeing it. It’s not a direct perception, however. It requires extensive
virtue just to hear about emptiness, but doesn’t require the complete perfection
of the first five perfections.
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2. TONG NYI LA YI GYURWAY NGONGWA KYEWA
emptiness about mind it changes experience to develop

LA-ANG NGUNDU DRO MI GU
for that also they come before don't have to

To have a profound intellectual understanding and deep conviction about the
truth of emptiness you don't have to perfectly practice the prior five
perfections. This is still not referring to a direct perceptions of emptiness.

3. NYEN RANG GI TONG NYI TOKPAY GOM JUNG GI HLAKTONG YANG KYE
Listeners Self-made emptiness perceive meditation of special insight even they

Buddhas develop

Listeners and Self-made Buddhas (two kinds of Hinayana practitioners who
don't practice the perfections) do perceive emptiness directly; even they can have
this special insight.

Master Shantideva says "all these come before for the sake of wisdom." The wisdom
that these two lines of the chapter refers to is the omniscience of a Buddha, the ability
to see all things of the past, present, and future. Every mind has the ability to do this,
but there is something blocking that ability. There is an obstacle to omniscience which
practicing the first five prefections removes, and this leads to a state of omniscience.

The Two Realities
The rest of the chapter teaches how to perceive emptiness directly. To see emptiness
directly, you must roughly see in your mind what is ultimate reality and what isn’t
ultimate reality.

KUNDZOB DANG NI DUNDAM TE DINI DENPA NYISU DU
deceptive and ultimate these truth these two we accept
reality reality

These two truths we accept: deceptive reality and ultimate reality.

Deceptive Truth is not really truth -- it is a lie; but it is called "truth" because it seems
to be true to a deceived mind which is mistaken. This lower reality is also called
deceptive reality, or false reality. It means things appear as self-existent, as though they
existed independent of our mental projections. Ultimate Truth is the emptiness of an
object, and every object in the universe has its own emptiness, its own ultimate reality.
It's called "truth" because it really is ultimate truth.

All reality can be divided into deceptive reality and ultimate reality; every object in the
universe possesses its own deceptive reality and its own ultimate reality.
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Conditions Necessary To See Emptiness Directly
If you could see emptiness directly all of your sufferings would end within seven lives.
Prior to seeing emptiness, you must:

1) Connect very purely with a qualified teacher; you must serve them well, mainly
by practicing what they teach. You collect vast positive energy from doing so.

2) Study emptiness intellectually in great depth.
3) Meditate deeply for one or two hours every day.
4) Then receive instructions on the nature of mental imaging (chi and jedrak)
5) You then begin to have profound realizations about the nature of impermanence.
6) You then have a direct experience of perceiving deceptive truth. You then sit

down, go into deep meditation and perceive emptiness directly.

Perceiving emptiness directly is the main purpose of Buddhism.

Two Kinds of People
There are only two kinds of people in the world: those who have seen emptiness
directly, and those who haven’t seen emptiness directly. It is impossible to perceive
emptiness directly any other way than in a deep state of meditation. You must actually
have your mind in the first level of the form realm to see emptiness directly.

1. TONG NYI NGUNSUM DU TOK NYONG
emptiness directly realize has done it

A person who has undergone the direct perception of emptiness. Also know as:

PAKPA Arya (skt.) or "superior;" a being who has seen emptiness directly.

GYUN-SHUK Stream-enterer. You’re called this in the early days of being an
arya. It means you’ve entered the stream to leave suffering life.

2. TONG NYI NGUNSUM DU TOK MA NYONG
emptiness directly realize not has done it

A person who has not yet realized emptiness directly. Also know as:

SO-SO KYE WO A being who has not yet seen emptiness directly.
ordinary person

JIPA An infant or child, meaning one who has not yet seen
infant emptiness directly.

TSUR TONG Those who only see "this side;" they have not seen
near side to see emptiness (the"far side.")
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The direct perception of emptiness is exactly the same for any being who sees it,
although these beings may be at different spiritual levels, such as a stream-enterer,
higher-level bodhisattva or fully enlightened Buddha.

Wrong Ideas About Emptiness
There are a series of wrong ideas about emptiness, which by understanding them you
can avoid these mistakes yourself.

1) Emptiness means nothingness, or a black void.
2) Emptiness is the absence of things; pretending that things aren’t really there.
3) Everything is empty so I can do whatever I want; nothing matters and morality is

unimportant; there is no virtue or non-virtue.

These first three ideas are so far out, they don’t even count as legitimate views to be
considered. More subtle ideas are expressed by the ancient Indian schools:

NGUPO MAWA Functionalists. They profess that things exist because they
functioning they do something; functionalists are comprised of the 3 lower

thing profess Buddhist schools:
1. Abhidharmists, or Detailist School
2. Sautrantikas, or Sutrist School
3. Chittamatras, or Mind-Only School

NGUPO DENPAR DRUPPA Because things work or function, they must
functioning true exist be real. Anything that functions and works

thing is real. This is a wrong idea which the
functionalists hold.

U MAPA Middle Way, Madhyamika (skt.) The Middle Way view
middle way lies in between two extreme views:

1. nothing exists at all
2. things exist from their own side as they appear,

self-existently

CHU TAMCHE RANGSHIN GYI MA-DRUPPA Nothing has any nature
thing none of them has any nature of its own of its own.

This means that your senses take in data (color, shapes, sounds, smells, etc.) and your
mind organizes the data into a conceptual thought. This is correct. If you understand
this, you can become enlightened. Things do exist, but only in dependence on your
mental projections which are forced upon you by your karma. The colors and shapes
that appear to your mind suggest an object, but it is your mind that creates the object.
Your karma forces you to have these particular perceptions. A different type of being
could be looking at the same colors and shapes and see something totally different.
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The Functionalists assert the following point:

NGUPU RANGSHIN GYI ME NA YE ME DU GYUR SHING
functioning they don't have any must not exist at all and

thing self-nature of their own

YUMA RANGSHIN GYI YU GU NYAMPA
if it exists it must have a nature

If things don't have any nature of their own, then they must not exist at all;
If things do exist, they must have a nature of their own.

This idea is incorrect. It is because things are empty, and therefore don't have any nature
of their own, that they can work. Your offerings and other good karma are empty, but
they function to bring you good results because of how your thoughts react to watching
yourself do these good deeds. So good karma works, but not the way you thought it
did.

Similarly, your rebirth is also empty. You are not reborn into a different self-existent
body and realm; it is simply that your mind shifts, forced by your karma, into seeing
other colors and shapes which are interpreted as being a different sort of life.

Two Meanings of "Nirvana"

1. RANGSHIN GYI NYANDE Natural Nirvana. This is actually a misnomer.
natural nirvana It doesn’t mean nirvana; it means the

emptiness of all objects. The emptiness
which every object has is called natural
nirvana.

CHU TAMCHE RANGSHIN GYI TONGPA All things are empty of any
thing all nature of emptiness nature of their own.

Critics of the middle way view said, "You Madhyamikas think nirvana and samsara are
the same thing because all of samsara is 'natural nirvana.'" But natural nirvana only
means the emptiness of all objects. It is because objects are empty that you can escape
samsara and reach a Buddha's paradise.

LO BUR NAMDAK GI NYANG DE Real nirvana, where you have become
you worked purity nirvana pure because you worked really hard

very hard and eliminated your mental afflictions.

Real nirvana, or pure nirvana, is the permanent ending of all of your mental afflictions
that resulted from you seeing emptiness directly.
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How Do We See the Illusion?
The two truths mean the two realities: ultimate reality and deceptive reality. If you can
come in contact with ultimate reality (see emptiness directly), you can reach nirvana and
Buddhahood and be happy forever. If you don’t come in contact with ultimate reality,
it’s impossible for you to reach nirvana and Buddhahood, which means that you’ll
always have mental afflictions and be unhappy. Deceptive reality means that things
appear one way, but really aren’t the way they appear.

There are two main divisions in Buddhism describing what ultimate reality is like. The
higher school (madhyamika) says that nothing has nature of it’s own, from its own side.
Each object’s nature is conceptualized in your mind. You see colors and shapes and
organize that data in your mind into a thing’s identity or nature. We think things
radiate their nature or identity to us. They don’t. That’s what the madhyamika
prasangika school means when it says things are like an illusion – they appear to
radiate their identity, but don’t actually do so.

GYUMA Illusion. It looks self-existent, but it's empty.
maya (skt.)

NANG TSUL DANG NE TSUL MI-TUN-PA
it appears the way and it exists the way inconsistent

The way it looks and the way it really is are not the same.

The ultimate meaning of dependent origination is that your eyes see colors and shapes,
and your mind makes that into a picture in the mind, and you mistake that picture in
your mind for what’s out there. You watch the pictures in your mind, thinking those
things are really out there on their own, independent of your mind conceiving them.

The way things appear (nang tsul), is that they exist from their own side. The way it
really is (ne tsul), is that your mind takes in sensory data (colors, shapes, etc.) and
organizes that data into an object or concept in the mind.

Using the example of a pen, illusion means that the pen appears to exist one way, but
really exists differently than its appearance. It appears that a pen is sitting there in front
of you. The way it really is, is that your mind is taking in colors and shapes and
organizing them into the concept “pen” in your mind.

A more profound definition of illusion is in reference to the direct perception of
emptiness. After you have a direct perception of emptiness and you come out of it,
deceptive reality reasserts itself to your mind. You know that the perception of seeing
things as existing from their own side is wrong and inaccurate, but you still perceive
them that way. You realize that everything you are seeing is an illusion, and that all of
your perceptions are wrong.
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Madhyamika prasangikas say things are an illusion because they don’t have any nature
of their own. A pen is not a pen from its own side; it doesn’t radiate pen from itself;
it doesn’t have a pen’s nature from its own side. So it’s unreal, like an illusion. The
functionalist schools say that because something functions, it’s real; because a pen writes,
it’s real.

Madhyamika prasangikas say that because a pen writes, it’s unreal. Unreal means that
it comes from your karma; it doesn’t exist from its own side concretely.

The mind only school (which is a functionalist schools) believes that one karmic seed
produces both the sense organ(s) which perceives an object, and the object being
perceived. For example, the same karmic seed that produces the eyes which see the pen
also produces the pen itself.

The Mind Only School

SEM TSAM Mind Only School, Chittamatra (skt.)
mind only

The mind only school says that you can’t see an illusory object because it has no nature
of its own. They think that if something is like an illusion, then it can’t be true, and
therefore it can’t function. They say that if something works, it’s real. If something’s
unreal, then it doesn’t function. They therefore say that if the mind is unreal (not self-
existent) it doesn’t function, and if it doesn’t function then the mind doesn’t exist at all,
and if the mind doesn’t exist then there’s no illusion. Madhyamika prasangika qualifies
that they define unreal as meaning that it comes from your projections, and doesn’t exist
from its own side The object perceived is unreal and the mind doing the perceiving is
unreal – they are both illusions.

Madhyamika prasangika addresses their position by defining illusion within the mind
only school. Mind only school says illusion means that when you see a pen, it looks like
it’s not coming from the same karmic seed as your mind, but it really is doing so. It’s
an illusion that the pen is out there separate from your mind. Mind only says the pen
is an illusion and isn’t real in this way. Madhyamika prasangika says that if the pen is
unreal, then the mind doesn’t exist. This is because you can’t have a subject mind
without an object to perceive. If there’s no pen, you can’t have a perception of a pen.

Dependent origination in the mind only school is that the pen and my eyes and mind
come from the same karmic seed. Emptiness for the Mind Only school is that nothing
exists any other way than this.

Dependent origination in the Madhyamika Prasangika school is that the pen’s existence
depends upon karma forcing you to organize the data into a pen in your mind.
Emptiness means that the pen is devoid of any other way of existing.
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SUK DANG SUK-DZIN GYI TSEMA DZE SHEN GYI DRUPPA

The illusion according to Mind Only is the fact that something you see, and your sight
of it, seem to come from separate causes, but actually they come from the same karmic
seed. They believe that both the karmic seeds and the mind are self-existent.

Self-Perception According To the Mind Only School

RANG RIK Self-perception of the mind -- apperception -- the mind
self to know simultaneously watching the mind watching another object. The

mind only school attempts to prove that a self-existent mind can
know itself by saying that you can remember yourself watching
yourself in the past. So self-perception is catching yourself seeing
the illusion.

KA NANG KONA LA CHOK SHING
inward focus only directed and

NYI-NANG TAMCHE DANG DRELWAY DZIN-NAM YENGARWA
duality all these it doesn't have subject mode isolated

It is a separate part of your mind, a subject, with no distinction of knower and
known, and only focused inwardly.

Madhyamika prasangika uses the example of a rat bite to explain self-perception of the
mind. We’ll use the example of pizza:

1) You bite a pizza.
2) Pizza enters your stomach.
3) You can’t be aware of yourself at the same moment that you bite the pizza –

the mind can only hold one object at a time, and at that moment it’s the pizza
you’re biting.

4) You remember going to bite the pizza.
5) You deduce from number four above and from the pizza in your stomach that

you actually were present, and did bite the pizza.

Since you can’t perceive yourself while perceiving something else (the mind can only
hold one object at a time), you deduce that you did something in the past by
remembering the thing you perceived, rather than by remembering your mind which
was perceiving it.

Mind only school uses the example of a butter lamp to attempt to prove that self-
perception of the mind can occur. They say that a butter lamp first lights up itself and
then illuminates things around it. Similarly the mind must first perceive itself and then
it can perceive other things. The mind see itself and other things simultaneously.
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Madhyamika prasangika replies to this by saying that by the same reasoning, darkness
would cover everything and then cover itself. This would mean that darkness makes
everything light because darkness is covered up. So the idea of the mind perceiving
itself perceiving other objects is incorrect.
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Now we leave the Mind-Only School and turn to arguments by Hinayana schools
regarding the importance of seeing emptiness. The Hinaya schools claim that you don't
have to see emptiness directly to reach nirvana. They say that seeing the four noble
truths is all that’s necessary to eliminate all of your mental afflictions and reach nirvana.

The Sixteen Aspects of the Four Noble Truths

MITAK SOK CHU DRUK The sixteen aspects of the Four Noble Truths.
changing etc. sixteen These are sixteen experiences you have after seeing

emptiness directly, which are grouped into the four
noble truths. Hinayana Listeners and Self-made Buddhas claim that you perceive the
sixteen Arya truths during (not following) the path of seeing, and that the path of seeing
consists of nothing more than perceiving these truths, and need not include the direct
perception of emptiness. They say that merely understanding these sixteen things leads
to nirvana, and so it isn’t necessary to see emptiness directly. They have gotten it mixed
up, and don’t realize that these sixteen things result from the direct perception of
emptiness. It is true that by understanding these things you can repress your mental
afflictions – which is what the earlier chapters of the Guide To the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life
teach – but it’s not until after you see emptiness directly that you have a direct
realization of the sixteen things. It’s the direct experience of the sixteen truths which
enable you to permanently remove your mental afflictions (and not merely suppress
them).

Two Kinds Of Mental Afflictions

NGUN GYURWA Manifest, active, in your mind consciously now. It’s active,
manifest present and manifest in your mind right now.

BAKLA NYELWA Dormant, inactive. The affliction isn’t in your mind right now,
seed sleeping but you have the seed (bakjak, or potential) in your mind for it to

occur. It is dormant but waiting to arise.

You can't say that you have permanently eliminated your anger just because you are not
experiencing it right now. Real nirvana is the elimination of both manifest and dormant
mental afflictions. Master Shantideva says that even a deep understanding of the sixteen
aspects of the four arya truths is inadequate to eliminate the dormant seeds for mental
afflictions. In fact you don't truly understand the four arya truths until you perceive
emptiness directly (which gives you the ammunition to get rid of the seeds).

Deciding Which Scriptures Are Correct
The Mother Sutra, or Perfection of Wisdom Sutras. It’s called

YUM GYI DO “the mother” because it gives birth to all Buddhas; understanding
mother of sutra this wisdom produces enlightened beings. The Perfection of

Wisdom sutras are called "mother" because the wisdom in these
sutras gives birth to Buddhas.
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Master Shantideva says that Buddha stated in the scriptures that you have to perceive
emptiness directly to reach nirvana. He offers the proof that these sutras, which are only
accepted by Mahayanists, should also be accepted by Hinayanists. He basically says that
at some point in their life, hinayanists didn’t believe in the hinayana sutras either, but
then they studied them and checked them with their experiences, and found them to be
internally consistent and logical, so they then accepted them as true. Additionally, they
meet the criterion that a Buddhist book must address morality. Therefore, the perfection
of wisdom scriptures are acceptable because they accord with the three trainings
(morality, concentration, wisdom). Master Shantideva emphasizes that you must check
the validity of your beliefs against your personal experience and see if it holds true; but
generally people just believe what they were taught as kids until they strongly challenge
it. You should only accept beliefs that are internally consistent and hold true to your
own life experience.

The hinayanists then claim that their books are true because both schools accept them.
Master Shantideva responds, "then the Vedas (Hindu scriptures not accepted by
Buddhists) must be true because two Hindus accept them."

A Wrong Idea About Stopping Mental Afflictions

GAKPA LARYANG KYE GYUR TE DUSHE MEPAY NYOM JUK SHIN
to stop return again arise again discrimination don’t have deep meditation like that

It's like that deep state of meditation wherein you lose the capacity to discriminate
[between objects] and [the mental afflictions are] temporarily stopped, but later will
arise again. Master Shantideva is saying that the temporary stopping of your mental
afflictions described by the Hinayanists is like this very deep state of meditation where
your mental afflictions are temporarily stopped because your mind is almost totally shut
down. This kind of hibernation meditation is no big deal and doesn’t accomplish your
goals because when you come out of this deep meditation, the mental afflictions will
return. Similarly, when you intellectually understand suffering it may temporarily stop
suffering, but it will return again.

The Connection Between Seeing Emptiness and Stopping Mental Afflictions
Master Shantideva insists that you must see emptiness directly to eliminate your mental
afflictions. The madhyamika texts by Maitreya (Uttara Tantra, Yu Lama, The Higher Line)
explain the connection between seeing emptiness and stopping the mental afflictions.
This is one of the holiest teachings of Buddhism. The following six steps cause all the
pain in your life. Each subsequent step is caused by the preceding one, it only takes a
few seconds for your mind to go through all six steps, and this process occurs all the
time throughout your life. You must see emptiness directly to break this cycle.
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The Source of All Suffering
1. DAKDZIN NYI KYI BAKCHAK YU

tendency to see two of seed got it
things as self-existent

You are born with the two habits of seeing yourself and your parts as being self-
existent, as existing independent of you imposing or projecting that view onto them.
You have carried this seed, tendency, or mental potential (bakchak) from past lives,
without beginning, and it's in your mind from the first breath.

2. DAKDZIN NYI KYE
tendency to see two grows

things as self-existent

The tendency to see your and your parts as self-existent grows and becomes
stronger.

3. RANG-NGU NE DRUPPAY YI-ONGWA DANG YI-MI-ONG DU TSULMIN YIJE KYE
its own side it comes from attractive and unattractive wrong way mental grows

focus
The tendency grows to be attracted to or unattracted to things in the wrong way,
as if they were coming from their own side. Thinking something is self-existently
good or bad. This is a crucial step in the process. It's okay to like and dislike things
if you recognize that they are coming from your karma, and not from their own side,
independent of your karmic projections.

4. DUCHAK DANG SHEDANG KYE
ignorant liking and ignorant disliking grows

Your liking and disliking things ignorantly grows. This is the subtle thought we
have all the time, liking and disliking things with the underlying belief that they are
self-existent. This is represented by the pig, rooster and snake at the center of the
wheel of life.

5. LE SAK
karma do it

You do it [the bad deed] and collect the karma, based on the ignorant liking or
disliking of an object. For example, when someone yells at you, you yell back at
them.
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6. KORWAR KOR
samsara circle

You perpetuate your suffering, because you did the bad deed (number five), because
you (dis)liked the object ignorantly (number four), because you saw it as self-existent
(number three), because that ignorance had grown in your mind (number two), because
you were born with it (number one). If you understand emptiness and karma, you can
stop responding to the things you (dis)like ignorantly and stop collecting bad karma.
Your life then gradually becomes nicer and nicer, and your good karma ultimately forces
you eventually to see things around you turning into a Buddha paradise.

Is Emptiness a Scary Thing?

Someone says to Master Shantideva that it's scary to meditate on emptiness, to think that
you have no concrete self, and to change the way you look at reality by contemplating
and meditating upon emptiness. Master Shantiva responds with the following lines:

DENPAR DZINPA DUK-NGEL KYEJE TONG-NYI TOKPA DUK-GNEL SHI-JE
that habit see things all your it causes emptiness realizing all the suffering it stops it

as self-existent suffering in your ife

All the suffering in your life comes from your habit of seeing things as self-existent;
realizing emptiness will stop all of the suffering in your life.

The only way to permanently eliminate all the scary and painful things in your life is
to perceive emptiness directly, so don’t be afraid to meditate on emptiness.
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Two Kinds of Wrong Ideas

Master Shantideva now explains the different kinds of wrong ideas we have about
ourselves.

1) DEN - DZIN KUN-TAK Things you learned to hold as being self-
true to hold learned ideas existently true. This includes all the things

you have learned from your parents, school
teachers, scientists, peers, etc. For example, you were taught that you come from god,
or living cells, or chemicals, or the stork, etc.

Definition of the learned belief in self-existence:

TSOWOR DRUPTE LO GYURWA LA TU GUPAY DEN - DZIN
mainly belief your has been depends on that true to hold as

system mind changed

Mainly, it is a tendency to see things as self-existent, which always relies upon
someone teaching you a belief system and changing your mind in that way.

2) DEN - DZIN HLENKYE The tendency you’re born with to see things
true to hold inborn as self- existent. This wrong idea is inborn

and is naturally held by all samsaric beings.

Definition of the innate belief in self-existence:

TOKMA MEPA NE JESU SHUKPA DRUPTE LO GYUR MA - GYUR
the beginning without time it has continued belief your been not been

mind changed changed
NYI-GA LA YUPAY DEN - DZIN
both of them they have it true to hold as

People who have and people who have not been exposed to a belief system, both
have the tendency to see things as self-existent, and this has been the case from
beginningless time.

Someone who has seen emptiness directly eliminates the learned belief in self-existence.
They see things as being self-existent, but no longer believe that it’s true.
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TONG - LAM SA GYEPA
seeing path level eight

On the eighth bodhisattva level you eliminate the manifest perception of seeing things
as being self-existent: you eliminate innate self-existence. The first bodhisattva level
occurs when you see emptiness directly with bodhichitta in your heart. The first six
bodhisattva levels correspond to perfecting the six perfections in an extraordinary form.

Three Wrong Ideas that Are Learned
These wrong ideas are based on a mistaken belief in self-existence focused on how we
look at ourselves, where we come from, and what our ultimate basis is:

1. GANGSAK DANG PUNGPO JEWO DANG KOLPO SHINDU DZINPA
person and heaps master and servant similar hold as

You hold that a person and his heaps are similar to a master and his servants. You
view yourself as if you were some kind of master, and your parts (your body parts, your
mind, and the conception of "you") are the servants which you can command. You think
you're in control of and separate from your mind and body, as if you were some kind
of independent soul. You tell your arms to move, your mind to behave, etc.

2. DULTREN CHAME DU DZINPA
atomic particle smallest that hold as

To think that you are made of some basic tiny atomic particles, which are the
fundamental building blocks of reality. You believe you are comprised of atomic
particles as your ultimate basic nature.

3. SHEPA KECHIK CHAME DU DZINPA
your mind instants indivisible that hold as

To believe in infinitely short, self-existent instants of mind, which make up your life
over time, like your life is made up of the sum total of all these self-existent increments
of experience. You are the sum total of all the moments of consciousness you have had.
You believe that your life is a series of events of awareness which have their own reality
independent of you.

The middle-way school says you are not the sum of your parts; nor are you any one of
your individual parts. You are not your hand, for example. You are not the sum of
your parts without imposing the concept of “me” upon those parts. Otherwise everyone
would recognize you immediately because you exude “Mike.” Your karma forces you
to impose a particular identity upon those parts. Karma forces you to see yourself age
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and die. By collecting vast quantities of powerful good karma, you will be force to
impose the identity of a deathless enlightened being upon yourself.

The truth is that no object is the sum of its parts until you conceive of it as being so, due
to your past karma. So you actually consist of nothing more that your karmic seeds going off
in rapid succession.

Who Collects the Karma?
Buddhist say you are a different person each moment; you are the sum total of your
karmas which ripen at the rate of sixty-five karmas per instant, giving you all your
perceptions. As your karmas ripen, flower, and wear out, you change. Some non-
Buddhists said that if you’re a different person next year, how could it be that the “old
you” karma ripens upon you as the “new you” since they are two different people?
Master Shantideva gives three replies to the view that there must be an unchanging soul
or core person:

1. LE JEPAY DU DANG DREBU NYONGWAY DU KYI GANGSAK DZE TA DE
karma when you then and the result you experience that time those people essentially

do it different

The person who collects the karmic cause and the person who experiences the result
of that karma are not the same two people. He says to the non-Buddhists that the soul
changes over time and the person also has changed, so their position has the same
problem as the Buddhists.

2. GYUY DUSU DREBU NYONG MISI
time of the cause the result to experience it's impossible

It's impossible to experience the result at the same moment you create the cause. This
is in reply to the non-Buddhist who says that karma should ripen upon the same person
doing the deed. Since you change in a moment, karma would have to ripen
simultaneously in order to ripen upon the same person who did the deed. So the self
must be a changing fluid experience, not self-existent. The self is nothing more than
ripening karma.

3. GYUN CHIK LA LE JEPAPO DANG DREBU CHUPAPO TEN RUNG
a stream one on karma person who does and result experiencer it's okay to say that

It's all right to say that the person who causes the karma and the one who experiences
the result are the same person going on in a stream. You can call the stream of karma
over time one person. Although the continuing self that is flowing through time is not
self-existently the same person over time, it is true in so far as your projections cause
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you to experience the continuity of "me." It’s okay to call my perception of myself and
my perception of myself in two years, and all the moments in between “me.” I only
exist in dependence on perceiving myself as “me” in this way; I don’t have any other
self-existent nature based upon my parts or the passage of time. I only exist in
dependence upon thinking of myself as the sum of all my parts and experiences. What
leads me to think of and perceive myself as this type of “me”? My past mental imprints
which are now asserting themselves (karma). I am the constant flow and shifting of my
karma. It’s not that I have karma. I am the karmic ripenings. This enables me to
change into a different type of being. By accumulating incredible positive mental
imprints, I will become the ripening of those imprints. I will turn into (perceive myself
as) a being who doesn’t suffer and die.

The Way You Really Exist, Ultimately

CHASHE KYI TSOKPA LA TENNE TANYE TAKTSAM
the parts of collection based on mental it's nothing

concept more than

You are nothing more than a mental concept projected upon the basis of a collection
of parts. The sum of the parts of the object are not the object until you perceive them
as being so.
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Where Is the “Pen”?
When you look at a pen, what are you really looking at? Several distinct things can be
identified:

DAKSHI The raw data; the stuff you take in with your senses and call pen;
raw data the basis of your thoughts.

A good way to meditate on emptiness is to practice applying and removing an
object’s identity with your mind; see the raw sensory data only – its shape, color, size,
etc. without conceptualizing its identity; then apply the identity to the data. Continue
to apply and then not apply the identity or concept onto the data, alternating back
and forth, apply and removing the mental construct.

According to madhyamika prasangika philosophy, the sum of all the parts of an
object do not make the object. The sum of the parts of a pen do not make a pen. The
concept which your mind applies to those parts is what makes it a pen. It’s not a pen
for you until you think of it as a pen. What makes you think of raw data in a certain
way, for example as a pen, as opposed to a chewable toy which is what a dog would
see? Your past mental imprints (karma). By changing your mental imprints, you
change how you interpret and perceive the raw data. By having the correct mental
imprints, you can perceive bliss instead of suffering from the raw data. You can
perceive the end of birth, aging, sickness and death for yourself and others. This is
the point of Buddhism.

MING The name and concept; the mental image you impute on the stuff
name you take in with your senses. The mental construct your mind

imposes on the raw data.

TA-NYE A name, term, concept, or mental picture imposed upon the raw
term data by your mind, which is forced to interpret the data in that

way by your past mental imprints (karma). A dog imposes the
idea of a chewable thing and you impose the idea of a writing
instrument upon the data.

DOK-JE The mind that thinks of the raw data in a particular way, that
mind, imposer imposes concept or identity onto the raw data.

TAK-CHU The result of this process, the "pen" you experience after you
product, result impose a mental image onto the raw data.

In which of these places does the pen exist? A human and a dog both see a cylinder,
but one sees a pen and one sees a bone. Both perceptions are valid. But can we at least
agree that the black and white cylinder exists objectively, that the raw data that suggests
"pen" or "bone" is really out there from its own side?
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The Emptiness of the Parts
What about the raw data itself? Is it really there, or does this same process of mental
projection apply to the raw data also? Let's consider a person (you) as the object of
analysis.

GANSAK GI DAKSHI YANG TAKYU YINNAM?
person (you) of raw data even that projection is it?

Is even the raw data of a person a projection? Is a person's very existence a projection?

Yes, it is. Different types of beings perceive the same data in completely different ways.
For example, an ant perceive a human as a big threatening thing, not as a person at all.
If two different types of beings look at the same thing, they may see radically different
things. That’s why a holy being can see you as an angel while you see yourself as a
suffering human (and vice versa). Master Shantideva splits the ninth chapter into two
sections based on the two different kinds of emptiness: the emptiness of the whole
person or “me,” and the emptiness of my parts (my shape, color, other matter, etc.). He
has already proven that the whole is empty and can lead to perceiving yourself as an
angel; that you as a whole are not self-existent, and your projections force you to see
yourself this way. Now he addresses the colors, shapes, forms and whether or not they
really exist on their own. Is the existence of the very data itself just a projection? Is
there really an arm or an atom or a shape there? The day you perceive emptiness
directly you will see the emptiness of yourself as a whole person, but you get to this
point by intellectually analyzing the emptiness of your parts – your arm, your thoughts,
etc.

Two Kinds of Emptiness

1. GANGSAK GI DAK - ME The lack of a self-existent self-nature of you as a
person (you) of self- not whole, independent of your projections, or mental

existent picture of yourself which is forced on you by your
past karma. When you look at yourself and are

aware of yourself it’s because you’re looking at the sum of the parts and conceiving of
it as “you.” You are forced to conceive of those parts as a human because of your past
mental imprints or karma.

2. CHU KYI DAK - ME The lack of a self-existent self-nature of your parts,
thing of self- not independent of your projections. "Thing" (chu)

existent here refers to your parts, your mind and body.
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The Emptiness of Your Body

SUK KYI TSOKPAY DUL TRA-RAB The collection of atomic particles.
body of collection particle atomic You can divide your body into your

limbs, fingers, joints, etc. and eventually
down to the atoms, the ultimately smallest particle. If the atoms are self-existent then
the whole that they make up also must be self-existent. But if the atoms are not self-
existent then the whole also must not be self-existent. Ultimately the atoms are not self-
existent. You can always find smaller parts which they depend upon. Your mind is just
taking certain parts, from atoms on up to arms and legs, and organizing them into a
concept. There are no ultimately small particles. The smallest particle would still have
parts: the top, bottom, inside, outside, etc.. There is no such thing as a self-existent atom
independent of your projections. Therefore, they don't make up the objects in your
world. Your karma is what creates all the objects you experience.

The Emptiness of Your Mind

SHEPAY KECHIKMAY GYUN Your mind-stream is a collection of
of awareness instants mind-stream instants of awareness which is called

a stream. Just as atoms are believed
to be the building blocks of your body, present moments of consciousness are the building
blocks of your mind. The mind is a concept applied to the collection of moments of
consciousness throughout your life. The collection of all the present moments,
throughout your conscious life, is the stream of your mind. The collection of all those
present moments throughout your life is conceived of as “me” by your mind. The mind
is a concept or projection based upon the collection of present moments, since birth. The
mind is forced by past karma to project the concept “mind” onto those moments, and
that’s why I have a mind. The raw data of a present moment, grouped together, is
conceived of by me as my mind and me. What about the raw data of a present
moment? Does it exist independently? It also has parts: the beginning, duration, and
ending of the present moment of consciousness. Therefore it is dependent upon those
parts. There is no absolutely self-existing building block of the mind; each part of the
mind has parts ad infinitum. Therefore the mind is empty. We are forced to take the
parts and conceive of them as a moment of consciousness, and to take the collection of
moments of consciousness and to conceive of them as “me” and “my mind.” Your mind
is a concept projected onto parts. It isn’t self-existently there.
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Simple, Unexamined Reality

MATAK MACHEPAR TA-NYEPAY TSEME DRUP
don't examine don't analyze word, term valid perception establishes existence

All the objects in your world can be established as existing through that reasonable
perception that thinks of them in certain ways without analyzing their ultimate
nature. This is how we normally think of things. If you "just let it be," don't look too
closely, the simple unexamined raw data are there, they do exist. Things do function
fine, and even Buddhas see an un-examined world of things that exist out there.

TA-NYE TAKPAY TAKDUN TSELWAY TSE-NE MA - NYE
term to impose raw data to look for at that time won't find

When you go looking for the thing that you thought of in a certain way you'll never
find anything, except something new you're thinking of in a certain way. If you start
to look for a self-existent part, independent of your projections, you won't find anything.
When you look for the “final, ultimate” raw data (like the atom or a moment of
consciousness), there is no such thing. You’ll draw a blank. That blank is emptiness.
There is no raw data, atoms, or consciousness from it’s own side.

The depth of your understanding of emptiness will determine the kind of compassion
you will have toward sentient beings. There are three levels of compassion.

Three Kinds of Compassion

1. CHU LA MIKPAY NYINGJE Compassion that focuses on people's parts.
things focuses on compassion You understand that people are changing from

moment to moment and so you don’t see them
as a person in control of themselves conventionally. This help you to see them as a
concept projected onto their parts. This compassion understands the being’s needs to
change their projections to stop their suffering because they are empty and their karma
causes their projections.

2. MIKME KYI NYINGJE Compassion that focuses on nothing,
nothing of compassion meaning no self-existent person out there

independent of your projections. This
compassion looks at a being and sees that they have no atoms or instants of awareness
apart from their projections and your projections. This is the highest form of compassion
because it will lead you to teach people to create the true causes for their future
happiness by collecting good karma. This compassion sees that other world-views don’t
work, and rejects other world views. It sees that beings aren’t created by anything other
than karma and emptiness. This kind of compassion gets you to a Buddha paradise.
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3. SEMCHEN TSAMLA MIKPAY NYINGJE
living being merely focuses on compassion

Compassion that focuses on just plain old people, conventionally. This is the lowest
form of compassion because it doesn't focus on the reason for people's suffering. It sees
beings’ suffering, their hunger, pain, etc., and feels for them. However, if doesn’t
address the root of the problem. They’re suffering because of the negative karma they
collected in the past from poor morality, which is ripening upon them now.

Why It's Possible to Reach Nirvana

The belief in atoms is the root of all the suffering in your life. Your belief in self-existent
things causes you to do mis-deeds in order to obtain, keep or get away from things that
you think are self-existently desirable or undesirable. The ignorance that sees things as
existing from their own side independent of your mental projections is the cause of all
your pain. As you do mis-deeds you are creating the causes for meeting painful karmic
projections in the future.

Nirvana is possible because you do have the ability to stop this ignorant belief in self-
existent things. The proof of this ability is that the correct view is superior to, and will
eventually overpower the wrong view that sees things as self-existent. The truth is more
powerful than the lies.
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The Five Heaps
Last class focused on proofs that even the parts of your mind and your body are empty.
The division into mind and body is the simplest way of analyzing a person. Tonight's
class will go deeper into the divisions of you, and analyze your five "heaps."

PUNGPO Heaps, piles of different things. It refers to the parts of a person.
heaps All of the parts of a person are divided up and placed into five

categories, piles, or heaps. They're called heaps because each heap
has many different piles of stuff itself.

1. SUK The physical body. Physical matter, the physical parts of you.
body

2. TSORWA Feeling, your capacity to feel things. You are always having
ability to feel feelings, even while sleeping or unconscious. It can be divided

into three categories: feeling good, bad, or neutral; or into five
categories: physical pleasure, mental happiness, feeling in
between, mental unhappiness, and physical pain. Feeling never
stops, for eternity. Even when you die, you are feeling in the
intermediate state.

3. DU-SHE Discrimination, the ability to make distinctions between good and
ability to bad, tall and short, friend and enemy, like and dislike, etc. To be

discriminate able to tell the difference between things.

4. DU-JE Other factors, all the other stuff about a person not included in
other factors the other four heaps. It includes the other 44 secondary mental

functions in addition to feeling and discrimination. For example,
the mental capacity to move the mind, concentrate, exercise your
will, have faith, anger, jealousy, to think the concept "me."

5. NAMSHE Consciousness, the fact that you are aware of things. There are
awareness six general types: colors, shapes, sounds, smells, tastes, touch, and

thoughts. This never stops. You are always conscious, for all
eternity. This is your main mind.

TSUPAY TSAWA GYURWA DANG KORWAY GYU CHIR RIM GYUY CHIR
dispute root because they're and samsara the cause order basis because

SEMJUNG NAM LE TSORWA DANG DUSHE LOKSHIK PUNGPOR SHAK
mental function all of feeling and discrimination singled out as heaps He did that
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The Buddha singled out, of all the mental functions, feeling and discrimination to be
their own heaps because 1) they are the root of all the conflict in the world, 2) they
are the cause of all your suffering lives, and 3) they relate to the sequence of the
heaps.

Feeling and discrimination in their impure form are the root cause of all the fighting
in the world. Discrimination says “this is mine and this is theirs.” This is my country,
religion, land, money, etc. and that is theirs. This provides something to struggle over.
Feeling says “I like this or I don’t like that,” or “this feels good and that feels bad.”
Then you struggle to get what you like and avoid what you don’t like, even if it means
hurting others. Every conflict that ever existed comes from this. These two heaps are
the cause of the suffering world; they instigate you to hurt others and collect negative
karma, which results in you perpetuated future suffering.

The five heaps are in order of subtlety, from coarse (the body) to most subtle
(awareness). The body is first. Feelings come next because they depend upon the body.
Discrimination is a gross thought: good versus bad, etc. Other mental functions are
more subtle, but still involve thought. Awareness is the most subtle and you almost
don’t notice it.

Master Shantideva felt feelings are so important that after covering the emptiness of
body and mind, he covers the emptiness of feelings. To become enlightened you must
understand the emptiness of your feelings – why you get happy or angry when things
happen.

The Four Deep Awarenesses
DRENPA NYER SHAK SHI Four types of deep awareness. These are
remember close put four deep awareness of four things, meaning

understanding and examining the emptiness
of four things:

1. LU
body Body. Deep awareness of your body.

2. TSORWA Feelings. Deep awareness of your feelings. This one is the most
feelings important because it’s what causes you to collect negative karma.

3. SEM Mind. Deep awareness of your mind. Understanding the
mind emptiness of your mind.

4. CHU Objects. Deep awareness of objects. This includes everything not
objects covered in the first three above.

The four deep awarenesses are analyses or meditations on emptiness. For each one,
there is an exercise to go through to gain an understanding of it emptiness.
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Examining the Emptiness of Your Body

1. CHA CHEN LU DANG CHA-SHE YENLAK RANGSHIN MEPAR TENLA AP-PA
the whole body and the parts components self-nature don't have you decided

You decided the whole body and its parts and components have no self-nature
from their own side.

2. DENA LU MI - LAM TABU LA CHAKPA MIRIKPA
therefore body dream path like a attachment wrong to do

Therefore, it's wrong to feel attachment for the body because it's just like a dream.
Dream means that your perception of your body is wrong and it doesn’t exist in the
way you think it does The body you protect by hurting others doesn't even exist
from its own side.

3. DE GANGSAK KYANG RANGSHIN MEPAR DRUPPA
by that person (me) also self-nature doesn't have that proves

Steps one and two prove that “I” don't have any self-nature either. Since my body,
mind, and parts are not self-existent, I am not self-existent either. I am a concept. If
you can prove that you don’t have any self-nature, that you are your projections, then
you can become a Buddha.

Examining the Emptiness of Your Feelings

1. TSORWAY NGOWO RANGSHIN GYI DRUPPA GAKPA
of feelings their essence have their own self-nature we deny

We deny that the feeling itself has any nature of its own. For example, pain itself
is only a conception. If it were self-existent then it would never change. If it came
from its own side it would never go away. It would always be making you unhappy.
If pleasure felt good from its own side, it would always make you happy. Imagine
a mother whose child had just died, and was full of grief. By giving her a pleasing
cookie, she would feel pleasure and not grief at that moment. The cookie doesn’t
radiate pleasure from it’s own side.

2. DEY GYU RANGSHIN GYI DRUPPA GAKPA
the cause of have their own self-nature we deny
the feeling

We deny that the causes of your feelings have any nature of their own.
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Three causes must come together for you to experience pleasure:
1. There’s an outside object for you to perceive.
2. There’s a sense organ that perceives it.
3. There’s an awareness of the sensation.

The next step is to see if these three causes of your feelings have their own nature:
1. Is the outside object (say a milk shake) tasty from it’s own side. No. some

people don’t like the taste and some people do.
2. Are the taste-buds existing from their own side? No. They’ll disappear

when you die (if not sooner).
3. Is the awareness of the shake self-existent? No. If the taste of the shake

depends upon nothing but your mind/awareness, you could taste it all
the time without a shake present.

If you understand that all of these parts of a feeling don’t exist from their own side,
then you can not react in a way to do harm when someone hurts your feelings, and
therefore you will not collect a negative karma that will make you suffer in the future.

3. DEY MIKYUL RANGSHIN GYI DRUPPA GAKPA
of feelings have their own self-nature we deny

We deny that the object your feelings are focusing on has any nature of its own.
This analysis will help you immediately because it changes your reaction right away.
If you recognize that a person who is making you angry is nothing but your own
projection, you will be able to stop an angry reaction which upsets you right away.
This step (number three) is part of step number two above, but it emphasizes that you
made the object that you think is upsetting you from its own side.

4. DEY YULCHEN RANGSHIN GYI DRUPPA GAKPA
of feeling the subject have their own self-nature we deny

We deny that the mind having this feeling has any nature of its own. You must
figure out why and how you got to be here experiencing this feeling. It is your karma
that put you in this situation and is causing your reactions.

If you understand the emptiness of the things which upset you, you’ll immediately start
to feel better because you know that if you react negatively you are causing yourself to
experience the same problem again in the future. If you have negative thoughts, that’s
mental karma, which invites the problem to return. A Buddhist must stop reacting to
the world negatively. Every time you have a negative thought, you create a seed in
your mind to have the thing happen again in the future. You know that it’s stupid to
feel anger, hatred, etc. That is the power of understanding the emptiness of your
feelings.
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SAK CHE Impure. What’s the difference between the way we feel and
impurity has how a Buddha feels?

SAK ME Pure. A Buddha has deep awareness all the time. They
impurity doesn’t always see the emptiness of everything all the time.

have

When you are at work, etc. and get yelled at and feel pain, then at that moment you
must enter the deep awareness of feelings and understand the emptiness of where the
pain comes from, the emptiness of the guy, the emptiness of the guy’s words, the
emptiness of your ears, the emptiness of the consciousness aware of the words, and most
importantly, the emptiness of the situation -- why is this happening to me. When you
have impure feelings, you must have reflexes which are lightening-fast to catch the bad thought
and stop it.
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The Emptiness of Your Mind
The mind is a string of moments of consciousness. Each moment of awareness can be
split into smaller parts, ad infinitum. You can never find anything that’s there
independent of the parts. Each moment has a beginning, duration, and end. Your
awareness is just another concept projected onto some parts by your mind. Your
awareness of yourself is a projection, forced upon you by your past karma. When you
become an arhat and destroy your mental afflictions, your past karma forces you to see
your mind as free of any mental afflictions. When you have even better karma, it forces
you to see all the moments of consciousness as omniscience. Omniscience is also a
projection.

Arya Nagarjuna's Seven-Step Analysis of the Cart
In his seven-step analysis of the cart, Arya Nagarjuna addresses the question, "What is
the relationship of the mind to the instances of awareness?" To answer this question,
he uses the example of a wooden cart (today we can think of a car) and analyzes the
relationship of "cart" to the parts of a cart.

SHING TA CHEPA DUN Seven-step analysis of the cart (or car).
wooden cart analysis 7-step

Is the car equal to the parts themselves
1. DE NYI DANG individually? if each part were self-existently “car,”

those themselves and there would be as many cars as there are parts.

2. SHEN NYI DANG Is the car something other than the parts? Is there
something and a car which is totally unrelated to the parts? No.
other than That would mean that a “car-ness” was always

present, unchanging – even if you took away all the
parts it would still be there as a car. This is like the western idea of some soul that
could exist independent of the body and mind. There is no mind that is separate from
instances of consciousness; if there were, your mind would have to be unchanging. It
would be like some separate car that was not effected by it's getting a flat tire.

3. TEN DANG Is the car dependent upon its parts? Does it depend
dependent and on it parts self-existently? Is the car resting upon,

or supported by, it parts? If so, it would have to be
separate, distinct, from its parts – which is not the case for the same reason as number
two above. To be in a relationship of dependence, two things must be distinct from each
other. There is no separate mind that is distinct from its instances of awareness.

4. TENPAY CHOK DANG Do the parts depend upon the car? Is the car a
support for the parts self-existently? No, not if the

car is self-existent. If one thing depends upon another, then there are two separate
things. As in number three above, the parts can not be dependent upon the car because
this would imply that they are separate entities.
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5. DENPAY CHIK DANG Does the car possess it's parts? If so it would have
possess and to be some self-existent car that is independent of

its parts but could possess them, like a person who
owns his or her possessions. A self-existent thing
cannot have parts.

6. DUPA TSAM DANG Is the car the parts altogether, the collection of
sum of parts and parts? Is there some car that exists that is the sum

of its parts combined in a certain way, before you
think, "car"? No. Independent of your conceptions, the parts together are not the car.
It’s not a car until you think of the collection of parts as a car. Prior to thinking of it as
a car, it’s just a collection of parts. "Car" is a separate mental concept, and it doesn't
come from the parts of the car -- it comes from you.

7. YIP Is the car the shape or outline of the parts? No, not until
outline you think of it as a car.

By analyzing these seven steps, you will find that there is no "car" that could ever exist
in any of these ways. Only until you include your projection as one of its parts can the
car arise. The importance of this understanding is that believing in self-existence, as we
believe in the self-existence of a car, is the cause of all your suffering. Because you think
that people around you are self-existent, you react to them in non-virtuous ways, and
thereby collect the bad karma that will cause you to suffer in the future.

The Sliver of Diamond Proof

DORJE SEKMAY TENTSKI Sliver of diamond proof of emptiness. This
diamond sliver the proof proof answers question, "Why do things

work?" If all things are empty, why do they
function? Diamond in the name indicates that a diamond is the thing in the physical
universe that is closest to being a perfect, ultimate object. Sliver refers to the fact that
every object has its own emptiness and all of these emptinesses are exactly equal -- they
are all a pure total unadulterated lack of self-existence. So Arya Nagarjuna will prove
the emptiness of causation. He says that all functioning things are empty because of the
following four points:

1. DAK LE MA YIN Things don't just happen by themselves. Nothing
it happens not do in our world is random; everything that happens

must have a cause that is separate by itself from it.
A thing can't cause itself.

2. SHEN LE MIN Things don't come from something else. We tend
something comes not to believe that every event comes from earlier causes

else from that are apparent to us, like a strawberry shake
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comes from the money in our pocket. This is not true because this same cause doesn't
always bring the result. Rather, the result is caused by your karma forcing the projection
of drinking a strawberry shake. You can prove that karma is the real cause by practicing
one of the six perfections and its related bodhisattva vows really well for six months,
and then watching the results. You must practice from the heart and track your
progress hour by hour, day by day.

3. NYI LE MA YIN Things don't both happen by themselves and come
both come not they do from something else, at the same time. This is

from because both numbers one and two above are not
true.

4. GYU ME MIN Things don't neither happen by themselves nor
come from neither come from something else. There is nothing that

exists that comes from nothing.

Understanding this proof requires you to understand causation in a totally different way.
Events and objects are only caused by your projections forced on you by your past
karma.

The Thing We Deny
The thing we deny, which never existed nor could exist in the first

GAKJA place, independent of your projections forced on you by your karma.
For example, a two-headed full-sized purple elephant rampaging

through our class right now. It doesn't exist and never could exist. The thing we deny
is any thing that could exist self-existently, from it's own side, independent of your conception
of it. It is a group of parts that you conceptualize as the self-existent cause of a self-
existent result. You spend your life chasing gakja's and this causes all of your suffering.

TSOKPAY TENGDU TOKPE TAKTSAM MAYINPA
collection onto that impose, conceive of it's not like that

of all parts conceptualize

It’s not just me conceiving of the collection of all the parts in a certain way. Rather,
you are forced by your past karma to conceive of the parts in a specific way. Emptiness
is the fact that there is no self-existing thing: there is nothing in the world which is any
thing until you think of it in a certain way, which your past karma forced you to think
of in that way. The fact that there isn’t anything in the world that is not a projection
caused by your past karma, is emptiness; and emptiness is a synonym for ultimate
reality.

The belief in self-existence is so ingrained in your mind that even when you comprehend
the idea of emptiness you are understanding it as a self-existent thing. Master
Shantideva explains that a novice student will think of emptiness as a self-existent
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concept, but actually emptiness itself is empty. Likewise, your karma also is empty; if
karma were self-existent it could never be purified. Furthermore, if the principle of
karma were self-existent, then everyone would believe it to be true.

TAKPA NGU LA MA REKPAR DE YI NGUME DZIN MAYIN
the thing you until you can the fact that you can't

thought was there identify it it doesn’t exist recognize it

Until you can identify the thing you thought was there, you can't recognize that it
doesn't exist.

Dependent Origination
Dependent Origination. This is the way things really happen.

TENDREL Things are empty because they depend on other things.

The different schools of Buddhism understand the meaning of dependent origination in
different ways. The three main explanations are:

1. GYU DANG KYEN LA TENNE DRUPPA
causes and conditions upon depend exists

Things exist because they depend upon their causes and conditions. This is the
view of the functionalists, which is comprised of three schools: Abhidharma, Logic,
and Mind-Only.

2. RANG GYI CHASHE LA TENNE DRUPPA
it parts upon depend exists

Things exist because they depend upon their parts. This is the view of the
independents, which is comprised of the lower half of the madhyamika school
(svatantrika). This view is superior to number one above, because it explains why
there are things that exist which don’t depend on a cause (e.g., space), but still have
dependent origination (in the sense of being dependent on their parts).

3. TSOKPAY TENGDU TOKPE TAKTSAM LA TENNE DRUPPA
collection on top of impose, conceived of upon depend exists
of parts conceptualize

Things exist merely in dependence upon your thinking of the collection of their
parts in a certain way, which is forced on you by your past karma. This is the
ultimate meaning of dependent origination. This is the view of the necessity
(prasangika) school which is comprised of the higher half of the madhyamika school.
Things exist in dependence upon your looking at the parts and thinking of them in
a certain way because your karma is forcing you to do so.
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The Proof of Dependent Origination

TENDREL GYI TENSIK Proof of Dependent Origination -- of the emptiness
dependent of proof of causes. This proof applies to every object in the
origination universe.

1. CHI - NANG GI NGUPO NAM CHUCHEN Consider all inner and outer
outer inner functioning those consider objects that do something.

objects objects thing

2. DUNDAMPAR ME DE They don't exist ultimately,
ultimately don't exist

3. TENDREL YINPAY CHIR Because they arise through
dependent because it arises dependence upon other things.
origination

4. PERNA SUKNYEN SHIN For example, they are like the
for example person's it's like reflection of a person in a mirror.

reflection

The Proof of Neither Starting Nor Stopping

To understand our world, we must explain each element of it’s normal functioning. The
sliver of diamond proof demonstrated the emptiness of causation. The proof of neither
starting nor stopping demonstrates the emptiness of results.

YU - ME KYE - GOK GI TENSIK The proof where you deny that things
exists doesn't starts we deny of proof could grow that already exist or not.

1. It's not true that a result exists before the cause occurs; for example, that a corn sprout
exists at the time that the seed is still growing in the ground.

2. It's not true that the result does not exist before the cause occurs; for example that the
corn sprout is not yet there while the seed is growing in the ground.

3. It's not true that the result both was there and wasn't there at the time of the cause.
4. It's not true that the result neither was there nor wasn't there at the time of the cause.

You tend to not accept the second assertion, that the result does not exist before the
causes occurs. The point is that a self-existent result does not follow a self-existent cause.
The result is nothing more than your mental projections forced on you by your past
karma. The same is true of the cause. The cause and result relationship are also your
projection forced upon you by your past karma, and are not self-existent either.
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In his discussion of the emptiness of results Master Shantideva attacks two philosophical
positions which incorrectly explain how results occur:

DRANG CHENPA Numerists, Samkhya (skt.), a non-Buddhist school of
ancient India, who believed the following argument.

1. GYU DU - SU YUPAY DREBU The result exists at the time of the
cause time at the it exists result cause. The Numerists, similar to Judeo-

Christians, believed that a being created
all the causes and results from the beginning, so the cause simply reveals what was there
all the time.

2. DRE - BU RANGSHIN GYI YUPAR DUPAY NANGPA
the result self-nature of it has they believe some Buddhists

Some Buddhists believe a result can have a nature of its own. This is impossible
because you can't create a thing that could never change. A result that emerges and
fades away must come from causes, so it can't have a nature of its own. If an object's
qualities were self-existent, they would never change.

Everything created by causes wears out. Even a Buddha's paradise is constantly
changing, but it is self-perpetuating because Buddhas give away everything to others
and dedicate all of their good deeds, so the causes to sustain their paradise are
constantly being replenished.

Motion seems to be more self-existent than do objects. The truth is that nothing outside
of you really changes -- only your karmic projections shift. If you want nice shifts in
your projections you must collect good karma by keeping morality, taking vows and
keeping them well.

Natural Nirvana

RANGSHIN GYI NYANG DE Natural Nirvana, the fact that everything is
self-nature of nirvana empty. There is nothing that doesn't come

from your projections. Natural nirvana only
refers to the emptiness of everything. It is a totally different word than normal nirvana
which means the end of your mental afflictions.

SI - SHI NYAMNYI Samsara and nirvana are equivalent, are
samsara nirvana equivalent exactly the same.

NYA-NGENDE DANG MA-DE PA-ANG DANYI DUNI KYEPAR ME
nirvana and not getting there in terms of difference no

their real nature
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There is no difference between nirvana and suffering in terms of their real nature –
their “real nature” meaning their emptiness, or natural nirvana. Your suffering and your
pleasure are exactly the same in that they are both empty. Whether you end up
experiencing pleasure or pain is a projection of your karma onto the same stuff. This
doesn't mean that the pleasure or pain you feel from the two conditions of nirvana or
samsara doesn't differ dramatically in how you experience them.

Three Elements of Emptiness

SEPAY KOR - SUM: The three elements of craving. For example, let’s
craving elements three consider the act of jealousy:

1. SEPAY SHI The object you are jealous about, the person who is
craving object getting attention. Because they were virtuous in the past

they are receiving the attention.

2. SEPAPO The person who is jealous, which is the result of doing
craving person non-virtue in the past.

3. SEPAY JAWA The act of jealousy.
craving act

The object of your craving (the person you're jealous of), the craving person (you who
are jealous), and the craving itself (your jealousy) are all empty. If you want to stop
being jealous, you must understand the emptiness of all three of these and then stop
your jealousy as it occurs. Unfortunately, your normal reaction to something bad
happening (being upset and negative) is what causes the bad thing to happen again in
the future. All your suffering comes from ignorant reactions to things you don’t like.
You must learn to do the opposite. You must do virtue to experience pleasant results.

Je Tsongkapa spent half of his life in retreat asking his heart teacher for blessings to be
able to succeed in his practice. For your spiritual practice to work, you must do the
same. Before teaching, translating, doing meditation, etc. you should spend as much
time asking for holy beings’ blessings as you spend actually doing the activity that you
want to succeed. Asking for “blessing” means asking to increase your spiritual capacity
– your understanding and practice. You ask holy beings to increases your spiritual
capacity. Can they really change you? Does a self-existent blessing exist? No. It’s
empty. They don’t have any power to bless you from their own side. Asking for a
blessing creates the karmic cause to receive the result of a blessing. Your pure
motivation and devotion and faith and asking creates the karmic result of a blessing.
That’s the only way to receive a blessing. This is an important key to understanding
emptiness. You must spend a lot of time asking for blessing to understand and to see
emptiness directly. If you don’t ask, you won’t get it.
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Compassion and Love
In the final lines of chapter nine on the perfection of wisdom, Master Shantideva
describes how to collect the most powerful karma of all. If you understand emptiness,
you naturally would want to do the most powerful karma. It is the power of
compassion which is most powerful of all.

DEWA DANG TRE DU KYI JAMPA DANG DUKNGEL
happiness encounter it wants of love and suffering

DANG DREL DU KYI NYINGJE
freed from wants of compassion

Compassion wants all beings to be freed from pain; love wants all beings to
encounter happiness. You should first work to remove a person's suffering and
afterward work to bring about their happiness. After establishing the emptiness of all
things, Master Shantideva ends with the call to help all beings. Because all things are
empty of their own nature, the potential exists to remove suffering and to bring people
happiness. Americans are very ripe for this process.

Great Compassion

DUKNGEL CHEN GYI SEMCHEN GANGLA MIK KYANG MA BU
suffering who is living being any focus on whichever mother child

CHIKPA LA TSEWE TSU TSAM DU DUKNGEL DANG DRELWAR DUPAY
only toward love no less than that suffering to be free of you want

LO CHUMA MINPA RANGI NGANG GI KYEWAY LO
state pretending not uncontrollable wish it arises state

of mind in you of mind

The definition of Great Compassion is, that uncontrived state of mind which, no matter
what suffering being it may focus upon, feels an uncontrollable wish to free them
from their pain with exactly the same intensity of love that a mother feels for her only
child. If you understand emptiness, you see that all the suffering in the world is totally
unnecessary; it only comes from people hurting themselves without realizing it, by
collecting bad karma out of ignorance.

Two kinds of great compassion:

1. SEMCHEN DUKNGEL DANG DRELDU KYI NYINGJE CHENPO
living beings suffering wants to free them of compassion great
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Great compassion that wants to free all living beings from suffering. This great
compassion thinks that it's a pity that so much suffering exists.

2. DE LE KYOB DU KYI NYINGJE CHENPO
that protect people wants of compassion great

Great compassion that wants to protect people from suffering. This stronger form of
great compassion thinks, "I want to help them."

If emptiness is true, the only way you can really protect people from suffering is to teach them
about emptiness and goods deeds and how these two fit together. Then people can create their
own causes to remove their suffering and achieve their happiness.

CHIMA DANG HLAKSAM NAMDAK NYI DUN CHIK
protecting and personal responsibility two one in the same

compassion

The state of mind that takes personal responsibility to remove others' suffering and
the compassion that protects others from suffering -- these two are one in the same.
You must get the state of mind where you will help people regardless of what anyone
else says or does, whether or not anyone helps you or criticizes you.

Dedicating Your Virtue

SAK - JANG GI NE DUPAY YENLAK DUNPAY NANGTSEN DU GYURPAY NGOWA
collect remove crucial includes seven steps here's one of them dedication
good negative point
energy energy

Dedication is a member of the group of seven components that include within them
all the crucial points for collecting good karma and removing negative karma. Master
Shantideva shows you how to do the perfection of giving through the practice of
dedication. That’s all the Guide says about the perfection of giving. Dedication is the
last of the seven steps you use to collect good energy and to dispel bad energy, and it
is one of the most important practices.

NGOWA MUNLAM Munlam is the name of the prayer you recite.
dedication prayer Ngowa means true dedication from the heart. It has

two main effects: it causes small good deeds to produce
enormous results, and it prevents the karma of good deeds from wearing out. If you
don’t dedicate your good deeds, they are a dirty (black and white) karma and will
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bring a temporary pleasant result but then will wear out. Just after you do any virtue
you should dedicate the merit collected toward reaching enlightenment in order to be
able to benefit all beings. You should dedicate all the little good deeds you do. Any
pleasure you experience or virtue you collect should be done with an understanding of
emptiness and dedicated to reaching enlightenment for the benefit of all beings.

Master Shantideva's Final Dedication

DROWAY DUKNGEL MEN CHIKPU TENPA YUNRING NEGYUR CHIK
living suffering medicine one these long time may they stay
beings and only teachings in the world

May these teachings stay in the world for a very long time, as they are the one and
only medicine for the suffering of living beings. This is the final dedication in the
Guide.

Master Shantideva's Final Words

DAK GI GYU LA GEWAY CHOK DARWAR DZEPAY
my heart in your all the goodness spread

GEWAY SHENYEN LA DAK CHAKTSEL LO
goodness root lama to I prostrate

I prostrate to my good root Lama, requesting that all of his or her goodness spread
throughout my heart. This is the very last line of the Guide To the Bodhisattva’s Way of
Life. Master Shantideva leaves us with the thought of how critical a teacher is. If you
don’t find a spiritual guide and root lama, you can’t reach enlightenment. There are
things you can’t know and learn on your own. You must connect purely with your
teacher.
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1) Describe what the "view of destruction" is, and then explain the role that realizing
emptiness plays in eliminating it. Then explain how eliminating this view allows us to
achieve nirvana. (Tibetan track also give the Tibetan for "view of destruction" and
"nirvana.")

The "view of destruction" (jikta) holds that "me" and "mine" have some
nature of their own. It holds, for example, that feelings and the things
that cause them (pleasant and unpleasant objects) are not just our
projections forced upon us by our own past karma. Realizing emptiness
allows us to see though that no object has any nature from its own side;
rather, that whatever nature it seems to have is a perception forced upon
us by our past deeds, good or bad. When we see this fact as a result of
the direct perception of emptiness, then we can truly eliminate our
negative emotions and deeds, thereby reaching nirvana (nyangde).

!"#$%&'

jikta

()%!*+'

nyangde

2) Give three reasons why it is not necessary for the perfections of giving and the other
four to come before one has a realization of emptiness. (Tibetan track give brief reasons
in Tibetan.)

a) As Master Shantarakshita has pointed out, the first five perfections do
not need to come before one can have a realization of emptiness
of the type that comes through either learning about it or simply
contemplating upon it.

,-.%*/-0%1#%!23%&4%5-)%6#*%7-+%.+8%9#+%$:0%;%!.<.+%/%;!)%=#0%

+-$+%>%?-0%@A%!B-%8#%*$-+'

loppon shi-tso tar tongnyi tu sam gyi tenla beppa la-ang jin sok nga
ngundu dro mi gu
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b) These five perfections do not have to come before one gains a deep
experience and spiritual conviction about emptiness, because if
this were the case then they would also have to come before one
gained a deep experience and conviction about the fact of
impermanence.

5-)%6#*%;%C#*%!9D4%.!#%(-)%.%E<%.%;!)%?-0%@A%!B-%8#%*$-+'

tongnyi la yi gyurwa nyongway kyewa la-ang ngun du dro mi gu

c) They don't have to come before one gains special insight which comes
from meditation, because persons of the two lower-way tracks
(Listener and Self-Made Buddhas) are able to realize thusness
without them coming first.

60%4)%$#+%5-)%6#*%F-$+%/!#%G-8%HI)%$#%J$%87-)%C)%E<'

nyen rang gi tongnyi tokpay gomjung gi hlaktong yang kye

3) Why then do the opening lines of the ninth chapter of the Guide say that "all of these
branches were stated by the Able Ones to be for the purpose of wisdom"? (Tibetan track
also give these two lines in Tibetan.)

The principal topic of the Guide is how to achieve full enlightenment,
which involves removing the obstacles to omniscience. Reaching this
requires that one be "enriched with limitless masses of merit," which can
only be done if the other five perfections come first.

C0%;$%!*#%*$%78+%K*%0#'

7L.%/+%M<+%4.%*-0%@A%$+L)+'

yenlak di dak tamche ni
tubpe sherab don du sung
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4) Name the two truths. Are they actually two different kinds of truth? If not, then why
are they called "truths"? What object is divided into the two truths? (Tibetan track
quote the two lines which describe the two truths.)

The two truths are "deceptive truth" and "ultimate truth." They are not
two different kinds of truth. Deceptive truth is called a "truth" only
because ignorance takes its object to exist "in truth," which means self-
existently. Ultimate truth is an ultimate reality, and this is why it is
called a "truth." Deceptive truth and ultimate truth are two broad and
all-inclusive divisions of reality itself, and so they are more accurately
described as the "two realities."

NA0%O-.%*)%0#%*-0%*8%5<'

!*#%0#%.*<0%/%$6#+%+L%!*-*'

kundzob dang ni dundam te
dini denpa nyisu du

5) Give a special quality of ultimate truth, as described by the great Gyaltsab Je.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

It is "That object which is such that, if you realize it directly, this
functions to allow you to finish off every impurity," and reach nirvana
and enlightenment within a specified time of this direct perception.

*-0%$)%1#$%8)-0%+L8%@A%F-$+%/+%P#%8%Q*%/4%H<*%/'

dun gang shik ngunsum du tokpe di ma se par jepa
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1) People who seek to establish the meaning of the two truths, or realities, can broadly
be divided into two types. Name them and briefly describe what they believe. (Tibetan
track in Tibetan.)

a) The group which believes that things which work normally, which
perform a function, exist truly. This is a combination of the
Detailist, Sutrist, and Mind-Only Schools. They say that a thing
is real or true when it can do something, and thereafter cannot
ever be said to be untrue or unreal.

*)-+%/-4%R%.'

ngupor mawa

*)-+%/-%.*<0%/4%BS.%/'

ngupo denpar druppa

b) Those of the Middle-Way school, who say that no object has any
nature of its own: things are blank, without any quality or
characteristics of their own, and we only see in them what our
past karma forces us to see.

@.L%8%/'

umapa

T-+%78+%K*%4)%.1#0%9#+%8%BS.%/'

chu tamche rangshin gyi ma druppa
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2) Name and describe the extremely essential division into two kinds of persons who
result from these two viewpoints. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

It is very important to realize that there are only two types of beings in the
entire universe:

a) "Realized" or "extraordinary" beings (aryas, in Sanskrit; pakpa
in Tibetan) who have seen emptiness directly. They are
definitely on their way out of this suffering life and are
therefore called "stream enterers" (gyunshuk) from that
moment.

!U$+%/'

pakpa

VW0%XA$+'

gyun shuk

5-)%6#*%8)-0%+L8%@A%F-$+%(-)%'

tongnyi ngunsum du tok nyong

b) "Ordinary" beings (so so keywo), also known as "children"
(jipa) or "nearsighted" (tsurtong) ; those who have not yet
seen emptiness directly.

+-%+-%E<%.-'

so so kyewo

H#+%/'

jipa

2Y4%87-)%'

tsur tong

5-)%6#*%8)-0%+L8%@A%F-$+%8%(-)%'

tongnyi ngunsum du tok nyong
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3) Is there any distinction between those who have seen emptiness directly?

There is no distinction between their experience of emptiness: when a
person experiences it directly, it is just as total as anyone else's
experience. There is though a steady evolution of the ability of the mind
through the ten bodhisattva levels, on up to Buddhahood, and the
mental state of each succeeding level is superior to that below it.

4) State the basic misconception behind the wrong idea that, if things do something, then
they must be real as we see them. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

It is the idea that the two truths cannot coexist: thinking that if
functional things have no nature of their own, then they must not exist
at all; and that if these things do exist, then they must exist with some
nature of their own.

*)-+%/-%4)%.1#0%9#+%8<*%0%C<%8<*%@A%!9D4%1#)%C-*%0%4)%.1#0%9#+%C-*%

*$-+%Z8%/%.*<0%$6#+%!$;%.4%![\0%/'

ngupo rangshing gyi me na ye me du gyur shing yu na rang-shin gyi yu gu
nyampa den nyi gelwar dzinpa

5) Explain why good and bad deeds are like an illusion, and yet still function perfectly
well.

They work just as well as we thought they did before we found out they
were illusory. They are like an illusion because the person doing them,
the deed itself, and the object of the deed, all exist only in our
projections. They function perfectly well though to produce the bodies
of a Buddha.

6) How does Gyaltsab Je answer the question of how beings who are like an illusion can
still take rebirth?

He says it's a silly question: the person after rebirth is just as much an
illusion as he was before he died, and asking the question is like asking
why a stick that a magician has made appear as a horse can't be made to
appear as a cow.
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7) Name the two kinds of nirvana, and describe them briefly. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Natural nirvana. The natural state of nirvana for all things is the fact
that they are void of any nature of their own.

4)%.1#0%9#%()%!*+'

rangshin gyi nyangde

T-+%78+%K*%4)%.1#0%9#+%5-)%/%4)%.1#0%9#%()%!*+%C#0'

chu thamche rangshin gyi tongpa rangshin gyi nyangde yin

b) Nirvana that occurs through circumstances. The nirvana that consists
of becoming free of all the impurity of the mental afflictions, and
which must be achieved through the circumstance of utilizing the
path to cut off the process by which, in a stream of births and
deaths, a person circles around in the cycle of suffering.

]-%.L4%^8%*$%$#%()%!*+'

lobur namdak gi nyangde

E<%!T#!#%VW0%9#+%!_-4%.4%!_-4%.%T*%/%;+%7-.%*$-+%/%*)%' ;8%

$-8+%/%;+%HI)%.!#%6-0%8-)+%`#%P#%8%*)%]-%.L4%@A%a;%.!#%()%!*+'

kye chiy gyun gyi korwar korwa chepa le tob gupa dang, lam gompa le
jung way nyonmong kyi drima dang lobur du drelway nyangde

8) Why would someone think that, if the Middle-Way teaching is true, then the Buddha
must also be wandering around in the circle of suffering life?

They know that the circle of suffering life is also said by the Middle-
Way school to have its own "natural nirvana." They mistake this thing
for an actual kind of nirvana (which it is not), and say that there must
be one thing which is both nirvana and the circle of suffering life;
therefore, a Buddha who is in nirvana must also be in the circle, they
say.
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1) Summarize the argument of the Mind-Only School in objection to the position of the
Middle-Way School about the deceptive and ultimate truths, or realities.

They say that if no object has any nature of its own, then the state of
mind in which we recognize the illusion itself cannot exist. In this case
then there would be no subject mind that took the fact of the illusion
itself as its object. And since no object can exist if there is no subject
mind to perceive it, then the illusion itself could not exist.

2) How does the Middle-Way School answer this objection?

They say that this same argument applies to the Mind-Only School
itself. The Mind-Only School also believes that things do not have a
nature, in the sense that they are an illusion—but only in the special
sense that things which appear to be external objects are actually of the
same "substance" of the mind (which means that they grow from the
same karmic seed which creates the state of mind that observes them).
The Mind-Only School claimed to the Middle-Way School that if things
had no nature they could not exist at all. But in this case again the
illusion could not exist, because there would be no state of mind that
was thinking of them as external objects.
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3) State the meaning of "illusion." What, according to the Mind-Only School, is like an
illusion? (Tibetan track answer both in Tibetan.)

The quality of an illusion generally is that the way a thing appears and
the way that it really is are inconsistent. According to the Mind-Only
School, the main illusion is that things which appear to be external
objects are actually of "the same substance" as the mind, meaning that
they are produced by the same karmic seed as the mind. The opposite
of this would be if, for example, visible objects and the state of mind
perceiving them existed through some substance (karmic seed) that was
different.

b)%2Y;%*)%$0+%2Y;%8#%87L0%/'

nang tsul dang ne tsul mitunpa

$QL$+%*)%$QL$+%![\0%9#%2*%8%O+%$10%9#+%BS.%/'

suk dang suk dzin gyi tsema dze shen gyi druppa

4) What state of mind, according to the Mind-Only School, confirms both the existence
of the recognition of the illusion, and in fact every other state of mind? (Tibetan track
in Tibetan.)

They say that this is the self-perception of the mind which sees itself
while it sees its other object, the one which is different from it.

4)%4#$

rang rik
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5) What did the Buddha himself say about this position, in a metaphor? (Tibetan track
answer with two relevant lines of the root text.)

The Buddha said,

The mind's the same as the
Blade of a sword,
Which could never cut itself.

'4)%4#$%4;%B#%+-%0#%4)%;%4)%'

'"#%&4%8#%$K-*%*<%.1#0%C#*'

rang rik rel dri so ni rang la rang
jitar mi chu deshin yi

6) What analogy does Master Shantideva borrow from the realized being Nagarjuna, in
order to show that the mind does not, like a lamp, illuminate itself? (Tibetan track quote
two relevant lines from the root text.)

He says,

But a lamp isn't the [object] illumined [by itself],
For the reason that there's no such
Thing as darkness shrouding itself,
[and thereby becoming invisible itself].

'84%8<%$+;%.4%H%8#0%:<'

'$)%c#4%8L0%9#+%.d#.+%/%8<*'

marme selwar ja min te
gang chir mun gyi drippa me
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7) Give the classical definition of the self-perception of the mind accepted by the Mind-
Only School. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

It is a "state of mind which focuses only inwards, and is a discrete,
subject-oriented state of mind where the sense of a duality between the
object and subject is absent."

_%0)%_-%0%;%c-$+%M#)%' $6#+%b)%78+%K*%*)%a;%.!#%![\0%^8%C0%

$4%.'

ka nang kona la chok shing, nyi nang tamche dang drelwe dzin nam yen
garwa

8) Master Shantideva uses the analogy of a rat bite to explain how we can confirm the
existence of a subject mind in an act of perception, even if there is no such thing as the
self-perception of the mind. Name and explain the five elements of this analogy.

a) Being bitten by the rat is an analogy for the experience of the object
by the state of mind which perceives something blue.

b) The fact that the poison has entered the body at the same time as the
bite occurred is an analogy for the experience of a subject which
exists at the same time that the object was perceived.

c) The fact that, at this particular moment, the subject does not
experience itself is represented by the way in which the poison
has not been experienced at the time when the bite occurred.

d) Remembering the bite later on is the same as remembering the
experience of the object.

e) The fact that we remember the subject solely because we remember
the object (even without the previous subject ever experiencing
itself) is similar to the fact that, solely through the power of
remembering the bite, we remember the poison which entered the
body but which was not experienced.
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1) Is it true that a person can remove their mental afflictions, and thereby reach nirvana,
solely through a good understanding of the sixteen aspects of the four truths of a
realized being?

Although it is true that a good understanding of these aspects can
temporarily stop the manifest appearance of the mental afflictions, one
cannot remove their potential from the mind permanently (and therefore
attain nirvana) without seeing emptiness directly.

2) Name the two forms in which a person can possess a mental affliction. (Tibetan track
in Tibetan.)

They can be manifest, or else they can exist as a potential, waiting to happen.

8)-0%9D4%.'

ngun gyurwa

.$%;%6;%.'

bakla nyelwa

3) Relate the six-step process described by Lord Maitreya which links the failure to
perceive emptiness to the suffering we must go through. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) One possesses the mental potential for the two forms of grasping to
self-existence, from one's former life.

.*$%![\0%$6#+%`#%.$%T$+%C-*'

dakdzin nyi kyi bakchak yu
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b) These ripen and cause you to have the two kinds of grasping to self-
existence.

.*$%![\0%$6#+%E<+'

dakdzin nyi kye

c) These cause you to focus on nice things and ugly things as if they
existed from their own side.

4)%)-+%0+%BS.%/!#%C#*%!-)%.%*)%C#*%8#%!-)%@A%2Y;%8#0%C#*%H<*%E<+'

rang-ngu ne druppay yi-ongwa dang yi-mi-ong du

d) This causes ignorant liking and ignorant disliking to start.

!*-*%T$+%*)%1<%e)%E<+'

duchak dang shedang kye

e) These cause you to do bad deeds and collect karma.

;+%.+$+'

le sak

f) Karma forces you to wander around in the circle of suffering.

!_-4%.4%!_-4'

korwar kor

4) Why in our text does the question arise of whether the sutras of the greater way are
true or not?

Because texts like the Sutra of the Mother are used to prove the fact that,
if one fails to realize emptiness directly, one cannot even end one's
mental afflictions and reach nirvana.
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5) State the "parallel argument" that Master Shantideva uses to prove to those of the
lower way that the scriptures of the greater way are authoritative.

He points out that they did not even accept the scriptures of the lower
way as true the minute they were born, or before they had come to an
understanding of their meaning through the use of reasoning. And the
same tests they use to establish scripture as authoritative, that it should
accord to the teachings of the three collections (and therefore the three
trainings), are used by those of the greater way to establish their
scriptures are authoritative.

6) What comparison does Master Shantideva use to show that, unless one realizes
emptiness directly, the mental afflictions will always come back—even in a case where
one has been able to stop them from appearing in a manifest way for a while. (Tibetan
track in Tibetan.)

He says it is like that deep meditation where one is able to almost
completely stop the tendency to discriminate: after you come out of this
meditation, the tendency to discriminate comes back.

'!$$+%/%,4%C)%E<%!9D4%:<'

'!@A%M<+%8<*%/!#%Z-8+%!"L$%.1#0'

gakpa lar yang kye gyur te
dushe mepay nyomjuk shin

7) How does Master Shantideva answer the concern that meditating upon emptiness
might feel a little scary? (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

He points out that the tendency to see things as self-existent is the cause
of all the suffering in the world, and so if we are going to be frightened,
we should be frightened at it. The wisdom which realizes emptiness, on
the other hand, is the cause of ending all the pain in the world, and thus
all the fear in the world—and so we must meditate upon it.

.*<0%/4%![\0%/%ef$%.?;%E<*%H<*'

5-)%6#*%F-$+%/%ef$%.?;%1#%H<*'

denpar dzinpa dukngel kyeje
tongnyi tokpa dukngel shi-je
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1) Name and define the two forms of the tendency to grasp things as existing in truth.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) The "learned" form of the tendency to grasp things as existing in
truth; a tendency to believe that things have their own nature
which depends primarily upon the mind being affected by
specific philosophical beliefs.

$g3%.-4%BS.%87+%h-%.ij4%.%;%&-+%*$-+%/!#%.*<0%![\0%0#' .*<0%

![\0%NA0%.F$+'

tsowor drupte lo gyurwa la tu gupay dendzin, dendzin kuntak

b) The "innate" form of the tendency to believe that things have their
own nature which has existed in our minds for beginningless
time, and which is possessed by all normal living beings, both
those whose minds have been or have not been affected by
specific philosophical beliefs.

7-$%8%8<*%/%0+%k<+%+L%XA$+%/' BS.%87+%h-%.ij4%8%.ij4%

$6#+%$%;%C-*%/!#%.*<0%![\0%0#' .*<0%![\0%J0%E<+'

tokma mepa ne jesu shukpa, drupte lo gyur ma-gyur nyi-ga la
yupay dendzin, dendzin hlenkye
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2) At what point does a person on the Mahayana track eliminate each of these two?
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The learned form is eliminated during the path of seeing (tong-lam); that
is, although one still sees things as self-existent after coming down from
the direct perception of emptiness, one no longer believes that they
are—one knows that one is not seeing things correctly. During the
eighth bodhisattva level (sa gyepa), one eliminates the manifest form of
the innate form.

87-)%;8'

tong-lam

+%.V*%/'

sa gyepa

3) Name three wrong ideas that we might have about ourselves that are classified as
"learned" tendencies to see things as truly existing. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) The tendency to see the person and his parts as being like a master
and and his servants; this would correspond to the idea of a "soul"
or a "me" which is totally distinct from the parts of the person.

$)%Q$%*)%UL)%/-%k<%.-%*)%_-;%/-%.1#0%@A%![\0%/'

gangsak dang pungpo jewo dang kolpo shindu dzinpa

b) The tendency to hold that our ultimate reality lies in objectively real,
partless atoms; this would correspond to the materialist view of
modern science, or explaining the fine points of perception as
being chemically based.

lm;%n0%T%8<*%@A%![\0%/'

dultren chame du dzinpa
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c) The tendency to hold that our ultimate reality lies in moments of
consciousness which are objectively real and partless; this would
correspond to our sense of a self beyond our parts.

M<+%/%o*%K#$%T%8<*%@A%![\0%/'

shepa kechik chame du dzinpa

4) No Buddhist school agrees that there is a person which is distinct from the physical
and mental parts of a person, but the Middle Way says that we are further neither any
single one of our parts, nor the whole of the parts. It's easy to see that we are not any
one of our parts, such as an arm or a leg, but why is it the case that we are not the sum
of all of our various parts?

In that case, if we took away any one part, we could no longer exist.
The total sum of all the parts of a person is not the person until the
image of the whole has been imposed upon these parts by the
projections forced upon us by our past karma.

5) Why does the non-Buddhist opponent in the ninth chapter say that the person must
be unchanging?

They say that, if the person is something that begins and ends by the
moment, then the person who committed the karma is gone by the
moment after the deed. As such, there would be no one to experience
the consequence of the karma.

6) Give three parts of the answer that Master Shantideva says in reply to this position.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) He says that both the non-Buddhists and the Buddhists agree that the
person who committed the deed is not the same as the person
who experiences its karmic consequences, so the argument is
meaningless.

;+%H<*%/!#%@A+%*)%!a+%.L%(-)%.!#%@A+%`#%$)%Q$%O+%7%**'

le jepay du dang drebu nyongway du kyi gangsak dze tade
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b) He points out that the only other choice is that the cause (the deed)
and the result (the karmic consequence) would have to exist at the
same time, which is impossible.

VW!#%@A+%+L%!a+%.L%(-)%8#%p#*'

gyuy du su drebu nyong misi

c) He says that it is perfectly appropriate to refer to the continuous
stream of the one who performs the karma and the one who
experiences its consequences as one person.

VW0%$K#$%;%;+%H<*%/%/-%*)%!a+%.L%q-*%/%/-%.50%4L)%'

gyun chik la le jepapo dang drebu chupapo ten rung

7) What then is the real nature of the "me"? (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

It is an image or a concept imposed upon a collection of parts.

T%M+%`#%23$+%/%;%.F<0%0+%7%Z*%.:$+%g8'

cha she kyi tsok pa la tenne ta-nye tak tsam

8) What is the example used by Master Shantideva to show that, if we try to find any
other real nature of the "me," we come up with nothing? (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

When we go through any of the other ways of existing, and also try to
look beyond this nominal nature, we come up with simple emptiness,
as if we had stripped away all the parts of the stem of an empty reed.

4)%.1#0%.g;%0' TY%M#)%9#%e-)%/-%T%M+%+L%c<%0+%!$!%C)%8<*%/%.1#0%

C#0'

rangshin tsel na, Chushing gyi dongpo chashe su che ne gayang mepa shin
yin
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1) At this point in the text, Master Shantideva moves from a major discussion of one
kind of emptiness to another. The distinction between the two is the answer to a natural
question raised in our minds when we begin to examine the emptiness of any object,
especially our own selves. State the question, and briefly describe the two kinds of
emptiness. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

When we understand that we are only a concept imposed on a collection
of parts by force of our past karma, we begin to wonder whether the
"raw data" itself is also a concept imposed on its own parts (gangsak gi
dakshi yang takyu yinnam): that is, we begin to draw the distinction
between the emptiness of us (gangsak gi dakme) and the emptiness of
our parts (chu kyi dakme).

$)%Q$%$#%$*$+%$1#%C)%.:$+%C-*%C#0%08'

gangsak gi dakshi yang takyu yinnam?

$)%Q$%$#%.*$%8<*'

gangsak gi dakme

T-+%`#%.*$%8<*'

chu kyi dakme

2) When you focus upon the whole, such as the body, why do the parts or "raw data,"
such as the colors and shapes of the body, seem to exist out there, really, independently,
on their own. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

Because at this level we are only perceiving these parts with a
conventional or deceptive perception, without examining their real
nature.

8%.F$+%8%*r*%/4%7%Z*%/!#%2*%8+%BS.'

matak machepar ta-nyepay tseme drup
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3) How does the process of going down in levels through the parts, and the parts of the
parts, and so on, work as a method to establish that things are actually empty? (Tibetan
track in Tibetan.)

When we look for (self-existent) "raw data" that is the object which we
projected on to, we don't find anything, and thereby establish, in yet
another way, the truth of emptiness.

7%Z*%.:$+%/!#%.:$+%*-0%.g;%.!#%2s%0%8%t<*'

ta-nye takpay takdun tselway tse-na ma-nye

4) What do we tend to think of as the ultimate "raw data" for each of the two great
divisions of a person? (These are the same as the two things which lower schools of
Buddhism believe have some existence from their own side). (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) The atoms that, at any given moment, make up what we call our
physical bodies.

$QL$+%`#%23$+%/!#%lm;%n%4.'

suk kyi tsokpay dul tra-rab

b) The stream of present moments of awareness that, over a lifetime,
make up what we call our minds.

M<+%/!#%o*%K#$%8!#%VW0'

shepay kechikmay gyun

5) Why don't either of these two kinds of raw data exist?

What we imagine as the most basic building blocks of all physical
matter—atoms—are only a projection onto smaller parts, each side of the
atom, and so on, endlessly. What we imagine as the most basic unit of
awareness—the present moment—is only a projection onto its start, its
duration, and its end, and so on, endlessly.
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6) What really then provides the raw data of all existence, for every level of mental or
physical objects?

Projections forced upon us by our past karma, at every level.

7) Are things therefore less real? How can this be confirmed?

Not at all. We can confirm this through our direct experience of pain or
pleasure; for example, by standing in front of a fast-moving taxi cab.

8) What is the whole point of looking at the world this way? Why is this the only
worldview that works?

We can do good deeds, plant good karmic seeds, and create a Buddha
paradise, angel body and perfect mind and compassion: reach the end of
suffering births, aging, illness, and death, as promised by Lord Buddha.

9) Why will suffering ultimately be eliminated in every living being? (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

Because its root is a misperception of the true nature of things; being a
misperception, it is totally inferior to and powerless compared to correct
view, its ultimately powerful antidote.

ef$%.?;%9#%VW4%9D4%/!#' *)-+%/-!#%$0+%;L$+%;%c#0%K#%;-$%uv%XA$+%

/!#%.*<0%![\0%*80%/%*<%;%$6<0%/-%5-.+%w0%C-*%/!#%c#4'

dukngel gyi gyur gyurpay, ngupuy neluk la chinchi loktu shugpay dendzin
menpa de la nyenpo topden yupay chir

10) What discussion does Master Shantideva use as a bridge between his two discussions
of the two types of emptiness?

In response to a question of the opponent he asks: if beings are empty,
then who is it that we are supposed to feel compassion towards?
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11) Name, and describe the meaning of the names, to each of the three kinds of
compassion presented by Master Chandrikirti in his classic "meaning commentary" upon
Arya Nagarjuna's Root Wisdom. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) Compassion which focusses upon things (chu la mikpay nyingje):
found in the mind of someone who understands that the suffering
beings their compassion (nyingje) focusses (mikpa) upon (la) are
changing by the instant. People with this compassion are thus
able to stop their tendency of seeing the person as unchanging,
and whole, and independent. Because of this, they are able to
stop their tendency of seeing the person as some solid "soul" or
"being" that exists beyond the mind and body. Because of this,
they are able to see that the person is only a concept imposed
upon its parts, which are called "things" (chu).

T-+%;%*8#$+%/!#%Z#)%k<'

chu la mikpay nyingje

b) Compassion which focusses on nothing (mikme kyi nyingje): the kind
of compassion (nyingje) found in the mind of someone who is
able to make the distinction that the suffering being upon whom
they are focussing (mikpa) does not really exist (me) truly, despite
the fact that their tendency to see things as existing truly does see
this person as existing truly.

*8#$+%8<*%`#%Z#)%k<'

mikme kyi nyingje

c) Compassion which focusses simply on the living being (semchen
tsamla mikpay nyingje): the compassion found in the mind of
someone who is simply (tsam) focussing (mikpa) on (la) a living
being (semchen) and not making any of the kinds of distinctions,
such as changing or whatever, mentioned above.

+<8+%K0%g8%;%*8#$+%/!#%Z#)%k<'

semchen tsamla mikpay nyingje
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1) Name the four kinds of deep awareness used to understand the meaning of
emptiness, and then describe the major points used in the discussion of the first three
only. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) The deep awareness of the body. Determining that the whole and the
parts of the body have no nature of their own; and that the body
is therefore like a dream, unworthy of improper desire for it; and
that therefore the person himself has no nature either.

;L+%P0%/%6<4%$1$

lu drenpa nyershak

T%K0%;L+%*)%T%M+%C0%;$%4)%.1#0%8<*%/4%$:0%;%*..%/'

chachen lu dang chashe yenlak rangshin mepar tenla appa

*<+%0%;L+%x#%;8%&%.L%;%T$+%/%8#%4#$+%/'

de na lu milam tabu la chakpa mirikpa

*<+%$)%Q$%`)%4)%.1#0%8<*%/4%BS.%/'

de gangsak kyang rangshin mepar druppa

b) The deep awareness of feeling. Refuting the idea that the very
essence of feeling could be something that existed by nature;
refuting the idea that the cause of feeling could exist by nature;
refuting the idea that the object upon which feeling focuses could
exist by nature; refuting the idea that the subject state of mind in
an act of feeling could exist by nature.

234%.%P0%/%6<4%$1$

tsorwa drenpa nyershak
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234%.!#%)-%.-%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

tsorway ngowo rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

*<!#%VW%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

dey gyu rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

*<!#%*8#$+%CL;%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

dey mikyul rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

*<!#%CL;%K0%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

dey yulchen rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

c) The deep awareness of the mind. Demonstrating the fact that
consciousness of the mind cannot exist by nature, and
demonstrating the fact that the other five kinds of consciousness
cannot exist by nature.

+<8+%P0%/%6<4%$1$

sem drenpa nyershak

C#*%`#%M<+%/%4)%.1#0%9#+%8<*%/4%.50%/'

yi kyi shepa rangshin gyi mepar tenpa

^8%M<+%>%4)%.1#0%9#+%8<*%/4%.50%/'

namshe nga rangshin gyi mepar tenpa

d) The deep awareness of objects.

T-+%P0%/%6<4%$1$

chu drenpa nyershak
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2) Our impure capacity to have good and bad feelings, both physical and mental, plays
such a large role in creating the suffering world that the ability to feel was taught to be
a whole separate "heap" or part of the body by Lord Buddha. Quote the lines from the
Treasure House of Higher Knowledge (Abhidharma Kosha) of Master Vasubandhu that
describe the role of feeling. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

Out of all the 46 mental functions taught in the Abhidharma system, only two
were spoken by the Buddha to be whole separate heaps: impure discrimination
(dushe sakche) and impure feeling (tsorwa sakche). This is because, as the root
text says:

They are the root of conflict and the cause
Of cyclic life, a reason for the order.
Thus feeling and discrimination, among the
Mental functions, are set apart as heaps.

People engage in conflict because they distinguish between "theirs" and
"mine," and to get what feels good and avoid what feels bad. They thus
accumulate the power of karma, which causes the cycle of suffering.
The order of the five heaps is also determined by relative subtlety, from
physical matter to consciousness, and these reflect this order: physical
matter is most gross; feeling can be done with the hand, which is made
of physical matter; and discrimination is most gross among the
remaining mental functions, as it draws distinctions. Next is the other
factors, such as the hope one does not suffer, and then finally the most
subtle, consciousness.

'y-*%/!#%y%.4%!9D4%.%*)%'

'!_-4%.!#%VW%c#4%4#8%VW!#%c#4'

'+<8+%HI)%^8+%;+%234%.%*)%'

'!@A%M<+%;-$+%M#$%UL)%/-4%$1$

tsupay tsawa gyurwa dang
korway gyuchor rim gyuy chir
semjung namle tsorwa dang
dushe lokshik pungpor shak

!@A%M<+%Q$%.K+' 234%.%Q$%.K+'

dushe sakche tsorwa sakche
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3) What makes a feeling "impure"? (Tibetan track also give Tibetan for "impure.")

When it is involved with ignorance; ultimately, misunderstanding the
true nature of an object and therefore to be willing to do a bad deed to
obtain a good feeling or avoid a bad feeling.

Q$%.K+'

sakche

4) State the proof that Master Shantideva gives to show that feelings of pain are not self-
existent. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

If feelings of pain had some nature of their own—that is, if they were
self-existent, and did not depend on our projections—then they could
never change to feelings of pleasure.

234%.%ef$%.?;%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%0'

$10%@A%!9D4%.%8#%4#$+'

tsorwa dukngel rangshin gyi drup na
shen du gyurwa mi rik

5) State the example that Master Shantideva gives to show that feelings of pleasure are
not self-existent.

Suppose someone had lost their only son and were undergoing the pain
of grief. If good feelings were self-existent, then when this person ate
some tasty food they would only feel happy, since these feelings have
their own nature. This is because even a small feeling of pleasure
would then be pure, self-existent pleasure, and as great as the greatest
pleasures.
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6) In his discussion of why the mind is not self-existent, Gyaltsab Je mentions that we
should apply the "seven-step analysis" used in the example of a wagon. List the seven
steps of this analysis. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The wagon is examined to see whether it is (1) its parts; (2) something
else; (3) not something that something else depends upon; (4) not
something that depends on something else; (5) not something that has
anything; (6) not something that includes anything; and (7) not its shape.

*<%6#*%*)%'

de nyi dang

$10%6#*%*)%'

shen nyi dang

F<0%*)%.F<0%/!#%c-$+%*)%'

ten dang tenpay chok dang

w0%/!#%c-$+%*)%'

denpay chok dang

!@A+%/%g8%*)%'

dupa tsam dang

*H#.+%`#%^8%/4%*r*%/'

yip kyi nam pa
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1) Give the name of the proof used to examine the true nature of causes; explain the
meaning of the name; and then describe the reasoning by giving the relevant four lines
from the Root Wisdom of Arya Nagarjuna. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

a) The proof is called the "Sliver of Diamond"

l-%k<%$Q<$+%8!#%$:0%2\$+'

dorje sekmay tentsik

b) One of the qualities of emptiness is that it resembles the diamond, in
that it is an ultimate, as a diamond almost is (in hardness). All
emptinesses share exactly the same nature, as do all cases of the
smallest bit of diamond: they are all pure diamond, no more and
no less, and all cases of emptiness are pure emptiness, no more
and no less.

c) The first chapter of the Root Wisdom describes the proof as follows:

Things grow neither from themselves, nor from something else,
Nor do they grow from both, nor also without any cause at all.
There is no working thing at all, in any place at all,
Which ever grew in any way at all.

'.*$%;+%8%C#0%$10%;+%8#0'

'$6#+%;+%8%C#0%VW%8<*%8#0'

'*)-+%/-%$)%*$%$)%0%C)'

'E<%.%08%C)%C-*%8%C#0'

dak le ma yin shen le min
nyi le ma yin gyu me min
ngupo gangdak gang na yang
kyewa namyang yu ma yin
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2) Why is it more difficult to understand the emptiness of causation than the general
emptiness of ourselves and our parts, which was already presented?

It would require us to understand that the very way in which things
work in the world is completely different than what we have always
thought: all events and objects are caused only by a shift in our
projections, and not by some external, self-existent causes.

3) Give a general description of the object which the Middle Way denies—that is,
describe what it is that emptiness is empty of—and give a metaphor for it. (Tibetan
track describe and also name in Tibetan.)

The object denied by Middle Way (gakja) is a self-existent thing: a thing
which could exist without being a group of parts that we are forced by
our past karma to conceptualize in a certain way (tsogpay tengdu tokpay
taktzam mayinpa). We grasp to this object continually, but it does not
exist, never did exist, and could not exist: it is like a full-sized, two-
headed, purple elephant in our room.

*$$%H'

gakja

23$+%/!#%5<)%@A%F-$%/+%.:$+%g8%8%C#0%/'

tsokpay tengdu tokpe taktsam mayinpa

4) State the famous lines from the Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life which express the
importance of understanding the object which we deny. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

One would never be able to
Grasp how something was
Devoid of being a thing
Without encountering that
Thing it was which one
Imagined it to be.

'.F$+%/!#%*)-+%;%8%4<$%/4'

'*<%C#%*)-+%8<*%![\0%8%C#0'

takpay ngu la ma rekpar
de yi ngume dzin mayin
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5) Why does Master Shantideva bring up the object which the Middle Way denies at this
point in his presentation of emptiness?

The opposing school has made the claim that, since the state of mind
which perceives emptiness intellectually (at the path of preparation, for
example) is itself being deceived, then it must be mistaken, and
emptiness must be incorrect. The Middle Way though answers that it
is perfectly reasonable for a state of mind to be deceived—and seeing its
object, even emptiness itself—in a deceptive way, and yet still be validly
establishing the truth of emptiness. In fact, when we first go through
the process of imagining the thing we deny, and then perceiving
intellectually how it could never exist, our tendency to see things as self-
existent is still asserting itself. Our conception of what emptiness is like
is therefore deceptive—in that emptiness itself appears to our initial
understanding as being self-existent—but this does not mean that
emptiness itself is self-existent, in which case it would have to not exist
at all, and the opponent would be correct. In short, even emptiness
itself is empty of any self-existence.

6) The object which the Middle Way denies can be described as an impossible something
which has occurred outside of the law of dependent origination: something which has
occurred in a way which is the opposite of dependent origination. State the formal
proof called the "Proof based upon Dependent Origination." (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

Consider all inner and outer working things.
None of them exists truly,
Because they occur in dependence upon other things.
They are, for example, like a reflection in a mirror.

c#%0)%$#%*)-+%/-%^8+%T-+%K0'

.*<0%/4%8<*%*<'

F<0%!a<;%C#0%/!#%c#4'

*/<4%0%$QL$+%.t0%.1#0'

chinang gi ngupo nam chuchen
denpar me de
tendrel yinpay chir
per na suknyen shin
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7) Describe the three different interpretations of what "dependent origination" means;
state the Buddhist school or schools that believe in each; and explain why each
interpretation is preferable to the preceding one. (Tibetan track in Tibetan, and also give
the Tibetan for "dependent origination.")

The Tibetan word for "dependent origination" is tendrel:

F<0%!a<;'

tendrel

a) The "Functionalist Group," meaning those of the Mind-Only School
on down, hold that things are dependently originating when they
depend upon causes and conditions.

VW%*)%z<0%;%.F<0%0+%BS.%/'

gyu dang kyen la tenne druppa

b) The "Independent Group" of the Middle-Way School holds that
things are dependently originating when they depend upon their
parts. This explanation is more comprehensive than the
preceding, since it also covers unchanging objects, which have no
causes; for example, empty space, which depends on its directions.

4)%$#%T%M+%;%.F<0%0+%BS.%/'

rang gi chashe la tenne druppa

c) The "Necessity Group" of the Middle-Way School holds that things
are dependently originating when they depend on a projection,
forced upon us by our past karma, and causing us to interpret a
collection of parts or "raw data" in a certain way. This
explanation is immediately applicable to understanding how to
reach nirvana and enlightenment, since we understand the exact
method for changing our future reality.

23$+%/!#%5<)%@A%F-$%/+%.:$+%g8%;%.F<0%0+%BS.%/'

tsokpay tengdu tokpe taktsam la tenne druppa
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8) What would be a good way to describe the object we deny in the case of the proof
of the emptiness of causes, which began our presentation for this eighth class?

It would be anything that caused another thing to happen, or anything
that did anything at all, because it had caused it to do so in an external,
self-existent way, rather than due to a shift in our projections forced
upon us by our karma.
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1) Give the "proof based on refuting that neither a thing which does nor does not exist
could ever grow," which is meant to prove that results cannot grow self-existently.
(Tibetan track name in Tibetan and describe in English.)

Consider those things which are results.

Then do not grow in an ultimate way, because:

(1) Results which exist at the time of their causes do not grow in
an ultimate way;

(2) Results which do not exist at the time of their causes do not
grow in an ultimate way;

(3) Results which both do and do not exist at the time of their
causes do not grow in an ultimate way; and

(4) Results which are neither of the above do not grow in an ultimate way.

C-*%8<*%E<%!$-$%$#%$:0%2\$+'

yu me kyegok gi tentsik

2) Name two parties who are being disputed against when we deny the (ultimate)
existence of results, and explain why they are being disputed against. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

a) The "Numerist" school of the non-Buddhists, who believe that a result
exists at the time of its cause, and is only revealed by the act of
growing.

B)+%K0%/' VW%@A+%+L%C-*%/!#%!a+%.L'

drang chenpa, gyudu su yupay drebu
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b) The Buddhist schools who believe that a result has some nature of its
own.

!a+%.L%4)%.1#0%9#+%C-*%/4%!*-*%/!#%0)%/'

drebu rangshin gyi yupar dupay nangpa

3) Explain the basic reasoning that Master Shantideva uses to show that a cause cannot
give rise to a result which does not exist at the time.

In order to show that this is true, Master Shantideva demonstrates that
a cause could not give rise to an unchanging thing, since this
incidentally proves that a cause could not give rise to a result which did
not exist at all. He says first that not even millions of causes could
make an unchanging thing turn into a changing thing. Nor could the
thing remain unchanging, nor could it be a mixture of changing and
unchanging. He states finally that, even if we take the "result that does
not exist at the time" to refer to the result which is going to grow, this
choice is still not valid, since we are assuming here a result which has
a nature of its own.

4) Name another kind of event which the above proof demonstrates cannot exist through
any nature of its own.

The proof is used to show that things cannot grow through any nature
of their own, and by implication also shows that things cannot stop
through any nature of their own.
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5) Master Shantideva says that "there is no difference. . .between reaching nirvana and
not reaching nirvana." Here he is referring to an idea known as the "equivalence of
nirvana and the suffering world." Explain his real intent in making this statement.
(Tibetan track in Tibetan, and also give the name of the idea in Tibetan.)

He is actually saying that they are both the same in being empty of any
nature of their own, and this is why he adds the words, "in their actual
nature." The Tibetan name of the idea known as the "equivalence of
nirvana and the suffering world" is si shi nyampa.

'(%)0%!*+%*)%8%!*+%/!)%'

'*<%6#*%@A%0%{*%/4%8<*'

nya-ngende dang ma-de pa-ang
denyi duna kye par me

p#*%1#%868%/'

si shi nyampa

6) State the relationship between natural nirvana and regular nirvana.

Because all objects have natural nirvana, or emptiness, it is possible for
us to achieve regular nirvana and Buddhahood, since our good karma
will force us to see our minds and world as totally pure.
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7) Name the "three elements" in an act of ignorant desire, and explain the importance
of their natural nirvana. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

The three elements are the object of the ignorant desire, the person who
is feeling the ignorant desire, and the act of desire. Each one is only a
projection, which means ultimately that, if we want to gain and keep the
object of proper (informed) desire, we must begin and maintain the
morality and good deeds that would force us to see ourselves as doing
so.

p<*%/!#%!_-4%$+L8'

sepay korsum

p<*%/!#%$1#'

sepay shi

p<*%/%/-'

sepapo

p<*%/!#%H%.'

sepay jawa

8) Explain the best method for truly understanding the classical proofs of emptiness.

The best method for truly understanding the classical proofs of
emptiness is to request the blessing of your root and lineage Lamas,
which is also not self- existent.
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1) Give a short description of the distinction between love and compassion, as found in
the Great Book on the Steps of the Path (Lamrim Chenmo), by Je Tsongkapa. (Tibetan track
in Tibetan.)

"Love is the state of mind where one wants all living beings to find
every happiness; compassion is the state of mind where one wants them
to be freed of every suffering."

.*<%.%*)%n*%!*-*%`#%H8+%/%*)%ef$%.?;%*)%a;%!*-*%`#%Z#)%k<'

dewa dang tre du kyi jampa dang dukngel dang drel du kyi nyingje

2) Give the more formal definition of great compassion. We have already discussed how
to divide it into three types according to its essential nature; now describe how we can
divide it into two types, according to what it hopes to accomplish. (Tibetan track in
Tibetan.)

a) Definition: That uncontrived state of mind which, no matter what
suffering being it may focus upon, feels an uncontrollable wish
to free them from their pain, with exactly the same intensity of
love that a mother feels for her only child.

ef$%.?;%K0%9#%+<8+%K0%$)%;%*8#$+%`)%8%.L%$K#$%/%;%.y<%

.+%23*%g8%@A%ef$%.?;%*)%a;%.4%!*-*%/!#%h-%.K-+%8%8#0%/%4)%

$#%))%$#+%E<%.!#%h-'

dukngel chen gyi semchen gangla mik kyang ma bu chikpa la tsewe
tsu tsam du dukngel dang drelwar dupay lo chuma minpa ranggi
kyeway lo
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b) Two types: The two types are known as the "compassion that hopes
to free all beings from their pain" and the "compassion that hopes
to protect all beings from their pain." The latter type of
compassion is the same as "personal responsibility."

+<8+%K0%ef$%.?;%*)%a;%!*-*%`#%Z#)%k<%T<0%/-%*)%' *<%;+%

E-.%!*-*%`#%Z#)%k<%T<0%/-%$6#+' c#%8%*)%J$%.+8%^8%*$%$6#+%

*-0%$K#$

semchen dukngel dang drel du kyi nyingje chenpo dang, de le kyob
du kyi nyingje chenpo nyi, chima dang hlaksam namdak nyi dun
chik

3) What is the context in which Master Shantideva presents the perfection of giving?
(Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

He presents the perfection of giving through the chapter on one of the
seven components for accumulating positive energy and purifying
negative energy.

.+$+%=)%$#%$0*%.ef+%/!#%C0%;$%.@A0%/!#%0)%20%@A%9D4%/!#%.?-%.'

sakjang gi ne dupay yenlak dunpay nangtsen du gyur pay ngowa

4) State the distinction between "prayer" and "dedication," as described by Gyaltsab Je
in his commentary to the Guide. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

A prayer (munlam) is characterized by the aspiration to reach a spiritual
goal; dedication (ngowa) is characterized by the aspiration that some
virtue we have accomplished should become a cause for a spiritual goal.

!*-*%H!#%!a+%.L%*-0%$6<4%9#%!@A0%/+%{*%/4%@A%H+%/%|-0%;8'

dujay drebu dun nyer gyi dunpay kyedpar du chepa munlam

VW!#%*$<%.%^8+%!a+%.L%*<!#%VW4%!9D4%.!#%!@A0%/+%{*%/4%@A%H+%/%.?-%.'

gyuy gewa nam drebu dey gyur gyurway dunpay kyedpar du chepa ngowa
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5) Describe the principal benefit of performing an act of dedication, and the principal
problem of failing to do so.

Virtues that would have created only a small spiritual result create
increasingly greater results if they are dedicated to total enlightenment
for the sake of others. Virtues that are not dedicated tend to wear out
in the interim.

6) As he closes his presentation on the stages of the path, Master Shantideva dedicates
the virtue of his great accomplishment to the continued flourishing of the Buddhist
teachings in the world, using a metaphor to describe them. State the metaphor and
explain it. (Tibetan track in Tibetan.)

He states that the worldview of Buddhism is the "one and only medicine
that can cure all the suffering of living kind": having proved that this is
the only worldview which is complete and beneficial to help all living
kind escape their pain, he now dedicates the immense virtue of writing
the book to the continued flourishing of this view in the world.

!B-%.!#%ef$%.?;%|0%$K#$%/L'

.50%/%CL0%4#)%$0+%9D4%K#$

droway dukngel men chikpu
tenpa yunring ne gyur chik

7) Describe and explain the final act of Master Shantideva in his spiritual classic, the
Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life.

He bows down to his Spiritual Friend, who is the one responsible for
spreading the teachings of Buddhism (all goodness that there is) within
his, Master Shantideva's, own heart. The point is that all spiritual
progress, reaching our ultimate goals, all begins and ends with finding
and serving a Heart Teacher. For Master Shantideva, this teacher is
Manjushri himself.

.*$%$#%VW*%;%*$<%.!#%c-$+%*4%.4%8[*%/!#%*$<%.!#%.M<+%$6<0%;%

.*$%c$%!2;%;-'

dak gi gyu la geway chok darwar dzepay geway shenyen la dak chaktsel lo
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jikta

()%!*+'

nyangde

,-.%*/-0%1#%!23%&4%5-)%6#*%7-+%.+8%9#+%$:0%;%!.<.+%/%;!)%=#0%+-$+%

>%?-0%@A%!B-%8#%*$-+'

loppon shi-tso tar tongnyi tu sam gyi tenla beppa la-ang jin sok nga ngundu
dro mi gu

5-)%6#*%;%C#*%!9D4%.!#%(-)%.%E<%.%;!)%?-0%@A%!B-%8#%*$-+'

tongnyi la yi gyurway nyongwa kyewa la-ang ngun du dro mi gu

60%4)%$#+%5-)%6#*%F-$+%/!#%G-8%HI)%$#%J$%87-)%C)%E<'

nyen rang gi tongnyi tokpay gomjung gi hlaktong yang kye

C0%;$%!*#%*$%78+%K*%0#'

7L.%/+%M<+%4.%*-0%@A%$+L)+'

yenlak di dak tamche ni
tubpe sherab don du sung
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NA0%O-.%*)%0#%*-0%*8%5<'

!*#%0#%.*<0%/%$6#+%+L%!*-*'

kundzob dang ni dundam te
dini denpa nyisu du

*-0%$)%1#$%8)-0%+L8%@A%F-$+%/+%P#%8%Q*%/4%H<*%/'

dun gang shik ngunsum du tokpe di ma se par jepa

Class Two *)-+%/-4%R%.'

ngupor mawa

*)-+%/-%.*<0%/4%BS.%/'

ngupo denpar druppa

@.L%8%/'

umapa

T-+%78+%K*%4)%.1#0%9#+%8%BS.%/'

chu tamche rangshin gyi ma druppa

!U$+%/'

pakpa

VW0%XA$+'

gyun shuk
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5-)%6#*%8)-0%+L8%@A%F-$+%(-)%'

tongnyi ngunsum du tok nyong

+-%+-%E<%.-'

so so kyewo

H#+%/'

jipa

2Y4%87-)%'

tsur tong

5-)%6#*%8)-0%+L8%@A%F-$+%8%(-)%'

tongnyi ngunsum du tok nyong

*)-+%/-%4)%.1#0%9#+%8<*%0%C<%8<*%@A%!9D4%1#)%C-*%0%4)%.1#0%9#+%C-*%*$-+%

Z8%/%.*<0%$6#+%!$;%.4%![\0%/'

ngupo rangshing gyi me na ye me du gyur shing yu na rang-shin gyi yu gu nyampa
den nyi gelwar dzinpa

4)%.1#0%9#%()%!*+'

rangshin gyi nyangde

T-+%78+%K*%4)%.1#0%9#+%5-)%/%4)%.1#0%9#%()%!*+%C#0'

chu thamche rangshin gyi tongpa rangshin gyi nyangde yin
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]-%.L4%^8%*$%$#%()%!*+'

lobur namdak gi nyangde

E<%!T#!#%VW0%9#+%!_-4%.4%!_-4%.%T*%/%;+%7-.%*$-+%/%*)%' ;8%$-8+%/%

;+%HI)%.!#%6-0%8-)+%`#%P#%8%*)%]-%.L4%@A%a;%.!#%()%!*+'

kye chiy gyun gyi korwar korwa chepa le tob gupa dang, lam gompa le jung
way nyonmong kyi drima dang lobur du drelway nyangde

Class Three b)%2Y;%*)%$0+%2Y;%8#%87L0%/'

nang tsul dang ne tsul mitunpa

$QL$+%*)%$QL$+%![\0%9#%2*%8%O+%$10%9#+%BS.%/'

suk dang suk dzin gyi tsema dze shen gyi druppa

4)%4#$

rang rik

'4)%4#$%4;%B#%+-%0#%4)%;%4)%'

'"#%&4%8#%$K-*%*<%.1#0%C#*'

rang rik rel dri so ni rang la rang
jitar mi chu deshin yi
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'84%8<%$+;%.4%H%8#0%:<'

'$)%c#4%8L0%9#+%.d#.+%/%8<*'

marme selwar ja min te
gang chir mun gyi drippa me

_%0)%_-%0%;%c-$+%M#)%' $6#+%b)%78+%K*%*)%a;%.!#%![\0%^8%C0%$4%

.'

ka nang kona la chok shing, nyi nang tamche dang drelwe dzin nam yen
garwa

Class Four 8)-0%9D4%.'

ngun gyurwa

.$%;%6;%.'

bakla nyelwa

.*$%![\0%$6#+%`#%.$%T$+%C-*'

dakdzin nyi kyi bakchak yu

.*$%![\0%$6#+%E<+'

dakdzin nyi kye

4)%)-+%0+%BS.%/!#%C#*%!-)%.%*)%C#*%8#%!-)%@A%2Y;%8#0%C#*%H<*%E<+'

rang-ngu ne druppay yi-ongwa dang yi-mi-ong du
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!*-*%T$+%*)%1<%e)%E<+'

duchak dang shedang kye

;+%.+$+'

le sak

!_-4%.4%!_-4'

korwar kor

'!$$+%/%,4%C)%E<%!9D4%:<'

'!@A%M<+%8<*%/!#%Z-8+%!"L$%.1#0'

gakpa lar yang kye gyur te
dushe mepay nyomjuk shin

.*<0%/4%![\0%/%ef$%.?;%E<*%H<*'

5-)%6#*%F-$+%/%ef$%.?;%1#%H<*'

denpar dzinpa dukngel kyeje
tongnyi tokpa dukngel shi-je

Class Five $g3%.-4%BS.%87+%h-%.ij4%.%;%&-+%*$-+%/!#%.*<0%![\0%0#'

.*<0%![\0%NA0%.F$+'

tsowor drupte lo gyurwa la tu gupay dendzin, dendzin
kuntak
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7-$%8%8<*%/%0+%k<+%+L%XA$+%/' BS.%87+%h-%.ij4%8%.ij4%$6#+%

$%;%C-*%/!#%.*<0%![\0%0#' .*<0%![\0%J0%E<+'

tokma mepa ne jesu shukpa, drupte lo gyur ma-gyur nyi-ga la yupay
dendzin, dendzin hlenkye

87-)%;8'

tong-lam

+%.V*%/'

sa gyepa

$)%Q$%*)%UL)%/-%k<%.-%*)%_-;%/-%.1#0%@A%![\0%/'

gangsak dang pungpo jewo dang kolpo shindu dzinpa

lm;%n0%T%8<*%@A%![\0%/'

dultren chame du dzinpa

M<+%/%o*%K#$%T%8<*%@A%![\0%/'

shepa kechik chame du dzinpa

;+%H<*%/!#%@A+%*)%!a+%.L%(-)%.!#%@A+%`#%$)%Q$%O+%7%**'

le jepay du dang drebu nyongway du kyi gangsak dze tade

VW!#%@A+%+L%!a+%.L%(-)%8#%p#*'

gyuy du su drebu nyong misi
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VW0%$K#$%;%;+%H<*%/%/-%*)%!a+%.L%q-*%/%/-%.50%4L)%'

gyun chik la le jepapo dang drebu chupapo ten rung

T%M+%`#%23$+%/%;%.F<0%0+%7%Z*%.:$+%g8'

cha she kyi tsok pa la tenne ta-nye tak tsam

4)%.1#0%.g;%0' TY%M#)%9#%e-)%/-%T%M+%+L%c<%0+%!$!%C)%8<*%/%.1#0%C#0'

rangshin tsel na, Chushing gyi dongpo chashe su che ne gayang mepa shin yin

Class Six $)%Q$%$#%$*$+%$1#%C)%.:$+%C-*%C#0%08'

gangsak gi dakshi yang takyu yinnam?

$)%Q$%$#%.*$%8<*'

gangsak gi dakme

T-+%`#%.*$%8<*'

chu kyi dakme

8%.F$+%8%*r*%/4%7%Z*%/!#%2*%8+%BS.'

matak machepar ta-nyepay tseme drup

7%Z*%.:$+%/!#%.:$+%*-0%.g;%.!#%2s%0%8%t<*'

ta-nye takpay takdun tselway tse-na ma-nye
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$QL$+%`#%23$+%/!#%lm;%n%4.'

suk kyi tsokpay dul tra-rab

M<+%/!#%o*%K#$%8!#%VW0'

shepay kechikmay gyun

ef$%.?;%9#%VW4%9D4%/!#' *)-+%/-!#%$0+%;L$+%;%c#0%K#%;-$%uv%XA$+%/!#%

.*<0%![\0%*80%/%*<%;%$6<0%/-%5-.+%w0%C-*%/!#%c#4'

dukngel gyi gyur gyurpay, ngupuy neluk la chinchi loktu shugpay dendzin
menpa de la nyenpo topden yupay chir

T-+%;%*8#$+%/!#%Z#)%k<'

chu la mikpay nyingje

*8#$+%8<*%`#%Z#)%k<'

mikme kyi nyingje

+<8+%K0%g8%;%*8#$+%/!#%Z#)%k<'

semchen tsamla mikpay nyingje

Class Seven ;L+%P0%/%6<4%$1$

lu drenpa nyershak
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T%K0%;L+%*)%T%M+%C0%;$%4)%.1#0%8<*%/4%$:0%;%*..%/'

chachen lu dang chashe yenlak rangshin mepar tenla appa

*<+%0%;L+%x#%;8%&%.L%;%T$+%/%8#%4#$+%/'

de na lu milam tabu la chakpa mirikpa

*<+%$)%Q$%`)%4)%.1#0%8<*%/4%BS.%/'

de gangsak kyang rangshin mepar druppa

234%.%P0%/%6<4%$1$

tsorwa drenpa nyershak

234%.!#%)-%.-%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

tsorway ngowo rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

*<!#%VW%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

dey gyu rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

*<!#%*8#$+%CL;%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

dey mikyul rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

*<!#%CL;%K0%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%/%*$$%/'

dey yulchen rangshin gyi druppa gakpa

+<8+%P0%/%6<4%$1$

sem drenpa nyershak
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C#*%`#%M<+%/%4)%.1#0%9#+%8<*%/4%.50%/'

yi kyi shepa rangshin gyi mepar tenpa

^8%M<+%>%4)%.1#0%9#+%8<*%/4%.50%/'

namshe nga rangshin gyi mepar tenpa

T-+%P0%/%6<4%$1$

chu drenpa nyershak

'y-*%/!#%y%.4%!9D4%.%*)%'

'!_-4%.!#%VW%c#4%4#8%VW!#%c#4'

'+<8+%HI)%^8+%;+%234%.%*)%'

'!@A%M<+%;-$+%M#$%UL)%/-4%$1$

tsupay tsawa gyurwa dang
korway gyuchor rim gyuy chir
semjung namle tsorwa dang
dushe lokshik pungpor shak

!@A%M<+%Q$%.K+'

dushedushe sakchesakche

234%.%Q$%.K+'

tsorwa sakche

Q$%.K+'

sakche
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234%.%ef$%.?;%4)%.1#0%9#+%BS.%0'

$10%@A%!9D4%.%8#%4#$+'

tsorwa dukngel rangshin gyi drup na
shen du gyurwa mi rik

*<%6#*%*)%'

de nyi dang

$10%6#*%*)%'

shen nyi dang

F<0%*)%.F<0%/!#%c-$+%*)%'

ten dang tenpay chok dang

w0%/!#%c-$+%*)%'

denpay chok dang

!@A+%/%g8%*)%'

dupa tsam dang

*H#.+%`#%^8%/4%*r*%/'

yip kyi nam pa
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Class Eight
l-%k<%$Q<$+%8!#%$:0%2\$+'

dorje sekmay tentsik

'.*$%;+%8%C#0%$10%;+%8#0'

'$6#+%;+%8%C#0%VW%8<*%8#0'

'*)-+%/-%$)%*$%$)%0%C)'

'E<%.%08%C)%C-*%8%C#0'

dak le ma yin shen le min
nyi le ma yin gyu me min
ngupo gangdak gang na yang
kyewa namyang yu ma yin

*$$%H'

gakja

23$+%/!#%5<)%@A%F-$%/+%.:$+%g8%8%C#0%/'

tsokpay tengdu tokpe taktsam mayinpa

'.F$+%/!#%*)-+%;%8%4<$%/4'

'*<%C#%*)-+%8<*%![\0%8%C#0'

takpay ngu la ma rekpar
de yi ngume dzin mayin
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c#%0)%$#%*)-+%/-%^8+%T-+%K0'

.*<0%/4%8<*%*<'

F<0%!a<;%C#0%/!#%c#4'

*/<4%0%$QL$+%.t0%.1#0'

chinang gi ngupo nam chuchen
denpar me de
tendrel yinpay chir
per na suknyen shin

F<0%!a<;'

tendrel

VW%*)%z<0%;%.F<0%0+%BS.%/'

gyu dang kyen la tenne druppa

4)%$#%T%M+%;%.F<0%0+%BS.%/'

rang gi chashe la tenne druppa

23$+%/!#%5<)%@A%F-$%/+%.:$+%g8%;%.F<0%0+%BS.%/'

tsokpay tengdu tokpe taktsam la tenne druppa

Class Nine
C-*%8<*%E<%!$-$%$#%$:0%2\$+'

yu me kyegok gi tentsik
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B)+%K0%/' VW%@A+%+L%C-*%/!#%!a+%.L'

drang chenpa, gyudu su yupay drebu

!a+%.L%4)%.1#0%9#+%C-*%/4%!*-*%/!#%0)%/'

drebu rangshin gyi yupar dupay nangpa

'(%)0%!*+%*)%8%!*+%/!)%'

'*<%6#*%@A%0%{*%/4%8<*'

nya-ngende dang ma-de pa-ang
denyi duna kye par me

p#*%1#%868%/'

si shi nyampa

p<*%/!#%!_-4%$+L8'

sepay korsum

p<*%/!#%$1#'

sepay shi

p<*%/%/-'

sepapo

p<*%/!#%H%.'

sepay jawa
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Class Ten
.*<%.%*)%n*%!*-*%`#%H8+%/%*)%ef$%.?;%*)%a;%!*-*%`#%Z#)%k<'

dewa dang tre du kyi jampa dang dukngel dang drel du kyi nyingje

ef$%.?;%K0%9#%+<8+%K0%$)%;%*8#$+%`)%8%.L%$K#$%/%;%.y<%.+%23*%g8%@A%ef$%

.?;%*)%a;%.4%!*-*%/!#%h-%.K-+%8%8#0%/%4)%$#%))%$#+%E<%.!#%h-'

dukngel chen gyi semchen gangla mik kyang ma bu chikpa la tsewe tsu tsam du dukngel
dang drelwar dupay lo chuma minpa ranggi kyeway lo

+<8+%K0%ef$%.?;%*)%a;%!*-*%`#%Z#)%k<%T<0%/-%*)%' *<%;+%E-.%!*-*%`#%Z#)%k<%T<0%

/-%$6#+' c#%8%*)%J$%.+8%^8%*$%$6#+%*-0%$K#$

semchen dukngel dang drel du kyi nyingje chenpo dang, de le kyob du kyi nyingje
chenpo nyi, chima dang hlaksam namdak nyi dun chik

.+$+%=)%$#%$0*%.ef+%/!#%C0%;$%.@A0%/!#%0)%20%@A%9D4%/!#%.?-%.'

sakjang gi ne dupay yenlak dunpay nangtsen du gyur pay ngowa

!*-*%H!#%!a+%.L%*-0%$6<4%9#%!@A0%/+%{*%/4%@A%H+%/%|-0%;8'

dujay drebu dun nyer gyi dunpay kyedpar du chepa munlam

VW!#%*$<%.%^8+%!a+%.L%*<!#%VW4%!9D4%.!#%!@A0%/+%{*%/4%@A%H+%/%.?-%.'

gyuy gewa nam drebu dey gyur gyurway dunpay kyedpar du chepa ngowa
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!B-%.!#%ef$%.?;%|0%$K#$%/L'

.50%/%CL0%4#)%$0+%9D4%K#$

droway dukngel men chikpu
tenpa yunring ne gyur chik

.*$%$#%VW*%;%*$<%.!#%c-$+%*4%.4%8[*%/!#%*$<%.!#%.M<+%$6<0%;%.*$%c$%!2;%;-'

dak gi gyu la geway chok darwar dzepay geway shenyen la dak chaktsel lo
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The Asian Classics Institute 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

   Diamond Mountain University 
 
 
In-Depth Course II 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
The Chapter on Killing Anger 
 
Course Syllabus 
 
 
Class One: Anger Disaster, Anger Food (Verses 1-8)  

Includes two extremely useful verses on patience from the preceding chapter of Master 
Shantideva’s work. 

 
 
Class Two: The Fire Starts, and Toughing it Out (Verses 9-21) 

A discussion of how beginning to feel upset then triggers actual anger.  This is followed 
by an introduction to the first type of patience, where you can willingly take on suffering. 

 
 
Class Three: The Real Causes of Pain (Verses 22-33) 

Certainly the most important section of the entire chapter: where do all the things that 
bother us really come from?  Here we learn the second (and ultimate) form of patience: 
the one which is based on the deepest teachings of Buddhism. 

 
 
Class Four: Whose Fault Is It? (Verses 34-51) 

Here begins the third kind of patience, where we learn not to mind it when others do us 
harm.  We learn that it takes two to tango. 

 
 
Class Five: My Things! (Verses 52-65) 

We continue on the third type of patience, with an emphasis on the stupidity of anger 
directed towards those who hurt my things, or my friends, or my reputation. 

 
 
Class Six: The Pleasure of Patience (Verses 66-75) 

We know how many problems are caused by anger; here now are some of the pleasures 
we can expect from patience. 
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Class Seven: The Anger of Envy (Verses 76-88) 
Is jealousy just another form of anger? 

 
 
Class Eight: The Poison of Fame (Verses 89-103) 

Becoming famous is perhaps the most destructive thing that can happen to most people.  
So how should we feel about people who prevent us from attaining fame? 

 
 
Class Nine: Is Your Enemy a Buddha? (Verses 104-118) 

Master Shantideva raises the thought-provoking question of whether those who hurt us 
may be enlightened beings, or as good as. 

 
 
Class Ten: Kindness, the Highest Offering of All (Verses 119-134) 

If taking care of others is the ultimate way to please the Buddhas, then we would surely 
want to avoid being angry at people who hurt us. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Asian Classics Institute 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

   Diamond Mountain University 
 
In-Depth Course II 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
The Chapter on Killing Anger 
 
Course Background  
 
 
Please note!  Master Shantideva’s text, which is included in full in this reading, sounds easy to 
understand—but it’s not.  We strongly encourage you to read these verses in conjunction with 
listening to the audio tapes of explanation, or even better attend a course (such as those 
sponsored by ACI) where the verses are explained by a qualified teacher. 
 
This second course of the ACI In-Depth Course Series presents the entire chapter on “the art of 
not getting angry,” or the chapter on patience (Chapter Six) from The Guide to the Bodhisattva’s 
Way of Life (Bodhisattvacary!vat!ra, Byang-chug sems-dpa’i spyod-pa la ‘jug-pa, digital text 
number TD3871 from the Asian Classics Input Project), by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD).  This 
course is meant to give much more detail on this subject than the related original ACI course, 
“Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part Two” (ACI Course XI), which covered somewhat 
less than half of this important chapter. 
 
The reading material for this course consists of the 134 verses of Master Shantideva’s root text, 
and includes both the original Sanskrit and the Tibetan translation of these verses.  Following a 
pattern of the ACI courses as we go deeper now with the in-depth courses, we will be taking a 
closer look at the original Sanskrit versions of the root texts.  Our goal will be to glean more of 
the original feel of the Buddhism taught in the land of its birth, India, in a language—Sanskrit—
which is directly related to modern languages like English that many of us.  And so we will be 
taking a special interest in places where checking the original Sanskrit wording gives us insights 
that we may miss out on if we utilize only the Tibetan translation. 
 
For our basic English translation and interpretation of each verse, we will continue to rely 
heavily upon the extraordinary commentary written by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432), 
the eminent disciple of Je Tsongkapa who became the first holder of his throne after the Teacher 
passed on.  This commentary is called Entry Point for Children of the Victorious Buddhas 
(rGyal-sras ‘jug-ngogs, ACIP digital text S5436). 
 
With this course though we will also be using perhaps the most important commentary from 
ancient India upon Master Shantideva’s work.  This is The Commentary to Difficult Points in the 
“Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life” (Bodhicary!vat!ra Pañjik!, Byang-chub kyi spyod-pa 
la ‘jug-pa’i dka’ ‘grel, TD3872), composed by the Indian pandit Prajnakara Mati 
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(Prajñ!karamati, or Shes-rab ‘byung-gnas blo-gros in Tibetan).  The literal meaning of this 
author’s name is “The Intelligent One, the Source of Wisdom.” 
 
His explanation of our root text was of course written in Sanskrit; it was translated into Tibetan 
about a thousand years ago, and is found in the Tengyur collection of ancient commentaries to 
the word of Lord Buddha.  It seems to have been one of the primary sources used by Gyaltsab Je 
for his own commentary.  Because it was composed in part as a “word commentary,” in the 
original Sanskrit, it sheds substantial new light on the meaning of Master Shantideva’s text; for 
example, in its explanation of how—in the very first verse of the chapter—the Sanskrit words for 
“anger” and “destroy” have the same structure. 
 
As with so many of the ancient Indian writers, our information about Prajnakara Mati’s life is 
scarce.  Aside from his explanation of Master Shantideva’s classic, he also composed a brief 
explanation of The Ornament of Realizations of Lord Maitreya—a text on the perfection of 
wisdom which forms the basis for several ACI courses.  This work is also found in the Tengyur, 
and was translated by Ngok Londen Sherab, who was one of the teachers of Geshe Drolungpa, 
the author of The Great Book on the Steps of the Teachings (bsTan-rim chen-mo: the Tenrim 
Chenmo). 
 
At least one catalog to the Tengyur also contains a reference to a commentary by Prajnakara 
Mati on The Letter to a Student, composed by the early Indian master Chandragomin.  This 
teacher’s works also include an explanation of the bodhisattva vows that was used for the ACI 
course on the subject.  The catalog goes on to make a special note here that Prajnakara Mati 
wrote his commentary “out of a desire to benefit his own students.” 
 
We do read in numerous sources that Prajnakara Mati was one of the six gatekeepers of the 
famous Indian Buddhist monastery of Vikramalashila, and that he shared this duty with none 
other than the illustrious Naropa.  Naropa is said to have watched the northern gate, and 
Prajnakara Mati the southern (although some sources also call him the Keeper of the Western 
Gate).  We know that Mater Naropa lived right around 1000 AD, so this helps dates Prajnakara 
Mati as well.   
 
The position of gatekeeper was a vital one for the monastery, since the keeper’s main job was to 
intercept visiting masters of non-Buddhist traditions and, if necessary, engage in philosophical 
debate with them.  The stakes were high, since the person who lost the debate—along with all 
everyone else living in his monastery or ashram—was required by custom to then give up his 
lineage and join that of the victor.  We can imagine thus that Masters Naropa and Prajnakara 
Mati were the best the monastery had to offer, and that they doubtless spent much time together, 
covering the same material.  Certainly the teachings of the glorious Naropa and those of Master 
Shantideva complement each other perfectly. 
 
One tradition, finally, states that Master Prajnakara Mati reached a level where he could converse 
directly with Manjushri.  This proved very useful in his frequent debates with scholars from 
other traditions, and in once case it is said that he was slipped some answers he needed simply by 
making a request to a painting of this angel. 
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Master Shantideva himself was one of the most famous (or infamous) members of 
Vikramalashila’s sister monastery, Nalanda.  Before stepping into this in-depth course on his 
instructions for battling anger, you might want to re-read his traditional biography, found in the 
opening pages of ACI Course XI: Guide to the Bodhsattva’s Way of Life, Part One.  Doubtless, 
the Master applied many of the methods of patience you will learn here to his own brothers at 
Nalanda. 
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be used for reference only. 
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Verse 9 !
No matter what happens 
I  will never allow 
My joy to be disturbed. 
Feeling upset cannot accomplish 
My hopes, and only makes me lose 
The goodness that I have. !!
-have to learn when you are about to lose your joy 
-learn how not to get off-balance, attack the smallest level of being off-balance 
immediately, so you will not get upset later on in the day !
-not only can you not get upset, you can’t even get off-balance 
-there is no use to be less than happy all the time, it is only bad karma; not matter what  
bad things are happening, it helps nothing to be upset !
-you can blow years of love and friendship in  a relationship with one minute of harsh 
words in an argument 
-you can destroy so much good karma in a single moment of anger !
-sintu-lecture notes,very important to keep, books like Liberation in the Palm of Your 
Hands are a result of this !



Verse 10 !
If there is something 
You can do about it, 
Why should you feel upset? 
If there is nothing 
You can do about it, 
What use is being upset? !
-God grant me the wisdom… !
-use example of Tibetan translations of Sanskrit for how to translate words and ideas in a 
way that is true to the original  (here why get upset, what’s the use of getting upset, had to 
do in two lines instead of one) !



Verse 11 !
What I don’t like is when 
Someone causes suffering to me 
Or to those who are close to me— 
Or else causes us loss, or says 
Harsh things, or spreads unpleasant 
Talk about us; or when someone 
Does the opposites to my enemy. !
Verse addresses being upset when the following happen: !
-people hurt you or those you love 
-people harm your things 
-people say harsh things to your face 
-people say harsh things behind your back !
-people take care of people you don’t like 
-people give them nice things 
-people say nice things to them 
-people say nice things behind their back   !
-the second group here is referring to jealousy !
-half chapter is on bad things happening to you and half on being upset about good things 
happening to other people 
-thus anger and jealousy/envy are the same things !!



Verse 12 !
Things to be happy about 
Occur only from time to time; 
Whereas things that cause us pain 
Are extremely numerous. 
Without suffering though 
We would never feel renunciation; 
Be resolute then, my mind. !!
-life is so such suffering already, why get upset when other small bad things happen 
-need some suffering in order to truly develop renunciation, need it as a wake-up call to 
your true calling in life 
-without renunciation you would waste your life without practicing way 
-thank people for reminding you of the suffering nature of life !!



Verse 13 !
Those with devotion for the Lady 
Who broke the spiritual hardship, 
And the Karnapa people as well, 
Are able to keep their patience with 
The meaningless pains of fire and knife, 
All to attain liberation; why then 
Am I such a coward? !
-ka: spiritual hardship, tapas; dok: turn back 
-kandok: Goddess named Uma, partner of Shiva/Ishvara who was said to do something to 
harm her partner’s meditation 
-on special ritual day in autumn !
-if people can put up with great hardships for their religion, you should at least be able to 
keep your cools when small bad things happen to you !



Verse 14 !
There is nothing in the world 
Which does not come easily 
If you make a habit of it; 
Make then a habit 
Of bearing the small pains, 
And thus endure the greater. !
-you can adjust and get used to everything 
-people can get used to anything, we are so incredibly flexible 
-you can also adjust to people being bad to you 
-start small and build up 
-there is nothing you can’t get used to is you practice !
1) BZOD PA SGOM, 

-SGOM-bhavana 
 -SGOM-be patient, meditate !
2) GOMS NA SLA, 
 -GOM-abyasa, practice 
 -if you get used to it, anything is easy !
kshanti-patience 
shanti-peace !
KSH to SH to KW: calm, quiet !
-with practice, everything gets easier 
-start with small irritations, build up to big disasters !



!
Verse 15 !
Can’t you see this yourself, 
In the meaningless suffering 
That we withstand with things 
Like mosquitos, and flies; 
And feelings of hunger 
Or thirst or the like; and with 
The itch of a rash or such? !
Question: But what if you just can’t do it? !
Answer: You are already putting up with small things you have to deal with, so just learn 
to do with with irritations as well. !!
Verse 16 !
I should not be soft on myself 
When faced with things 
Like heat or cold, rain and wind; 
Sickness, or even imprisonment 
And torture; since it will only serve 
To increase the harms that come to me. !!
-learn to put up with: 
 -heat 
 -cold 
 -weather 
 -sickness, not feeling well 
 -not getting enough to eat, drink, sleep 
  
-everyone has something bad going on, 
-don’t be grumpy, don’t complain, don’t bring other people down with your small 
problems 
-must be able to endure small pains without bugging other people with it 
-don’t be one of those people who are always complaining about things 
-don’t be wimpy, don’t be a baby, don’t start whining and complaining every time 
something goes wrong 
-no one wants to hear it 
-if you keep complaining 



!
-you can either try to improve and adjust the entire world as it relates to you, or you can 
just learn to deal with it 
-you can either cover the world with leather or else put on some shoes 
-quit whining, tough it out  
-if you attempt to adjust the world to you, you will be more and more miserable !
-too much money and being used to money and comfort makes you wimpy, makes it hard 
to put up with different situations 
-be used to putting up with hard conditions, you will be better able to serve people inall 
kinds of conditions !!
Verse 17 !
Some when they catch sight 
Of their own blood 
Rise to a higher ferocity. 
Some when they see 
Another person’s blood 
Faint and fall unconscious. !!
Verse 18 !
All this derives 
From either steadfastness 
Or cowardice, in the mind. 
Learn then to disregard 
Harms, and never allow 
Any pain to touch you. !
-different reactions to pain and hardship is MENTAL 
-you learn to put up with bad things 
-you decide to increase your endurance level 
-don’t let it bug you !!
Verse 19 !
Hurt may come; but the wise 
Never let suffering cloud 
Their clarity of mind. 



We are locked in combat 
With mental affliction, and in war 
Many wounds are sustained. !
-we are engaged in a war against the negative parts of your own mind 
-you have to learn to be tough 
-people will screw you at work 
-in any war, people will get hurt; if there is combat where will be injuries  !!
Verse 20 !
Ignore then any pains 
That might come; smash 
The foes of anger and such. 
Conquering these is the thing 
That makes a warrior; the rest 
Are killing only corpses. !
-in war, people are only killing dead people 
-they will die in 50 years anyway from life 
-what is the big deal to kill humans, what kind of courage does that take? 
-but to do well in the war of your mind is really something that really requires courage 
-killing anger requires real skill, valor, commitment, courage !
Verse 21 !
Besides, suffering inspires us 
To make fierce efforts; 
It brings compassion for those 
Caught in the cycle of pain; 
It brings fear of doing harm, 
And a mastery of virtue. !
@change translation of this verse 
-look at the good side of the suffering, turn it into an opportunity to improve your 
compassion 
-disasters remove your arrogance, you become more humble 
-your own sufferings forces you to learn to feel true empathy 
-you also will avoid doing bad deeds once you intelligently experience the results of your 
bad karma !!



CLASS THREE,  !
Where did the world come from? !
1) Random 

-the world is the result of random events 
 -the world exists sue to an extraordinary coincidence 
 -all is a result of a bug bang type experience !
2) Creator God 
  -a being has ordained that all that happens in the world 

-there is a conscious will behind everything that happens !
3) Karma 
 -you get exactly what you have done to others 
 -your world is a result of whether or not you have taken care of other people !! !!
CLASS FOUR, Third Kind of Patience !!
#1:$Patience$Which$Endures$

3increase$your$ability$to$put$up$with$things$you$don’t$like$

= 3embrace$pain$and$problems$

#2:$Matrix$Patience$

= 3apply$your$understanding$of$reality$to$patience$

= 3change$things$from$inside$so$you$won’t$need$to$be$patience$!
#3:$I$Don’t$Mind$It$Patience$(JI$MI$SNYAM$PA’I$BZOD$PA,)$

= 3it’s$my$karma$

= 3this$is$true,$but$not$the$ultimate$approach$

= 3I$brought$it$on$myself$!
34#
If#everything#just#happened#
Because#we#want#it#to#happen,#
Then#since#no#one#at#all#
Wants#any#pain,#there#wouldn’t#be#



A#single#being#in#a#body#at#all#
Who#ever#had#any#pain#at#all.#!
-summary from end of class three 
-explanation of why this didn’t happen on its own 
-things are not under our control, if they were under our control we would not be in this 
state of pain 
-things happen because of our karma, only !!
35 
There#are#those#who,#having#lost#
Their#senses,#hurt#themselves#
By#themselves#with#thorns#and#such.#
To#get#a#woman#or#the#like,#
They#become#obsessed,#and#then#do#things#
Like#refusing#to#eat#food.#!
-don’t be freaked out if people hurt you, people hurt themselves 
-people hurt themselves more then they hurt you 
-why a big surprise that they hurt you too 
-people can’t even take care of themselves, why be surprised if they aren’t so good to you !
-people hurt themselves just because they are not thinking, get into accidents carelessly, 
etc 
-people really hurt themselves to get what they want, especially for food, fame, 
relationships 
-of course they are going to hurt you too !!
36 
Some#go#and#hang#themselves,#
Leap#from#cliffs,#and#swallow#poison#
Or#other#harmful#things.#
Others#go#and#hurt#themselves#
By#living#in#a#way#
Against#the#virtuous#life.#!
-people even kill themselves 
-some car accidents, etc are actually suicides 



-other people kill themselves half-aware with bad diets, drugs, alcohol, overwork, etc 
-if people are willing to destroy themselves, why be surprised when they hurt you do 
-they are crazy enough to do bad karma too 
-they don’t even respect themselves, why should they resect you !
ORDER: 
-get in accident because you are not mindful 
-starve self for boy 
-kill self 
-commit bad karma !!
37 
If#people#driven#to#it#because#
Of#their#mental#afflictions#even#kill#
Their#own#dear#selves,#then#what#
Surprise#could#it#ever#be#to#see#
That#they#also#act#in#ways#that#harm#
The#bodies#of#other#people?#!
-summary of above points !
HANTA, HART—kill; come a lot in text 
KRODA—anger (rude, crude, raw) !!
38 
Thus#do#people#live,#
CommiJing#acts#like#suicide,#
Driven#by#their#own#bad#thoughts.#
If#by#some#chance#you#cannot#
Feel#some#pity#for#them,#
At#the#least#withhold#your#anger.#!
-everything up to here in our text is the method of compassion 
-the whole world is sad 
-if you can’t cry when you see then, at least you shouldn’t get mad 
-life is sad 
-don’t be angry at other people, you should have compassion for them 
-the people who hurt you are in pain 
-if you can’t be nice to them, have compassion for them, at least don’t get upset 



!!
39 
If#it#is#the#very#nature#
Of#those#who#are#children#
To#do#harm#to#others,#
Then#being#angry#with#them#
Is#wrong,#as#wrong#as#hating#
Fire#for#the#fact#it#burns.#!
-Is human nature evil or not? 
-HH says that your ultimate nature is 100% compassion !
-if people are evil by nature: 
-if people harm people naturally, why be upset when they hurt you 
-you don’t get upset when fire burns you 
-why get upset when crazy people hurt you !!
40 
And#if#the#nature#of#living#beings#
Is#to#be#thoughtful,#then#all#their#faults#
Are#occasional,#and#being#angry#with#them#
Is#wrong#too,#wrong#as#hating#
A#puff#of#smoke#in#the#sky.#!
-if people are good by nature: 
-if people’s basic nature if goodness and they get a little upset sometime they it’s not such 
a big deal 
-their bad qualities are nothing compared to their good ones !!
41 
ItMs#the#stick#or#whatever#
That#delivers#directly;#if#youMre#angry#
At#what#impels#it,#
Then#get#mad#if#you#really#must#
At#anger#itself,#since#itMs#the#force#
That#sets#the#other#into#motion.#!



-if you hurt yourself badly by accident, you don’t yell at yourself or get angry at the rock 
you kicked,etc 
-but if someone’s intention is involved we blame then !
-but actually everything just happened, so you shouldn’t get upset at it !
-would be crazy to beat up at a stick that hits you rather than hit the guy who hit you 
-but the guy is under the control of anger, so you should get mad at his anger 
-his anger is what is forcing him to hurt you 
-his anger is controlling him like he is controlling the stick !
-so you should hate anger 
-and the only way to really fight anger is within yourself !!
42 
I#myself#in#days#gone#by#
Perpetuated#this#very#harm#
On#other#living#beings,#
And#so#itMs#right#that#now#the#one#
Who#did#the#harm,#myself,#
Should#have#this#hurt#come#to#him.#!
-it is right that I am bring hurt because I hurt other in the past 
-respect the laws y which the universe works 
-if he didn’t hit me then the laws of the universe wouldn’t work and there would be no 
hope 
-must rejoice that karma works because only because of karma can you get enlightened 
-of the force doesn’t work we are in trouble !!
43 !
Their#weapons#and#this#body#of#mine#
Both#of#them#provide#the#causes#
For#the#pain#to#come.#
They#produced#the#weapons,#
And#I#produced#the#body;#
At#which#should#I#be#angry?#!
-it takes a body to punch and a fist to do the punching 



-he provides the fist, you provide the body so it is both of your faults 
-you  brought yourself here so it is half your fault, so no reason to get upset !
44 !
This#blister#in#the#shape#of#a#man,#
Unbearable#if#someone#touches#it,#
Filled#with#suffering;#
ItMs#me#who#driven#by#blind#desire#
Grasps#to#it,#so#who#deserves#
My#anger#when#someone#harms#it?#!
-you have a choice about how you see your body 
-one view: you created your body which is filled with suffering and going to die unless 
you do something about it 
-other view: you are happy you are in this body and spend all your time taking care of all 
its needs and dressing it up, etc 
- not only did you get stuck in this body, you are coddling it,and spending all this money 
and time on your body 
-if you weren’t so attached to your body it wouldn’t be so bad when people hurt it !!
45 !
Children#want#no#suffering#
But#at#the#same#time#then#they#thirst#
For#the#things#that#bring#them#pain.#
If#suffering#comes#to#you#because#
Of#some#fault#of#your#own,#
Why#feel#hate#for#others?#!
-people desire the foods that hurt them but they also want to look good 
-you can’t desire a world without violence unless you stop getting angry yourself 
-you can’t have both 
-can’t get angry and not have people get angry at you 
-can’t eat donuts and look like you don’t !
46 !
Take#for#example#the#guards#of#hell#
And#forests#filled#of#trees#with#leaves#



Made#of#blades#of#swords.#
Every#one#of#them#was#created#
By#the#deeds#you#did#yourself;#
Who#then#deserves#your#anger?#!
-did you think that someone made hell like a construction company? 
-it was created by your mind and your karma 
-everything was made by you 
-you made all the stupid drivers on the highway 
-so who are you going go get mad at? !!
47 !
The#people#who#come#
And#do#me#harm#are#driven#
To#do#so#by#my#karma.#
If#hurting#me#sends#them#
To#the#hells,#then#isn’t#it#me#
Who#has#ruined#them?#!
-if someone attacks you personally, it is your fault 
-and so in a way you are responsible for them going to hell, etc for attacking you 
-by being the object of their anger, you have ruined their life 
-you are responsible fr hurting them more then they ever hurt you by their attack 
-when they hurt you, you are ruining their life and they are giving you a great opportunity 
to practice patience !
-opposite view is that if you see people doing nice things to you all day long, then you 
would be sending them to heaven 
-and if your karma was perfect you would be surrounded only by 10th level bodhisattva or 
even angels; you would be turning them into angels 
-you could see someone as as angel even if they don’t see themselves as an angel 
-you see them thinking of themselves in one way, and they see themselves seeing 
themselves otherwise—there is no true way they are 
-thus with goodness you would come to see yourself as the savior of the world !
(-you can take credit for your perceptions, others are responsible for their own) 
(the kindest thing you can do for someone else and treating them accordingly is the 
kindest thing you can do to another; it puts them in a spot and calls out something in 



them; it forces the divinity out of them even if it makes them uncomfortable, they don’t 
feel divine, etc) !!
48 
All#because#of#them,#
I#am#able#to#develop#patience,#
And#clean#myself#of#many#bad#deeds.#
All#because#of#me,#
They#must#pass#to#the#hells,#
And#suffer#there#countless#years.#!
-when someone is hurting you, they are getting only future suffering and you are getting 
an opportunity to collect goodness 
-you are exploiting them in a way 
-because of them you are able to clean and purify yourself 
-they are giving you a golden opportunity and you are sending them to the hell; you 
should be ashamed !!
49 
If#it’s#me#who#is#hurting#them,#
And#it’s#they#who#are#helping#me,#
Then#it’s#wrong,#my#mind,#
And#you’ve#got#it#backwards,#
If#you#feel#angry#at#them.#!
-if they are helping me and I am hurting them, why am I getting mad at them?   
-this is backwards, I should be thankful to them !!
50 
If#I#can#develop#
The#good#quality#of#believing#this,#
Then#I#won’t#go#to#the#hells.#
It#may#be#that#I#manage#thus#
To#protect#myself;#but#how#
Could#that#ever#happen#to#them?#!
-if I can truly learn to look at it this way, I can protect myself from getting angry at them 



-but maybe I should hit him back and give him the chance to collect good karma by 
patience with me 
-but you can’t assume that they would be able to do that, and even if you knew that it 
would help them it is not fitting that you would act in that way !
-you can think positively about bad things happening to you, but can’t assume they are at 
the same place and will respond accordingly 
-they are not necessarily on the bodhisattva path and the rules don’t necessarily reverse !
51 
But#now#it#wouldn’t#be#
Protecting#them#if#I#were#
To#return#them#harm;#
The#code#of#my#own#behavior#too#
Would#be#broken,#and#then#
My#practice#of#that#spiritual#hardship#
Would#also#be#destroyed.#
  
-so shouldn’t I return the favor and hit the back? 
-no, you could be blowing your bodhisattva aspirations and your patience tapas !!
CLASS FIVE !
-My Things! We continue on the third type of patience, with an emphasis on the stupidity 
of anger directed towards those who hurt my things, or my friends, or my reputation. 
-shouldn’t I respond if people’s behavior is hurting me getting what I need to live, study, 
do my work, etc !
 
CLASS SIX !
-The Pleasure of Patience: We know how many problems are caused by anger; here now 
are some of the pleasures we can expect from patience. 
-here he talks about all the good things that will happen if you don’t get angry !
  
CLASS SEVEN !
-The Anger of Envy: Is jealousy just another form of anger? !
-everyone is here for something, that is why they are in samsara 



-envy and jealousy is another form of anger !!!
76 
Suppose#that#any#person#derives#
Some#kind#of#joy#from#praising#
The#qualities#of#another.#
Why#my#mind#then#donMt#you#sing#
The#praises#of#this#person#yourself,#
And#find#the#very#same#joy?#!
-why aren’t you happy when you hear other people getting praised 
-you can either get jealous or be happy and join them in rejoicing 
-if you chose to rejoice everything is cleaner and you will be happy !!
77 
The#happiness#of#taking#this#joy#
Has#been#admiJed#by#all#of#those#
Who#possess#high#qualities#to#provide#
An#irreproachable#source#of#happiness.#
ItMs#also#best#for#gathering#others.#!
-no Buddha ever came along and said it was bad to rejoice when people get praised 
-much better for group dynamics if everyone is praising each other all the time 
-this is a great way to attract people to your teachings 
-best way to turn people on is to have a good attitude in the group 
-(4 extra perfections are ways of collecting students:  

-help people materially, support them 
-speak sweetly, in a kind way that they can relate to 
-practice what you preach 
-attract people by how you look and act) !!

78 
If#instead#you#say#to#yourself,#
XBut#now#heMll#be#as#happy,X#
And#hope#against#this#happiness,#
Then#you#should#deny#any#wages#earned#
And#all#the#like;#youMll#come#to#fail#



In#both#the#seen#and#unseen.#!
-I don’t want to talk nice about other people because people might hear that I said nice 
things about her and she might be happy and I don’t want that 
-I don’t want her t be happy I am happy about her 
-while then you should be against the idea of paychecks 
-people who did good earned the praise that they would receive 
-to want to deny that is to deny the laws of karma, to think she shouldn’t hear praise she 
earned !!
79 
When#someone#praises#my#own#good#qualities,#
ItMs#my#hope#that#this#other#person#
Finds#some#happiness#too.#
But#I#have#no#hope#that#I#myself#
Should#ever#find#the#happiness#
That#comes#from#praising#others.#!
-you want everyone to be happy when you are praised 
-so why do you have a problem with the opposite 
-why don’t you like it when people are happy when other people are praised !!
80 
By#my#hope#that#every#living#being#
Should#come#to#experience#happiness,#
IMve#developed#the#wish#for#enlightenment.#
Why#on#earth#does#it#make#you#angry#
When#one#of#these#living#beings#
Finds#some#happiness#by#himself?#!
-your desire as a bodhisattva is for everyone to be happy, so you are a hypocrite if you are 
upset or jealous when they get a little bit of praise or some small things that makes them 
happy 
-you are crazy to be upset when they are finding some small little happiness !!
81 
You#claim#that#you#wish#all#beings#
To#become#Enlightened,#who#are#then#



Worshipped#by#all#three#realms;#
So#when#seeing#some#pitiful#homage#
Paid#to#them,#why#does#it#now#
Torment#your#mind?#!
-your desire is that everyone should offer every happiness in the world to others up to 
enlightenment 
-if you think otherwise what kind of bodhisattva are you? 
-you can’t take it when someone gets even some puny, junky, little thing !!
82 
There#is#someone#that#you#are#responsible#
For#taking#care#of;#someone#to#whom#
You#must#give#what#they#need.#
And#then#this#loved#one#manages#
To#support#themselves,#but#instead#
Of#rejoicing,#you#become#displeased!#!
-you should be happy when people are able to start to get good things for themselves 
-in the same way you are happy that your children are able to start to earn things for 
themselves, you should be happy when other people are starting to receive happiness on 
their own !!
83 
Whether#they#happen#to#get#it#
From#them,#or#it#remains#
SiJing#there#in#the#donor’s#house,#
In#any#case#the#fact#is#that#
You#won’t#have#it.##As#such,#
What’s#the#use#of#doing#that#
Whether#they#give#it,#or#they#don’t?#!
-what kind of bodhichiita do you have if you are unhappy when they get nice things 
-what kind of bodhisattva are you? !!
84 
Whether#they#happen#to#get#it#



From#them,#or#it#remains#
SiJing#there#in#the#donor’s#house,#
In#any#case#the#fact#is#that#
You#won’t#have#it.##As#such,#
What’s#the#use#of#doing#that#
Whether#they#give#it,#or#they#don’t?#!
-don’t get mad that your old sponsor is funding someone else, better that it be used for 
dharma and good than sit in the sponsor’s bank account 
-you should be happy about more net happiness in the world 
-be happy that the money is being used for something good 
-for a bonus at work, be happy that they got it so that it will be used for someone else’s 
family and happiness; better the wealth be spread, even if it’s not to me !!
85 
Why#is#it#that#you’re#throwing#away#
Your#merit#and#the#faith#they#feel,#
And#your#own#fine#spiritual#qualities?#
Tell#me#now#why#you#shouldn’t#get#mad#
At#the#one#who#lets#what#will#become#
Their#own#gains#slip#away?#!
-merit: if you get mad at another’s success, you are destroying your own success 
 -if you were happy for her, you would be creating causes for your own success 
-faith: if others see you get jealous, they will lose faith in you 
-by getting jealous you are destroying your own good qualities  !!
86 
Can#it#possibly#be#the#case#that#you#
Not#only#fail#to#feel#any#sorrow#
For#the#bad#deeds#you’ve#done#yourself,#
But#are#actually#intent#on#striving#
Against#others#who#have#instead#
Undertaken#deeds#of#merit?#!
-you should feel bad that you didn’t create the good karma to get praised yourself, not 
upset at her for having done the good karma 
-be happy that she was good in past and got praised 



-be sad that you were bad in the past and didn’t get praised 
-be happy that the universe is happening along predictable rules 
-if the rules of the world didn’t work then enlightenment would not be possible !!
87 
And#even#should#your#enemy#
Become#upset,#how#then#could#
You#feel#glad#about#it?#
ItMs#not#that#some#kind#of#harm#
Has#come#to#him#or#her#
All#caused#by#your#hopes#and#wishes.#!
-what does it do you if others not get praised? 
-you don’t get happier 
-there is nothing good that comes from it at all  
-and even if she doesn’t get praised, you can’t take credit for it anyway 
-things don’t happen because you want them to, they happen only because of others 
karma !!
88 
Even#should#the#suffering#
You#wished#on#them#come#to#pass,#
WhatMs#there#to#be#glad#at?#
And#if#you#say,#XIt#satisfies#
Me#when#I#see#it,X#what#
Could#beJer#ruin#you?#!
-being happy when things go wrong for other people will ruin your life, it is such bad 
karma, don’t do it for the sake of your own happiness 
-the bad karma of this is so bad, it is the opposite of bodhichiita, it is mental  
-it is so sick, like a parent being happy a child burned themselves !
CLASS EIGHT !
The Poison of Fame: Becoming famous is perhaps the most destructive thing that can 
happen to most people.  So how should we feel about people who prevent us from 
attaining fame? !
-the dangers of fame 



-people who interfere with the process of you getting famous and proud are a blessing to 
you 
-people are doing you are favor if they get people not to like you or make you proud !!
CLASS NINE !
Is Your Enemy a Buddha? Master Shantideva raises the thought-provoking question of 
whether those who hurt us may be enlightened beings, or as good as. !!
-you have to know the definition of a cause 
-definition mainly comes from Dharmakirti 
-cause: if it is present a thing will happen, if it is not present the other thing cannot 
happen !
104 
When#the#absence#of#a#certain#thing#
Means#that#another#thing#won’t#happen;#
When#the#presence#of#a#certain#thing#
Means#that#another#thing#will#happen;#
Then#it#means#that#this#same#certain#thing#
Is#the#cause#of#the#other#thing.#
How#then#could#you#it#a#hindrance?#!
-is a person who hurts you, or spreads rumors about you a hindrance to you?  Are they 
hurting you? Or are they helping you? 
-are they are cause for your enlightenment?  Or are they hurting your enlightenment? 
-if you are patient with them, they are a cause for your enlightenment 
-you can’t practice patience without someone upsetting you 
-you can’t perfect patience without irritating people, you need the 
  
-how do you react to someone who is getting in the way of the project 
-you can’t get upset no matter what !
-if you cannot conduct every step of a virtuous project in a virtuous way, the ends are not 
important 
-if you are doing a good project, by no means do you commit a non-virtue in order to do 
it well 
-no reason to do something wrong in middle of project in order to try to fulfill goal 
-can’t get mad at obstacles along the way, they are your project  
-have to have style while you are doing a good project 



!
-if someone gets in the way, they are not a hindrance 
-there are the project, they are the goal 
-even people who obstruct you from doing good deeds are not an obstacle, they are the 
cause of your good works 
-the project is how you respond to all the obstacles along the way !!
105 
There’s#no#way#that#a#beggar#
Who#shows#up#at#just#the#right#time#
Could#ever#be#considered#a#hindrance#
To#performing#the#act#of#giving.#
There’s#no#way#that#you#could#call#
The#person#who#grants#you#ordination#
A#hindrance#to#leaving#the#home#life.#!
-you are trying to practice generosity and someone asks for money 
-they are not a hindrance to your practice, they are a way for you to do your practice well 
-look at the obstacles and see them rather as chances to do your practice well !
-your vow master is not a hindrance to your ordination 
-an irritating person is not a hindrance to perfect your perfection of patience !!
106 
The#world#may#be#full#of#beggars,#
But#finding#someone#to#do#me#harm#
Is#truly#a#rare#occurrence,#
Since#there#could#never#be#a#person#
Who#hurt#me#any#way#at#all#
If#I#did#not#them#first.#!
-you can always find poor people to help you perfect the art of giving 
-you will always have someone to perfect generosity with !
-people who hurt you are hard to find 
-the more you practice it, the less you meet them 
-by practicing patience, you are ridding the world of irritating people 
-as you practice more, irritating people become fewer and fewer in your life !



-you get in the habit of seeing a third as good, a third as bad, a third as neutral   
-even as your karma gets better, you will still see third good, third bad, third neutral; the 
quality-level will just be a little higher 
-you get used to the new level of your karma so quickly !
-even at the crux of your practice and evolution, you are getting irritated at stupid things 
-because of the relativization, you won’t notice that you are cleaning out the world 
-even in the best possible situations, you still get irritated !
-don’t respond, and the cycle will break !!
107 
Suppose#that#without#an#ounce##
Of#effort#you#came#across#
A#treasure#chest#hidden#in#your#house;#
You#should#thus#feel#grateful#for#
Your#enemies,#who#aid#you#in#
Your#bodhisaJva#practice.#!
-you need them 
-strategic alliance—they supply the irritation, you supply the patience 
-and they are free 
-you need them, you can’t practice patience without them, they are indispensable for your 
path to enlightenment 
-you want to try and exclude the irritating people, but actually you need them 
-if you keep irritating people around you, your endurance levels will increase !!
108 
Since#he#and#I#both#bring#it#about,#
ItMs#fiJing#that#from#the#outset#itself#
I#devote#to#him#the#final#result#
That#comes#from#being#patient:#
He#has#in#the#way#described#provided#
Something#for#me#to#be#patient#about.#!
-every time you are able to practice your patience dedicate the virtue to the one who 
irritated you !
-you should be honoring the people who hurt you, they are worthy of your offerings 



-they are as important as a Buddha for you 
  !
109 
Now#suppose#you#say,#“Since#he#had#no#intention#
Of#helping#me#accomplish#patience,#
My#enemy#is#not#worthy#of#my#offerings.”#
Why#then#do#you#make#offering#either#
To#the#holy#Dharma,#which#you#would#surely#admit#
Can#lead#you#to#accomplishments?#!
-“I can agree with you if they had wanted to help me, but these people had no intention to 
help me, so why should I make offerings to him” 
-we make offerings to the Dharma Jewel, even though it doesn’t have any intention to 
help you 
-we should then make offerings to our enemies too because they are helping us even 
though they may not intend to do so !!
110 
“But#my#enemy,”#you#may#object,#
“Does#possess#the#opposition#intention—#
An#intention#to#do#me#harm—#
And#so#still#should#not#be#honored.”#
If#he#were#like#a#physician,#
Striving#to#do#me#some#kind#of#good,#
How#would#I#be#accomplishing#patience?#!
-not getting mad at a doctor who is trying to help you is no great feat 
-what would be the big deal in not getting angry at someone who was trying to help you 
anyway 
-patience is only glorious when someone wants to help you !!
111 
As#such,#patience#can#only#be#
Developed#towards#someone#
Who#possesses#harmful#intent;#
And#since#this#then#is#the#true#cause#
For#cultivating#patience,#it’s#as#worthy#



Of#offerings#as#the#holy#Dharma#is.#!
-need those with harmful intent to practice patience and get enlightened !!
112 
This#is#why#the#Able#One#
Described#the#field#of#living#beings#
And#the#field#of#the#Victorious.#
Many#who#succeeded#in#pleasing#them#
Were#able#in#this#way#to#reach#
The#perfection#of#the#ultimate.#!
-you need the good guys and the bad buys in order to get enlightened 
-you can’t win a football game without the coaches and the other teams 
-both the teachers and the irritating people are thus a cause for you spiritual success 
-so the field of living beings is a precious as the field of enlightened beings 
-being patient with irritating people, pleases both the Buddhas and irritating people  !!
113 
The#qualities#of#an#Enlightened#One#
Are#aJained#by#means#of#living#beings#
And#the#Victorious#Buddhas#alike.#
Why#then#do#you#act#this#way,#
Refusing#to#honor#other#beings#
In#the#way#you#do#the#Victors?#!
-you have to honor irritating people as much as you honor the Buddhas 
-they are an equal cause of your enlightenment 
-hold this as a goal 
-consider this a state of mind you truly aspire to 
-try to actually think like this, sincerely and naturally !
-later on you can even put yourself in difficult situations purposefully !!
114 
It’s#not#that#the#two#are#equal#
Themselves#in#how#they#think;#
But#rather#from#the#point#of#view#



Of#the#result#which#both#can#bring.#
Unenlightened#living#beings#
Possess#this#one#high#quality#too;#
And#it’s#this#that#makes#them#equal.#!
-irritating people and Buddhas are not equal in how they act and think 
-rather they are equal from the point of view of the result they bring 
-the are equal in the sense of being a cause for your enlightenment 
  !
115 
The#reason#for#the#offerings#
Made#to#those#of#highest#love#
Lies#in#the#greatness#of#living#beings.#
The#reason#for#the#merit#
Of#faith#in#the#enlightened#ones#
Lies#in#the#greatness#of#the#enlightened.#!
-we make offerings to Buddhas because of their infinite love 
-they love us because we are suffering 
-they are watching us like children playing with razor blades !
-we supply the raw material for the greatest compassion of the world 
-we allow the Buddhas to be infinitely compassionate 
-the Buddhas have their great virtue and love !
-we have infinite stupidity 
-they have infinite love !!
116 
We#accept#the#two#of#them#
As#being#something#equal#
Because#they#possess#as#part#of#them#
That#thing#which#brings#about#
The#qualities#of#a#Buddha.#
They#are#in#no#possible#way#at#all#
Equal#to#the#enlightened#ones,#
Infinite#oceans#themselves#
Of#highest#spiritual#qualities.#



!
-Buddhas are infinite 
-living beings are not 
-irritating people have the good quality of providing the causes for enlightenment to 
happen !
-so they are not equal !!
117 
And#suppose#a#person#were#to#exhibit#
Even#just#the#tiniest#fraction#
Of#the#high#spiritual#qualities#
Of#that#one#and#only#being#
Who#possesses#a#veritable#mass#
Of#the#highest#of#all#such#qualities;#
To#offer#them#then#even#all#
Of#all#of#the#three#realms#
Would#be#too#small#a#gift.#!
-but even if they had only one percent of infinite, it would be too small to offer them all 
the money in the world 
-even if living beings have only one perfect of the good qualities of a Buddha, it is 
incredibly valuable !!
118 
And#these#living#beings#do#possess#
That#single#fraction#which#produces#
Those#highest#qualities#of#the#enlightened.#
It#is#a#befiJing#thing#then#that#we#make#
Offerings#to#these#living#beings,#
In#keeping#with#this#liJle#piece,#
However#small#it#may#be.#!
-you should make offerings to irritating people because they are a cause of your 
enlightenment !!!



CLASS TEN !
Kindness, the Highest Offering of All: If taking care of others is the ultimate way to 
please the Buddhas, then we would surely want to avoid being angry at them. !
-The best way to please the Buddhas is to serve other people; note get angry at the people 
who hurt you and to go beyond that and try as much as you can to help them !
-the Buddhas actually can never be displeased with us, no matter what we do, their love 
in unconditional 
-the Lama is always happy and loving to you !
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 '."')$ ."#$ "/2()$2')4#$ $*/3.#$ ."#$ <'8&.$ <'7#$ +')#&$ 3<$ ."#$ 7#8&#$ ')$ "',"$ "#$ 43#&$ &3#$$

+!'>#.()$()4$)()&&8'.$.8(,&&$')$."#&#$+()?/(?#&#;$

$

.=-3!$3=$&3/!=<2!="!15334!7'6=406)3/!

%=!108!2576'1.!!+2534!$3=$&3/!=<2!="!

.5334!7'6=406)3/!'32!-083!02!253-.!

)=0!)06!!=<!10!!2502!372534!=63!

"1!0725=<2!06!!"0<&26!

!

!

$
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$ ($

!"#"#$%&'#('#)*'#(#!*+!$

!"#"#$%&'#,*#" %'##$-#.!$

!+*#"#%%.#/*+#0&#01'#!!$

,-,-';7"<4%'")%4-'=%'
,-,-';7"<5%'5&8<)8&'"-'
>%,-'?)7";%'<-"<</'=-'

$

!"#$"%#&#'()"*+,-./&01+-2+-+#',(!"#,3."45/

67!4/&!#89/,3%"#:8;/&;/<"/67!"#'()",=3!>? !?$
;76->%?%4-&->6)-"5/'?84)-"5)-")%4/;7"/5-6'

 &8;-6'?-;%#68'"/&>7#6-;'
!

!

,;$ -)$ ."'&$ &#,.'3)$ 3<$ ."#$ ,"(=.#8$ '&$ <3/)4$ ."#$ 3)#$ 7#8&#$  "',"$ 238#$ ."()$ ()9$ 3."#8$

&/22(8'-#&$."#$>(&'&$3<$."#$."'84$&')4$3<$=(.'#),#.$."#$(..'./4#$3<$/-.0&$29$3 )$&(82(#1$$

*/3.#$."#$7#8&#%$()4$(?(')$4'&,/&&$>8'#<+9$ "#."#8$."'&$(==83(,"$,32=+#.#+9$,37#8&$."#$

/+.'2(.#$ 38+47'# $3<$ ."#$4%&!%95/7"'3<$=(.'#),##$ $ +!'>#.()$()4$)()&&8'.$ .8(,&&$?'7#$."#$
7#8&#$')$."#&#$+()?/(?#&#;$

!

 5343!878!72!)=-3!"4=-6!! 502!001!72!

(502!"!878!13"=43!2502!-0*31!=25341!

%=!2571!8338!="!5<4276'!-3!6=06!

""!3934!2576'!2502!50$$361!6=0!

%3$3681!=6!253!83381!"!878!13"=43/!

)=0!)06!"!13!06'4!!02!253-6!

$
!0&#01'#02.#+0#0.%+#!*+#(31!$

!"'#+*#&%.#4+#51#' 1-#!'!$

!6/'#5+#"'#"#-0#"'#.!$

!7+0#01'#3+1#"#51#(*#78%.!$

<-"<</'#6%">-?'"8=%'4-)'
,%>%'"<8"96%'96/96/&'=%'
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$ ,$

5-;96%',%,-'&-?,%'"-'
>-?</'>/,-'96/5%'?8"'

$

&"!"%#<;/&#.;/(7<$/+#3%<;/&"*+'#/()%45/

'<#:/&!:()"+("4/&"#'$!)"-+*"&#."%? +?$
?-#;->%"-;'?/&5-;'48&"-;')%"-/"-;' ->6)-#%'4-&-/6'

#-&"%'?-&;-'4-&-)-55-6'?76-;-5&-")-56-'?/&5-8'
$

"6!068!="!7213&"/!430)276'!2=!63'02793!393621!0725!6=2576'!-=43!2506!253!

25=<'52! 7+5/! 2571! 71! 4<12!-!!*04-08!8=316:2! 0)2<0&&!! -).( 253! $4=1&3-/!
068!$439362! 72! "4=-!=))<4476'!0'076.! !(502! 71/! 2571! 2==! )=<&8!13)=-3!0!

"=4-!="!4<12!&304676'!2=!$<2!<$!0725!63'02793!$3=$&3!068!393621!402534!

2506!17-$&!!12=$$76'!253-!"4=-!50$$3676'!76!253!"7412!$&0)3.!! 3!-<12!

&3046!2=!-0*3!253!13)=68!&30$!="!2576*76'!2=,!72!71!-!!*04-0/!068!7"!"!"07&!

2=!430)2!63'02793&!/!2536!2571!*04-0!07&&!368!068!6=2!13!43$&0)389068!

2536!"!07&&!5093!+%/$)&#+%0!253!=143)2!="!-!!06'34.!
$

$

2;$!3 (84&$."#$#)4$3<$."#$,"(=.#8%$5(&.#8$)"().'4#7($ '++$>#$2(&')?$."#$=3').$."(.3'<$

 #$,()$2(').(')$3/8$=(.'#),#3."#)$."#$)/2>#8$3<$=#3=+#$ "3$(==#(8$ ')$3/8$ +'7#&$.3$

.89$ 3/8$ =(.'#),#$  '++$ (/.32(.',(++9$ >#,32#$ <# #8$ ()4$ <# #8%$ &'),#$ ."#9$ (8#$ (,./(++9$

4&7>89%>$>9$3/8$()?#8#$$1#&,8'>#$."#$7#8&#$')$."'&$&#,.'3)$3<$."#$,"(=.#8$ "',"$=8#&#).&$
."#$7#89$=+#(&().$#!.8#2#$3<$."'&$."')&')?#$

$

/01234! .506278390! 120231! 2502/! =6)3! 03! 24<&!! 133! 2502! 0&&! 253! 63'02793!

2576'1!76!=<4!&7"3!043!)=-76'!"4=-!5=0!03!"07&38!2=!20*3!)043!="!$3=$&3!

76! 253! $012/! 2536! 03! 07&&! 0<2=-027)0&&!! 0062! 2=! "=)<1! =<4! 3""=421! =6!

8=76'!=6&!!'==8!83381.!!""!03!*33$!2571!<$!&=6'!36=<'5/!2536!6=2!=6&!!

07&&!03!"768!0&&!253!744720276'!$3=$&3!068!2576'1!8710$$30476'!"4=-!=<4!

0=4&8903!07&&!0)2<0&&!!2536!13!1<44=<6838!1!!$3=$&3!05=!5093!833$!

068!)=612062!"33&76'1!="!&=93!"=4!30)5!=2534.!

$

$

4;$-)$."#$)#!.$<# $7#8&#&$3<$."'&$&#,.'3)%$5(&.#8$)"().'4#7($=8#&#).&$."#$'4#($3<$,/..')?$

3/8$+3&&#&#$$1#&,8'>#$."#$2#.(="38$."(.$"#$/&#&$.3$43$&3%$()4$."#)$4'&,/&&$>8'#<+9$(?(')$

 "#."#8$ ."'&$ (==83(,"$ 8#<+#,.&$ ."#$ /+.'2(.#$ 38+47'# .$ ."#$ 3)#$ "',"$ #)4&$ &/<<#8')?$

'.&#+<#$

!
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$ 2$

/01234!.506278390!43&0231! 253!3:0-$&3!="!0! "743! 2502!501!)0<'52!=6! 253!

2502)538!4=="!="!=63!5=<13/!068!71!01=<2!2=!1$4308!2=!=2534!5=<131.!! 3!

6338! 2=!13!07&&76'! 2=! 2304! 253! 2502)5!068! "743! "4=-! 253! 4=="!="! 253!=63!

5=<13/! 068! &=13! 253! =63! 4=="/! 402534! 2506!13! 0220)538! 2=! 2571! 4=="! 068!

0&&=0! 253! "743! 2=! 1$4308! 2=! =25341.! ! ;<12! 1=/! 03! 6338! 2=! 13! 07&&76'! 7"!

63)31104!!2=!13$04023!=<413&931!"4=-!=143)21!1<)5!01!43&027931!=4!"09=4723!

$=113117=61/!7"!03!043!<601&3!2=!)=624=&!=<4!06'34!0536!253!!043!504-38!

"4=-!253!=<21783.!!('076!2571!71!=6&!!0!934!!23-$=404!!-325=8!="!830&76'!

0725!=<4! 3-=27=61,!1!! 253! 27-3!03!$34"3)2!=<4!$02736)3/!03! )06!75093!

=<4!)0*3!068!302!72!2==/8!767270&&!!43-07676'!)0&-!3936!0536!&=938!=631!

043!0220)*38/!068!&0234!13376'!2571!)0&-!0&&=0!<1!&793!76!0!0=4&8!05343!

6=! =6396372534! 25=13! $0427)<&04&!! )&=13! 2=! <1! 6=4! 06!=63! 3&13971!

504-38!76!06!!00!!02!0&&.!

$

$

5;$-)$($7#89$=3 #8</+$2#.(="38$(>3/.$($=8'&3)#8%$5(&.#8$)"().'4#7($=3').&$3/.$."(.$'.$

2(9$(,./(++9$>#$,%##$=(')</+$'<3 "#)$&32#3)#$&+/?&$93/$3)$3)#$&'4#$3<$."#$<(,#393/$
./8)$93/8$<(,#$.3$."#$3."#8$&'4#$()4$73+/).(8'+9$+#.$."#2$&+/?$93/$(?(')#$$*/3.#$."#$"(+<$

($7#8&#$."(.$=8#&#).&$."'&$2#.(="38%$()4$#!=+(')$ "(.$'.$2#()&$.3$."#$5(&.#8#$$+!'>#.()$

()4$)()&&8'.$.8(,&&$')$."#&#$+()?/(?#&#;$

$

 5!!71!72!6=2!0!0=6834"<&!2576'!7"!0!)47-760&!

*=683-638!2=!873!31)0$31!7612308!

 725!=6&!!253!&=11!="!571!50686!

!
!0'+#!31#/1#210#"0#75+#+*!$

!0"#,*#6-#.#51'#/#"*0'!$

#%=-)';/#6/?',-?=%'>%'
<%,5%'5-&"-'96/;-',%?'

$

!"),-+4/&);/,./<"/!901#.>/,&!23&!>5/
;-&-"/)-6'?-&-;'96/55"-';8?5-#696%5'?/;'- 6->&-?-;'

!

(<4676'!253!=2534!)533*!)06!=6&!!431<&2!76!1=-3!23-$=404!!$076!"=4!<1!

5343!76!2571!&7"3/!0534301!06'34!31$3)70&&!!501!253!$=034!2=!83124=!!=<4!

'==8! *04-0! 068! )43023! 0031=-3! 630! 108! *04-0! 2=! 1368! <1! 2=! 253!

430&-1! ="! 53&&! 0"234! 03! 873.! ! (53! $076! 76! 25313! 430&-1! '=31! =6! "=4!
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$ 4$

-7&&7=61!="!!3041/!068!721!76236172!!71!76"76723&!!0=413!2506!06!!*768!="!

$076!2502!03!)06!"33&!5343!76!2571!430&-.! !<4=-!2571!$=762!="!9730/!72! 71!

362743&!! 76!=<4!=06!1312! 762343121! 2=! 7'6=43! 3936!934!!840127)! 761<&2!=4!

764<4!!$078!<$=6!<1!1!!=25341.!

$

$

6;$-)$8#&=3)&#$.3$."'&$/./8)$."#$3."#8$,"##&1$(8?/2#).%$."#$/3."#8$?/91$')$."#$,"(=.#8$

,+('2&$."(.$"#$43#&$)3.$=3&&#&&$."#$'))#8$&.8#)?."$.3$/)4#8?3$."#$=(')$3<$73+/).##8')?$

.3$ >#$ &2(,&#4$ ')$ ."#$ <(,#$ ."#$ &#,3)4$ .'2##$ $ 1#&,8'>#$ "3 $ ."'&$ '&$ ($ &#+<74#<#(.')?$

(8?/2#).%$()4$"3 $'.$2(9$(==+9$.3$&(9$').#8)(.'3)(+$8#+(.'3)&#$

$

(53!"0)2!2502!!=<!)06:2!20*3!253!0-=<62!="!$076!1376'!871538!=<2!2=!!=<!

02! 253!-=-362! )*( )&( )+*%"-( 1/''-! 2502! !=<!0=6:2! 13! 01&3! 2=! 5068&3! 253!
76"76723&!!'430234!$076!="!253!53&&!430&-1/!057)5!71!253!=6&!!=2534!)5=7)3!

7"! !=<! )5==13! 2=! 13! )=-3! 06'4!! 02! 1376'! 5<42.! ! (1! 1<)5/! !=<! 2#3%! 2=!
0))3$2!05023934!$076!72!20*31!2=!43-076!$30)3"<&!068!6=6$97=&362.! !"6!0!

&04'34!13613/! 2571!-3061! 2502!0!)=<624!!-7'52!)5==13! 2=!+<732&!!368<43!

1=-3! 97=&36)3! 9717238! <$=6! 72! 1!! 06=2534/! 7"! 253! =$$=1723! )=<413! ="!

0)27=6913)=-76'!06'4!!068!"7'5276'!10)*9-7'52!0)2<0&&!!431<&2!76!06!

76"76723&!!-=43!8710124=<1!$076!02!0!&0234!8023.!

!

$

8;$ !"#$ /./8)$ ."#$ ,"##&1$ (8?/2#).$ (>37#$ '&$ 2#().$ .3$ ,3)7#9$ ."#$ +3?',$ 3<$ #)4/8')?$

=8#&#).%$8#+(.'7#+9$+#&&#8$=(')&$')$384#8$.3$(73'4$"/?#+9$?8#(.#8$=(')&$')$."#$</./8##$$9/.$

5(&.#8$)"().'4#7($?3#&$</8."#8$()4$8#+(.#&$."#$=8#&#).$=(')$.3$."(.$3<$."#$=(&.#$$'!=+(')#$

$

"6! =<4! $012! &7931/! 03! <68342==*! )=<62&311! 63'02793! 0)27=61! 2502! 03!

-7120*36&!! 25=<'52!0=<&8!'32!<1! 253! 2576'1!03!006238.! ! "612308/! 253!!

=6&!!14=<'52!<$=6!<1!7623613!1<""3476',!25=<10681!="!174251!76!253!53&&1!

201!/01234!'40460*040!/027!$<21!723/!3936!25=<10681!="!3=61!76!253!53&&1!

201! ;!0&2101! ;3! $<21! 723.! !45+( +2%( $'*+( 0)*$#6)&7( +2)&7( #!'5+( #""( +2)*(
*5--%/)&7()*(+2#+()+(8#*(1')&+"%**9!25343!001!6=!632!1363"72!0)573938!1!!72!
02!0&&/!4<12!001238!$076.! ! 534301!6=0/!7"!"!0-!01&3!368<43!25313!1-0&&!

504-1! "4=-! =2534! $3=$&3/! 3934!! 504-! 368<438! 71! &7*3! -=63!! 76! 253!

106*,!=934!27-3/!72!07&&!0))<-<&023!068!53&$!-3!2=!13)=-3!36&7'523638/!

25<1! 0))=-$&71576'!'4302! '==8!1=25! "=4!-!13&"! 068! 3934!! =2534! &7976'!

)4302<43.!

$

$
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$ 5$

:;$'7#)$ "#)$ #$(8#$(>+#$.3$=/.$').3$=8(,.',#3')$&32#$<##>+#$ (93."'&$'4#($3<$./8)')?$

."#$ 3."#8$ ,"##&%$ ."#8#$ '&$ 3<.#)$ &32#$ 2#(&/8#$ 3<$ "#&'.(.'3)%$ 38$ 3)+9$ ($ ?8/4?')?$

 '++')?)#&&#$$;3 $ 3/+4$5(&.#8$)"().'4#7($"(7#$/&$<##+$(>3/.$'.<$

$

)71!10!1!2502!03!15=<&8!"33&!011=&<23!$&301<43!02!253!=$$=42<672!/!176)3!

1!! 43"<176'! 2=! 061034! 97=&36)3! 0725! 97=&36)3! 03! 13'76! 2=! 430&7=3! 253!

934!!$<4$=13!"=4!057)5!30)5!="!<1!71!5343!76!253!<6793413!02!0&&,!03!07&&!

25<1! "<&"7&&! =<4! 831276!/! ="! 13)=-76'! 253! 1097=4! ="! 3934!! &7976'! 1376'!

25343!71.!

$

$

'
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/01234!.506278390:1!;<783!2=!253!>=857102290?1! 0!!="!#7"3!
(53!*50$234!=6!%7&&76'!(6'34!
!
!
!"#$%&'(%)*'+,-##'.%/%"'
"
#$"%&'()"*+,-.,,+/0"1/'+*2'(,"'2"'3("1/0()"4("&((5"43(/"2'3(),"3.)'".,"2)"'32,("-52,("'2"
.,6"71,'()" 831/'+*(91" -2/'+/.(,"2/" '2"*+,-.,," '3(" 1/0()"4(" &((5"43(/"2'3(),"3(5:"2)"
:)1+,(":(2:5("'31'"4("*2/;'"5+<(="">/"(,,(/-("'3(/"3("+,"(?.1'+/0"'42"2&"2.)" 2,'":2:.51)"
 (/'15"1&&5+-'+2/,=""!1 ("'3( ="
"

/01234!.506278390!71!25<1!3)<0276'!06'34!068!*30&=<1!+!
!

"
"$" #(,-)+$(" '3(" ?.+'(" :1+/5(,,"  ('32*" '31'" 71,'()" 831/'+*(91" 0+9(,6" 1'" '3(" 9()%"
$(0+//+/0" 2&" '3+," -51,," )(1*+/06" &2)" *(15+/0" 4+'3" '3(" 1/0()" 4(" &((5" 43(/" ,2 (2/("
:)1+,(,"1":(),2/"'31'"4("*2/;'" 5+<(=" "&2)"022*" (1,.)(6"15,2" (/'+2/"'3("9()%",:(-+&+-"
:2,+'+9(")(,.5'"'31'"-2:+/0"4+'3"1/0()"'3+,"41%"-1/"319(="
"

/01234! .506278390! $=7621! =<2! 2502! ,3! -06! "33&! 0! &=2! .32234! 17/$&!! .!!
*=7676'!76!068!43*=7-76'!76!253!'==8!)<0&72731!,57-5!043!.376'!$4071380!
,57-5!71!0$$4=$47023!3936!,536!253!!043!$=1131138!.!!0!$341=6!,5=/!
,3!8=6:2!$341=60&&!!&713+!!(53!/01234!120231!2502!.350976'!2571!,0!!501!
253!934!!$=172793!431<&2!="!02240-276'!=25341! 2=!-=/3!068!&3046! 253!5=&!!
%504/0!"4=/!<1+!
!
!

'$"#(,-)+$(" '3(" +  (*+1'("1/*"15,2"<1) +-" )(,.5'"2&"4+,3+/0"101+/,'" '3("31::+/(,,"2&"
2'3(),="
"

 71576'!0'07612!253!50$$76311!="!=25341!83124=!1!=<4!=,6!50$$76311!76!
253! $431362!/=/36222502! 710! ,3! "33&!/306! .!! 83"76727=63! 068! 72! 0&1=!
-430231!.08!104/0!2502!4<761!=<4!=,6!"<2<43!50$$76311+!
!

"
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" ""

($"%,"1,:+)+/0"$2*3+,1''91,6"4("319("-2  +''(*"2.),(59(,"'2",(("(9()%2/("+/"'3("
./+9(),("$(-2 ("(/5+03'(/(*=" ")2" '3(/" &((5"(/9%"2)"*+,:5(1,.)("43(/",2 (2/("
(5,("+,":)1+,(*"2)":)(,(/'(*"4+'3"'3+/0,"+,"(,:(-+155%"+/-2/0).2.,=""*+:51+/"'3+,"+/"
'() ,"2&"-2, +-"0(20)1:3%="
"

(5=13! 76! 253! 25433! 430&/1! ="! 3471236-3! 5,57-5! -06! 43"34! 2=! 253! 8317430!
"=4/0! 068! "=4/&311! 430&/10! =4! 2=! 0&&! $&0-31! <$=60! .3&=,0! =4! 0.=93! 253!
30425!7213&"6!,5=!5093!06!!1768!="!7617'52!762=!,502!71!="!24<3!90&<3!043!
-=612062&!! 176'76'! 253! $407131! ="! 253! 36&7'523638! .376'12253!
><885012068! "76876'!,0!1! 2=!/013! =""3476'1! 2=! (53/! 0&&! 80!! &=6'+!!
(1!.=85710229010!,3!043!839=276'!=<4!362743!&7931!2=!.476'76'!$3=$&3!2=!
2571!57'5!12023+!!(1!1<-5!72!71!0!8743!-=624087-27=6!2502!,3!"33&!369!!,536!
1=/3=63!3&13!43-37931!1=/3!1/78'36!="!$407130!"0/30!=4!'076+!!-02534!,3!
15=<&8! 133! 72! 01! 253! "7412! 123$! 76!,502!,3! 430&&!!,062! 2=!50$$36! 2=! 0&&!
=2534!$3=$&30!39362<0&&!+!

"
"
,$" 82 ('+ (," 4(" '(/*" '2" )(-2+-(" +/" '3(" 022*" '3+/0," '31'" 31::(/" '2" 2'3()," 2/5%" +&"
,2 (324"4("-1/"2.),(59(,"-2/')25"2)"'1<("-)(*+'"&2)"'3(":)2-(,,="".(51'("'3(" ('1:32)"
'31'"71,'()"831/'+*(91".,(,"'2"*(,-)+$("43%"4(",32.5*"$("31::%"43(/"1/2'3()":(),2/"
-1/"&+/*",2 ('3+/0"022*"155"2/"'3(+)"24/="
"

/01234!.506278390!-=/$0431!<1!.=8571022901!2=!06!=934,=4138!/=2534!
,5=! 71! 431$=617.&3! "=4! "33876'! 534! /06!! -57&8436+! ! ""! =63! ="! 25313!
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These notes were taken by a 
student in class, and should 
be used for reference only. 
Please check them against 
the audio for accuracy of 
content.	
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Verse 9 !
No matter what happens 
I  will never allow 
My joy to be disturbed. 
Feeling upset cannot accomplish 
My hopes, and only makes me lose 
The goodness that I have. !!
-have to learn when you are about to lose your joy 
-learn how not to get off-balance, attack the smallest level of being off-balance 
immediately, so you will not get upset later on in the day !
-not only can you not get upset, you can’t even get off-balance 
-there is no use to be less than happy all the time, it is only bad karma; not matter what  
bad things are happening, it helps nothing to be upset !
-you can blow years of love and friendship in  a relationship with one minute of harsh 
words in an argument 
-you can destroy so much good karma in a single moment of anger !
-sintu-lecture notes,very important to keep, books like Liberation in the Palm of Your 
Hands are a result of this !



Verse 10 !
If there is something 
You can do about it, 
Why should you feel upset? 
If there is nothing 
You can do about it, 
What use is being upset? !
-God grant me the wisdom… !
-use example of Tibetan translations of Sanskrit for how to translate words and ideas in a 
way that is true to the original  (here why get upset, what’s the use of getting upset, had to 
do in two lines instead of one) !



Verse 11 !
What I don’t like is when 
Someone causes suffering to me 
Or to those who are close to me— 
Or else causes us loss, or says 
Harsh things, or spreads unpleasant 
Talk about us; or when someone 
Does the opposites to my enemy. !
Verse addresses being upset when the following happen: !
-people hurt you or those you love 
-people harm your things 
-people say harsh things to your face 
-people say harsh things behind your back !
-people take care of people you don’t like 
-people give them nice things 
-people say nice things to them 
-people say nice things behind their back   !
-the second group here is referring to jealousy !
-half chapter is on bad things happening to you and half on being upset about good things 
happening to other people 
-thus anger and jealousy/envy are the same things !!



Verse 12 !
Things to be happy about 
Occur only from time to time; 
Whereas things that cause us pain 
Are extremely numerous. 
Without suffering though 
We would never feel renunciation; 
Be resolute then, my mind. !!
-life is so such suffering already, why get upset when other small bad things happen 
-need some suffering in order to truly develop renunciation, need it as a wake-up call to 
your true calling in life 
-without renunciation you would waste your life without practicing way 
-thank people for reminding you of the suffering nature of life !!



Verse 13 !
Those with devotion for the Lady 
Who broke the spiritual hardship, 
And the Karnapa people as well, 
Are able to keep their patience with 
The meaningless pains of fire and knife, 
All to attain liberation; why then 
Am I such a coward? !
-ka: spiritual hardship, tapas; dok: turn back 
-kandok: Goddess named Uma, partner of Shiva/Ishvara who was said to do something to 
harm her partner’s meditation 
-on special ritual day in autumn !
-if people can put up with great hardships for their religion, you should at least be able to 
keep your cools when small bad things happen to you !



Verse 14 !
There is nothing in the world 
Which does not come easily 
If you make a habit of it; 
Make then a habit 
Of bearing the small pains, 
And thus endure the greater. !
-you can adjust and get used to everything 
-people can get used to anything, we are so incredibly flexible 
-you can also adjust to people being bad to you 
-start small and build up 
-there is nothing you can’t get used to is you practice !
1) BZOD PA SGOM, 

-SGOM-bhavana 
 -SGOM-be patient, meditate !
2) GOMS NA SLA, 
 -GOM-abyasa, practice 
 -if you get used to it, anything is easy !
kshanti-patience 
shanti-peace !
KSH to SH to KW: calm, quiet !
-with practice, everything gets easier 
-start with small irritations, build up to big disasters !



!
Verse 15 !
Can’t you see this yourself, 
In the meaningless suffering 
That we withstand with things 
Like mosquitos, and flies; 
And feelings of hunger 
Or thirst or the like; and with 
The itch of a rash or such? !
Question: But what if you just can’t do it? !
Answer: You are already putting up with small things you have to deal with, so just learn 
to do with with irritations as well. !!
Verse 16 !
I should not be soft on myself 
When faced with things 
Like heat or cold, rain and wind; 
Sickness, or even imprisonment 
And torture; since it will only serve 
To increase the harms that come to me. !!
-learn to put up with: 
 -heat 
 -cold 
 -weather 
 -sickness, not feeling well 
 -not getting enough to eat, drink, sleep 
  
-everyone has something bad going on, 
-don’t be grumpy, don’t complain, don’t bring other people down with your small 
problems 
-must be able to endure small pains without bugging other people with it 
-don’t be one of those people who are always complaining about things 
-don’t be wimpy, don’t be a baby, don’t start whining and complaining every time 
something goes wrong 
-no one wants to hear it 
-if you keep complaining 



!
-you can either try to improve and adjust the entire world as it relates to you, or you can 
just learn to deal with it 
-you can either cover the world with leather or else put on some shoes 
-quit whining, tough it out  
-if you attempt to adjust the world to you, you will be more and more miserable !
-too much money and being used to money and comfort makes you wimpy, makes it hard 
to put up with different situations 
-be used to putting up with hard conditions, you will be better able to serve people inall 
kinds of conditions !!
Verse 17 !
Some when they catch sight 
Of their own blood 
Rise to a higher ferocity. 
Some when they see 
Another person’s blood 
Faint and fall unconscious. !!
Verse 18 !
All this derives 
From either steadfastness 
Or cowardice, in the mind. 
Learn then to disregard 
Harms, and never allow 
Any pain to touch you. !
-different reactions to pain and hardship is MENTAL 
-you learn to put up with bad things 
-you decide to increase your endurance level 
-don’t let it bug you !!
Verse 19 !
Hurt may come; but the wise 
Never let suffering cloud 
Their clarity of mind. 



We are locked in combat 
With mental affliction, and in war 
Many wounds are sustained. !
-we are engaged in a war against the negative parts of your own mind 
-you have to learn to be tough 
-people will screw you at work 
-in any war, people will get hurt; if there is combat where will be injuries  !!
Verse 20 !
Ignore then any pains 
That might come; smash 
The foes of anger and such. 
Conquering these is the thing 
That makes a warrior; the rest 
Are killing only corpses. !
-in war, people are only killing dead people 
-they will die in 50 years anyway from life 
-what is the big deal to kill humans, what kind of courage does that take? 
-but to do well in the war of your mind is really something that really requires courage 
-killing anger requires real skill, valor, commitment, courage !
Verse 21 !
Besides, suffering inspires us 
To make fierce efforts; 
It brings compassion for those 
Caught in the cycle of pain; 
It brings fear of doing harm, 
And a mastery of virtue. !
@change translation of this verse 
-look at the good side of the suffering, turn it into an opportunity to improve your 
compassion 
-disasters remove your arrogance, you become more humble 
-your own sufferings forces you to learn to feel true empathy 
-you also will avoid doing bad deeds once you intelligently experience the results of your 
bad karma !!



CLASS THREE,  !
Where did the world come from? !
1) Random 

-the world is the result of random events 
 -the world exists sue to an extraordinary coincidence 
 -all is a result of a bug bang type experience !
2) Creator God 
  -a being has ordained that all that happens in the world 

-there is a conscious will behind everything that happens !
3) Karma 
 -you get exactly what you have done to others 
 -your world is a result of whether or not you have taken care of other people !! !!
CLASS FOUR, Third Kind of Patience !!
#1:  Patience  Which  Endures  

-‐‑increase  your  ability  to  put  up  with  things  you  don’t  like  

	 -‐‑embrace  pain  and  problems  

#2:  Matrix  Patience  

	 -‐‑apply  your  understanding  of  reality  to  patience  

	 -‐‑change  things  from  inside  so  you  won’t  need  to  be  patience  !
#3:  I  Don’t  Mind  It  Patience  (JI  MI  SNYAM  PA’I  BZOD  PA,)  

	 -‐‑it’s  my  karma  

	 -‐‑this  is  true,  but  not  the  ultimate  approach  

	 -‐‑I  brought  it  on  myself  !
34  
If  everything  just  happened  
Because  we  want  it  to  happen,  
Then  since  no  one  at  all  
Wants  any  pain,  there  wouldn’t  be  



A  single  being  in  a  body  at  all  
Who  ever  had  any  pain  at  all.  !
-summary from end of class three 
-explanation of why this didn’t happen on its own 
-things are not under our control, if they were under our control we would not be in this 
state of pain 
-things happen because of our karma, only !!
35 
There  are  those  who,  having  lost  
Their  senses,  hurt  themselves  
By  themselves  with  thorns  and  such.  
To  get  a  woman  or  the  like,  
They  become  obsessed,  and  then  do  things  
Like  refusing  to  eat  food.  !
-don’t be freaked out if people hurt you, people hurt themselves 
-people hurt themselves more then they hurt you 
-why a big surprise that they hurt you too 
-people can’t even take care of themselves, why be surprised if they aren’t so good to you !
-people hurt themselves just because they are not thinking, get into accidents carelessly, 
etc 
-people really hurt themselves to get what they want, especially for food, fame, 
relationships 
-of course they are going to hurt you too !!
36 
Some  go  and  hang  themselves,  
Leap  from  cliffs,  and  swallow  poison  
Or  other  harmful  things.  
Others  go  and  hurt  themselves  
By  living  in  a  way  
Against  the  virtuous  life.  !
-people even kill themselves 
-some car accidents, etc are actually suicides 



-other people kill themselves half-aware with bad diets, drugs, alcohol, overwork, etc 
-if people are willing to destroy themselves, why be surprised when they hurt you do 
-they are crazy enough to do bad karma too 
-they don’t even respect themselves, why should they resect you !
ORDER: 
-get in accident because you are not mindful 
-starve self for boy 
-kill self 
-commit bad karma !!
37 
If  people  driven  to  it  because  
Of  their  mental  afflictions  even  kill  
Their  own  dear  selves,  then  what  
Surprise  could  it  ever  be  to  see  
That  they  also  act  in  ways  that  harm  
The  bodies  of  other  people?  !
-summary of above points !
HANTA, HART—kill; come a lot in text 
KRODA—anger (rude, crude, raw) !!
38 
Thus  do  people  live,  
CommiJing  acts  like  suicide,  
Driven  by  their  own  bad  thoughts.  
If  by  some  chance  you  cannot  
Feel  some  pity  for  them,  
At  the  least  withhold  your  anger.  !
-everything up to here in our text is the method of compassion 
-the whole world is sad 
-if you can’t cry when you see then, at least you shouldn’t get mad 
-life is sad 
-don’t be angry at other people, you should have compassion for them 
-the people who hurt you are in pain 
-if you can’t be nice to them, have compassion for them, at least don’t get upset 



!!
39 
If  it  is  the  very  nature  
Of  those  who  are  children  
To  do  harm  to  others,  
Then  being  angry  with  them  
Is  wrong,  as  wrong  as  hating  
Fire  for  the  fact  it  burns.  !
-Is human nature evil or not? 
-HH says that your ultimate nature is 100% compassion !
-if people are evil by nature: 
-if people harm people naturally, why be upset when they hurt you 
-you don’t get upset when fire burns you 
-why get upset when crazy people hurt you !!
40 
And  if  the  nature  of  living  beings  
Is  to  be  thoughtful,  then  all  their  faults  
Are  occasional,  and  being  angry  with  them  
Is  wrong  too,  wrong  as  hating  
A  puff  of  smoke  in  the  sky.  !
-if people are good by nature: 
-if people’s basic nature if goodness and they get a little upset sometime they it’s not such 
a big deal 
-their bad qualities are nothing compared to their good ones !!
41 
It'ʹs  the  stick  or  whatever  
That  delivers  directly;  if  you'ʹre  angry  
At  what  impels  it,  
Then  get  mad  if  you  really  must  
At  anger  itself,  since  it'ʹs  the  force  
That  sets  the  other  into  motion.  !



-if you hurt yourself badly by accident, you don’t yell at yourself or get angry at the rock 
you kicked,etc 
-but if someone’s intention is involved we blame then !
-but actually everything just happened, so you shouldn’t get upset at it !
-would be crazy to beat up at a stick that hits you rather than hit the guy who hit you 
-but the guy is under the control of anger, so you should get mad at his anger 
-his anger is what is forcing him to hurt you 
-his anger is controlling him like he is controlling the stick !
-so you should hate anger 
-and the only way to really fight anger is within yourself !!
42 
I  myself  in  days  gone  by  
Perpetuated  this  very  harm  
On  other  living  beings,  
And  so  it'ʹs  right  that  now  the  one  
Who  did  the  harm,  myself,  
Should  have  this  hurt  come  to  him.  !
-it is right that I am bring hurt because I hurt other in the past 
-respect the laws y which the universe works 
-if he didn’t hit me then the laws of the universe wouldn’t work and there would be no 
hope 
-must rejoice that karma works because only because of karma can you get enlightened 
-of the force doesn’t work we are in trouble !!
43 !
Their  weapons  and  this  body  of  mine  
Both  of  them  provide  the  causes  
For  the  pain  to  come.  
They  produced  the  weapons,  
And  I  produced  the  body;  
At  which  should  I  be  angry?  !
-it takes a body to punch and a fist to do the punching 



-he provides the fist, you provide the body so it is both of your faults 
-you  brought yourself here so it is half your fault, so no reason to get upset !
44 !
This  blister  in  the  shape  of  a  man,  
Unbearable  if  someone  touches  it,  
Filled  with  suffering;  
It'ʹs  me  who  driven  by  blind  desire  
Grasps  to  it,  so  who  deserves  
My  anger  when  someone  harms  it?  !
-you have a choice about how you see your body 
-one view: you created your body which is filled with suffering and going to die unless 
you do something about it 
-other view: you are happy you are in this body and spend all your time taking care of all 
its needs and dressing it up, etc 
- not only did you get stuck in this body, you are coddling it,and spending all this money 
and time on your body 
-if you weren’t so attached to your body it wouldn’t be so bad when people hurt it !!
45 !
Children  want  no  suffering  
But  at  the  same  time  then  they  thirst  
For  the  things  that  bring  them  pain.  
If  suffering  comes  to  you  because  
Of  some  fault  of  your  own,  
Why  feel  hate  for  others?  !
-people desire the foods that hurt them but they also want to look good 
-you can’t desire a world without violence unless you stop getting angry yourself 
-you can’t have both 
-can’t get angry and not have people get angry at you 
-can’t eat donuts and look like you don’t !
46 !
Take  for  example  the  guards  of  hell  
And  forests  filled  of  trees  with  leaves  



Made  of  blades  of  swords.  
Every  one  of  them  was  created  
By  the  deeds  you  did  yourself;  
Who  then  deserves  your  anger?  !
-did you think that someone made hell like a construction company? 
-it was created by your mind and your karma 
-everything was made by you 
-you made all the stupid drivers on the highway 
-so who are you going go get mad at? !!
47 !
The  people  who  come  
And  do  me  harm  are  driven  
To  do  so  by  my  karma.  
If  hurting  me  sends  them  
To  the  hells,  then  isn’t  it  me  
Who  has  ruined  them?  !
-if someone attacks you personally, it is your fault 
-and so in a way you are responsible for them going to hell, etc for attacking you 
-by being the object of their anger, you have ruined their life 
-you are responsible fr hurting them more then they ever hurt you by their attack 
-when they hurt you, you are ruining their life and they are giving you a great opportunity 
to practice patience !
-opposite view is that if you see people doing nice things to you all day long, then you 
would be sending them to heaven 
-and if your karma was perfect you would be surrounded only by 10th level bodhisattva or 
even angels; you would be turning them into angels 
-you could see someone as as angel even if they don’t see themselves as an angel 
-you see them thinking of themselves in one way, and they see themselves seeing 
themselves otherwise—there is no true way they are 
-thus with goodness you would come to see yourself as the savior of the world !
(-you can take credit for your perceptions, others are responsible for their own) 
(the kindest thing you can do for someone else and treating them accordingly is the 
kindest thing you can do to another; it puts them in a spot and calls out something in 



them; it forces the divinity out of them even if it makes them uncomfortable, they don’t 
feel divine, etc) !!
48 
All  because  of  them,  
I  am  able  to  develop  patience,  
And  clean  myself  of  many  bad  deeds.  
All  because  of  me,  
They  must  pass  to  the  hells,  
And  suffer  there  countless  years.  !
-when someone is hurting you, they are getting only future suffering and you are getting 
an opportunity to collect goodness 
-you are exploiting them in a way 
-because of them you are able to clean and purify yourself 
-they are giving you a golden opportunity and you are sending them to the hell; you 
should be ashamed !!
49 
If  it’s  me  who  is  hurting  them,  
And  it’s  they  who  are  helping  me,  
Then  it’s  wrong,  my  mind,  
And  you’ve  got  it  backwards,  
If  you  feel  angry  at  them.  !
-if they are helping me and I am hurting them, why am I getting mad at them?   
-this is backwards, I should be thankful to them !!
50 
If  I  can  develop  
The  good  quality  of  believing  this,  
Then  I  won’t  go  to  the  hells.  
It  may  be  that  I  manage  thus  
To  protect  myself;  but  how  
Could  that  ever  happen  to  them?  !
-if I can truly learn to look at it this way, I can protect myself from getting angry at them 



-but maybe I should hit him back and give him the chance to collect good karma by 
patience with me 
-but you can’t assume that they would be able to do that, and even if you knew that it 
would help them it is not fitting that you would act in that way !
-you can think positively about bad things happening to you, but can’t assume they are at 
the same place and will respond accordingly 
-they are not necessarily on the bodhisattva path and the rules don’t necessarily reverse !
51 
But  now  it  wouldn’t  be  
Protecting  them  if  I  were  
To  return  them  harm;  
The  code  of  my  own  behavior  too  
Would  be  broken,  and  then  
My  practice  of  that  spiritual  hardship  
Would  also  be  destroyed.  
  
-so shouldn’t I return the favor and hit the back? 
-no, you could be blowing your bodhisattva aspirations and your patience tapas !!
CLASS FIVE !
-My Things! We continue on the third type of patience, with an emphasis on the stupidity 
of anger directed towards those who hurt my things, or my friends, or my reputation. 
-shouldn’t I respond if people’s behavior is hurting me getting what I need to live, study, 
do my work, etc !
 
CLASS SIX !
-The Pleasure of Patience: We know how many problems are caused by anger; here now 
are some of the pleasures we can expect from patience. 
-here he talks about all the good things that will happen if you don’t get angry !
  
CLASS SEVEN !
-The Anger of Envy: Is jealousy just another form of anger? !
-everyone is here for something, that is why they are in samsara 



-envy and jealousy is another form of anger !!!
76 
Suppose  that  any  person  derives  
Some  kind  of  joy  from  praising  
The  qualities  of  another.  
Why  my  mind  then  don'ʹt  you  sing  
The  praises  of  this  person  yourself,  
And  find  the  very  same  joy?  !
-why aren’t you happy when you hear other people getting praised 
-you can either get jealous or be happy and join them in rejoicing 
-if you chose to rejoice everything is cleaner and you will be happy !!
77 
The  happiness  of  taking  this  joy  
Has  been  admiJed  by  all  of  those  
Who  possess  high  qualities  to  provide  
An  irreproachable  source  of  happiness.  
It'ʹs  also  best  for  gathering  others.  !
-no Buddha ever came along and said it was bad to rejoice when people get praised 
-much better for group dynamics if everyone is praising each other all the time 
-this is a great way to attract people to your teachings 
-best way to turn people on is to have a good attitude in the group 
-(4 extra perfections are ways of collecting students:  

-help people materially, support them 
-speak sweetly, in a kind way that they can relate to 
-practice what you preach 
-attract people by how you look and act) !!

78 
If  instead  you  say  to  yourself,  
"ʺBut  now  he'ʹll  be  as  happy,"ʺ  
And  hope  against  this  happiness,  
Then  you  should  deny  any  wages  earned  
And  all  the  like;  you'ʹll  come  to  fail  



In  both  the  seen  and  unseen.  !
-I don’t want to talk nice about other people because people might hear that I said nice 
things about her and she might be happy and I don’t want that 
-I don’t want her t be happy I am happy about her 
-while then you should be against the idea of paychecks 
-people who did good earned the praise that they would receive 
-to want to deny that is to deny the laws of karma, to think she shouldn’t hear praise she 
earned !!
79 
When  someone  praises  my  own  good  qualities,  
It'ʹs  my  hope  that  this  other  person  
Finds  some  happiness  too.  
But  I  have  no  hope  that  I  myself  
Should  ever  find  the  happiness  
That  comes  from  praising  others.  !
-you want everyone to be happy when you are praised 
-so why do you have a problem with the opposite 
-why don’t you like it when people are happy when other people are praised !!
80 
By  my  hope  that  every  living  being  
Should  come  to  experience  happiness,  
I'ʹve  developed  the  wish  for  enlightenment.  
Why  on  earth  does  it  make  you  angry  
When  one  of  these  living  beings  
Finds  some  happiness  by  himself?  !
-your desire as a bodhisattva is for everyone to be happy, so you are a hypocrite if you are 
upset or jealous when they get a little bit of praise or some small things that makes them 
happy 
-you are crazy to be upset when they are finding some small little happiness !!
81 
You  claim  that  you  wish  all  beings  
To  become  Enlightened,  who  are  then  



Worshipped  by  all  three  realms;  
So  when  seeing  some  pitiful  homage  
Paid  to  them,  why  does  it  now  
Torment  your  mind?  !
-your desire is that everyone should offer every happiness in the world to others up to 
enlightenment 
-if you think otherwise what kind of bodhisattva are you? 
-you can’t take it when someone gets even some puny, junky, little thing !!
82 
There  is  someone  that  you  are  responsible  
For  taking  care  of;  someone  to  whom  
You  must  give  what  they  need.  
And  then  this  loved  one  manages  
To  support  themselves,  but  instead  
Of  rejoicing,  you  become  displeased!  !
-you should be happy when people are able to start to get good things for themselves 
-in the same way you are happy that your children are able to start to earn things for 
themselves, you should be happy when other people are starting to receive happiness on 
their own !!
83 
Whether  they  happen  to  get  it  
From  them,  or  it  remains  
SiJing  there  in  the  donor’s  house,  
In  any  case  the  fact  is  that  
You  won’t  have  it.    As  such,  
What’s  the  use  of  doing  that  
Whether  they  give  it,  or  they  don’t?  !
-what kind of bodhichiita do you have if you are unhappy when they get nice things 
-what kind of bodhisattva are you? !!
84 
Whether  they  happen  to  get  it  



From  them,  or  it  remains  
SiJing  there  in  the  donor’s  house,  
In  any  case  the  fact  is  that  
You  won’t  have  it.    As  such,  
What’s  the  use  of  doing  that  
Whether  they  give  it,  or  they  don’t?  !
-don’t get mad that your old sponsor is funding someone else, better that it be used for 
dharma and good than sit in the sponsor’s bank account 
-you should be happy about more net happiness in the world 
-be happy that the money is being used for something good 
-for a bonus at work, be happy that they got it so that it will be used for someone else’s 
family and happiness; better the wealth be spread, even if it’s not to me !!
85 
Why  is  it  that  you’re  throwing  away  
Your  merit  and  the  faith  they  feel,  
And  your  own  fine  spiritual  qualities?  
Tell  me  now  why  you  shouldn’t  get  mad  
At  the  one  who  lets  what  will  become  
Their  own  gains  slip  away?  !
-merit: if you get mad at another’s success, you are destroying your own success 
 -if you were happy for her, you would be creating causes for your own success 
-faith: if others see you get jealous, they will lose faith in you 
-by getting jealous you are destroying your own good qualities  !!
86 
Can  it  possibly  be  the  case  that  you  
Not  only  fail  to  feel  any  sorrow  
For  the  bad  deeds  you’ve  done  yourself,  
But  are  actually  intent  on  striving  
Against  others  who  have  instead  
Undertaken  deeds  of  merit?  !
-you should feel bad that you didn’t create the good karma to get praised yourself, not 
upset at her for having done the good karma 
-be happy that she was good in past and got praised 



-be sad that you were bad in the past and didn’t get praised 
-be happy that the universe is happening along predictable rules 
-if the rules of the world didn’t work then enlightenment would not be possible !!
87 
And  even  should  your  enemy  
Become  upset,  how  then  could  
You  feel  glad  about  it?  
It'ʹs  not  that  some  kind  of  harm  
Has  come  to  him  or  her  
All  caused  by  your  hopes  and  wishes.  !
-what does it do you if others not get praised? 
-you don’t get happier 
-there is nothing good that comes from it at all  
-and even if she doesn’t get praised, you can’t take credit for it anyway 
-things don’t happen because you want them to, they happen only because of others 
karma !!
88 
Even  should  the  suffering  
You  wished  on  them  come  to  pass,  
What'ʹs  there  to  be  glad  at?  
And  if  you  say,  "ʺIt  satisfies  
Me  when  I  see  it,"ʺ  what  
Could  beJer  ruin  you?  !
-being happy when things go wrong for other people will ruin your life, it is such bad 
karma, don’t do it for the sake of your own happiness 
-the bad karma of this is so bad, it is the opposite of bodhichiita, it is mental  
-it is so sick, like a parent being happy a child burned themselves !
CLASS EIGHT !
The Poison of Fame: Becoming famous is perhaps the most destructive thing that can 
happen to most people.  So how should we feel about people who prevent us from 
attaining fame? !
-the dangers of fame 



-people who interfere with the process of you getting famous and proud are a blessing to 
you 
-people are doing you are favor if they get people not to like you or make you proud !!
CLASS NINE !
Is Your Enemy a Buddha? Master Shantideva raises the thought-provoking question of 
whether those who hurt us may be enlightened beings, or as good as. !!
-you have to know the definition of a cause 
-definition mainly comes from Dharmakirti 
-cause: if it is present a thing will happen, if it is not present the other thing cannot 
happen !
104 
When  the  absence  of  a  certain  thing  
Means  that  another  thing  won’t  happen;  
When  the  presence  of  a  certain  thing  
Means  that  another  thing  will  happen;  
Then  it  means  that  this  same  certain  thing  
Is  the  cause  of  the  other  thing.  
How  then  could  you  it  a  hindrance?  !
-is a person who hurts you, or spreads rumors about you a hindrance to you?  Are they 
hurting you? Or are they helping you? 
-are they are cause for your enlightenment?  Or are they hurting your enlightenment? 
-if you are patient with them, they are a cause for your enlightenment 
-you can’t practice patience without someone upsetting you 
-you can’t perfect patience without irritating people, you need the 
  
-how do you react to someone who is getting in the way of the project 
-you can’t get upset no matter what !
-if you cannot conduct every step of a virtuous project in a virtuous way, the ends are not 
important 
-if you are doing a good project, by no means do you commit a non-virtue in order to do 
it well 
-no reason to do something wrong in middle of project in order to try to fulfill goal 
-can’t get mad at obstacles along the way, they are your project  
-have to have style while you are doing a good project 



!
-if someone gets in the way, they are not a hindrance 
-there are the project, they are the goal 
-even people who obstruct you from doing good deeds are not an obstacle, they are the 
cause of your good works 
-the project is how you respond to all the obstacles along the way !!
105 
There’s  no  way  that  a  beggar  
Who  shows  up  at  just  the  right  time  
Could  ever  be  considered  a  hindrance  
To  performing  the  act  of  giving.  
There’s  no  way  that  you  could  call  
The  person  who  grants  you  ordination  
A  hindrance  to  leaving  the  home  life.  !
-you are trying to practice generosity and someone asks for money 
-they are not a hindrance to your practice, they are a way for you to do your practice well 
-look at the obstacles and see them rather as chances to do your practice well !
-your vow master is not a hindrance to your ordination 
-an irritating person is not a hindrance to perfect your perfection of patience !!
106 
The  world  may  be  full  of  beggars,  
But  finding  someone  to  do  me  harm  
Is  truly  a  rare  occurrence,  
Since  there  could  never  be  a  person  
Who  hurt  me  any  way  at  all  
If  I  did  not  them  first.  !
-you can always find poor people to help you perfect the art of giving 
-you will always have someone to perfect generosity with !
-people who hurt you are hard to find 
-the more you practice it, the less you meet them 
-by practicing patience, you are ridding the world of irritating people 
-as you practice more, irritating people become fewer and fewer in your life !



-you get in the habit of seeing a third as good, a third as bad, a third as neutral   
-even as your karma gets better, you will still see third good, third bad, third neutral; the 
quality-level will just be a little higher 
-you get used to the new level of your karma so quickly !
-even at the crux of your practice and evolution, you are getting irritated at stupid things 
-because of the relativization, you won’t notice that you are cleaning out the world 
-even in the best possible situations, you still get irritated !
-don’t respond, and the cycle will break !!
107 
Suppose  that  without  an  ounce    
Of  effort  you  came  across  
A  treasure  chest  hidden  in  your  house;  
You  should  thus  feel  grateful  for  
Your  enemies,  who  aid  you  in  
Your  bodhisaJva  practice.  !
-you need them 
-strategic alliance—they supply the irritation, you supply the patience 
-and they are free 
-you need them, you can’t practice patience without them, they are indispensable for your 
path to enlightenment 
-you want to try and exclude the irritating people, but actually you need them 
-if you keep irritating people around you, your endurance levels will increase !!
108 
Since  he  and  I  both  bring  it  about,  
It'ʹs  fiJing  that  from  the  outset  itself  
I  devote  to  him  the  final  result  
That  comes  from  being  patient:  
He  has  in  the  way  described  provided  
Something  for  me  to  be  patient  about.  !
-every time you are able to practice your patience dedicate the virtue to the one who 
irritated you !
-you should be honoring the people who hurt you, they are worthy of your offerings 



-they are as important as a Buddha for you 
  !
109 
Now  suppose  you  say,  “Since  he  had  no  intention  
Of  helping  me  accomplish  patience,  
My  enemy  is  not  worthy  of  my  offerings.”  
Why  then  do  you  make  offering  either  
To  the  holy  Dharma,  which  you  would  surely  admit  
Can  lead  you  to  accomplishments?  !
-“I can agree with you if they had wanted to help me, but these people had no intention to 
help me, so why should I make offerings to him” 
-we make offerings to the Dharma Jewel, even though it doesn’t have any intention to 
help you 
-we should then make offerings to our enemies too because they are helping us even 
though they may not intend to do so !!
110 
“But  my  enemy,”  you  may  object,  
“Does  possess  the  opposition  intention—  
An  intention  to  do  me  harm—  
And  so  still  should  not  be  honored.”  
If  he  were  like  a  physician,  
Striving  to  do  me  some  kind  of  good,  
How  would  I  be  accomplishing  patience?  !
-not getting mad at a doctor who is trying to help you is no great feat 
-what would be the big deal in not getting angry at someone who was trying to help you 
anyway 
-patience is only glorious when someone wants to help you !!
111 
As  such,  patience  can  only  be  
Developed  towards  someone  
Who  possesses  harmful  intent;  
And  since  this  then  is  the  true  cause  
For  cultivating  patience,  it’s  as  worthy  



Of  offerings  as  the  holy  Dharma  is.  !
-need those with harmful intent to practice patience and get enlightened !!
112 
This  is  why  the  Able  One  
Described  the  field  of  living  beings  
And  the  field  of  the  Victorious.  
Many  who  succeeded  in  pleasing  them  
Were  able  in  this  way  to  reach  
The  perfection  of  the  ultimate.  !
-you need the good guys and the bad buys in order to get enlightened 
-you can’t win a football game without the coaches and the other teams 
-both the teachers and the irritating people are thus a cause for you spiritual success 
-so the field of living beings is a precious as the field of enlightened beings 
-being patient with irritating people, pleases both the Buddhas and irritating people  !!
113 
The  qualities  of  an  Enlightened  One  
Are  aJained  by  means  of  living  beings  
And  the  Victorious  Buddhas  alike.  
Why  then  do  you  act  this  way,  
Refusing  to  honor  other  beings  
In  the  way  you  do  the  Victors?  !
-you have to honor irritating people as much as you honor the Buddhas 
-they are an equal cause of your enlightenment 
-hold this as a goal 
-consider this a state of mind you truly aspire to 
-try to actually think like this, sincerely and naturally !
-later on you can even put yourself in difficult situations purposefully !!
114 
It’s  not  that  the  two  are  equal  
Themselves  in  how  they  think;  
But  rather  from  the  point  of  view  



Of  the  result  which  both  can  bring.  
Unenlightened  living  beings  
Possess  this  one  high  quality  too;  
And  it’s  this  that  makes  them  equal.  !
-irritating people and Buddhas are not equal in how they act and think 
-rather they are equal from the point of view of the result they bring 
-the are equal in the sense of being a cause for your enlightenment 
  !
115 
The  reason  for  the  offerings  
Made  to  those  of  highest  love  
Lies  in  the  greatness  of  living  beings.  
The  reason  for  the  merit  
Of  faith  in  the  enlightened  ones  
Lies  in  the  greatness  of  the  enlightened.  !
-we make offerings to Buddhas because of their infinite love 
-they love us because we are suffering 
-they are watching us like children playing with razor blades !
-we supply the raw material for the greatest compassion of the world 
-we allow the Buddhas to be infinitely compassionate 
-the Buddhas have their great virtue and love !
-we have infinite stupidity 
-they have infinite love !!
116 
We  accept  the  two  of  them  
As  being  something  equal  
Because  they  possess  as  part  of  them  
That  thing  which  brings  about  
The  qualities  of  a  Buddha.  
They  are  in  no  possible  way  at  all  
Equal  to  the  enlightened  ones,  
Infinite  oceans  themselves  
Of  highest  spiritual  qualities.  



!
-Buddhas are infinite 
-living beings are not 
-irritating people have the good quality of providing the causes for enlightenment to 
happen !
-so they are not equal !!
117 
And  suppose  a  person  were  to  exhibit  
Even  just  the  tiniest  fraction  
Of  the  high  spiritual  qualities  
Of  that  one  and  only  being  
Who  possesses  a  veritable  mass  
Of  the  highest  of  all  such  qualities;  
To  offer  them  then  even  all  
Of  all  of  the  three  realms  
Would  be  too  small  a  gift.  !
-but even if they had only one percent of infinite, it would be too small to offer them all 
the money in the world 
-even if living beings have only one perfect of the good qualities of a Buddha, it is 
incredibly valuable !!
118 
And  these  living  beings  do  possess  
That  single  fraction  which  produces  
Those  highest  qualities  of  the  enlightened.  
It  is  a  befiJing  thing  then  that  we  make  
Offerings  to  these  living  beings,  
In  keeping  with  this  liJle  piece,  
However  small  it  may  be.  !
-you should make offerings to irritating people because they are a cause of your 
enlightenment !!!



CLASS TEN !
Kindness, the Highest Offering of All: If taking care of others is the ultimate way to 
please the Buddhas, then we would surely want to avoid being angry at them. !
-The best way to please the Buddhas is to serve other people; note get angry at the people 
who hurt you and to go beyond that and try as much as you can to help them !
-the Buddhas actually can never be displeased with us, no matter what we do, their love 
in unconditional 
-the Lama is always happy and loving to you !
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Course Background and Syllabus 
 
Please note!  Master Shantideva’s text, which is included in full in this reading, sounds easy to 
understand—but it’s not.  We strongly encourage you to read these verses in conjunction with 
listening to the audio tapes of explanation, or even better attend a course (such as those 
sponsored by ACI) where the verses are explained by a qualified teacher. 
 
This third course of the ACI In-Depth Course Series presents the entire section on the 
practice of exchanging ourselves and others, which is a large part of the chapter on 
meditation (Chapter Eight) from The Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life 
(Bodhisattvacaryāvatāra, Byang-chug sems-dpa’i spyod-pa la ‘jug-pa, digital text number 
TD3871 from the Asian Classics Input Project), by Master Shantideva (c. 700 AD). 
 
This course is meant to give much more detail on this subject than the related original 
ACI course, “Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Part Two” (ACI Course XI), which 
covered only about half of this section on exchanging ourselves and others. 
 
The reading material for this course consists of the 84 relevant verses of Master 
Shantideva’s root text, and includes both the original Sanskrit and the Tibetan 
translation of these verses.  Following a pattern of the ACI courses as we go deeper 
now with the in-depth courses, we will be taking a closer look at the original Sanskrit 
versions of the root texts. 
 
Our goal will be to glean more of the original feel of the Buddhism taught in the land of 
its birth, India, in a language—Sanskrit—which is directly related to modern languages 
like English that many of use.  And so we will be taking a special interest in places 
where checking the original Sanskrit wording gives us insights that we may miss out on 
if we utilize only the Tibetan translation. 
 
For our basic English translation and interpretation of each verse, we will continue to 
rely heavily upon the extraordinary commentary written by Gyaltsab Je Darma 
Rinchen (1364-1432), the eminent disciple of Je Tsongkapa who became the first holder 
of his throne after the Teacher passed on.  This commentary is called Entry Point for 
Children of the Victorious Buddhas (rGyal-sras ‘jug-ngogs, ACIP digital text S5436). 
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With this course though we will also be using perhaps the most important commentary 
from ancient India upon Master Shantideva’s work.  This is The Commentary to Difficult 
Points in the “Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life” (Bodhicaryāvatāra Pañjikā, Byang-chub 
kyi spyod-pa la ‘jug-pa’i dka’ ‘grel, TD3872), composed by the Indian pandit Prajnyakara 
Mati (Prajñākaramati, or Shes-rab ‘byung-gnas blo-gros in Tibetan).  The literal 
meaning of this author’s name is “The Intelligent One, the Source of Wisdom.” 
 
His explanation of our root text was of course written in Sanskrit; it was translated into 
Tibetan about a thousand years ago, and is found in the Tengyur collection of ancient 
commentaries to the word of Lord Buddha.  It seems to have been one of the primary 
sources used by Gyaltsab Je for his own commentary.  Because it was composed in part 
as a “word commentary,” in the original Sanskrit, it sheds substantial new light on the 
meaning of Master Shantideva’s text. 
 
As with so many of the ancient Indian writers, our information about Prajnyakara 
Mati’s life is scarce.  Aside from his explanation of Master Shantideva’s classic, he also 
composed a brief explanation of The Ornament of Realizations of Lord Maitreya—a text 
on the perfection of wisdom which forms the basis for several ACI courses.  This work 
is also found in the Tengyur, and was translated by Ngok Londen Sherab, who was one 
of the teachers of Geshe Drolungpa, the author of The Great Book on the Steps of the 
Teachings (bsTan-rim chen-mo: the Tenrim Chenmo). 
 
At least one catalog to the Tengyur also contains a reference to a commentary by 
Prajnyakara Mati on The Letter to a Student, composed by the early Indian master 
Chandragomin.  This teacher’s works also include an explanation of the bodhisattva 
vows that was used for the ACI course on the subject.  The catalog goes on to make a 
special note here that Prajnyakara Mati wrote his commentary “out of a desire to 
benefit his own students.” 
 
We do read in numerous sources that Prajnyakara Mati was one of the six gatekeepers 
of the famous Indian Buddhist monastery of Vikramalashila, and that he shared this 
duty with none other than the illustrious Naropa.  Naropa is said to have watched the 
northern gate, and Prajnyakara Mati the southern (although some sources also call him 
the Keeper of the Western Gate).  We know that Mater Naropa lived right around 1000 
AD, so this helps dates Prajnyakara Mati as well.   
 
The position of gatekeeper was a vital one for the monastery, since the keeper’s main 
job was to intercept visiting masters of non-Buddhist traditions and, if necessary, 
engage in philosophical debate with them.  The stakes were high, since the person who 
lost the debate—along with all everyone else living in his monastery or ashram—was 
required by custom to then give up his lineage and join that of the victor.  We can 
imagine thus that Masters Naropa and Prajnyakara Mati were the best the monastery 
had to offer, and that they doubtless spent much time together, covering the same 
material.  Certainly the teachings of the glorious Naropa and those of Master 
Shantideva complement each other perfectly. 
 
One tradition, finally, states that Master Prajnyakara Mati reached a level where he 
could converse directly with Manjushri.  This proved very useful in his frequent debates 
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with scholars from other traditions, and in once case it is said that he was slipped some 
answers he needed simply by making a request to a painting of this angel. 
 
Master Shantideva himself was one of the most famous (or infamous) members of 
Vikramalashila’s sister monastery, Nalanda.  Before stepping into this in-depth course 
on his instructions for battling selfishness, you will want to read his traditional 
biography, attached here.  Doubtless, the Master applied many of the methods of 
exchanging ourselves and others you will learn here to his own brothers at Nalanda. 
 
 
List of Classes 
 
Class One: Hands and Feet (Chapter VIII, Verses 89-94) 
An introduction to dakshen nyamje: the two practices of treating oneself and others the same; 
and exchanging oneself and others.  Which of the practices comes first, and why.  Comments on 
defining “me.”  The question of whether others’ pain hurts me.  A logical proof that we must 
work to remove the sufferings of others. 
 
Class Two: The Democracy of Love (Verses 95-103) 
The favorite verses of His Holiness the current Dalai Lama.  The idea of “me” over time, and in 
the present moment.  “Me” as simply what we think of as “me.”  Metaphors for the unreality of 
“me.”  Self-existence and the idea of “me.”  Is there a difference between my pain and others’ 
pain? 
 
Class Three:  The Lost Art of Sacrifice (Verses 104-110) 
Others’ needs, versus our own.  Sacrificing one for the needs of many.  Why sacrifice is not 
really sacrifice.  The tale of the bodhisattva Lovely Flower of the Moon.  Lower and higher 
freedom.  Hoping for karmic rewards.  The degree to which we protect and cherish others. 
 
Class Four: The Great Switch (Verses 111-119) 
Once again, the power of habit.  The great switch from treating others equally to including them 
into “me.”  Self-cherishing directed at others and me.  How to cherish a lot of other people.  The 
question of whether my body is “me.”  Overcoming pride in working for others.  Calling on the 
name of Loving Eyes (Avalokiteshvara, or Chenresik). 
 
Class Five: The Highest of Secret Practices (Verses 120-129) 
Exchanging ourselves and others, as a secret practice.  The reasons why the practice is kept 
secret.  The body as an enemy, and a temple.  The difference between cherishing oneself and 
holding to things as self-existent.  The negative deeds inspired by self-cherishing.  Re-investing 
good things that come to us.  Notes on how the Tibetans translated Sanskrit texts.  The idea of 
depriving ourselves for others.  Karmic results of the desire to be better than others.  Where all 
the pain and happiness of the world comes from. 
 
Class Six: Come and See the Difference (Verses 130-139) 
The results of cherishing ourselves, rather than others.  Cherishing others as a necessity for both 
the goals of this life, and future lives.  Ourselves as the servants of others.  Several meanings of 
“ignorance.”  The refusal to let go of self-cherishing.  Two senses of giving up ourselves.  The 
practice of offering our eyes.  Others as first priority. 
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Class Seven: A Journey to the Dark Side (Verses 140-148) 
Purposely practicing jealousy, competitiveness, and pride.  How the practices are purified.  The 
six aspects of jealousy.  How to avoid getting discouraged.  The heart-break of realizing who we 
are.   
 
Class Eight: Sure He Becomes a Laughing-Stock (Verses 149-158) 
More on practicing competitiveness.  Making sure the bodhisattva becomes a laughing-stock.  
Things we can feel pride over, and how to excel in pride.  What to do if—by chance—the 
bodhisattva should get some money.  What to do if the bodhisattva relaxes.  A summary of what 
self-cherishing has gotten us, over many lifetimes.  Proof that we failed, in the past, to practice 
exchanging ourselves and others.  Again, the power of habit. 
 
Class Nine: Bossing the Bodhisattva Around (Verses 159-167) 
The schizophrenia of getting something for ourselves.  How to proceed, once we have switched.  
What to do if we see ourselves, or someone else, doing something wrong.  How to react when 
others get some fame.  Using our old bad karma.  Doing the exchange with “style.”  How to talk 
to our own mind. 
 
Class Ten: I Have Sold You Now to Others (Verses 168-173) 
The idea of “putting an end to the mind.”  Smashing arrogance.  Working for ourselves.  Selling 
ourselves to others.  What happens if we slip, after the sale.  Fights we’ve had.  Watching out for 
others to watch out for ourselves.  The difference between getting what we want, and getting 
what we need.  The ultimate need we supply to others, following the Master’s example.  
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A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF MASTER SHANTIDEVA 
 
 

The following story recounts in brief some of the events in the life of the great 
bodhisattva Shantideva.  It is a paraphrase of sections from  the Life Stories of the Lineage 
Teachers of the Steps of the Path (Lam-rim bla-ma brgyud-pa'i rnam-thar) written by 
Yongdzin Yeshe Gyeltsen (1713-1793), the teacher of the eighth Dalai Lama. 
 
 

********** 
 
 
Master Shantideva was born to the west of Bodhgaya, the Seat of the Diamond, in a 
place called Yulkor Mosang.   His father was a king named Armor of Virtue, and his 
mother was said to be an emanation of Vajra Yogini, the Angel of Diamond.  He was 
able to choose the details of his birth, and when he was born he was given the name 
Armor of Peace.  In his childhood he had all the favorable conditions that he needed, 
and from his earliest age he revealed himself to be a master of the traditional 
philosophical and other sciences.  When he was six years old he met a great practitioner 
of the secret teachings, and received an initiation and a practice for reaching the 
enlightened being named Manjushri, or Gentle Voice.  As a child he made great efforts 
in this practice, doing its meditations and reciting its secret words, and was soon able to 
meet Gentle Voice himself.  After meeting this holy being, Master Shantideva was able 
to receive many teachings from him directly. 
 
When his father the King passed away, all the people of the land requested Prince 
Shantideva to be King.  Because he had practiced the bodhisattva path in many 
previous lives, he had no desire to live a life of royalty, but so as not to upset the people 
he agreed.  The night before his crowning ceremony though he had a dream.  In the 
dream he saw Gentle Voice sitting on the King's throne, and He said, "Son, this is my 
seat and I am your Teacher.  It would be improper for us to sit on the same seat."  Upon 
waking he realized that it was wrong for him to enjoy the pleasures of owning a 
kingdom, and he ran away. 
 
Master Shantideva first went to Nalandra Monastery where he met the supreme leader 
of all the learned scholars there.  His name was Angel of Virtue, and from this teacher 
he took the commitment to leave the home life.  It also was from this master that he 
received the name Shantideva, which means "Angel of Peace."  At the monastery he 
served his preceptor well, studied the three collections of scripture, and became a great 
scholar.  He continued to receive many teachings from Gentle Voice himself, and was 
able to grasp the meaning of all the Buddha's teachings, both open and secret.  He 
eliminated all the different kinds of distraction, both inner and outer, and with this 
incredible focus of mind he reached a very high spiritual level.  He then composed the 
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works entitled the Compendium of Trainings, the Compendium of the Sutras, and other 
books which describe the amazingly powerful and effective way of the life of a 
bodhisattva.  Master Shantideva perfected within himself the three characteristics of a 
great Buddhist master–teaching, debating, and writing–and continued to rise up all the 
spiritual levels and paths.  He achieved the ability to remember everything he had ever 
been taught, the ability to perform miracles effortlessly, and incredible clairvoyance; 
thus he became a god among bodhisattvas. 
 
This was his inner life, but to the eyes of impure people Shantideva seemed to be 
interested in only three things: eating, sleeping, and going to the toilet.  He thus became 
known by the name Bhusuku, which means "Mister Three Thoughts."  Because the only 
fitting activity for a man who has left the home life is to involve himself in teaching, 
some of the monks who could not see who he really was perceived Master Shantideva 
as someone who was just living off the kindness of the laypeople, and decided that they 
should expel him from the monastery.  They asked him to recite a scripture from 
memory before a gathering of the monastery, hoping that their request would cause 
him to decide to leave on his own.  He answered them by saying, "How could someone 
like me ever be able to recite scripture?"  and declined.  However they insisted that he 
do so, and eventually he agreed. 
 
The entire monastery was then invited to this gathering, and a very high throne was set 
up, one without any stairs–so there was no way for anyone to climb atop it.  But when 
the bodhisattva Shantideva reached the front of the throne, he touched it gently, and 
without the slightest effort he appeared sitting on top of it.  He then asked and said,  
"Would you like me to recite something you have heard before, or something which 
you have never heard?"  The assembly asked that he recite something that they had not 
heard before, and so he began to recite that book which we call the Guide to the 
Bodhisattva's Way of Life.  He began at the very beginning of the text, and by the time he 
had gotten about a third of the way through the ninth chapter he began to rise up into 
the sky.  He rose higher and higher, and it seemed as though the sky and his 
knowledge were pitted in competition, until he could no longer be seen at all, only 
heard.  Then he totally disappeared. 
 
Later on some of the monks who had clairvoyance of the ear, and others who were 
masters of total recall, pieced the whole book together.  The group who were from 
Kashmir said that it had nine chapters, and the group from central India said it had ten.  
People then began to get curious about two of his other books which were mentioned 
in the fifth chapter of the Guide, and so they sent two monks to the place where Master 
Shantideva was living.  They travelled to a stupa in the south of India called Pelyun 
Chen to invite him to come back to Nalandra.  The master  refused to come, but he did 
tell them that the people from central India were correct, and that the two books they 
sought could be found written in tiny letters  hidden in the rafters of his old room at the 
monastery.  He then gave these monks a complete explanation of the both the Guide to 
the Bodhisattva's Way of Life and the Compendium of Trainings.   
 
Later Master Shantideva was wondering what he could do to help others, and so he 
decided to check with his clairvoyance.  He saw in the east a great many people whose 
lives were disturbed by a terrible dispute and, seeing that he could help, set off in their 
direction.  While he was there he acted as the opponent of the great argument maker 
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who was causing all the trouble, and with his great powers he was able to bring 
everyone back together. 
 
He then thought to himself, "What further could I do to benefit people?"   The idea then 
came to him that he should travel to the kingdom of Magada in order to help the 
people living there who had fallen into the chasm of wrong views.  When he arrived, he 
found a great many people who had extremely weird wrong views, and he decided to 
stay with them for some time.  One day, due to his extraordinary power and to the 
purity of the prayers these people had made in their past lives, there occurred an 
enormous blizzard.  The storm lasted for seven days, and the community ran out of 
food and drink.  They began to go crazy, and decided that whoever was able to come 
up with something to eat and drink would become their leader.  The bodhisattva 
Shantideva was miraculously able to fill a single alms bowl with rice, and from it fed 
everybody in the community.  As their leader he was then able to demolish their 
wrong views, and lead them into the Buddha's teachings. 
 
Master Shantideva next checked with his clairvoyance to see who else needed help.  He 
saw many people suffering from a famine, in desperate need of help, and thousands 
about to die.  He provided these people with sustenance, taught them the teachings of 
the Buddha, and thus brought them to happiness. 
   
Then the great bodhisattva thought to himself, "What could I do to help the teachings of 
the Buddha?"  He saw that if he were to assist a certain king it would aid many people.  
He journeyed to the crossroads near his palace, and began to assess the situation.  He 
found a great crowd of mighty, but merciless people.  There were a lot of them 
gathered already, and many others like them on their way.  These people were aware 
of the king's great wealth, and this fact was causing the king much distress.  He thought 
that if he were to use all of his wealth to pay off these people, then having obtained the 
kingdom would be of no point; but also that if he did not, then they would surely 
separate his mind from his body.  Master Shantideva took a liking to the king, and 
arranged to be his bodyguard.  Because he had limitless power and might, he was able 
to overpower all of the evil people, and put the king and his people at ease.  During all 
this time Master Shantideva had no weapon other than a single wooden sword, a 
sword resembling the sword of Gentle Voice. 
 
The whole kingdom began to develop great faith and respect for Master Shantideva, 
and made many offerings to him.  But there was one man who was very jealous of him, 
and could not bear all of his success.  He went to the king and told him that Master 
Shantideva was a devious man.  He told the king that Shantideva had nothing more 
then a wooden sword, and that he would never be able to protect him if anything 
happened.  He said to the king, "This man is a deceiving you.  Even his sword is nothing 
more than wood, and so he could never be able to guard your body"; and advised the 
king to investigate.  The king became angered, went to Master Shantideva, and told 
him to take his sword out of its scabbard.  The bodhisattva replied saying, "Your 
Highness will be hurt if I do so," but the king told him to do it anyway, whether it hurt 
him or not.  Master Shantideva then said to him, "I agree then to take it out, but I advise 
Your Highness to cover one of your eyes.  The king covered one eye as instructed, and 
when the great bodhisattva pulled out the sword, it blazed with such a light that the 
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king's exposed eye was blinded.  The King apologized, took refuge in Master 
Shantideva, and entered into the teachings of the Buddha. 
 
After this Master Shantideva thought to himself, "What next can I do to be of help to 
others?”  He checked with his clairvoyance, and saw there were many non-Buddhists 
who opposed the Teachings and needed to be subdued.  He went to where they lived in 
the south, and dressed himself as a beggar.  One day a servant of the King saw him and 
noticed that drops of water which touched his body instantly began to boil. 
 
There was a non-Buddhist teacher living in this land who decided that he wanted to 
compete with a Buddhist in miraculous powers.  He made a deal with the king that 
whoever lost this competition would have to convert to the other's religion, and that 
the winner could burn all of the monasteries and books of the loser's religion.  The King 
could find no one of the Buddhist community who would agree to these conditions, and 
he grieved.  Then the servant who had seen the miracle with Master Shantideva told 
him about it.  The King sent out messengers to seek him, and to beg for his help in 
defeating the non-Buddhist teacher.   
 
The bodhisattva Shantideva told them that he would be able to help, and that they 
should prepare a large bowl of water, two bolts of cloth, and a fire.  On the day of the 
competition the whole kingdom gathered, and a throne was prepared for the King.  
The two opponents began their debates, and because of the power of Master 
Shantideva's reasoning and scriptural knowledge, his opponent was unable to even 
respond.  Because of this he thought he'd try to win with his miraculous powers 
instead, and so he began to draw the secret world of a powerful Hindu god in the sky.  
But before he had finished drawing even its eastern side, the bodhisattva Shantideva 
went into a deep meditation on the element of wind and brought about a great storm 
which began to tear apart the entire area.   
 
The King, Queen, and the others assembled ran for cover, and the non-Buddhist teacher 
and his secret world were thrown about in every direction, like sparrows caught in a 
hurricane.  A great darkness descended upon all the land, and Master Shantideva sent 
rays of light out from a spot between his eyes to light the way for the King and the 
Queen.  Their clothes had been ripped off and they were covered in dust, so the great 
bodhisattva bathed them in the water from the bowl, dressed them in the cloth, and put 
them near the fire, where they could warm themselves. 
 
Master Shantideva's activities were exclusively dedicated to the benefit of living beings, 
and to helping the Buddha's teachings.  Everything he did was meant to express the 
truth of the saying: "Men are like the mango fruit.  Sometimes they look ripe on the 
outside, but are not ripe on the inside.  Others are ripe on the inside, but don't look ripe 
on the outside.  Some look and are ripe both inside and out, and others don't look ripe 
truly are not."  For people like us who haven't seen emptiness directly, it is very difficult 
to judge another's mind.  Generally speaking then we should never allow ourselves to 
think that anyone at all has any bad qualities, and we should realize more specifically 
that criticizing anyone who has entered the Buddha’s teachings is like playing near a pit 
of embers concealed in ash.  It is important that we not criticize other people, and to try 
to see all things as pure.  It is to express this fact that Master Shantideva lived the way 
that he did. 
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He also taught us by example many other lessons.  Never be satisfied with wrong or 
partial paths.  Train yourself in paths which are complete.  Practice what is taught in this 
bodhisattva's books.  If you take Gentle Voice as your personal Angel, you will be able 
to achieve all wonderful qualities.  It isn't fitting to put any of faith in books which can't 
bring you to total enlightenment.  The only entry point for those who wish for freedom 
is the teachings of Enlightened Beings.  So if you wish to practice the teachings of the 
steps of the path to enlightenment, make supplication to this great bodhisattva; and 
learn about, contemplate, and meditate on his words.  
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Verse 89 
 

 k+{-;-=}#=-.8m-M1-.-9m=k 
k+0{,-.8m-9},-),-0=1-A=-,=k 
kM1-K}#-({-0:-6m-0-+$-k 

kA$-&u0-={1=-,m-0"}1-.:-Ak 

dela sokpay nampa yi  
wenpay yunten samje ne 

namtok nyewar shiwa dang 
jangchup sem ni gompar ja 

 

@vmaidiÉrakarEivRvekgu[Éavnat!, 
%pzaNtivtkR> sn! baeixicÄ< tu Éavyet!.89. 

evam adibhirakarair viveka guna bhavanat 
upashanta vitarkah san bodhichittam tu bhavayet 

 

 

 

Think of these considerations 

And others as well, contemplate 

The benefits of isolation. 

Put an end to useless 

Thoughts, and meditate upon 

The wish for enlightenment. 
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a. A brief presentation 
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Verse 90 
 k0+#-+$-#6,-`o-1(1-.-,mk 

k+$-.}-(m+-`o-80+-+{-0"}1k 
k0+{-+$-&r#-0#;-1(1-.=-,k 
k*1=-%+-0+#-06m,-0Ns$-0:-Ak 

dak dang shendu nyampa ni 
dangpo nyidu be de gom 

dedang duk-ngel nyampe na 
tamche dakshin sungwar ja 

 

praTmsmtamadaE Éavyedevmadrat!, 
smÊ>osuoa> sveR palnIya myaTmvt!.90. 

para-atma samatamadau bhavayed evam adarat 
sama duhkha sukhah sarve palaniya maya-atmavat 

 

 

 

From the very beginning exert yourself 

In the practice of treating others 

And yourself the same. 

When the happiness and the sufferings 

Are the same, then you will care for all 

Just as you do yourself. 
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 b. A detailed explanation 

 

i. An explanation of what it means to engage in the practice of 

treating yourself and others the same 
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Verse 91 
 

 k;#-.-;-=}#=-+A {-0-M1-1$-9$-k 
k9}$=-=v-0Ns$-A8m-;v=-=v-#%m#-.-W:k 
k+{-06m,-8E}-0-*-++-0+{-&r#-+# 

k*1=-%+-0+#-06m,-0+{-0-8+}+-1(1-#%m# k 

lakpa la sok yewa nammang yang 
yongsu sunjay lusu chikpa tar 
deshin drowa tade deduk dak  

tamche dakshin dewa du-nyam chik 
 

hStaidÉeden b÷àkar> kayae ywEk> pirpalnIy>, 
twa jgiÑÚmiÉÚÊ>o suoaTmk< svRimd< twEv.91. 

hasta-adi bhedena bahu prakarah kayo yathaikah paripalaniyah 
tatha jagad bhinnam abhinna duhkha sukha-atmakam sarvam idam tathaiva 

 

 

 

There are many separate parts, the hands 

And all the rest, but we dearly care 

For them all, as a single body. 

Just so shall I work for the happiness of every different being, 

Treating all as equal, all as one, 

Thinking of their joy and pain as if it were my own. 
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ii. How to engage in the practice of treating yourself and others 

the same 

 

a) Refuting any argument that it is wrong to treat ourselves' and 

others' happiness and suffering the same 
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Verse 92 
 

 k#;-){-0+#-#m-&r#-0#;->m=k 
k#6,->m-;v=-;-1m-#,}+-.k 
k+{-W8$-+{-0+#-& r#-0#;-+{k 
k0+#-_p-6{,-.=-1m-07}+-(m+k 

gelte dakki duk -ngel gyi  
shengyi lu la minupa 

deta-ang dedak duk-ngel de 
daktu shenpe misu nyi  

 

y*PyNye;u dehe;u mÎ‚>o< n àbaxte, 
twaip tÎ‚>omev mmaTmõehÊ>shm!.92. 

yadyapyanyeshu deheshu mad duhkham na prabadhate 
tatha-api tad duhkham eva mam atma sneha duhsaham 

 

 

 

Suppose you object, and say 

That your pain never hurts 

The body of another. 

Even so your pain is something 

You can't bear for just one reason: 

Your grasping to yourself. 
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ii. How to engage in the practice of treating yourself and others 

the same 

 

a) Refuting any argument that it is wrong to treat ourselves' and 

others' happiness and suffering the same 
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Verse 93 
 

 k+{-06m,-#6,->m-&r#-0#;-+# 

k0+#-;-800-.:-1m-8>v:-9$-k 
k+{-W8$-+{-0+#-& r#-0#;-+{k 
k0+#-_p-6{,-.=-07}+-.:-+!8k 

deshin shengyi duk-ngel dak  
dakla bappar mingyur yang 
deta-ang dedak duk-ngel de 

daktu shenpay supar ka 
 

twa y*Pys<ve*mNyÎ‚>o< myaTmna, 
twaip tSy tÎ‚>omaTmõehen Ê>shm!.93. 

tatha yadyapya samvedyam anyad duhkham maya-atmana 
tatha-api tasya tad duhkham atma snehena duhsaham 

 

 

 

Just so even though it's true 

That sufferings others feel 

Never come and strike you, 

Still it is your suffering, 

Since you'll find them hard to bear 

Once you grasp to yourself. 
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b) An explanation of the reasons why it is right to engage 

in the practice of treating each other the same 

 

i) An expanded explanation 

 

a1. Setting forth the reasons 
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Verse 94 
 

 k0+#-#m=-#6,->m-& r#-0#;-0=;k 
k&r#-0#;-9m,-@ m:-0+#-&r#-06m,k 
k0+#-#m=-#6,-;-/,-.:-Ak 

k={1=-%,-9m,-@ m:-0+#-;v=-06m,k 

dakki shengyi duk-ngel sel  
duk-ngel yinchir dak duk shin 

dakki shenla penpar ja 
semchen yinchir dak lu shin 

 

myaNyÊ>o< hNtVy< Ê>oTvadaTmÊ>ovt!, 
Anu¢aýa myaNye=ip sÅvTvadaTmsÅvvt!.94. 

maya-anya duhkham hantavyam duhkhatvad atma duhkhavat 
anugrahya maya-anyepi sattvatvad atma sattvavat  

 

 

 

I must stop the pain of others, 

Because it's pain; it's like the pain 

That I feel myself. 

I must act to help all others 

Because they're living beings; it's like 

The body that I own. 
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b1. Establishing the necessities 

 

a2. The actual establishing of the necessities 
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Verse 95 

 

 k#$-3|-0+#-+$-#6,-#(m-# 

k0+{-0-8+}+-`o-13u$=-.-;k 
k0+#-+$-=+-.:-%m-9}+-,k 

k#$-@ m:-0+#-#%m#-0+{-0:-0P},k 

gangtse dakdang shen nyiga 
dewa dudu tsungpa la 

dakdang kyepar chi yu na 
gangchir dakchik dewar tsun 

 

yda mm pre;a< c tuLymev suo< iàym!, 
tdaTmn> kae ivze;ae yenaÇEv suoae*m>.95. 
yada mama paresham cha tulyam eva sukham priyam 

tad atmanah ko vishesho yenatraiva sukhodyamah 
 

 

 

Given the fact that both myself 

And others are exactly the same 

In wanting happiness, 

What difference could there ever be 

Between us, what reason that I work 

Only for happiness for myself? 
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           Where we are in Gyaltsab Je’s outline: 
 
b1. Establishing the necessities 

 

a2. The actual establishing of the necessities 
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Verse 96 

 

 k#$-3|-0+#-+$-#6,-#(m-# 

k&r#-0#;-1m-8+}+-13u$=-.-;k 
k0+#-+$-=+-.:-%m-9}+-,k 

k#$-@ m:-#6,-1m,-0+#-Ns$-A {+k 

gangtse dak dang shen nyiga 
duk-ngel mindu tsungpa la 
dak dang kyepar chi yu na 

gangchir shenmin dak sungje 
 

 

yda mm pre;a< c Éy< Ê>o< c n iàym! 
tdaTmn> kae ivze;ae yÄ< r]aim netrm!  .96. 

yada mama paresham cha bhayam duhkham cha na priyam 
tad atmanah ko vishesho yat tam rakshami netaram 

 

 

 

Given the fact that both myself 

And others are exactly the same 

In not wanting pain, 

What difference could there ever be 

Between us, what reason that I protect 

Myself and not all others? 

 



 
 
 

b2. Disproving objections to these 
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Verse 97 
 

 k#;-){-+{-;-&r#-0#;-0=k 
k0+#-;-1m-#,}+-@ m:-1m-0Ns$-k 
k1-8}$=-.-9m-&r#-0#;-9$-k 
k#,}+-1m-A {+-,-+{-%m-0Ns$-k 

gelte dela duk -ngelwe 
dakla minu chir misung 

ma-ongpayi duk-ngel yang 
nu mije na de chi sung 

 

 

tÎ‚>oen n me baxeTytae yid n rúyte 
nagaimkayÊ>oaNme baxa tTken rúyte  97 

tad duhkhena na me badhet yato yadi na rakshyate 
nagami kaya duhkhan me badha tat kena rakshyate 

 

 

 

Suppose you say that the reason why 

You don't protect them is that their pain 

Doesn't cause hurt to you. 

Why then do you protect yourself 

From future pain, since it doesn't 

Do hurt to you either? 
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b2. Disproving objections to these 
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Verse 98 
 

 k0+#-#m=-+{-,m-B}$-$1-.8mk 
kM1-.:-K}#-+{-;}#-.-%{k 
k8+m-W:-<m-08$-#6,-(m+-;k 
k[{-0-9$-,m-#6,-(m+-9m,k 

dakki deni nyong nyampay 
nampar tokde lokpa te 

ditar shiwa-ang shennyi la 
kyewa yang ni shennyi yin 

 

 

Ahmev tdapIit imWyey< àitkLpna 
ANy @v m&tae ySmadNy @v àjayte  .98. 

aham eva tad api-iti mithyeyam pratikalpana 
anya eva mirto yasmad anya eva prajayate 

 

 

 

Your idea that you do so because 

You think to yourself that you will have 

To experience it is all wrong, because 

The person who has already died 

Is one person, and the one who's taken 

Birth is another altogether. 
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b2. Disproving objections to these 
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Verse 99 
 

 k#$-3|-#$-#m-& r#-0#;-#$-k 
k+{-,m-+{-(m+-<m=-0Ns$=-,k 

F$-.8m-&r#-0#;-;#-.=-1m,k 
k%m-@ m:-+{=-,m-+{-0Uz$-Ak 

gangtse ganggi duk -ngel gang 
deni de-nyi kyi sung na 

kangpay duk-ngel lakpe min 
chichir deni de lungja 

 

 

yid ySyEv yÎ‚>o< rúy< tSyEv tNmtm! 
padÊ>o< n hStSy kSmat! tÄen rúyte  99 

yadi yasyaiva yad duhkham rakshyam tasyaiva tan matam 
pada duhkham na hastasya kasmat tat  tena rakshyate 

 

 

 

And suppose that any particular pain 

Were only something a particular one 

Had to care about; if this 

Were the case, then a pain in the foot 

Would be nothing for the hand 

Why then does it care? 
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b2. Disproving objections to these 
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Verse 100 
 

 k#;-){-:m#=-.-1m,-9$-8+m:k 
k0+#-_p-84n,-.=-8'v#-%{-,k 
k0+#-#6,-1m-:m#=-#$-9m,-){k 
k%m-ao=-.:-,m-($-A-(m+k 

gelte rikpa minyang dir 
daktu dzinpe jukche na 

dakshen mirik gang yin te 
chi nupar ni pangja nyi 

 

 

Ayu´mip cedetdh<karaTàvtRte 
ydyu´< invTy¡ tt! SvmNy½ ywablm!  .100. 

ayuktam api ched etad ahangkarat pravartate 
yad ayuktam nivartyam tat svam anyach-cha yatha balam 

 

 

 

Suppose you say that, although that's wrong, 

You engage in this case due to the fact 

That you hold onto a self. 

This "self" and "other" though are very 

Wrong, and nothing but something you should 

Reject, with all the strength you have. 
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        c1. Disproving the objection of thinking that it is wrong to 

engage in the practice of treating myself and others the 

same 

 

 

ii) A brief summary 
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Verse 101 
 

 kWv+-+$-3~#=-6{=-A-0-,mk 
kJ {$-0-+1#-;-=}#=-06m,-0Qw,k 
k&r#-0#;-%,-#$-+{-1{+-.k 
k+{=-8+m-=v-6m#-($-0:-8>v:k 

gyu dang tsok she jawa ni 
trengwa mak  la sok shen dzun 
duk-ngel-chen gang de mepa 
dendi sushik pangwar gyur 

 

 

s<tan> smudayí p<i´senaidvNm&;a 
ySy Ê>o< s naSTySmat! kSy tt! Sv< Éiv:yit  .101. 

santanah samudayash cha pangkti senadivan mirsha 
yasya duhkham sa nastyasmat kasya tat svam bhavishyati 

 

 

 

The things we call a "continuum" and 

A "collection" are unreal; they're like 

A string of things, or an army. 

That of one with suffering 

Doesn't exist at all; so who 

Is he that could ever control it? 
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        c1. Disproving the objection of thinking that it is wrong to 

engage in the practice of treating myself and others the 

same 

 

 

ii) A brief summary 
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Verse 102 
 

 k&r#-0#;-0+#-.}-1{+-.:-,mk 
k*1=-%+-A {-K#-1{+-.-(m+k 
k&r#-0#;-9m,-@ m:-+{-0=;-Ak 
k${=-.=-+{:-,m-%m-6m#-Ak 

duk-ngel dakpo mepar ni 
tamche jedrak mepa nyi 
duk-ngel yinchir de selja 

ngepe derni chishik ja 
 

 

ASvaimkain Ê>oain svR{yevaivze;t> 
Ê>oTvadev vayaRi[ inymStÇ ik<k«t>  .102. 

asvamikani duhkhani sarvanyevavisheshatah 
duhkhatvad eva varyani niyamas tatra kim kirtah 

 

 

 

Since the one who owns a pain 

Does not exist, there can be no 

Distinctions among then any. 

If something is a kind of pain, 

Then it's something to remove; what use 

Is saying that it's fixed here? 
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        c1. Disproving the objection of thinking that it is wrong to 

engage in the practice of treating myself and others the 

same 

 

 

ii) A brief summary 
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Verse 103 
 

 k%m-@ m:-\o,-> m-&r#-0#;-,mk 
k0S }#-.:-A-6{=-0P+-`o-1{+k 
k#;-){-0S }#-,8$-*1=-%+-0S }# 

k+{-1m,-0+#-<$-={1=-%,-06m,k 

chichir kungyi duk-ngel ni 
dokpar jashe tsedu me 

gelte dokna-ang tamche dok 
demin dak kyang semchen shin 

 

 

Ê>o< kSmaiÚvay¡ cet! sveR;amivvadt> 
vay¡ ceTsvRmPyev< n cedaTmin svRvt!  .103. 

duhkham kasman nirvayam chet sarvesham avivadatah 
varyam chet sarvam apyevam na ched atmani sarvavat 

 

 

 

You can't continue your argument 

Of asking why the pains of all 

Are something you must stop. 

If you're going to stop it, then 

You must stop all of it; if not, 

Then mine's like other beings'. 
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CLASS 3 (7) 

iii) A refutation of objections 

 

a1. Why it is incorrect to think that bodhisattvas, because 

they focus upon the sufferings of others, are 

overwhelmed by suffering themselves 
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Verse 104 
 

 
k$m$-I{-&r#-0#;-1$->v:-.k 

k%m-@ m:-,,-> m=-[{+-%{-,k 

k8E}-08m-&r#-0#;-0=1-A=-,k 

k'm-W:-$m$-I{-&r#-0#;-1$-k 

nyingje duk-ngel mang gyurpa 
chichir nengyi kyeche na 

droway duk-ngel samje na 
jitar nyingje duk-ngel mang 

 

k«pya v÷ Ê>o< cet! kSmaÊTp*te blat!, 
jgÎ‚>o< inêPyed< k«paÊ>o< kw< b÷.104. 

kirpaya vahu duhkham chet kasmad utpadyate balat 
jagad duhkham nirupyedam kirpa duhkham katham bahu 

 

 

 

Suppose you object: 

“With compassion, the pain is more; 

Why work extra for that?” 

If you really reflect on the pain 

Of all living beings, how could compassion 

Ever bring more pain? 
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b1. The great goal served by contemplating upon 

suffering 
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Verse 105 
 

k#;-){-&r#-0#;-#%m#-#m=-,mk 

k&r#-0#;-1$-.}-1{+-8>v:-,k 

k0P{-+$-X,-.=-&r#-0#;-+{k 

k:$-+$-#6,-;-0[{+-A-(m+k 

gelte duk-ngel chikki ni 
duk-ngel mangpo me gyur na 
tsedang denpay duk-ngel de 
rang dang shenla kyeja nyi 

 

bønamekÊ>oen yid Ê>o< ivg½it, 
%Tpa*mev tÎ‚>o< sdyen praTmnae>.105. 

bahunam eka duhkhena yadi duhkham vigach-chati 
utpadyam eva tad duhkham sada yena para-atmanoh 

 

 

 

If a single suffering could act 

To stop a great many sufferings, 

Then those who have love 

Would want nothing else 

Than to embrace it, for the sake 

Of themselves and others. 
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b1. The great goal served by contemplating upon 

suffering 
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Verse 106 
 

 
k+{=-,-1{-)}#-S-14|=-<m=k 

kW;-.}8m-#,}+-.-<{=-<$-,mk 

k0+#-#m-&r#-0#;-1-0=;-){k 

k1$-.}8m-&r#-0#;-7+-8>v:-@ m:k 

dena metok dadze kyi  
gyalpoy nupa she-kyang ni 

dakki duk-ngel ma selte 
mangpoy duk-ngel se gyur chir 

 

At> supu:pcNÔe[ jantaip n&papdm!, 
AaTmÊ>o< n inht< bøna< Ê>iona< Vyyat!.106. 

atah supushpa chandrena janata-api nirpapadam 
atma duhkham na nihatam bahunam duhkhinam vyayat  

 

 

 

This is why Lovely Flower 

Of the Moon decided not 

To save himself; he knew 

That the King would hurt him, 

But that his pain would stop 

The pain of many others. 
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iii. The benefits of engaging in this practice 

 

a) How there is never any great suffering for those who are 

swept away by working for the sake of others 
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k+{-W:-Wv+-,m-#}1=->v:-.k 

k#6,->m-&r#-0#;-6m-+#8-0=k 

k.]8m-13~-:v-$$-.-W:k 

k1,:-1{+-.-9$-8'v#-.:-8>v:k 

detar gyuni gom gyurpa 
shengyi duk-ngel shi gaway 

pemay tsoru ngangpa tar 
nar mepa yang jukpar gyur 

 

@v< Éaivts<tana> prÊ>osmiàya>, 
AvIicmvgahNte h<sa> pÒvn< ywa.107. 

evam bhavita santanah para duhkha sama priya 
avichim avagahante hansah padma vanam yatha 

 

 

 

If we gradually train our minds 

Like this, then we learn to take joy 

In ending the pain that others feel. 

We find ourselves capable of entering even 

The hell of Torment Without Respite 

Like a duck diving into a lotus pond. 
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b) Why one should throw themselves into working for others, 

since this is the ultimate pleasure 
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k={1=-%,-M1-.:-E};-0-,k 

k+#8-08m-W-13~-#$-9m,-.k 

k+{-(m+-< m=-,m-&}#-1m,-,1k 

k*:-.-8+}+-.=-%m-6m#-Ak 

semchen nampar drolwa na 
gaway gyatso gang yinpa 
de-nyi kyini chok minnam 

tarpa dupe chishik ja 
 

muCymane;u sÅve;u ye te àamae*sagra>, 
tErev nnu pyaRÝ < mae]e[arisken ikm!.108. 

muchyam aneshu sattveshu ye te pramodya sagarah 
taireva nanu paryaptam mokshena rasikena kim 

 

 

 

Think what an ocean of joy 

It would be, if every living being 

Were liberated, completely. 

Wouldn’t that in itself 

Be enough for you?  Why would you 

Ever want freedom? 
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c) How one's own arrogance will be put to rest 

 

d) Practicing without any hope for something in return, or for 

some good karmic result 
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k+{-W=-#6,-> m-+},-A=-<$-k 

kT}1-={1=-+$-,m-$}-13:-1{+k 

k#%m#-_p-#6,-+},-;-+#8-0=k 

kM1-*m,-8K=-0v8m-:{-0-1{+k 

deta shen-gyi dunje kyang 
lom sem dangni ngo-tsar me 

chiktu shendun la gawe 
nammin drebuy rewa me 

 

At> praw¡ k«Tvaip n mdae n c ivSmy>, 
n ivpak)laka'œ]a prawERkaNtt&:[ya.109. 

atah parartha kirtva-api na mado na cha vismayah 
na vipaka phala kangksha pararthaikanta tirshnaya 

 

 

 

As such they feel no pride 

Or wonder over what they do, 

Even if it’s all for others. 

Since the only thing that makes 

Them happy is working for others, 

They never hope for some karmic reward. 
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e) Why, for these reasons, it is something very right for us to 

engage in the practice of treating ourselves and others 

exactly the same 
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k+{-0=-'m-W:-&u$-$v-,k 

k1m-$,-;=-<$-0+#-0Ns$-0k 

k+{-06m,-#6,-;-0Ns$-={1=-+$-k 

k$m$-I{8m-={1=-,m-+{-W:-Ak 

dewe jitar chung-ngu na 
mi-nyen le kyang dak sungwa 
deshin shenla sungsem dang 

  nyingjey semni detar ja 
 

tSma*waNtzae=v[aRdaTman< gaepyaMyhm!, 
r]aicÄ< dyaicÄ< kraeMyev< pre:vip.110. 

tasmad yatha-antashovarnad atmanam gopayam yaham 
raksha chittam daya chittam karomyevam pareshva-api 

 

 

 

And so we must think 

Of protecting others, and have thoughts 

Of compassion for them, 

In the very same way 

We protect ourselves 

From even the slightest unkind word. 
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iv. How, if we practice treating ourselves and others the same, we will gain 

the ability to do so 

 

 

Notes: 
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Verse 111 
 

 k#}1=-.-9m=-,m-#6,-+#-#m 
k"v-0-D#-#m-*m#=-.-;k 
k+$}=-.}-1{+-.:->v:-<$-,mk 
k0+#-#}-6{=-,m-<{=-.-W:k 

gompa yini shendakki 
khuwa trakki tikpa la 

ngupo mepar gyur kyang ni 
dakko sheni shepa tar 

 

 

A_yasadNydIye;u zu³zaei[tibNÊ;u 
ÉvTyhimit }anmsTyip ih vStuin.111. 

abhyasad anyadiyeshu shukra shonita bindushu 
bhavatyahamiti jnyanam asatyapi hi vastuni 

 

 

 

By accustoming yourself to the idea, 

You have learned to think of 

A few drops of semen and blood 

That belong to other people 

As being yourself, even though 

There's no such thing at all. 
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Verse 112 
 

 k+{-06m,-#6,->m-;v=-;-9$-k 
k0+#-%{=-%m-9m-@ m:-1m-#7v$-k 
k0+#-#m-;v=-,m-#6,-+#-_p8$-k 
k06#-.-+{-W:-+!8-0-1{+k 

deshin shengyi lula yang 
dakche chiyichir misung 

dakki luni shendak tu’ang 
shakpa detar kawa me 

 

 

twakayaeNydIyaeip ikmaTmeit n g&ýte 
prTv< tu SvkaySy iSwtmev n Ê:krm!.112. 

tatha kayonyadiyopi kim atmeti na girhyate 
paratvam tu svakayasya sthitam eva na dushkaram 

 

 

 

Why then do you say you cannot 

Think of the bodies of other people 

As being yourself as well? 

There isn't any difficulty 

In deciding that the bodies of others 

Are your own body too. 
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2. How to engage in the practice of exchanging yourself and others 

 

a. A brief presentation 

 

i. The method to exchange ourselves and others 
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Verse 113 
 

 k0+#-(m+-[},-0%=-#6,-;-9$-k 
k9},-),-W-13~:-<{=-A=-,=k 
k0+#-84n,-9}$=-=v-+}:-0-+$-k 
k#6,-R$-0-,m-0"}1-.:-Ak 

daknyi kyuche shen la yang 
yunten gyatsor sheje ne 

dakndzin yongsu dorwa dang 
shen langwa ni gompar ja 

 

 

}aTva sdae;maTman< pranip gu[aedxIm! 
AaTmÉavpirTyag< pradan< c Éavyet! .113. 

jnyatva sadesham atmanam paranapi gunodadhim 
atma bhava parityagam para danam cha bhavayet 

 

 

 

Come to understand that for 

Myself it's wrong, but for all others 

An ocean of fine qualities. 

Discard completely your habit of caring 

For yourself, and learn to take on 

Every other being. 
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ii. The reasons why it is right to follow this practice 
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Verse 114 
 

 k'm-W:-;#-.-;-=}#=-.k 
k;v=-<m-9,-;#-9m,-8+}+-W:k 
k+{-06m,-8E}-08m-9,-;#-_pk 
k%m-@ m:-;v=-%,-M1=-1m-8+}+k 

jitar lakpa lasokpa 
lu-kyi yenlak yin du tar 
deshin droway yenlak tu 

chichir luchen nam mindu 
 

 

kaySyavyvTven ywaÉIòa> krady> 
jgtaevyvTven twa kSmaÚ deihn>.114. 

kayasyavayavatvena yathabhishtah karadayah 
jagatovayavatvena tatha kasman na dehinah 

 

 

 

When you think of your hands and such 

You do consider them all a part 

Of your body; so why then don't you 

Consider every creature that has 

A body as being one of the parts 

Of the body of all living kind? 
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b. An expanded explanation 

 

i. An explanation of the method for exchanging ourselves and others 

 

a) An expanded explanation 

 

i) Getting used to cherishing others 

 

a1. How it will enable us to exchange ourselves and others, and to 

put a stop to our delusions of grandeur 
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Verse 115 
 

 k'm-W:-0+#-1{+-;v=-8+m-;k 
k#}1=-.=-0+#-#m-R} -Av$-0k 
k+{-06m,-={1=-%,-#6,-;-9$-k 
k#}1=-.=-0+#-R} -%m=-1m-[{k 

jitar dakme lu di la 
gompe dakki lo jungwa 

deshin semchen shen la yang 
gompe daklo chi mikye 

 

 

ywaTmbuiÏr_yasat! SvkayeiSmn! inraTmke 
pre:vip twaTmTv< ikm_yasaÚ jayte.115. 

yathatma buddhir abhyasat svakayesmin niratmake 
pareshvapi tatatmatvam kim abhyasan na jayate 

 

 

 

Because you've gotten used to it, 

You're able to think "it's mine" of this body, 

Which actually has no self. 

Why do you say then you could never 

Learn to think of others as "me" 

If you got used to it? 
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b1. Advice to make efforts in this practice without hoping 

for any good karmic result 
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Verse 116 
 

 k+{-W-,-,m-#6,->m -+},k 
kA=-<$-$}-13:-T}1-1m-8Av$-k 
k0+#-(m+-< m=-,m-7=-7}=-,=k 
k;,-;-:{-0-1m-8Av$-06m,k 

deta nani shen gyi dun 
jekyang ngotsar lom minjung 

daknyi kyi ni se su ne 
len la rewa minjung shin 

 

 

@v< praw¡ k«Tvaip n mdae n c ivSmy> 
AaTman< ÉaejiyTvEv )laza n c jayte.116. 

evam parartham kirtvapi na mado na cha vismayah 
atmanam bhojayitvaiva phalasha na cha jayate 

 

 

 

If you could then you would never 

Feel that it was strange, nor conceited, 

When you worked for others. 

You don't expect congratulations 

From yourself whenever you eat 

Your dinner for yourself. 
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Verse 117 
 

 k+{-0=-'m-W:-&u$-$o-,k 
k1m-$,-;=-<$-0+#-0Ns$-0k 
k+{-06m,-8E}-;-0Ns$-={1=-+$-k 
k$m$-I{8m-={1=-,m-#}1=-.:-Ak 

dewe jitar chung-ngu na 
mi-nyen lekyang dak sungwa 
deshin drola sungsem dang 
nyingjey sem ni gompar ja 

 

 

tSma*waitRzaekaderaTman< gaeÝ uim½is 
r]aicÄ< dyaicÄ< jgTy_ySyta< twa.117. 

tasmadyatharti shokader atmanam goptumich-chasi 
raksha chittam daya chittam jagatyabhyasyatam tatha 

 

 

 

For that reason, you must get used to a state 

Of mind where you protect all beings, 

And to thoughts of compassion as well, 

Protecting them just the same way that 

You protect yourself even from 

The very least unkind word. 
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c1. Why we should, therefore, concentrate intensely on working 

for others 
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Verse 118 
 

 k+{-0=-1#},-.}-],-:=-#7m#=k 
k*v#=-I{-&{,-.}=-8E}-0-9mk 

k8"}:->m-8'm#=-.-0=;-08m-@ m:k 
k:$-#m-13,-9$-A m,->m=-0T0=k 

dewe gunpo chenresik 
tukje chenpu drowa yi 

khorgyi jikpa selway chir 
ranggi tsenyang jingyi lap 

 
 

AXyitòdtae naw> onamaPyvlaeikt>, 
p;RCDar*ÉymPypnetu< jnSy ih.118. 

adhyatishtadato nathah svanam apyavalokitah 
parshach-charadyabhayam apyapanetum janasya hi 

 

 

 

This too is why our protector, 

Loving Eyes, gave the blessing 

Of his name: it was his great compassion 

That made him do it, to remove all fear 

Of the beings who follow him. 
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d1. How, with practice, we can develop this attitude 
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Verse 119 
 

 k+!8-;=-@ m:-X}#-1m-A-%{k 
k8+m-W:-#}1=-.8m-1*v-9m=-,mk 
k#$-#m-1m$-*}=-8'm#=-.-9$-k 
k+{-(m+-1{+-,-1m-+#:-8>v:k 

kale chirndok mija te 
ditar gompay tuyi ni 

ganggi mingtu jikpa yang 
de-nyi mena migar gyur 

 

 

Ê:kraÚ invteRt ySmad_yaszi´t>, 
ySyEv ïv[at! ÇasStenEv n ivna rit>.119. 

dushkaran na nivarteta yasmad abhyasa shaktitah 
yasyaiva shravanat trasas tenaiva na vina ratih 

 

 

 

Never turn back just because 

It gets hard; the power of practicing 

Something regularly is such that, 

Whenever they’re gone, you’ll come to miss 

A person whose very name 

Once made you afraid. 
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e1. How to engage in the practice of exchanging ourselves 

and others through a wish to liberate both 

ourselves and others from suffering 
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Verse 120 
 

 k#$-6m#-0+#-+$-#6,-M1=-,mk 
kBv:-`o-0[0-.:-8+}+-.-+{=k 
k0+#-+$-#6,-`o-0I{-A-0k 
k#=$-08m-+1-.-]+-.:-Ak 

gangshik dakdang shennam ni 
nyurdu kyabpar dupa de 
dakdang shendu je jawa 

sangway dampa chepar ja 
 

AaTman< c pra<íEv y> zIº< Çatuim½it, 

s creTprm< guý < praTmpirvtRnm!.120. 

atmanam cha paramashchaiva yah shighram tratum ich-chati 
sa charet paramam guhyam para-atma parivartanam 

 

 

 

Anyone who really wants 

To quickly reach some shelter for 

Themselves and every other being 

Must exchange themselves and others; 

Must carry out the very highest 

Of every secret practice. 
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ii) Making great efforts to eliminate our habit of 

cherishing ourselves 

 

a1. A contemplation of the fact that cherishing ourselves 

is the cause of all our fears 
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Verse 121 
 

 k0+#-;v=-#$-;-&#=-.-9m=k 
k8'm#=-#,=-&u$-;-8'm#=-[ {-0k 
k8'm#=-.-[ {-08m-;v=-+{-;k 
k=v-6m#-+E-06m,-&$-1m-A {+k 

daklu gangla chakpa yi  
jikne chungla jik kyewa 

jikpa kyeway lu dela 
sushik drashin dang mije 

 

yiSmÚaTmNyitõehadLpadip ÉyaÑym!, 

n iÖ;eTkStmaTman< zÇuv*ae Éyavh>.121. 

yasmin na-atmanyati snehad alpad api bhayad bhayam 
na dvishet kastam atmanam shatruvadyo bhayavahah 

 

 

This body that I’m so attached to 

Makes me afraid even of things 

That are not very frightening. 

Since the body’s then 

What threatens us, who wouldn’t 

Hate it, like a foe? 
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b1. A contemplation of the fact that cherishing ourselves 

leads us on to every negative activity 

 

[Contemplation Twenty-Six is found here = lus 

gang bkres dang plus gang zhig khe dang plus 

mkhas pa su zhig] 
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Verse 122 
 

 k;v=-#$-0C{=-+$-! }1-=}#=-,+k 
k#=}-08m-&}-#-A {+-8+}+-.=k 
kA-+$-(-+$-:m-+#=-+# 

k#=}+-.:-A {+-%m$-;1-"r#=-A {+k 
lugang tred@ang komsok ne 

soway choga je dupe 
ja dang nya dang ri dak dak 

supar jeching lam guk je 
 

yae mN* ]uiTppasaidàtIkarickI;Rya, 

pi]mTSym&gan! hiNt pirpNw< c itòit.122. 

yo mandya kshut pipasa-adi pratikara chikirshaya 
pakshimatsyamirgan hanti paripantham cha tishtati 

 

 

 

We spend our days to find a technique 

Of curing those illnesses of the body: 

Hunger and thirst and the rest. 

To do so we slaughter birds and fish, 

And wild beasts of the forest too; 

We lay in wait at crossroads; 
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b1. A contemplation of the fact that cherishing ourselves 

leads us on to every negative activity 

 

[Contemplation Twenty-Six is found here = lus 

gang bkres dang plus gang zhig khe dang plus 

mkhas pa su zhig] 
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Verse 123 
 

 k#$-6m#-"{-+$-:m1-E}8m-@ m:k 
k/-+$-1-9$-#=}+-A {+-%m$-k 

k0!},-1&}#-#=v1->m-+!}:-0Fy=-,=k 
k+{=-,m-1,:-1{+-0N{#-8>v:-,k 
gankshik khe dang rim droy chir 

cha dang mayang suje ching 
koinchok sumgyi kar kune 

deni narme sek gyurna 
 

yae laÉsiT³yahetae> iptravip maryet!, 

rÆÇySvmad*a*enavIcINxnae Évet!.123. 

yo labha satkriya hetoh pitaravapi marayet 
ratna trayas vamad adyadyenavichindhano bhavet 

 

 

 

For it, for profit and to win 

The honor others give us, 

We would even kill our parents; 

Stealing also things belonging 

To the Triple Jewel, passing on 

To burn for it in hell of Endless Torment. 
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b1. A contemplation of the fact that cherishing ourselves 

leads us on to every negative activity 

 

[Contemplation Twenty-Six is found here = lus 

gang bkres dang plus gang zhig khe dang plus 

mkhas pa su zhig] 
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Verse 124 
 

 k1"=-.-=v-6m#-;v=-+{-;k 
k8+}+-%m$-0Ns$-+$-1&}+-A {+-<mk 
k8+m-;-=v-6m#-+E-06m,-`ok 
k0W-0:-1m-A {+-0J=-1m-A {+k 

khepa su shik lu dela 
duching sung dang chuje kyi 

dila sushik drashin du 
tawar mije nye mije 

 

k> pi{ftStmaTmanim½ eÔ]et! àpUjyet!, 

n pZye½Çuv½ En< kíEn< àitmanyet!.124. 

kah panditas tama-atmanam ich-chedakshet prapujayet 
na pashyech-chatruvach-chainam kashchainam pratimanayet  

 

 

 

What wise man could ever then 

Desire this body, care for it, 

And make onto it offerings? 

Who is it that wouldn't see 

The body as the enemy, 

Who then not disdain it? 
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iii) The respective problems and benefits of thinking mainly of ourselves and of 

others 

 

a1. A listing of the respective problems and benefits of 

cherishing ourselves and cherishing others 

 

a2. An expanded explanation 

 

a3. From the point of view of giving 

 

[Contemplation Twenty-Seven is found here 

= gal te byin na] 
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Verse 125 
 

 k#;-){-A m,-,-%m-]+-%{=k 
k0+#-+},-={1=-.-8H { -9m-3u;k 
k#;-){-]+-,-%m- m̂,-%{=k 
k#6,-+},-={1=-.-[-9m-&}=k 

gelte jinna chiche che 
dakdun sempa dreyi tsul 

gelte chena chi jinche 
shendun sempa hlayi chu 

 

yid daSyaim ik< Éaeúy #TyaTmaweR ipzacta, 

yid Éaeúye ik< ddamIit praweR devrajta.125. 

yadi dasyami kim bhokshya itya-atmarthe pishachata 
yadi bhokshye kim dadamiti pararthe devarajata 

 

 

 

Thinking of yourself and saying, 

"If I give, what will I have 

For me?" is nothing but demonic. 

To think of others and to say, 

"If I use this for myself, 

What will I give?" is Angel Dharma. 
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b3. From the point of view of harm 
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Verse 126 
 

 k0+#-@ m:-#6,-;-#,}+-A=-,k 
k+B;-;-=}#=-.:-#`o$=-.:-8>v:k 
k#6,-@ m:-0+#-;-#,}+-A=-,k 
k/v,-=v1-3~#=-.-*1=-%+-8*}0k 

dakchir shenla nuje na 
nyel lasokpar dungpar gyur 

shenchir dakla nuje na 
punsum tsokpa tamche top 

 

AaTmaw¡ pIfiyTvaNy< nrkaid;u pCyte, 

AaTman< pIfiyTva tu praw¡ svRs<pd>.126. 

atma-artham pidayitvanyam narakadishu pachyate 
atmanam pidayitva tu parartham sarva sampadah 

 

 

 

If I deprive others for myself, 

I will only be tormented 

In places like the hells. 

If I deprive myself for others, 

I will come to attain 

Every excellent thing there is. 
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c3. From the point of view of praise and fame 
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Verse 127 
 

 k0+#-(m+-1*}-0:-8+}+-.-+{=k 
k$,-8E }-$,-+$-Q{,-.:-8>v:k 
k+{-(m+-#6,-;-(}-A=-,k 

k0+{-8E}-:m1-E}-8*}0-.:-8>v:k 
daknyi towar dupa de 

ngendro ngen dang lenpar gyur 
denyi shenla poje na 

dendro rimdro toppar gyur 
 

ÊgRitnIRcta maEOy¡ yyEvaTmaeÚtI½ya, 

tamevaNyÇ s<³aMy sugit> sTk«itmRit>.127. 

durga tarnichata maurkhyam yayaiva-atmonnatich-chaya 
tamevanyatra sankramya sugatih satkirtir matih 

 

 

 

This desire to be better 

Than others will bring me 

Lower births, lowness, and idiocy. 

But if I can move this same 

State of mind to others, I’ll attain 

Higher births, and honor as well. 
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d3. From the point of view of what work it will 

lead us to 
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Verse 128 
 

 k0+#-#m-+},-`o-#6,-0!};-,k 
kK,-;-=}#=-.-B}$-0:-8>v:k 
k#6,->m-+},-`o-0+#-]+-,k 

kI{-+.},-(m+-=}#=-B}$-0:-8>v:k 
dakki dundu shen kulna 

dren lasokpa nyungwar gyur 
shengyi dundu dak che na 

jepun nyisok nyongwar gyur 
 

AaTmaw¡ prma}Py dasTva*nuÉUyte, 

praw¡ Tvenma}Py SvaimTva*nuÉUyte.128. 

atmartham param ajnyapya dasatvadyanubhuyate 
parartham tvenam ajnyapya svamitvadyanubhuyate 

 

 

 

If I force others to do 

My bidding for things I want, 

I’ll become a slave or the like. 

If rather I set myself to do 

The things that others want, 

I’ll become a real master or such. 
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e3. From the point of view of help and 

happiness 
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Verse 129 
 

 k8'm#-K{,-0+{-0-'m-$ {+-.k 
k+{-\o,-#6,-0+{-8+}+-;=-Av$-k 
k8'm#-K{,-&r#-0#;-'m-$ {+-.k 
k+{-\o,-:$-0+{-8+}+-;=-Av$-k 

jikten dewa jinyepa 
dekun shen de dule jung 
jikten duk-ngel jinyepa 

dekun rang de dule jung 
 

ye keicdœ Ê>iota laeke sveR te Svsuoe½ya, 

ye keict! suiota laeke sveR te=Nysuoe½ya.129. 

ye kechid duhkhita loke sarve te svasukhech-chaya 
ye kechit sukhita loke sarve tenyasukhech-chaya 

 

 

 

The total amount of happiness 

That exists in the world has come from 

Wanting to make others happy. 

The total amount of suffering 

That exists in the world has come from 

Wanting to make yourself happy. 
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b2. A brief summary 
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Verse 130 

 

 k1$-`o-0<+-W-%m-6m#-+#}=k 
kA m=-.-:$-#m-+},-A {+-+$-k 
k*v0-.-#6,->m -+},-14+-.k 
k8+m-#(m=-<m-,m -=+-.:-W}=k 

mangdu sheta chishik gu 
jipa ranggi dunje dang 

tuppa shen gyi dun dzepa 
dinyi kyini kyepar tu 

 

b÷na va ikmu´en †ZytaimdmNtrm!, 
SvawaRiwRní balSy muneíaNyawRkair[>.130. 

bahuna va kim uktena dirshyatam idam antaram 
sva-artha-arthinash cha balasya munesh cha-anya-artha karinah 

 

 

 

What need is there for many words? 

The children of the world 

Work for their own sake; 

The able Buddhas do their labor 

For the sake of others. 

Come and see the difference. 
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b1. Why cherishing ourselves is, therefore, something we should rightly discard 

 

a2. Problems we cannot see 
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Verse 131 
 

 k0+#-0+{-#6,->m -&r#-0#;-+# 

k9$-+#-0I{-0-1-A=-,k 
k=$=-W=-(m+-`o-1m-8Es0-%m$-k 
k8"}:-0-,-9$-0+{-0-1{+k 

dak de shengyi duk -ngel dak  
yangdak jewa maje na 

sanggye nyidu mindrup ching 
korwa na yang dewa me 

 

n nam saXy< buÏTv< s<sare=ip k…t> suom!, 
SvsuoSyaNyÊ>oen pirvtRmk…vRt>.131. 

na nama sadhyam buddhatvam sansarepi kutah sukham 
sva sukhasya-anya duhkhena parivartam akurvatah 

 

 

 

If you fail to practice perfectly 

This exchange of your own happiness 

With the suffering of others, 

You will never reach that enlightenment, 

And even here in the cycle of life 

There is no happiness. 
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b2. Problems we can see 
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Verse 132 
 

 k8'm#-K{,-/-:};-/:-6}#-#m- 
kK,-#9}#-;=-1m-A {+-.-+$-k 
kI{-+.},-H,-.-1m-%{:-08mk 

k3|-8+m8m-+},-9$-8Es0-1m-8>v:k 
jikten parol par shokki 
drenyok le mijepa dang 
jepun ngenpa miterway 

tsendiy dunyang drup mingyur 
 

AaSta< tavTprae laekae †òae=PywaeR n isXyit, 
É&TySyak…vRt> kmR Svaimnae=ddtae É&itm!.132. 

astam tavat paro loko dirshtopyartho na sidhyati 
mirtyasya-akurvatah karma svaminodadato bhirtim 

 

 

 

Forget the goals of the world beyond; 

Even in this life none of the things 

You hope to achieve will come about: 

Those whose duty it is to serve you 

Will do none of their work, and those 

Masters you serve will never pay. 
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c2. A summary of the problems 
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Verse 133 
 

 k1*}$-+$-1-1*}$-0+{-8Es0-.8mk 
k/v,-=v1-0+{-[ m+-9}$=-0}:-6m$-k 
k#6,-;-&r#-0#;-A=-.8m-Wv=k 
kO}$=-.=-& r#-0#;-1m-07+-;{,k 

tong dang matong dendruppay 
punsum dekyi yongbor shing 

shenla duk-ngel jepay gyu 
mongpe duk-ngel mise len 

 

Ty®vaNyae=NysuoaeTpad< †òa†òsuoaeTsvm!, 
ANyae=NyÊ>ona˜aer< Ê>o< g&ŸiNt maeihta>.133. 

tyaktva-anyonya sukhotpadam dirshta-adirshta sukhotsavam 
anyonya duhkhanaddhoram duhkham girhnanti mohitah 

 

 

 

The ignorant throw away the excellent 

Joy that brings one happiness 

In worlds both seen and unseen. 

The suffering that they cause 

To others causes them 

To embrace unbearable pain themselves. 
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d2. Why, therefore, cherishing ourselves is something we should rightly 

discard 
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Verse 134 
 

 k8'm#-K{,-+#-,-83|-0-#$-9}+-+$-k 
k8'm#=-+$-&r#-0#;-'m-${+-9}+->v:-.k 
k+{-\o,-0+#-_p-84n,-.-;=-Av$-,k 
k8H {-&{,-+{=-!}-0+#-;-%m-6m#-Ak 
jikten dakna tsewa gangyu dang 

jikdang duk-ngel ji-nye yu gyurpa 
dekun daktu dzinpa le jungna 
drechen deko dakla chishik ja 

 

%pÔva ye c ÉviNt kaeke yaviNt Ê>oain Éyain cEv, 
svaRi[ taNyaTmpir¢he[ tiTk< mmanen pir¢he[.134. 

upadrava ye cha bhavanti koke yavanti duhkhani bhayani chaiva 
sarvani tanya-atma parigrahena tat kim mamanena parigrahena 

 

 

 

Every single harm that comes in this 

Entire world, every fear that comes, and so too 

Every pain that ever comes, 

Comes from grasping to myself; 

What use for me then is this, 

The single greatest demon? 
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d2. Why, therefore, cherishing ourselves is something we should rightly 

discard 
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Verse 135 
 

 k0+#-(m+-9}$=-=v-1-0)$-,k 
k&r#-0#;-($-0:-1m-ao=-){k 
k'm-W:-1{-,m-1-0)$-,k 

kN{#-.-(}$-0:-1m-ao=-06,k 
daknyi yongsu matang na 
duk-ngel pangwar minu te 

jitar meni matang na 
sekpa pongwar minu shen 

 

AaTmanmpirTyJy Ê>o< Ty´…< n zKyte, 
ywai¶mpirTyJy dah< Ty´…< n zKyte.135. 

atmanam aparityajya duhkham tyaktum na shakyate 
yatha-agnim aparityajya daham tyaktum na shakyate 

 

 

 

Until the day that you give up 

Your own self, you'll not be able 

To stop the suffering. 

Until the day that you let go 

Of fire, you will not be able 

To stop your hand from burning. 
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b) A brief summary 

 

i) How to exchange ourselves and others 
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Verse 136 
 

 k+{-W:-0+#-#,}+-6m-0-+$-k 
k#6,->m-&r#-0#;-6m-A8m-@ m:k 
k0+#-(m+-#6,-;-#)$-A-+$-k 
k#6,-M1=-0+#-06m,-#7v$-0:-Ak 

detar daknu shiwa dang 
shengyi duk-ngel shijay chir 
daknyi shenla tangja dang 

shennam dakshin sungwar ja 
 

tSmaTSvÊ>ozaNTyw¡ prÊ>ozmay c, 
ddaMyNye_y AaTman< pran! g&Ÿaim caTmvt!.136. 

tasmat svaduhkha shantyartham para duhkha shamaya cha 
dadamyanyebhya atmanam paran girhnami cha-atmavat  

 

 

 

And so I shall give away my me 

To others, and I will consider others 

In the same way I do myself, 

In order that I might put an end 

To the pain that comes to me, 

And the suffering of others as well. 
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b) A brief summary 

 

i) How to exchange ourselves and others 
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Verse 137 
 

 k0+#-,m-#6,-> m-+0$->v:-%{=k 
k9m+-=}+-${=-.:-<{=->m=-;k 
k={1=-%,-\o,-+},-1-#)}#=-.:k 
k+-,m-=}+-< m=-#6,-1m-0=1k 
dakni shengyi wanggyur che 

yikyu ngepar she gyi la 
semchen kundun matokpar 

deni kyukyi shen misam 
 

ANys<bÏmSmIit iníy< k…é me mn>, 
svRsÅvawRmuTs&Jy naNyi½NTy< Tvyaxuna.137. 

anya sambaddham asmiti nishchayam kuru me manah 
sarva sattva-artham utsirjya na-anyach-chintyam tvaya-adhuna 

 

 

 

Now you’ll have to realize, 

My mind, that I’m a person 

Who belongs to everyone else. 

From this moment on you are not allowed 

To have a single thought about anything other 

Than what serves the purposes of every living being. 
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ii) Avoiding acting in a wrong way, once we have 

done the exchange 
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Verse 138 
 

 k#6,-+0$-1m#-;-=}#=-.-9m=k 
k:$-+},-au0-.:-:m#=-1-9m,k 
k+{-+},-1m#-;-=}#=-.-9m=k 
k+{-;-;}#-.:-A-1m-:m#=k 
shenwang mik lasokpa yi 

rangdun druppar rik mayin 
dedun mik lasokpa yi 
dela lokpar ja mirik 

 

n yu´< SvawR†ò(aid tdIyEí]uraidiÉ>, 
n yu´< SyiNdtu< SvawRmNydIyE> kraidiÉ>.138. 

na yuktam sva-artha dirshtya-adi tad iyaish chakshur adibhih 
na yuktam syanditum sva-artham anyadiyaih kara-adibhih 

 

 

 

 

It's something very wrong to look 

With eyes belonging to another 

And work for only my own goals. 

It's wrong as well to look with eyes 

Working for them, and to do 

Something that's not right. 
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iii) Acting in a way which is not mistaken, once we 

have done the exchange 
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Verse 139 
 

 k+{=-,-={1=-%,-#2~:-A-%{k 
k0+#-#m-;v=-;-%m-1*}$-0k 
k+{-+$-+{-,m-J }#=-,=-<$-k 
k#6,-+#-;-,m-/,-.:-]}+k 

dena semchen tsorja te 
dakki lula chi tongwa 

dedang deni trokne kyang 
shendak lani penpar chu 

 

tensÅvprae ÉUTva kaye=iSmNy*dI]se, 
tÄdevapùTyaSmaTpre_yae ihtmacr.139. 

tena sattva paro bhutva kayosmin anyad yad ikshase 
tat tad eva-apahirtya-asmat parebhyo hitam achara 

 

 

 

Therefore I should make all other 

People first priority; and anything 

That I ever find upon my person 

I should take away from me, 

And seek some way to make a use 

Of it for other people. 
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ii. How to proceed in our thoughts, once we have 

managed to do the exchange 

 

a) An abbreviated presentation 

 

 

 

Notes: 
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Verse 140 
 
 k+1,-=}#=-0+#-_p-A=-.-+$-k 

k#6,-(m+-`o-,m-0+#-A=-,=k 
kM1-K}#-1{+-.8m-={1=-<m=-=vk 
kJ#-+}#-8E,-+$-$-W;-0"}1k 

mensok daktu jepa dang 
shennyi duni dak je ne 

namtok mepay semkyi su 
trakdok dren dang nga-gyel gom 

 

hInaid:vaTmta< k«Tva prTvmip caTmin, 
Éavye:ya¡ c man< c inivRkLpen cetsa.140. 

hina-adishva-atmatam kirtva paratvam api cha-atmani 
bhavayershyam cha manam cha nirvikalpena chetasa 

 

 

 

Make those who are inferior to you 

And so on be yourself; make yourself now 

None other than the others. 

Practice the attitudes of jealousy, 

And competitiveness, and pride 

Without any misgivings at all. 
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      b) An expanded explanation 

 

i) Practicing the attitude of jealousy towards those who are 

higher than us 

 

a1. How to do the practice 
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Verse 141 
 

 k8+m-,m-0\o:-A=-0+#-,m-1m,k 
k8+m-06m,-0+#-#m=-1-J{+-%m$-k 
k8+m-,m-0%}+-A=-0+#-;-*}+k 
k8+m-0+{-0+#-,m-&r#-0#;-;k 

dini kurje dakni min 
dishin dakki ma-nye ching 

dini tuje dakla mu 
dide dakni duk-ngel la 

 

 

@; siT³yte nah< laÉI nahmy< ywa 
StUyte=ymh< inN*ae Ê>iotae=hmy< suoI  .141. 

esha satkriyate naham labhi naha mayam yatha 
stuyateyamaham nindyo duhkhitohamayam sukhi 

 

 

 

This one should receive the honor, 

But not us; we should never get 

The things he always does. 

He should bask in praise, and we 

Should be belittled; he should have 

All happiness, and we the suffering. 
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      b) An expanded explanation 

 

i) Practicing the attitude of jealousy towards those who are 

higher than us 

 

a1. How to do the practice 
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Verse 142 
 

 k0+#-,m-;=-M1=-A {+-.-+$-k 
k8+m-,m-0+{-0-(m+-`o-#,=k 
k8+m-,m-8'm#-K{,-;-&{-+$-k 

k0+#-+1,-9},-),-1{+-.:-E# 

dakni lenam jepa dang 
dini dewa nyidu ne 

dini jikten la che dang 
dakmen yunten mepar drak 

 

 

Ah< kraeim kmaRi[ itòTye; tu suiSwt> 
Ay< ikl mha<‘aeke nIcae=h< ikl inguR[>  142 

aham karomi karmani tishtatyesha tu susthitah 
ayam kila mahan loke nichoham kila nirgunah 

 

 

 

We should be the ones who have 

To do all of the work, and he 

Should sit in perfect leisure. 

Throughout the world he should become 

A great man; we should stay inferior, 

And known as knowing nothing. 
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      b) An expanded explanation 

 

i) Practicing the attitude of jealousy towards those who are 

higher than us 

 

a1. How to do the practice 
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 k9},-),-1{+-.=-%m-6m#-Ak 
k0+#-\o,-9},-),-X,-.-(m+k 
k#$-0=-8+m-+1,-+{-9}+-%m$-k 
k#$-0=-0+#-1&}#-+{-9$-9}+k 

yunten mepe chishik ja 
dakkun yunten denpa nyi 
gangwe dimen deyu ching 
gangwe dakchok deyang yu 

 

 

ik< inguR[en ktRVy< svRSyaTma gu[aiNvt> 
siNt te ye:vh< nIc> siNt te ye:vh< vr>  .143. 

kim nirgunena kartavyam sarvasya-atma guna-anvitah 
santi te yeshvaham nichah santi te yeshvaham varah 

 

 

 

What's the use of having 

No good qualities?  We'll all strive 

That they have them all. 

There do exist those compared to whom 

This one is inferior; there are also those 

Compared to whom we're highest. 
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b1. What to actually do, once we have carried out the 

practice 
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 k3u;-Dm1=-W-0-]o+-=}#=-,mk 
k(},-1}$=-% }0=-<m=-0+#-+0$-1m,k 
k%m-ao=-0+#-,m-#=}-+#}=-){k 
k#,}+-.8$-0+#-#m=-+$-`o-R$-k 

tsultrim tawa gusok ni 
nyonmong topkyi dakwang min 

chinu dakni sogu te 
nupa-ang dakki dangdu lang 

 

 

zIl†iòivpÅyaid ¬ezz®ya n mÖzat!, 
icikTSyae=h< ywazi´ pIfaPy'!gIk«ta mya.144. 

shila dirshti vipattya-adi klesha shaktya na madvashat 
chikitsyoham yatha shakti pida-apyanggi kirta maya 

 

 

 

The state of our morality, views, 

Troubles, and the rest is forced 

By affliction, and not by choice. 

You must care for us by using 

All your strength, and we should too 

Willingly take all the hurts. 
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b1. What to actually do, once we have carried out the 

practice 
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 k8},-){-0+#-8+m8m-#=}-A-1m,k 
k%m-@ m:-0+#-;-0J=-.-A {+k 
k0+#-;-+{-9m-9},-),->m=k 
k%m-A-8+m-0+#-9},-),-%,k 

unte dakdiy soja min 
chichir dakla nyepa je 
dakla deyi yunten gyi  

chija didak yunten chen 
 

 

AwahmicikTSyae=Sy kSmaNmamvmNyte 
ik< mmEtÌ‚[E> k«TymaTma tu gu[vanym!  145 

atha-aham achikitsyosya kasman mama vamanyate 
kim mamaitad gunaih kirtyam atma tu guna vanayam 

 

 

 

Are we not though someone you 

Should care for?  Why is it 

That you belittle us so? 

What use would we ever have 

For the qualities that he has? 

And he is a being of qualities! 
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b1. What to actually do, once we have carried out the 

practice 
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 k$,-8E }-#`o#-.8m-":-#,=-.k 
k8E}-;-$m$-I{-1{+-.:-8+mk 
k@ m:-;-9},-),-T}1-.-9m=k 
k1"=-.-+#-;-0+}-0-8+}+k 

ngendro dukpay kar nepa 
drola nyingje mepar di 
chirla yunten lompa yi 

kepa dakla dowa du 
 

 

ÊgRitVyafv±SwenEvaSy ké[a jne 
Apran! gu[manen pi{ftan! ivijgI;te  146 

durgati vyada vaktrasthe naivasya karuna jane 
aparan gunam anena panditan vijigishate 

 

 

 

He lives in the savage jaws 

Of the lower births; he has 

No compassion for living beings; 

Even worse, his delusion that he 

Possesses higher qualities 

Makes him want to strive 

With those who are truly wise. 
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ii) Practicing the attitude of competitiveness towards those who 

are on our same level 

 

a1. Competing in material gain and honor 
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 k0+#-+$-1(1-;-0W=-,=-,mk 
k#$-#m=-:$-(m+-[#-A8m-@ m:k 
k0+#-#m-J{+-+$-0\o:-%m-,mk 
kP}+-.-9m=-<$-${=-.:-0au0k 

dakdang nyamla tene ni 
ganggi rangnyi hlakjay chir 

dakki nyedang kurti ni 
tsupa yi kyang ngepar drup 

 

 

smmaTmanmalaeKy yt> SvaixKyv&Ïye, 
klhenaip s<saXy< laÉsTkarmaTmn>.147. 
samam atmanam alokya yatah svadhikya virddhaye 

kala hena-api sansadhyam labha satkaram atmanah 
 

 

 

Next I will see him as equal 

To myself, and then I will surely 

Fight, even if I have to, 

To win more offerings and respect, 

Until I have more than him 

Of everything there is. 
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b1. Competing in how well known our good qualities 

become 
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Verse 148 
 

 k%m-,=-0+#-#m-9},-),-,mk 
k8'm#-K{,-\o,-;-0=;-0-+$-k 
k#6,-9$-8+m-9m-9},-),-#$-k 
k=v=-<$-*}=-.:-1m-8>v:-Ak 

chine dakki yunten ni 
jikten kunla selwa dang 

shenyang diyi yunten gang 
sukyang tupar mingyur ja 

 

 

Aip svRÇ me laeke Éveyu> àkqa> gu[a> 
Aip nam gu[a ye=Sy n ïae:yNTyip kecn  .148. 

api sarvatra me loke bhaveyuh prakatah gunah 
api nama guna yesya na shreshyantyapi kechana 

 

 

 

No matter what we must see to it 

That all the good qualities which we have 

Are spoken all over the world; 

We must moreover assure that what 

Good qualities he may happen to have 

Are known to no one at all. 
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c1. Competing in a whole list of good things 
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Verse 149 
 

 k0+#-#m-[},-9$-)-A-6m$-k 
k0+#-,m-1&}+-8>v:-8+m-;-1m,k 
k0+#-+{$-J{+-.-;{#=-J{+-%m$-k 
k0+#-,m-0\o:-8>v:-8+m-;-1m,k 

dakki kyun yang baja shing 
dakni chungyur dila min 

dakdeng nyepa leknye ching 
dakni kurgyur dila min 

 

Da*erÚip me dae;a> SyaNme pUjaSy nae Évet!, 
sulBxa A* me laÉa> pUijtae=hmy< n tu.149. 

chadyerannapi me doshah syan me pujasya no bhavet 
sulabdha adya me labhah pujitoham ayam na tu 

 

 

 

Any faults that we have must be 

Hidden away; offerings must be 

Made to us, but not to him. 

We must gain with ease, and now, 

The things we want, and we must win 

All honor, but not him. 
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d1. Learning to take joy when trouble comes to 

the other one 
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Verse 150 
 

 k8+m-,m-1-:v$=-A=-.-;k 
k9v,-:m$-0+#-,m-+#8-0=-Wk 
k8E}-0-\o,->m-06+-#+-+$-k 
k/,-3u,-*}+-.-+#-_p-Ak 

dini marung jepa la 
yunring dakni gawe ta 

drowa kungyi shege dang 
pentsun mupa daktu ja 

 

pZyamae muidtaStavi½raden< olIk«tm!, 
haSy< jnSy svRSy inN*manimtStt>.150. 

pashyamo muditas tavach chiradenam khali kirtam 
hasyam janasya sarvasya nindya manamitas tatah 

 
 

 

When something wrong befalls him, 

All of us will watch a long time, 

Feeling a kind of joy. 

We'll assure that he becomes 

A laughing-stock for everyone, 

Derided in all circles. 
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iii) Practicing the attitude of pride towards those who are lower than us 

 

a1. What it feels like to practice pride 
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 k(},-1}$=-8+m-9$-0+#-+$-,mk 
k[,-%m#-_p-,m-8E,-%{=-E# 

k8+m-+#-*}=-+$-<{=-:0-01k 
k#7v#=-:m#=-,}:->m=-1(1-11-%mk 

nyonmong diyang dak dang ni 
hlenchik tuni dren che drak 
didak tudang sherab bam 

sukrik norgyi nyammam chi 
 

ASyaip ih vrakSy SpxaR ikl mya sh, 
ikmSy ïutmetavTà}aêp< k…l< xnm!.151. 

asya-api hi varakasya spardha kila maya saha 
kimasya shrutam etavat prajnya rupam kulam dhanam 

 

 

 

This miserable little person 

Goes around saying 

That he somehow compares to me. 

What?  Are they my equal 

In learning, or wisdom, 

Or looks, or status, or money? 
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b1. The great qualities of this practice 
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Verse 152 
 

 k+{-W:-\o,-;-0a#=-.-9mk 
k0+#-#m-9},-),-*}=-,=-,mk 
k(z-X$-+#8-0-[{->v:-.8mk 
k0+{-[m+-;-,m-9}$=-=v-]}+k 

detar kunla drakpa yi  
dakki yunten tune ni 

pudang gawa kye gyurpay 
dekyi lani yongsu chu 

 

@vmaTmgu[aNïuTva kITyRmanaintStt>, 
s<jatpulkae ùò> pirÉaeúye suoaeTsvm!.152. 

evam atma gunan shrutva kirtya mananitas tatah 
sanjata pulako hirshtah paribhokshye sukhotsavam 

 

 

 

And when I hear thus 

My own high qualities 

Proclaimed among the masses, 

I’ll swim in the joy of it, 

With a thrill of happiness 

Passing up and down my spine. 
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c1. What to actually do once you have engaged 

in this practice 
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Verse 153 
 

 k%m-%{-8+m-;-J{+-9}+-<$-k 
k#;-){-$-9m-;=-A {+-,k 
k8+m-;-83~-0-21-A m,-,=k 
k0+#-#m-%}0=-<m=-+{-R$-Ak 

chite dila nyeyu kyang 
gelte ngayi le je na 

dila tsowa tsam jin ne 
dakki topkyi de lang ja 

 

y*PySy Éve‘aÉae ¢aýae=SmaiÉrsaE blat!, 
dTvaSmE yapnamaÇmSmTkmR kraeit cet!.153. 

yadyapyasya bhavel labho grahyosma-abhirasau balat 
datvasmai yapana matram asmat karma karoti chet 

 

 

 

And in the case that some 

Material benefit should happen 

To come to her, or to him, 

Then I’ll leave them just enough 

To live on, and take the rest by force; 

Since it’s me who’s doing the job. 
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 d1. A contemplation of the problems that come 

when you are not having this kind of pride 

 

 

iv) The result of doing the practice 

 

a1. A contemplation of the problems caused by 

cherishing oneself 
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Verse 154 
 

 k8+m-,m-0+{-;=-(1=-A-6m$-k 
k0+#-#m-#,}+-+$-K#-^:-Ak 
k8+m-9m=-0W-J#-*1=-%+-`ok 
k8"}:-0:-0+#-;-#,}+-.-A=k 

dini dele nyamja shing 
dakki nudang takjar ja 
diyi gyatrak tamche du 
korwar dakla nupa je 

 

suoa½ CyavnIyae=y< yaeJyae=Smdœ Vywya sda, 
Anen ztz> sveR s<sarVyiwta vym!.154. 

sukhach-cha chyavaniyoyam yojyosmad vyathaya sada 
anena shatashah sarve sansara vyathita vayam 

 

 

 

He or she should lose 

This happiness, and constantly 

Come to my pain. 

In all of them, for thousands 

Upon thousands, this one has 

Hurt me, in the cycle of pain. 
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iv) The result of doing the practice 

 

a1. A contemplation of the problems caused by 

cherishing oneself 
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Verse 155 
 

 k9m+-=}+-:$-+},-A {+-8+}+-.=k 
k0!;-.-E$=-1{+-8+=->v:-<$-k 

k$;-0-&{,-.}-+{-W-0v:g 
k=}+-<m=-&r#-0#;-808-6m#-0au0=k 

yikyu rangdun je dupe 
kelpa drangme degyur kyang 

ngelwa chenpo de tabur 
kyukyi duk-ngel bashik drup 

 

Aàmeya gta> kLpa> Svaw¡ ij}astStv, 
ïme[ mhtanen Ê>omev TvyaijRtm!.155. 

aprameya gatah kalpah svartham jijnyasatastava 
shramena mahatanena duhkham eva tvaya-arjitam 

 

 

 

O my mind, you have wasted 

Countless eons wanting to do 

Only whatever would serve yourself; 

But with all that exhausting effort 

All that you’ve been able to gain 

Is nothing but suffering for yourself. 
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b1. Evidence for the infinite benefits of 

cherishing others 
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Verse 156 
 

 k+{-W:-${=-.:-#6,-+#-#m k 
k+},-;-:0-_p-8'v#-> m=-+$-k 
k*v0-.8m-0!8-,m-1m-Uz-0=k 
k+{-9m-9},-),-@ m=-1*}$-8>v:k 

detar ngepar shen dakki 
dunla rabtu juk gyi dang 

tuppay kani miluwe 
deyi yunten chi tong gyur 

 

miÖ}Þya twaÇaip àvtRSvaivcart>, 
ÔúySyetÌ‚[an! píaÑƒt< ih vcn< mune>.156. 

madvijnyaptya tatha-atra-api pravartasva-avicharatah 
drakshyasyetad gunan prashchad bhutam hi vachanam muneh 

 

 

 

And so now you must be certain 

To devote yourself to whatever 

Would serve the needs of others. 

The word of the Able Ones 

Is something infallible, and so 

Later you will see its benefits. 
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c1. An explanation of the benefits themselves 
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Verse 157 
 

 k#;-){-=}+-< m=-#- ò=-=vk 
k;=-8+m-A=-.:->v:-,-,mk 
k=$=-W=-/v,-=v1-0+{-1m,-.k 
k#,=-!0=-8+m-8H:-8>v:-1m-Nm+k 

gelte kyukyi ngadu su 
lendi jepar gyurna ni 

sanggye punsum de minpa 
nekap dindrar gyur misi 

 

AÉiv:yidd< kmR k«t< pUv¡ yid Tvya, 
baEÏ< s<pTsuo< mu®va naÉiv:yidy< dza.157. 

abhavishyadi dam karma kirtam purvam yadi tvaya 
bauddham sampat sukham muktva na-abhavish yadiyam dasha 

 

 

 

If you had at some point in 

The past undertaken this very action, 

Then it's completely impossible 

That you'd be living like this, 

In something so opposite 

To the excellent bliss of Buddhahood. 
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d1. Advice on how we should, therefore, strive 

to cherish others 
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Verse 158 
 

 k+{-0=-8+m-W:-#6,-+#-#m k 
k"v-0-D#-#m-*m#=-.-;k 

k=}+-<m=-$:-84n,-A=-.-W:k 
k+{-06m,-#6,-;8$-#}1=-.:->m=k 

dewe ditar shendak gi  
kuwa trakki tikpa la 

kyukyi ngardzin jepa tar 
deshin shenla-ang gompar gyi 

 

tSma*waNydIye;u zu³zaei[tibNÊ;u, 
ckwR Tvmh<kar< twaNye:vip Éavy.158. 

tasmad yatha-anyadiyeshu shukra shonita bindushu 
chakartha tvam ahankaram tatha-anyeshvapi bhavaya 

 

 

 

As such you must become accustomed 

To thinking of others as you do 

Of yourself when you believe that a couple 

Of drops of semen and blood belonging 

To someone else could ever be 

The person you call yourself. 
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iii. How to proceed in our actions, once we have done so 

 

a) The actual explanation 

 

i) Sending all the good things that we have to others 

 

a1. The actual explanation 

 

Notes: 
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Verse 159 
 

 k#6,->m-K}#-&{,-A=-,=-,mk 
k0+#-#m-;v=-;-%m-'$-0k 
k+{-+$-+{-(m+-J }#=-A=-,=k 
k=}+-<m=-#6,-;-/,-.-]}+k 

shengyi tokchen jene ni 
dakki lula chi nangwa 

dedang de-nyi trokje ne 
kyukyi shenla penpa chu 

 

 

ANydIyírae ÉUTva kaye=iSmn! y*dI]se, 
tÄdevapùTyaw¡ pre_yae ihtmacr.159. 

anyadiyash caro bhutva kayesmin yadya dikshase 

tat tad eva-apahirtya-artham parebhyo hitam acara 
 

 

 

You will take care of others: 

Watch them quietly, 

And then snatch away 

Any particular thing 

That I have in my possession 

And give it away to them. 
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b1. How right it is to feel jealousy for ourselves 
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Verse 160 
 

 k0+#-[m+-#6,-,m-1m-[m+-;k 
k0+#-1*}-#6,-,m-+18-0-+$-k 
k0+#-,m-/,-A {+-#6,-1m,-6{=k 
k0+#-;-J#-+}#-%m=-1m-A {+k 

dakkyi shenni mikyi la 
dakto shenni mawa dang 
dakni penje shenmin she 
dakla trakdok chi mije 

 

 

Ay< suSw> prae Ê>Swae nIcErNyae =ymu½kE>, 
pr> kraeTyy< neit k…é:ve:ya¡ TvmaTmin.160. 

ayam susthah paro duhstho nichair anyo yamuch chakaih 
parah karotyayam neti kurushvershyam tvam atmani 

 

 

 

Why not practice 

Some jealousy for yourself? 

“I should be happy, and others unhappy. 

I should be raised, and others lowered. 

I should be helped, and others should not.” 
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ii) How I should always happily take the lesser position 

while I act for others 

 

a1. Examining our own faults 
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Verse 161 
 

 k0+#-,m-0+{-+$-K;->m=-){k 
k#6,->m-&r#-0#;-0+#-;- }̂:k 
k#$-3|-8+m-,m-%m-A {+-%{=k 

k0+#-#m-[},-;-0K#-.:->m=k 
dakni dedang drel gyi te 

shengyi duk-ngel dakla jor 
gangtse dini chije che 

dakki kyunla takpar gyi 
 

suoa½ CyavyaTman< prÊ>oe inyaejy, 
kday< ik< kraetIit DlmSy inépy.161. 

sukhach cha chyavaya-atmanam para duhkhe niyojaya 
kadayam kim kareti-iti chalamasya nirupaya 

 

 

 

I will see to it that I lose 

Everything that feels good; 

I will see to it that I take on 

Everyone else’s pain. 

I will see to it that I criticize 

All of my own faults, 

Saying to myself at every turn, 

“What do you think you’re doing now?” 
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b1. Admitting what we have done wrong to other living 

beings 
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Verse 162 
 

 k#6,->m=-({=-.-A=-.-9$-k 
k:$-#m-[},-`o-0\w:-A }=-;k 
k0+#-#m-({=-.-&u$-A=-<$-k 
k[{-0}-1$-;-:0-_p-<}#=k 
shengyi nyepa jepa yang 
ranggi kyondu gyurju la 

dakki nyepa chungje kyang 
kyewo mangla rabtu shok  

 

 

ANyenaip k«t< dae;< patyaSyEv mStke, 
ALpmPySy dae;< c àkazy mhamune>.162. 

anyena-api kirtam desham patayasyaiva mastake 
alpam apyasya dosham cha prakashaya maha-amuneh 

 

 

 

And even if others do something wrong, 

I will see to it that I change it around 

So I can take the blame myself. 

Even if I do the very slightest thing wrong, 

I’ll make sure that I admit it 

To as many people as I can. 
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c1. Being happy to take the lesser position 
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 k#6,->m-E#=-.-[#-0I}+-.=k 
k:$-#m-E#=-.-7m;->m=-,},k 
k0+#-,m-K,->m-*-1-W:k 

k+},-M1=-\o,-;-0!};-0:->m=k 
shengyi drakpa hlak  jupe 
ranggi drakpa silgyi nun 
dakni drengyi tama tar 

dunnam kunla k ulwar gyi 
 

 

ANyaixkyzaevadEyRzae=Sy milnIk…é, 
ink«òdasv½ En< sÅvkayeR;u vahy.163. 

anya-adhika yasho vadair yashosya malini kuru 
nikirshta dasavach chainam sattva karyeshu vahaya 

 

 

 

When others begin to get some fame, 

I’ll make sure I add some more, 

And see to it that they outshine 

Whatever fame I might enjoy. 

I will command myself to work 

For every purpose, acting as if 

I were the least of servants. 
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c1. Being happy to take the lesser position 
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Verse 164 
 

 k8+m-,m-[},-%,-:$-06m,-){k 
kQ}-0v:-9},-),-&=-1m-0%}+k 
k8+m-9m-9},-),-%m-,=-<$-k 
k8#=-<$-1m-<{=-+{-W:-> m=k 

dini kyunchen rangshin te 
lobur yunten che mitu 

diyi yunten chine kyang 
ge-kyang mishe detar gyi  

 

 

nagNtukgu[a<zen StuTyae dae;myae ýym!, 
ywa kiíÚ janIyaÌ‚[mSy twa k…é.164. 

na-agantuka guna-anshena stutyo dosha mayo hyayam 
yatha kashchin na janiyad gunam asya tatha kuru 

 

 

 

He is by his very nature 

Wrong; refuse to praise him for 

Some small accidental good. 

See to it that any qualities 

Which he does have aren't detected 

By anyone else at all.
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iii) A brief summary of how we should proceed in actual deeds 
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Verse 165 
 

 k1+}:-,-0+#-#m-+},->m -@ m:k 
k=}+-<m=-#6,-;-#,}+-A=-#$-k 
k#,}+-+{-={1=-%,-+},->m-@ m:k 
k0+#-(m+-;-,m-800-.:->m=k 

dorna dakki dungyi chir 
kyukyi shenla nuje gang 

nude semchen dungyi chir 
daknyi lani bappar gyi 

 

 

s<]epadœ y*daTmaweR pre:vpk«t< Tvya, 
tÄdaTmin sÅvaweR Vysn< ivinpaty.165. 

sang-kshepad yadyad atma-arthe pareshva-apakirtam tvaya 
tat tad atmani sattva-arthe vyasanam vinipataya 

 

 

 

To put it briefly, I will see 

That whatever harm you have ever 

Done to others for my sake 

Now falls instead on me myself, 

And all for the sake 

Of all these living beings. 
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iii) A brief summary of how we should proceed in actual deeds 
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Verse 166 
 

 k8+m-,m-#(8-H#-8>v:-3u;-`ok 
k<{+-0[{+-.:-,m-1m-A-%{k 

k0#-1-#=:-08m-3u;-06m,-`ok 
k$}-3-8'm#=-+$-0&1=-){-06# 

dini nyadrak gyurtsul du 
she kyepar ni mija te 

bakma sarway tsul shindu 
ngotsa jikdang damte shak  

 

 

nEvaeTsahae=Sy datVyae yenay< muorae Évet!, 
SwaPyae nvbxUv&ÄaE ÿItae ÉItae=w s<v&t>.166. 

naivotsahosya datavyo yenayam mukharo bhavet 
sthapyo navabadhu virttau hrito bhitotha samvirtah 

 

 

 

And you will not do all this 

In some crude manner, 

Like a bull in a china shop; 

You will accomplish it subdued, 

With the self-conscious trepidation 

That you find in a new-wed bride. 
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b) Taking command of our minds when we are proceeding in 

actual actions subsequent to exchanging ourselves and 

others 

 

i) How to put a stop to acting carelessly 
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Verse 167 
 

 k+{-A-+{-W:-#,=-A-6m$-k 
k+{-W:-= }+-<m=-1m-A-0k 
k+{-W:-8+m-,m-+0$-A-%{k 
k+{-;=-8+=-,-3:-#%+-Ak 

deja detar neja shing 
detar kyukyi mijawa 
detar dini wangja te 
dele dena tsarche ja 

 

 

@v< k…é:v itòEv< n ktRVyimd< Tvya, 
@vme;> vz> kayaeR in¢aýStdit³me.167. 

evam kurushva tishtaivam na kartavyam idam tvaya 
evam eshah vashah karyo nigrahyas tad atikrame 

 

 

 

“Do this, and do it this way; 

And that you shall not do.” 

Take control of him in this way, 

And cut him off if he strays. 
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b) Taking command of our minds when we are proceeding in 

actual actions subsequent to exchanging ourselves and 

others 

 

i) How to put a stop to acting carelessly 
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Verse 168 
 

 k8},-){-+{-W:-#+1=-<$-,mk 
k={1=-=}+-+{-W:-1m-A {+-,k 
k=}+-;-({=-.-\o,-0%{,-.=k 
k=}+-(m+-3:-#%+-A-0:-7+k 

unte detar damkyang ni 
semkyu detar mije na 
kyula nyepa kun tenpe 

kyu-nyi tsarche jawar se 
 

AwEvmuCymane=ip icÄ< ned< kir:yis, 
Tvamev in¢hI:yaim svRdae;aStdaiïta>.168. 

athaivam uchyamanepi chittam nedam karishyasi 
tvam eva nigrahishyami sarva doshas tad ashritah 

 

 

 

And if I advise you thus, my mind, 

But you still refuse 

To do what I tell you, 

Then I will simply put an end 

To you, since you are the root 

Of every problem there is. 
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ii) The problems caused by applying ourselves only to our 

own needs 

 

 a1. Discarding the habit of working only for our own 

purposes, once we have contemplated the problems 

of acting this way 
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Verse 169 
 

 k=}+-<m=-"}-0}-#:-0T#-.8mk 
k#},->m - ò=-+{-#6,-9m,-){k 
k$=-1*}$-+-=}+-#$-`o-8E}k 
k=}+-<m -H {#=-.-\o,-#6}1-Ak 

kyukyi kowo gar lakpay 
ngungyi dude shen yinte 

ngetong dakyu gangdu dro 
kyukyi drekpa kun shomja 

 

Kv yaSyis mya †ò> svRdpaRiÚhiNm te, 
ANyae=saE pUvRk> kalSTvya yÇaiSm naizt>.169. 

kva yasyasi maya dirshtah sarva darpan nihanmi te 
anyosau purvakah kalas tvaya yatra-asmi na-ashitah 

 

 

 

In the past you’ve ruined 

My entire life; but now 

Those days are done. 

I know you now; where 

Will you run?  It’s time 

To smash your arrogance. 
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          b1. Applying ourselves to the needs of others 
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Verse 170 
 

 k+- ò$-0+#-;-:$-#m-+},k 
k9}+-$1-={1=-.-+{-+}:-%m# 

k0+#-#m=-#6,-;-=}+-02~$-#m=k 
k[}-0:-1-={1=-6}-<-/v;k 
dadung dakla ranggi dun 

yu-nyam sempa dedor chik 
dakki shenla kyutsong gi 

kyowar masem shosha pul 
 

A*aPyiSt mm SvawR #Tyaza< Tyj sa<àtm!, 
Tv< iv³Itae myaNye;u b÷oedmicNtyn!.170. 

adyapyasti mama sva-artha ityasham tyaja sampratam 
tvam vikrito maya-anyeshu bahu khedam achintayam 

 

 

 

From now on you will have to give up 

The idea that you have 

Anything to work for for yourself. 

I have sold you now to others; 

Don’t be discouraged, 

Now earn your keep. 
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          b1. Applying ourselves to the needs of others 
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Verse 171 
 

 k#;-){-0#-1{+->v:-,=-=}+k 
k={1=-%,-M1=-;-1-A m,-,k 
k=}+-<m=-"}-0}-+B;-0-9mk 
kNs$-1-M1=-;-A m,-`o-${=k 

gelte bakme gyurne kyu 
semchen namla majin na 
kyukyi kowo nyelwa yi  

sungma namla jindu nge 
 

Tva< sÅve;u n daSyaim yid nam àmadt>, 
Tv< ma< nrkpale;u àdaSyis n s<zy>.171. 

tvam sattveshu na dasyami yadi nama pramadatah 
tvam mam naraka paleshu pradasyasi na sanshayah 

 

 

 

lf, I happen to forget myself, 

And fail to give you away 

To every other living being, 

Then you will surely 

Deliver me to those 

Who guard the realms of hell. 
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          c1. A brief summary 
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Verse 172 
 

 k+{-W:-= }+-<m=-:{-W-6m# 

k"}-0}-A m,-.=-9v,-:m$=-&r#k 
k$-,m-"},-M1=-H,-A=-){k 

k=}+-<m=-:$-+},-={1=-.-#6}1k 
detar kyukyi reta shik 

kowo jinpe yunring duk  
gnani kunnam drenje te 

kyukyi rangdun sempa shom 
 

@v< canekxa dTva Tvyah< Vyiwtiírm!, 
inhiNm SvawRceq< Tva< tain vEra{ynuSmrn!.172. 

evam cha-anekadha datva tvaya-aham vyathitash chiram 
nihanmi sva-artha chetam tvam tani vairanyanusmaran 

 

 

 

In fact you have already 

Dragged me this way to them 

Many times over. 

I haven’t forgotten the fights we’ve had; 

It’s time for you to kill this habit 

Of worrying about your needs. 
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          c1. A brief summary 
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Verse 173 
 
 

k+{-%{-0+#-,m-+#8-8+}+-,k 
k:$-;-0+#-#m=-+#:-1m-Ak 
k+{-%{-0+#-,m-0Ns$-8+}+-,k 
k#6,-+#-K#-_p-0Ns$-0:-Ak 

dete dakni gadu na 
rangla dakki gar mija 
dete dakni sungdu na 

shendak taktu sungwar ja 
 

n ktRVyaTmin àIityR*aTmàIitriSt te, 
y*aTma ri]tVyae=y< ri]tVyae n yuJyte.173. 

na kartavya-atmani pritir yadya-atma pritir asti te 
yadya-atma rakshitavyoyam rakshitavyo na yujyate 

 

 

 

All that time I made myself unhappy, 

Trying to make myself happy. 

All this time I’ll watch out for others, 

And finally watch out for myself. 
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IN-DEPTH COURSE III 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
Exploring the Border Between You and Me 
 

Answer Key, Class One 
 
1) For this in-depth course on the practice of exchanging self and others from Master 
Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, we will be utilizing two important 
commentaries—one from ancient India, and another from Tibet.  Name each of them, 
their author, and the authors’ dates.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks, also add these 
languages, respectively.) 
 
 

a) [The Sanskrit commentary is The Commentary to Difficult Points in 
the “Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life,” by Prajnakara Mati (c. 1000 
AD) 
 
{Bodhicarya#vata#ra Pan~jika# | Prajn~a#karamati |} 

 
 

b) [The Tibetan commentary is Entry Point for Children of the Victorious 
Buddhas, by Gyaltsab Je Darma Rinchen (1364-1432) 
 
{RGYAL SRAS ‘JUG NGOGS, RGYAL TSAB RJE DAR MA RIN 
CHEN,}] 
 

 
2) The practice of exchanging self and others has a sister practice.  Name this practice, 
and then give four reasons why Master Shantideva teaches the two in the chapter that 
he does.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks also name the two practices in these languages.) 
 

[The sister practice for the practice of exchanging self and others is the 
practice of treating yourself and others the same.  These are both part of 
a larger subject on how to engage in the practice of meditative stillness, 
or shamatha.  This itself appears in the eighth chapter of A Guide to the 
Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, which is devoted to the fifth of the six 
perfections: the perfection of deep meditation. 
 
This chapter has three major sections: advice from Master Shantideva on 
why we should develop the ability to meditate deeply; methods of 
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eliminating obstacles to meditative stillness; and finally how to attain 
this stillness. 
 
First of all it is essential to say that meditative stillness is the one and 
only platform from which we can achieve the direct perception of 
emptiness.  Master Shantideva, and other great teachers such as Master 
Kamalashila and Je Tsongkapa, teach that the very root of the ability to 
go into meditative stillness is the Wish for enlightenment (bodhichitta).  
There are a number of reasons for this; here we’ll name four.] 
 
(a) [First of all, the ability to meditate deeply is—like all other 
objects—a projection of the karmic seeds in our mind.  Meditative 
stillness is an extraordinarily high spiritual achievement, and the Wish 
for enlightenment provides the necessary good karma to see ourselves 
possess this stillness.] 
 
(b) [If we do gain the true desire to reach the diamond body and mind of 
an angel who can appear on every world to help all beings, then we 
will automatically be inspired to work hard to attain meditative 
stillness, knowing that the task of transforming our body and mind 
requires the direct perception of emptiness, which cannot happen 
without the meditative platform upon which it is based: that is, 
meditative stillness.] 
 
(c) [Once we begin to make serious progress in obtaining the causes to 
attain our Angelhood—two of the main causes being meditative stillness 
itself (shamatha), and the extraordinary vision of reality 
(vipashyana)—then we will surely start to attract extraordinary 
spiritual obstacles.  The Wish for enlightenment is famous as an 
ultimately effective protection against these obstacles.] 
 
(d) [The whole purpose of attaining stillness is to achieve our 
enlightenment.  And the whole purpose of attaining enlightenment is to 
help and serve others.  Thus, the most important subject of meditation is 
love for others.] 
 
[The Tibetan and Sanskrit names for the two practices are: 
 
Treating yourself and others the same: 
 
{BDAG GZHAN MNYAM PA,} 
 
{para#tmasamata#} 
 
Exchanging self and others: 
 
{BDAG GZHAN BRJE BA,} 
{para#tmaparivartana}] 
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3) Describe how Master Prajnakara Mati speaks of which of these two sister practices 
comes first; then discuss this order a bit. 
 

[Master Prajnakara Mati makes a point that first we learn to treat 
ourselves and others the same, and then secondly we learn to exchange 
ourselves and others.  Treating each other the same means understanding 
how others want happiness, and want to avoid pain, just the same as I 
do.  Exchanging myself and others can mean learning to be “selfish” for 
someone else, hoping that they will get all the good things and I will 
get none.  It would almost seem that the first cannot be perfected until 
we overcome the “selfishness” of the second.] 

 
 
4) As Master Shantideva begins to explain what it means to treat oneself and others the 
same, the “other guy” makes the objection that we could never learn to think of all the 
many different kinds of living beings there are as being “me.”  Explain how the Master 
counters this objection, quoting the appropriate verse.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks in 
these languages.) 
 

[Master Shantideva compares the multitude of living beings to the 
different parts of our own body: hands, feet, and the rest.  Even though 
the hand is nothing like the foot, we learn to think of them and the rest 
of our body as a single unit, a community which constitutes a single 
interest: “me.”  As such we can just as well learn to think of all living 
beings, despite how different they are all, as a single entity: “me.” 
 
The relevant verse is: 
 
               There are many separate parts, the hands 
               And all the rest, but we dearly care 
               For them all, as a single body. 
               Just so shall I work for the happiness of every different being, 
               Treating all as equal, all as one, 
               Thinking of their joy and pain as if it were my own.  
 
{,LAG PA LA SOGS DBYE BA RNAM MANG YANG, 
,YONGS SU BSRUNG BYA'I LUS SU GCIG PA LTAR, 
,DE BZHIN 'GRO BA THA DAD BDE SDUG DAG 
,THAMS CAD BDAG BZHIN BDE BA 'DOD MNYAM GCIG ,} 
 
{hastàdibhedena bahuprakàraþ 
kàyo yathaikaþ paripàlanãyaþ  & 
tathà jagadbhinnamabhinnaduþkha- 
sukhàtmakaü sarvamidaü tathaiva }] 

 
 
5) Perhaps the most common objection to the idea that I should treat others as I treat 
myself is the idea that, since someone else’s pain does not directly hurt me, then I must 
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naturally find myself unable to care for them in the same way that I care for myself.  
How does Master Shantideva answer this objection? 
 

[It is true that the pain of others does not hurt me directly; but that is 
only “me” as I conceive of myself at present.  Once I learn to expand my 
idea of “me” to every other living being, then their pain will hurt me as 
much as “my” pain hurts me now.] 

 
 
6) State the logical proof that Master Shantideva presents to demonstrate that we must 
work to remove the suffering of others.  (Tibetan and Sanskrit in these languages.) 
 

[Consider the pain of other living beings. 
It is something that I should stop; 
Because it is suffering. 
It is, for example, like the suffering that I experience myself. 
 
{SEMS CAN GZHAN GYI SDUG BSNGAL CHOS CAN, 
BDAG GIS BSAL BAR RIGS TE, 
SDUG BSNGAL YIN PA’I PHYIR, 
DPER NA BDAG GI SDUG BSNGAL BZHIN NO,} 
 
The Sanskrit is reconstructed: 
 
{anyadu:kham dharmi| 
maya# hantavyam yujyate| 
du:khatva#t| 
a#tmadu:khavat|} 
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IN-DEPTH COURSE III 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
Exploring the Border Between You and Me 
 

Answer Key, Class Two 
 
1) Several verses here in the section on exchanging self and others contain a 
high spiritual principle which has been a cornerstone of the teachings of His 
Holiness the current Dalai Lama.  State that principle. 
 

[Myself and all other living beings are exactly the same in 
wanting happiness, and in not wanting pain.  Therefore it is 
completely proper that I should work equally to obtain 
happiness for myself and all others, and equally to remove my 
own and all other people’s pain.] 

 
 
2) Now give the two verses in which Master Shantideva originally expresses 
this principle.  (Sansksrit and Tibetan track in these languages.) 

 
[Given the fact that both myself 
And others are exactly the same 
In wanting happiness, 
What difference could there ever be 
Between us, what reason that I work 
Only for happiness for myself? 
 
{,GANG TSE BDAG DANG GZHAN GNYI GA 
,BDE BA 'DOD DU MTSUNGS PA LA, 
,BDAG DANG KHYAD PAR CI YOD NA, 
,GANG PHYIR BDAG GCIG BDE BAR BRTZON,} 
 
{yadà mama pareùàü ca tulyameva sukhaü priyam  & 
tadàtmanaþ ko vi÷eùo yenàtraiva sukhodyamaþ} 
 
Given the fact that both myself 
And others are exactly the same 
In not wanting pain, 
What difference could there ever be 
Between us, what reason that I protect 
Myself and not all others? 
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{,GANG TSE BDAG DANG GZHAN GNYI GA 
,SDUG BSNGAL MI 'DOD MTSUNGS PA LA, 
,BDAG DANG KHYAD PAR CI YOD NA, 
,GANG PHYIR GZHAN MIN BDAG SRUNG BYED,} 
 
{yadà mama pareùàü ca bhayaü duþkhaü ca na priyam  & 
tadàtmanaþ ko vi÷eùo yattaü rakùàmi netaram} 

 
 

3) At this point, the “other guy” returns again with the objection that, since other 
people’s pain doesn’t hurt me, then it’s not something that I have to stop.   Master 
Shantideva first counters this objection with an idea about how we consider ourselves 
over time.  Explain. 
 

[Master Shantideva says that, if we are only concerned about our own 
pain and not others’, then logically we should not be concerned about 
our own future pain.  In one way, he’s talking about problems we might 
have this evening, or else when we have grown old.  In another sense 
he’s referring to how real dharma practitioners avoid doing bad karma 
in this life because they know how they will suffer from it in their 
future life.  This shows that we consider our future selves ourselves, 
expanding our sense of who “I” am to something beyond my immediate 
self.  By this same logic, we should be able to expand “me” to others, 
and seek to avoid the suffering of this new, bigger “me.”] 

 
 
4) Master Shantideva then uses an argument based not on how we view ourselves over 
time, but rather as parts, in the present moment.  Explain. 
 

[We not only extend the border of “me” to our future selves, but to many 
different individual parts of ourselves even in the present moment.  For 
example, our hand will pull a thorn out of our foot, even though the 
thorn is not hurting the hand.] 

 
 
5) At this point in the verses, the “other guy” defends himself by saying that he takes 
care of “himself” in whichever way he happens to think of “himself.”  How does this set 
him up for the practice of exchanging self and others? 
 

[He is admitting that the definition of “me” is a fluid thing, which we 
define from our own side; it is not something innately fixed, for 
example, as something that ends at my skin.  This prepares him mentally 
for the idea of extending the border of “me” to include other people, as 
a conscious decision.] 

 
 
6) Master Shantideva next says that, since “me” is like a string of beads, or an army, 
then there’s no sense in trying to take care of “me.”  Explain his logic. 
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[The string of beads here stands for “me” over a number of days or 
years: I take the “me” of many separate moments and think of them all 
together as “me” over a period of time, in the way that we call a handful 
of beads on a string a “rosary.”  The army here stands for “me” in the 
moment: I take my arms and legs and torso and head; lump them all 
together; and call it “me”—in the same way a large number of individual 
soldiers are thought of as an army.  We’ve said already that how many 
things I lump together and think of as “me” at any given time is 
something I can make a decision about.  Ultimately though even this 
“decision” is not under my control: I constantly define myself, and even 
decide to change this definition, only so far as the karmic seeds in my 
mind allow me to.  We cannot control, in the present moment, either our 
happiness or even what “me” is.  We can only be good to others, and 
thereby plant seeds that will bring us happiness, and allow us to care 
even more for others, in the future.] 

 
 
7)  Explain what the words “that” and “it” in verse 101 here refer to. 
 

[The word “that” here refers to a “me” or a “self”; which is to say, there 
is no “self” to a suffering being—meaning there is no suffering being 
that comes from his or her own side.  The “it” refers to the suffering or 
happiness that they would wish to control.] 

 
 
8) Is there a difference between my pain and other people’s pain? 
 

[We do perceive a difference between our pain and other people’s pain, 
but it’s important to admit that this difference is only perceived, and not 
something which is automatic or natural.  Since the difference is only a 
perception, it can be changed—especially if changing it would bring 
happiness to all of us.] 
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IN-DEPTH COURSE III 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
Exploring the Border Between You and Me 
 
Answer Key, Class Three 
 
1) In the section of the chapter just completed, Master Shantideva has advised the 
“other guy” that—if he refuses to take care of the needs of others as he does his own 
needs—then by logic he shouldn’t take care of his own needs either.  How does the 
“other guy” respond to this, and what is Master Shantideva’s reply? 
 

[The “other guy” says that it makes no sense to “work extra for more 
pain”: to purposely bring myself more trouble by attempting to take care 
of everyone else’s needs the way I do my own.  Master Shantideva 
replies that—if you really think about all the pain going on in the 
world—then concerning yourself directly with this pain could never 
feel like a lot of suffering.] 

 
 
2) Quote the verse in which Master Shantideva introduces the idea of sacrifice.  
(Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks in these languages.) 
 

[Master Shantideva introduces the idea of sacrifice in the verse: 
 
If a single suffering could act 
To stop a great many sufferings, 
Then those who have love 
Would want nothing else 
Than to embrace it, for the sake 
Of themselves and others. 
 
{,GAL TE SDUG BSNGAL GCIG GIS NI, 
,SDUG BSNGAL MANG PO MED 'GYUR NA, 
,BRTZE DANG LDAN PAS SDUG BSNGAL DE, 
,RANG DANG GZHAN LA BSKYED BYA NYID,} 
 
{bahånàmekaduþkhena yadi duþkhaü vigacchati  & 
utpàdyameva tadduþkhaü sadayena paràtmanoþ //}] 

 
 
3) Why is the idea of sacrificing oneself for others not a sacrifice? 
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 [As Master Shantideva says, “we embrace others’ sufferings for the sake 
of both ourselves and others.”  The decision to incur suffering for 
ourselves in order to remove the sufferings of others is in fact the 
highest form of good karma; and so it can only bring us ultimate 
happiness, and is no sacrifice at all.] 

 
 
4) Master Shantideva refers to the story of the bodhisattva monk called “Lovely Flower 
of the Moon,” but he doesn’t relate this story to us.  Describe what happened to Lovely 
Flower; give his name in Sanskrit and Tibetan; and give the name of the book in which 
his story is found. 
 

[The story of the bodhisattva monk “Lovely Flower of the Moon” (Tib: 
Metok Dadze {ME TOG ZLA MDZES}, Skt: Supushpa Chandra 
{Supus%pacandra}) is found in found in The King of Concentration 
Sutra (Samadhi Raja Sutra).  In the story, a king named Shuradatta 
begins to repress the Dharma in his country.  Lovely Flower is a teacher 
in the local monastery; during the repression, he and the other monks 
escape to the forest.  But Lovely Flower cannot bear to think that the 
people of the country, and of the king’s court, will continue in their 
wrong view.  Although the other monks attempt to stop him, he goes to 
the court and begins to teach, winning the hearts of many, including the 
queens of the King.  The King then becomes jealous, and orders that 
Lovely Flower’s eyes be plucked out, and that his ears, nose, hands, legs, 
and other parts be cut off.  The bodhisattva’s dead body blazes in light 
for days after his death; the King repents, and builds a stupa in his 
honor.  At the end of the story, Lord Buddha reveals that he himself was 
the King, in a former life, and went to the Hell Without Respite for his 
evil deed.  The story of Lovely Flower thus becomes a example 
throughout the years for sacrificing oneself, as one, in order to remove 
the pain of the many.] 

 
 
5) Master Shantideva, at this point, says “Why would you ever want freedom?”  What 
on earth could he mean? 
 

[Master Shantideva is saying that the bliss of serving every other living 
being is infinitely greater even than the happiness of reaching nirvana—
the great pleasure of eliminating one’s own negative thoughts forever.  
Master Prajnya Akaramati calls this bliss the “ultimate delicious” 
(rochok in Tibetan), and says that bodhisattvas get so wrapped in it that 
as they achieve enlightenment they hardly any notice.  Master Gyaltsab 
Je says this is true especially once we realize that all other living beings 
are our own Mother.] 

 
 
6) Master Shantideva says in a verse here that bodhisattvas “never hope for some 
karmic reward.”  Clarify this statement from both a worldly and an ultimate 
standpoint. 
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[Master Prajna Akaramati clarifies this statement in his commentary.  It is 
not the point that we should never hope for a karmic reward in the sense 
that we cannot hope that the karma of our actions will make us an 
enlightened being who can serve all other living beings.  It is the same 
even for worldly results of our karma: it’s fine to hope and expect 
money for example from having given money to others, if we intend to 
use this money to help others.] 

 
 
7) How does Master Shantideva then summarize the entire section on working to treat 
others in the same way that we treat ourselves? 
 

[He says that we should learn to empathize with others, and to protect 
them from things they don’t want, to exactly the same degree that we 
cherish and protect ourselves—even down to making sure that we are 
not subjected to the slightest unkind word from another person.] 
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IN-DEPTH COURSE III 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
Exploring the Border Between You and Me 
 

Answer Key, Class Four 
 
1) At this point in the text, Master Shantideva repeats his teaching that the force of habit 
is so strong that, with practice, we can get good at anything.  Why has he brought this 
point up? 
 

[We are on the verge in the text where we go from the step of treating 
others and ourselves the same to the step of exchanging ourselves and 
others.  The “other guy” in the book has said that the first step is so 
difficult that he doesn’t see how he could achieve the second.  Master 
Shantideva replies that practice makes perfect.] 

 
 
2) Conceptually, the most important step in the entire exercise of working with the 
border between others and ourselves comes now in the text, where we try to move into 
another person’s body.  How does the switch from the first step of our practice (treating 
ourselves and others the same) to the second step (exchanging each other) happen? 
 

[The “other guy” has been moaning about how difficult it is to treat 
himself and other people exactly the same.  And so Master Shantideva 
presents an extraordinary suggestion: instead of trying to treat others 
the same as I treat myself, why not just make others myself?  Then I can 
go on watching out for Number One, and automatically be taking care of 
everyone else too.] 

 
 
3) Master Shantideva next says that we should “Come to understand that for myself it’s 
wrong, but for all others it’s an ocean of fine qualities.”  What is the “it” here? 
 

[The “it” refers to our habit of cherishing ourselves.  This is something 
very undesirable to do towards ourselves, but it is very desirable to do 
towards ourselves when we are everybody else too.] 
 

 
4) At this point in the text, the “other guy” complains that there are just too many other 
people around for me to switch places with all of them: it would be just too much to 
keep his mind on.  How does Master Shantideva counter this objection? 
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 [Master Shantideva replies that we should reflect on the great number 
of parts to our body: arms, legs, toes, fingers, every single organ inside.  
And yet we manage to think of them all as one unit—“me”—and we 
manage to take care of each one of them individually, watching out that 
they get what they want and are protected from problems.  This proves 
that we have the capacity to do this with large numbers of other people.] 

 
 
5) Master Shantideva then says that we do manage to think of our bodies as ourselves, 
even though they are not ourselves.  Aren’t they ourselves? 
 

[I am me, and my body is me.  What Master Shantideva is saying here is 
that I am not myself in the way I always thought.  The “me” that I 
always thought that I was doesn’t exist at all.  This is because it is a “me” 
which comes from its own side, and is not an artificial creation of my 
own mind.  The way my mind creates this “me” is that I perceive 
different parts of me, and then I project a “me” onto them.  Exactly what 
kind of “me” I project onto myself is determined by the seeds already 
present in my mind.  Exactly what seeds I have is determined by whether 
or not I have taken care of others.] 

 
 
6) Master Shantideva says that, once we have exchanged ourselves with others, then we 
can work for others and not have any feelings of pride or self-importance.  Explain why 
this is true. 
 

[Since we have already exchanged ourselves and others, then now when 
we work for others we are actually working for ourselves, and so there 
is no reason to feel that other people would be amazed or impressed by 
what we do.] 

 
 
7) Once we have exchanged ourselves and others, we can also avoid any desire for a 
future karmic result only for ourselves, from helping others.  Quote the half a verse 
with which this point is made.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks in those languages also.) 
 

[The relevant half of a verse is: 
 
You don’t expect congratulations 
From yourself whenever you eat 
Your dinner for yourself. 
 
{,BDAG NYID KYIS NI ZAS ZOS NAS, 
,LAN LA RE BA MI ‘BYUNG BZHIN,} 
 
{àtmànaü bhojayitvaiva phalà÷à na ca jàyate} 
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8) At this point in the text, Master Shantideva mentions the fact that the enlightened 
being named Loving Eyes (Avalokiteshvara, or Chenresik in Tibetan) has instructed his 
followers that—if they are ever in even the slightest trouble—then they can call on his 
name, and it will help them.  How does this relate to the subject we’re covering? 
 

[The point is that a very high, enlightened being has taken the trouble to 
provide a practice to us which we can use even when we are the least bit 
troubled or sad.  In the verse before this, Master Shantideva has said 
that we should learn to protect all other beings from even the slightest 
unkind word, because this usually how we watch out for ourselves: we 
take great pains to avoid even the slightest problem that would affect 
us, and tend to ignore even great needs that others have.  The point is 
that we should exchange this concern—have it instead for other 
people—just the way that Loving Eyes has obviously exchanged it 
already.] 
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IN-DEPTH COURSE III 
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Answer Key, Class Five 
 
1) Quote the verse in which Master Shantideva describes the highest of all secret 
practices.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks in these languages also.) 
 

Here is the verse in which Master Shantideva describes the highest of all 
secret practices: 
 
Anyone who really wants 
To quickly reach some shelter for 
Themselves and every other being 
Must exchange themselves and others; 
Must carry out the very highest 
Of every secret practice. 
 
,GANG ZHIG BDAG DANG GZHAN RNAMS NI, 
,MYUR DU BSKYAB PAR 'DOD PA DES, 
,BDAG DANG GZHAN DU BRJE BYA BA, 
,GSANG BA'I DAM PA SPYAD PAR BYA, 
 

a#tma#naM ca para#Mshcaiva yah% shi#ghraM tra#tumicchati / 

sa caretparamaM guhyaM para#tmaparivartanam // 
 
 
2) Master Prajnyakara Mati clarifies this verse, saying that the words “highest of every 
secret practice” refer to the practice of exchanging oneself and others.  He goes on to 
explain why we might want to keep the practice secret.  Describe his position. 
 

About why the practice of exchanging self and others might be 
considered secret, Master Prajnyakara Mati says that, first of all, people 
who do not have a karmic propensity for this practice might be 
frightened or disturbed when they think about doing it.  (This also 
implies that if we did it really well, it might actually be a little 
overwhelming.)  He then says that people like this might furthermore 
come to disrespect the practice, and then cause themselves to take a 
rebirth later in the realms of hell.  He concludes by saying that the 
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practice of exchanging ourselves and others must definitely be done 
with great respect and honor for the whole idea.  As a general rule, our 
good deeds are also more powerful if we can learn to do them 
anonymously. 

 
 
3) Master Shantideva describes our body as “the true enemy.”  In what sense is this 
true, and in what sense is it not? 
 

Master Prajnyakara Mati clarifies what Master Shantideva means when 
he says that the body is our true enemy.  He says that the very essence of 
an enemy is someone who makes us afraid.  If we look at all the physical 
fears we have in the world—being bitten by a snake, being mugged and 
beaten by a thief—they are all caused by our attachment to our body: I 
am afraid that my body will be hurt.  Since the body creates all these 
little fears, it is the source of all fear, and thus our greatest enemy.  At 
the same time, we need this body to carry us through our life, to reach 
our final goal.  And only a human body such as the one that we possess 
has all the necessary elements that enable us to practice the secret 
teachings—such as yoga—and turn into a being of light.  As such, our 
body is a priceless opportunity. 

 
 
4) Master Shantideva introduces here the problem of cherishing oneself, describing how 
we kill animals for example “in order to cure the illness of the body.”  What is the 
difference between cherishing oneself and holding on to oneself as self-existent?  Are 
they connected?  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks, give the two words in these languages 
also.) 
 

Cherishing oneself is taking care of oneself at the expense of others.  It 
stems from the habit of holding onto oneself as self-existent: thinking 
that we and the things that we need and enjoy do not come from how we 
treat other people.  Cherishing oneself is called rang chendzin {RANG 
GCES ‘DZIN,} in Tibetan, and atmanupurva {a#tma#nupu#rva} in 
Sanskrit.  Holding on to oneself as being self-existent is called 
dakndzin {BDAG ‘DZIN,} in Tibetan, and atmabhava {a#tmabha#va} in 
Sanskrit. 

 
 
5) Cherishing oneself causes all of the lesser negative deeds that we do, and as Master 
Shantideva points out, can also cause some drastic negative deeds that might lead us to 
a birth in the realms of hell.  Give the two examples of drastic negative deeds which he 
mentions. 
 

Under the influence of cherishing ourselves, we might even kill our 
parents—or at least wish that they might die soon—in order to obtain 
their wealth, through inheritance.  This is a particularly powerful 
negative karma, because it is our parents who have granted us the body 
and mind with which we can attain niravana and enlightenment.  If our 
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cherishing ourselves manifests as an improper need or desire for money, 
then it may drive ourselves even to take for ourselves funds that have 
been dedicated to spiritual purposes.  Both of these deeds would have 
the result of throwing us, after death, into the realms of hell. 

 
 
6) Quote the famous verse about how we should think whenever any material benefit 
comes to us—say, for example, a paycheck. 
 

Any time we obtain something, we should immediately consider whether 
we should give it to someone else who might need it, or use it for 
ourselves.  The verse here goes as follows: 
 
Thinking of yourself and saying, 
"If I give, what will I have 
For me?" is nothing but demonic. 
To think of others and to say, 
"If I use this for myself, 
What will I give?" is Angel Dharma. 
 
,GAL TE BYIN NA CI SPYAD CES, 
,BDAG DON SEMS PA 'DRE YI TSUL, 
,GAL TE SPYAD NA CI SBYIN CES, 
,GZHAN DON SEMS PA LHA YI CHOS, 
 
yadi da#sya#mi kiM bhoks%ya itya#tma#rthe pisha#cata# / 

yadi bhoks%ye kiM dada#mi#ti para#rthe devara#jata# // 
 
 
7) This last verse, about deciding what to do with the money and things that come to 
us, is a good example of how the ancient Sanskrit texts were translated in different 
ways, by different Tibetan translators, many centuries ago.  Explain. 
 

The English words “Angel Dharma” here (hla yi chu {LHA YI CHOS} in 
Tibetan) are literally “kingship of the gods” in the original Sanskrit 
(deva rajata {devara#jata#}).  We know from Master Prajnyakara Mati’s 
commentary here that he was working from a different translation, 
because he explains that “those who work only for the benefit of others 
are like the King of the Gods.”  We should note however that the 
versions of the master Tibetan translators of the past are extraordinarily 
pure and accurate; just that a translator cannot always convey multiple 
meanings of a single word from another language through a single 
word in their own language. 

 
 
8) Master Shantideva says that the karmic result of depriving others for our own 
desires is to suffer in lower births such as the hell realms.  What does he list as the 
karmic result of depriving ourselves for the desires of others?  
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He says that, if we deprive ourselves for others, then we will come to 
attain every excellent thing there is.  So in a sense, depriving ourselves 
for the sake of others is anything but depriving ourselves. 

 
 
9) Master Shantideva says that “the desire to be better than others brings us lower 
births, lowness, and idiocy.”  Explain the distinction between these three results. 
 

The desire to exalt ourselves at the expense of others first of all can 
throw us into one of the lower births, as an animal, a craving spirit, or a 
hell-being.  Even if we are reborn as a human, we might be “low” in the 
sense of being born into an impoverished area of the world, or in a 
particularly weak or unattractive body.  The word “idiocy” here refers 
to a mental result, of becoming unintelligent.  Master Prajnakara Mati 
notes here how powerful a mental karma can be—the simple wish to 
excel at the expense of others—in producing both physical and mental 
results. 

 
 
10) Give, in English, the famous verse here about where the happiness and the pain of 
the world come from. 
 

The English of the verse is: 
 
The total amount of happiness 
That exists in the world has come from 
Wanting to make others happy. 
The total amount of suffering 
That exists in the world has come from 
Wanting to make yourself happy. 
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Answer Key, Class Six 
 
1) Quote the famous verse about the different results that come from cherishing 
ourselves and cherishing others. 
 

The famed verse about the different results that come from cherishing 
ourselves and cherishing others is the following: 
 
What need is there for many words? 
The children of the world 
Work for their own sake; 
The able Buddhas do their labor 
For the sake of others. 
Come and see the difference. 
 
{,MANG DU BSHAD LTA CI ZHIG DGOS, 
,BYIS PA RANG GI DON BYED DANG, 
,THUB PA GZHAN GYI DON MDZAD PA, 
,'DI GNYIS KYI NI KHYAD PAR LTOS,} 
 
bahuna# va# kimuktena dr%shyata#midamantaram / 
sva#rtha#rthinashca ba#lasya muneshca#nya#rthaka#rin%ah% // 

 
 
2) Master Shantideva warns us that we can never attain enlightenment if we fail to 
master the practice of exchanging ourselves and others.  The “other guy” then says: 
“That’s okay!  I don’t need to get enlightened, I just want to be comfortable in this life.”  
How does the Master then reply? 
 

Master Shantideva then replies that, unless we practice exchanging 
ourselves and others, then “Even here in the cycle of life there is no 
happiness.” 
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3) Master Shantideva says that, if we fail to exchange ourselves and others, then “Those 
whose duty it is to serve you will do none of their work; and those masters you serve 
will never pay.”  Explain the deeper meaning of this verse. 
 

The deeper meaning of this verse is that—if workers fail to do their 
work—then both the workers and those who manage them will suffer, 
since whatever they are producing will then not be produced.  We are 
supposed to be bodhisattvas who are working for every other being, as 
their servant.  If we fail to be good servants, then neither we nor the 
living beings that we work for will get the enlightenment that we are 
producing together. 

 
 
4) Master Shantideva says that “The ignorant throw away the excellent joy that brings 
one happiness.”  How do the two commentators—Masters Prajnyakara Mati and 
Gyaltsab Je—describe what “ignorant” means here? 
 

Master Gyaltsab Je describes the “ignorant” people here as “infants who 
are totally ignorant about the way that pain and suffering work.”  
(“Infants” of course is also a code word for people who have not yet 
seen ultimate reality directly.)  Master Prajnyakara Mati says that they 
are “people who don’t know the difference between what will or will 
not help themselves and others.” 

 
 
5) Quote the famous verse about not being able to let go of fire.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan 
tracks, also quote in your language.) 
 

The famous verse about not being able to let go of fire goes like this: 
 
Until the day that you give up 
Your own self, you'll not be able 
To stop the suffering. 
Until the day that you let go 
Of fire, you will not be able 
To stop your hand from burning. 
 
{,BDAG NYID YONGS SU MA BTANG NA, 
,SDUG BSNGAL SPANG BAR MI NUS TE, 
,JI LTAR ME NI MA BTANG NA, 
,SREG PA SPONG BAR MI NUS BZHIN,} 
 
a#tma#namaparityajya duh%khaM tyaktuM na shakyate / 
yatha#gnimaparityajya da#haM tyaktuM na shakyate // 
 

 
6) In what two senses must we “give up our own self,” so that we will be able by 
ourselves to eliminate the pain of every living being? 
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In one sense we have to give up ourselves by switching places with 
others, and working for their sake with the same fervor that we work for 
our own.  In another, more important sense, we have to give up our 
mistaken idea of who we are: we have to see that whatever good comes 
to us can only come by serving the needs of others. 

 
 
7) Master Shantideva advises us to say two things to our mind: one about who we 
belong to, and one about what the mind is allowed to think about.  Explain these two 
things. 
 

Master Shantideva says that we should tell our mind that “now I am a 
person who belongs to everybody else,” and that “from now on, mind, 
you are not allowed to have a single thought about anything other than 
what helps every other living being.” 

 
 
8) Master Shantideva says that “It’s wrong to look with eyes belonging to another,” 
and “wrong to look with eyes that are working for them.”  What three things does he 
mean by this? 
 

We have committed to be the servants of every other living being.  In 
one sense then it’s wrong to even go into a room and look around at any 
single object there in order to see what use we might make of that object 
for ourselves.  In another sense, it’s wrong ever to use our eyes to give 
an angry or upset look at another person, since they literally own our 
eyes now, and they would not want their (our) eyes to be used for that.  
In a third sense, these eyes belong to others and we should also view 
them in a pure light, never judging another person, even if they seem to 
be doing something we don’t like, or something that seems wrong. 

 
 
9) What final advice does Master Shantideva give us in this section, about priorities? 
 

He says, simply that “We should make other people first priority.” 
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Answer Key, Class Seven 
 
1) Master Shantideva at this point in the chapter says that we should “practice the 
attitudes of jealousy, competitiveness, and pride.”  Explain, first of all, how we do this. 
 

The idea is that we put ourselves in the body (in our culture we often 
say “in the shoes”) of another person.  Then we look at ourselves with 
the same “sick” emotions that we ourselves usually have when we look 
at others: jealous if we are now lower than ourselves; competitive if we 
are now at the same level as ourselves; and proud if we are now higher 
than ourselves. 

 
 
2) Now explain how Master Prajnyakara Mati justifies practicing these negative 
attitudes. 
 

About this verse, Master Prajnyakara Mati says that—in general—the 
attitudes of jealousy, competitiveness, and pride are something which 
would only increase the suffering side of our life.  Here though we can 
transform them into something which would only increase the 
enlightened side of our life.  We do so by another kind of 
transformation: by exchanging ourselves and others.  Given all this, we 
should feel no hesitation or misgivings about practicing these negative 
attitudes here. 

 
 
3) So now you’ve exchanged yourself with another person.  You are in their body, 
looking at your old you.  Your old you is better or higher than your new you, in some 
way.  Therefore new you is jealous of old you.  What are six negative thoughts that the 
new us would typically be thinking now about old us?  What do we, in our dark side, 
really want people to give us?  What would it be nice for us to want for others? 
 

(1) People should honor him (or her), but not me.  (2) No one should give 
me any gifts; they should give them all to him.  (3) He should be praised, 
but I should be condemned.  (4) He should be happy, and I should 
suffer.  (5) I should have to do all the work, and he should relax.  (6) He 
should become famous, and I should remain unknown. 
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4) You are another person, looking at you, this extraordinary bodhisattva.  How can 
you keep from getting discouraged, when you compare yourself with him or her? 
 

We shouldn’t look at all their great qualities, and get discouraged 
thinking that we could never develop such qualities.  We should look at 
their great qualities and get inspired to reach them ourselves.  We can 
reflect upon how there do exist even more amazing beings than them; 
and we can reflect upon how there do exist some beings who seem to be 
even worse than ourselves.  We can also reflect on how all of our 
troubles are coming to us due to the power of our negative thoughts, and 
not because we wanted them, through our own power.  The words “our 
own power” here can also be read to refer to some “me” who is coming 
from my own side.  The belief in this kind of me is the true source of all 
problems. 

 
 
5) Describe the heart-breaking moment when the other person realizes that we are not 
the great bodhisattva that they thought we were. 
 

This heart-breaking moment occurs in a verse and a half.  First, in half a 
verse, the “other person” says to me, the great bodhisattva, “You take 
care of me, and I will also try with all my strength to take on, willingly, 
all the hard work and trouble needed to attain the kinds of good 
qualities that you have.”  Then, as Gyaltsab Je summarizes the 
following verse: “But you don’t really seem to want to help us!  Aren’t 
we someone you should care for?  If this is the way this great 
bodhisattva acts, with all of those supposedly great qualities, then who 
would ever want these great qualities?  They don’t help anyone! 

 
6) Next we switch ourselves with others, and practice competitive thoughts.  What are 
some of these thoughts? 
 

I will get more offerings and respect from others than this bodhisattva, 
even if I have to fight and cause trouble to do so.  My good qualities 
should become something that everybody hears about, and his should 
remain unknown. 
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Answer Key, Class Eight 
 
 
1) Here in the verses about practicing a competitive state of mind towards ourselves, 
Master Shantideva says that we should get more offerings and honor than the 
bodhisattva.  These are things that monks in India in the eighth century might compete 
in; what would they be here and now, for us? 
 

We might want to compete with others say in the salary that we receive, 
or the position we have at work, or the kind of house or apartment or car 
we own. 

 
 
2) How should we act if something bad happens to the bodhisattva? 
 

If something bad happens to the bodhisattva, we as a person competing 
with him or her should feel joy over a long period of time, and make 
sure that they become a laughing-stock for everyone. 

 
 
3) When we practice pride towards the bodhisattva (who is now lower than us), what 
kinds of qualities can we feel pride about? 
 

We could feel that we are superior to him or her in our learning; or our 
intelligence; our physical appearance; social status; or financial means. 

 
 
4) Once we are superior to the bodhisattva in many different ways, how can we further 
develop our pride? 
 

We could assure that we are not only superior to the bodhisattva in our 
learning, physical appearance, finances and so on—but we could go on 
and make sure that everyone knows that we are superior to him or her in 
all these ways, something that “should send a thrill up our spine.” 
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5) We are still vastly superior to the bodhisattva in our financial means; but suppose 
that he or she does happen to get some money or the like.  What shall we do with it? 
 

Since we are working for the benefit of all living beings, we should 
play the Robin Hood, and forcibly take away from him anything he gets 
beyond his minimum daily needs, and give it away to others. 

 
 
6) Suppose the bodhisattva is relaxing or enjoying something; what should we do then? 
 

We should make sure that he loses this happiness, and we should heap 
all of our suffering and pain upon him.  And then we should take on the 
pain of removing all other people’s pain (or else dump this pain too 
upon him, depending upon how you read the verse). 

 
 
7) Quote the verse about the results that we have gotten over our many lifetimes from 
watching out for ourselves.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks, in these languages.) 
 

O my mind, you have wasted 
Countless eons wanting to do 
Only whatever would serve yourself; 
But with all that exhausting effort 
All that you’ve been able to gain 
Is nothing but suffering for yourself. 
 
{,YID KHYOD RANG DON BYED 'DOD PAS, 
,BSKAL PA GRANGS MED 'DAS GYUR KYANG, 
,NGAL BA CHEN PO DE LTA BUR; 
,KHYOD KYIS SDUG BSNGAL 'BA' ZHIG BSGRUBS,} 
 
{aprameya# gata#h% kalpa#h% sva#rthaM jijn~a#satastava / 
shramen%a mahata#nena duh%khameva tvaya#rjitam //} 

 
 
8) What does Master Shantideva cite as evidence that we have not in the past devoted 
ourselves to the practice of exchanging ourselves and others? 
 

He says that “It’s completely impossible that you would be living like 
this, in a life which is the complete opposite of the excellent bliss of 
Buddhahood,” if we had in the past practiced exchanging ourselves and 
others.  That is, the very fact of our present lives, so full of suffering, 
and so close to death, is evidence that we have not taken care of others in 
the past. 

 
 
9) What is the one method that Master Shantideva repeats will help us succeed at the 
practice of cherishing other people? 
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In usual Shantidevian style, he says that we can succeed at this practice 
simply by modest, regular, daily practice at it. 
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IN-DEPTH COURSE III 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
Exploring the Border Between You and Me 
 
 
Answer Key, Class Nine 
 
1) Quote the schizophrenic verse about what we should do with anything that we find 
in our possession that someone else might need.  (Tibetan and Sanskrit tracks in these 
languages also.) 
 

The verse goes like this: 
 
You will take care of others: 
Watch them quietly, 
And then snatch away 
Any particular thing 
That I have in my possession 
And give it away to them. 
 
{,GZHAN GYI RTOG CHEN BYAS NAS NI, 
,BDAG GI LUS LA CI SNANG BA, 
,DE DANG DE NYID PHROGS BYAS NAS, 
,KHYOD KYIS GZHAN LA PHAN PA SPYOD,} 
 
anyadi#yashcaro bhu#tva#  ka#yeísmin yadyadi#ks%ase / 
tattadeva#pahr%tyarthaM parebhyo hitama#cara // 

 
2) Describe the very essence (in half a verse) of how we should actually proceed in our 
lives, once we have exchanged ourselves and others. 
 

As the root text says, “I will see to it that I lose everything that feels 
good; I will see to it that I take on everyone else’s pain.” 

 
 
3) How does Master Shantideva say that the bodhisattva should think about himself or 
herself from moment to moment through the day? 
 

We should look at ourselves, the bodhisattva, and say at every moment, 
“What do you think you’re doing?”  And we should take an interest in 
our own faults and weakness, exposing them and rooting them out. 
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4) Quote, only in English, the verse about what to do if we see someone else do 
something wrong, and if we ourselves do something wrong. 
 

And even if others do something wrong, 
I will see to it that I change it around 
So I can take the blame myself. 
Even if I do the very slightest thing wrong, 
I’ll make sure that I admit it 
To as many people as I can. 

 
 
5) Now that we have improved as bodhisattvas, how shall we react when someone else 
begins to get some fame? 
 

When others begin to get some fame, we will now make sure that we add 
some more, and see to it that their fame outshines whatever fame we 
might enjoy ourselves. 

 
 
6) Once we are in the frame of mind of taking on the troubles of others, we are in a 
unique position concerning our own previous bad karmas.  Explain. 
 

On this point, Master Shantideva says that we can now speak to our own 
mind and say: “You have done much harm to others, in our past lives, for 
my sake.  And so many negative results will come to you now.  Let’s 
make them meaningful: let’s decide that whatever bad results come to me 
from those bad karmas I will embrace, and dedicate them to serving 
others. 
 

7) Explain the idea of “style” in wishing upon others what we used to wish for 
ourselves.  
 

Master Shantideva says that we should not do this practice in some crude 
manner, like a bull in a china shop.  We should exchange ourselves and 
others quietly, transparently, gracefully, anonymously.  We should 
engage in the practice as a newly-wed bride would act—particularly in 
Asia, where a bride traditionally came to her husband’s home and was 
expected to serve his entire family constantly, with silence and humility. 

 
 
8) Master Shantideva here says that we should “Take control of him saying, ‘Do this, 
and do it this way; and that you shall not do.’  We should cut him off too, if he strays.”  
Who is “he” that the Master is talking about? 
 

The “he” that the Master is talking about here is none other than our 
own minds; we should direct them throughout the day towards deeds 
that serve others, in the same way that we would treat a slightly unruly 
horse. 
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IN-DEPTH COURSE III 
Master Shantideva’s Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life 
Exploring the Border Between You and Me 
 

Answer Key, Class Ten 
 
1) At this point in the chapter, Master Shantideva says “I will put an end to my mind.”  
What does he mean by this? 
 

The full verse says that “I will put an end to you, my mind, if you refuse to 
do what I tell you, since you are the root of every problem there is.”  As 
Gyaltsab Je notes here, we are not talking to our mind in general, but 
rather to our tendency of cherishing ourselves at the expense of others. 

 
2) Quote the verse about smashing arrogance, and clarify whom it’s directed towards.  
(Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks in these languages also.) 
 

The following verse on smashing arrogance is directed towards our own 
tendency of cherishing ourselves at the expense of others: 
 
In the past you’ve ruined 
My entire life; but now 
Those days are done. 
I know you now; where 
Will you run?  It’s time 
To smash your arrogance. 
 
{,KHYOD KYIS KHO BO GAR BRLAG PA'I, 
,SNGON GYI DUS DE GZHAN YIN TE, 
,NGAS MTHONG DA KHYOD GANG DU 'GRO, 
,KHYOD KYI DREGS PA KUN GZHOM BYA,} 
 
kva ya#syasi maya# dr%s%t%ah% sarvadarpa#nnihanmi te / 
anyoísau pu#rvakah% ka#lastvaya# yatra#smi na#shitah% // 

 
 
3) Master Shantideva here advises us that we should give up a certain idea.  What it is? 
 

He says that, from now on, we should give up any idea that we have 
anything to work for for ourselves. 
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4) What does it mean when Master Shantideva says, “I have sold you now to others”? 
 

When Master Shantideva says that “I have sold you now to others,” he is 
talking to his own mind, and himself.  The bodhisattva has committed 
himself or herself exclusively to what other people want, and now as their 
promised servant we must earn our keep, throwing ourselves into the 
service without any hesitation or lack of joy. 

 
5) What does Master Shantideva say will happen if we are careless, and slip at this point? 
 

Master Shantideva says that—if we forget ourselves, and carelessly slip in 
this practice of giving ourselves away to others—then our own minds will 
surely deliver us to those who guard the realms of hell. 

 
6) In closing, Master Shantideva says “I haven’t forgotten the fights we’ve had.”  Who is 
he speaking to? 
 

When he says “I haven’t forgotten the fights we’ve had,” Master 
Shantideva is speaking to our own tendency to concern ourselves only 
with what we need or want. 

 
7) Quote the final verse of the section on exchanging oneself and others, about the best 
way of taking care of ourselves.  (Sanskrit and Tibetan tracks in these languages.) 
 

All that time I made myself unhappy, 
Trying to make myself happy. 
All this time I’ll watch out for others, 
And finally watch out for myself. 
 
{,DE STE BDAG NI DGA' 'DOD NA, 
,RANG LA BDAG GIS DGAR MI BYA, 
,DE STE BDAG NI BSRUNG 'DOD NA, 
,GZHAN DAG RTAG TU BSRUNG BAR BYA,} 
 
{na kartavyàtmani prãtiryadyàtmaprãtirasti te  & 
yadyàtmà rakùitavyo'yaü rakùitavyo na yujyate  //} 

 
8) How does the old Rolling Stones song which says, “You can’t always get what you 
want,” apply to the practice of exchanging ourselves and others? 
 

[This old Rolling Stones song says that “You can’t always get what you 
want, but if you try some time, you just might find, you get what you 
need.”  It makes a distinction thus about the things we want, and the things 
that we need.  At the beginning of our practice of exchanging ourselves 
and others, we might naturally tend to focus on the small wants that 
people have: a cup of coffee, some money, a movie.  It’s good and necessary 
to provide other people’s small wants in this way.  But we must also go 
further, and take care of the ultimate needs of others as well, even if they 
aren’t aware or can’t articulate that they need these things.  What people 
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really need, whether they know it or not, is to reach a place beyond all 
pain and death—and the chance to provide this themselves to others. 

 
9) As the one master of Buddhism who is perhaps most famous of all for promoting this 
teaching of exchanging oneself and others, Master Shantideva has obviously excelled in 
this practice himself.  How does his own life provide an example for how we can carry out 
this high practice? 
 

We know from historical records that Master Shantideva first of all carried 
out the practice of exchanging himself and others secretly: his nickname 
was “Busuku,” meaning “Worthless One,” because the other monks who 
spent all their time around him had no idea that he was serving them with 
his every breath.  We know secondly that the Master did apply himself in 
very practical ways to serving others, for example by advising kings in the 
political  and military realms.  Yet if we think about it, the one method in 
which Master Shantideva has served all of us, has exchanged himself with 
all of us, is through the fact that he passed this teaching on so purely and 
eloquently, so that it has lasted for over 13 centuries.  And so we can make 
it a goal to meditate upon the practice modestly, every day; and then go out 
and apply it within our daily lives, quietly, in real life; and finally do the 
ultimate exchange of ourselves and others, by passing the joy of this 
teaching on to others. 
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